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PUBLISHER'S NOTE 

The purest gems lie hidden in the bottom of the ocean or in the 
depth of rocks. One has to dive into the ocean or delve into the 
rocks to find them out. Similarly, truth lies concealed in the 
language which with the passage of time has become obsolete. 
Man has to learn that language before he discovers that truth. 

But he has neither the means nor the leisure to embark on 
that course. We have, therefore, planned to help him acquire 
knowledge by an easier course. We have started the series of 
Ancient Indian Tradition and Mythology in En glishTranslation. 
Our goal is to universalize knowledge through the most popular 
international medium of expression. The publication of the 
PuriiQas in English Translation is a step towards that goal . 



PREFACE 

This is the first part of the Padma Purfqla in English trans
lation and the thirty-ninth volwne in the series on Ancient Indian 
Tradition and Mythology. I t  comprises the first thirty-three chap
ters of the firs t section called Sri#khaTJ¢a or the Section on Creation 
of the PuraJ.la which is very huge in size. This PuraJ.la, as it 
appears in the Veilkatesvara edition which this translation 
follows, consists of seven big sections or KhaJ}.c;las, namely, Snti , 
Bhumi, Svarga, Brahma, Patala, Uttara and Kriyayogasara and 
is said to contain 55000 verses, though the actual number is 
much less. The translation of the whole PuriiJ}.a is planned to 
run into as many as ten volumes of the present size and may 
take some years for its completion. 

The Padma PuraJ.la takes its name after the Primordial Lotus 
from which god Brahma, the Creator, was born. Dr. Deshpande 
has given a brief KhaQc;la-wise summary of the Purfqla in his 
Introduction which appears in this volume. As the 'Contents' 
show, the reader will find herein and enjoy some very interes�
ing accounts and stories, such as that of the churning of the 
ocean by the gods and demons,  the destruction of Dak�a's sacri
fice by god Siva, the chopping-off of Brahma's fifth head by the 
same god, the drinking-up of the ocean by the sage Agastya 
and so on. A very amusing story appears in Chapter 1 3 , of how 
Brhaspati ,  the preceptor of gods, impersonates Sukra, . the pre
ceptor of demons, and how he corrupts and demoralizes the 
latter by preaching heretical doctrines to them with a view to 
make the gods who were very often defeated by the demons in 
war, victorious over them. A good portion of this Part is also 
devoted to the glorification of Pu!:!kara as a sacred place of 
pilgrimage. A number of fasts and vows are recommended and 
the merits of observing the same are described in detail . 

The project of this series was envisaged in 1 9 70 by the late 
Lala Sundar Lal Jain of Messrs .  Motital Banarsidass . Thirty
nine volumes of the series including the present one have so far 
been published and others are in progress. Complete sets of 
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eleven major Pura:Qas, viz. Agni, Bhiigavata, Brahma, Brahmii1J¢a, 
Garu¢a, Karma, Linga, Niirada, Siva, Variiha and Viiyu are already 
available, many of which have been reprinted over and over 
again. 

It  is our pleasant duty to put on record our sincere thanks to 
Dr. R.N. Dandekar and the UNESCO authorities for their kind 
encouragement and valuable help which render this work more 
useful than it would otherwise have been. We are extremely 
grateful to Dr. N.A. Deshpande for translating the text. We are 
also thankful to all those who have been helpful in our project . 

-Edito r 
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INTRODUCTION 

PuriiT}.as 
Originally the word PuriiTJ.a seems to have been understood 

in the sense of an 'old legend' (�J11Tlf. Oli€lilif�); but it is 

variously explained by different Pural).as. Viiyu PuriiTJ.a says that 

it is called Pural).a because it lives in the past or it breathes 

ancient times (�m�r l!lif"aR �rut ao:r �cn:r. I 1 .203) .  Brahm
iiTJ.r/a PuriiTJ.Q says that it is so called since it existed in olden times 

(��T �'4! ... 4� ao:r �I 1.1.173). Padma PuriiT].a 

offers the following explanation :  �'U q� crf1;c � €to:r cf 
��1{ (V.2.53) : It is called Pural).a because it desires or likes 

the past. It is, in other words, interested in the past, and there
fore describes the past. Thus these explanations suggest that the 
Pural).a literature deals with the past. Matsya PuriiT}.a ( 53 .63) , 
in fact, describes the Pural).as as 'containing the records of past 
events ' .  It therefore appears that originally the term PuriiT}.a 
signified an ancient tale or narrative. Such tales existed prior 
to Vedas . This seems to be the meaning of such statements as 
� mffifrurt Sfl:l'if 'iJW1'IT �1{ I ( Padma 1 . 1 .45) . Various 
traditions also accept the sacredness of Pural).aS. Atharva Veda 
refers to Pural).as in the singular at XI.7 .24 and XV.6. 10- l l .  
Satapatha BriihmaT}.a (XI.5.6-8) also mentions Itihasa-puraQa as 
one word. It gives Pural).a the status of Veda. Taittiriya AraT}.yaka 
(11 . 1 0) refers to PuraQas and Itihasas. Gautama Dharmasiltra 
(XI. l 9 ) ,  Kautilya's ArthaJiistra ( V. 6, p.25 7 ) , and Smrtis like 

J.V!anu (111.232) refer to PuraQas . Mahiibhiirata refers to Pural).as 
both in the singular (at Adiparvan 5.2 , Santiparvan 208.5 etc.) 
and in the plural ( at Striparvan 1 3 . 2 ) .  Mahli.bhiirata also men
tions by name Matsya PuraQa (in Vanaparvan 185 .53) . It is not 
proved beyond doub t whether Atharva Veda X1 .7.24 refers to 
actual books by the word PuraQa. Thus it is not certain when 
actually PuriiQas as books came to be referred to. Pural).as 
themselves say that originally there was one PuraQa only (Viiyu 
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1.60.61; Linga 1.2.2; Padma V.1.45). Later on they came to be 
divided into 18 ( Padma V.1.51-52). 

Amarasirhha, the author of the Amarakosa gives the follow
ing verse explaining the characterist ics of a PuraiJ.a: 

�V"f srfcr�"' cim �rf111' "' 1 

<f�:qfuf :;lcr 2;'U1Jf 'f�&T11fl{ II 

This definition is also found in some of the PuraiJ.as like Vayu 
4.10-11; Varaha 2.4. Sarga-creation ; Pratisarga-re-creation 
after dissolution of the world ; Varhsa-dynasties of gods, the Sun 
and the Moon and the patriarchs ; Manvantara-the vast periods 
of time, so called after a Ma nu ; Varhsa (or Varhsya) nucarita
deeds and history of the descendants of the solar, lunar and 
other dynasties. But the PuraiJ.as do not fully conform to this 
description. Some contain many more topics , while some barely 
touch these five topics at some length. It has been shown that 
these five characteristics occupy less than three percent ( or 
abo�t l/40th part) of the extent ofthe PuraiJ.as that have come 
down to us . It is only Vi$1JU Purava that largely conforms to this 
description ; but even it also contains other religious and social 
topics .  Dana ( gifts ) ,  Vrata ( religious observances ) ,  Tirtha 
(sacred places) and Sraddha (rites in honour of the dead 
ancestors) occupy a bulk of the contents ( at least one lakh 
slokas) of the extant PuraiJ.as. The Paficalak�aiJ.a description, 
therefore, does not properly cover their contents. So it is main
tained that the Paficalak�aiJ.a definition is applicable to Upa
puraiJ.as, and the Dasalak�aiJ.a definition to MahapuraiJ.as. The 
Dasalak�al).a definition runs as follows : 

�lllS\=l!T� fcr�lfV"f Cf�T �� ird (ifOI 'if I � 
<fw) �"!,"ff'(cf ��T W'fr";fl:r: II 

<:wf�lfm · �of crftra:T fer:!: 1 

(Bhagavata Xl.7.9-10). 

In addition to the topics like sarga, this definition includes Vrtti 
( means of livelihood) , Rak�a ( protection, i .e .  incarnations of 
God for protection of devotees) , Sarhstha (four kinds of Laya) , 
Hetu (Jiva-the soul , that is subject to avidya, and that collects 
karman) , and Apasraya (Brahman, the refuge of individual 
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souls) . Matsya Puriir;a ( 53. 66-67) says that in addition to these 
ten characteristics PuraQas also deal with such topics as the 
glorification of Brahman, Vi�Qu, the Sun, Rudra, preservation 
and dissolution of the world, the four goals of human life, like 
Dharma, Artha etc. But even this Matsya description is not 
adequate, since PuraiJ.aS have undergone re-editions, due to the 
addition of fresh matter, suostitution of existing matter, and 
omission and modification of it. As Haraprasad Sastri observes 
(Journal of the Behar [ and Orissa] Research Society, XIV, p. 3 29) , 
"Anything old may be the subject of a PuraiJ.a,  and it covers 
all the aspects of life. " 

The characteristics like Sarga are discussed in various 
PuraQas : Brahma (1. 3) , Brahmiir;(ia (II . 8-l3) , Viiyu (4-6) , Padma 
(1 .3 ) discuss Sarga . Brahma ( 2 .32-37) , Vi,rr;u (1.2ff) deal with 
Pratisarga. Vii;u (99), Viir;u ( IV) , Kilrma (1. 20- 25) , Bhiigavata 
(IX and XII) treat Varnsas ; while ViiTJU (III. l.2), Kurma 
(1. 51 ) deal with Manvantaras. 

Purcil).as are divided into two categories : MahapuraQas and 
Upapurcil).as. The number of PuriQas is stated to be eighteen. 
As Kane observes, "The number 18 was probably due to the 
fact that the number is prominent in several connections as re
gards Mahabharata. The Bharata war was fought for 18 days, 
the total of the vast armies engaged in the conflict came to be 
18 ak�auhiQis, the epic has 18 parvans, the Gita also has 18 
chapters" History of Dharmasiistra , Vol . V, p.  842). This list 
of 18 MahapuraiJ.as is given in almost every PuraiJ.a ( see e.g.  
Padma IV. l00. 51-54 ) .  The order of PuraiJ.as that is generally 
accepted by the tradition is : ( 1 ) Brahma, ( 2) P adma, ( 3) Virou, 
( 4) Viiyu, ( 5) Bhiigavata, ( 6) Niiradiya, (7) Miirkar;t/eya, ( 8) 
Agni, ( 9) Bhavi,rya, ( 10) Brahmavaivarta, (II) Variiha, (12) Liitga, 
(13) Skanda, (14) Viimana, (15) Kilrma, ( 16) Matsya, (17) 
Garu (ia, and ( 18) Brahmiir;(ia. Some place Devibhiigavata (or 
Kiilikiipuriir;a) in place of (Vaiir;ava ) Bhiigavata and Siva in place 
of Viiyu. But Siva is not looked upon as a Mahiipuriir;a. Devi
bhiigavata has the following couplet to help memorise the names 
of the PuriQaS : 

� m � m Cl'ifgtsall'!. , 
rrrf�q-rfr.r ��'if II (�T\TT'TCI'Cf 1.3. 2) 
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�-refers to the two Pural}as the names of which begin with 
31. They are : 31fit� and 31�. Similarly the word 'i!"illfl( 
signifies the two Pural}as, the names of which begin with 'if, 
They are : 'ifllT<ffi and �. The names of other Pural}as are 
to be memorised similarly. 

The controversy like the claim of Siva Pura7Ja to be a Maha
puriil}a is tried to be set at rest by taking their number to be 19 
or 20. 

The total number of the s lokas in each Pural}a is : ( I ) 
Brahma-10000 ( according to Pural}as l ike Vayu ; Agni Pura7Ja 
272. 1 says that the number is 2500 0); (2) Padma-55000; 
(3) Vi,rtzu-23000 ; ( 4 )  Vayu-24000 (but the figures given by Agni 
272.4-5 and Devi Bhagavata 1 .3.7 are different); (5) Bhagavata-
1 8000;  (6) Naradrya-25000 ;  ( 7) MarkaiJ(i�·a-9000; (8) Agni-
16000; (9) Bhavi�ya-14500; (lO ) Brahmavaivarta-18000 ; ( I I )  Linga 
11000; (12) Vartiha-24000 ; (13) Skanda-81000; ( 14) Vamana-
10000; ( 15 )  Kurma-18000 (according to Agni 272. 19, the number 
is 8000 ) ;  (16 ) Matsya-14000 ; ( 17) Garu(ia-18000 and (18) Brah
maiJ(fa-12200. The total number of verses would come to 400 600. 
As noted in the brackets after the figures of venes of some of 
the Purlll}as given above, it would be clear that Agni Purii1Ja 
gives a different number of the slokas from the one given by 
Pural}as like Matsya or Vayu. 

Upa-pural}as are also said to be eighteen . Their names are 
given as : Sanatkumara, Narasimha, Nanda, Sivadharma, Durvasas, 
Naradiya, Kapila, Vamana, Usanas, Manava, Varu1Ja, Kali, ]IJahe�'vara, 
Samba, Saura, Parasara ,  Marica and Bhargava. They do not 
generally differ essentially from Mahapural}as in their contents . 
They have a more sectarian character. Their nature is compo
site. They are more akin to the local cults and historically not 
as important as Mahapural}as. 

Taking in view the Paiicalak�al}a description Pural}as are 
divided into two classes as ancient and later. The older Pural}as 
like Vayu, Brahma7J(ia, Matsya and Vif1JU are more loyal to the 
Paiicalak�al}a descrition. 

Haraprasad Sastri divides Pural}as into six classes, viz . 
( I ) Encyclopaedic Pural}as-Garu (ia, Agni and Narada; (2) 
Those mainly dealing with tirthas and vratas-Padma, Skanda 
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and Bhaviiya; (3) Those which apparently underwent two 
revisions-Brahma, Bhiigavata and Brahmavaivarta; ( 4) The his
torical group-Brahmiirpja and Viiyu; ( 5) Sectarian group

Liizga, Viimana and Miirkarpjeya ; ( 6) Old Puriir;tas ' revised out 
of existence'-Variiha, Karma and 1\fast.sya. 

The classification of Puriir;tas based on the Vai�r;tava stand
point is found in Garurja, Padma and Matsya. Padma (VI.236.18-

21) gives the following classification : 

(I) Sattvika-Vii�u, Niiradiya, Bhiigavata, Garurja, Padma and 
Variiha. 

(2) Riijasa-Brahmii�rja, Brahmavaivarta, Miirka�rjeya,Brahma, 
Viimana and Bhaviva. 

( 3 )  Tiimasa-Mat.rya, Karma, Ling a, Siva, Agni and Skanda, 

This classification slightly differs from the one given in 
Garu¢a and Bhaviva. Padma regards i tself to be Sattvika; 
Bhavi,ya agrees with it ; but Garurja classifies Padma as Rajasa (see 
Giorgio Bonazzoli's article "Schemes in the Purar;tas", PuriiT)a, 
Vol. XXIV, No. I, p. 169) . Padma Purii�a ( III. 62. 1 ff) states 
that all the Puriir;tas are parts of Vi�r;tu's body, and so also are 
sacred. Skanda (Kedirakhar;tQa, I )  says that 10 Puriir;tas describe 
Siva's greatness, four glorify Brahmi, two Devi and two Hari. 

Puriir;tas give various accounts of their origin. Viiyu ( 1. 60-
61) says that before Vedas were revealed to Brahma, he had 
composed Purir;tas. That is why Purir;tas seem to claim them
selves to be equal to Vedas (e.g. Viiyu l.ll-� �srcr�� 
�· «ij'fl:rff�; or Brahma 1. 29-l!� sr� cr�f� � 
�<:ij'f�). The task of the presentation of Purar;tas was 
assigned to Siitas. 

ViiTJU (III.6.15ff) has a different account. It says that Vyasa 
first divided the Veda and entrusted it to his four disciples . He 
also compiled a Purii�a-Samhitii. In it he had included tales , 
anecdotes , songs etc. He taught this Sarhhita to his fifth d isciple , 

Siita Lomahar�a:r;ta or Romahar�?a:r;ta . He made six versions of 
this Sarhhita and taught them to his d isciples . The three known 
Sarhhitis , to which additions were made by his three disciples, 
after whom they are named, are: Kasyapika, Savar:r;tika and 
Samsapayanika. 'These four were regarded as the "root
sarhhitas" ( Studies in the Epics and Purii7Jas, p. li.) . 
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Various views are put forward about the growth of the 
Puriii.J.a literature. It is maintained by some that originally there 
was one Puriii.J.a only as the references in Atharva Veda (XI. 
7.24 and XV.6.10-ll) show. In his article on the "Date of the 
Puriii).as" ( Puriil;za, Vol. II, Nos . 1-2) Gyani says that the 
Puriii.J.aliterature passed through the following four stages : 

(I) Akhyana varhsa-circa B.C. 1200 to B .C .  950. 
(2) Bifurcation stage-c. B .C .  950 to c. B .C .  500. 
( 3) Paficalak�ai.J.a stage-c. B .C .  500 to the beginning of 

the Christian era . 
( 4) Sectarian or Encyclopaedic stage-From the beginning 

of the Christian era to c. A.D. 700. 

Haraprasad Sastri says that in the stage after the root-sarhhitas 
the number of Puriii.J.as grew to ten, and in the last stage it 
reached eighteen. Amarako sa mentions the five characteristics of 
Puriii.J.as. From this it may be concluded that before his 
time the number of Puriii.J.as was not large ; nor were they in
flated; and they had certain matters common with ltihiisa, with 
which they were often linked in usage. Amarakosa and the 
Puriii.J.aS which gave the Paficalak�ai.J.a definition took up only 
those topics in which Puriii).as differed from Itihiisas. The title 
Bhavivat PuriiQa found in .Apastamba Dharma Sutra (1!. 9.2 4.6) 
indicates that during that period the term Puriii.J.a had lost its 
original meaning and had become a term denoting a particular 
class of works. Topics like dana, sraddha, vrata, which are 
mainly the subj ect of Smrtis or Dharmasastras, found a place 
in Pur�as ; and soon they vied with Mahiibhiirata to become all
comprehensive; and with additions being made by every genera
tion their contents included topics on creation, e.g. one account 
( Padma PuriiQa, Sntikhai.J.Q.a, ch. 2) tells how the self-existent 
Brahman enters Puru�a or Pradhana and how Mahat is pro
duced from Pradhana, and also how the subtle and gross 
elements and the eleven organs spring up. The same Brahmii, 
possessing Rajas, creates all beings ; having Sattva, preserves the 
universe ; and with Tamas being predominant, destroys it .  The 
Siittvika and Tamasa forms are respectively known as Vi�I.J.U 
and Rudra. Another account occurring in the Sntikhai.J.Q.a 
(Ch. 6. 2-3) of Padma PuriiQa tells how the lord of the form 
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of Boar took out earth from ocean. Then came up Nagas, 
animals etc. From the mind of Brahman came up gods, demons 
etc. He also created other beings like sheep, cows, buffaloes etc. 
Manvantaras are described and also the different yugas. The 
descrip tion of the earth' s  expanse, various islands and regions, 
as well as of the nether regions, and of the sun, the moon etc. 
seems to be exaggerated, and is at many places imaginary and 
fabulous. 

The genealogies begin with Manu, who was the saviour of 
mankind at the time of the great flood. The first king 
Vaivasvata Manu had ten sons. The account of the various 
generations from Manu upto the Bhiirata War and also of the 
dynasties subsequent to the War is given. 

The chief deities of Pural}as are Brahma-the Creator, 
Vi�I}u-the Preserver, and Siva ( or Rudra )-the Destroyer. 
The old gods except Agni and Indra have almost disappeared. 
Varul}a has changed his domain. In the Puriil}as he is the lord 
of ocean. The celestial beings like Gandharvas and Apsaras-s 
are present on many occasions to celebrate them with their 
music or dancing. 

Though either Vi�I}U or Siva is extolled in the Vai�I}avite 
or the Saivite Pural}as, other deities are not totally condemned. 
The ten avataras ( incarnations) of Vi�I}U appear in most of the 
Pur:ll}as . About the incarnations Pusalkar observes: "The 
Da5avatara (ten incarnations ) theory suggests the idea of 
evolutionary process of human development. The fish emerges 
out of the early palaeozoic seas, followed by the tortoise and 
boar in the Mesozoic period . Next came the man-lion and dwarf 
in the period of cavemen and bushmen. Parasurama represents 
the nomadic or hunter stage and Riima and KnQa, the fully 
civilised stage of city life ."  (Studies in Epics and Puranas, p. lxi ) .  

Though Dharma predominates in Puriil}as, they have not 
neglected the other goals of human life. Like the orthodox 
systems, the heterodox systems likt- Buddhism and Jainism find 
a place in them. 

Thus they have not left any field of human life untouched, 
and so are useful for the study of early Indian life in all i ts 
aspects-religious, cultural, social, political and historical. 
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Padma Puriit;a 
Padma Purilt;a tells us that it is called Padma or Padma 

Purfu.,1a because it is based on the account of the lotus (Padma ) 
that existed before Creation (1. 1 .56 )  or on the account of the 
lotus, of which the world is full ( III . I .24-25 ) .  About i ts im
portance it says that it is a great holy text and gives the fruit 
of all the Vedas (III. 62 .24 ) .  It even claims to be equal to the 
Vedas (VI.255. 1 1 8 ) .  It says that every Purfu.,1a is a part of the 
body ofVig1u, and Padma is his heart, since it is a great Purfu.,1a 
( Ill .62.2 ) .  

The total number of verses in Padma Puriit;a is said to be 
55000, though the Verikatesvara Press Edition has a smaller 
number. It has seven Kha.I.,lc;las : Snti, Bhiimi, Svarga, Brahma, 
Piitala, U ttara and Kriyiiyoga. The number of verses in each 
KhaQda is : Sr!?ti- 1 1603; Bhiimi-6609; Svarga-3 107; Brahma-
1068 ;  Patala-9504 ; Uttara-1506 7  and Kriyiiyoga-3 1 79. Snti
khaQc;la ( Chap. 1 )  states that it has the following five KhaQQ.as : 
Snti, Bhiimi, Svarga, Patala and Uttara. It does not mention 
Brahma and Kriyayoga .  If, in the absence of the BrahmakhaQQ.a 
and the KriyayogakhaQc;la, the number of slokas ( as stated in 
the SntikhaQQ.a) in the Padma Purilna was 55000 and if, even 
after their being added to it, the number is almost constant, it 
is not altogether wrong to surmise that additions were made to 
and some verses or chapters were deleted from the Purii.Qa as 
has been the case with other PuriiQas. 

The KhaQQ.a-wise contents of Padma Puriit;a are as follows:-

1. Sr!?tikhaQc;la (number of chapters 82 ) -The first chapter 
tells how Siita is asked by his father Lomahar!?aQa, to go to the 
Naimi!?a forest and narrate the PuraQa to the sages, who have 
been performing a sacrifice there. Accordingly Siita goes to the 
Naimi!?a forest and narrates Padma Puriit;a to them. The Pun1Qa 
is called Padma as it tells how the 'lotus ' arose, how from it 
Brahma came up and how he created the world. 

He tells them about the birth of Vyasa and salutes him. The 
chapter tells that first Brahma had produced 1 00 crore Purii.Qas. 
The demons Hayagriva, Sarikhasura etc . had tried to snatch 
them away and destroy them; but Vi!?QU had the two incar
nations of Hayagriva and Matsya and preserved them. 
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Suta himself tells what topics will be covered by the Pura:t:ta. 
He tells that the cause of the world is unmanifest and of the 
nature of existence and non-existence. From it Mahat and 
others spring up. The golden egg from which Brahma appeared, 
had a covering of water, which had that of air (Vayu) , which 
had that of the e ther, which had that of Bhutadi, which had 
that of Mahat, and which had that of the Unmanifest. From 
that egg came up the world, rivers and mountains . Then follows 
the description of Manvantaras and Kalpas, that of the end of 
the Brahma-tree, and the springing up of the beings, Vi�:t:tu's  
lying in the water and uplifting the earth, the description of 
how Vi�:t:tu, as a result of Bhrgu's curse, had to go through the 
ten incarnations, of the various s tages of life ( asramas).  divisions 
of heaven, creation of birds and beasts, recreation etc . ,  the 
account of a different creation of sages like Bhrgu, geographical 
information and astronomical information like the movement 
of the sun, the moon etc . 

The third chapter describes the creation of the world, how 
Vi�:t:tu in his incarnation as Varaha took out the earth and put 
it safely on water, how Brahma first created Nagas, then beasts 
ete., then gods and lastly human beings . Thus the entire creation 
is described in this chapter. 

The foruth chapter tells about the churning of the ocean 
by gods and demons, and the curse of Bhrgu to Vi�:t:tu· The fifth 
chapter contains the story of Sati. The sixth tells how Dak�a 
first created gods, sages, serpents and other creatures .  Like 
Dak�a. Ka§yapa also brought forth creation of thirteen types . 
The seventh chapter tel ls about the birth of fortynine Maruts 
from Diti. The eighth chapter tells how the earth was ruled 
over by king Prthu, and how, therefore, it was called 'Prthvi ' .  
Then it was ruled over by the wicked king Vena, who wa �killed 
by the sages, and some other man enthroned in Vena's place. 
The chapter also gives the account of the solar dynasty. Chapters 
9, 10 and 11 tell about the greatness of Sraddha and contain an 
account of the seven sons of Kausika, who performed Sraddha, 
in a queer way.  Chapters 1 2 and 13 describe the lunar dynasty 
and the way in which Brhaspati spread the Jaina view among 
the demons ( see, especially verses 45ff of chapter 1 3 ) .  Chapters 
1 4, 1 5  tell about Siva's visits to the holy places ,his observance 
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of the vow of a Kapalika at Pu�kara, the origin of Kapala
mocanatirtha, the birth of Kr�J;la and Arjuna, greatness of 
Pu�kara and the characteristics of a brahmaJ;la. Chapters 1 6, 1 7 
describe how, when at the time of Brahma's sacrifice, his wife 
Savitri did not turn up in time, Brahma married the daughter 
of a cowherd brought by Vi�l')u, how Savitri was angry, and how 
she was appeased . In verses 1 83ff various epithets of Savitri are 
given. Chapter 1 8  narrates the importance of the river Sarasvati 
and the story of the cow Nanda to emphasige the importance of 
truthfulness. Chapter 1 9 describes the killing ofVrtra and Kaleya. 
Chapters 20, 2 1  describe the importance of Dvadasivrata, gifts 
like Laval')acala, Gul;ladhenu etc. , and many vows to be observed 
on the Saptami day. Chapter 22 tells about the birth of Agastya, 
Urvasi etc .  Chapter 23 contains the description of the chara
cteristics of Vi�J;lu's devotee, of Bhi�madvadasi, and the advice 
given by the sage Dalbhya to Knl')a's wives. Chapter 24 des
cribes the vow of Aiigaraki Caturthi ( i .e .  Caturthi falling on a 
Tuesday) . Chapter 25 describes the Adi tyasayanavrata and 
chapter 26 the Rohil')icandrasayana-vrata. Chapters 27, 28 tell 
about the importance of constructing wells, tanks etc. and plant
ing trees. Chapter 29 narrates Saubhagyasayanavrata; chapter 
30 Balikatha ; Chapter 31 narrates the account ofSivasakti, the 
description of the rise of Nagatirtha, and the importance of  
Sraddha etc. Chapter 32 tells the story of five corpses. Chapter 
33 narrates Markal')l;ieya's story and Lak�mal')a's folly. Chapter 
34  tells about the conclusion of Brahma's sacrifice. Chapters 
35, 36, 3 7, 38 contain the description of a few incidents from 
Ramayal')a like Rama's visit to the hermitage of Agastya. 
Chapter 39 tells about the recreation of the ea rth. Chapters 
40-4 1 describe the killing of Madhu, Kaitabha and Kalanemi. 
Chapters 42, 43, 44 describe the birth of Tarakasura, the marri
age of Siva and Parvati and the birth of Kartikeya and the 
killing of Tarakasura. Chapter 45 describes the incarnation of 
Narasirilha. Chapter 46 tells about the kill ing of Andhakasura 
and the importance of Gayatri. Chapter 47 tells about Garul;la's 
birth and his valour. Chapter 48 emphasizes the importance of 
brahmal')as and cows. Chapter 49 describes the importance of 
good conduct. Chapter 50 contains the story of Narottama, 
Chapters 55,5 2  tell about the importance of a chaste woman and 
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the conduct of a woman. Chapter 53 stresses the importance of 
greedlessness . Chapter 54 narrates the story of Ahalya. Chapter 
55 advises a man to curb his passions. Chapter 5 6  summarises 
the accounts told in the preceding chapters . Chapters 57, 58, 
59 tell about the meri t obtained by digging wells, planting treeg, 
constructing bridges etc. The subsequent chapters ( 60 to 65) tell 
about the importance of Amalaka and Tulasi, of Ganga and 
Gavapati. Chapters 66 to 75 describe how the demons like 
Kaleya, Tareya, Hiravyak�a were killed. The remaining chapters 
(up to chapter 82 ) tell about the importance of various planets, 
birth of Mangala, and the pacification of planets. 

II. Bhiimikhavc;la ( number of chapters 1 25) : The first forty 
chapters deal with the fruit of obligatory and occasional gifts. 
Chapter 4 1  emphasizes the importance of chastity with the help 
of the story of Sudeva and Padmavati . The story is continued 
in chapters 48, 49, 50 , 51 also . The war between the chief of 
boars and king Ilqvaku is described in chapters 42 to 47 . The 

stories of lndra and Sukala, of Krkala occupy chapters 53 to 60. 
Chapters 6 I to 64  describe the importance of father, mother etc. 
Capter 65 describes the human body in such a way that nausea for i t  
should be produced in the minds of the readers and the listeners . 
Fruits of good and bad actions find a place in chapters 66-68, 
while enumeration of good acts is made in chapter 69. Chapters 
7 0-7 l describeYama's world. Story of Yayati covers chapters 72-
83 .  Piiru's getting the kingdom is the topic of chapter 8 4, while 
chapter '85 tells the story of Cyavana and the importance of a 
preceptor. The story of Kuiijala and his four sons finds a place 
in chapter 86, and is continued in subsequent chapters upto 
chapter 1 02.  Vratas like Asiinya5ayana are described in chapter 
8 7. Kr�vasatanamakhyastotra is given in the same chapter. Chap
ter 95 states the importance of dana. The distinction between 
those that go to hell and those who go to heaven is given in chap
ter 96. The story of the demon Huvc;la, killed by Nahu�a, and of 
Asokasundari, Nahu�a's being consecrated as the king, and the 
account of Nahu�a find a place in chapter 10 3. Kuiijala also 
tells his own account, the importance of a preceptor is narrated, 
and after the description of Vena's performing a horse sacrifice 
and going to heaven. the Khavc;la closes with the narration of 
the fruit of l istening to or getting recited Padma PuriiTJ.a. 
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III.  SvargakhaJ).c;la ( number of chapters 62) : This KhaJ).c;la 
opens wi th the arrival of Siita and his commencing the narration 
of this Kha:I).Q.a (chapter I) . The second chapter describes 
Brahman, Prakrti, and the origin of the world. Upto the 9th 
chapter description of Sudarsana country, Meru mountain, 
of countries lying to the south and the north of Meru, of 
Bharatavar�a, Jambudvipa, Sakadvipa etc. is given. Then from 
chapter 10 to chapter 40 the description of various rivers like 
Kaveri, Narmada, mountains and sacred places like Sii labheda, 
Bhimesvara, VaruJ).esvara, Nagesvara, Kuberabhavana, K�etra
pala, Sukla, Naraka, Dasasvamedhika, Rudravedi, Bhrguk�etra, 
Vnatirtha on the bank of Narmada, and also of the greatness 
of Narmada, of Vitastatirtha, Kuruk�etra, Brahmavarta, 
Dharmatirtha, Yamunatirtha, Kapardesvaratirtha, Gaya, 
Kotitirtha is given. Chapters 41-49 narrate the importance of 
Prayaga. Chapters 50-55 describe the greatness of devotion  to 
Vi�J).u, the duties of the various stages of life, prohibited deeds 
etc. The last chapters tell about articles of food which ought 
and ought not to be eaten, various kinds of gifts, way of life of a 
Vanaprastha and of a Yati, the superiority of devotion to Vi�J).u, 
and the importance of Padma Purii.TJ.a. 

IV. BrahmakhaJ).Q.a ( number of chapters 26 ) :  The KhaJ).Q.a 
commences with the description of the characteristics of Vi�J).u's 
devotee. Then upto chapter 1 7, the description of the churning 
of the ocean, the coming up of the ( Halahala) poison, of Alak�mi, 
and Lak�mi , of nectar, is given. A number of tales about J anma�
tami-vrata, Lak�mivrata are told. From chapter 18 to chapter 
24 various expiations are told . Also the importance of Ekadasi of 
Kartika and vows in Kartika, of Tulasi, Dhatri , is given. The 
fruit of many gifts like that of a piece of land is stated. Chapters 
25 , 26 tell about the importance (of the muttering) of the name 
of the Lord and that of keeping one's promise. 

V.PatalakhanQ.a ( number of chapters 117): The first 68 
chapters of this Kha:I).Q.a narrate Rama's life. The KhaJ).c;la begins 
with the request of Sa unaka ete. to Siita to narrate to them the 
life of Rama. Rama killed RavaJ).a, gave Rava:l).a' s  kingdom to 
Bibhi�aJ).a, and returned wi th Sita . On way back he showed Sita 
many holy places .  In the end he came to Nandigrama where 
Bharata was staying. Chapter 2 describes the meeting of Rama 
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and Bharata. Chapter 3 describes Rama's entry into Ayodhya. 
Chapter 4 narrates how Bharata handed over the kingdom to 
Rama. Chapter 5 describes how his subjects behaved righteou

sly. In chapter 6 Rama asks Agastya as to who Raval}.a was , 
and how he became so valourous. Agastya in the next ( i .e . 7th) 
chapter tells Rama how he is an incarnation ofVi�I}.u,  and how 
he has made the world happy by killing RavaQa. In chapter 
8 Rama asks Agastya for an expiation as he has committed the 
sin of killing a brahmal}.a like RavaJ}.a. Agastya recommends the 
performance of an ASvamedha sacrifice. Chapter 9 tells about 
the requisites of an Asvamedha. In chapter 10 it is told how 
Rama gets fashioned a go lden image of Sita, and commences 
the horse sacrifice. Chapter 1 1  tells how the warriors get ready 
to protect the horse and how the horse proceeds towards the 
east. Thus upto chapter 68, the description of the horse sacrifice 
is given. Some didactic chapters like chapter 1 0, and the 
account of Cyavana given in chapters 1 4, 15, 1 6, fruit of Karma 
narrated in chapter 48 are worth reading. After the account of 
Rima follows the account of Knl.la upto chapter 84. The secre t 
of the relation between KnQa and the cowherdesses, the 
classification of Bhakti are told in chapter 85. Also the impor
tance ofVa.iSakha is told in these chapters . Chapters 87, 88, 89 , 
90, 9 1 , 92, and 93, are repetition . Chapter 87 corresponds with 
the first 40 verses from chapter 92. Chapters 88 to 92 which tell 
the importance of VaiSakha have been taken from the Bhiimi
khal,lc;ia ( ch.l l ff) with a change in names. Somasarman is told 
by Vasi�lha why he has obtained such a nice and Brahmavadini 
wife (chapter 93) . In these chapters many didactic and interest

ing tales are told to impress upon the readers, the importance 
of Vai sakha ( chapters 94- 1 03) . Then comes the description of 
Siva-worship, wearing of Linga, ashes etc . Chapter 1 1 4 contains 
an accout of Gautama's hermitage . Chapter 116 tells the Rama
story which differs from the usual Rama- story. Chapter 1 15 tells 
the importance of listening to a PuraQa. The chap ter ends with 
the enumeration of 1 8  Mahapural}.as and 18 Upapuarl}.as. 
He who would comment upon these should be regarded as 
equal to Manu. Chapter 1 1  7 narrates the story of Akatha and 
other stories . 

VI. UttarakhaQc;ia (number of chapters 255) ; The very first 
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chapter tells what the contents of the Khar.t<;l.a are. Satikara says 
to Narada that he would now narrate to ·him the Uttarakhar.tc;la 

Out of the 255 chapters of the Khar.tc;la, the first eighteen 
contain the story of Jalandhara. Then upto the 34th chapter the 
importance of sacred places, Tulasi, gift of food is stated . The 
importance of the 24 Ekadasis of the 1 2  months and the two of 
the Adhikamasa (the intercalary month) is told. This continues 
upto chapter 93, in which commences the description of the 
importance of Kartika, which goes on upto chapter 1 24 . In 
chapters 1 25 to 1 29 the importance of Magha is told .  The 
description of the various places and rivers is geographically 
important . The description of even the tributaries is given in 
detail. With chapter 1 74 ends the description of Sabaramati, 
and the description of the importance of the Bhagavad Gita 
commences. Vi�r.tu is depicted as narrating the importance of 
the Gita . In chapter 1 75 he tells that the eighteen chapters of 
the Gita are the five mouths, ten hands , the belly and the two 
feet of Siva. In each chapter from 1 75 to 1 92, a s tory referring 
to each chapter of the Gita is given. The story is told to empha
size the importance of that particular chapter ; but unfortunately 
not a single important principle of the Gita-philosophy is 
reflected in any of these chapters. Two observations can be 
made: ( i ) The common man's level of understanding had gone 
so low that he did not easily understand the important teach
ings of the Gita , and (ii) he had implicit faith in Purar.tas, for 
he accepted whatever they taught. With chapter 1 83 begins the 
importance of Bhiigavata. The handling of these chapters is 
better than those about Gita. With chapter 199 begins the des
cription of the importance of Yamuna. Chapter 202 contains the 
story of Dilipa. The story hag a remarkable resemblance with 
the story occurring in the first two cantoes of Kalidasa's Raghu
vamsa. The ten incarnations are described from chapter 230 
onwards. Greatness of Vi�r.tu is narrated in chapter 255. 

VII. Kriyayoga ( number of chapters-26) : This Khar.t<;l.a is 
the smallest one. After the first, which is the introductory 
chapter, the creation of the world and the virtues of Vi�r.tu 's 
devotee are narrated in the second chapter. Chapter 3 gives the 
story of king Manobhadra. Then in chapter 4 follow the des
c ription of the importance of Ganga, and the story of Padma-
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vati . Chapters 5 and 6 tell the story of Madhava and Sulocana . 
Then there is the description of Jagannii.thapuri . The remaining 
chapters describe the importance of Tulasi, Salagrii.ma, Ama
laka, Ekadasi, etc. and the Khal).<;ia ends with the description 
of Kali, in which virtuous people will be ridiculed, population 
will grow enormously, and young girls of five or six years of 
age will conceive ! But all the sins, the Purii.J).a, tells, can be 
destroyed by uttering the name of the Lord . 

The last part of the Khal).<;ia stresses the importance of this 
Khal).t;ia. It also says that he who will write down or cause 
someone else to write it down will have the fruit of worshipping 
Vi�J).u. This Pural).a is very charming, and may the Lord be 
pleased with it. 

A glance at the contents would show that Padma PuriiT)ll is 
Vai�J).avite in nature. It asks a person to serve Vi�J).u's feet only 
(1 .5 . 1 0 ) .  Those who utter Vil?J).u 's name are meritorious ( IV. 
1 0.66 ) .  The characteristics of the devotee of Vi�I}U are given at 
the beginning of Brahmakhal}t;la.  The story of Ajamila empha
sizes the importance of the utterance of V�1.1u's names ( III . 
3 1 . 1  07) . Svargakhal).t;la (chapter 60) tells that the best Bhakti is 
Vi�J).u-bhakti. Uttarakhal}t;la narrates the greatness of Vi�J).u in 
chapter 255. He is depicted as narrating the Bhagavad Gitii in 
the same Khal).t;la (chapter 1 74) . The story of Pul}<;iarika given 
in the 80th chapter of Uttarakhal}t;la tell s the importance of 
Vi�I}u-bhakti. He is said to be the highes t god. The Vi�TJU-sahasra
niima given in chapter 7 1  of Uttarakhal).t;la, and its importance 
stated in the next chapter of the same Khal}t;la, point to the 
same conclusion. Though the Pural}a makes such statements as : 
'That brahmal}a, who is not a devotee of Vi�J).U, is said to be a 
heretic ' (VI . 262.27 ) ,  yet it shows religious tolerance. It says 
that those who look upon Vi�I}u and other deities as one are not 
reborn (III. 50. 1 06 ) .  As already noted, Vil?I}U himself tells that 
the various chapters of the Gita are the limbs of Siva's body 
(VI . 1 7  5) . Thus the Purii.I}a, though mainly teaching Vi�I}U
bhakti is not entirely sectarian. It divides Bhakti into three 
classes as Laukiki, Vaidiki and Adhyatmiki. 

Tirthayatrii.s or visits to sacred places are said to give great 
religious merit. Svargakhal}t;la ( Ch. I 0 to Ch. 40) gives 
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the description of many sacred places like Stilabheda, 
Dasii.svamedhika, Gayii. and the merit obtained by such visits 
which is said to be very great. For example Padma PuriiiJa states 
( I . 38.2) that by merely going to Gayii. one gets the reward that 
one would get by performing a horse-sacrifice. Chapters 4 1  to 
49 of Svargakha1,1Q.a are devoted to the narration of the impor
tance ofPrayaga. 

Like visits to holy places, vratas also are said to lead a 
human being to final beatitude with no more rebirth. The 
Dvadasivrata in Sntikha1,1Q.a (chapters 20-2 1 )  or Saubhii.gya
sayanavrata described in the same Kha1,1Q.a (chapter 29) ,  or the 
Janma�tami-vrata or Lak�?mivrata narrated in Brahmakha1,1Qa 
( chapter 1 7) or that of Vaisakha given in the Patii.lakh3.1,1Q.a 
(chapters 85-86) are some of the many examples which s tress 
the importance of vratas, and which are some of the very im
portant and highly fruitful vratas. 

Like visits to holy places and observance of vratas or vows, 
dana or giving gifts is emphasized by Padma Pura!Ja. The first 
forty chapters of Bhiimikha1,1Q.a deal with obligatory and occa
sional gifts. Also chapter 95 of the same Kha1,1Q.a stresses the 
importance of dana . Observing a fast and then giving a gift is 
said to be equal to the performance of sacrifices (III.  2 1 . 29) . 
In chapters 1 8  to 24 of Brahmakha1,1Q.a fruits of many gifts like 
a piece of land are stated along with various expiations etc. The 
gift of food is highly praised (VI. 33) . A household er is asked to 
give as much food to an ascetic as would fill his begging bowl 
( V. 1 5 . 140- 14 1 ) . 

Sraddhas and expiations also .find a place in the Pura1,1a. 
Sraddha or offering of oblations to the dead ancestors is said to 
be meritorious. The institution of expiation should not be looked 
down upon. It accepts the universal principle 'To err is human ' 
and gives opportunity to every erring soul to correct himself. 

From the literary point of view, it may be said that Padma 
PuriiiJa is not very difficult to be understood by a person who 
has some grounding in the Sanskrit language. Padma PuriiiJa does 
not have that l iterary charm which Bhiigavata Purii!Ja possesses . 
For example, the story of Aj amila is handled by Bhiigavata in a 
better way. The Padma handles it rather cursorily. 
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There are certain grammatical irregularities . Wrong forms 
like lapapsye for lapsyase (1 . 1 7  .48) , jago for jagau (1 .30.67) , 
kurate for kuru te (! .20 .45) , vandya for vanditva (I .  43 . 35b) , 
use of a wrong gender like divasam for divasa.Q. (II I . 3 1 . 1 70) , 
lack of agreement between the subject and the verb in a sen
tence ( 11!. 39 .85) are to be found in the Purii.I).a ; but when the 
bulk of the Pural).a is taken into consideration, they are negli
gible. 

The Pural.J.a cont:1ins a number of subhiiJitas. A few examples 
of such subhiiJitas are 1 11 .23 .5 ,  III. 3 1 .89, 95 ; 1 1! . 3 1 . 1 74, 1 75 ; 
60 .24 ;  IV.5 .30 etc. 

Certain descriptions have a poetic aroma, e .g. the description 
of women in 111.2 1 .65ff. Alliteration like the one in III.20.42 is 
rare. Certain definitions like those of the virtues like KJamii 
(forbearance) , Satya ( truthfulness) , Dambha ( religious hypo-

<:risy) given in the 54th chapter ofSvargakhal).c;la are epigram
matic and precise. 

Padma Purii!Ja is neither the work of one author, nor does it 
profess to abound in poetic excellences. It  would not,  therefore, 
be jus tifiable to judge it as a work of poetry. 

It is not easy to decide the date of Padma Purii!JQ. There are 
clear indications of additions and omissions. It has already been 
shown above, while discussing the number of Khal).c;las and 
verses in Padma Purii!Ja, that certain portions were added to or 
taken away from the Pural).a. A glaring example of contradiction 
noticed in Svargakhal).c;la (chapter 50 ) would suffice to show 
that it is not the work of one hand. Verses 20b-2 l a  of chapter 
50 of Svargakhal).c;la tell that those who look upon Vi�l).u and 
other dei ties as one are not born again, while verses 22b-23a of 
the same chap ter say that those who look upon Vi�l).U and other 
dei ties as identical fal l  into hell .  Sometimes the smooth, easy 
flow of the narration is marred by a clumsy construction (IV. 
6.3 3) . 

To sum up, Padma PuriiTJa does not belong to the class of the 
ancient Pural).as like ViJTJU, nor is it his torically important like 
BrahmiiTJ¢a. Like Stcanda and Bhaviva it mainly deals with vratas, 
danas, tirthas and lays special s tress on ViJTJUbhal.ti. Its contri
bution may be said to lie in the fact that like other Purii.I).as of 
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its class, it emphasized Bhakti, relegating Jniinamiirga to a 
secondary position. For siidras and women it recommended 
what was called the Pauriir;ika Dharma . As the influence of 
Pural).as went on increasing, the Vaidika Dharma gradually 
receded, and, the Dharma or way of life taught by Pural).as, 
which was upto then supposed to be inferior, came to the fore
front, and Pural).as, like the Gitii, taught that people should not 
hanker after worldly gains, but should do their duty sincerely, 
dedicating it to God. The message of Padma Puriir;a is not differ
ent (VI.53 .4-9 ) . 



I Sl_t$TIKHA:L'�U;>A 
( Section on Creation) 

CHAPTER ONE 

Introductory 

1 .  May the water of the Pu�kara lake purify you-the 
water which is clean ; which is clear like the moon ; in which 
foam is produced by the commotion of elephants' trunks and of 
crocodiles ; which is frequented by the chief BrahmaJ).as engaged 
in the (observance of) vows and restraints for the realisation 
of Brahman ; which is sanctified by the sight of Brahmii. adorned 
by Orhkara and the Lord of the three worlds ; which is delight
ful due to ( its being fit for) enjoyment; and which removes evil. 

2. Lomahar�aJ).a1 said to Ugra8ravas,  Vyii.sa's highly intelli
gent pupil (well known as) Siita who was sitting alone : 

3. "0 son, go to the hermitages of the sages and explain 
in brief to them, who will ( i . e. when they) ask you, the duties 
(Dharmas) which you have heard from me in detail. 

4. 0 son, I have narrated to you all the Purii.J).as which I 
had obtained ( i .e. heard) from Veda-Vyasa ; narrate them in 
detail to the sages. 

5-6a. (Tell them) how at Prayii.ga the great sages asked 
the Lord ( about Dharma) ; (how) on being asked by them who 
were desirous of knowing Dharma and of going to an auspicious 
country they were advised by the Lord desiring ( their) welfare : 

6b-7. •Go carefully and with restraint after this rotating, 
matchless wheel, of a good nave, of a divine form, moving 

1 .  Lomahar�al)a : also Romahar�al)a; the pupil of Vyiisa, who taught 
him the entire Itihasa and Puriil)a, in which he earned great proficiency 
(Mbh. Adi. 1 ;  Vayu 1 .45, 2.4 ) . He propagated the knowledge of Itihiisa 
and Puriil)a that he obtained from Vyiisa ( Bhiigavata 1 .4. 22 ; Vi�I)U 3 .4. 1 0 ;  
Vayu 1 .60. 1 6 ;  Brahmiil)c;la 2.34 etc. Viiyu 1 . 1 . 1 3  gives the derivation o f  his 
name) . 
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effectually [ or (capable of) going (even ) to Satya Loka] , of 
an auspicious pace, and you will reach the place that is bene
ficial. 

8. That region in which the rim of the wheel wears out 
should be regarded as holy. '  Thus spoke the Lord. 

9a. Having thus spoken to all the sages, he again dis
appeared . 

9b. I t  was Gailgavartasamahara (in the place where there 
was a group of the eddies of the Ganges) , where the rim ( of 
the wheel ) wore out. 

1 0 .  At that t ime the sages were performing a sacrificial  
session in the Naimi�a forest. Go there and speak to the sages 
who (wil l )  ask you to clear their doubts about Dharma." 

l l - 1 2a. Having gone from that place and having approach
ed the best sages, bowing to them respectfully with palms join
ed in reverence and adoring them, that wise and intelligent 
Ugrasravas pleased the sages by salutation. 

1 2b- 1 3a. Those sacrificers too, along with their colleagues, 
were pleased with the magnanimous one, and together duly 
offered him homage. 

The sages said : 
1 3b- 14a. 0 Siita, whence have you come ? From which 

country have you come here ? 0 lustrous one like the gods, tell 
us the purpose of your arrival . 

Silta said : 
1 4b. I was ordered by my father, the intelligent pupil  of 

Vyasa { thus) : 
l 5- l 6a . 'Going to the sages wait upon them and tell them 

whatever they ask you. '  The revered ones (therefore) may tell 
me which story I (should ) narrate-Pural_la or Itihasa, or if I 
should describe the various kinds of duties (dharmas) . 

1 6b.  The best sages heard the sweet words uttered by him. 
l 7a. Then in them arose a desire to listen to Pural_la.  
1 7b- 1 9a. Seeing that very confident learned Laumahar�al_li, 

the chief of the sages, Sa unaka by name, adept in all branches 
of knowledge, an intelligent teacher of profane knowledge and 
( the philosophical treatises viz .) the Aral_lyakas, depending 
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upon their intention (anticipating what the sages wished), and 
desiring to hear the religious observances, said : 

1 9b-20 . "0 highly intelli�ent Siita, for (learning) Itihasa 
and Purai).as, you had properly waited upon revered Vyasa, 
the best among those who know Brahman. You drew ( towards 
you) his auspicious mind attached to the Purai).aS. 

2 1 -23 .  0 highly intelligent one, these eminent brahmins 
have now a desire to listen to the Purai).a. Please, therefore, 
narrate it to them ; for all these noble ones belonging to diffe
rent famil ies have gathered here. Let these teachers of Veda 
hear their own portions (of history) narrated in the Purai).a. 
During this entire lengthy sacrificial session narrate them to 
the sages. 0 you very intelligent one, narrate the Padma 
Purai).a to all of them : 

24. How was the lotus produced ? How did Brahma come 
into being there ? Narrate, in due order, how, He, after having 
sprung up ( from the lotus) effected the creation ?" 

25. Thus asked, he replied to them in sweet words : Ugra
sravas, the son of Romahar�ai).a spoke to them exquisitely and 
logically : 

26. "By this encouragement of yours, I am pleased. I am 
favoured by you who are conversant with Pur3.I).a and who 
have mastered the entire Dharma. 

27a. I shall narrate to you the entire well-known signi
ficance of the Purai).a as I learnt it (from my father) . 

27b-29. This is the Siita's duty from primeval times as per
ceived by the good to record the genealogies of gods, sages and 
kings of unlimited prowess and the eulogies of the noble who 
are seen in Itihasa and Purai).as to be the declarers of sacred 
lore. The siita has no authority whatsoever over ( the teaching 
or reciting of) Vedas . 

30. When the sacrifice of the noble Prthu, son of Vena, 
was in progress, Magadha and Siita praised that king. 

3 la. Being pleased (with them ) ,  the large-hearted king 
granted them a boon :  

3 lb. (He gave) the Siita-country to Siita and the Magadha 
( country) to Magadha. 

32-33a. The one born of Siiti is known here as Siita. When 
a sacrificial session in honour of Indra proceeded, and Brhas-
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pati was conjoined with (other) planets, that (offering) to 
Indra (was mixed up with that meant for )  Brhaspati ( and) 
there Siita was born.1 

33b-34a. As the preceptor's powerful offering got mixed up 
with the offering in the pupil's hand there arose the mixed 
castes due to the mixing up of lower and higher streams.  

34b-35. Those here who were born of a K�atriya father 
and a brahmin mother formed a different group though (hav
ing) similarity with the former ( i.e. Siita) . 2 To subsist on a 

K!iiatriya's profession is the secondary duty of a Siita. 
36. Here (in this world) Brahmins have delegated to me 

authority over the Purfu,1as. Having perceived Dharma, you, 
the declarers of Veda, have asked me thus . 

3 7a.  Therefore, I shall narrate to you properly the Purfu;ta 
revered by the sages on the earth. 

37b-38 . The mind-born daughter of the Pitrs3 got united 
with Indra and was cursed by the Pitrs. Resembling Aral].i, 
the cause of holy fire, she got into the womb of a fish. 

39-42a. From her by Para sara the purified soul, Vyiisa, was 
born. I salute that Real one, the Creator, Vi�J].U, the Ancient 

1 .  Vayu 6. 1 36. 1 37 and Brahmii.J;,lQa 6. 1 6 1,  1 62b, 1 63a tell how the 
offering meant for lndra got mixed up with the one intended for Brhaspati. 

2. "The Siita mentioned here is not the caste that was described as the 
offspring of a k�atriya father and brahmal}.a mother ; that was a later appli
cation of the term. This Siita was a bard like a Magadha . . . .  " ( Ancient 
Indian Historical Tradition, F.E. Pargiter, p . 1 6 ) .  Vayu 1 .3 1-32 and Padma 
1. 1 . 27-28 state the duties of the Siita. They were required to preserve the 
genealogies of gods, sages and illustrious kings, and also the ballads about 
famous men, belonging to olden times. 

3 .  •The mind-born daughter . . . ' According to the Mbh ( Adi .  63 ) she is 
not the mind-born daughter of the Pitrs, but the daughter of Uparicara 
Vasu and Girika. An apsara named Adrika, who, as a result of a curse, had 
turned into a female fish swallowed the semen of the king. The daughter that 
was born of her was named Kali, Satyavati etc. 

Vyasa was the son of this Satyavati and Parasara. He was · born in 
Yamuna-dvipa; so he came to be called Dvaipayana ( Mbh. Adi . 60.2 ) . He is 
called Pural}.a-pravakta (Vayu. 1 . 1 ; 1 .60 etc. ) . In every Dvapara one Vyasa 
is born. He composed 1 7  Pural}.as, but not being content with this feat, he, at 
the behest of Narada, composed Bhagavata, and taught it to Siita (Padma, 
U ttara-khaJ)Qa 1 98) • 
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Puru�a, who conforms to the Vedic words, who had taken a 
human form, and who was extolled; whom, as soon as He was 
born, the Veda with all its collection stood by ; who employing 
the chu rning-rod of his intellect produced in the world the light, 
viz . the moon in the form of the Mahabharata from the ocean 
of the sacred lore. 

42b-43a. If these three, viz. Bharata, the sun and Vi�QU 
were not there, what would have been the plight of the world 
blind with the darkness of ignorance ? 

43b. Know KnQa Dvaipayana to be the Lord, viz., Nara
yaQa . 

44a. Who else but the Lotus-eyed one (i.e. Vi�Qu) would 
be the author of the Mahabharata ? 

44b-46 . From that teacher of the Veda, the Omniscient 
one of bright lustre and revered in all the worlds, I learnt the 
PuriiQa. Of all the branches of knowledge, Brahma first called 
to His mind PuriiQa-the best in all the worlds, the cause of all 
knowledge, the means to the three goals of human life (viz. 
Dharma, Artha and Kama) , and of an expanse of a hundred 
crores (of verses )  . 

47. At the order of Brahma, Kesava in the form of a 
horse, brought back the Vedas when all the worlds had nothing 
left in them. 

48. The Asura had kept to himself after having snatched 
away the Vedaiigas, the four Vedas, the entire religious litera
ture with the extensive Pura!)a and Nyaya (treatises) . 

49. At the beginning of Kalpa, Kesava in the form of Fish 
snatched it back in the ocean of water; (and) remaining in the 
water, the Omnipresent one narrated the whole of it ( to 
Brahma) . 

50. The Four-faced one (i.e .  Brahmadeva) having heard 
it (from Kesava ) narrated the Vedas to the sages. Then, PurllQa 
became the source of all the sciences. 

5 1 -52. Then Brahma, the Supreme Ruler, seeing after (a 
lapse of) time the lack of apprehension of the PuriiQa (by 
people ) ,  sang it, in the form of Vyasa at the measure of four 
1akhs (of verses ) in every Dvapara Yuga to ( re- ) collect it; 
then dividing it into eighteen parts He brought it to light in 
this world . 
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53. Even now in the worlds of gods its expanse is a hund
red crores ( of verses) ; the same is put here in an abridged form 
in four lakhs (verses ) .  

54. I shall narrate the greatly meritorious Pural'}a called 
Padma having fiftyfive thousand (verses) having (i.e. divided in) 
five KhaQgas. 

55-56. There (i.e. in the PuraQa) would be ( i .e .  there is) 
Snti-khai'}Qa at the beginning ; after that (there is ) Bhfuni
khai'}Qa ; after that (follows) Svarga-khaQQa; then (comes) 
Patala-khaQQa; after that comes the fifth khaQQa known as 
Uttara-khai'}Qa (which is) the best. This alone is Maha Padma 
that has come up and full of which is the world. 

57-60 . Because the Purana is based on the account of it 
(i .e. the Padma) , it is therefor� called Padma. This Pural'}a is 
pure and spotless due to the greatness of Vi�Qu ; (and ) which, 
Hari, the God of gods first narrated to Brahma ; and which
ever portion Brahma had formerly narrated to Marici that 
(much )  alone Brahma narrated as Padma in the world. That 
(Pur3.Qa) , the refuge of all beings, is called Padma by the wise. 
That is Padma ; in it fiftyfive thousand verses are read (i .e. form 
the text) . It is narrated in five Parvans in an abridgement made 
by Vyasa . 

6 1 -63a. The first Parvan is 'Pau�kara' in which Virat 
Himself is (described to be) born ; the second is 'Tirthaparvan' 
based on (the accounts of) the groups of planets. The third 
Parvan records the (accounts of) kings (giving) ample gifts 
( to brahmal'}as) . In the fourth is narrated the history of dynas
ties. In the fifth the essential nature of final Bliss and of every
thing ( else) is narrated. 

63b-64a. In the Pau�kara ( Parvan the description of) the 
creation of nine kinds and of Brahmii.'s being the Creator of all 
gods and sages (is given) ; and also (the description of) the 
matchless creation of the fathers (is given) . 

64b. In tl.e second ( Parvan) the mountains and the seven 
islands with the seas ( are described) . 

65. In the third one the creation of Rudra and Dak�a's 
curse (are described) ; while in the fourth one the creation of 
kings and the narration of all genealogies (find a place ) .  
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66. In the last one the characteristic sign of absolution 
and the description of the science of final emancipation (occur) ; 
all this (is to be found) in this Pura1,1a. 0 Brahma1,1as, I shall 
recount it to you . 

67 .  This (Pura1,1a) is sacred ; is the treasure of glory ; it 

is ( i.e. would be ) extremely dear to the ancestors ; i t  always 
makes God happy and destroys (even) the great sin ( s )  of men." 

CHAPTER TWO 

Contents of the Section on Creation 

Silta spoke : 

1 .  I salute the Lord of all human beings and of the entire 
world, of the form of Creation and the Knower of Pradhana 
( i . e . Sarp.khya Prakrti ) . He creates this disposition in me. 

2 . He , the Creator of the worlds, the Knower of their 
essential nature, conversant with Yoga (-doctrines) , resorting to 
the concentration of mind created all immobile and mobile 
beings . 

S .  Being desirous of knowing the story of the Pura1,1a I 

submit myself to Him-the unborn, the creator of everything , 

the Lord of souls, the Observer of the worlds, and the Supreme 
Ruler . 

4-6 . Being well-disposed, having saluted with a concentra
ted mind Brahma, Vil?l,lU, Siva , Indra, the Guardians of the 
Quarters of the world and the sun; and also the magnanimous 
Vasi l?tha, the greatest among the sages and jatukar1,1ya1, with 
penance shining on his face, in the Caksu�a (Manvantara) ; 

1 .  Jatukai1Jya : "The Jatukal'l}.yas were a Vasi �tha gotra ( Matsya 
200. 1 9 ;  Vayu 1 .9- 1 0 ;  but see Bhagavata IX.2.21) . This name is a patronymic, 
and so there were several of the name. Jatukal'l}.ya or J atukarl)a is said to 

have taught Vyasa the Veda ( Vayu 1 .44 ; Harivalhsa 42, 2364) , and the 
Pural)a ( Brahmal)Qa i .  1 . 1 1  ) " ( Ancient Indian Historical Tradition, p. 2 1 7) . 

The Manu is called Caksu�a because he was born from the mouth of the 
Highest Lord (Markandeya Pural).a 76.2 ) .  
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and having saluted the revered Vyasa, the Creator, the ancient 
Puru�a who acted according to the words of Bhrgu ( I  shall 
narrate the Pural).a ) .  

7. From Him, the declarer o f  the Vedas, the omniscient 
one, adored in all the worlds and of glowing lustre, I heard the 
Pur:'i.I).a. 

8. It is a certainty that Unmanifest Eternal Cause, of 
the nature of being and non-being, creates all distinctions upto 
Mahat. 

9 - 1 0 .  In the golden egg, the excel lent birth of Brahma 
(took place) first .  The egg was covered by water, and water 
by light (or heat ) .  It ( i . e . light) was covered by air ; air 
by ether ; that by the source of the elements ( i.e .  Aharp
kara ) ; that source of elements too was covered by Mahat, 
and Mahat by the Invisible. 

1 1 . And the coming into being ( appearance) of the worlds 
in the egg itself is described ; then follows the description of the 
coming into existence of rivers and mountains. 

1 2 .  Then ( follows) the description in  brief of  the periods 
ofManus1 and of the Kalpas , ( and also) of the extinction of the 
Divine Tree and the creation of the beings by Brahma. 

13 . The passage of the Kalpas, the fixing of the world, 
Vi�I).u's sleeping in the water and the lifting up of the earth 
again (are also narrated) . 

1 4. Vi�I).u's passing through ten exis tences ( i . e. the ten 
Incarnations ) due to Bhrgu' s  curse2;  the arrangement of the 
Yugas (ages of the world ) ; the d ivision of (human ) l ife into 
all the stages (are described) . 

1 5 .  The distinction in the conditions of the mortals moving 
in heaven (after dea th), as well as the origin of beasts and 
birds is narrated. 

1 6- 1 7 .  And also etymology and ritual (find a place here) 
and the inclusion of sacred study ( is done ) ; in the same way 

I. A manvantara is said to be the period of a Manu and the gods 
(Padma, Smi-khai)Qa 3. 1 2ff. ) .  

2 .  The curse pronounced by Bhrgu on Vi�1.1u is attributed to different 
causes in Devi Bhagavata ( 4. 1 1 . 1 2 )  and Padma, BhlimikhaQ.Qa 1 2 1 .  
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Brahma's wilful dissolutions and creations, and also His three un
wilful secondary creations (are recounted) ;  and (how) Brahma 
conceived the worlds (is told ) ; and the rise of Bhrgu and others 
from Brahma's mouth ( is described in the Pura:r:ta ) . 

1 8a .  The interval between two Kalpas is narrated and the 
period of transi tion between two creations ( is described) .  

l 8b- 1 9 . The description of the origin of the progeny of 
Bhrgu and other sages (as given here) and the greatness of the 
Brahmanical sage Vasi �tha is narrated ; then follows the 
glorification of Svayambhuva Manu. 

20. (Account of) the creations of Nabhi and the noble 
Rajas (is told) . The enumeration of the islands1, oceans and 
mountains ( is also done ) .  

2 1 . The inclusion among the seven of the various islands 
and oceans according to their arrangement and the residents 
thereof are described ( in the Pura:r:ta ) .  

22.  Also the regions thereof, along with the rivers and 
mountains, as well as the i slands l ike Jambii Dvipa, surrounded 
by seven seas ( are described) . 

23-25. (The accounts of) these worlds in the egg and the 
earth with its seven islands (are given) ; the movement of the 
sun and the moon and of the planets (and other) luminaries 
also due to the power ofDhruva is narrated ; the good and bad 
fortune of the beings ( is narrated) , .:�.nd (the description of) the 
sun's chariot fashioned for a purpose by Brahma Himself, in 
which (chariot) regulated by him, the revered sun moves ( is 
given) . (It is also told how ) the chariots of the sun and others 
proceed from Dhruva only. 

26a. (The Pudi:r:ta narrates how) He created Si:rpsumara in 
whose tail Dhruva remains. 

26b. Destruction coming at the end of creation and 
creation at the end of destruction (are described). 

27 .  It i s  not possible to give in detail the account of gods, 
sages, Manu and the host of fathers ; so it is narrated in brief. 

28. The narration of gods and kings, past and future, in 

1 .  The seven islands are : Jambii, Plak�a, Salmala, Kusa, Krauiica, 
Saka and Pu�kara. 
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the periods of ( various) Manus is similar to that in the (period 
of) Svayambhuva (i.e. the first)  Manu. 

29. The 'dissolution-and-recreation' of the beings conceived 
to be of three types is called Naimittika, Prakrtika, and Atyan
tika. 

30. Drought and the terrible fire of destruction from the 
sun, and the clouds causing general inundation, and also the 
night of the Highest Lord (are described) . 

3 1 . The characteristic mark of the period intervening 
between the end of one Yuga and the commencement of an
other is described and especially that of Brahma ; also the 
description of the beings and seven worlds (is given in it) • 

32.  I shall describe here (i .e .  in the PuraQa ) the hells like 
Raurava of the Sinners ( i .e .  where the sinners go) ; also the 
consideration of the end of one and all beings . 

33 .  ( It contains) the secondary creation of Brahma and 
the description of the total destruction ; aml the des truction of 
even the great beings in every Kalpa. 

34. Having perceived after proper calculation (I shall 
describe) the evanescence of even Brahma, and also the depra
vity of the enjoyments and the painfulness of the worldly 
existence . 

35-36. ( The PuraQa describes) (how) salvation is difficult 
to attain, and ( how) faults are noticed through detachment 
and ( how) Reality, discarding the manifest and unmanifest, 
remains in Brahman. ( The PuraQa tells) how the untinged 
one called Viriipa, after realising the diversity, and having gone 
beyond the three miseries is happy and then, remains in it 
(i e. Brahman ) .  'Experiencing the joy ofBrahman he is afraid 
of nothing'. A full and proper description of the proof for such 
(statements) is given (here) . 

3 7. In it (li t .  in which) the changes pertaining to the 
world like creation and dissolution are described ; also the 
active worldly life and the fruits of resignation of worldly acts 
( are described) . 

38-44. (I t  describes) The origin of Vasi �tha ; also the 
birth of Sakti1; his destruction by Kalma�apada ,  the son of  

1 ,  Sakti : Eldest son of Vasi�tha and Arundhati. Adpiyanti was- his wife 
(Bhagavata 4. 1 .4 1 ; Mbh. Adi 1 92 . 1 1 ) . He defeated Visvamitra in a sacrifice 
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Sudasa, through the act of Visvamitra ; the birth of Parasara 
the Lord from Adrsyanti ; also how Vyasa was born of the 
daughter of the Pitrs, and how Suka was born ; also of his 
intelligent son ; how Parasara was very much hated by Visva
mitra ; ( how) fire prepared by VasiHha with a desire to kill 
Visvamitra was destroyed by intelligent Ka�;l.Va-the Lord of the 
brahma�as and non-brahma�as--desiring the welfare of Visva
mitra, to reconcile (the two sages) . How Vyasa, the Lord, 
favouring all, divided one Veda of four quarters into four parts ; 
how his pupils and their pupils again divided ( the Veda ) into 
(various) branches ; (how )  the Lord ( i.e. Vyasa ) was asked by 
the best sages at Prayaga and (how) those sages longing for 
Dharma, were advised by Kn�a (Dvaipayana Vyasa) . 

45a. 0 best sages, all this is correctly told (in the Pura�a) . 
45b-46. So also (is told) the best course of the world of (i .e .  

as practised by) the sages always practising Dharma, which was 
in ancient times narrated to the noble Pulastya by Brahma and 
by Pulastya to Bhi�ma at Gaii.gadvara. 

4 7. The narration or the listening to and especially the 
assimilation ofthis Pura�a is blessed, leads to fame, prolongs 
life and destroys all sins . 

48. To the brahrna�as Siita declared in detail and in due 
order this Pura�a which was formerly narrated by Brahma. 

49. There is no doubt that he, who, with his senses subdued, 
would study with proper understanding (even ) a part of this, 
has studied the entire Pura�a. 

50. He, who knows the four Vedas, along with the Aii.gas 
( i.e.  certain classes of works regarded as auxiliary to the Vedas ) 
and the U pani�ads and knows the Pura�a also, is wiser than the 
one ( described above) . 

5 1 .  One should nourish Veda with Itihasa and Pura�as. 
Veda, thinking 'he would deceive me', is afraid of a ( person) of 
little learning. 

at the house of Saudasa. Jamadagni again endowed Visvamitra with power. 
Then Visvamitra burnt him with the help of Saudasa. At the time of his 
death Adrsyanti was carrying. She gave birth to the celebrated Parasara. In 
the present Manvantara the name of the 26th Vyasa is Sakti. (Matsya iii . 
2. 1 2- 18) . 
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52.  And having studied (even) one chapter (of this Pura:Q.a) 
narrated by Brahma himself, one would be free from calamities 
(even) after having met with them and would get the desired 
course. 

53 .  It tells about the old tradition ; so it is called Pura:Q.a. 
He who knows its derivation is absolved of all sins. 

The sages said to the Silta : 

54-58. How did the revered sage Pulastya, Brahma's mind
born son, whose sight is difficult to be obtained, come in contact 
with Bhi�ma? It is a a great wonder, 0 Siita, 0 highly intel
l igent one. Tell us how that great sage was propitiated by that 
k�atriya ( i . e. Bhi�ma) . What kind of penance or what other 
religious observances did he practise by which that brahmanic 
sage talked to him in such a way that he explained to him a 
section or half a section or the entire ( Pura:Q.a ) ? 0 fortunate one, 
tell us, in which place and in what condition the revered one 
was seen by him? We are ready to listen to it . 

Silta Said : 

59-6 1 .  Where the Ganges, the benefactress of the good, the 
purifier of the world, having broken (open) the mountain, 
flowed forth, there-at the great sacred place-( named) 
Garigadvara, Bhi�ma, devoted to the forefathers, desirous of 
listening to (the Purii.:Q.a) , remained, for a very long time in the 
rel igious observances of ( i .e .  practised by ) the great, for full 
hundred years, meditating with great concentration on the 
Highest Brahman, and bathed thrice (a day) . 

62. God Brahma was pleased with the noble one who 
gratified the forefathers and gods with self-recitation, and who 
subdued himself. 

63-65a. Brahma said to his son Pulastya, the best among 
the sages : "Such as you are, ward off from penance that brave 
Devavrata Bhi�ma, a descendant of the Kuru-family, and tell 
him the reason (for doing so ) .  The blessed one has remained 
(there) meditating upon his forefathers. What desire hi� mind 
has, fulfil it ; do not delay." 

65b-66. Having heard the words of Brahma, Pulastya, the 
best of the sages, having come to GaiJ.gedvara, said (these ) 
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words to  Bhi�ma: "Welfare to  you ; ask for whatever boon i s  in 
your mind (i.e. you think of asking) . 

67. 0 warrior, god Brahma himself is pleased with your 
penance. I, who am sent by Brahma, will grant you your desired 
boons. 

68-69. Bhi!Jma too, having heard those words pleasing to 
the ears, opening his eyes and seeing Pulastya standing before 
him, (and ) having saluted the best sage with the eight parts of 
his body and the entire body touching the earth, and thus 
bending, said: 

70. "Today my birth is fruitful ; and this day is very 
auspicious ( as )  here I have seen your feet  adorable for the 
world. 

71 .  And I have obtained the fruit of my penance since I 
have seen the venerable one, the granter of the boon, who has 
especially arrived at the river-bank. 

72-73 .  I have made ready this comfortable seat ; ( please) 
be seated . I n  the offering-vessel made of Palasa-leaves is the 
respectful  offering with ( i.e. consisting of) sacred diirva-grass, 
rice grains, flowers, barley and milk, for of yore the sages have 
recommended such an offering consisting of eight articles." 

74. Having heard these words of Bhi�ma, of unlimited 
lustre the revered sage Pulastya, the son of Brahma, sat on the 
seat . 

75 .  Being pleased with him of good behaviour and being 
delighted the revered one liked the seat with the water offered 
for washing the feet and the (contents of) the offering-vessel . 

Pulastya said: 

76. You are a truthful munificent king, true to your word , 
modest, friendly, of a forgiving nature, (and) powerful in 
controlling the enemies. 

77 .  0 sweet-speaking one, you are conversant with 
religious law, grateful, kind. ( You ) honour those who deserve 
honour. You are intelligent, hospitable to the brahma:r;1as (and ) 
kind towards the good. 

78. 0 child , I am pleased with you who are always intent 
on obeisance. Tell me, 0 blessed one, what I (should) tell 
you. 
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Bhi�a said : 

79. 0 revered one, tell me during which time the vener
able lord lived and formerly made the creation of gods and 
others. 

80 .  ( When) did revered Vi�J.lU (effect) the preservation ? 
How was Rudra creaetd ? and how were the sages and gods 
created by that magnanimous one ? 

8 1 .  How (were) the earth, the sky, these oceans, the is
lands, the mountains, the villages, the forests and the cities 
created ( by him) ? 

82-83. Tell me how (i . e. in the order in which) the lord 
created the ascetics, the (ten) lords of created beings, and the 
seven distinguished sages, the castes, wind, old places, Gandharvas; 
Yak�as and demons, holy places, rivers, planets like the sun and 
stars. 

Pulastya said : 

84-85 . He, the best among the best, the greatest, the 
supreme spirit-Brahma-without any form or complexion, 
destitute of any attribute, decay or destruction, change, increase 
or birth, ( and also) void of all qualities, alone shines. 

86. He is regarded to be living equally everywhere, and is 
said to be matchless . The learned declare him to manifest him
self in the form of Brahma. 

87-88. Having saluted him, the mysterious, supreme, 
eternal, unborn, inexhaustible, immutable one, that has remai
ned in the form of time, I shall tell you, how having first risen 
from the lotus-bed, the lord of the world brought the creation. 

89-9 1 .  0 king, at the time of creation, Mahan, of three 
types, viz . Sattvika, Rajasa and Tamasa also, came out, endowed 
with the marks of the three constituents . 

This Aharilka!"a-resembling the principle of Pradhana, and 
enveloped by seeds etc. of three types (viz. Vaikarika or 
Sattvika, Taijasa or Rajasa and Bhutadi or Tamasa) arose from 
the principle of Mahat. ( From it arose) the five elements and 
organs of sense, along with the organs of action. 

92. I shall narrate the nature of each one (of the five 
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elements, viz .) earth, water, and fire, air and Akasa in 
succession. 

93. Akasa has the quality of sonnd ; Bhiitadi1 covered the 
sky ; Aksiia, being effected, created the quality of touch. 

94. This Vayu is indeed powerful ; touch is regarded to be 
its quality. Akiisa ,  having sound as its quality, covered the 
quality oftouch. 

95. From that Viiyu being effected, created the quality 
of form: that (arising from Viiyu) is of the form of lustre ; it is 
said to be having form as its qualitv. 

96.  Vayu, of the nature of touch, covered (lustre having) 
the quality of form ; lustre too, being effected created the quality 
of water. 

9 7. The quality of form covered the water arising out of it. 
The water being effected, created the quality of odour. 

98. From it comes into being the aggregate (i .e. the earth ) .  
Odour i s  regarded as its quality ; the sense-organs are said to 
be ( arising from) Tejas. The ten of sense and action organs are 
products of the Siittvika ( Vaikarika Aharilkara ) .  

99. Here ( i.e. of the organs ) mind is the eleventh. The 
sense-organs are said to be Vaikarika. ( They are :)  Skin, eye, 
nose, tongue, and ear is the fifth of these. 

100- 102. The function of these is said to be the apprehen
sion of sound etc .  ( The other are: ) speech, hands, feet, anus, 
and the fifth of these is the sex-organ. The characteristics of these 
in reverse order are : discharge, manual work, movement and 
speech. Akasa, air, fire, water and earth are, 0 brave one, 
endowed with the successive qualities of sound etc . ;  therefore, 
the specific objects (or particularities ) are said to be tranquil, 
violent and stupid . 

1 03 . Then being of diverse strength, and separated, they 
were unable to procreate without wholly coming together. 

104- 105.  Having come together, by mutual contact and 
inter-dependence, having the target of one aggregate, comple
tely being united, by being controlled by the Puru�a, and by 

I .  Bhiitiidi is the Tiimasa Ahamkiira. Ahamkiira is said to be of three 
types : ( i )  Vaikiirika or Siittvika, (ii ) Taijasa or Riijasa, and ( iii) Bhiitiidi 
or Tamasa. 
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the favour of the invisible ( Prakrti) ( when favoured by the 
Avyakta), {they) beginning with the Mahan etc . and ending 
with the specific objects effect the egg. 

1 06- 1 1 0. That (egg ) gradually manifested is like a water
bubble. In it, Brahma him�elf, whose form is invisible, (who 
is ) Janardana of a visible form, rema ins in the form of Brahman.  
Of him, the great-souled one, Meru was the foetus, the  (other) 
mountains were the outer skin of the embryo and oceans were 
the( foetus- ) fluid. In that egg, 0 warrior, there were the islands, 
seas, and and the whole universe with the luminaries , with gods, 
demons and human beings. The egg has water , fire, air and 
ether (Akasa ) concealed within and is, from outside, covered 
by Ahamkara and by the ten powers1 (i .e. ten organs) and 
Ahamkara ( is covered) by Mahan. 0 prince, Mahan, with all 
these, is covered by Avyak ta. 

I l l .  The egg is endowed with all these covers and all beings 
as the coconut seed is covered by external scabbards . 

1 1 2 .  Brahma himself proceeds towards the creation of the 
world, and protects the creation yuga after yuga, as long as the 
kalpa is regulated. 

1 1 3 . That god Jami.rdana, all alone, enjoying pleasure, 
possessing virtues, of unlimited valour ( now ) gets an appel
ation. 

1 1 4- 1 1 5 . At the end of the kalpa, 0 best of princes, he 
increases darkness and takes u p a terrible form, and being very 
ferocious, eats up all beings ; and, when the world becomes but 
one ocean, he, having eaten up all beings, and having assumed 
his own full form, sleeps on the bed of the serpent. 

1 16.  Being awake, he, taking up the form (of Brahma) 
effects the creation. For creating, maintaining and destroying 
(the world he takes up) respectively the forms of Brahma, 
Vigm and S iva. 

1 1 7 .  The creator creates himself, and Vi��u protects ( the 
world )  that is to be protected, and the lord himself, the with
drawer, is withdrawn (into himself) . 

1 1 8. Since he, the immutable one of a universal form, is 

1 .  Gul}.a :  the five subtle organs of perception, five subtle organs of action 
and the mind are the eleven saktis or gul)as of Aharilkara. 
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the lord of (all these) elements-earth, water, and also fire, air 
and ether, therefore beneficial creation etc . proceed from him 
only. 

1 1 9 . He-having the entire (world ) as his form through 
such states as Brahman etc ., the Supreme Being, the best one, 
the giver of boons and the worthiest-alone is the creation 
and the creator ; he is the t•ne that protects what is to be 
protected. 

CHAPTER THREE 

Kinds of Creation 

Bhifma said : 
1 .  How is it possible for Brahman, the quality-less, unlimi

ted, pure and great, to be the author of the creation etc. ? 

Pulastya said : 

2 .  As the potentialities of all objects are inconceivable and 
inapprehensible, so are those powers of creation of Brahman . 

3 .  The wise one who is born is only secondarily described 
to be eternal ; and by his own measure his life-span is said to be 
a hundred years. 

4. 0 best prince, that is called para ; half of it is said to be 
parardha. Fifteen nimefas ( =- twinklings of an eye) are said (to 
form )  one k�thil. 

5. Thirty kalas make one ka�·tha ( also called nimi�a ) ,  (or) 
the period called muhilrta. Muhilrtas equalling that number 
(i. e . 30 ) form the human day and night (taken together) .  

6 .  As many (i .e .  30) days and nights ( i .e. thirty days) 
form a month having two fortnights. With six of them an ayana 
is formed and a year has (two such ayanas, viz.) Dak�iT)a and 
Uttar a.  

7-9 .  The dakiiT)ilyana is the night of the gods and the 
uttarayat)a is their day. The set of four yugas called Krta, 
Treta etc. is formed by 1 2000 divine years. Learn from me their 
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division : Those acquainted with the past say that the number 
of a thousand divine years in the Krta and other yugas is re
spectively four, three, two and one. A (period called) sandh)'ii. 
of equal number of hundred years (corresponding to thousands
the number of years of each yuga ) is said to precede it ( i .e .  each 
yuga) . 

1 0- 1 1 . That period coming immediately after a yuga and 
equa l to ( the period of) a Sandhyii is ( called ) SandhyiiTJ'lsaka. 
The period between a Sandhyii and SandhyiiTJ'lSa is to be 
known as a yuga called Krta, Tretii etc. The Caturyuga is said to 
consist of Krta, Tretii, Dvapara and Kali. 

1 2-2 1 .  0 prince, a thousand of such caturyugas is said to 
be a day of Brahma. There are fourteen Manus during one 
day ofBrahma. Lis ten to the measure of their period : 0 prince 
the seven sages, lndra, Manu and his sons are created at one 
and the same time, and are also withdrawn as before (i . e . at 
one and the same time) . The period ofManu and gods is called 
Manvantara, and is enumerated to form seventyone caturyugas 
( i .e. groups of four yugas). This span, 0 highly intelligent one, 
is said to be ( equal to) eight lakhs and fiftytwo thousand divine 
years. According to the calculation, thirty crores, sixtyseven 

million ond twenty thousand human years without any addition 
is the number of years in a Manvantara. The day of Brahma is 
fourteen times this period . At the end of it (i.e. this day) there 
is Brahma's reabsorption (of the creation called) Naimittika. 
At that time all the three worlds like Bhul), Bhuvab are con
sumed. Residents of the Mahas world, afflicted by tormentation, 
go to the world of ( i . e. called ) ]ana . When the three worlds just 
become one ocean, Brahma, the lord of the world, the best 
among those who know Brahman, increased with the nourish
ment of tl;l.e worlds, and being meditated upon by the yogins 
remaining in the ]ana-world lies on the bed of a serpent. 

22 . At the end of the night which is of the same meas ure 

( as the day) he again brings about the creation. Such is the 
year of Brahma and likewise are his hundred years .  

23 .  Long is  the life-span of that great one, viz. one hundred 
years. Only one Parardha (half of the span) has rolled by, 0 

sinless one. 
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24-25a. At the end of it there was the great Kalpa known 
as Padma. Of the second Pariirdha, 0 king, this present Kalpa 
( called ) Variiha is conceived to be the first one. 

Bhi�ma said : 
Tell me, 0 great, sage, how this Brahma, called Narii.yaJ}.a, 

created all the beings at the beginning of the Kalpa. 

Pulastya spoke : 
25b-29. Brahmii., the lord, beginning less, cause of everything, 

who had slept at night, at the end of the bygone Kalpa, got up, 
with increased vitality, saw the world void ; being in the water 
and noticing the earth plunged in the flood of water, and after 
a thought desiring to take it and comprehending up the form of 
Vi�J}.u in order to carry off the earth he entered other forms like 
those of Matsya, Kiirma and Varaha. 

30.  Having resorted to the form of Vedic Sacrifice, the 
Crea.tor, of a firm mind, the soul of all and the highest soul, 
remained ( firm) for the stability of the world. 

3 1 -32. Then the sustainer of the earth entered the water in 
the ocean ; then the goddess Earth seeing him who had come 
from the nether region, reverential through devotion, bowing 
down, praised him. 

Jrhe �arth said : 
33. Salutation to you, the all-existing one ; salutation to 

you, the highest soul ; lift me today from this (ocean) ; formerly 
I have risen from you. Salution to you, 0 highest soul ;  salutation 
to you, 0 soul of man. 

34-36. Salutation to you who are the manifest form of 
Pradhiina ( the Salp.khya Prakrti) , and who are the destroyer. 
You are the creator, the protector and the destroyer -or all the 
beings ; you, 0 Govinda, the highest Brahma, who, at the the 
beginning of the creation take the form of Vi �J}.U and Rudra, 
having devoured everything when the world has just become 
one ocean, lie (in it)  being meditated upon by the wise. Nobody 
knows that which is your highest form. 

3 7 .  The residents ofheaven worship that form of yours which 
(you take) in your incarnations . Those desirous of salvation have 
attained it after having propitiated you, the highest Brahman. 
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38-40a. For, who would attain salvation without propitiat
ing Vasudeva? All that form which can be mentally grasped, 
the external form that can be perceived by eyes etc . and that 
which can be defined by intelligence, is your form. I am full  of 
you ; you are my support ; you have created me (and) I have 
sought your refuge.  Therefore the people call me 'Madhavi' 
(i .e. of or belonging to Madhava i e . Vi�J}.u) . 

40b-41 Being thus praised by the Earth, the lustrous 
sustainer of the earth, having the voice like the Saman-notes, 
roared with a loud murmuring sound. Then the great boar, 
resembling a lotus-leaf, and having eyes like full-blown lotuses, 
having lifted the earth ( from the ocean) with is fang, rose like 
a great blue mountain. 

42. The water of the ocean struck by his breath when he 
rose, again made the sinless sages like Sanandana, who had 
resorted to the Jana world, the abode of purity. 

43. When the base of the earth was struck by his hoof, 
the water moved on, and the row of clouds hurled by his breath 
moved all around, making a continuous (thundering) sound. 

44. The sages that were between the hair on his body 
praised the great boar tossing his body of Veda when, he, with 
his sides wet, came out (of the ocean ) after having rent the 
earth. 

45 . "0 greatest lord, Kesava, you are the lord of the lords 
of people. 0 you, holder of the mace, conchshell and disc ! You, 
are the cause of the creation, sustenance and destruction ; you 
are the ruler, and you, and none else, are the place which is the 
highest. 

46. The Vedas are at your feet, your tusk is the tying post, 
sacrifices are in your fangs, and the sacred texts in your mouth . 
Your tongue is fire, your hair the sacred darbha grass. 0 lord, 
you alone are the sacrificial man. 

47. 0 you of matchless prowess, the distance between 
heaven and earth-or this entire world-is pervaded by your 
body ; be, 0 lord, for the well-being of the world. 

48-53 .  0 lord of the world, you alone, and none else, are 
the lord of the world . It is the greatness of you alone by which 
the movable and the immovable are pervaded. The ignorant 
ones, who look upon this world, of the form of knowledge, to be 
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true, wander in the flood of darkness ; but 0 lord, the wise ones 
of pure heart see the entire world, your form, to be of the nature 
of knowledge. 0 soul of all beings, be pleased for the existence 
of the world ; 0 you lotus-eyed one, unlimited self, lift up this 
earth that is plunged (in the ocean) . You are enhanced with 
energy, 0 lord Govind. Lift up this earth for the well-being (of 
the world) ; bring about the good of the world." 

54. The highest soul, who had held the earth, being thus 
praised, put it in the great ocean. The earth remained over it 
like a boat in a stream of water. 

55. The beginningless supreme being, then having flattened 
the earth, piled the mountains on it according to (i ts ) divisions. 

56. Then having accurately divided the earth into seven 
divisions, he conceived the four worlds Bhul.t etc. as before. 

57.  This is exactly what was formerly shown to Brahmii. by 
Vi�J;�u. The god of gods who was pleased ( said to Vi�J;�u) : 

58-59. "This world is to be sustained and protected by you 
and me with care. 0 mighty one, those chief Asuras who were 
granted a boon by me, are now to be killed by you, desiring the 
good of gods. I shall create the world. 0 supreme one, it is to 
be protected by you." 

60. Vi�J;�U, the eminent one, being thus addressed ( by 
Brahmii) went (from that place ) and created gods and others. 
From him spontaneous (creation) full of darkness proceeded. 

6 1 -62. From the great one, who did not ponder, five kinds 
of creation stood apart : Tamas, Moha, Mahiimoha, Tamisra, 
Andha. It was dark from within and without, and of the form of 
(i .e .  consisting of) the immovable. This is (called) Mukhya 
Sarga as the Nagas are said to be pre-eminent in it. 

63-64. Seeing that ineffective creation the lord thought of 
another (creation) .  From him, who was pondering, the creation 
called Tiryak-srotas stood out. As the movement (of the animals 
o ther than man) was horizontal ( with their faces turned to the 
ground) the creation is said to be Tiryak-srotas. The beasts etc. 
too, were known to be almost full of ignorance and lacking 
perception. 

65-67. Taking a wrong path they looked upon ignorance as 

knowledge. Self-conceited and self-loving, they were of twenty
eight kinds. All of them were shining within and had concealed 
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one another. When he looked upon that as ineffective, another 
creation came up from him, who pondered. This (creation ) toG 
he thought to be ineffective. Then from him, who pondered, 
another (creation) came up. This third creation was Ordhva
srotas, virtuous, and �tood high up. They had abundant happi
ness and pleasure and were open and shining from within and 
without. Hence they are said to be Ordhva-srotas. 

68. This third creation of him who was pleased, is known 
as the creation of gods ( deva-sarga) • When it was accomplish
ed, Brahmii was pleased. 

69. Knowing those, coming up from the Mukhya Sarga etc .  
to be ineffective, he then thought of another excellent effective 
creation. 

70. When he was thinking thus, from him, the manifest one 
and of tme thoughts, an effective creation ( called) Aruak
srotas proceeded . 

7 1 -72. Since they move on the lower side, they are Arviik
srotas. They are rich in brilliance, enhanced in Tamas and 
strong in Rajas. Therefore they are full of grief and repeat the 
same things over and over again. They, the human beings, are 
bright within and without and are efficient. 

73-75. Fifth is the Anugraha Sarga arranged in four ways : 
error, success, power and satisfaction. They again do not know 
the past and the present. The sixth sarga ( creation ) is sa id to 
be of the beings and the like. All of them have possessions, they 
become partners, follow instructions, mutter texts and should be 
known as beings etc . 

76. Thus, 0 best king, the six creations are narrated. First 
one is the creation of Mahat ;  and that which is the second is of 
Brahmii. 

77. The second one of the subtle and primary elements is 
known as the Bhii.tiidi sarga. The third one, the Vaikarika, is said 
to be of sense organs. 

78. Thus this is ( i.e. these three are together called) Prii
krta sarga, which has come up without deliberation. The fourth 
one is Mukhya sarga. The immovables are known to be Mukhya. 

79-80.  That (sarga) which is described as Tiryak-srotas is 
(also) called Tiryak-yonya. Then (comes ) the sixth one of the 
Ordhva-srotas known as Deva-sarga. Then ( follows) the 
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creation of the Arviik-srotas ( moving with their faces turned to 
the ground ) ;  and the seventh one is Afiinu�a. Eighth is the 
Anugraha sarga. It is both virtuous and vicious. 

8 1 . These five are Vailqta sargas (i .e. modified creations) . 
(Other) three are known to be Priikrta ( natural) . The ninth 
(sarga called) Kaumiira is both Prakrta and Vaikrta. 

82. These nine creations of Prajapati, viz . the Prakrta and 
the Vaikrta and the root causes of the world are enumerated to 
you. 

83-84a. What else do you want to hear about the lord of 
the world-the creator ? 

Bhi�ma said : 

You have told in brief the sargas of gods and others from 
the lord. 0 best sage, I desire to hear about them from you in 
detail .  

Pulastya said : 

84b-87. Created due to their good and bad actions, and 
not devoid of the faculty of discrimination, they are withdrawn 
at the time of universal destruction. 0 king, the beings-begin
ning with gods and ending with the immovable-are offour 
types. They were created by Btahma creating the world and 
are known to be miinasa. Then desiring to create the group of 
four, viz .  gods, manes, demons and human beings, he employed 
himself ( to create) this water. Then from Prajapati free and 
wicked souls were born . 

88. First, (from him) desirous of creating beings, the 
demons were born from his buttocks . Then he abandoned that 
wicked body ful l  of vice only. 

89-90. 0 best ofkings, that body abandoned by him be
came the night . Then resorting to another body, he desired to 
create ; and then, 0 king, gods, born from his mouth, were joy
ful (as they were ) increased with brightness. He abandoned 
that body too, and (it became ) the day full of brightness. 

9 1 -92. Therefore, the demons are powerful at night and 
the gods by day. Then he took up another body full of virtue 
only. The pitrs looking upon him as their father were born 
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from (that body of) him. The lord having created the pitrs gave 
up that body too. 

93. That body, thus abandoned, became evening-the time 
between (the end of) day and ( the beginning of) night. Then 
he took up another body full of activity only. 

94-97. ( From it ) human beings, richly endowed with acti
vity only, were born, 0 best among the Kurus. Prajapati quick
ly gave up that former body also. That body became light, 
which is also called twilight. Therefore human beings are power
ful when the light comes on (i .e. in the morning) , and likewise 
the pitrs are powerful (in the evening) . Light, night, day and 
evening-these four are Brahma's bodies supporting the three 
constituents (sattva, rajas and tamas) . Then he took up another 
body of the nature of activity (rajas) only. 

98. Then Brahma had a sneeze ; and it produced anger ( in 
him) ; affected by it the lord then created (certain beings ) in 
darkness. 

99- 1 0  I .  These deformed (beings ) desiring to eat him up, 
ran to the lord. Those who said 'Protect him', became goblins. 
Those others who said 'Let us eat him', became spirits. The 
hairs of the creator who was very much afraid of them fell off, 
and those that fel l  off, again got on his head. They are known 
as serpents (sarpa ) on account of their creeping ( sarpa1J.a ) ,  and 
snakes (ahi ) on account of their having fallen (hinatva) . 

1 02- 1 04. Then the angry creator created fearful, angry
minded beings, pink in colour and flesh-eaters. Then Gandhar
vas, sucking the earth, sprang from him at that time. While 
sucking (the earth) , they produced sounds ; so on that account, 
they became gandharvas. Impelled by the respective capacity of 
them, he, having created these, created the birds at his free 
will. 

105- 1 1 4. He created sheep from his chest, and rams from 
his mouth. He created cows and buffaloes from his belly ; and 
from his feet ( he created ) horses with elephants, donkeys, (a 
species of ox called ) gavayas, deer, camels, mules, antelopes 
and other species ; herbs having fruits and roots sprang up from 
his hair. At the beginning of the kalpa, and the introduction 
of Tretii yuga, Brahma having duly created animals and herbs, 
emplored himself in a sacrifice. Cows, rams, buffaloes, sheep, 
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horses, mules, and donkeys-these are called tame animals. 
Learn from me the wild ones : Beasts of prey, two-hoofed 
animals, elaphants, monkeys, birds, as the fifth ( species) , 
animals like camels as the sixth, serpents as the seventh. From 
his first mouth (i .e. facing the east) he created Giiyatra, rks, and 
also Trivrtsoma and Rathantara and Agni$/Oma of sacrifices. From 
his mouth facing the south ( he created) the Tajus-formulae, 
Tri$tubh metre, and Stoma, Paii.cadafa, Brhatsiima and Uktha. From 
his mouth facing the west he created siimans, Jagati metre, and 
Stoma, Saptadasa, Vairupa and Atiriija. From his mouth facing 
the north, he created Ekavimsa, Atharva, .Aptoryiima, An"ftubh, 

and Vairiija. From the l imbs of his body high and low animals 
were created. 

1 15- 1 1 6. Having created gods, demons, manes and human 
beings, the creator again at the beginning of the kalpa, created 
spirits, goblins, gandhavas and groups of celestial nymphs, 
siddhas, kinnaras, demons, lions, birds, beasts and reptiles. 

1 1 7. Then Brahma, supreme ruler, the primary cause, 
created whatever is unchanging and changing, movable and 
immovable. 

1 1 8. Those beings being again and again created, enter 
upon those acts which they performed before (this ) creation 
(i.e. in the previous creation) . 

1 1 9. Inspired by cruelty and kindness, right or wrong, truth 
or falsehood, they follow that; therefore each one likes a parti
cular thing. 

1 20. The creator, the lord, himself created diversity and 
employment among the objects of senses, the beings and (their) 
bodies. 

1 2 1 . From (i.e. by the authority of) the Vedic words, he, 
in the beginning, brought about the names and forms, and also 
the diversity in acts of gods etc. 

122. He also gave names to the sages as reported in the 
Vedas, and also to others according to their respective duties . 

123. Since, in the season the characteristics are seen and 
in the change ( that an object goes through) various forms are 
observed, they are as they occurred in the beginnings of the 

yugas. 
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1 24. Desirous of creation, endowed with capacity and 
impelled by the potency of creation, he again and again brings 
about creation of this type at the beginning of a kalpa. 

Bhi�a said : 

1 25.  0 brahmaJ.la, please tell me in detail how Brahma 
brought about that creation of human beings called Arviik
srotas which you mentioned. 

1 26. (Tell me) 0 great sage, how he created the castes, and 
qualities ; tell (me) what is said to be the duty of briihma'f)as 
etc. 

Pulastya spoke : 

1 27. 0 best among the Kurus, formerly from the mouth of 
Brahma, thinking of virtue and desiring to create, beings en
hanced with virtue were created. 

1 28. From his chest (sprang up those) who were enhanced 
with activity and others and from his thigh those who were en
hanced with activity and ignorance. 

1 29- 1 30. Brahma then created from his feet other beings. 
All those are dominated by ignorance. From it, 0 bes t of kings, 
castes have come : Briihma'f)a, K�atriya, Vai.fya, and Sadra 
have sprung up from his feet, thighs, chest and mouth (in the 
reverse order) . 

1 3 1 .  Brahma did all this for the accomplishment of sacri
fice. 0 great king, the four-fold caste is the best means of 
sacrifice. 

1 32 .  Gods are satisfied by  sacrifice; human beings by  gift 
of rain ; for this reason religious sacrifices are the cause of well
being. 

1 33 .  They are accomplished by good human beings always 
engaged in good acts, keeping away from opposite (i .e. bad) 
conduct and going along the good path. 

1 34. 0 king, from humanity men obtain (i.e. go to) 
heaven and salvation. 0 lord, human beings go to the place 
which is liked by them. 

1 35- 1 36. 0 best king, for the steadiness of the fourfold 
caste Brahma created these beings duly, pure and of a good 
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conduct, living where they liked, destitute of all affiictions, of 
pure hearts, pure and spotless due to the practice of religion. 

1 37. When Hari is well-settled in their pure minds and 
hearts, they, by that see that place called Brahman of pure 
knowledge. 

1 38- 1 39. Then that place of the nature of the Supreme 
Spiri t is called the abode of Virifica. 0 best king, Tamas ( dark
ness) , cause of falling into the mundane existence, extremely 
fearful, having little worth, the seed of unrighteousness, arising 
out of greed, and cause of the series of attachment etc. ( springs 
up ) in the beings. 

1 40- 14 1 .  Then the natural superhuman power does not 
quite arise in them. 0 king, there are eight other superhuman 
powers like subduing (others) . When all of them become ex
hausted and sin increases, then the beings become affiicted with 
pain due to being overpowered by the pairs of opposite qualities . 

142. Then they put up forts : in forests, on mountains, or in 
water they built forts, cities and villages . 

1 43 .  0 highly intelligent one, in the cities etc. they put 
up, according to propriety, houses for protection from affiictions 
like cold and heat. 

1 44. After shunning cold etc.  these beings again employed 
agriculture and manual labour as a result of their acts . 

1 45- 1 46. Rice, barley, and wheat, a1J.u, sesamum, long 
pepper, kovidara (trees) , kodrava ( grains) with grams, beans, 
masilra (pulse ) , ni$pii:oa, kulutthaka ( pulse) , ar/haka (grains ) ,  grams 
and hemp are said to be seventeen. 

1 4  7 .  These, 0 king, are the species of plants in a village. 
There are fourteen plants used for sacrifice and found in a 
village and a forest. 

148- 149 .  Rice with barley, beans, wheat, a1J.u, sesamum 
with priyailgu as the seventh and kulutthaka (pulse ) as the eighth. 
Syiimiika grain, wild rice, peas, gauedhu (grass ) , bamboo-seeds 
are mentioned. So also markataka grain. 

1 50 .  These fourteen plants are said to be found in a village 
and a forest. So also  for the accomplishment of a sacrifice they 
are an excellent means. 

1 5 1 - 1 53.  Along with the sacrifice they are also a great 
cause (of the nourishment) of beings. Therefore, the wise,  
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who know the higher and the lower, perform sacrifices. 0 best 
king, performing sacrifices daily is useful to men desiring fruit 
(of the sacrifices) ; and for whom, 0 highly intelligent one, the 
papiibindu created by time set the limit according to their position 
and qualities .  

1 54. 0 best among the religious people, he prescribed the 
duties of castes and the stages of life and the worlds men proper
ly practising the duties of their castes (would go to) . 

1 55- 1 5 7. 0 king, the place of the brahmaT)as ( i .e. the 
place which the briihmaT)as reach) is said to be of Prajapati 
(i.e. Brahmaloka) ; of k�atriyas not returning ( i .e.  not fleeing 
away) from the battle ( the place) is that of Indra; of vai.fyas 
who follow their duties the place is of Vayu ; and for sildras who 
adhere to {remain well in) service the place is that of Gandhar
vas. That place which is said to be of (i.e. reached by) the 
eightyeight thousand sages remaining in perpetual celibacy is 
also of (i . e .  reached by) celibate students living with their 
teachers . 

1 58- 1 64. That place which is said to be of the Seven Sages 
is also said to be of (i .e. reached by) the anchorites. The place 
of (i . e. reached by) the householders is of Prajapati and the 
place of (i .e. reached by) the ascetics is called Brahma. The 
place of (i. e .  reached by ) the yogins is the immortal place
the highest place of Brahman ; of the yogins always remaining 
in secluded places constantly exerting and meditating, the 
highest place is the one which the wise (alone) see. The planets 
like the moon and the sun go and come ; but those who are 
intent upon Naray�a do not return even now. For those who 
condemn the Vedas and create obstacles in (the performance 
of) sacrifices and who give up their duties, the place that is told 
is the terrible Tiimisra, Andhatamisra, Maharaurava, Raurava, 
Asipatravana, Kalasutra and Avicimat. Then from him who medi
tated, the mind-born beings sprang up. From the limbs of the 
intelligent one, souls came up along with sense-organs produced 
from his body and remaining there. 

1 65 .  All those whom I have enumerated before sprang up : 
beginning with gods and ending with the immovable, and 
remaining in the sphere of the three constituents (of Prakrti 
viz . satwa, rajas and tamas) . 
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1 66- 1 69 .  Thus the beings-immovable and movable-were 
created. When all these created beings of that intelligent one 
increased, then he created other mind-born sons like himself: 
Bhrgu, myself (i.e .  Pulastya ) ,  Pulaha, Kratu and Aiigiras also ; 
Marici, Dak�a and Atri, and VasiHha. In the Pural}.a they are 
determined to be the nine Brahmas. Sanandana and others who 
were formerly created by the creator did not take interest in the 
worlds, as they were indifferent to ( raising) progeny. 

1 70- 1 7 1 .  All of them were having knowledge, were free 
from attachment, and void of hatred. When they were thus in
different to the creation of the world, Brahma entertained great 
anger capable of burning the three worlds. From his wrath the 
series of burning flames arose. The flame ( from the anger ) of 
Brahma was (capable of) burning all the three worlds . 

1 72- 1 73 . From his forehead, with the eyebrows knit and 
blazing with anger sprang up Rudra, huge, resembling the 
mid-day sun, having a large body, consisting of halfmale and 
half female. 

I 74. 'Divide yourself'. Saying so, Brahma then vanished. 
Thus addressed, he divided himself into two (forms)-female 
and male. 

I 75. He divided the male form into ten and one ; and the 
female into mild and harsh and tranquil forms . 

1 76- 1 80. He also divided himself into many forms black 
and white. Then Brahma appointed the self-existent one, the 
lord, the former Svayambhuva Manu, who was but his own 
self, for begetting progeny. That Manu, named Svayambhuva, 
the lord, took that lady Satariipa, with her sins completely 
washed, as his wife. From that supreme being, goddess Satariipa 
gave birth to ( two sons, viz . )  Priyavrata and Uttanapada ; (and 
two daughters, viz. ) Prasiiti and Akiiti. First he gave Prasiiti 
( in marriage ) to Dak�a and Akiiti to Ruci. That Prajapati 
(Ruci) accepted her ( i .e .  Akiiti) . From that couple, 0 great 
one, Yajfia, the son, along with Dak�il}.a, was then born. 

1 8 1 . Twelve sons were born to Dak�iQa from Yajfia. They 
were called Yama-devas, in the Svayambhuva Manu (period ) .  

1 82.  In the same way, Dak�a begot twentyfour daughters 
on Prasiiti. Hear frorr: me their correct names . 
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1 83- 1 85 .  Sraddha, Lak�mi, Dhrti, Pu�ti , Tu�ti, Medha, 
Kriya ; and also Buddhi, Lajja, Vapu, Santi, �ddhi , and Kirti as 
the thirteenth. Dharma, the lord, accepted t hese daughters of 
Dak�a as his wives. The remaining eleven, fine-eyed (daughters 
who were) younger than these were: Khyati, Sati and Sam
bhiiti, (also) Smrti, Priti, and K�ama, Sannati, Anasiiya,  Orja, 
Svaha, and Svadha. 

1 86- 1 87 .  0 best king, the sages Bhrgu, Bhava, Marici, 
Angiras, I ( i.e. Pulastya) , ( and ) Kratu-the excellent sage-and 
also Atri, VasiHha, Vahni, and the pitrs married these daughters 
viz . Khyati and others. 

1 88- 190. Sraddha gave birth to a son, viz. Kama, Lak�mi 
to Bala, Dhrti to Niyama ; Tut�ti also gave birth to Santo ilia, and 
Pu!?ti to Lobha; Medha to Sruta, Kriya to Da�<;la, Naya and 
Vinaya ; Vapu gave birth to a son, viz. Vyavasaya ; Santi to 
K!iiema ; ( these and) Sukha, �dhhi, Yasas, Kirti, are the sons 
of Dharma. 

1 9 1 .  Nandi gave birth to Har!?a, Dharma's grandson from 
Kama. Adharma's wife was Hirilsa, who begot Anrta and a 
daughter, viz. Nikrti .  

1 92- 1 93 .  From the two (i .e. Anrta and Nikrti) were born 
Bhaya and Naraka ; and also the pair Maya and Vedana. From 
the two Maya brought forth Mrtyu, who takes away (the lives 
of) the beings, and from Raurava Vedana brought forth 
Du}:lkha. 

1 94. From Mrtyu were born Vyadhi, Jara, Soka, Tn�a, 
and Krodha. All these are said to be accompanied by Du}:lkha 
and are characterised by unrighteousness. 

1 95- 1 96. They do not have wives or sons, and all of them 
live in perpetual celibacy. 0 prince, these are Brahma's terrible 
forms. They constantly become the cause of the destruction of 
the world. I shall (now) tell (you ) the creation of Rudra as 
brought about by Brahma. 

197- 1 99. When, at the beginning of the kalpa, he was 
thinking of a son, a boy, blue-red in complexion, and crying 
melodiously, arose from him. Out of pity, 0 king, god 
( Brahma) said to him who was crying: 'Why are you crying?' 
He replied to the creator : 'Give me a name'. (Brahma said : )  
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'On account of your crying, you are named Rudra. Do  not 
weep ; have courage' . 

200-204. Thus addressed, he cried seven times. So the lord 
gave him seven other names ; and for his eight forms he fashion
ed eight places . The creator said to Rudra ( called) Bhava, 
Sarva, isana, Pa5upati, Bhima, U gra, and Mehadeva : 'The sun, 
water, earth, fire, air and the sky, the initiated brahmal).a and 
Soma-these are your bodies respectively'. Rudra, thus 
characterised, obtained Sati as his wife. That Sati gave up her 
body due to the wrath of Daksa. 0 best king, she became the 
daughter of Himalaya (born ) from Mena. 

205-206. Lord Bhava, soliciting her again, married her. 
Khyati, the daughter of Dak�a, gave birth to Dhata and 
Vidhata ; and to Sri, the wife ofLord Narayal).a. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

The Birth of Lak�i 

Bhi�ma said : 
1 . I have heard that Lak�t�mi was born in the white ocean. 

How did you say that she was born of Khyati from Bhrgu ? 
2 .  How did the auspicious daughter of Dak�t�a give up her 

body ? And how was she conceived by Mena and born as Uma ? 
3. Why did the lord of lords take Himalaya's daughter as 

his wife ? And why did he have hostility with Dakl[la ? May the 
revered one tell this to me. 

Pulastya said : 
4. 0 king, l isten to this (account) since you have now 

asked me. I have heard about this connection of Sri (with 
Bhrgu and Khyati ) from Brahma. 

5 - 10 .  Durvasas, Atri's son, wandering over this earth, saw 
a fragant, auspicious, garland in the hand of a Vidyadhari . He 
solicited her for it (saying) : 'Give it to me. I shall place it in 
the mass of my matted hair ' .  Thus the Vidyadhari was asked 
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by him. 0 king, being pleased, she then gave that garland to 
him. Taking it, he tied it to his head for a long time, and the 
brahmaJ}.a looking like a mad ghost, said this : 

'I saw the Vidyadhari maiden, with stout, high breasts, and 
having charm due to brilliant ornaments ; and then my mind 
gets perturbed today ; and I am not skilled in sex. So exhibiting 
my good fortune, I shall go somewhere else' .  0 king, saying so, 
he wandered over the earth. 

1 1 - 1 2. Taking from his own head that garland with intoxi
cating bees hovering over it, he threw it at the bright lord of 
gods, king of the three worlds , Saci's husband, mounted upon 
Airavata . 

1 3 .  Taking that garland, the king of gods, put it on the 
head of the elephant. There it shone like Ganges on Kailasa . 

1 4. The elephant, with his eyes blinded by intoxication, 
held the garland in his trunk for smelling its fragrance, and 
hurled it  on the earth. 

1 5- 1 6. Then Durvasas, the best of the sages, got angry ; 
and, 0 king, being angry, said to the king of gods : '0 you 
Indra, with your mind (turned) wicked due to the intoxication 
of splendour, you are very stiff, since you do not rejoice at the 
garland, the abode of wealth, given by me. 

1 7-23. Since you threw the garland given by me on the 
earth, therefore, 0 fool, the prosperity of the world will perish. 
Therefore, these three worlds of you, with their wealth perish
ed, will stand perished. 0 lord of gods, you have slighted me, of 
whom, when angered, the movable and the immovable are 
afraid'.  Indra, hastily getting down from the elephant's body, 
propitiated the sinless sage Durvasas. Being pleased by ( Indra's) 
prostrations, the brahmaJ}.a left, saying : 'I  won't pardon you ; 
what is the use of talking too much ?' The lord of gods also, 
mounted upon that elephant, and went to Amaravati. Since then 
these three worlds, along with Indra, were void of affluence. 
Sacrifices were not performed ; ascetics did not practise penance ; 
and gifts were not given ; the world had almost perished. 

24. When thus the three worlds had become void of afflu
ence and deprived of energy, the Daityas (sons of Diti ) and 
Danavas (sons ofDanu) started military operations against gods. 
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25-3 1 .  The Daityas defeated gods ; and Indra and others 
led by Agni, took refuge with the i l lustrious Brahma. Being 
correctly informed by gods, Brahma likewise spoke to them. 
With them he went to th e northern shore of the white ocean. 
Having gone there, the revered Brahma said to Vasudeva : 
"Quickly get up and do whatever is good for the gods. Without 
you, the gods (would be) repeatedly defeated by the Diinavas." 
Vi�!].u, the supreme being, having eyes like lotuses, thus address
ed, looking at the gods, in an unprecedented poise, said : "0 
gods, I shall nourish you with strength. I shall tell you wha. 
should be done by you.  Bringing all herbs ( and putting themJ 
into the Milky Ocean, and making Viisuki the string of the 
churning rod, 0 gods, with me to help you, churn out, along 
with the Daityas, the nectar (from the ocean) . "  

32 . Talking to the Daityas in an appeasing manner about 
that operation (of churning the ocean ) (he said to them) "Here 
you will share the fruit equally. " 

33-34. (To the gods he said) : "0 gods, by drinking the 
nectar which will come up when the ocean will be churned you 
will become strong. I shall, 0 gods, act in such a way that the 
enemies of gods will not obtain nectar (but will) merely suffer 
anguish. "  

35. All those gods thus addressed b y  the lord of gods, 
entering into a league with the Asuras, exerted to get nectar. 

36-37 .  Gods, Daityas and Diinavas , having collected all 
herbs threw them into the water of the ocean which was bright 
like spotless autumnal sky, and having made Mandara moun
tain the churning rod and Viisuki, the string of the churning 
rod, 0 best king, they started churning (the ocean) . 

38.  All the gods remained (on that side) where the tail 
(of Viisuki ) was . Vi�I].U put the Daityas (on the side of the) 
forepart of ( the body of) Viisuki. 

39 .  0 you, lustrous like a god, all the Asuras deprived 
of lustre by his (Viisuki's ) breath and fire became powerless. 

40 . The gods became stout by the showering clouds pro
duced by that breath on the region of (Viisuki ' s) tail. 

4 1 -49 . In the ocean, revered Brahmii, best among the 
wise, and Mahiideva of great lustre, remained on the back of 
Vi!?I].U. Brahmii, tormenter of the enemies, holding the Mandara 
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(mountain ) with both hands, and preparing a couple of chains 
for holding the Mandara (mountain) remained between the 
hosts of gods and demons (Dana vas) . Vi�!)U himself, remaining 
in the ocean in the form of a tortoise, nourished the gods with 
unusual lustre. Then, when the Milky Ocean was being churned 
by gods and demons, first a fragrant receptacle of oblation 
honoured by gods, became (manifest) . 0 highly intelligent one, 
the gods and the demons were then glad. Their minds were dis
tracted and their eyes were motionless . While the Siddhas 
(semi-divine beings possessing eight supernatural powers) were 
thinking in heaven 'What is this ?', the goddess Viiru!)i be
came (manifest) . Her eyes were rolling about due to intoxi
cation. Then turning round from there, and faltering at every 
step, and having only one garment (on her person) , with hair 
let loose, with her eyes motionless, and their corners red ( she 
said ) : "I am a goddess giving strength. The demons may take 
me". Regarding Viiru!)i as impure, the gods let her go. Then the 
demons took her. She became wine after being taken ( by them) .  

50-54. During the churning, Piirijiita, the wealth of gods, 
the tree in the paradise, appeared ; then came up the hosts of 
sixty crores of celestial nymphs, (to be ) common to gods and 
demons ; and all of them were determined to be common ( i .e. 
available) to the doer of a religious act. Then the moon, de
lighting the gods, came up. God Sankara implored : " ( This ) 
moon will be undoubtedly the ornament of my matted hair ; I 
have taken him''. Brahma agreed to his being the ornament of 
Hara. Then the deadly poison (came up) . By it all gods and 
demons with ( other) deities were afflicted. 

55. Mahadeva took and drank that poison at his will .  Due 
to drinking it Mahiideva had his throat turned dark blue. 

56. The Nagas drank the remaining poison that had come 
up from the White Ocean. Then Dhanvantari himself holding a 
white umbrella sprang up. 

57. He came up holding a pitcher full of nectar . Then the 
gods became at ease at the sight of the lord of physicians . 

58-59. Then the horse (viz. Uccail}.sravas) and the elephant 
Airavata came up. Then goddess Sri with throbbing lustre and 
seated upon a blooming lotus, and holding a lotus came from 
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that water. The great sages joyfully praised her with the hymn 
( called) Sri-siikta. 

60. Gandharvas led by Visvavasu sang before her and the 
hosts of celestial nymphs headed by Ghrtaci danced there. 

6 1 -62. The rivers, Ganges and others, came there for ( giving 
Lak�mi ) a bath with their water. The quarter-elephants bringing 
pure water in golden pots, bathed the godd ess, the great ruler 
of all the worlds. The Milky Sea himself gave her a garland of 
unblooming lotuses. Visvakarma put ornaments on her body. 

63-66. The hosts of gods like Indra, the Vidyadharas and 
great snakes, demons ( Danavas) : great Daityas, Rak�asas with 
Guhyakas, longed for that maiden, who had bathed, put on 
divine flowers and garments and was adorned with ornaments.  
Then Brahmii said : "0 Vasudeva, you alone accept her, offered 
by me to you. The gods and demons have been forbidden by 
me in this case ( i .e. from seeking her hand). I am pleased with 
your steady performance."  

67 .  And the goddess was (thus ) addressed by Brahma : "0 
goddess, go to Ke8ava ; obtaining the bridegroom given by me, 
be happy for many years."  

6 8 .  When a l l  gods were watching, she resorted to  Hari's 
bosom. Then reaching the bosom she said (these) words to the 
god (Vigm) : 

69 . "0 dear to all the world, I am not to be forsaken by 
you. Being always obedient to you I shall stay on your bosom." 

70-7 1 .  Then 0 best king, the gods seen by Lak�mi, who 
had resorted to Vi�J;,J.u's bosom, suddenly became very glad, but 
the Daityas (demons) who were opposed to Vi�J;,J.u, became 
extremely dejected. La�mi shunned the Diinavas (demons ) led 
by Vipracitti . 

72. Then the very powerful Daityas, full of sin seized the 
nectar which was in the hands of Dhanvantari. 

73-75 .  But Vi�J;,J.u, taking a female form, and alluring the 
Dana vas with a trick, approaching them, said : "Give the pitcher 
to me; being obedient to you I shall stay in your house." Seeing 
that beautifu l  lady, most lovely in the three worlds and of a 
charming body, they, with their minds overpowered by greed 
and longing for her, gave her that nectar and looked in front. 
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76. Taking that nectar from the Danavas, Vi��u gave it 
to the gods. Then the hosts of gods led by Sakra drank that 
nectar. 

77 . With their weapons and swords raised, the Daityas 
attacked them. The army of Daityas was then vanquished by 
gods being mighty after having drunk the nectar. 

78-79. Being killed ( by gods) they turned to (different) 
quarters and entered the nether world. Then gods, being glad, 
saluting (V��u) , the holder of the conch, disc, and mace, re
paired, as before, to heaven. Since then, 0 Bhi�ma, the Dana
vas have become eager for ( the company of) ladies .  

80-84 . Mentally cursed by Kn�a ( i .e .  Vil}�u ) they went to 
the lower world . Then the Sun of pleasing lustre, moved along 
his path. Fire, of charming brilliance blazed aloft and all the 
beings entertained regard for righteousness and the three 
worlds endowed with Sri were protected by Vi��u . Then the 
gods were addressed by Brahma, preserver of the world : 

"I have appointed Vi��u and the chief of gods, Lord ofUma, 
for your protection. And since they are propitious to you when 
waited upon, they will look after your welfare, and they, taking 
care of your well-being will grant you boons." 

85-86. Saying so the lord went his way. When the grand
sire of all the worlds vanished and when Indrct. went to heaven, 
that moment Vi��u and Sarikara reached Vainku�tha and 
Kailasa. 

87 .  Then the king of gods protected the three worlds. Thus 
glorious Lak�mi sprang up from the Milky Ocean. 

88-90 . 0 great king, this eternal one ( i .e. Lak�mi) was again 
born with great splendour to Khyati from Bhrgu. The great 
sage Bhrgu first made his capital, named after her, on the 
bank of the river Narmada, and was approved by Brahma. 

Having given her city along with its key to her father, she 
came to the divine world and coming back again asked her 
father to return it. 

9 1 .  When she did not get back the city given to Bhrgu 
from him through greed, though she asked for it, then she said 
to Vi��u : 

92. "I have been humiliated by my father; he has taken my 
city. Snatching it from him, give it to me." 
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93. The lord, with lotus-like eyes and holding the disc and 
mace, going to Bhrgu spoke courteously to him : 

94. "Give the city to your daughter. Be gracious; give to 
her both the key and the lock (of the city) ." Being angry 
Bhrgu said to him : 

95.  " I  will not give her the city. 0 god, it is not Lak�mi's 
city. I myself have fashioned it . Sir, I will not give it. Stop 
censuring me." 

96. Again the lord said to him : " Give the city to Lak�mi. 
By all means, 0 great sage, by my order you have to give it 
up." 

97-98. Then, overcome with anger, Bhrgu too said to 
Kesava : "0 good one, due to your partiality for your wife, 
you are now harassing me. 0 Madhusiidana, you will have ten 
_births in the human world. You will experience many agonies 
by separation from your wife." 

99. Bhrgu, extremely angry, thus cursed him. The noble 
Vi�J;J.u too, cursed him back. 

1 00. "0 best sage, you will not get the affection of your 
children. "  Having ( thus) cursed the sage, he went to the world 
of Brahma. 

1 0 1 - 1 03. Seeing him ( i.e .  Brahma) ,  who was born from 
the lotus, Kdava said : "Sir, this your son Bhrgu is very iras
cible. Wi thout any reason he has cursed me : 'You will have ten 
births in the human world (as a human being ) ,  and as a result 
of that ( you will) (suffer from) miseries of many kinds, (and 
have) suffering due to the separation from your wife, which 
would des troy your might and valour.'  Leaving this world, I 
shall lie in the great ocean. 

104- 1 05 . Invoke me for all divine missions" . In order to 
please Vi�u, who was speaking thus, Brahma, the lord of the 
world of gods, thus praised him: "You created this world, and 
the lotus issued from ( your ) navel. I was born there, and am 
your servant, 0 Kesava. 

1 06. 0 lord, you are the protector of all the worlds, and 
the creator of the universe. You should not leave the three 
worlds. This alone is my wish. 

1 07. With the desire for the well-being of the worlds, you 
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live for ten existences among human beings. You are the inde
pendent author. Nobody is capable of cursing you. 

1 08. Who is this Bhrgu ? How is it possible for him to 
curse (you) ? Always honour the brahmal}.as ; the brahmal}.as 
are your own body. 

109. Resort to light sleep (i . e.  Vi �l}.u's  sleep at the end of a 
yuga) 0 lord; lie in the Milky Ocean . At the time of perform
ing a mission, I shall wake you up. 

1 1 0-1 12 . Sir, this Sakra , grown by your power and killer of 
enemies, doing all your deeds as your secondary incarnation, 
will protect the three worlds; he will obey your order" . Vi�l}.u, 
thus praised, said to Brahma : "I shall do all that you ask me 
(to do) 0 lord. "  The lord (Vi�l}.U ) disappeared; Brahma did not 
notice it. 

1 1 3 .  When lord Vi�l}.u had left, lord Brahma, the grandsire 
of the worlds, the source of the worlds, again created the world. 

1 1 4. Seeing that, Narada,  the best among those conversant 
with speech, said (these) words: "The supreme being, with a 
thousand heads, a thousand eyes, a thousand feet, all-pervad
ing, remained ten fingers above the touch of the earth. 

1 15 .  Since you are whatever is past and whatever is future, 
therefore. 0 father, all this has come up from you, and will 
come up from you. 

1 16 .  From you has come up Sacrifice with everything, 
such as the oblation, the ghee mixed with coagulated milk, and 
the beasts of two kinds . Q.ks and Siimans have sprung up from 
you. 

1 1 7. Sacrifices have come up from you, and also the ele
phants ; cows have sprung up from you, and also birds and wild 
beasts. 

1 I 8. From your mouth the briihmvT)as came up ; the 
kiatriyas are born from you. The vaiiyas have been born from 
your thighs and the sildras have come up from your feet. 

1 1 9- 1 2 1 . From your eyes the sun came up ; the wind has 
come from your ear ; the moon (has sprung up) from your 
mind. Breath ( has proceeded) from your internal cavity, and 
fire from your mouth. The sky came up from your navel, and 
the heaven from your head ; quarters from your ear ; the earth 
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from your feet; all this has come up from you. As the great fig
tree ( the Nyagrodha tree) remains well in a small seed, so all 
this has come up (from you ) with you as the seed. 

1 22. As the fig-tree rises from the seed and the sprout, and 
grows, in the same way the world rises and grows from you. 

1 23 .  As the plantain tree and nothing else is beheld from 
the barks and leaves, similarly, 0 lord, all this is seen to be 
residing in you. 

1 24. In you is the pleasing power ; it alone has come up 
with you. In you, free from qualities , the mixed power causing 
joy and affliction does not exist. 

1 25 .  Salutation to you, who have remained separately and 
uni tedly, and you who are all the beings .  You are the manifest, 
the (unmanifest ) Pradhiina, your first progeny ( Viriita Puru�a) 
and the universal lord. 

1 26 .  In everything you are the ail-in-ali ;  you are every· 
thing, and you take up all forms ; everything has come up from 
you; salutation to you, the soul of ali. 

1 27. 0 lord of all, you are the soul of everything, since 
you are present in all beings ; what shall I tell you, since you 
know everything that is in (our) mind. 

1 28. 0 lord, you have fulfilled the desire which I had. My 
penance is well-practised, as I have seen you, 0 lord of the 
world ." 

Brahmii said: . 
1 29 . Son, that is the fruit ofyour penance that you have 

seen me now. Here, 0 Narada, seeing me would not be in vain. 
1 30. Therefore, ask for a boon of your liking. Everything 

is accomplished, 0 son, when I am seen. 

Niirada said: 

1 3 1 . 0 sire, 0 lord of all beings, you remain in the heart 
of everyone. Is, what is mentally desired by me, not known to 
you ? 

1 32 .  0 lord, I have seen the creation of the world as  done 
by you. Therefore, seeing the gods. sages and demons, curiosity 
has sprung up in me. 
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Pulasrya said : 

1 33- 1 34.  God Brahma, the lord of heaven, father of Narada, 
was pleased, and gave a boon to Narada: "You are the best 
among the sages . Due to my favour you will be fond of jesting 
and promoting discords, and you will move freely in the heaven, 
on the earth and in the nether region . 

1 35 .  0 sinless one, your ornaments will be, along with the 
sacred thread, a cloth thrown over the back, and hanging down 
the knees, a small umbrella, and a lute. 

136.  You will always obtain affection in the presence of 
(i .e .  from) Vi�:Q.u, Rudra, and Sakra, and in the regions of kings. 

1 3 7 .  You will be the instructor of the castes. This is the 
boon I have granted you, 0 sinless one. Live in heaven at 
your sweet will with gods waiting upon you . "  

CHAPTER FIVE 

Dest,-uction of Dak�a' s Sacrifice 
Bhi�ma said :  

I . How did Sati , Dak�a's auspicious daughter , cast off her 
body ? For what reason was Dak�a's sacrifice destroyed by 
Rudra ? 

2 .  I have also a desire to know why lord Siva, the destroyer 
of Tripura and greatly renowned , got angry . 

Pulasrya spoke : 

3-8. 0 Bhi�ma, in olden time, Dak!;a commenced a sacrifice 
at Haridvara.  There hosts of gods, Pitrs (manes) , and great 
sages, all gods with Indra , Nagas, Yak!;as, SuparQas, 
creepers and herbs, and revered Kasyapa, Atri, Pulastya, 
Pulaha, Kratu, Pracetas, Aiigiras and Vasi!;tha of great penance 
had assembled. Making the altar even, he appointed four 
priests. Vasi!;tha was the Hotr (reciting the �gvedic prayers at 
the sacrifice); Aiigiras was the best Adhvaryu (officiating priest); 
Brhaspati was the Udgatr (chanting the hymns of Samaveda) 
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and Narada the Brahma ( -priest ) .  When the sacrifice commen
ced and oblations were offered into fires, all the Vasus and the 
twelve Adityas, the two Asvins, l\1aruts and the fourteen Manus 
arrived there. 

9- 1 1 . When thus the sacrifice proceeded and (oblations 
were) offered into fires, then seeing that great bright splendour 
of food and the ground around upto ten yojanas, and the great 
altar prepared by all that had gathered there, and seeing, at 
the sacrifice, all gods led by Sakra, the auspicious Sati, spoke 
the following words to Prajapati . 

Sati said : 

1 2 . King of gods, Indra, mounted on Airavata, has come 

with his wife Saci, and has s tayed here. 

1 3 .  He, who curbs sins and who is by nature the lord of 
the virtuous, has arrived here with his wife Dhiimori).a. 

1 4. God Varui).a (also called ) Pracetas, lord of the aquatic 
animals and the creators of the world, has come to this pavilion 
along with his wife Gauri, 

1 5 .  The lord of wealth (i.e. Kubera) , the supreme ru1er of 
all the Yak�as, and the son of the sage ViSravas, has come here 
with his wife Sahadevi . 

1 6- 1 7. He, who is the mouth of all gods, who resides in the 
bellies of al l creatures, and for whom the sacrifices have come 
up, he, Ni rti, the lord of the Rak�asas, who has been appointed 
as the lord of the ( south-western) direction, 0 dear father, has 
come to this sacrifice with his wife. 

1 8- 1 9 .  Lord Vayu, the giver of life in this world, and 
created in olden time by Brahma, and known as PraQa, Apana, 
Vyana, Udana (and) Samana, and surrounded by his fortynine 
attendants, has come to this sacrifice. 

20-2 1 .  Bhaskara ( the Sun) , having twelve souls, lord of 
the planets , the ( two ) eyes of the world, and the best resort 
of the gods, the lord of life, of the forests and the lord of days, the 
husband of Samjiia and the purifier of the worlds, has come 
here. 

22-23.  Your Moon, born in the family of Atri, and lord of 
the brahmaQas, of great fame, delighting the eyes, lord of the 
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world, by all means the master of the herbs and creepers on the 
earth, the lord of the constellations, has arrived here with his 
wife. 

24-28. The eight Vasus have come ; the two Asvins have 
arrived ; and Trees, Herbs, Gandharvas and the groups of the 
celestial nymphs, Vidyadharas, groups of ghosts, vampires, 
Yak�as and demons, goblins of horrible deeds, and others who 
take away life, great rivers, and streams, oceans and islands, 
with mountains, and wild beasts, as well as the movable and the 
immovable, revered Kasyapa, Atri, and Vasi�tha with other 
( sages ) ,  and great sages like Pulastya, Pulaha and Sanaka and 
others, righteous royal sages, and also the kings of the earth, 
all people of various castes and of the orders of life, and all 
labourers {have arrived here ) . 

29-30. What is the use of prolixity in this case ? The crea
tion of Brahma has come here. Sisters, their sons and their 
brothers-in-law with their wives and sons, (and) with their 
relatives, all these-who have been honoured by you with gifts, 
regards and with attendants (are assembled here) . 

3 1 . You have honoured all who were invited by you ; but 
my revered husband alone has not come. 

32. All this appears to me to be void without him. I think 
you have not invited my husband . 

33-37. In all probability you have forgotten him. Tell  me 
everything. 

Pulastya said : 

Having heard the words uttered by her, Dak!?a Prajapati, 
placing that virtuous, magnanimous young woman on his lap, 
solemnly said to her, who was devoted to her husband, and was 
full of love for him, the one more important to her than her 
own life, who desired what was dear to and good for her husband : 
"My dear child, hear precisely why your husband was not 
invited. He holds the pot of skull ; puts on a hide ; his body is 
covered over with ashes ; holds a trident ; has a garland of heads 
round his neck ; is naked ; and always rejoices in the cemetery ; 
he always rubs his body with ashes . 

38-41 . He puts on a tiger's hide, and has a garment of 
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elephant's skin. On his head there is a string of skulls and he 
has in his hand, a club with a skull at its top and has a 
snake tied round his waist ; has put a ring round his organ 
of generation ; has made Vasuki, the lord of serpents ,  his 
sacred thread. He always moves in this form on the earth. (He 
has with him ) many naked attendants, goblins, and groups of 
creatures. He has three eyes, a trident, and is always engaged in 
music and dance. Your husband always does similar (other) 
contemptible things. 

42. ( He) in the presence of gods would cause shame to me. 
What kind of garment does he have? He does not honour (i .e .  
care for) a residence. 

43. 0 child, due to these faults and fearing public censure 
I have not invited him, 0 my daughter. 

44-45. After this sacrifice is over, bringing your husband 
and honouring him with you, I shall offer the three-eyed one, 
with respects , a worship uncommon in the three worlds. I have 
told you this great reason for ( my) shame. 

46-49. You should not be angry for this ; everyone should 
have what he deserves . 0 daughter, those who have done any g()('d 
or bad deed in a previous existence, get its fruit like (i .!". 
according to) that in this existence. Seeing other's prosperity , 
charming with grace and good fortune, do not get excited · 
enjoy the fruit of (what was) done formerly. 0 you virtuous 
lady, appearance, beauty and blessedness , delightful orna
ments, and birth in a great family, and extremely handsome 
body-all these are obtained by men due to good fortune. 

50-5 1 . Do not censure yourself, 0 virtuous lady, nor blame 
your destiny. This is the destined fruit. Who can give it to 
whom? No one is strong, or foolish, or wise. Wisdom or power 
comes due to former deeds. 

52 .  These gods have secured heaven, and the shining ones 
have remained there and in various fields, for a long time by 
means of religious merit and penance. 

53-57. They enjoy the fruit of the religious merit that they 
have earned."  

Thus addressed, that chaste lady, full of  terrible wrath, with 
her eyes red with anger, and condemning her father ( said) : 
ceo father, it is as you told me. Every person partakes of his 
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religious merit ; gets weal th by means of his merit ; gets birth as 
a result of his religious merit ; and enjoyments have their basis in 
religious merit. Therefore he is the lord of the worlds, and . 
the best of the best. By him, the intelligent one, these positions 
are given to all these, That highest go:! has those virtues which 
even the tongue of the Creator is unable to narrate. 

58. The ashes, bones, skulls, residence in a cemetery, 
the serpents like gonasa, evil spirits, his attendants, ghosts, 
fiends, Guhyakas are his ornaments. 

59-64. He is the author and the creator ; he guards the 
quarters . By the favour of Rudra, Indra attained heaven. If 
there is godhead in Rudra, if Siva is omnipotent, then truly 
Sarikara should destroy your sacrifice. If I have some penance 
(to my credit) , or if I have moral merit, then by the fruit of 
that merit your sacrifice will perish. If I am dear to the lord, if 
he will liberate me, then truly your pride will come to an 
end." 

Speaking thus, and contemplating the supreme spirit, she 
burnt herself with the lus tre residing in her body, while the 
gods, demons, serpents, Gandharvas, attendants and Guhyakas 
said: "Oh ! what is this, what is this ?" 

65.  Then she, the angry one, cast her body on the bank of 
the Ganges.  That sacred place called Saunaka is on the western 
bank of the Ganges . 

66. Hearing that news, Rudra, extremely pained at the loss 
of his wife, thought of destroying the sacrifice even when the 
gods .were watching it. 

6 7 .  For the destruction of Dak�a's sacrifice, the crores of 
his attendants were ordered ; and also the evil demons, the 
followers of Gajanana, the spirits, ghosts and fiends (were 
ordered) . 

68. Having gone ( to the place of the sacrifice) they 
vanquished all gods ; caused them to flee. When the sacri
fice was destroyed, Dak�a became devoid of energy and 
inactive. 

69-70. Being alarmed, he approached Sarikara, the god of 
gods, and said to him: "I did not know your true character as 
the lord and master of the gods. You are the lord of this world, 
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and gods are conquered by you. 0 great lord, favour me and 
withdraw all your attendants . 

7 1 -77.  The sacrifice has gone to the heaven after being 
caused to fly away by your brave attendants of various kinds, 
of various mouths, teeth and lips, ready with various kinds of 
weapons, shining with matted hair, being bitten ( i .e .  touched ) 
by many great serpents, full of intense and excessive pride, terri
ble, and hitting terribly, taking forms according to their desire, 
ugly-looking, having all desires, having invincible power, fearful, 
having armours, and moving trickishly, having unsteady matted 
hair, their laughing faces looking fierce due to the fangs, having 
great energy like the cheeks of elephants (?) , having bodies like 
lions, and some of them stinking with madness and staggering 
like lamp ( -flames ) having quivering brilliance . (They are ) 
crying like beasts, tigers, and lions, wearing hides like hyenas, 
using the wreaths of sepents as sacred threads, holding lances, 
swords and sharp-edged spears, carrying in their hands hatchets 
and barbed missiles ,  and destructive weapons, saws, bows and 
(other ) fatal missiles. 

78. Sacrifice, surrounded by very invinc ible powerful 
attendants like the sun with planets, 0 Sailkara, and taking the 
form of a deer, and being frightened, fled and went to heaven . 

79-80 . My saluation to the god resembling a conch, accom
panied by his attendants, and by Nandi . My salutation to Soma, 
seated on a bull, and the destroyer of the sacrifice and time, 
and to him having the quarters as his garments, and to him of 
strong lustre. 

81 -87. My salutation to Brahma, Brahmai}.ya, having the 
body of Brahma, to the unlimited one, to Girisa, to the lord of 
gods, and to I sana, to Rudra, to him resembling the thunder
bolt, to Siva, to Krathana, to the lord of the gods, and of 
demons and sages ; to Dhiimogra, Viriipa, Yajvan, to the one 
of a fearful form, to Viriipak�ia, Asubhak�a, and Sahasrak�a ; to 
M�Q.a, Cai}.Qamui}.Qa, the holder of an excellent club with a 
skull at the top, to Kavyariipa, Havya, and the destroyer of all ; 
my salutation to (the lord) , compassionate to his devotees and 
to him praised by the muttered prayer (addressed ) to Rudra ; 
to Viriipa, Sariipa, to him who takes hundreds of forms ; my 
salutation to Paficasya, Subhasya and Candrasya, to the g iver of 
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boons, to Varaha, to Kiirma and to Mrga ; to him having a 
sportive lock of hair, and to the holder of a water-pot, to Visva
miman, to Visva and to Visvesa. 

88 .  0 three-eyed one, 0 destroyer of Tripura, give prote
ction to us (and to me) who have taken refuge in you, through 
sincerity of speech, mind and body." 

89. The lord, thus p raised byDakllla,  with his body afflicted, 
and propitiated very much with this divine eulogy (said) : 

90. "0 Prajapati, I have given you the entire fruit of the 
sacrifice. You will get its excel lent fruit leading to the accom
plishment of all (your} desires ." 

9 1 .  Thus addressed by the lord, Dakllla, having saluted the 
lord of gods, and being watched by Siva's attendants, went to 
his residence . 

92. ( And) then the lord, due to the grief for his wife Sati, 
and thinking of her-'Where has ( my) beloved gone?'-re
mained at Gangadvara. 

93 .  Narada approached him who was overpowered by grief. 
(He said) : "0 lord of gods, that Sati, your wife, is dead. 

94. She, the knower of the Vedas and their significance, 
has taken up another body as the daughter of Himavat, born 
from the womb of Mena. "  

95 .  Having heard this, the lord saw her descending into his 
meditation. Regarding himself blessed, the lord then remained 
( there) . 

96. Attaining youth, the goddess married again. Thus, 0 
Bhi(lma, I have told you how the Sacrifice perished in olden 
times. 

CHAPTER SIX 

Birth of Devas, Daityas, Birds and Serpents etc. 

Bhfima said : 

1 .  0 sire, tell me duly and in detail, about the birth of 
gods, demons and of the Gandharvas, serpents and goblins. 
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Pulastya spoke : 

2. The creation in ancient times is said to be effected by 
voli tion, sight and touch ; (but) the creation after Pracetasa Dak�a 
is effected by coitus. 

3-4. Listen, 0 Kaurava, as to how he created ( gods etc.) : 
When he was creating groups of gods, sages and serpents, the 
world did not grow. So Dak�a generated thousands of sons on his 
young maid-servant. 

5-6. Seeing those magnanimous ones ( i .e. Dak�a's sons) , 
desiring to create various kinds of beings, Narada said to 
Dak�a's sons who approached him : 

"0 you best sages, knowing the entire measure of the earth 
up and down, you should (proceed to) create with discrimin
ation."  

7 .  Having heard these words, they went in al l  directions ; 
and even now have not returned as rivers from the sea. 

8. When Haryasvas had disappeared, Dak�a Prajapati 
again produced a thousand sons on ViriQi. 

9- 10 .  Those (sons) named Sabalasva gathered in the act 
of creation. To them, who went after (i . e. approached) Narada, 
the sage told as before : 

"Having known the entire extent of the earth, and coming 
back, you will especially undertake the creation." 

1 1 . They followed their brothers along the same path. 
Since then a younger brother does not desire (to follow) the path 
of the ( elder) brother. 

1 2- 1 6 .  The one who follows, gets into trouble; therefore, 
one should avoid it. When they too disappeared, Pracetasa 
Dak�a Prajapati generated sixty daughters on Virit,li. He gave 
(in marriage) ten (daughters) to Dharma, and thirteen to 
Kasyapa, twenty-seven to Soma, and four to Ari�tanemi, two to 
Bhrgu's son, two to intelligent Krsasva, and gave two to 
Angiras. Hear in detail the names of these mothers of gods and 
the expanse of mankind from the beginning : Arundhati, Vasu, 
Jami, Lamba, Bhanu, Marutvati, Sailkalpa, Muhiirta, Sadehya, 
and the beautiful Visva. 

1 7. These are known to be the wives of Dharma. Know from 
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me their sons ; Visvedevas were ( the sons) of ViSvii, and Siidhyii 
gave birth to Siidhyas. 

1 8. Marutviins were born of Marutvati, and Vasavas of 
Vasu; Bhiinus of Bhiinu and Muhiirtajas of Muhiirta .  

1 9 . Those known as  Gho�a were born of Lambii and 
Niigavithis were born of Jiimi. Prthvita1a and Sambhiita 
were born of Arundhati . 

20-23.  Samka1pas were born of Samkalpii. Understand (now ) 
the progeny of Vasu . Gods, bright and pervading all quarters, are 
called Vasus . Hear their names from me : Apa, Dhruva, Soma, 
Dhara, Anila, Anala, Pratyii�a and Prabhiisa are known as the 
eight Vas us. Apa had four sons : Sriinta, VaitaQQa and Santa and 
the sage Babhru-( they were) the officers protecting the sacrifice. 
Kala was the son of Dhruva, and Varcas was born from 
Soma. 

24-25. DraviQa and Havyavaha-these two are said to be 
the sons of Dhara. Hari's sons were : Kalpantastha and PriiQa, 
RamaQa and also Sisira, as well as the charming Dhava and Siva. 
Siva obtained a son, having the mind's speed and giving (causing) 
unknown speed. 

26. Anala also obtained sons l ike S akha, Visakha-self
existent in ( supreme authorities on ?)  the Vedas-having mostly 
the qualities of fire.  

27 .  Then Kartikeya was known to be the child of the 
Krttikas. �bhu, Muni and Devala were the sons of Pratyii�a. 

28-34. Visvakarma Prajapati was the son of Prabhasa . He 
was an architect (skilled) in ( fa!>hioning) palaces, houses, 
gardens, i mages, ornaments, lakes, parks and wells ; he also 
was the carpenter of gods. Ajaikapada, Ahirbudhnya,  
Viriipak�a, Raivata, Hara, Bahuriipa, Tryambaka the lord 
of gods, Savitra, Jayanta, Piniikin, and Aparaj ita-these 
eleven, the lords of ( Siva's) attendants, are called Rudra. 
These mind-born ones and holders of tridents are said to have 
eightyfour crores of imperishable sons, who, being the 
principal attendants in all the directions, protect; these are the 
sons and grandsons born from the womb ofSurabhi . I shall name 
the sons and grandsons of Kasyapa's wives : Aditi, Diti, Danu, 
Ari�ta, Surasa, Surabhi, Vinatii, Tamra, Krodhavasa, Ira, 
Kadrii, Khasa, and Muni. 
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35-39. Hear now the (names of the) sons born from them : 
Those gods who were known as Tultlita in the period of Cakltlu�a 
Manu were known as the twelve Adityas in the Vaivasvata 
period. Indra, Dhata, Bhaga, Tvaltlta, Mitra, Varul).a, Aryaman, 
Vivasvan, Savita, Pii�an, Arhsuman, and Viit!I).U-these twelve 
are thousand-rayed Adityas. From Kasyapa, the son of Marica, 
were born the sons of Aditi . The sons of the sage Krsasva are 
known as Devapraharal).a. These groups of gods, 0 dear one, 
are born and perish in the Manu-periods and in each Kalpa. 

40. We have heard that Diti got two sons, Hiral).yakasipu 
and Hiral).yak�a, from Kasyapa.  

4 1 . Similarly, four sons were born from Hiral).yakasipu : 
Prahlada, Anuhlada, Sarhhlada, and Uhlada. 

42. The sons of Prahlada were Ayultlman, Sibi, and Baltlkali. 
The fourth son was Virocana by name. He got a son named 
Bali. 

43.  0 king, Bali had a hundred sons with Bal).a as the eldest; 
and also Dhrtarailltra, Siirya, Vivasvan and ArhSutapana. 

44. Nikumbha, Namagu, Vakltla, Kuk�i, Bhauma, and 
Bhiltlal).a were many other (sons) : but the eldest, viz. Biil).a was 
preeminent in virtues . 

45-4 7. Bal).a had a thousand arms, and was endowed with 
excellence (in the use) of all missiles; and in his city the 
Trident-holder, pleased by his (i .e. Biil).a's ) penance lived, and 
his being the destroyer ( Mahakila) of the world became signi
ficant. Hiral).yak �a's son was Andhaka by name. And 
Bhutasantapana, and Mahiiniiga also were (his sons ) .  From 
these were born seventyseven crores of sons and grandsons . 

48. They were very powerful, had gigantic bodies and 
many forms and were very vigorous. From Kasyapa, Danu 
obtained a hundred sons proud of boons . 

49-53. Among them Vipracitti , of great power, was the 
chief. (Others were) Dvira�tamiirdha, Sakuni, Sa.Iikusirodhara, 
Ayomukha, Sambara, Kapila, Vamana, Marici, Magadha, and 
Hari. Gajasiras, Nidradhara, Ketu, Ketuvirya Tasakratu, 
lndramitragraha, Vrajanabha, Ekavastra, Mahabahu, Vajriik�a, 
Taraka, Asiloman, Puloman, Vikurval).a, Mahiipura, Svar
bhiinu, and Vp�aparvan-these and others were also Danu's 
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sons . Suprabhii was Svarbhiinu's daughter, and Saci was the 
daughter of Puloman. 

54. Maya's daughters were Upadiinavi, Mandodari and 
Kuhii. Vnaparvan's daughters were Sarmi�?thii, Sundari and 
CaQQii. 

55 . Pulomii and Kalakii were the two daughters of Vais
viinara; Miirica's very spiri ted wife had many children. 

56 .  From the two, sixty thousand Diinavas were born in 
olden times; Miirica generated the Paulomas and Kiilakhaiijas. 

57 .  They, living in  HiraJ).yapura, having obtained a boon 
from Brahmii, were incapable of being killed by men, but were 
killed by Arjuna. 

58-60. Vipracitti begot nine sons on Simhikii. HiraQyaka
sipu's sister's sons were thirteen : Kamsa, Samkha, Rajendra, 
NaJa, Vatapi, Ilvala, Namuci, Khasrma, Aiijana, Naraka, 
Kalaniibha, ParamiiQU and the well-known Kalpavirya, who 
exalted Danu's race. 

6 1 -63. In the family of the demon Samhliida, (were ) born 
the Nivatakavacas, incapable of being killed by all gods, Gandh
arvas, serpents and fiends, (but ) who were killed in battle by 
Arjuna resorting to power. From the semen of Miirica, Tiimrii 
gave birth to six daughters : Suki, Syeni, Bhiisi, Sugrdhri,  
Grdhrika and Suci.  Suki lawfully gave birth to parrots and 
owls. 

64. Syeni gave birth to hawks and Bhasi to ospreys, Grdhri 
to vultures and Sugrdhri to birds like pigeons. 

65-67. Suci gave birth to swans, cranes and ducks . These 
are said to be the sons of Tiimrii. Listen to (the names of the 
offspring )  of Vinata : Garm;la, the best among birds, and Arul).a, 
the lord of birds, and daughter Saudamini well-known in the 
sky. Sampati and Jatiiyu were the two sons of AruQa; Sampati's 
son was Babhru, who was swift and very well-known. 

68. Jatayu's famous sons were KarQikiira and Satagiimin. 
From them innumerable sons and grandsons of birds were born. 

69. A thousand serpents were formerly born on Surasa. 
Kadrii, of a good vow, obtained a thousand ( sons ) ,  the Niigas. 

70-74. Of them, 0 subduer of enemies, twentysix prominent 
ones are famous: Se�a, Viisuki, Karkota, Sailkha, Airavata, Kam

bala, Dhanaiijaya, Mahiinila, Padma, ASvatara, Tak�aka, Eliipatra, 
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Mahapadma, Dhrtara��ra, Balahaka, Saiikhapala, Mahasruikha, 
Pu�padam��ra, Subhanana, Saiikha, Romaca, Nahu�a, Rama1,1a, 
Pa:t:tina, Kapila, Durmukha, and Patanjali. These had innumer
able sons and grandsons, who were mostly burnt in the abode 
of Janamejaya. Krodhavasa gave birth to the well-known group 
of demons. 

75-76. A lakh of these snakes perished at the hands of 
Bhimasena. From Kasyapa Surabhi formerly gave birth to 
snakes, jackals, crows etc. and the triad of buffaloes, cows and 
excellent ladies . Similarly, Muni gave birth to a group of sages 
and of the celestial nymphs. 

77. In the same, way, AriHa gave birth to many Kinnaras 
and Gandharvas; Ira created all the grass, trees and clumps of 
creepers. 

78 . Khasa gave birth to crores of Yak�as and demons . These 
hundreds and thousands are Kasyapa's relatives . 

79. 0 Bhil[lma, this is known to be the creation in the 
Manu-period named Svaroci�a. Then, 0 you, conversant with 
religious law, Diti gave birth to fortynine Maruts, all dear to 
gods. 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

Description of Manu Periods 

Bhi�ma said : 
I. How did Maruts, the sons of Diti; become dear to gods, 

and how did they have excellent intimacy with gods? 

Pulastya spoke : 

2. Formerly, in the war between the gods and the demons, 
when, by Hari and gods, her sons and grandsons were killed, 
Diti, affiicted with grief, went to the excellent terrestrial 
globe. 

3.  At the great sacred place in Pul[lkara, on the auspicious 
bank of the Sarasvati, Diti the mother of the Daityas, intent 
upon propitiating her husband, practised a severe penance. 
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4-6. She, of a good vow, affiicted with old age and grief, 
subsisting on fruit, performed fully, for a hundred years, a 
penance, with vows like K.rcchra-candrayal}.a, for the sages. Then 
she, tormented by penance, asked Vasi�tha and others : "Tell 
me a vow that will remove my grief for my sons and will cause 
good luck in this and the next world". 

7. Vasi�tha and others told ( her) abou t the vow of the 
full-moon night ofJyeHha, due to the auspiciousness of which 
she became. free from the grief for her sons. 

Bhi�ma said : 

8. 0 brahmal}.a, I wish to hear about the vow of the full
moon of Jye�tha, by which Diti got back her fortynine sons. 

Pulastya said : 

9. Hear from me in details the vow which was formerly 
told by V asi!ltha and others to Diti . 

I 0- 1 3 . In the bright fortnight of Jye�tha, on the full-moon 
day, one, of a pure vow, should place an unbruised pitcher filled 
with white rice, and having many fruits and sugarcanes, covered 
with a couple of white clothes, and besmeared with sandal; then 
one should put on it a copper-vessel, containing gold according 
to one's capacity, and various kinds of eatables andjaggery; in a 

hollow of a lotus, one should instal a golden image of Brahma. 
To his (i .e.  Brahma's ) left, one should fashion (the image of) 
Savitri made of sugar. 

1 4. To them he should offer perfume and incense and have 
vocal and instrumental music. How can one do it without it 
since Brahma lives in the lotus ? 

1 5- 1 8. Having fashioned an auspicious image made of 
jaggery and called Brahma, one should worship Brahma with 
white flowers, sacred grains and sesamum; one should worship 
him, saying •Salutation to Brahma' while worshipping his feet; 
saying 'Salutation to Saubhagyada' while worshipping his 
shanks ; saying 'Salutation to Virifica' while worshipping his 
hair of thinghs ; saying' 'Salutation to Manmatha' while wor
shipping his waist; saying • Salutation to Svacchodara' while 
worshipping his belly; saying ' Salutation to Atandra' while 
worshipping his chest; saying •Salutation to Padmamukha' 
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while worshipping his face; saying 'Salutation to Vedapii.I)i' 
while worshipping his arms: saying 'Salutation to Sarvatman' 
while worshipping his head ; and one should also worship the 
lotus . Then in the morning one should present the pi tcher to a 
brahmal)a. 

1 9-20. With devotion one should feed the brahmal)a and 
oneself eat saltless (food) , and devoutly cicumambulate and 
recite this hymn: 'The revered one, the grandsire of all the 

worlds, who lives in the hearts of all people, and who is called 
.Ananda (joy) , may be pleased now'. 

2 1 .  With this rite one should practise the vow every month; 
and observing a fast, one should worship the immutable Brahma 
on every full-moon day. 

22-23 .  Eating one fruit ( only ) one should at night sleep on 
the ground. Then in the thirteenth month one should give a 
bed to Viriiica with ghee and a cow and with all ingredients, 
and fashioning a golden image of Brahma and (an image of 
Savitri) of silver. 

24-25 . ( One should say : )  'May the creator born from a 
lotus obtain Savitri . '  Honouring a brahmal)a with his wife, by 
(giving them) garments and ornaments, one should give a cow 
etc. according to one's ability and should say :  'Be pleased' . One 
should perform a sacrifice with white sesamum and utter the 
names of Brahma. 

26. One, knowing the religious practices, should, along with 
ghee made from cow's milk, give money and a garland offlowers 
to brahmal)as according to one's capacity. 

27 .  One, who-even ladies (can observe this vow) 
observes (the vow) according to the rite on a full-moon day, 
being free from all sins, gets identity with Brahman. 

28.  In this world ( such a )  one certainly obtains excellent 
sons and good fortune. He, who is Brahma, is known to be Vi�Q.u, 
to be the essence of joy, and Mahdvara. 

29. One who desires happiness should remember the lord 
in any form one likes . Having heard this, Diti did everything 
fully. 

30. Kasyapa, due to the great virtue of her vow, having 
come there with great j oy, made that rough (lady) full of form 
and beauty. 
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3 1 .  He persuaded her (to ask for) boons, and she chose an 
excellent boon : "I desire a powerful, very lustrous, magnani
mous son, capable of killing all gods, to murder Indra." 

32-34. Kasyapa uttered these words : "With this (boon ) 
I shall give you a powerful son who will kill Indra; but, 0 you 
auspicious one, do this : 0 you of beautiful breasts, I shall today 
perform the Apastamba sacrifice for ( obtaining) a son. Then I 
shall deposit my semen ( into you) after touching your breasts, 
0 auspicious one. 0 lady, you will have a son capable of killing 
Indra." 

35.  Then he performed the Apastamba sacrifice with (i.e. 
spending) great wealth for (obtaining ) a son, and hurriedly 
offered the oblation saying: "0 enemy oflndra, be (conceived ) ." 

36.  The gods fainted and the demons and the fiends turned 
away their faces. Kasyapa then put the semen into Diti, and 
again said to her: 

37. "Your face is l ike the moon ; your breasts resemble the 
bilva-fruit (are stout ) .  Your lips have the form of corals and 
your complexion is very lovely. 

38. Seeing you, 0 you lady of large eyes, I forget my own 
body. Therefore, 0 lady, of charming hips, I have, with my own 
hand ( i.e. myself) , deposited my seed into your body. 

39-41 . You should, 0 lady, having an excellent face, take 
care of this foetus in a penance-grove for one hundred years. 
During pregnancy you should not eat in the evening; you 
should not remain under, or go to the roots of, trees. You should 
not resort to ( i .e. handle ) instruments like mortar, pestle etc. ;  
you should not plunge into water, and should avoid a vacant 
dwelling. 

42. You should not remain on ant-hills ; you should not be 
dejected in mind ; you should not write (i .e.  scratch) with nails 
on the ground, on charcoal, or ashes . 

43. You should not always be sleepy, and should avoid 
(acts causing) fatigue. You should not come to rest upon char
coal or ashes of husk or bowls of bones. 

44. You should avoid quarrel with people, and should avoid 
smearing your body with oily substances ; you should not remain 
with loose hair and should never remain impure. 
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45 . You should never sleep ei ther by ramng or lowering 
your head ; should not be without garments (on your person) ; 
should not be dejected or with wet feet. 

46 . You should not utter inauspicious words ; you should 
not laugh excessively Intent upon auspiciousness, you should 
everyday perform worship along wi th the elders . 

47-48. You should take bath with water connected (i .e. 
mixed) with all herbs; having protec ted yourself and with a 
desire to serve, and intent upon worshipping with vows, you 
should keep a pleasing face, and be engrossed in the things dear 
to your husband; should never condemn (your) husband in any 
condition. 

49 . Should never say :  •I am emaciated , weak ; old age has 
come upon me ; my breasts have moved ( away) from their 
place, and face is curled with folds. You have made me like 
this' . "  (Before departing, he said:) "may it be well with you. I 
shall go ( now ) ". 

50-5 1 .  When she said "All right", he, in the presence of 
all beings, vanished there only. Then she took to the vow as told 
by her husband . 

52-57. Knowing that and leaving gods' residence, Indra 
came near her and remained there desiring to hear what she 
said . lndra wanted to know the weak points of Diti. He was 
acting in a false manner, distracted interanally and having a 
smiling face outwardly, as it were not knowing her mission and 
doing (only) what was good for him. She regarded herself as 
blessed, and with a proud mind, through joy, not cleansing her 
feet, lay anywhere by day, with hair let loose and with her 
head raised . when only three days were left for hundred years 
to be completed. Then, taking that opportunity, the lord of 
Saci, and the ruler of gods, entering inside (her body) , cut the 
foetus into seven parts with his bolt ; then those ( pieces ) were 
born as sons, as bright as the sun. 

58-59. Those seven boys who were crying were suppressed 
(i .e. appeased) with the water of libation. Again Indra, with 
the bolt in his hand, cut each of the crying ones, who were in 
the womb, into seven pieces . Thus cut into fortynine ( in 
number) they cried very much. 
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60-62 . Again and again Indra suppressed (i .e. appeased) 
them by saying, 'Do not cry' . Then the kil ler of Vrtra conjec
tured : 'Due to the virtue of which act have they survived ? 
He knew by means of ( his ) religious merit that this was the 
fruit of the Paur�amasi ( vow ) , or indeed this happened as a 
result of the worship of Brahma; (so) though struck by the 
bolt, they did not perish. 

63. Even one became many. Since the foetus was protected , 
and they indeed could not be killed, let them be gods . 

64-65 . Since, when born from the womb, they were told 
not to cry, therefore, let them be named Maruts , and let them 
be happy'. Then the lord of gods, having propitiated Diti ,  (said 
to her) : "Forgive me; resorting to the rule of need, I did this 
bad act ." 

66. The lord of gods, making the group of Maruts equal 
to gods, and putting Diti along with her sons in an aeroplane, 
went to heaven .. 

67. Since then all the Maruts enjoyed a share in the sacri
ficial offerings .  They did not have u nity with the Asuras; there
fore, they were dear to gods . 

Bhi�ma said : 
68. 0 brahm�a, you have explained to me in detai l  the 

initial creation. Tell me what is  the secondary creation and 
(who are) the lords (and) of which (species ) .  

Pulastya spoke : 

69- 70. When Prthu was crowned ( as the king ) of all the 
kingdom, he became the lord on the earth; Brahma made Soma 
( the moon) having radiance within, the lord of the herbs, 

sacrificial vows, and austerities and of constellations, stars, 
brahmal}as , clumps of trees and spreading creepers . Similarly 
he made Varul}a the lord of waters, and Vaisraval}a (i .e .  
Kubera) the lord of wealth. 

71 . He made Vi��u the lord of the suns and Vasus, and 
Agni the lord of the worlds; made Dak�a the lord of Prajapatis, 
and Sakra the lord of Maruts. 

72 .  He made Prahlada the lord of the kings of Daityas, 
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and ofDanavas. He made the trident-holder the lord of demons, 
fiends, beasts, spirits, Yak�as and vampires. 

73.  He made Himalaya mountain the lord of mountains, 
and ocean the lord of rivers. He made Citraratha the chief of 
the Gandharvas, Vidyadharas and Kinnaras. 

74-. He appointed Vasuki of strong power as the lord of 
serpent-demons, and Tak�aka as the lord of snakes. He made 
the lordly elephant, Airavata by name, the lord of the quarter
elephants. 

75 . He made Suparl}.a the lord of birds and Uccail:tsravas 
the lord of horses. He made l ion the lord of beasts, bull the 
lord of cows, and the fig tree with waving leaves the lord of 
plants . 

76. Then Brahma consecrated these as the lords of 
quarters : He consecrated Suvarman , eminent as a foe, as the 
lord of the eastern quarter. 

77. Then he made him-Sankha by name-the lord of the 
south. Brahma made Ketumanta the lord of the ( western ) 
direction. 

78 .  Then Prajapati made Hiral}.yaroman, the son of Megha, 
the lord of the northern d irection. 

Even now, the lords of quarters always carrying upon them 
(the responsibility of the protection of tht: earth) protect the 

earth. 
79. Along with these four, he firs t installed as the king of 

the earth ( a  man) Prthu by name. 'Vhen the period of Manu 
named Cak�u�a was over, he made this ( period) of Vaivasvata 
( Manu) on the earth . 

80 . When the period of Manu by name Cak�u�a was over, 
and when the period called Vaivasvata set in, he, born in the 
solar family, became the king, with his insignia, of this mov
able and immovable (creation ) .  

Pulastya said: 

8 1 -82 .  0 son of Kuru, listen, in short, with concentrated 
and gracious mind, to all the periods of Manus and their lives, 
the measure of a Kalpa, and the creation in it. Formerly in the 
period of Svayambhuva Manu, there were gods called Yama. 
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83-84. And also seven sages only like Marici and others 
were said to be there. These ten increased the race of Manu : 
Agnidhra, Agnibahu, Vibhu, Savana, Jyoti�mat, Dyutimat� 
Bhavya, Medha, Medhat; thi, Vasu. 

85. These, having brought about secondary creation, 
reached the highest place. Thus is described the Svayambhuva 
period ; after this comes the Svaroci �a . 

86. Svaroci�a's four sons, having god-like lustre were : 
Nabha, Nabhasya, Bhavana, and Kirtivardhana. 

87. The seven sages were: Datta, Agni, Cyavana, Stambha, 
Pral}a, Kasyapa and Arvabrhaspati. 

88-93 .  Then, in the Svaroci�a period, gods were called 
Tu�ita. The seven sons of VasiHha were then the Prajapatis : 
Havi, Indra, Sukrta, Miirti , Apa, Jyotiratha, and Smrta. This 
is said to be the second period of Manu. 

After this I shall narrate the next auspicious period of 
Manu. In it the Manu named Auttami produced ten sons; I�a. 
Orja,  Taniija, Suci, Sukra, Madhu, Madhava, Nabhasya, Nabha, 
Saba, Sahasya and excellent Kirtivardhana were the twelve 
Adityas. Gods were ( then ) called Orja. The seven sages were : 

KaukabhiQc;ia, Kutul}c;ia, Dalbhya, Sankha, Pravahita, Miti 
and Sammiti ; and these seven increased the contemplation of 
the supreme spirit . 

94-95. The fourth period of Manu is known as Tamasa. 
The names of the seven sages in it (are) : Kapi, Prthu, Agni, 
Akapi, Kavi, Janya and Dhaman. The hosts of gods in the 
Tamasa period were called Sadhyas. 

96-98. All the ten sons of Tamasa, viz . Akalma�a, Tapa, 
Dhanvi, Tapomiila, Tapodhana, Taporasi� ·  Tapasya, Sutapasya 
and Parantapa increased the race. Similarly, listen to the 
fifth, i . e. the Raivata: 

Devabahu, Subahu , Parjanya, Samaya, Muni, Hiral}ya
roman, Saptasva are said to be the seven sages . 

99- 1 02.  The gods Bhiitarajas are similarly said to be the 
elements . These ten are the sons of Raivata, (they are) endowed 
with piety, vigour and power: 

Avasa, Tattvadarsin, Vitiman, Havyapa, Kapi, Mulcta, 
Nirutsuka, Sattva, Nirmoha, and Prakasaka. 
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Bhrgu, Sudhama, Viraja, Sahigm, Narada, Vivasvan and 
Krti were the seven sages in the Cak�u�a period ; and the gods 
were known as Lekha; and the Vibhus also were separately 
termed as gods. 

1 03- 1 04. When the Cak�u�a period set in, the gods had the 
fifth world: and similarly Cak�u�a had ten sons-Ruru and 
others. They have already been mentioned by me in the 
Svayambhuva family. Thus I have described the Cak!iu�a 
period to you. 

1 05- 1 06. I shall ( now) tell you about the seventh which 
is called Vaivasvata. Now the seven great sages are : Atri and 
Vasi�tha, Kasyapa and Gautama, the contemplative Bhara
dvaja, the valorous ViSvamitra and Jamadagni. 

107. After setting the religious order, they will reach the 
highest place. I shall describe to you the future period of 
Savan;tya Manu. 

1 08. The sages (of this Manvantara) are said to be : 
Asvatthaman, Saradvan, Kausika, Galava, Satananda, Kasyapa 
and Rama. 

1 09- 1 1 0. Dhrti, Variyan, Yavasu, Suvarl).a and Dhrti 
(again ) , Vari�l).U, Virya, Sumati, Vasu and powerful Sukra are 
said to be the sons of the future Savarl).i Manu . Raucya and 
others also are said to be Manus. 

I l l .  Raucya, the son ef Prajapati Ruci will be a Manu; 
and also Bhautya, the son of Bhiiti, will be a Manu. 

1 1 2 . Then Merusavarl).i, son of Brahma, is said to be a 
Manu. And also �bhu, �tudhaman, Visvaksena will (each) be 
a Manu. 

1 1 3 .  Past and future Manus are ( thus) described (by 
me) . 0 prince, a thousand yugas will be occupied by ( each 
one of) these. 

1 1 4. Having created all these mobile and immobile beings 
in their own periods, they will, at the end of the kalpa, obtain 
release along with Brahma. 

1 1 5 .  At the end of a thousand yugas they will again and 
again perish, and led by Brahma will then be absorbed in 
Vi�l).U. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

Description of the Solar Race 

Bhi�ma said: 

I .  It is heard that the earth was formerly enjoyed by many 
kings. They are (called ) Parthiva on account of their connec
tion with the earth; but on account of (its) connel tion with 
whom is the Prthvi (earth) so called ? 

2 . Why is the earth given that technical name ? Tell me 
why it has the name Gau, or why it is (called) Bhii ? 

J>ulastpa said : 

3 .  Formerly Ailga by name was the Prajapati of the Krta
_'Vuga. He married Mrtyu's extremely ugly daughter named 
Sunitha. Her son was Vena. 

4- 1 2. This king was attached to wickedness, and was lust
ful and powerful .  He did unrighteous things to people, and took 
away others' wives . Though entreated by the great sages for his 
success and for the (good of the ) world, he, of an impure mind, 
did not grant them safety. The sinless brahma1,.1as distressed with 
the fear of anarchy, having killed him, with a curse, forcibly 
churned his body. From that body, being churned, the Mlecha 
tribes, dark like collyrium, due to the ( presence of) the 
mother's portion in the body were created. Due to the contact 
of the father's portion, from the right hand of the body a pious 
son, full of divine lustre, doing righteous things, and with a 
bow, an arrow, a mace and gems, an armour and armlets, 
named Prthu, who was Vi!?l,.lU himself, was born. Being conse
crated by the brahma1,.1as, and having practised a very difficult 
penance, he, due to Vi�1,.1u's boon, became the lord of all. See
ing the earth without sacred study, without oblation to deities, 
and void of righteous behaviour, he, of unlimited valour, was, 
through anger, quite ready to pierce it with his arrow. Then 
the earth, taking up the form of a cow, was about to flee. 

1 3 . Prthu, having a bow and arrows, pursued her. Then 
remaining in one place, she said: "What should I do ?"  

14. Prthu also uttered ( these ) words : "0 you of  righteous 
vow, give quickly what is desired by the world-immobile and 
mobile". 
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1 5. The earth said : "All right". Then king Prthu, making 
Svayambhuva Manu the calf, milked her (milk in the pot ) in 
his hand . 

1 6.  That milk turned into food on which the creatures 
subsist. Then the earth was milked by the sages, when Soma 
was the calf. 

1 7- 1 8 . Vacaspati (then) milked her (lit. became the milk
man) ; Veda was the pot, and penance the milk. Then the gods 
milked her when Marut was the milkman. lndra became the 
calf and mighty power was the milk. The pot of the gods was 
golden and that of the Pitrs was silvery. 

1 9-2 1 .  The god of death milked her when Yama was the calf 
and Svadha the milk. The pot of the serpen ts was a hole and 
Tak�aka was the calf, and poison was the milk. And Dhrta
ra�tra and the demons too, milked her ( taking the milk) in an iron 
pot, the milk being the trickery harassing the enemies. The 
calf was Virocana, the son of Prahl ada. The milkman then was 
Trimiirdhan, who promoted deceit. 

22. 0 king, the Y a�as desiring to conceal themselves, also 
milked the earth in ancient days, making Vivasvan, having the 
gem, the calf. 

23 .  The groups of evil spirits and fiends milked the earth, 
marrow and clotted blood ( being the milk) . Raupyanabha was 
the milkman and Sumalin the calf. 

24. The Gandharvas again, along with the groups of the 
celestial nymphs milked the earth, making Citraratha (Gan
dharva) the calf, and the fragrances in the lotus-petal ( the 
milk) . 

25. Vararuci, the expert in Atharva Veda milked the 
cow. The mountains also milked her with various jewels ( as the 
milk) . 

26. Mountain Meru milked ( her with) divine herbs (as 
the milk) . The Himalaya was the calf and the pot was made of 
mountains . 

2 7.  The trees also milked the ( milk of the) earth, into the 
pot made from the Palasa tree; the cut-off sprouts were the 
milk and Sala full of flowers and woods was the milkman. 

28. And the fig-tree, the lord of all trees and woods, was 
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the calf. Thus others also milked the earth according to their 
desire. 

29. While Prthu was ruling, there prevailed longevity, 
wealth, and happiness. There was no poverty, and also no sick 
person, no poor person and no sinner. 

30. When Prthu was ruling, there were no calamities ; 
there was no misfortune ; people not having sorrow or grief, 
were ever joyful. 

3 1 .  Having uprooted, with the end of his bow, the big 
mountains, he, with the desire to do good to the people, made 
the terrestrial globe ( i.e .  the earth) even. 

32-33.  There were no inaccessible cities or villages ; men 
did not die with weapons in their hands ; there was no sorrow, 
and science of politics was honoured ; men were given to piety 
when Prthu was ruling. I have narrated to you, in the manner 
mentioned (above ) ,  ( which were) the pots, which was the 
milk (etc. ) .  

34-35. He, the wise one, gave those whatever they liked, 
when all were giving importance to sacrifice ( or, when all were 
giving i .e .  pouring wealth into sacrifice ) .  I have ( thus) told 
you, 0 highly intelligent one, that since the earth became the 
daughter of Prthu, she accordingly was known by the wise to 
be Prthivi. 

Bhipna said : 

36. 0 brahma1.1a, tell me in due order, about the entire 
solar dynasty; please also explain (to me )  the lunar dynasty, 
0 you who know the truth. 

Pulastya said : 

37.  Formerly Vivasvan :was born to Aditi from Kasyapa. 
He had three daughters : Saih]nii, Raji'ii and Prabhii. 

38. Raivata's daughter Raji'ii gave birth to a son ( called) 
Revata. Prabhii gave birth to Prabhata and Samji'ia to Manu. 

39-40. The twins Yama and Yamuna were also hom ( to 
Sarhji'ia). Then unable to bear Vivasvan's lustre, she, the 
beautiful daughter of Tva�tr, produced from her own body, a 

blameless lady, Chiiya by name. 
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4 1 -42� To her, who stood before her saying; "what should 
I do ?" she said : "0 beautiful Chaya, you serve my husband, 
nourish my children with motherly affection" Saying "All right" 
she of a righteous vow, went to god ( Vivasvan ) for sensual 
enjoyment. 

43-45 . The god too, taking her to be Samjfia, longed for 
her with regard, (and ) generated Savar:Q.i Manu resembling 
Manu (the son of Sarhjiia) in form due to his having comple
xion similar to that of Vaivasvata Manu. Then in due order 
he generated a daughter by name Tapati, on Chaya, the 
daughter of Tva�tr, taking her to be Samjiia. Chaya loved her 
son Manu more. 

46. The former Manu (i .e. the elder one) did not tolerate 
it. So Yama, violent with anger, and raising his right foot, 
threatened ( her). 

47. Cha.ya too, cursed Yama : "This one foot will be full of 
worms and pus, and blood will ooze from it." 

48-49. Insulted by this curse, Yama told his father : "0 
god, mother has angrily cursed me without any reason. Due to 
child-like nature, I raised my foot a little. 0 lord, even though 
warded off by Manu, she gave me a curse. 

50-52. Probably she is not our mother, since she is partial 
in her love. "  God {Vivasvan) also said in return to Yam a :  "0 
highly intelligent one, what should I do ? Who does not get 
misery after happiness ? Or (rather) , the flow of karma 
is difficult to be resisted even by Bhava, then what about other 
creatures ? A cock will eat the worms on your leg. This leg of 
yours will be lame and charmir.g . " 

53-54. Thus addressed and consoled, he, through detach
ment ,  and subsisting on fruits, foam and wind, and propitiating 
Erahma, practised, for myriads of years, a severe penance at 
Pu�kara Tirtha. The lotus-born one was pleased by the power of 
his penance . 

55. He asked for the lordship of the world and for the 
eternal world of Pitrs, and putting to test this world full  of 
piety and impiety. 

56. 0 innocent one, he  thus obtained the lordship of the 
world, the supremacy over the Pitrs and over piety and im
piety. 
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57. Vivasvan then having come to know that act of Sam
jiia, went to TvaHr and angrily reported it to him. 

58-60. Then Tva�tr said these kind words to him : "0 
remover of darkness, not being able to bear your severe lustre, 
she came to me here, I, fearing you, kept her off, 0 lord of the 
sky . ' Since you have come to me here without your intention 
being known ( by your husband) , please do not enter my house' . 

6 1 .  Thus addresed, she the blameless one, quickly went to 
the Maru country and taking the form of a mare, lived on the 
earth. 

62-66 . "Therefore, show favour to me if I deserve it. 
Putting you on a machine I shall take off your lustre and wil l  
make your appearance delightful to the eyes of the world, 0 
lord."  When the Sun said to him, "All right", he separated the 
Sun's lustre from him, and fashioned from it Vi�r:m's disk, and also 
Rudra's trident and Indra' s bolt (all) capable of destroying 
the demons and the friends . Tva�tr made the Sun's form match
less and having a thousand rays, ( but) without feet. He could 
not see the form of the feet of the Sun. Even now nobody should 
ever fashion the (Sun's image with ) feet .  

67 .  He, the most sinful one, who fashions it, reaches a 
censured condition, and contracts leprosy, known to be miser
able in this world. 

68. Therefore one, desiring religious merit and sensual 
enjoyments, should never fashion in pictures and temples the 
feet of the intelligent lord of lords. 

69-70. Then the love-striken lord of gods going to the 
earth in the guise of a horse and endowed with great lustre, 
had oral coitus with her ;  and the mind of Samjii.a , afflicted by 
fear, became agi tated. 

7 1 .  Suspecting him to be a stranger, she threw out ( his 
semen) through her nostrils .  We have heard that from that 
semen Asvins were born. 

72. They became known as Dasra (wonder-workers ) and 
Nasatya ( truthful) (due to their being born) from the nostrils .  

73. Full of joy, he went to the heaven with his wife in an 
aeroplane. Savarl).ya Manu also is even now practising penance 
on Meru. 
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i4. Sani also, due to the power of his penance, attained 
equality with the planets, and Yamuna and Tapati became 
rivers . 

75 .  Similarly, Vi�thi too, of a terrible form, set tled in  the 
form of time. Vaivasvata Manu too had ten sons. 

76-77. Out of them Ila was the first who was born as a 
resul t of a sacrifice performed to obtain a male issue. (The ten 
sons were : )  Ik�vaku, Kusanabha, Ari�ta and Dhnta, Nari�
yanta, Kan1�a, and very powerful Saryati, Pnadhra, and 
Nabhaga; all these were divine men. 

78. Manu, having first consecrated his righteous son Ila, 
went to the Pu�kara pen-ance-grove for {practising) penance. 

79. For his success Brahma, the giver of boons, came 
there, (and said to him : )  "Well-being to you, 0 Manaveya ; ask 
for a boon" .  

80-8 1 .  Then he  said to  the lotus-born god, having lotus
like eyes : "0 lotus-born, lord, let all the righteous kings, the 
lords on the earth, be under my control, through your favour". 
Saying "Let it be so", the lord of gods vanished there only. 

82-85. Then coming ( back) to Ayodhya, he lived as 
before. Then, once, Ila, Manu's son, seated in a chariot, moved 
out on this earth, rich with kings, for the fulfilment of an ob
ject, and roaming over all regions and subduing kings ; and he, 
the brave one, being attracted, went to Sankara's great grove 
called Sarava:Q-a, full  of desire-yielding creepers and trees, in 
which, Siva, lord of gods, having the crescent moon on his head, 
sports with Uma. Formerly a convention was fixed about that 
Saravar;ta : 

86 . "Whatever called male enters our grove, all that, within 
a radius of ten yojanas, will turn into a female." 

87. Not knowing this convention, king Ila entered Sara
va:Q-a, ( and ) instantly became a woman, and the same moment 
( his) horse turned into a mare . 

88-9 1 .  And while in the female body, he forgot everything 
that he did as a man; he became a slender lady called lla , 
having plump, raised and compact breasts, raised hips and loins, 
having long and dark eyes like lotus-leaves, having a face like 
the full moon, having plump, raised and long arms, and dark, 
curly and fine hair, of a charming face and talking sweetly and 
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indistinctly, of a slender shape, with a fair complexion, and 
having thin, reddish, sprout-like nails, having bow-like eye
brows, and with a gait concealing (i . e .  superior to} that of a 
swan. 

92-94. The beautiful young woman, wandering in the 
forest, thought : 'Who would be my father, or brother, or mother 
here ? To which husband am I given ? For how many years am 
I (living) on the earth ?' While thinking (thus ) ,  she, a lady 
of an excellent complexion, was seen by (Budha) , the son of 
Soma, with his mind seized by the figure of lla .  Budha, oppres
sed by love, tried to secure her. 

95-96. He, of a distinguished form, bald-headed, entered 
the grove with a water-pot and a book, a bamboo-stick in his 
hand, having a ring of kusa-grass and a shovel, with a brah
mal'}a's form, having a tuft of hair, reciting Veda, wearing ear
rings, accompanied by young boys and having sacred fuel, 
flowers, kusa grass and water. 

97- 1 00 .  At that time, having looked into it, he hastily con
cealing himself in a bower outside the grove, called that lla, 
and It was, as it were, an unexpected taunt (for her) . "Leav
ing the service of my sacred fire, where have you gone ? Now 
the time for your sport is over, 0 you of large hips, come on ; 
why are you confused ? This evening time is here, the time for 
diversion. Having besmeared ground, adorn my house with 
flowers". 

10  l .  She said : "0 you having penance as your wealth, I 
have forgotten all th is. Tell me all about myself, about you-my 
husband, and my family, 0 sinless one. " 

102.  Budha said to that slender lady : "0 you of excellent 
complxion, you are Ila, and I am known as passionate Budha, 
well-versed in many !ores. 

1 03- 1 05 .  I am born in the family of the brilliant one (i.e. 
Soma) ; my father is the chief of the brahmal'}as. "  After these 
words uttered by hi.m, she entered Buddha's abode, full of 
jewelled pillars, fashioned with divine i llusion. lla, having 
remained in that house regarded herself to be blessed. 'Oh ! 
wonderful are the vow, the figure, the wealth and the family of 
this my lord'. 
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I 06. And Ilii sported with him in the forest for a long time, 
in the house full of all enjoyments as in lndra's residence. 

I 07. Then the king's brothers, the sons of Manu, Ik�vaku 
and others, looking for him, came to that Sarava1;1a. 

1 08 . Then they all saw an excellent mare, shining with 
rays shooting from the points of gems, standing in front of them. 

1 09- 1 10 .  Recognising her, all of them were amazed. 'This 
is the horse, Candraprabha by name, of that magnanimous one. 
Why has he turned into an excellent mare ?' Then they asked 
Maitravaru1;1i (i.e .  VasiHha) , their priest (about it) . 

I l l . ' '0 you best among the contemplative sages, tell us, 
as to what this extraordinary appearance is" . Vasi�tha too, 
knowing all that bymeans of his divine intuition, said : 

1 1 2- 1 14. "Formerly in the Sarava1;1a a stipulation was laid 
down by Sambhu's wife : The man who would enter this grove 
will become a woman. This horse also, along with the king, 
turned into a female. Propitiating the trident-holder ( i. e. Siva) , 
make such an effort that this Ila will ( again) turn into a man 
resembling Kubera." 

1 1 5.  With various eulogies they praised Piirvati and the 
highest lord (Siva) . They (two) said : ' 'Severe is the stipulation. 

1 1 6. What indeed is proper ?  Having given us that fruit 
which will accrue through lkl?viiku's horse-sacrifice the brave 
one will undoubtedly be a low man (kiriJ.purut�a ? ) ." 

1 1 7. Saying "All right", all those sons of Vaivasvata went 
( from that place) . After the performance of the horse-sacrifice, 
Ila became a low man. 

1 1 8- 1 1 9. The brave one became a man for one month, and 
a woman for another. Remaining in the house of Budha, Ilii 
became pregnant, and gave birth to a son endowed with many 
good qualities. Budha, having generated that Piiru, again went 
to heaven. 

1 20 .  Then, after Ila's name that region became ( i.e. came 
to be called ) ' Iliivrta'. King Ila born in the lunar and solar 
families, increased his family. 

1 2 1 . Similarly Pururavas, who increased the family was 
born from Puru. And king Ik�vaku was said to ( belong to) the 
solar race. 
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1 22- 1 26. Ila is called Sudyumna in his low man's condition. 
Again,  three victorious sons were born to Sudyumna : Utkala, 
and Gaya, and powerful Haritii.sva. The . city of Utkala is 
Utkalii. by name; that of Gaya is Gayii. ; ( to its) south, along with 
the Kuru-country is said to be the region of Haritii.sva. Having 
consecrated his son Puriiravas, as the king, he went to Ilii.vrta 
to enjoy (there) for a divine year, subsisting on fruits . Ik�
vii.ku, the eldest son, got the Madhyadda (as his kingdom) .  
Suka of great strength was the son of Nari �yanta. Ambari�a 
was born from Nii.bhii.ga. 

1 27 .  Dhr�ta had three sons : Dhntaketu, Svadharman and 
the valorous RaJ.ladhr�ta. Saryii.ti's son was Anarta, and his 
daughter was Sukanyii.. 

1 28. Brave Rocamana was the son of Anarta; his country 
was Anarta , and (capital ) city was Kusasthali . 

1 29 .  Rocamii.na's son was Reva, and from Reva was born 
Raivata ; his other name was Kakudmin ; he was the eldest 
among ( Reva's) sons . 

1 30 .  Revati was his daughter; she is known to be the wife 
of (Bala-) Rama ; and from Karii�ii., were born Kii.rii�as, well
known on the earth. 

1 3 1 .  Pr�adhra became a Sudra as a result of a cow's 
slaughter, due to his preceptor's curse. Ik�vaku's sons named 
Vikuk�i, Nimi, DaJ.l.;laka were pre-eminant among his hundred 
sons. 

1 32. His other fifty sons became best kings to the north of 
Meru. 

1 33. Fortyeight out of the hundred were known to be the 
kings to the south of Meru. 

1 34. From the eldest son was born Kakutstha . His son was 
Suyodhana. His �on was Prthu . ViSva was the son of that 
Prthu. 

135. His (Visva's) son was Ardra; from him was born 
Yuvanasva. 

1 36. Yuvanasva's valourous son was Savasta, by whom was 
set up Savasti in the Ariga country, 0 prince . 

Brhadasva was born of Savasta, and from Brhadasva 
Kuvalasva was born. 
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1 37- 1 38. He became (i . e. came to be called ) Dhundhumara 
for having formerly kiiled the demon Dhundhu.  He had three 
sons; Drc;lhasva and Ghrl).i, and the brave Kapilasva was also 
the famous son of Dhundhumara. Drc;lhasva's son was 
Pramoda, and his son was Haryasva. 

1 39.  Haryasva's son was Nikumbha, and from him was 
born Samhatasva. Akrtasva and Ra:Qasva were the two sons 
of Samhatasva. 

1 40- 1 4 1 .  Ra:Qasva's son was Yuvanasva and from him was 
born Mandhatr. Purukutsa and king Dharmasetu, well known 
Mucukunda and the brave Sakramitra were born from 
Mandhatr. Dussaha, Narmada's husband, was the son of 
Purukutsa. 

1 42 . His ( Dussaha's} son was Sambhiiti; from him was 
born Tridhanvan; the son born to Tridhanvan is known as 
Trayyaru:Qa. 

1 43 . His son was Satyavrata; his son was known to be 
Satyaratha; his son was Hariscandra; Rohita was born from 
Hariscandra. 

1 44. Vrka was born from Rohita, and Bahu from Vrka. 
Sagara who was a very religious king was his son. 

1 45 .  Sagara had two wives; Prabha and Bhanumati. In 
olden days they propitiated Aurvagni ( the sub-marine fire} . 

146.  Aurva, pleased with them, granted them an excellent 
boon as desired by them. 

147. One asked for sixty thousand sons; the other chose a 
son continuing the race. Prabha chose many sons, Bhanumati 
chose one son,  viz.  Asamanjasa. 

1 48. Prabha, of the Yadu family, gave birth to sixty 
thousand sons, who pursuing the (Asvamedha) horse dug the 
earth and were burnt in a group by Vi!?:QU. 

1 49-1 50. The well known son of Asamai'ijasa was Arilsuman; 
his son was Dilipa; from him Bhagiratha was born, who, by 
performing a penance brought down the Ganges (known) as 
Bhagirathi (after him) (to the earth) .  Bhagiratha's son was 
the well-known Nabhaga. 

1 5 1 .  Nabhaga's son, was Ambari�; from him Sindhudvipa 
was born; his son was Ayutayu, and from his �tupar:Qa was 
born. 
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152. His son was Kalma�apada. Sarvakarman is known 
to have been born to him. His son was Anaral}ya; his son was 
Nighna. 

1 53. Nighna had two sons : Anamitra and Raghiittama. 
Anamitra went to the forest after having destroyed his enemies. 

1 54. From Raghu was born Dilipa and from Dilipa Aja 
was born. Dirghabahu was born from Aja and from him 
( Dirghabihu) Prajapila was born. 

1 55 .  From him was born Dasaratha; he had four sons, of 
the nature of NariyaQa, and Rama was his eldest son. 

I 56. He destroyed Raval}a and increased the race of 
Raghus. Va1miki, the best of the Bhargavas, composed his 
biography . 

1 57. His son was Kusa by name , who increased the 
Ik�vaku-race. Atithi was born from Kusa and Ni�dha was his 
(Atithi's) son. 

1 58. From Ni�adha was born NaJa; from him was born 
Nabhas. From Nabhas Pur.t!;farika was born and from him 
K�emadhanvan was born. 

1 59. His son was the brave Devii.nika; his son was 
Ahinagu; Sahasrasva was born from him. 

1 60 .  From him (Sahasrasva) was born Candravaloka and 
from him Tarii.pi«;la was born. His son was Candragiri, whose 
son was Candra. 

1 6 1 -1 62 . From him was born Srutayu, who was killed in the 
Bharata war; in his family two Nalas only were particularly 
famous : the son of Virasena and the king Nai�adha, i.e. the son 
of Ni�adha. These were the kings in Vivasvat's race, who gave 
rich presents. (Thus ) the important kings in the Ik�vii.ku race 
have been described. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

General Rules of Sriiddha Performance 

Bhi�ma said : 

I . 0 revered one, I wish to learn about the best family of 
the manes (pitrs) , and also particularly of Ravi, of the deity of 
Sriiddha i .e .  Soma. 

Pulastya said: 

2 .  I shall narrate to you the best family of the manes. In 
the heaven there are seven groups of the manes. Out of them 
three are incorporeal. 

3 .  Of all ( the manes ) of unlimited lustre four are corpo
real.  The incorporeal groups of manes are said to belong to 
Vairaja Prajapati. 

4. They are (whom groups of gods worship) called Vairaja. 
They fallen from Yoga, attained eternal worlds. 

5. Again at the end of Brahma's day, these teachers of 
Veda are born and would again get recollection and the excel
lent Sarilkhya and Yoga. 

6. Again by means of deep and abstract meditation they 
would attain the state of perfection, (reaching) which rebirth 
is not obtained. Therefore, givers of gifts should offer obsequial 
oblations to the Yogins only. 

7. The mind-born daughter of these is supposed to be the 
wife of Himalaya. Her son was Mainaka, and his son was 
Krauiica. 

8- 10 .  He i s  remembered to  have held together the fourth 
Dvipa, viz .  Krauiica. Mena gave birth to three daughters 
possessing deep and abstract meditation, viz . Uma, Ekapari.J.ii and 
Pari.J.ii, engaged in severe vows . Himavat gave these daughters, 
superior due to their austerities, ( marrying)  one to Rudra, 
another to Bhrgu and the third to Jaigi �avya. I shall now tell 
you about the music in the world of manes;  lis ten to it .  

1 1 .  There are worlds named Somapatha, where live the 
sons of Miirica; by (living there) they are mane3, and gods 
honour them fully. 
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1 2. They lived where the sacrifices are called 'Agni�vatta' .  
Their daughter was Acchoda of excellent complexion. 

1 3 .  Formerly the manes also fashioned there a lake named 
Acchoda. Acchoda practised penance for one thousand divine 
years . 

1 4- 1 5 .  The manes, having divine forms ,  having divine 
flowers and unguents, all pre-em inent, s trong and resembling 
Cupid, came there and being pleased would indeed grant her a 
boon. That lady, having seen among them a mane named 
Amavasu being oppressed by passion and desiring a groom, 
longed for him. 

16- 1 8. Due to that violation that beautiful lady deviated 
from her concentration, went (down) to the earth, though she 
never touched the ground. And Amavasu due to his steadiness 
did not long for her who had bowed to him. She came to be 
known in the world as Amavasya. Since she was dear to the 
manes, she made the gift (given on Amavasya ) inexhaustible. 

1 9. Acchoda, helpless and with her face hung down due 
to the loss (of the merit) of her penance, again entreated the 
manes for her prosperity. 

20. The bashful and miserable one was thus addressed by 
the manes taking into consideration her future and her worship 

of gods. 
2 1 .  The magnimous ones thus spoke to her with words 

auspicious due to their favour :  

22 . "0 you of excellent complexion, the fru it of whatever 
is done with a divine body in heaven is to be enjoyed with that 
(body) only. The deeds done in human life give their fruits 
instantly after death, in the divine life. 

23. Therefore perform good deeds whose fruits you will 
obtain after death. In the twenty-eighth Dvapara-period you 
will be born in the fish species. 

24. Due to your disregard for the manes you will obtain 
(birth in) an evil family. Thence you will cer tainly be the 
daughter of king Vasu. 

25. As a maiden you will certainly obtain the divine 
worlds difficult to get. 

26 .  From the semen of Parasara you will get a son named 
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BadarayaQ.a in a grove full of the badari trees. That your son 
will divide one Veda into many. 

2 7-28. Having begotten these two sons, viz . Vicitravirya 
and Citrailgada, to that intelligent Paurava, viz. Santanu, the 
secondary incarnation of Siva, you will be again born as 

PrauHhapadi and A�taka in the world ofmanes. 
29-30. In the ( mortal) world you will be Satyavati and 

A�taka in the world of manes. You will be giver of (long) life, 
health and wealth and will always fulfil all desires (while) in 
the other world ; and you will become the river named Acchoda 
of holy water and the best river in the worlds." 

3 1 .  Thus addressing her the groups ( of manes ) vanished 
there on ly ; and she also obtained the fruit of her bad deed 
which I have a lready told. 

32-34. In heaven there are other very lustrous worlds call
ed Vibhraj, where there are manes called Barhi�ad, of good 
vows, where (i .e. in these worlds) there are thousands of 
aeroplanes equipped with seats of Kusa grass, where there are 
desire-yielding trees, in the halls for festive occasions in which 
those groups of demons, gods, Gandharvas, Apsarasa-s, also 
groups of Yak�as, fiends, making obsequial offering are delight
ed and worship deities in heaven. 

35 . They (the Barhi �ads) are hundreds of sons of Pulastya ; 
they are endowed with austerities and concentration of mind. 

36. They are magnanimous ones and give security to their 
devotees. 

3 7 .  Their mind-born daughter is known as Pivari. She, a 
contemplative saint and a divine mother, of abstract meditation, 
practised a very severe panance. The lord was pleased with her, 
and then she asked for a boon. 

38. "0 god, the foremost among the eloquent, if you are 
pleased, give me a husband possessed of abstract meditation, 
handsome and one who has controlled his organs of sense". 

39. The lord said : ' 'When Suka, the master ofYoga (and ) ,  
Vyasa's son, will be born, you, o f  a good vow, will b e  his 
wife. 

40. You will have a saintly daughter Krtti by name; you 
should give her in marriage to Sattvata, the lord of Paiicala. 

41 .  Then she will be the mother of Brahmadatta and will 
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be known as having mastered the tenets of Yoga. You will have 
sons named Kn:r;tagaura and Sambhu. 

42. They will  be (regarded as ) holy even among the 
specially respected ones who have all their desires fulfilled and 
are devoted ; what to speak of the devoted brii.hma:r;tas who 
make obsequial offerings and perform ( religious) rites ? 

43 . They have in heaven, a mind-born daughter named 
Gau. She is a good daughter, a loving wife and adds to the 
fame of the Sadhyas. 

44. In the orb of the sun there are worlds named Marici
garbha where the manes getting oblations and sons of Speech 
live . 

45. To these worlds go the best K�atriyas performing 
obsequial rites at sacred places ; they are the ancestors of kings 
and are givers of fruits like enjoyments in heaven. 

46. The mind-born daughter is known to be Yasodii., who 
is the wife of Amsumat and the eldest daughter- in-law of 
Paiicaj ana. 

47. She is the mother of Dilipa and grand-mother of 
Bhagiratha. There are worlds named Kii.madugha giving the 
fruits in the form of enjoyment of desires . 

48-50. There live sonless manes named Susvadhii.. In the 
worlds named Ajyapii. of Kardama Prajapati, there are the elderly 
relatives of Pulaha and the Vaisyas honour them ; those who 
perform the obsequial rites go there and simultaneously meet 
their mothers, brothers, fathers, sisters, friends and relatives, 
thousands of whom, not known before, are seen there after 
myriads of existences . 

5 1 .  The mind-born daughter of these is known as Virajii.. 
She was the wife of Nahu�a and the mother of Yayii.ti. 

52. Later, she, having gone to the Brahmaloka, became 
�taka. I have told you about these three groups .  I shall (now) 
describe the fourth. 

53.  There are worlds by name Sumanas which exist beyond 
the world of Brahmii.. Here manes named Somapii. live 
eternally. 

54-57 .  All they were further than Brahmii. and were piety 
embodied. Born at the end of deluge, they, practising deep 
meditation having reached Brahman, and having fashioned the 
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world etc. have now settled in Manasa. Their daughter is the 
river Narmada, who purifies beings and flows to the Western 
Ocean. Men, knowing that all beings and whatever is created 
at the time of creation are (created) from them, always 
devoutly offer obsequial offerings to them. From them only 
due to their favour a man gets devoted children. 

58-59. Thus Sraddha had been created at the first creation 
of the manes. Whatever is offered with the utterance of Svadha 
to all these manes in a silver pot or a pot of imitation silver 
always pleases them. The wise should always satisfy the 
Agnidhra and the Somapa. 

60. In the absence of fire the offering ( should be) made 
on the brahmaJ}a's hand or under the Ajakarl}a or AsvakarJ}a 
tree or in a cowpen or near a god. 

6 1 .  The proper place for the manes is said to be the 
southern direction. ( While making offerings to them) the sacred 
thread should be worn over the right shoulder and passed 
under the left arm and offering of sesamum (should be made ) .  

62-63 .  The flesh of rhinoceros, food, Jyiimiika and siili
grains, barley, niviira grains, kidney-beans, sugar-cane and 
white flowers and fruits are always dear to and commended 
for the manes, and also, Darbhas, beans , $ai#kii-rice, sweetened 
milk, honey and ghee. 

64-65.  I shall now tell you things to be avoided at the 
obsequial rite. Ma.rUra-pulse . hemp (seeds) , winnowed bean 
and Kuluttha grains, lotuses, bilva, flowers of sun-plant, of 
Duttilra, Nimba-leaves, Atarii.�a, and also goat-milk. 

66. One desiring wealth should not give Kodrava , Varata, 
Kapittha, Asoka-flowers and flax. 

6 7. Him, who pleases the manes with devotion, the manes 
also please. The manes give him the fruit in the form of 
nourishment, health, and progeny. 

68. Again the rite in honour of manes is superior to that 
in honour of gods. It is said that manes are to be satisfied be
fore gods. 

69. They are pleased quickly ; they are wrathless ; are un
attached and of a steady affection, of a tranquil mind, intent 
on purity, and always speak pleasing words. 
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70. The manes, the deities of the Parvans always love their 
devotees, give them happiness ; and the Sun, the god of the 
obsequial rite, is said to be the chief of those who receive 
oblations. 

7 1 .  I have narrated to you all this c�.ccount of the family 
of manes. It is meritorious, holy and leading to health. It 
should always be recited by men. 

Bhi�ma said: 

72. Having heard all this, a great devotion has again 
arisen (in me) . ( Tell me about) the time of Sriiddha, its rite, 
and the Sriiddha itself. 

73-74. Which kinds of brahmanas are to be fed at 
Sriiddhas and which ones are to be a�oided; at  what division 
( i .e .  time) of the day should one begin the Sriiddha in honour 
of the manes ? 0 best of briihmaJ.las, how does the food offered 
at a Sraddha proceed ? With which procedure should it be 
offered ? How does it please the manes? 

Pulastya said: 

75. Having love for the manes one should everyday offer 
Sriiddha with food and water, or with milk, roots and fruits . 

76-77.  Sriiddha is said to be of three kinds: Nitya ( regularly 
performed) ; Naimittika (occasionally performed); and Kiimya 
(performed for some particular desire) . I shall explain to you 
the Nitya (Sriiddha) . One should know it to be without a 
respectful offering and invocation and deity. The Sriiddha 
performed on the change of the moon is called Piirva1J.a. 0 

King, the PiirvaTJ.a is said to be of three kinds. Please listen to 
them. 

78-81 . Listen 0 king, as to who are to be ap,�>ointed at a 
PiirvaTJ.a : a BrahmaJ.la who keeps the fires ; one who has return
ed from the preceptor's house and become an initiated house
holder; one who has studied the TrisupaTTJ.a; one who knows 
the six limbs of the Veda; one who is well-versed in the Vedas 
or his son; one who is proficient in the ritual; one who knows 
everything; one who possesses (the knowledge of) the Vedas ; 
one who knows the incantations, endowed with knowledge and 
belonging to a good family, Trit;tiiciketa ; T rimadhu ; well-settled in 
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other scriptures also ; knower of the Pural).as ; knowing Brahma ; 
studying Vedas ; eagerly engaged in muttering prayers ; a 
devotee of Brahma ; obedient to his father ; devoted to the Sun 
and Vi�I).u ; having firm faith in abstract meditation ; having 
control over his mind ; and of a good character. 

82. These are to be satisfied with effort. Now listen to 
those who are to be avoided : a brahmal).a who is fallen, or his 
son, an impotent brahmal).a, a wicked one, and a deformed 
one. 

83 . All these are to be avoided by those who know what is 
right. Either on the previous or on the same day one should 
invite the learned brahmal).as. 

84. The manes turning themselves in to air remain by 
those brahmal).as who are invited; they go to them and sit by 
them when they (i .e .  the brahmal).as ) s it .  

85-88. Kneeling with the left leg by touching the right 
knee of the brahmal).a he should iuvite him. (He should tell 
the brahmal).as) 'You should be wrathless, intent on purity, 
well-bathed and reciting the Vedas . I should be also like that 
at the obsequial rite' . One who maintains the fire, should, 
having performed the sacrifice in honour of the manes called 
TarpaT)a ( satiating) , and having done PiTJ¢iinviiharyaka ( i .e .  
having offered a meal in honour of the manes ) ,  perform a 
Sriiddha at the wane of the moon . Having besmeared with 
cow dung (a spot near the) bathing place in the south, he 
should devoutly begin the Sriiddha either in a cowpen or (at a 
place) near water. He, maintaining the fire, should offer the 
(rice or barley-flour cooked in) the saucepan in honour of the 

manes with handfuls of barley-flour. 
89. Saying, 'I am offering this to the manes', he should 

keep all that in the southern direction. Then having restrained 
himself, he should, in front of him, thrice make offerings in 
honour of the manes. 

90. The length of these (fires) should be of the measure 
of twelve angulis and the breadth should be four angulis. 
He should also make three laddies of Khadira wood, fixed 
with silver. Its length should be a cubit;  it should be 
smooth, excellent and its end should have the shape of the 
hand . 
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9 1 . He should make the vessels of water of bell-metal, and 
also a wooden stick (for stirring up the Caru) and sacred fuel 
and Krda. 

92 . Making the sacred thread hang down towards the left 
part of the body over the right shoulder he should slowly place 
all (these things, viz. ) pots containing sesamum, a good piece 
of cloth , incense and unguent at his right hand. 

93-94. Having procured all these, he should, at the 
nor thern part of the house, on the ground besmeared with cow
dung and encircled with cow-urine, wash with water (mixed ) 
with whole rice grains and flowers, the feet of the brahmal}.as 
when they are duly seated on Darbha-seats, saluting them 
again, placing his sacred thread once on the right and once on 
the left shoulder. 

95 .  Having (thus) seated the brahmal}.as, who have sipped 
water, he should invite them. 

96. He should give food to two brahmal}.as for a rite in 
honour of gods, to three for a rite in honour of the manes or 
one at each of these two rites, even though he is rich; a wise 
man should avoid multiplying (the number) . 

9 7. Having first performed the worship in honour of gods 
and having made to them respectful offering, permitted by the 
wise brahmal}.a he should duly make offerings into fire. 

98-99.  Performing all rites according to the rules in the 
Grhya-siltras of his branch the wise brahmal}.a should ( offer 
worship ) to satisfy Agni�oma and Yama, when the southern 
fire is kindled, that is not the same fire. Then the best 
brahmal}.a changing the sacred thread from the left shoulder to 
the right should do the sprinkling round of water silently and 
without uttering any ritual formula etc. 

100- 1 0 1 .  Then taking from it (some fire) discriminately he 
should prepare the Pil}.c;las and offer water. He should offer water 
from the water-pots with his right hand. Being restrained and 
free from hatred he should offer all this . 

l 02. Carefully drawing a line he should, facing the south, 
offer oblations in honour of the manes and ( after feeding the 
brahmal}.as) ( give them water for) washing (their hands etc. ) 
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103.  Then placing the darbhas he should place serially one 
pi1)¢a each on all the darbhas. Then he should offer libation on 
the darbhas by uttering his name and family. 

1 04- 1 05 .  Then he should touch the darbhas meant for the 
paternal ancestors of the 4th, 5th and 6th degrees; and also he 
should mutter prayers and having worshipped ( the brahmal).as ) 
reverentially with fragrance, incense etc. he should again wash 
(his hands etc. ) .  

1 06. Having thus invoked all that he, maintaining a fire, 
should also offer the spoon with water, and with Vedic hymns 
as mentioned. Then the wise man, preparing Ku.fas should offer 
them to the manes . 

1 07- 1 08. Then preparing piT)(ias etc . he should invoke and 
allow ( the deities) to go. Then taking portions from the piT)(ias 
serially and feeding these very brahmal).as first, the man should 
praise the food, desired (by the brahmaJ.la) and pure. 

I 09. He should, remembering Narayal).a Hari, avoid wrath. 
Knowing the brahmaJ.laS to be pleased he should again distri

bute all kinds (of food ) .  
1 10. Then picking u p  food, he should place it o n  the 

ground with water and sesamum. When they have rinsed their 
mouths, he should again offer water and flowers and whole rice 
grains . 

1 1 1 . Then declaring the oblation of food to the manes he 
should worship the piT)(ias. He should complete ( the Sriiddha) by 
honouring the gods, otherwise the Sriiddha perishes . 

1 1 2- 1 14. Having given leave to the brahmaJ.las and going 
round them keeping them to his right, and desiring the southern 
direction and mentioning the manes the man (should pray) : 
"May our donors increase; may the Vedas flourish ; may our 
progeny increase; may our faith not go away from us; may we 
be able to give much; have ample food; may we have guests;  
may sufficient be ours (i . e .  come to us ) ;  may we not beg of 
anyone." 

1 1 5. This is called the Anviihiirya (i .e. the monthly Sriiddha 
performed in honour of the manes on the day of the new moon) . 
As it is said on the new moon day it is also said to be performed 
on other days. 
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1 1 6 .  The PitJ.r/as should be given to a cow, a goat or 
brahmat:Ias or may be cast into fire or water, or near the ram
part. 

1 1 7 .  He should make his modest wife eat the middle pitJ.r/a. 
(If this is done) the manes deposit a foetus into her womb which 
would increase the sons and (other) progeny. 

1 1 8. Till the brahmat:Ias are dismissed the oblation should 
stand (should not be removed) . Having performed the rite in 
honour of the manes, he should then make an offering to all 
gods . 

1 1 9 .  He should then calmly eat the food partaken of by 
the manes, along with his dear persons. 

1 20.  One who performs a Sriiddha or eats at it should 
avoid eating again, should avoid journey, (or) going in a 
vehicle, exertion and coitus, study, quarrel and sleep by day. 

1 2 1 .  Thus one should offer Sriiddha to anyone of the three 
castes, when the sun is in the zodiacal sign, viz. Kanyii, Kumbha 
or Vuabha and always in the dark fortnights. 

1 22 .  Wherever SapitJ.r!a Sriiddha is to be offered it should 
always be offered according to this procedure by one who 
maintains a fire . 

1 23 . Hereafter I shall explain ( to you) the SiidhiiratJ.a 
Sriiddha as told by Brahma and giving enjoyment and salva-
tion. 

1 24-1 2 6. (Sriiddha should be offered) during the solstices 
and the sun's equinoctial passage, on a new moon day, and 
during the sun's passage from one zodiacal sign to another;  on 
an a�taka (i.e. a collection of three days, viz. 7th, 8th and 9 th 
beginning from the seventh day after the full moon, new moon 
day, and the 1 5th day of the dark half, and on the days of 
Ardra, Maghii and RohitJ.i when the materials and brahmat:Ias 
are available; on Gajacchiiyii day (when an elephant's shadow 
falls in the east ) ,  on the Vyatipiita ( i .e .  new-moon-day when it 
falls on Sunday and when the moon is in certain Nalcyatras) ,  on 
a rainy day, on the day of Vaidhrti (i.e . the day of the 
conjunction of the sun and the moon) , the third of VaiJiikha, 
the ninth of Kiirtika, the fifteenth of Miigha, the thirteenth of 
Bhiidrapada. 
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1 27- 1 3 1 .  These are said to be the Yuga-tithis and favourable 
for 'the fortnight of the manes' . So also Sriiddha should be offered 
on the ivfanvantara tithis i .e .  the ninth of the bright half of Asvina, 
the twelfth of the bright half of Kilrtika, the third of the bright 
half of Caitra, the third of the bright half of Bhiidrapada, the 
new moon day of Phiilguna, the eleventh of the bright half of 
Pau�a, the tenth of the bright' half of A�ilr/.ha, the seventh of 
the bright half of JIJiigha, the eighth of the dark half of Sriival)a, 
and the full moon days of A$iir/.ha, Kiirtika, Phiilguna and Jye�tha. 
These are Manvantara tithis making the gifts inexhaustible. A 
restrained man should give on these days at  least water mixed 
with sesamum. 

1 32 .  The manes say that the secret is that such a man has 
performed Sriiddha for a thousand years . 

1 33.  A wise man should offer Sriiddha on the full moon 
day of Vaisiikha and on fast days, during festivals and in 
sanctuaries , at sacred places and in cowpens, in islands, gardens 
and houses, in solitary places that are besmeared. 

1 34. Politely he should invite the brahmal}.as, endowed 
with character and (good ) behaviour and vir tues and age and 
form, either on the previous or the same day . 

1 35 .  Even though he is very rich he should feed two 
brahmaJ].aS at the rite in honour of gods and three at the rite in 
honour of manes or one brahmal}.a at (each of) the two; he 
should not  indulge in multiplying ( the number) . 

1 36 .  Having worshipped the Visvedevas with barley (-flour) 
and flowers after offering them a seat, he should fill a couple 
of pots ( with water) and place it on the darbha-blades. 

1 3 7. Reciting ( the hymn) 'San no devil/  ( may the deities 
be to our welfare) he should offer water; reciting 'Yava(! asi' 
( you are barley ) he should offer barley grains. Having wor
shipped Visvedevas with sandal and flowers he should place 
them. 

1 3 8.  Having invoked them with these two ( incantations) 
' Visvedevil sa(! ' ,  he should scatter the barley-grains. 
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1 39 .  Reci ting 'you are barley, the king of grains dedicated 
to Varu:.;ta, and mixed with honey, destroyer of all sins, holy 
and praised by the sages ', and adorning them wi th sandal and 
flowers he should scatter them. 

1 40- 14 1 .  Having (thus) worshipped them and having cast 
away the sandal etc .  he should commence the rite in honour of 
the manes. :Making seats of darbha etc. he should first consecrate 
three pots; putting the darbha blades in them he should sprinkle 
water reciting the incantation •San no devil;' .  Reciting ' Tilosi' 
(you are sesamum) , he should again put sesamum, sandal etc. 

1 42.  He should make a pot made from a tree or of leaves 
or of silver or gold. 

1 43 .  A golden pot or a silver pot or a copper pot is said to 
be the pot of manes; or even the mention of silver, seeing it or 
its gift ( delights them) . 

1 44. Even water given with faith to these manes in silver 
pots or pots (of metal mixed with) silver becomes inexhaustible . 

1 45 .  Even now among the pots meant for (making offer
ings to) manes, one having silver in it, is excellent and dear to 
the manes, since it has originated from Siva's eye. 

1 46.  Thus securing the pots as available, he, without ill
feeling , should place the darbhas in his hand reciting the 
incantation jia divya' ; (mentioning ) the name and family of 
the manes (he should say) 'I shall invoke the manes' . 

147 . When they {brahma:.;tas ) say 'all right' he should in
voke the the manes with the two res 'Usantastva', 'Avantu ( nal; 
pitaral;) ' .  

1 48. Having made a respectful offering with ( the incanta
tion ) •ra divya',  he should offer sandal etc . First the darbhas, 
then a piece of cloth should be offered, and a resting place from 
the beginning. 

149.  Keeping (these) in the pot meant for manes, then 
having bent he should keep it to the north . Saying, 'You are 
the place for the manes' he should serve up meals (to the 
brahma:.;tas) . 

1 50. There also he should first, free from ill-feeling, per
form the rite with reference to fire. Holding the pots of the 
food with both hands he should serve up (the brahma:.;tas) . 
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1 5 1 .  With the (hymn) ' USantastva' he should keep the 
food in his hand on the darbha, along with subordinate dishes, 
vegetables etc. ,  and eatables of various kinds. 

1 52 .  Brahma said that food with curds, milk, ghee made 
from cow's milk, and with sugar pleases all the manes for one 
month. 

153 .  They are pleased for two months with the flesh of 
fish, for three months with the flesh of deer, for four months 
with the flesh of ram and for five months with bird's flesh. 

1 54. They get excellent satisfaction for six months by pig's 
flesh, for seven months by red goat's flesh, for eight months by 
a lamb's flesh. 

1 55. The flesh of a spotted antelope gives (them) satisfac
tion for nine months. They are satisfied for ten months with the 
flesh of boar and buffalo.  

1 56. (They are satisfied) for eleven months with the flesh of 
hare and tortoise; for a year with cow's milk or sweetened milk .  

1 57. They are satisfied for fifteen months with hog's flesh 
and satisfaction for twelve years is brought about by the flesh 
of rhinoceros. Eternal satisfaction comes by the potherb ocimum 
sanctum and also by the flesh of a rhinoceros. 

158.  The old deities-the manes-say, 'Whatever cow's 
milk, curds and sweetened milk, mixed with honey is offered 
becomes eternal' . 

1 59. One should narrate the passages sacred to the manes 
and all the Purii'f)as. 

160. So also the various eulogies of Brahma, Vigm, Arka 
and Rudra, of Indra, I sa, Soma and Pavamana, according to 
his ability. 

1 6 1 .  So also Brhadrathantara, Jyeithasaman, Rorava, and 
propitiatory passages and Madhu b rahma'f)a. 

1 62. So also Ma'f)(iala brahma'f)a which is agreeable. He should 
narrate all this to the brah11;.aQas and himself. 

163 .  He should listen to the chapters from Bharata very 
dear to the manes. 

1 64. 0 Prince, when the brahmaQas have eaten, he should 
bring carefully food of all kinds and water etc. He should 
spread it on the ground before the brahmaQas who have eaten. 
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1 65.  'Those who in my family were Agnidagdhas ( i .e .  a 
class of pitrs, who, when on earth, maintained a sacred fire) 
and those who were not, may be pleased with (the food) given 
on the ground and may get the highest place as a result of 
satisfaction . 

1 66. This food is offered on the ground for the satisfaction 
of those who do not have mother, father, brother, not a friend; 
since they may go in for abstract meditation from wherever 
they are . '  

167- 1 68 .  Giving a seat to them who died without any 
purificatory rite being performed over them, also to the rela
tives who have left the family, and partaking of the remaining; 
knowing them to be satisfied one should offer water on the 
scattered (food) , when the surface of the earth is besmeared 
with cow-dung, cow-urine and water. 

169. Placing carefully the darbhas with their tips facing 
the south he should offer the pirp/as of all the variet ies as in 
the rite in honour of the manes. 

1 70- 1 7 1 . Mter washing ( his hands etc. ) the man uttering 
his name and family, offering flowers etc. , doing the washing off 
again, with the thread on the left and then the right shoulder 
should go round thrice. One should perform with darbhas in 
one's hands the rite in honour of one's mother like that of 
one's father. 

1 72 . In the same way the wise one should burn the lamp 
and should worship with flowers; then when they have sipped 
water he should, having sipped water, offer wa ter once. 

1 73 .  Then he should offer flowers and whole rice-grains 
and inexhaustible water along with sesamum and uttering the 
name and family and should give presents according to his 
capacity .  

1 74. He should give cows, land, gold, garments, large beds 
and whatever is dear to the brahmaQas, to himself and to the 
mane . 

I 75. Void of perfidy due to wealth he should have love 
for the manes, then should do the recitation of ' Svadhii' and 
offering of water to Visvedevas. Offering prarers to the brah
maQas the wise one should accept blessings from them. 
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1 76- 1 77. He should say, 'May the manes be amiable', when 
the brahmaJ).aS in return say, 'May they be so' ; 'May my family 
increase', when they in return say, 'Let it be so' . He should 
make the complimentary present after devoutly lifting up the 
pi1Jrjas. 

1 78. The remainders should remain till the brahmaQas are 
dismissed. Then he should make the domestic oblation (i .e .  
offering of the remnants to all creatures and household deities) . 
This is the settled practice. 

1 79. The remnant on the ground, the portionof the pi1Jr!as, 
is said to belong to honest and diligent servants. 

180.  This act of satisfying was formerly prescribed by the 
manes for those not practising any vow, and for the sonless and 
the wifeless, 0 King. 

1 8 1 .  Then standing ahead of the seat and washing the 
water-pot, one should dismiss with the tip of a Kusa muttering 
' Viija, Viija' . 

1 82.  He should circumambulate and walk eight steps with 
his relatives, sons and wife. 

1 83 .  Then returning and saluting, he, knowing the incan· 
tations, employing the fire, should offer the Vaisvadeva (rite ) and 
make the daily offering. 

1 84. Then at the end of the Vaisvadeva (rite) he should, 
along with his servants, sons, relatives and guests eat what was 
enjoyed by the manes. 

1 85.  Even one who has not undergone the thread ceremony 
should offer this Sriiddha called SiidhiiraiJa (general ) fulfilling all 
desires on all parvans (the eighth and fourteenth day of each 
month and the days of the full moon and new moon) . 

1 86 .  Even one without a wife or while journeying, or even 
a Siidra should devoutly offer the Sriiddha according to this 
procedure, without the accompaniment of the sacred prayers. 
The third Sriiddha that is enjoined is Vrddhisriiddha leading to 
prosperity. 

1 87· 1 88 .  In a festival or a happy sacrament, at a sacrifice or 
an auspicious celebration like marriage one should first worship 
the divine mothers and then the manes, then one's mother and 
then the ViSvedeva, by circumambulation and with curds, whole 
rice-grains, fruits and water. 
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1 89 .  He, facing the east, should offer the earlier and the 
later PiTJ¢as. He should declare 'It  is accomplished' and should 
make respectful offering to two brii.hmal}.as . 

1 90. The briihmal}.as should be honoured in pairs with 
pieces of cloth or clothe etc. 

1 9 1 .  He should speak auspicious things to the briihmal}.as. 
In the same way a wise Sii.dra should always perform the 
general Vrddhi-Sriiddha (an offering made to manes on prosperous 
occasions such as the birth of a son ) and make presents with 
salutation and incantations. 

1 92. The lord said : 'For a Sii.dra, giving gifts is the prin
cipal thing, since all his desires are fulfilled by giving - in 
charity'. 

CHAPTER TEN 

The Greatness of Pitrs 

Pulastya said : 

1 . I shall  now explain the Ekoddi1ta (a fraddha performed 
for one definite deceased individual, not including other 
ancestors) described by Brahma formerly as to how the sons 
should perform it till the purification from personal defilement 
caused by the death of the father. 

2. For a briihmal}.a the defilement caused by the death is 
said to be for ten days ; for a k�atriya it  is for twelve days, for 
a vaisya it is for a fortnight and for a sudra it is for one month 
on the death of a SapiTJ¢a. 

3. In the case of a child dying before the tonsure-ceremony 
is performed, the defilement ( i . e . mourning period ) is for a 
night only . Afterwards it is said to be three nights. 

4. It should always be like this also at the time of birth 
in all castes . After the collection of bones ( i .e. the ashes after 
burning a corpse) touching (one another's ) body is laid down. 

5. One should give piTJ¢as to the dead person for twelve 
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days, that is said to be his provender s ince i t  gives him great 
joy. 

6. Since the dead person is taken to the city of the dead at 
the end of twelve days, he sees (is able to see) his son and wife 
in the house for twelve days. 

7. Therefore, for ten nights (and days) water removing 
the fatigue of j ourney should be offered in the sky for the 
cessation of all tormentation. 

8. Then on the eleventh day a man should feed eleven 
brahmaJ.laS ; so also at the end of the defilement due to the 
birth of a child in the family. 

9 .  In the same way, on the next day he should perform the 
Ekoddi!ta. Invocation or preparation of fire is not done there 
according to the procedure and may be without worship offered 
to gods. 

1 0 .  (For it) only one Kusa-ring, one object and one pirpfa 
are laid down. Firs t he should say ' ( Please) be near' ,  and then 
should offer water with sesamum. 

I I .  He should say, ' May it be well with ( us) ' and should 
take interest in scattering (the food ) and offering it . 

1 2- 14.  With this procedure he should do all this month 
after month. On the second day after the defilement due to 
birth is over, he should present an unusual bed, so also a golden 
image along with fruits and cloth. Having worshipped a brah
mai:Ia couple adorned with various ornaments and seating them 
on the bed he should make a respectful offering of honey mixed 
with curds and milk to the couple  from a silver pot. 

1 5 .  Taking a bone of the forehead, pounding it and mixing 
it, and with devotion to the manes, he should make the couple 
drink it .  

1 6. This a lone is the procedure as observed by the best 
brahmal}.as living in the mountains . Due to it ( i .e. the couple's 
s i tting upon it) the bed is defiled and so should not be accepted 
by best brahmal}.as . 

1 7 . If it is accep ted it again requires sanctification- (such) 
a bed is condemned everywhere in the Veda and the Purii1Ja .  

1 8-20.  Those who accept i t  al l  go to hell . Those who un
knowingly touch (such) a bed woven with excellP.nt texture and 
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used by a couple go to hell. One should enjoy by means of a 
new Sriiddha, and after having enjoyed should practise the 
Ciindriiyar;a vow. Sons should always perform it out of their 
devotion for the dead ancestors . One should present a bull (to 
a brahmar;1a) or an auspicious tawny cow should be presented. 

2 1 . 23 . 0 prince, till one year is over, he should give a 
jar of water along with eatables . Then when the year is 
complete there should be Sapir;r/.ikara1Ja preceded by water with 
sesamum. After the Sapir;r/.ikarar;a, since the dead person be
comes the enjoyer of the Sriiddhas offered on the parvan, a 
householder should have Sapir;r/.ikara�za in rites preceded by the 
Vrddhi ( Sriiddha ) .  One should perform the Sapivr/.ikarar;a Sriiddha 
after the rite in honour of gods. 

24. In it ( i . e. ,  this Sraddha) he should invite the dead 
ances tors and should indicate the dead person separately . He 
should keep ( ready) four pots with sandal, water and sesamum 
for respectful offering. 

25-26. He should sprinkle the pot for the dead person kept 
among th e pots meant for the manes. Similarly,  being solely 
devoted to the manes and having prepared four pir;rJ,as for the 
dead, with the two incantations ' Ye samiina' he should divide 
the pir; f/,as into three parts . And with this  procedure he should 
offer them preceded by the respectful offering (of water etc . )  . 

2 7 .  Then the fourth one that attained the status of manes 
obtains immortality among the Agni,rviittas etc. 

28. After the Sapir;r/.ikarar;a, a separate offering is not to 
be made to him. The pivr!a should be offered to him who has 
(now ) settled among the dead ancestors . 

29. Since then on Samkriinti or on the days of solar and 
lunar eclipse, he should perform the Tripi�1rja Sraddha with 
the Ekoddifta. 

30.  On the day of the death anniversy of a person one who 
moves without the Ekoddifta harms the gods and manes and 
also his brothers . 

3 1 . If a man performs a piirvar;a ( a  general ceremony of 
offering oblations to all the manes) on the day of the death of a 
person, he has a downward fall, from which the dead person may 
get release if he gets contact with the course to heaven. 
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32 . Then the knower of the procedure and giver of the 
Sriiddha should perform the Ama-sriiddha. With that he should 
make the offering and offer the pi1J.¢as into fire. 

3 3 .  When with three pi�zrjas he performs sapiT)¢ikaraT)a, then 
after one month or three months , the person to whom the 
Sriiddha is offered becomes free from bondage. 

34. Even a free soul ge ts a share in the offerings by sprinkl
ing with a Kusa blade. The dead ancestors beginning from the 
fourth are lepa-bhiija, and the first three share the Phz¢as. 

3 5 .  The offerer of the piT)¢a is the seventh among them 
and the seven are called sapiT)¢as. 

Bhi�ma said : 

36. In this world how should people make offerings to gods 
and deceased persons? Who generally accept these in the world 
of manes ? With which {signs ) arc they enumerated ? If on the 
earth a brahmaQa is fed or if offering is made in to fire how is it 
that the dead with good and bad minds enjoy that food? 

Palastya said : 
3 7. The fathers are of the form of Vasu ; and the grandfathers 

are Rudra. Similarly, the great-grandfathers are A.ditya. So says 
Vedic text . 

38 .  The ( mention of) the name and family of the manes 
takes to them the offerings meant for divinities and manes. 

39. One should devoutly understand the truth about the 
Sriiddha offered with incantations. The Agni�viittas and others 
are kept as their chiefs .  

40.  The names and families also of those to be born are 
controlled by them. This worship when accomplished pleases 
beings. 

41. If the father or the mother or an elderly person is in 
the heaven due to good deeds, their food (i .e .  food offered )  
becoming nectar goes to them even in their godhead. 

42 . It takes the form of a repast if they have became ( i . e. 
are born as ) demons, and turns into grass if they have become 
(i .e. are born as) beasts. 

t3 . The food offered at a Sriiddha stands by them by be
coming air ( even) if they have become (i .e .  born as) serpents . 
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It turns into a drink if they have become ( i .e. born as ) Yak�as 
and becomes flesh if they have turned into fiends ; similarly it 
becomes a drink if they are demons and becomes blood like 
water if they have become ghosts . 

44-45. If they are born as human beings it turns into food 
and drink ; it is ( thus enjoyed) in many ways by the enjoyers. 
The flower of Sriiddha is said to be sexual power in a lady and 
the husband's ability to feed others. It is the power accompanied 
by prosperity ; it is to give handsomeness, and health ; and the 
fruit is union with Brahman. 

46 . 0 King, when the hosts of the manes are pleased they 
grant (long) life, sons, wealth, knowledge, heaven, final release 
and pleasures and kingdom also. 

47. It is heard that Kausika's sons after having five exis
tences reached the highest place, viz .  that of Brahman. 

Bhi$ma said : 

48. How did the sons of Kausika obtain the best union 
(with Brahman) after having five existences ? How does the 
destruction of (the bondage due to one's) deeds come about? 

Pulastya said : 

49. In Kuruk�etra there was a great high-souled sage 
Kausika by name. Listen to the names and deeds of his sons from 
me (i .e .  as I tell you) : 

50. Svasrpa, Krodhana, Hirhsra, Pisuna, Kavi, Vagdu!;ta� 
and Pitrvartin. They were then the disciples of Garga 

5 1 .  When their father died , they had to face a great 
famine; there was also drought causing great fear to all the world.  

52.  Those ( Kausika-sons) , whose wealth was their penance, 
protected in the forest ,  ( Garga's) milch-cow by his order. 'We 
are very much oppressed by hunger, (so ) we shall eat up this 
tawny cow' . 

53.  When they were conceiving this sinful idea, the youn
gest brother said : " If she must be killed, then utilize her for 
a Sriiddha. When she will be utilized for a Sriiddha , our sin will 
certainly perish" . 

54. When Pitrvartin was permitted by his brothers with the 
words 'Do so' he, being concentrated, performed the Sriiddha 
by utilising her. 
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55. He employed, in (due) order two brothers ( to receive 
offerings made to ) gods, three (to receive offerings made to) 
manes, employed one as  the guest and himself became the 
performer of the Sriiddha. 

5 6. Being devoted to his dead ancestors , he performed the 
Sriiddha with (the recital of) the sacred texts . 

5 7. Then they free from fear, went ( to their teacher) and 
told him : "(Your) cow was kil led by a tiger; (please) take back 
this calf" . 

58. In this way the seven ascetics fearless due to their 
depending upon Vedic power in ( doing) the cruel deed, had 
consumed the cow. 

59.  Then after having died in (due course of) time, they 
were born in Dasapura. Transformed into the state of manes, 
they remembered their (former) existence. 

60-61 . Then understanding the true character of asceticism 
and giving up life religiously not being seen by people, dying 
near a sacred place, they were born as deer on the Kalaii jara 
mountain. Having secured, through knowledge, contemplation 
of the Supreme Spirit, they gave up those bodies also. 

62. With indifference to world produced in their minds 
they died by falling (from the mountain) . The seven ascetics were 
born as Cakravaka (birds) in the Manasa lake. 

63-64. By name and by deeds they were : Sumanas. Kusuma 
Vasu, Cittadar5i, SudarSi, J nata and Jnanaparaga. They loved the 
eldest brother and ( all) the seven were holy due to control of 
mind. Out of them three of unsteady minds had swerved from 
the path of yoga· 

6 5-69 . Then one of the aquatic birds-brahmai).a Pitrvartin, 
devoted to manes who performed the Sriiddha, seeing the bright, 
strong and brave king AI).uha of the Paiicala family accompa
nied by ladies, sporting with various enjoyments, having a large 
army and vehicles, desired the kingdom (i .e .  to be the king) . 
Seeing (AQuha's) two ministers, the other two best brahmaQ_as 
desired to be his ministers. One of them became AQuha's son 
{who came to be) known as Brahmadatta.  The minister's sons 
also came to be known as PuQ.c;larika and Subalaka. Brahmad
atta was consecrated in the excellent city of Kampilya as the 
Paiicala King. 
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70. He was devoted to his dead anecstors and performed 
Sriiddha, knew ( the path of) Yoga( contemplation of the Supreme 
Spirit) and read the minds (of others) . 

7 1 . His wife, the queen, was the daughter of Vasudeva. She 
was well known as Sannati and was the same tawny cow (in the 
former existence ) . 

72. Being engaged in deeds relating to manes she became 
the expounder of the Vedas. The king ruled over the kingdom 
with her. 

73 .  Once he went to a garden with her, and ( there) he saw 
a couple of insects ( ants ) engaged in love-quarrel . 

74. The he-ant with his body tormented with sex love said 
in a faltering tone to the she-ant in fron t of him and with her 
face hung down : 

75- 76.  "Nowhere in the world there is a loving female like 
you, slender in the wa ist , of large hips, of expansive breasts, of 
an excellent gait, h aving a golden complexion, of a charming 
face and sweet s mile ; your face is sweet like jaggery and sugar. 

77 .  You eat after I do and bathe after I bathe. You are 
distressed when I go on a journey and you are uneasy with fear 
when I am angry. 

78. Why is that, 0 auspicious one, you always remain with 
your face hung down?" She with blazing anger said : "What ar e 
you speaking?  

79. You ate the powder o f  the modakas without me. Being 
passionate you gave it to someone else" . 

The he-ant sa id : 

80-8 1 .  0 you of excellent complexion, due to similarity 
with you I gave it to other ant ; 0 you beautiful lady, please 
forgive ( this) one fault of mine ; 0 you of charming breasts, I shall 
not do so again ; give up your anger. Verily I touch your feet 
(i.e. I salute you) , please be pleased with me. 

82 . 0 you of beautiful hips , when you are an gry, death 
would stand before me ; 0 you of charming thighs, when you are 
pleased , all my desires are fulfilled. 

83. 0 you of beautiful butt(}cks, drink ( i .e .  kiss ) fully the 
face of me who am always passionate like the full moon and 
resembling nectar in taste. 
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84. Granting this , 0 you auspicious one, you should always 
show favour to me. 

Hearing these words she then became pleased. 

8�. - The she-ant offered herself to the fascinating one. 
Brahmadatta too, conversant with the sounds of all animals due 
to the efficacy of the deeds ( in his) former ( existence) knowing 
all that, smiled in amazement. 

Bhi�ma said : 
86. How did king Brahmada tta know the (meaning of the) 

sounds of all (animals) ? 
87.  Where did the group of the four Cakravakas live ? 0 

omniscient one, tell me all that and ( tell me) in which family 
that (group) of good vows was (born) ? 

Pulastya said : 

88. 0 king, the Cakravakas were born in the same city as 
the sons of an old brahmar;ta and all they-the wise brahmar;tas
remembered their ( former) birth . 

89. They were the sons of a brahmar;ta named Sudaridra, 
90. Their names and deeds befitted them : Dhrtiman, 

Tattvadar5i, Vidyavarr;ta and Tapodhika. The brahmar;tas had 
a mind to practise penance. 

9 1 -93. The best brahmar;tas said : "We shall attain great 
superhuman power" .  Hearing these words of them, Sudaridra, 
a great ascetic, said with piteous words : "What is this, 0 sons? "  
He said t o  them " 0  sons, this i s  a failure i n  your duty ; forsaking 
your old father, living in a forest, what merit, what scope will 
you have by doing this?"  

94-98. They said: "0 father, we have arranged for your 
subsistance ; listen to our words. The King (here ) maintains 
an old vow. He will give much wealth, a thousand villages to 
you who (should ) tell him in the morning, 'Those who were 
brahmar;tas in Kuruk�etra, who were hunters in Dasapura, they 
became deer on the Kalaiijara ( mountain ) and Crkravakas in 
the Manasa (lake) ' .  Speaking thus to the father they went to 
the forest for (practising) penance. 0 King, that old (brahmar;ta) 
too, went to secure his object. Formerly, Vaibhraja, named 
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AQuha, the lord of Paficiila, desiring a son, engaged in severe 
penance, propitiated eternal "Brahmii, the lord of lords. 

99. Then after a long time Brahma was pleased with him 
(and said to him) ; "Well-being to you ; choose a boon-the 
desire of your heart" . 

At;tuha said : 

1 00- 102. 0 lord of gods, give me a son of great strength 
and valour, master of all lores, religious, and best among the 
devotees. Give me a son, a devotee and one who would know 
(the meaning of) the sounds of all beings. 

The lord, the universal soul, said to him :  "Let it be so," and 
disappeared there only when all the beings were seeing (i.e .  in the 
presence of all beings) . Then he had that brave son, Brahmadatta. 

103 .  ( He was) compassionate to all beings , and was more 
powerful than all of them; he knew ( the meaning of) the sounds 
of all beings and was the lord of lords of all beings. 

1 04. Due to his inherent power, he, naturally disposed to 
concentration of mind, came to the he-ant to that p lace where 
the couple of the sporting ants had remained. 

105. Then that Sannati, seeing him smiling and very much 
amazed, suspecting something, asked the king : 

Sannati said : 

1 06. 0 King, why this untimely smile? I do not know the 
reason for which you have smiled untimely. 

107- 108. The prince told her the words of the ant. "0 you 
of excellent face, this sympathetic smile has sprung up from 
great interest; 0 you of bright smile, there is no other reason 
for my smile" .  The queen did not agree with him, She said: 
"You are telling a lie . 

109. You laughed at me only. Now i won't livewith you. How 
can a mortal ,  who is not a god, understand the talk of ants? 

l l O. · Therefore, today you laughed at me only. What else 
(can be said) ?" 

1 1 1 . The king, unable to answer, desiring to know ( seek) 
Hara's advice observed, remaining pure, his (Hara's) vow for 
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seven nights. Brahma while wandering in the city in the 
morning, said to him at the end of his ( King's) dream : 

1 1 2- 1 1 3 .  "Your beloved will 1earn every word from the best 
of brahma!J.aS ."  Saying so, Brahma disappeared. In the morning 
the king moving out of the city with his minisrers and wife saw 
the old brahma!J.a, saying (something) and coming before (i .e. 
towards ) him. 

1 1 4. The brahm3.1J.a said : "Those sages who were the chief 
brahmaJJ.as in Kurujangala, fishermen in Da§apura, and deer in 
KiUaiijara mountain and the seven Cakravakas in the Manasa 
lake, they are living here". 

1 1 5 .  Hearing these words of him, he fell down with grief 
and recollected his (past) birth; the minister's two sons also 
(remembered their past birth) . 

1 1 6. That boy Babhravya who knew all sciences, came to 
be known as Paficala in the worlds and was the expounder of 
the science of love. 

1 1  7 .  Pious Pu!J.c;larika too, the founder of the science of 
Veda, recollected his former birth and through grief fell before 
them in the same way. 

1 1 8. 'Oh ! Due to passion, we had, due to the bondage of 
our actions, fallen from our (proper) deeds' .  

1 1 9. The three, well-versed in  Yoga, having thus lamented 
again and again, repeatedly praised with wonder the greatness 
of Sriiddha. 

1 20. The king, then having given ( the old brahmaJJ.a) 
wealth with many villages and having dismissed him, full of joy, 
due to (having received) wealth, consecrated on the throne his 
son, V�vaksena by name and endowed with kingly qualities. 

1 2 1 - 1 23a . . Then all the best ascetics, Brahmadatta and others, 
devoted to their parents and free from hatred, went to the water 
of the Manasa lake. Sannati too, was glad saying "0 King, I 
pointed out to you all this and the fruit of abstract meditation
that is seen' ' .  

123b. Then (in the sequel ) praising her the king said: 
1 24. "It is so; through your favour I have obtained all this 

fruit. " 
1 25. Then all these residents of forest, contemplating on 
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the Supreme Spirit, obtained, by the strength of their penance, 
the highest place through the aperture in the crown of the 
head. 

I 26. Thus the ancestors, when pleased, give men (long) 
life, wealth, knowledge, heaven, final release and pleasure, and 
also son and kingdom. 

I 27. 0 king, one who reads out to brahmai_las or l istens to 
or reads this Pitr-miihiitmya ( greatness of the ancestors ) of 
Brahm ada tta, is honoured in heaven for a full hundren crores 
of Kalpas (Kalpa = 432 million years of mortals ) . 

CHAPTER ELEVEN 

A List of Sacred Places 

Bhifma said : 

I .  During which portion of the day should the performer 
of a Sriiddha perform it ? 0 brahmai_la, what are the sacred places 
in which Sriiddha performed gives abundant fruit? 

Pulastya spoke : 

2-3.  The sacred place named Pu�kara, is said to be the 
grea test. Presents or offerings made there, or muttering done 
there certainly becomes endless . It is always dear to the manes 
and is regarded as great by the sages . 

4. So also, 0 king, Nanda, Lalita, so also the sacred place, 
viz. the auspicious Mayapuri, so also Mitrapada; Kedara is 
still better. 

5. Gangasagara is also said to be an aupsicious sacred place 
composed of all sacred places; similarly Brahma-tirtha is 
auspicious having the water of Satadru.  

6-7 .  There is a sacred place named Naimi�a giving the frui t 
of all sacred places . On (the bank of) Gomati there is a sacred 
place called Gangodbheda, where Brahma, Vi�J:.lU and ( Siva) 
the trident-holder came up; where golden gifts are offered , and 
Hara with eighteen arms (lives) . 
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8. That is the Naimi�a forest where formerly the rim of the 
wheel of Dharma wore out. It is waited upon by all ( other) 
Tirthas . 

9. There also one can have the sight of (Vi �I).u in his ) 
Varaha (incarnation) . One who goes there, goes, with his soul 
purified, to the city of Narayal).a. 

1 0 .  Another sacred place is Kokamukha ; Indramarga is  
also noted (as a Tirtha ) .  Another Tirtha is Pitr-tirtha ( sacred to) 
Brahma, manifesting his existence. 

1 1 .  That lord Brahma resides in Pu!?kara forest . The sight 
of Brahma is most prosperous and gives the fruit in the form of 
final release. 

1 2 .  Krta is (one more) sacred place of great religious merit 
and it destroys all sins ; where janardana, the first Narasimha 
(resides ) .  

13 .  lk!?umati is a sacred place auspicious to the manes ; at 
the confluence of the Ganges and J umna the manes are always 
pleased. 

1 4. Kuruk�etra has great religious merit ; where the path 
(to heaven) is also noticed. Even now (this) tirtha, sacred to the 
manes, fulfils all desires . 

1 5- 1 6. 0 King, (there is another sacred place ) called Nila
kal).tha, sacred to the manes. Similarly other tirthas are : 
Bhadrasaras, Pul).yasaras, and Manasa. So also Mandakini, 
Acchoda, Vipasa, and Sarasvati, Sarvamitrapada, Vaidyanatha 
giving great fruit. 

1 7 .  River K!?ipra is similarly sacred; so also Kalaiijara is 
auspicious ; (other tirthaJ are) Tirthodbheda, Harodbheda, 
Garbhabheda, Mahalaya . 

1 8 . Bhadresvara, Vi!?I).upada and Narmadadvara, Gaya; 
the great sages say that they resemble (one another) (are equally 
meritorious) because of the offering ofpirpj.as i .e .  as far as offering 
of pir;qas goes . 

1 9 . These places sacred to the manes remove all sins, even 
of those people who remember them ; then what about those who 
offer Sriiddha ( at these places) ? 

20-2 1 .  Orilkara is (another) place sacred to the manes ; so  
also Kaveri and Kapilodaka ; Sambheda on (the bank of) the 
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CaJ}.Qavegii (river) ; so also AmarakaQtaka; bath etc . in it gives 
merit which is double that of Kuruk �etra. ( Another) well-known 
sacred place is Suklatirtha ; Somesvara is a great Tirtha. 

22. It removes all ailments, is meritorious and gives a 
crorc times greater fruit by (one's) offering Sraddha, giving 
gifts, performing sacrifice or reciting sacred texts in its vicinity. 

23. Another sacred place is by name KiiyiiviirohaJ}.a where , 
in the auspicious dwelling place of BriihmaJ].as, there is a lovely 
form of the trident-holder, lord of gods. 

24. I t  has become extremely meritorious; similarly the 
river CarmaJ}.vati (is a tirtha) ; Siilatiipi, Payo �J}.i and the con
fluence of Payo�J}.i ( with Siilatiipi) . 

25. Mahau�adhi, CiiraJ}.ii and the meritorious MahiiveJ}.ii 
flowing to Niigatirtha; so also Mahasiila. 

26. So also Gomati. V aruJ}.ii is a great sacred place of Agni . 

Bhairava, Bhrgutm:iga and Gauritirtha are incomparably the 
best. 

27.  (Then there is) a sacred place by name Vainiiyaka ; so 
also the best tirtha Vastresvara. Similarly ( there is the tirtha) 
named Piipahara and there is the holy river Vetravati . 

28. (The tirthas ) Mahiirudra and Mahiilhiga (are other 
sacred places ) and the great river DasarJ}.ii. So also Satarudra, 
Satahvii and the city called Pitrpada. 

29. (River ) AJ:igiiravahikii and the two big rivers SoJ}.a and 
Gharghara, the holy river Kalika and the auspicious river 
Pi tara. 

30. These are sacred places for manes which are recommen
ded for bath and for making presents. Sraddha offered here is 
said to have an inexhaustible fruit. 

3 1 .  The river Satavata, so also Jvalii and Saradvi. Dvaraka, 
KnQatirtha and the Northern Sarasvati . 

32.  River Malavati ; so also GirikarQikii ; so also the 
Dhiitapapatirtha in the southern ocean. 

33.  GokarJ}.a and Gaj akarJ].a; similarly the auspicious river 
Cakra. Srisaila, Siikatir tha and then Narasirilha. 

34 . So also Mahendra, PnQya and the holy Mahanadi. 
A 5raddha offered at these places also is said io give unending 
fruit. 
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35 . Even their sight gives religious merit and they instantly 
remove sin . Turigabhadra is a holy river ; so also is Cakrarathi. 

36 . Bhimesvara, (and rivers) Kr�J}.aveJ}.a, Kaveri and 
Afijana. River Godavari is holy ; Trisandhyapiin;J.a is the best. 

37 .  The tirtha named Tryambaka is a complete and excel
lent tirtha and is respected by (i .e .  superior to) all other sacred 
places. Here the terrible three-eyed lord (i .e. Siva) himself 
resides. 

38. Sriiddha offered at these places is a crore times merit
giving ; 0 king, even by remembering these (places ) sins go away 
in a hundred ways . 

39.  The river $riparJ].ii is holy, so also the Vyasatirtha is 
unparalleled. So, also Matsyanadi, Kara and Sivadhiira. 

40 . There is the well-known Bhava-tirtha and the eternal 
PuJ].yatirtha. Similarly there are the holy Ramesvara and 
VeJ}.apura and Alarilpura. 

41 . The famous Arigaraka, and Atmadar§a and Alambu�a ; 
so also Vatsavratesvara and the great Gokamukha. 

42 . Govardhana, Hariscandra, Purascandra, Prthiidaka, 
Sahasrak�a, HiraJ}.yak�Ja, so also the river Kadali. 

43 . The (other) names are : Lak�maJ}.a-tirtha, Indranila, 
Mahanada ; so also Priyamelaka. 

44. These also are very much recommended for the per
formance of Jriiddha, since it is said that in these holy places all 
gods are present. 

45. Presents made at all these become a crore times more 
fruitful. Sirilarly there is the river Bahuda, so also the auspi-
cious Siddhavata . • 

46. And the holy place Pasupata, similarly river Paryatika. 
Presents made at all these places become a crore times greater. 

47 . So also the Paficatirtha where the river Godavari, 
flowing towards left, comes in contact with Liriga-sahasra. 

48. The place sacred to Jamadagnya is the best place for 
(getting) final release ; where the river stands ready due to the 
fear of an adversary. 

49. That is the holy place for making offerings to gods and 
manes and has a host of the celestial nymphs. 

50.  So also Sahasraliriga and excellent Raghavesvara with 
the sacred river Indrakala ; there Sakra had formrely gone. 
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5 1 . Having killed Namuci he reached heaven by ( practis
ing ) penance. Sriiddha offered here by men gives inexhaustible 
fruit. 

52 . The sacred place Pu�kara, so also Salagrama; then 
the well-knwon So�apata where there is the abode of Supreme 
Being. 

53. Then ( there are) the Sarasvatatirtha, and Svamitirtha 
also ; then the holy river Malandara, so also Kausiki and 
Candraka. 

54. Then (the river) Vidarbha, and Vega and Payo��i 
flowing towards the east. Kaveri flowing in the northern dire
ction ; similarly the mountain Jalandhara . 

55. Sriiddha offered at these holy places meant for offering 
Sriiddha becomes endless . Similarly Lohada�<;la is a tirtha, so also 
Citrakiita. 

56. Similarly the bank of the river Ganges is everywhere 
divine and auspicious. Then ( there are the tirthas) Kubja, 
Amraka and Urvasipulina. 

57. (Then there are ) the Samsaramocana-tirtha, so also 
��amocana. Sriiddha offered at these places meant for offering 
Sriiddha is inexhaustible. 

58. Similarly is the tirtha Agahasa ; so also Gautamesvara ; 
then is the Vasi�tha-tirtha ; next one is Bharata (tirtha) . 

59 .  Similarly Brahmavarta, Kusavarta and Harilsatirtha 
(are other tirthas) , so also ( are) the well-known Pi�<;laraka and 
Sarilkhoddhara. 

60. So also Bha�c.lesvara, Bilvaka and Nilaparvata ; Simi
larly (is)  Badaritirtha, the greatest of all holy places . 

6 1 . And ( there is ) the holy place called V asudhara, so also 
Rame8vara ; then Jayanti, Vijaya and Sukla. 

62. Those who offer Sriiddha at these places go to the highest 
place ; ( then there is) a sacred place named Matrgrha ; also 
Karavira. 

63 . (The tirtha) Sapta-godavari is the best among all the 
holy places ; those desiring inexhaustible fruit should offer 
Sriiddha there.  

64. The holy Gaya is in the Kikata country; the Rajagrha 
forest is holy ; so also ( is) Cyavaniisrama; the river Punal:tpuna is 
also holy. 
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65. The holy place Vi�ayaradhana and the sacred river 
Punal}.puna, where the (following) verse composed by Brahma 
is (still) floating. 

66. 'If someone desires many sons he should go to Gaya; 
one should either perform a horse-sacrifice or should let loose 
a bull at the Nila (mountain ) ' .  

67 .  This i s  the verse floating at the sacred ( and other) 
places; all men, 0 best king, came saying: 

68. Will any son from our family go to Gaya, who, will 
propitiate the seven earlier and later (members of the family) ? 

69-70. Among the maternal grandfathers these words have 
become long-standing : ( Will there be) a son, who, having gone 
(to the Ganges) , will drop the collection (of the ashes) of the 
bones into the Ganges and offer water with even seven or eight 
sesamum seeds or offer pirpjas in (one of) the three forests ( viz . 
Pu�kara, Naimi�a and Dharma) ? 

7 I . (Who ) with devotion will offer a !riiddna, first in the 
Pu�kara-aral}.ya, then in the Naimi�ara:Q.ya and then in 
Dharmaral}.ya? 

72. Whatever is offered to the manes at Gaya or in Dharm
aral}.ya or at Brahmasaras and at Gayasir�avata becomes in
exhaustible. 

73.  One who going to these places and having made 
a libation moves round, quickly takes to heaven the manes 
residing in hell. 

74. 0 best king, in his family no one becomes an evil spirit, 
( because) the evil spirit attains l iberation due to the offering of 
pi?Jrjas. 

75. A holy man with water in his right hand gives water 
at the root of mango ( trees) . (There by) the mango-trees are 
watered and the manes are propitiated ; thus one action is known 
to serve two purposes . 

76 . There is no other offering surpassing that made at 
Gaya ; those (manes) moving towards l iberation are pleased by 
one offering of pi?J¢as. 

7 7. The best sages say that g1vmg grains is (an) 
excellent ( gift) , so also giving wealth. They say that whatever 
is given by men at holy places like Gaya is a great source of 
religious merit. 
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78-79. Those who go to the south and north of the Manasa 
lake and with aU their heart and with love see Mahacala 
and Mahanadi after having saluted chief brahma:Q.as, get the 
fruit of their life. Whatever a mortal desires, he undoubtedly 
obtains it. 

80. I have briefly stated this compendium of the holy 
places. Even the lord of speech cannot describe it in detail ; then 
what about a human being? 

8 1 . Truth is a holy place ; compassion is a holy place ; res
traint of senses is a holy place ; in the houses of those (who 
observe) the castes and the four stages of life, tranquility is said 
to be a sacred place. 

82-83 .  Since whatever Sraddha is recommended at the holy 
places is laid down to ( have ) a crore-fold (fruit) , and since, 
the Sriiddha offered at Gaya is the giver of final release, 
therefore an effort should be made to offer a Sriiddha at a holy 
place. The morning time has three muhurtas (a muhurta = 48 
minutes ) ,  the sangava (period after morning time) has a similar 
duration ; fore-noon has three muhurtas ; then afternoon follows . 

84. The evening time has three muh flrtas ; a !riiddha should 
not be performed during that period. 

85. That time is riik1asi (demonish) and is condemned for all 
rites ; the muhQrtas of the day are always said to be fifteen . 

86. Among them the eighth period is said to be Kutapa ; 
since after noon the sun always becomes mild . 

87-9 1 .  Therefore, the act during that period , is specified 
as the giver of eternal fruit. A sword, a vessel, the Kutapa ( period) , 
so also a blanket made in Nepal, gold, darbhas, sesamum seeds 
and cows ( these are the seven necessary things for a Sriiddha ) ; 
and a daughter's son is said to be the eighth. Sin is said to 
be Kutsita ( condemned) ; since these eight torment i t, they are 
known as Kutapa. After the Kutapa-period there are four muh urtas ; 
so also is the fifth one (which) is laid down for the performance 
of a Sriiddha. Kusas, so also black sesamum are said to have 
sprung up from Vi�:Q.u's body. The wise say that black is the 
mark of a Sriiddha ; the residents of a holy place should offer 
water with sesamum seed after water is offered (to the manes ) .  

92. With darbha i n  one hand one should offer in one's house a 
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Sraddha (which is) meritorious and holy, gives (long ) life, and 
destroys all  sins. 

93 . And this glory of sriiddha is narrated by Brahma too ; a 
man who listens to  or recites it becomes rich. 

94. Similarly the residents of a holy place should, at the 
time of a Sraddha, say i t  for the cessation of all sins ( the 
following verse ) which is regarded as the remover of poverty : 

95 . 'This is pure, the treasure of fame ; this is the destroyer 
of great sins ; the greatness of Sraddha is honoured by Brahma, 
Arka and Rudra-( thus) declare the wise' . 

CHAPTER TWELVE 

The Dynasty of Yadu 

Bhifma said: 
I. 0 learned one, tell me now how the Soma dynasty came 

up and which kings were born in that family that increased its 
fame. 

Pulastya said : 

2-3. Formerly Atri was ordered by Brahma to create. Then 
the lord practised penance for creation. (I t  was) delightful, re
moving the trouble of Brahma, nearest to Brahma, Rudra, Indra 
and Siirya and supra-sensual . 

4-5 .  Having made his mind tranquil  Atri then remained 
restrained. Even the greatness of penance causes great delight. 
Since the chief of the dynasty then stood out it increased by 
half and since Soma having seen him reported it he became 
mighty. 

6. Then from Atri's eyes water of tears, illuminating all the 
mobile and immobile things with its moonlight, flowed. 

7. The quarters in the form of ladies drank it up ; it turned 
into an embryo generated by Atri and remained in their uterus . 

8-9. Then the quarters unable to hold it dropped it. Brahma 
then took the embryo and put it together and ( thus) fashioned 
a youth skilled in using all weapons. 
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10 .  Having put him with his own hands in a chariot, full 
of the power of Vedas, he took him to the world. Then the 
brahmal}ic sages said : Let him be our lord. 

I I .  Then the interior of that (Soma) who was being prais
ed by sages , Gandharvas and celestial nymphs became very 
great . 

1 2 . From that expanding lustre the host of herbs sprang on 
the earth ; his lus tre is great ;  so he always is (i.e .  shines) during 
the night. 

I 3 - 1 5.  Therefore Soma became the lord of herbs ; he is also 
counted among the briihm�as ; as he is the Vedic lustre and 
the fluid.  The auspicious disc in the dark and bright ( fortnights ) 
wanes and waxes . Pracetasa Dak�a gave him (his) twentyseven 
brilliant daughters endowed with form and beauty and then ten 
thousand of thousand (-fold) powers . 

1 6- 1 7. Soma intent on meditating upon Vi !?l}U practised 
penance .  Then the lord, Niiriiyal}a-Hari, the supremejaniirdana 
was pleased with him and said to him, "Ask for a boon ."  Then 
Soma asked for a boon : ' ' I  shall perform a sa crifice in the world 
of lndra. 

1 8- I 9. The groups of gods with the four led by Brahmii 
should in person enjoy (the offerings) in my house, at the Riija
siiya. The trident-holder god, Hara, should be our protector. " 

When Vi�l}U said , ' 'Let it be so" he performed the Riijasii.ya. 

20. Atri was the Hotr ( the pri�st reciting the prayers of the 
�gveda) . Bhrgu was the Adhvaryu ( an officiating priest) . Brahma 
became the Udgiitii ( one who chants the hymns of Siimaveda ) , 

and Hari himself was the superintendent. 

2 1 . All the ( other) gods were assisting pries ts ; the rite was 
laid down (said) to be Riijasilya. The Vasus and also the Vi sve· 
devas were the officiating priests. 

22. He gave the three worlds as the sacrificial fee to the 

priests . Having obtained splendour which was difficult to obtain, 

and which was honoured by the world, Soma, by means of his 
penance, got the sovereignty of the seven worlds. 

23-24. Once he saw in a garden Brhaspati's wife, Tara, 
adorned with many flowers and ornaments, of large hips, op
pressed with the burden of breasts, so feeble ( i .e. delicate) ( that 
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she would not) even (tolerate) the plucking of floweu, charm
ing like Cupid's arrows and having broad and beautiful eyes. 

25 . In that secluded region, the lord of stars, being smit 
with love, seized her with her hair. She too, ( equally ) love-sick 
with her mind attracted by his form and handsomeness, enjoyed 
with him. 

26. Having sported for a long time Soma took Tara to his 
house ; then even in his own house he, attached to Tara, was 
not satisfied with the (sexual ) pleasures . 

27-28. Brhaspati, scorched by the fire of the separation had 
his mind contemplating on her only. He was unable to curse 
him (i.e. Soma) , nor was ( the lord of speech) able to harm him 
by means of many chants, missiles, fire or poisons ; or by various 
stratagems or by magical spells .  Being tormented with love, 
he besought god Soma to (return) his wife. 

29. Being infatuated with love, he, though besought by 
Siva or Brahma, by the Sadhyas, and Maruts along with the 
regents of the quarters, did not give ( back ) Brhaspati' s wife. 

30. When he did not give her ( back) Siva, who (also 
called Vamadeva) was well known on the ear th and whose lotus 
l ike feet were worshipped by many Rudras, became angry. 

3 1 . Then, Siva the trident-holder, along with his disciples, 
bound by love for Brhaspati, resorted to by the lords of spirits, 
and Siddhas, taking his bow called Jagava, went ( forth) to 
fight with Soma. 

32-34. He, especially brilliant, of a terrible form and 
terrible and cruel due to the fire in his third eye, and the eighty 
lords of his attendants and with the lords of Yak�as seated in a 
war-chariot, and Soma too, with his anger, and with a thousand 
billions of Vetalas, Yak�as, Snakes and Kinnaras, so also of 
serpen ts ,  so also with thirty-six thousand chariots, with his 
lustre increased by Sani and Angiraka came there, accompa
nied by the army of the Nak�atras, demons and fiends. 

35. The seven worlds, earth, forests, islands and the inte
riors of the oceans got frightened. The trident-holder, who had 
taken the blazing missile and grt·at fire went forth to ( fight ) 
Soma. 

36 .  Then took place a great war between the terrible 
armies of Rudra and Soma. Capable of destroying all animals, 
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it (i .e.  the war) of the form of intensive and pre-eminent fire, 
escalated. 

37. The full armies of both with sharp and poignant missiles 
met destruction . Bright missiles , capable of burning heaven, 
earth and the nether region were discharged. 

38 .  Through anger, Rudra released the missile Brahma
siras ; Soma too released the missile 'Soma' of infallible power. 
By the fall of the two ( missiles) fear spread in the ocean, on the 
earth, in the atmosphere. 

39. Then seeing that war escalating and capable of destroy
ing the worlds, Brahma along wi th gods, entering there, some
how averted it. 

40-41 .  "0 Soma, why are you, without any cause, doing 
this ignoble deed, leading to the destruction of people ? Since 
you waged this terrible war for taking away the wife of someone 
else you will be (taken to be ) an evil planet among people; you 
are a sinner ; you will be equal to the eaters of brahmaJ.las. 
Honouring my word, restore this Brahspati's wife to him." 

42. Saying 'let it be so' , Soma, being tranq uilled , kept 
away from fighting ; Brhaspati taking Tara and being delighted, 
went home ; so also Rudra. 

Pulastya said:  

43-45. Then at the end of a year, a boy resembling twelve 
suns, wearing a divine yellow garment, adorned with divine 
ornaments, and like the sun, was born to Tara . He knew all the 
sciences, and was the propounder of the science of elephants. 
Named Rajaputra he was a well-known royal physician. He was 
known as Budha, being the son of king Soma. 

46. He, the powerful one, snatched all the lustre of all 
people. Brahma and others came there ; so also gods with the 
divine sages came to the house of Brhaspati at the time of the 
ceremony performed at the birth of the child. 

47. The gods asked Tara by whom was the boy begotten 
(i .e. who was his father-Soma or Brhaspati) ? 

48-49. She, ashamed of them, did not say anything, a t  that 
time. The excellent lady, being again asked, replied shamefully 
after a long time that the son was Soma's. Then Soma took the 
son, named him 'Budha' and gave him a kingdom on the earth . 
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50-5 1 . Then having consecrated him, the supreme lord 
Brahmii offered him a seat in the planets ; having given it he, 
along with the briihmat:tic sages, disappeared there only even as 
all beings were watching. Buddha produced the most religious 
son in (i.e. from) the womb of Ilii. 

52. He (i .e. the son) fully performed a hundred horse
sacrifices, and due to his lustre was known as Pururavas and 
was honoured by all people. 

53. Having propitiated Brahmii on the peak of the Hima
layas, he, the lord of the seven islands, obtained the lordship of 
the world. 

54. The demons Kesin and others became his servants ; 
Urvasi, enamoured of his handsomeness, became his wife. 

55. Desiring the good of all the people, he justly protected 
the earth having seven islands, with mountains, forests and 
groves. 

56. Due to the favour of Brahmii ( he obtained) fame that 
became his carrier and waiting girl holding the chowrie. The 
lord of gods offered him half (of his) seat. 

57 .  He protected Dharma, Artha and Kama equally and 
justly. 

58. Dharma, Artha and Kama came to see him with curio
sity, desiring to know how he maintained them equally. With 
devotion he then offered them offerings, water for washing feet 
etc. 

59. Having brought three seats adorned with gold, and 
�eating them on the seats, he offered them worship, ( offering) 
slightly superior worship to Dharma. 

60. Kama and Artha then became very angry with the 
king; Artha cursed him : "You will perish due to greed." 

6 1 . Kama also said : "You will become insane in the 
Gandhamiidana, after having gone to the grove (sacred to) 
Kumiira due to the separation from Urvasi". 

62-64. Dharma too said : "You will have a long life and 
will be religious ; 0 lord of kings, your progeny will increase 
hundred times as long as the sun and the moon stay (in the 
sky ) and will not perish on the earth. The madness caused by 
(the longing for) Urvasi will last for sixty years ; and that celes-
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tial nymph, your wife, will soon be won over by you" . . tSaying 
so all of them disappeared. 

65-66. Puriiravas everyday went to see Urvasi. Once while 
moving in the sky in the southern direction seated in the 
chariot with Indra he saw Urvasi and Citralekha being taken 
( away) in the atmosphere by the lord of demons, Kesin. 

67-68. Having in a battle vanquished him (i .e. Kesin) who 
had formerly vanquished in battle even Indra by throwing 
various missiles (at him) ,  he (i.e. Puriiravas ) became friendly 
with Indra and gave Urvasi to him. Since then Indra became 
his friend. 

69. Indra being pleased, with Puriiravas, excelling (every
one) in the world , said to him : • 'You take her" .  

70. Due to love she sang t o  Puriiravas a great story enacted 
by Bharata and named Lak�i-svayariwara. 

7 1 . He ( i .e .  Bharata )  ordered Menaka, Urvasi and Ram
bha to dance. There Urvasi, in the role of Lak!5mi, danced 
with proper pauses (in music) . 

72.  She, while dancing, seeing Puriiravas, became oppressed 
by love and forgot all acting that was directed before. 

73-74. Bharata angrily cursed her that separated from him 
(i . e . Puriiravas) she would turn into a creeper, l ive on the 
earth for fiftyfive years. Then Urvasi having gone to him, made 
him her husband for a l ong time. After experiencing the curse, 
Urvasi gave birth to eight sons by (Puriiravas) , the son of 
Budha. 

75-77.  Listen to their names from me (as I tell them) . 
Ayu, Drdhayu, Vasyayu, Balayu, Dhrtiman, Vasu, Divyajayu, 
and Satayu-all were having divine strength and vigour. Nahu�a 
was the son of Ayu, so also was Vrddhasarma ; and Raji, Dat.u;la 
and Visakha; these five were brave warriors. A huntlred sons 
were born to Raji ; they were known as Rajeya. 

78 . Raji  propitiated pure Narayal}a; Vi�I}u who was (thus ) 
propitiated by penance, gave a boon to the king. 

79. He then became the conqueror of gods, demons and 
men. Then the war between gods and demons continued for 
three hundred years. 

80. A terrible battle took place between Prahlada and 
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Sakra, and none of them came out victorious.  Then gods and 
demons separately asked Brahma : 

8 1 . "Who will be victorious out of the two ?" Re said : "He, 
where ( i . e .  on whose side) Raji is ( will be victorious) . "  

82. The demons requested the king, "Help us to victory". 
He said : "If I shall be your lord (I  shall help you) ; otherwise 
enough of it ( i .e .  I shall not help you) " .  The demons did not 
accept i t ;  but the gods did. 

83. "Be our lord and destroy the enemy's army." Then he 
destroyed all that were to be killed by Indra . 

84. By that deed of his, lndra then became his son . Then 
giving the kingdom to Indra, Raji  went (to perform) penance . 

85. Then, Raji's sons endowed with the merit of penance 
and power, forcibly snatched the kingdom from Indra and his 
portion in the sacrifice. 

86-87 .  He, deprived of the kingdom and oppressed by 
Raji's sons, being helpless, said to Brhaspati : "0 Brhaspati, l am 
harassed by Raji's sons ; I who am oppressed, am not having the 
kingdom nor the portion in the sacrifice; master of intellect, 
strive to get the kingdom for me. " 

88. Then Brhaspati, by means of the rite to pacify the 
planets and to promote welfare, made Indra haughty with 
power. 

89-9 1 .  Brhaspati, having gone to Raji's sons, stupefied 
them. The lord of intellect (i .e .  Brhaspati) who knew religion, 
re-sorting to the religion of the Jainas, which was out of the 
Vedic fold, made them fallen from the three Vedas. Knowing 
them to be out of the Vedic fold and endowed with disputation, 
Indra with his bolt killed them all-who were excommunicated 
from the (Vedic ) religion. I shall tell you about the seven 
pious sons of Nahu�a : 

92 . Yati, Yayati, Saryati, Uttara and Para; so also Ayati 
and Viyati; these seven propagated the race. 

93 . Yati became an anchorite even in his boyhood. Yayati, 
always given to piety, ruled his kingdom. 

94. Sarmi�thii., the daughter of Vnaparvan, was his wife; 
so also Bhii.rgava's daughter Devayii.ni of a good vow (was his 
wife) . 

95 . Yayii.ti had five sons; I shall mention them by names. 
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Devayani gave birth to a son (named) Yadu and also ( another 
son) Vasu. 

96. Sarmi�tha gave birth to (three ) sons : Druhyu, AJJu 
and Pii.ru. Yadu, Piiru and Bharata continued the race. 

97-98. 0 King, (now ) I shal l describe the Piiru-race, in 
which you are born. From Yadu the Yadavas were born, among 
whom were (born) Bala (-rii.ma) and Knl}.a for taking down the 
burden of Pii.I}.<;lavas and for their welfare. Yadu's five sons were 
like god's sons. 

99 . The eldest was Sahasrajit, then KroHr, Nila, Afijika 
and Raghu. King named Satajit was Sahasrajit's son . 

1 00 . Satajit  had three extremely religious sons : Haihaya, 
Haya and Tii.lahaya also. 

1 0 1 . Dharmanetra was the well-known son of Haihaya; 
Dharmanetra's son was Kunti and his ( Kunti's) son was 
Sarhhata. 

1 02- 1 04. The king named Mahi�man was Sarhh ata's son. 
Brave Bhadrasena was the son of Mahi�man. He was a king in 
Varii.I}.asi, who has already been mentioned . The religious son 
of Bhadrasena was Durdama by name. The terrible son of 
Durdama was named Dhanaka. Dhanaka had four sons well
known in the world. 

1 05. Krtii.gni, Krtavirya, so also Krtadharma ; the fourth 
son was Krtaujas ; that (well known) Arjuna was (the son) of 
Krtavirya. 

1 06. By means of his thousand arms the king became the 
lord of seven islands . Then the lord of the earth practised 
penance for ten thousand years . 

1 0 7. Kii.rtavirya propitiated Datta born of Atri. Datta, the 
best among men granted him four boons. 

1 08. The best king, first chose a thousand arms. (By the 
second boon he chose that) one thinking impiously would incur 
fear and be warded off. 

1 09. ( By the third boon) he would conquer the earth by 
fighting and would get strength by means of religious acts; and 
by the additional ( i .e .  the fourth boon) he would kill anyone 
that would stand before him in a battle. 
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1 1 0 . He conquered this earth by his heroism with its 
seven islands and cities and surrounded by seven seas. 

1 1 1 . Of him, the intelligent one, a thousand arms were 
produced as desired by him; he performed all sacrifices in 
which large fees were paid. 

1 1 2 .  All of them had golden sacrificial posts and golden 
altars ; all were attended by gods seated in aerial cars and 
adorned. 

1 1 3 - 1 1 6. They were always attended by the Gandharvas 
and the celestial nymphs also. In his sacrifice Gandharva and 
Narada sang a verse, after having seen the greatness of the 
royal sage Kartavirya. Kings would never attain to the position 
of Kartavirya by means of sacrifices, gifts, austerities, valour or 
learning. Moving swiftly on the seven islands the king, com
parable to wind, became the sovereign emperor of the earth 
with seven islands, for eightyfive thousand years. 

1 1  7. He became the protector of beasts ; he alone was the 
protector of fields; he alone became cloud by means of showers 
and became Arjuna by means of his diligence (assiduity) , 

l l 8 .  By means of his thousand arms, and with skin rugged 
on account of the strokes of the bowstring he shone like the 
autumnal sun with thousand rays. 

1 1 9 .  In Mahit�mati he was (a man) of great brilliance 
among men ; in the rainy season he would meet the agitation 
of the ocean. 

120 . He sports ( i .e .  sported) against the current, for his 
own pleasure; sporting with the lashes he tied down the sea. 

1 2 1- 123 .  Narmada, frightened and having a series of knitt
ings of her eye-brows in the form of her ripples flowed to him. 
He alone, from Manu's  family, would, plunge into the sea, by 
drawing out, with one hand the ocean and plunging into it by 
pleasing the beautiful ladies. When by his thousand arms the 
great ocean would be agitated, the great demons of the nether 
region would hide themselves and remain motionless . 

1 24- 1 28. The great serpents stunned by the agitation of 
his thighs, and suspecting that nectar was being churned out, 
bent down keeping their heads motionless. This archer dis
charged arrows against RavaJ;,ta. This archer taking a bow, hav
ing (with force) stupefied and vanquished the haughty lord of 
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LaiJ.ka-Raval)a, with five arrows and having arrested and 
brought him to Mahi�mati imprisoned him there . Then to 
propitiate that Arjuna, I went to him; having made friendship 
with my grandson (i . e .  Raval)a) he released him. The sound of 
the bow-string of him having a thousand arms was like that of 
the fire, that would spread on the earth at the end of a Yuga 
( the age of the world) . 

1 29. (Parasurama) cut off in battle the thousand arms like 
the grove of golden Tala-trees. The powerful Vasi�tha getting 
angry cursed that Arjuna : 

1 30 .  "Since, 0 Haihaya , you burnt my well known grove, 
so someone else will destroy your wicked deeds . 

1 3 1 .  That powerful ascetic brahmal)a Bhargava, having 
powerfully cut off your thousand arms (and thus ) having 
harassed you, will kill you." 

132- 1 34. Parasurama was thus the killer of that intelligent 
( Kartavirya) . 0 very powerful ( Bhi�ma) , he had a hundred 
sons ; ou t of them (the following) five were great warriors, 
trained in the science of missiles, mighty, brave and religious : 
Siirasena, Siira, Dhnta, Knl)a and Jayadhvaja ; he was the 
builder of Avanti and the lord of the earth. Talajailgha of 
Jreat might was Jayadhvaja's son. 

1 35. His hundred sons were known as Talajailghas. Of 
these Haihayas there were five families . 

1 36. The Vitihotras were born ( in this family) , so also 
Bhojas and Avantis, and Tul)c;lakera ; (all these) were called 
Talaj anghas. 

137 .  The powerful son of Vitihotra was Ananta. His son 
was Durjaya who tormented his enemies . 

1 38- 1 40 .  The great king Kartavirya by name having 
a thousand arms protected the subjects sincerely, who with his 
bow vanquished the earth bounded by the oceans; and a man 
who getting up at daybreak utters his name, never loses his 
wealth; he regains what is lost . One who narrates the life of 
the intelligent Kartavirya, becomes honoured in heaven like a 

donor or a sacrificer. 
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CHAPTER THI RTEEN 

The Deeds of the Avatara (Incarnation) 

Pulastya said : 

1 .  0 king of kings, l i s ten to ( the account ) of KroHr's 
family (in which) excellent men (were born) . In his family was 
born Vi�:r;tu, the perpetuator of the V n:r;ti family. 

2.  From Kro�tr was born Vrjinivan, of great famt . His son 
was Svati, and Kusariku was his ( i .e .  Svati's) son. 

3 . Kusanku had a son Citraratha by name ; his son named 
Sasabindu became a sovereign emperor. 

4-5 . About him this verse containing the genealogical table 
was formerly sung. The hundred sons of Satabindu had a hund
red sons . From those hundred intelligent, handsome and impor
tant sons resplendent with great wealth were born the very 
mighty kings having the appellation Prthu. 

6. Prthusravas, Prthuyasas, Prthutejas, Prthiidbhava, 
Prthukirti , Prthumata were the kings (in the family) of Sasa
bindu . 

7-8. Those well-versed in the Pura:r;tas praise Prthusravas 
to be the best. He had sons . (Out of them) Usanas tormented 
the enemies. Usanas's son was Sineyu by name and was most 
virtuous .  Sineyu 's son was known as Rukmakavaca. 

9- 1 0. Rukmakavaca, skilled in fighting, having killed the 
archers with various arrows and having obtained this earth, 
gave gifts to bnihma:r;tas in the horse-sacrifice. Paravrt, the 
killer of the rival heroes was born from Rukmakavaca. 

1 1 .  Five sons were born to him who were very powerful 
and valourous : Rukme�u, Prthurukma, J yamagha, Parigha and 
Hari .  

12 .  The father put Parigha and Hari in Videha. Rukme�u 
became a king and Prthurukma lived with him. 

1 3- 1 4 .  Jyamagha, exiled by these two, lived in a hermi
tage. He, living peacefully in the hermitage and being roused 
by a brahma:r;ta took his bow and carrying a flag and seated in 
a chariout went to another country. Being all alone and distres
sed for want of subsistence he went to the mountain �k�avim on 
the bank of Narmada, deserted by others, and sat there . 
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1 5 .  Saibya was Jyamagha's chaste wife old (in age) . 
1 6- 1 7. The king too, being sonless, thought of taking an

other wife .  He got victory in a war and securing a maiden in 
the war he through fear said to his wife, "0 you of bright smile, 
this is your daughter-in-law." When he said this, she said to him : 
"Who is she ? Whose daughter-in-law is she ? ' '  

1 8- 1 9. The king replied, "She will be the wife of the son 
that will be born to you." Due to the severe penance of that 
maiden that old Saibya gave birth to the son ( named) 
Vidarbha. 

20. Vidarbha generated on the princess, (Jyamagha's ) 
daughter-in-law, two sons, Kratha and Kausika and later the 
third son Lomapada by name, who was extremely pious, brave, 
and skilled in fighting. 

2 1 .  Babhru was Lomapada's son ; Babhru's son was Dhrti ; 
Kausika's son was Cedi and the kings who are known as Caidya 
were (born) from him. 

· 

22 .  Kunti was the son of Kratha who was the son of Vidar
bha. Dhnta was Kunti's son ; from that Dhr�ta brave Snta was 
born. 

23.  Snta's son was pious Nivrtti ,  the killer of rival heroes. 
Nivrtti's son named Da5arha was the same as Vidiiratha. 

24-25. Dasiirha's son was Bhima ; Bhima's son is said to be 
Jimiita ; Jimiita's son was Vikrti ; Bhimaratha was his son ;  and 
Bhimaratha's son was said to be Navaratha. His son was Dasa
ratha ; his son was Sakuni. 

26. From him was born Karambha, and from him Deva
rata ; from Devarata was born the very renowned Devak�atra. 

27. A god-like and very bright son by name Madhu was 
born of Devak�atra. Kuru vaSa is said to be born from Madhu. 

28. A brave son Puruhotra was born from Kuruvasa .  From 
Puruhotra Amsa was born on the sporting Vaidarbhi . 

29-30. Vetraki was Amsu's wife ; on her Satvata (i.e. 
Arhsu) endowed with energy and of growing fames generated 
Satvatas . One having children and knowing this progeny 
of the magnanimous Jyiimagha, becomes united with the 
intelligent Soma. 

3 1 -32.  Kausalyii. gave birth to the sons called Siitvata, 
endowed with energy. Their creations (i .e.  lines) are four ; 
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listen to them ( as I tell you) in detail :  On Srfijayi, Bhajamana 
got a son named Bhaja. Then Bhajakas were born on the 
daughter of Sri'ijaya. 

33.  The two wives of that Bhaja gave birth to many sons : 
Nemica, KrkaJ}a and V"J}i, the conqueror of the enemies' 
cities . 

34. Since they were born from Bhajamana they came to 
be called Bhajaks. Then: was Devavrdha Prthu and he increas
ed friendship with the Madhus. 

35-36. This king was sonless, so desiring 'I  should have a 
son endowed with all virtues' and concentrating upon Kn;J}a 
only and touching the water of the ParJ}asa (river) , he prac
tised a great penance . Due to his touching the water the river 
came near him. 

3 7-38. Then the river worried about the well-being of him 
who was practising penance. With her mind full of anxiety she 
resolved : 'Turning myself into a woman I shall go ( to him) , 
from whom a son like this ( i .e. endowed with all qualities ) 
would be born. Therefore today I shall (be his wife who 
would) give him a son'. 

39. Then becoming a maiden and taking up an excellent 
body she informed the king ( about herself) ; the king then 
longed for her. 

40. Then from Devavrdha, that best river, in the ninth 
month, gave birth to a great son viz . Babhru endowed with 
all virtues. 

4 1 .  We have heard that those who know the PuraJ}as, 
narrating the virtues of the magnanimuos Devavrdha, say 
that : 

42. Babhru was the greatest among men ; Devavrdha 
resembled gods ; from Babhru and Devavrdha seventy thousand 
and six hundred sons were born and they became immortal. 

43-46. Bhoja (given to performing) sacrifice, ( giving ) 
gifts, {practising) penance, intelligent, pious and of a very 
strong vow, handsome and very bright ( married ) Mrtakavati. 
(This ) daughter of Sarakanta gave birth to four sons : Kukura, 
Bhajamana, Syama and Kambalabarhi�a. Kukura's son was 
Vnti and Vnti's son was Dhrti . His son was Kapotaroman ;  
and his son was Tittiri ; his son was Bahuputra. I t  is said that 
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(his) learned son was Nari ; his other name is said to be 
Candanodakadundubhi. 

47. His son was Abhijit ; from him Punarvasu was born. 
48. Abhij i t  was first sonless ; but this (king) , best among 

men, encouraged by sages gladly performed the horse-sacrifice 
to obtain a son. 

49. When he was moving in the gathering (at the sacri
fice) from it arose bl ind Punarvasu learned, well-versed in 
religion and giver at sacrifices . 

50.  I t  is said that Vasu had a couple of sor.s. 0 best 
among the intelligent, they were known as Ahuka and A.huki . 

5 1 -52. In this matter they quote very interesting verses . 
They had ten thousand armoured and mailed chariots, thunder
ing like cloud and having their bottoms with attachments. 
The Bhojas never told a l ie ;  they never remained without per
forming sacrifices ; and never gave less than a thousand. 

53 . There was never a purer or a more learned person 
than a Bhoja.  This family is said to have come down upto 
Ahuka. 

54-55. And Ahuka gave his sister ( to the Avanti-king) in 
Avanti . And the daughter of Ahuka gave birth to two sons ; 
Devaka and U grasena who were like divine children ; and the 
sons that were born to Devaka were like gods .  

56.  (They were) Devavan, Upadeva, Sudeva and Devara
k�ita ; they had seven sisters whom he (U grasana) gave to 
Vamadeva: 

57 .  Devaki , Srutadeva, Yasoda, Srutisrava, Srideva, 
Upadeva and Sunipa was the seventh. 

58-60. U grasena had nine sons and Karhsa was the eldest 
among them : Nyagrodha, Sunaman, Kailka, Sailku, and (he) 
who (was called) Subhii. The other one was Ra�trapiHa ;  so 
also (were ) Baddhamu�ti and Samu�tika. They had five sisters : 
Kamsa, Kamsavati, Surabhi , Ra�trapali and Kailka ; they 
were beautiful ladies. Ugrasena along with his children belong
ed to the Kukura ( i.e .  Dasii.rha ) country. 

61 . Vidiiratha, best among the warriors, was Bhajamana's 
son. The brave Rajadhideva was Vidiiratha's son. 

62 . The two sons born to Rajadhideva were Sot;tasva and 
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Svetavahana. They were liked by brave men, very much given 
to the K�atriya-vow. 

63 . So�asva had five brave sons skilled in fighting : Sami, 
Rajasarma, Nimiirtta, Satrujit and Suci. 

64. Pratik �atra was the son of Sami and the son of Prati· 
k!?atra was Bhoja and his son was Hrdika. Hrdika had ten sons 
offearful valour. 

65-66 . Among them Krtavarman was the eldest, and best 
was Satadhanvan. (Others were) Devarha, Subhanu, Blu�a�a 
and Y.fahabala, and Ajata, Vijata, Kakara and Karandhama. 
A son, Kambalabarhi!?a was born to Devarha ; (he was) 
learned. 

67. He had two sons : Asamauja and Samauj a. Two 
valourous sons were born to the son of Ajata . 

68.  Samauja  had three well-known and very religious sons. 
Their names in order were : Sudamsa, Suvarilsa and Kn�a. 

69 . One who everyday glorified this family of the 
Andhakas, consequently had a large family and progeny. 

70-7 1 .  Kroll!tr had two wives : Gandhari and Madri . 
Gandha.ri gave birth to Sunitra affectionate to his friends ; 
Madri gave birth to a son Yudhajit (by name) , then to Deva
mi<;lhu�a, (then to) Anamitra and Sini . These five possessed 
lucky marks (on their bodies ) .  

7 2 .  Nighna was Anamitra's son ; Nighna had two sons : 
the two were Prasena and the very brave Saktisena. 

73 . Prasena had the best and unparalleled gem by name 
• Syamantaka' .  It was described as the 'King of best gems in 
the world'. 

74.  Wearing that gem on his chest very many times he 
shone brightly. Sauri asked for that excellent gem for his king. 

75. Govinda too did not obtain it ; though capable, he did 
not snatch it .  Some time Prasena, adorned with it went ahunt
ing . 

76-77 .  He heard a sound made by a certain being in a 
cave. Then entering the cave Prasena encountered a bear (viz .  
Jambavan) . The bear attacked Prasena and Prasenjit also 
attacked the bear and ( thus ) they, desirous of vanquishing each 
other, fought. 

78-79 .  The bear, having killed Prasena took that gem . 
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Hearing that Prasena was killed Govinda was suspected by 
his (i.e. Prasena's) brother, so also by others that Prasena was 
killed by Govinda to get the gem. 

80-8 1 .  Prasena, adorned with that best gem, had gone to 
the forest ; seeing him who was not willing to part with 
Syamantaka, Kasava had killed him (Prasena) as he, by not 
giving the gem, had turned into his enemy. This rumour started 
by Satrajit spread everywhere . 

82. Then after a long time, Govinda who had again set 
out for hunting, by chance came near the cave. 

83-84. Then that mighty lord of bears (viz. Jambavan) 
made a sound as before. Govinda having heard the sound and 
entering the cave with a sword in his hand, saw the very 
mighty king of the bears, viz . Jambavan. Then Hnikesa, with 
his eyes reddened with rage, at once seized Jambavan very 
violently. 

85-86 . Then seeing him as Vigm in Vi �I).u's body due to 
his (past ) deeds the lord of the bears too quickly praised him 
with Vi�I).usiikta (a  eulogy in honour of Vi�I).u) . Then the 
lord being pleased , favoured him with a boon. 

87. Jambavan said : " It is desirable and auspicious to meet 
death at your hands with the stroke of your disc. This virgin 
daughter of mine should have you as her husband. 

88. 0 lord, you should take the gem which I obtained 
from Prasena by killing him. The gem is here". 

89. Kesava having killed Jambavfm who had spoken thus 
with his disc, he of mighty arms, having achieved his purpose, 
took that daughter. 

90-92 . Then in the presence of all Yidavas, Janiirdana, 
who was angry due to the false rumour, gave to Satrajit that 
best gem which he had received from the bear-king. Then all 
the Yadavas said to Vasudeva : "We had thought that you had 
killed Prasena". Satraj it had ten sons from each one of his ten 
WIVeS. 

93 . He had hundred and one sons born of Satya. They 
were well-known and very brave, and Bhangakara was the 
eldest. 

94. Satya, Vratavati and Svapna, elder to Bhangakiira. 
gave birth to those boys. Sinivila was brave. 
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95 .  There was (born) the warrior Abhanga; S ini was his 
son ;  from him Yugandhara ( was born ) ; he is said to have had 
a hundred sons . 

96. He was called Anamitra ; was well known as a descen
dant of the Vnl.li family.  From Anami tra was born Sini, the 
youngest  member of the Vrg1i family .  

9 7. From Anamitra again was born Yudhaj it, a warrior 
of the Vrgli family. Two other sons also ( were born from 
Anamitra) : R�abha and Citra. 

98. R�abha got as his wife the praiseworthy daughter of 
Kasiraja, and Jayanta obtained auspicious Jayanti as his wife. 

99. Then Jayanta's son was born of Jayanti. He always 
performed sacrifices, was very courageous, learned and was 
dear to the guests ( or he) liked guests .  

1 00. From him Akriira, very dil igent and giver of large 
presents was born. Saibya was the gem among virgins ; Akriira 
obtained her (as his wife) . 

1 0 1 - 1 02. On her he genera ted eleven very mighty sons : 

Upalambha, Sadalambha , U tkala, Aryasaisava, Sudhira, 
Sadayak�a, Satrughna, Varimejaya, Dharmadnti, Dharma and 
SrHimauJi . 

1 03- l 06a. And al l  of them were born ( so brave) that they 
took away gems. Two sons, resembling gods, and delighting the 
family were born on Siirasena from Akriira : Devavan and 
Upadeva. From Akriira twelve sons were born to Asvini: Prthu 
Viprthu, Asvagri\"a, Asvabahu, Suparsva, Gave�aJ.la, Ri�tanemi 
Suvarcas, Sudharman, Mrdu, Abhiimi and Bahubhiimi ; and 
two daughters : SraviHhii and SravaJ.lii. 

l 06b- l 0 7a. An intelligent preson, who knows about this 
false accusation of KnJ.la can never be assailed by anyone with 
a false curse. 

1 07b.  Aik�vaki gave birth to a brave son-the wonderful 
Mi<;l.hu�a. 

1 08- I l l .  Ten brave sons were generated on Bhoja by 
Mi<;l.hu�a : Vasudeva (was born ) first, (then )Anakadundubhi ; so 
also Devabhaga was generated (by Mi<;l.hu�a) ; and Devasravas , 
AnavrHi, Kunti, and Nandi and Sakrdyasa, Syama, Samika 
(also ) known as Sapta. He had five beautiful wives: Srutakirti, 
Prthii, and Srutadevi and Srutasrava and also Rajadhidevi . 
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These five were the mothers of heroes . Vrddha's wife Srutadevi 
gave birth to king Karu�a. 

1 1 2. From Kaikaya Srutakirti gave birth to king Santar
dana. Sunitha was born on Srutasravas from Caidya. 

1 1 3. From Dharma Bhayavivarjita was born on Rajadhidevi. 
Siira, bound by friendship, gave (in adoption) Prtha to 
Kuntibhoja.  

1 1 4 .  Thus, Prtha, Vasudeva's  sister was also called Kunti . 
Kuntibhoja gave that praiseworthy Prtha to Pa:rp,iu as his wife. 

1 1 5 .  That queen gave bir th to five brave sons for Par;.c;lu : 
Yudhi�?thira was born from Dharma ; Vrkodara ( i . e. Bhima ) 
was born from Vayu. 

1 1 6 .  Dhanaiijaya (i.e. Arjuna) comparable to Indra in 
valour was born from lndra ; he the brave one, was born with 
the three portions from three gods.  

1 1 7. He worked for gods, and killed all  demons ; he killed 
those demons whom even Indra was unable to kill .  

I 1 8. He who had obtained vigour was placed in  heaven 
by Indra. \Ve have heard that two sons were generated on 
Madravati ( by the Asvins) . 

I 1 9 .  (They were) Nakula and Sahadeva and were endowed 
with handsome form and goodness . Anakadundubhi had a wife 
named Rohil).i of the Piiru family. 

1 20- 1 2 1 .  He had (from her) a son Rama dear to him ; so 
also Saral).a, Caral).apriya, Durdhara , Damana, PiQc;laraka and 
l\1ahahanu. That who was Maya Amavasya would be Devaki . 
First that mighty Prajapati was born from her. 

1 22.  Then from her the darkish Subhadra, gracious in 
speech, was born ; so also (were born) Vij aya, Rocamfma, 
Vardhamfma and Devala. 

1 23- 1 26. All these were born on the subordinate queen. 
Brhaddevi gave birth to the magnanimous Agavaha. He himself 
was born by name Mandaka on Brhaddevi. Devaki gave birth 
to her seventh son Romanta, and Gave�al).a unvanquished 
in battles. While formerly wandering in the forest, Sauri pro
duced in Srutadevi's pleasure-house, the eldest son viz. Kusika . 
on a Vaisya lady. Srutandhara was one of the queens (of 
Vasudeva) . 
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1 27 .  Vasudeva 's mighty son Kapila, having divine fra
grance, the first archer, caused grief to the people . 

1 28a. These two, viz. Saubhadra and Bhava were very 
energetic . 

1 28b- 1 29. ( Obscure ) Devabhaga's son (named) Prastava 
together with Budha is remembered. The first and best Deva
sravas is said (orrg or srrg: ? )  to be a scholars. His daughter 
Yasasvini was bom from Manasvin ot Ik�viiku family. ( Her son 
was ) Satrughna. 

1 30- 1 3 l a. (Obscure) His enemit>s had retreated from him ; 
he was the killer of enemies ; Sraddhii was born from him. 
Knt;ta being pleased gave a hundred children to Gat;tQ.ii�ii, with 
the moon, magnanimous, powerful and strong( ?) 

1 3 l b- 1 33 .  Nandana' s two sons were Rantipiila and Ranti
Samika' s  four brave and very m ighty sons were : Viraja, Dhanu 
and Vyoma -ead Srfij aya. Vyoma was childless ; Dhanafijaya 
was Srfijaya's (son) ; he who was born as Bhoja became a royal 
sage. 

1 34. The man who always narrates or listens to Kr�t;ta's 
birth and rise is freed from all sins. 

1 35 .  Knt;ta, the great god, formerly the creator, was born 
even among men.  

1 36 .  By means of penance Vasudeva produced on Devaki 
the lotus-eyed (Kr�t;ta ) ,  having four arms, of a divine form and 
the refuge for people. 

1 3 7 .  Having seen him with the sign of Srivatsa and 
resembling gods, Vasudeva said to him "0 Lord, withdraw 
your form. 

1 38.  0 god, I am afraid of Kamsa, therefore I am saying 
this to you. He killed my six pre-eminent sons of terrible 
valour. " 

1 39.  Having heard Vasudeva's words Acyuta withdrew his 
form. 

1 40. After he agreed to it, Sauri took him to the house of 
the cowherd Nanda. Having handed him over to Nanda, he 
said to him, "Protect him ; then only all the Yadavas will be 
happy. 

14 1 . As soon as this embryo ( i . e .  son) of Devaki will kill 
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Ka:rhsa, there will be happiness in the world, which would 
greatly remove the burden (of the earth ) .  

1 42 .  Who ( i .e. he) will kill all those kings who are wicked, 
when there will be a war among the Kaura vas where all the 
K�atriyas will assemble. 

1 43 .  This god himself will be the charioteer of Arjuna ; 
having rid the earth of the K�atriyas he will enjoy the rest 
(i.e. void of the Kllatriyas ) and will take the entire Yadu-race 
to the divine world." 

Bhi�ma said: 

1 44. Who is this Vasudeva? Who is this glorious Devaki ? 
1 45.  Who is the cowherd N anda ? Who is Yasoda rigidly 

observing vows, who nourished Villf.lU and whom he called his 
mother? 

1 46a. Who gave birth to (a son ) an embryo and brought 
him up ? 

Pulastya said: 

1 46b. Kasyapa was the Supreme Being and Aditi is said 
to be his beloved. 

147. Kasyapa was a portion of Brahman and Aditi that 
of the earth. Nanda was said to be a cloud and Yasoda was the 
earth. 

148. He satisfied many desires of Devaki, which she had 
formerly entertained from the great unborn one. 

1 49- 150. Soon that great god entered a human body. He 
( lord Vi�QU ) possessed of magical powers, stupefying all beings 
with his superhuman faculties came (down) in the family to 
establish righteousness and destroy the demons, when righteous
ness and sacrifice had perished. 

1 5 1 - 152 .  RukmiQi, Satyabhamii, Satya, so also Nagnijiti 
and Sumitra, Saibya, Gandhari and Laksmal}.a. So also 
Subhima, Madri, Kausa1ya and Vijaya. These and others were 
his sixteen thousand wives. 

1 53 .  Listen to the (names of) sons born of RukmiQi : 
Carude�l}.a who was brave in battles, and very mighty 
Pradyumna. 
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1 54. Sucaru and Carubhadra and Sadasva and also 
Hrasva . 

1 55- 1 56. The youngest was Caruhasa , and a daughter 
{named) Carumati . On RohiQ.i were born Bhanu, Bhimaratha, 
K.:,aQ.a, Rohita and Diptiman, Tamrabandhu ,  Jalandhama. 
Among them, four daughters were born and they were 
younger. 

1 5 7. From Jambavati was born the extremely charming 
Samba. He was the author of solar science, and an image in 
the house. 

1 58. The magnanimous one entered the very base 
(supreme spirit ) ; (then) the god of gods being pleased destroy· 
ed his leprosy. 

1 59. Mitravinda gave birth to Sumitra and Carumitra. 
From Nagnajiti were born Mitrabahu and Sunitha. 

1 60.  Know these and others to be thousands of (KnQ.a's) 
sons ; the sons of Vasudeva are eighty thousand. 

1 6 1 .  Pradyumna's most intelligent son, viz. Aniruddha, a 
warrior in battle and Mrgaketana (having the deer on his banner) 
was born of Vaidarbhi. 

1 62. Kamya, the daughter of Suparsva obtained Tarasvin 
from Samba. The other five were declared to be good-natured 
gods . 

1 63. There were three crores of the great Yadavas . Sixty 
thousand were brave and very mighty. 

1 64- 1 65 .  Portions of gods were born in the form of all of 
these of great prowess. Or mighty demons killed in the war bet
ween gods and demons were born here among men and harassed 
all men. For their emancipation they were born in the Yadava
family. 

1 66. There were a hundred families of the magnanimous 
Yadavas. Vi�Q.u was their promoter and was placed as their 
lord . 

167. All those Yadavas r emaining obedient to him pros
pered. 

Bhiima said: 
1 68- 1 69.  The seven sages, Kubera, MaQ.idhara, Yak�a, 

Satyaki, Narada, Siva and Dhanvantari, Vi�Q.U the first god 
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along with (other) deities-why were all these hosts of gods 
born together on the earth ? 

I 70 . How many manifestations of this great one will be 
there?  For which purpose is he born in all fields? For what 
purpose is Vi�I}.u born in the Vr�I}.yandhaka family ? Please tell 
me who am asking you . 

Pulastya said : 

1 7 1 .  0 prince, listen, I shall tell you a very great secret as 
to why Vi �I}.u of a divine body is born among men. 

1 72 .  When the Yuga comes to an end, and time becomes 
lax, Hari, the lord, is born among gods, demons or men , 

1 73- l  74. The demon Hiral}.yakasipu was the ruler of the 
three worlds ; again subsequently when Bali was the ruler of the 
three worlds there was great friendship of the gods with the 
demons. Ten complete yugas passed ; the world was unperturbed. 

I 75 .  The gods and demons were obedient to those two. 
Bali was bound ( by Vamana) . His destruction was extremely 
fearful , (which) brought a great loss both to gods and demons. 

1 76- 1 77. Here ( in this world) he is then born among men 
due to Bhrgu's curse to es tablish religious order for gods and 
men. 

Bhi�ma said: 

I 78. Why did Hari take up a body for gods and demons ? 
0 you of good vow, tell me the ( full account of the war) between 
gods and demons as it took place . 

Pulastya spoke : 

Terrible battles were fought between them for victory. 
1 79 . Ten and two pure incarnations are said (to have 

been taken) in the period of Manu. Listen to their names as 
desired to be told by me. 

1 80. First ( incarnation) is Narasimha ; and the second one 
is Vamana ; the third is Varaha and the fourth is (Kiirma at 
the time of) churning out nectar. 

1 8 1 .  Fifth one is the very terrible war Tarakamaya involving 
Taraka. The sixth one is called A<;livaka ; similarly the seventh 
is Traipura. 
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1 82. Eighth is that of the murder of Andhaka, the ninth is 
that of the murder of Vrtra. Tenth of them is  that of Dhvaja, 
and Hahihala i s  next to that. 

1 83 . The twelfth  is known as the terrible Kolahala. The 
demon Hira:r_1yakasipu was killed by Narasirhha. 

1 84. Formerly Bali was bound by Vamana at the time of 
overpowering the three worlds .  

1 85.  The deities killed Hira:r_1yak�a in an encounter. The 
Boar (incarnation ) made him into two when he dwelt in the 
ocean. 

1 86. At the time of churning nectar (out of the ocean i .e .  
during the incarnation as  Tortoise) Indra vanquished Prahlada . 
Virocana, the son of Prahlada, was always intent on killing 
Indra ; but Indra having overpowered him killed him in the 
Tarakamaya battle. 

1 87- 1 88. When the gods were unable to conquer Tripura, 
the enemy of gods, they having deluded the demons drank the 
nectar and came to l ife again and again. All the demons in the 
three worlds were killed by Siva. 

1 89. At the murder of Andhaka gods , men and manes 
killed demons, goblins and fiends everywhere. 

1 90 .  In the terrible tumult Vrtra who was ( formerly) 
sprinkled (with nectar ) by the demons was struck and destroyed 
by Indra with the help of Vigm. 

1 9 1 . Having approached Vipracitti with his  fol lowers 
Mahendra with his bolt killed him who knew magical art and 
had concealed himself wickedly. 

1 92 .  The demons and gods who had fully gathered had 
fought twelve battles causing destruc tion of gods and demons 
and leading to the well-being of the beings . 

1 93- 194. Hira:r_1yakasipu ruled as a king and enjoyed sover
eignty in the three worlds for a hundred and seventy- two million 
and eighty thousand years . 

1 95 .  Bali, in turn, became a king ( and ruled ) for a 

hundred and twenty million and sixty thousand years . 
1 96 .  Pralhada enjoyed with the demons for the same 

period as Bali was said to have ruled . 
1 9 7- 1 98 .  These(wars ) of the mighty Indra should be known 

(to have been fought )  for conquering the demons. This entire 
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group of the three worlds is then protected by Indra, when for 
ten thousand years it was not prosperous. When after a 
lapse of time Indra obtained the (kingdom) of the three worlds, 

raJiia left the demons and went to the gods. 
1 99 .  When TaJiia went to gods, the sons of Diti said to 

Sukra : 
200 . "Indra has snatched our kingdom ; raJiia, deserting us, 

has gone to gods. Vve can't remain here ; we shall enter the 
lower world . " 

20 1 .  Thus addressed, Sukra said to the dejected demons, 
consoling them with( these) words : "Do not be afraid, 0 demons,. 
I shall support you with my might. 

202. \Vhatever chants and herbs are there on the earth all 
that is with me ; only a portion of it is with gods. 

203.  I shall give you all that is kept for you by me" . Then 
gods seeing them supported by Sukra and being dejected held 
consultation with a desire to kill them : 

204. "This Sukra will with his might, withdraw all this 
from us. We shall well go {ahead) before he deprives us (of 
the kingdom) .  

205. Having forcibly conquered the remaining (demons) 
we shall send them to the nether world." 

206. Then the enraged gods approached the demons and 
the demons being killed by them rushed to Sukra himself. 

20 7. Then Kii.vya (i.e. Sukra) seeing them being attacked 
by gods, brought them together for protecting them who were 
harassed by gods. 

208a. They stopped after seeing Kavya, and the gods killed 
them without any fear. 

208b-2 10.  Then Kavya pondering over the beneficial words 
of Brahman( ? )  and remembering the former account said 
to them: "Vii.mana snatched the three worlds in three strides ;  
Bali was bound; Jambha was killed ; Virocana also was killed. 
The gods killed the great demons in the twelve battles . 

2 1 1 .  \Vith various expedients many prominent demons 
among them were killed. A few of you have survived; I think this 
is no war. 
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2 1 2 . Political wisdom must b e  employed by you. I shall 
stand by you till the times change. I shall go to Mahadeva for 
(ob taining) a chant that would bring victory to you. 

2 1 3 .  Getting frorn god Mahesvara chants favourable to 
us we shall again fight with gods; then we shall get victory." 

2 1 4 . Having agreed (having conversed among themselves) 
the demons said to gods: "All of us have put down our weapons; 
we are without armours and chariots. 

2 1 5 .  Covered with bark-garments, we shall practise 
penance." 

2 1 6. Gods having heard their words spoken truthfully, 
being free from heat and being delighted retired from there . 
When the demons had laid down their weapons, then the 
demons also retired . 

2 1 7-2 1 8 .  Then Kavya said to them: "Being free from pride 
and endowed with moral virtue pass the time taking care of 
your bodies . Remaining in the hermitage of Brahma, wait for 
me, 0 demons. ' '  Kavya approached Brahma for those demons. 

2 1 9. Sukra said: ' 'For the defeat of gods and victory of 
demons, 0 god, I want those chants which Brhaspati does not 
have." 

220. Thus addressed the god said : "0 Bhargava, with your 
head bent down, you practise the KaJ}.adhiima vow for a full 
thousand years; if you practise it, God bless you, you will 
obtain the chants." 

22 1 -222. Saying "all right" Sukra, son of Bhrgu, being per
mitted by Brahma and touching the feet of the lord said, "Yes 
sir, I shall, as ordered by you, practise the vow." 

223 .-225. As ordered by the god of gods, sage Bhargava did 
(as he was told) . Then when that Sukra went for the good of 
the demons he observed celibacy to get the chants from Mahe· 
svara. Then knowing that joy of them due to political 
wisdom, at this vulnerable point gods furnished with armours 
and weapons and led by Brhaspati, vehemently attacked 
them.  

226 . Seeing the groups of  gods holding weapons al l  demons 
getting frightened, emerged into view and said to them ( these) 
words :  
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227 .  "0 gods , while our preceptor is pract1smg a vow 
we have laid down our weapons . Having promised us security 
you have now approached us with a desire to kill us . 

228. We all are free from jealousy and have remained 
{ here ) with our arms laid down .  Clothed in rags and deer-skins 
we have remained inactive and possessionless .  

229.  In no way we are able to conquer gods in a battle ." 
(To one another they said : ) "\Ve shall surrender to Kavya's 
mother without (waging) war. 

230. (And ) we shall acquaint her with this misery until our 
preceptor returns . When Sukra returns we, furnished with 
armours and arms, shall fight ( with gods) ." 

231 . Speaking thus to one anothdr, they who were fri ghte
ned , took the shelter of Kavya 's mother. She too granted them 
security. 

232. "Do not be afraid ; give up your fear , 0 demons . 
Remain with me; (then) you will have no fear . "  

233 .  Gods then seeing the demons protected by her, and 
without judging their strength or weakness forcibly assailed 
them. 

234. Then that goddess ( i .e .  Kavya's mother ) �eeing the 
demons being murdered by gods, got angry and said to the 
gods : "I shall stupefy you with sleep . "  

235.  Collecting all materials she then brought about sleep 
( to the gods) ; she rich in penance and endowed with meditation 
s tupefied (them) with her power. 

236 . Then seeing Indra paralysed (by Kavya's mother) 
the army of gods fled. The gods , seeing lndra subdued, ran 
through fear. 

237 .  When the hos ts of gods had fled, Vi�nu said to 
Indra, "Enter me, God bless you, 0 best of gods, I shall protect 
you." 

238. lndra, thus addressed, entered Vi�:Q.u. Seeing him 
protected by Vi �:r:tu the enraged goddess said ( these) words : 

239. "0 Indra , I shall now with force burn you along with 
Vi�Qu, when all the beings are looking on ; see the migh t of my 
penance ! "  
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240. The two gods, Indra and Vi�?JJ.U, were overpowered 
by her. Vi�J}.U said to Indra : "How should I get free with you?" 

241 . Indra said : "Kill her as long as she does not burn us, 

0 lord ; I am especially subdued by her ; kill her ; do not 
delay."  

242. Then observing her, Vi�?J}.U determined to  do  the evil 
deed of killing a woman (?) and the lord quickly approached 
the distressed Indra. 

243-244. Then Vi�J}.U, struck with fear and moving with 
speed, and knowing the cruel act desired to be done by the 
goddess got angry, took his disc and through dread cut ofF her 
head. Seeing that dreadful murder of the woman Lord Bhrgu 
got angry. 

245-246. Then Vii?J}.U was cursed by Bhrgu for his wife's 
murder. 

Bhrgu said: 
Since you, knowing Dharma, have killed a lady who should 

not have been killed, therefore you will be born among human 
beings seven times .  

247. Then due to that curse he is repeatedly born among 
human beings for the well-being of the world, when Dharma 
disappears from it. Then, after having spoken to Vi�?J}.u, himself 
bringing the head, and bringing her body and holding (the 
head and the body) in his hand he said : 

248. "0 goddess, I am reviving you, who were killed by 
Vi�J}.u. If l know the entire sacred law or have practised it, and 
if l am telling the truth, ( forsooth) come back to life ." 

249 .  Then having sprinkled her with cold water, he said : 
"Come back to life, come back to life." 

250. When he spoke (thus) the goddess came back to 
life .  

25 1 . Then all the beings having seen her as  if awakened 
from sleep, uttered the words 'good ! good !' from all sides . 

252 . Thus that Bhrgu then brought back to life that res
pectable lady. While the gods were watching that wonderful 
thing took place. 
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253. Unperplexed Bhrgu again brought back to life his wife ;  
but seeing it, Indra, through fear of Kavya, did not get happi
ness . 

254. Then after lying awake at night (i .e. sleepless) Indra, 
desiring peace said ( these) words to his daughter, Jayanti : 

255. "This Kii.vya is observing a terrible vow to destroy 
Indra (i.e. me) .  0 daughter, he, the intelligent one, has very 
much frightened me. 

256. 0 daughter, propitiate him with service pleasing 
to his mind in such a way that the brii.hmaJ)a would be pleased. 

257-259. Go to him ; I have given you to him ; make an 
effort for me. " 

Comprehending well the words of her father, Jayanti 
went to that place where he remained after having under
taken the terrible vow. Seeing him with his face bent 
down, drinking the particles of smoke, dropped by a Yak�a 
from a dripping bowl, seeing Kavya who remained ( there ) 
trying and striving for the destruction of his enemies, reduced 
to a weak condition, she acted with Kii.vya as she was told by her 
father. 

260-263. The sweet-speaking girl praised him with agreeable 
eulogies . At the (proper) time she gently rubbed his limbs which 
soothed the skin and in keeping with the practice of the vow 
served him for many years. When that terrible vow (called 
Kal)a-) Dhuma was over after a thousand years, Siva being 
pleased granted him a boon. Mahesvara said: "You alone have 
observed this vow ; none else has observed it. 

264. Therefore, by your penance, intellect, knowledge and 
might and brilliance you (all) alone will overcome all gods. 

265. 0 son ofBhrgu, I shall give you all that I have ; do 
not disclose it to anyone. What is the use of talking much? You 
will be immune to death." 

266. Having granted those boons to Bhii.rgava, he also 
granted him the lordship of beings, ofwealth and immunity from 
death. 

267.  Kii.vya, receiving these boons was happy with his hair 
standing on end. 

268 . Speaking thus to lord Siva, the god of gods, Sukra, 
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endowed with intelligence, joining his palms bent down before 
him. 

269. Then, when god (Siva ) vanished, he said this ( i.e. 
these words) to Jayanti : "0 auspicious one, whom do you be
long to? Who are you that you are afflicted when I am dis
tressed? 

270. Why do you, endowed with great penance, want to 
win me over ? You have remained ( here) with this (i.e. such) 
devotion, respect and restraint and affection ; 0 you, charming 
lady of attractive hips, I am pleased with you. 

27 1 -272 .  0 you beautiful lady, what do you desire ? What 
wish was arisen ( in your mind ) ?  I shall fulfil it even though it is 
difficult to accomplish." 

Thus addressed , she said to him : "By means of your 
penance you can know, 0 brahmaJ.la, what I desire you to 
do for me. (Now ) tell me precisely (what you would do) . "  

273 . Thus addressed, he, looking a t  her with a divine eye, 
said to her : 

274. "0 beautiful young lady, unseen by all beings you 
desire a union with me for a thousand years . 

275 .  0 respectable young divine lady, charming like the 
blue lotus, having beautiful eyes, and sweet-speaking thus you 
choose enj oyments. 

2 76-277 .  Let it be so ; 0 you very beautiful and fascinating 
lady ; we shall go to (my) house." 

Then having come to his house with Jayanti, Usanas the 
son of Bhrgu who had fulfilled his vow, lived for a hundred 
years unseen by all beings with that respectable lady. 

278. All the sons of Diti, having come to know that Sukra 
had returned after having gained his object, being delighted went 
to his house to see him. 

2 79. When, after having gone there they did not see their 
preceptor who had concealed himself by his magical power, and 
not seeing any sign of his (having returned) , they ( concluded ) , 
'Our preceptor has not yet come' . 

280. And so they went to their abodes as they had come. 
Then all the hosts of gods having gone to Angiras, said to 

him : 
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281 . "You, the revered one, go to the residence of the 
demons, and after stupefying their anny, quickly bring it under 
your control." 

282. Brhaspati said to those gods : "Just so, (just now) I go." 
Having gone (there) he subjugated Prahrada, the lord of demons . 

283 . Transforming himself into Sukra, he worked there as 
( their} priest. He stayed there for a full hundred years, when 
U sanas came back. 

284-285 . The demons saw Brhaspati in the assembly. "Here 
there is (already) one Usanas. Why has the other one come 
here? It is a great wonder ; a great quarrel will ensue (now ) ; 
what will people say (about) this one who is seated at the 
door ? 

286 . ( And ) what will our preceptor, seated in the assembly 
say to us?" When the demons were speaking like this, Kavi came 
{there ) .  

287. Seeing there Brhaspati who had taken his form and 
who was seated there, he, being angry said (these ) words: "Why 
have you come here ? 

288-289. You are confusing my disciples. Is it proper for 
you ( who are) the preceptor of gods? Being certainly stupefied 
by your trickery, the ignorant ones do not recognise you. So, 
0 brahmai].a, it is not proper for you thus to ill-treat another's 
disciples . 

Go to the abode of gods ( and) stay (there ) .  Thus (i .e .  by 
doing so) you will obtain religious merit .  

290. 0 brahmai].a, formerly the best of the demons had 
killed your son and pupil Kaca who had come here as a student. 
(So) your entrance here is improper. " 

29 1 -293. Hearing those words of him, and smiling, 
Brhaspati said : "There are thieves on the earth, who snatch 
away others' wealth; ( but) such thieves (like you as) take away 
another's appearance and body, were not seen. Formerly, Indra 
by killing Vrtra committed a brahmai].a's murder. You have 
surpassed it by ( i .e .  by teaching) the science of the materialists 
(like Ciirviika ) .  I know you to be Aiigirasa Brhaspati, the pre

ceptor of gods . 
294. 0 demons, all you observe (him ) who has come ( here 
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after) taking my form. Through the efforts of Vi�J).u he, cap
able of infatuating you, has come here. 

295 . So binding him with chains you should throw him 
into the salt ocean." 

296 .  And again Sukra said : "He is the priest of gods. 
Stupefied by him, you will perish, 0 demons. 0 lord of demons, 
this wicked one has deceived me. 

297 . Why did you leave me and take up another priest? 
This is Brhaspati only, the preceptor of gods and the son of 
Sarasvati . 

298. You have been deceived in the interest of gods. There 
is no doubt ( about) it. 0 magnanimous one, forsake him who 
would bring victory to the enemies. 

299. 0 lord, through anxiety about my disciples formerly 
only I went from here and remained in water. I was drunk by 
the great god Sambhu. 

300-30 1 .  I indeed passed a complete hundred years in his 
belly. I was discharged by him in the form of ( his) semen 
through his generative organ. The god, granter of boons said 
to me ; •Sukra, choose a boon liked by you.' 0 king, I chose a 
boon from the god of gods, the trident-holder. 

302. '0 Sankara, let all the objects entertained by my mind 
and desires residing in my mind be (fulfilled) through your 
favour. ' 

303-305. Saying 'Let it be so' the god sent me to you ; 
(but ) thus by the time (I returned) I actually saw this Brhas
pati to have become your priest. 0 lord of demons, listen to 
my words." Brhaspati again said these words to Prahrada: "I 
do not recognise him as to whether he is a god or a demon or 
a human being ; he has, after assuming my form, come here to 
deceive you, 0 king." 

306.  Then all the demons said : "Well-said ; we would have 
the former priest ; whosoever he may be ; we have nothing to 
do with this {later ) ; let him go as he has come ! '  

30 7-308 . Kavya angrily cursed all the lords of demons that 
had gathered there : "Since you have abondoned me, I shall see 
all of you void of wealth, dead (or ) leading a miserable life 
for a long time. 
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309. And by all means an extremely terrible calamity will 
very soon befall you. ' '  

Speaking thus Kavya at his will went to a penance-grove . 
3 1 0. When that Sukra had ( thus) left, Brhaspati remained 

there for some time, looking after the demons. 
3 1 1-3 1 2 .  0 King, then when a long time elapsed, all the 

demons collecting together asked Brhaspati :  "Give us some 
knowledge (useful ) in this worthless worldly life, by which we 
shall obtain release through your favour, 0 you of good 
vow ." 

3 1 3-3 1 4. Then Guru, the preceptor of gods, who had then 
assumed the form ofKavya said : "I had already the same idea as 
expressed by you (now) ; so together you, being composed and 
pure, find leisure ( so that) , 0 demons, I shall tell you that 
knowledge which will give you release. 

3 1 5 .  That knowledge called �g (veda ) ,  Yajur ( veda) and 
Sama( veda ) is Vaidika ( knowledge) ; and is due to the favour 
of Vaisvanara (the Supreme Being) but it causes grief to the 
beings in this world . 

3 1 6-3 1 8.  The mean, intent upon material self-aggrandise
ment, perform sacrifices and Sraddhas. These unkind ones along 
with their wives follow the bad practices-practices laid down 
by Vi�J).U and by Rudra. How will Rudra, whose form is half 
male and half female, who is surrounded by hosts of goblins 
and is adorned with bones give release ( to a person ) ?  There is 
neither heaven nor release ; people are afllicted here. 

3 19. How will Vi�J).U, practising violence, lead one to 
release? Brahma of the nature of Rajas subsists on his own 
progeny. 

320-32 1 .  The others i .e .  the divine sages, who have resort
ed to the Vedic fold are full of violence, always cruel and eat 
flesh ; the gods also are sinners by virtue of their drinking wine. 
These brahmal).as are flesh-eaters. Who will and how will he, 
by ( practising) such observances go to heaven or ( get) release? 

322. Those religious rites like sacrifice etc. and like Sraddha 
recorded in the Smrtis etc. which the scriptures enjoin to be 
leading to heaven or release do not do so. 

323. If a person is taken to heaven by performing a sacri-
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fice and causing mire of blood by killing a beast, then what (is 
it) by which a person is taken to hell ? 

324. If by one's eating ( food) , someone else is satisfied 
then Sriiddha should be offered to one who has gone on a 
journey ; he should not (then) take food (with him) . 

325. 0 demons, (even) brahmaQ.as moving in the sky, fall 
by eating flesh; for them there is neither heaven nor release 
here ( i . e. in this system of the Vaidikas ) .  

326. For every being that is born his life becomes dear (to 
him) ; how would a wise man eat flesh which is like his own 
flesh?  

327 .  How do these (followers of the Vaidika practices) 
enjoy the female organ (i.e. have copulation) from which they 
are born? 0 lord of demons, by copulation how can they go to 
heaven? What kind of purity is that which is had by means of 
clay and ashes? 

328-330 . 0 demons, see how very perverse this world (of 
the Vaidikas) is ! After passing urine or after excretion the organ 
of generation or the anus are cleansed with clay and water, 
but the same provision is not made in the case of the mouth 
after eating. Then 0 king, why are the organ of generation 
and anus not cleaned in the same way? This state ( of things) 
is perverse (for ) they do not do cleansing where ( actually) it  
is  enjoined . 

33 1 .  Formerly Soma went away after snatching Tara, 
Brhaspati's wife. A son Budha was born on her ( from Soma) ; 
and Guru again accepted her. 

332.  Sakra himself took away Gautama's wife named 
Ahalya; see what kind of religious practice this is ! 

333.  This and other things causing sin are seen in this 
world. When such kind of religious practices exists then tell me, 
which is said to be the highest good. 

334. 0 lord of demons, ask me and I shall tell you again."  
Hearing Brhaspati's words full o f  truth, the demons with 

curiosity risen in them and being detached from the worldly 
existence, said : 

335-336. "0 preceptor, initiate all of us, who have 
approached you and are firm in our devotion, so that with your 
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instruction we shall not again be infatuated ; we shall remain 
very much detached in this worldly existence causing grief and 
infatuation. 

337. 0 preceptor, draw us out from the well (of mundane 
existence ) by pulling our hair; 0 best of brahmal}.as, which 
god should we take shelter of? 

338·339. 0 highly intelligent one, show us who have 
approached you, a deity by remembering, serving or meditating 
on, so also by having worshipped which, release will be obtain
ed ( by us ) .  We are displeased with the family, and we won't 
strive again here (i .e. to have a family) ." 

340. When Guru, who was disguised, was thus addressed 
by the best of the demons, he thought about that undertaking : 
'How shall I bring about this ? 

34 1 .  How can I make them sinners ( and consequently) 
denizens of hell, outcast from the Vedic fold due to their ridi
culing it and (therefore) being laughed at in the three worlds ?' 

342-344. Saying thus (to himself) Brhaspati meditated on 
Kesava ( i.e. Vi�I].u ) . Knowing that med itation of his Janardana 
created Mayamoha (i .e. a being who would delude the demons 
with his tricks ) and presented him to Brhaspati and said to 
him : "This Mayamoha associated with you will infatuate all 
demons, outcast from the Vedic path." Having ins tructed thus 
the lord disappeared. 

345 . That Mayamoha went to the demons who were 
engaged in penance. Brhaspati approached them and said : 

346. "This naked, clean-shaven ascetic holding a peacock's 
feather, being pleased with your devotion has come to favour 
you.' '  

347-349. After Guru had spoken thus Mayamoha said 
( these) words : "0 demons, you who are engaged in penance, 
tell (me) whether you desire as the fruit of your penance some
thing worldly or otherworldly?" The demons replied: "In our 
opinion performance of penance is for the acquisition of 
religious merit in the other world ; (so) we have started i t ;  what 
have you to say in this matter?"  The naked one (i.e. Mayamoha ) 
said : "You act according to my words if you desire release. 

350. The entire door to release as advised by the Arhat is 
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open. This Arhata ( way) is for release from the ( Vedic) path ; 
there is none greater than he. 

35 1 .  Remaining here { i .e. in his fold)  only you will reach 
heaven and release."  

352. The demons were taken out of  the Vedic path by 
Mayamoha (saying) "This leads to merit, this to sin ; this is 
good and this is bad. 

353. This leads to release, this would not give release; this 
is the highest truth. 

354. This ought to be done ; this ought not to be done ; 
this is not this (i.e. as it is said to be so) ; this is clear ; this is 
the practice of the naked, this is that of those who put on 
many garments." 

355. Thus Mayamoha told the demons the words of the 
Arhats, and made them give up their own (old) practices. 

356. When Mayamoha told them the words of Arhat, viz. 
'Honour my way of life', they resorted to him and therefore 
they became the followers of the Arhats. 

35 7-358. After they had given up ( the path of the ) three 
Vedas Mayamoha made them wholly absorbed in the Arhat 
way ; others also were instructed by him; they instructed 
others ; these instructed still others ; these also still others. 
'Salutation to Arhats' thus they spoke firmly in their congre
gation. 

359. Within a few days the demons almost gave up ( the 
path of the three ) Vedas . Mayamoha with his senses conquered 
again became the wearer of red garments. 

360-361 . He too, going to other demons, spoke sweet 
words : 'If you have a desire for ( going to) heaven or for 
release, then enough of the wicked practices like killing the 
beasts. (Please ) understand ( it) • Know this all to be of the 
nature of worldly knowledge. 

362. Understand my words properly ; they are said by the 
wise. This world is propless and erroneous knowledge is pre
eminent in it. 

363. It is very much defiled by passions like attachment 
and gets one involved in the peril of rebirth." 

364. He said manifold words intended for their release in 
such a manner that they abandoned their (former) practices. 
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0 king, some condemned the Vedas, while others condemned 
gods. 

365. Others condemned the group of religious practices 
and others brahmal).as . These logical arguments do not lead to 
the practices involving killing (i. e .  are against killing ) : 

366-367 . "0 wise ones, if the oblations burnt in fire be
come fruitful, or if it is laid down that a beast killed in a 
sacrifice obtains heaven, then why does the sacrificer not kill 
his own father there (i. e .  in the sacrifice) ? If something eaten 
by one leads to the satisfaction of someone else, then Sraddha 
should be offered to those who are travelling and they should 
not take (provender etc. ) with them. 

368-369. After having obtained godhead by performing 
many sacrifices if wood of Sami etc. is eaten by Indra then a 
beast eating leaves is certainly better. Knowing that his words 
are not to be relied on by men, ignore them, and be pleased 
(to take) the words uttered by me to be leading to final 
beati tude. 

370.  0 great demons, those whose words are authoritative 
do not fall from the sky. 

3 7 1 .  Words having propriety should be accepted by me 
and others like you." 

The demons said : 
3 72-374. We all are resorting with devotion to this state

ment of facts made by you. If you are pleased, 0 lord, favour 
us today. We shall bring all the material necessary for initia
tion, by doing which, through your favour release would 
quickly be obtained by us.  

Then Mayamoha said to all these demons : "This my 
preceptor of best intellect,  has betaken himself to this discip
line. The best one will initiate you at my direction : '0 
brahmal).a, initiate these sons at my instruction' ".  

3 7 5 .  The demons, when infatuated, said ( these) words to 
Bhargava : 

376.  "0 magnanimous one, give us initiation,  that will free 
(us) from the entire worldly existence." Usanas said to the 
demons : "All right, let us go to (the river) Narmada. 
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3 77. 0 you, strip off your garments , I shall initiate you." 
Thus, 0 Bhi�ma, the intelligent son of Ailgiras in the form of 
Bhrgu made the demons naked. 

378-3 79.  And giving them peacock's feathers, flags, berries 
of gunj a plant, charming garlands , he got their hair plucked, 
(for) plucking out hair is a great means of (acquiring) 
religious merit. 

380 . God Kubera became the lord of wealth due to having 
plucked out his hair. By always remaining dress-less (devotees ) 
obtained great superhuman power. 

381 . Arhat himself has formerly said that in this way (i.e. 
by following the Arhat-practices) eternity is obtained. God
head is obtained here ( only) by men by plucking out their 
hair. 

382-383. Why then not do it since it gives great religious 
merit ? I t  was a great desire of gods :  'When would we be born 
in the family of a layman in Bharata country and would be 
endowed with penance after plucking out our hair.' 

384-385. They had adored the twentyfour Tirthankaras. 
(For them) Praising with the muttering of incantations the 
Arhat covered over with the lord of cobras and showing the 
path of meditation, heaven was ( quite)  at hand or release 
would come. Which thought is expressed by them? 

386-387. (The thm•ght) is : Being similar to the sun and 
fire in lustre when shall we be sages? When shall we be passion
less by (means of) muttering (incantations) and the five modes 
(of devotion) ? For the heads of those religious people 
practising penance in that way and having met with death are 
broken with a stone. 

388. When shall we reside in a solitary forest ? ( When) 
will the calm layman mutter secretly into our ears : 

389-39 1 .  '0 sage, do not go, since you are a traveller on 
the path to release. Whatever places you have secured cause 
further activity (and ) so they are to be forsaken-these words 
of ours are true . By means of our penance and various restraints 
go to the best place and along that path of release which the 
wise ones, being endowed with penance obtain by means of 
devotion'. 

392 . That is said to be the practice of penance where there 
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is the restraint of senses and compassion for all beings ; every
thing else is mockery' . 

393.  Knowing this you should obtain the highest position 
worth going to and (should obtain) the same condition which 
the Tirthankaras and ascetics have obtained. 

394. Thus ( only) the deities, the Vidyadharas and the 
great serpents formerly entertaining desires day and night 
(obtained that state) . 

395 . lf you have entertained a desire to end the course of 
worldly life then leave ( your ) wives that are impediments in 
the path to heaven. 

396. How do you enjoy that female organ of generation 
into which your father entered (i .e. had coitus) ? How is it that 
beings eat flesh which is similar to their own ? 

397. Then all those terrible demons said ( these) words to 
Guru : "0 magnanimous one, initiate us (your ) children who 
are before you !"  

398. Having done so the priest at  that time said : "You 
should never salute any other deity (than the Arhat) . 

399. When you are required to eat at a place you have to 
eat by putting the food in the cavity of your hands and should 
I ook equally upon the water likeable or otherwise (which is ) 
without hair and worms and not contaminated by other's 
glance. 

400 . 0 lord, one should eat according to this practice. Do 
like that .  Those fit for release and you should remain together. "  

401 -402 . 0 prince, telling thus the restraints t o  those best 
demons, Guru went to heaven, the abode of gods and told them 
all that he had made the demons to do. 

403-406. Then the demons went to Narmada and lived by 
it. Seeing there those demons except Prahrada, the lord of 
gods, being pleased said (these ) words ro Namuci : Seeing 
these-HiraQyak�a, the destroyer of sacrifices and of religious 
practices and the censurer of the Vedas, so also Praghasa the 
demon of wicked deeds, and Vighasa, and Muci, and BaQa 
and Virocana, Mahi�ak�a, Ba�kala, PracaQc;la, CaQc;laka, so 
also the shining and very cruel Su�eJ}.a, the best among the 
demons-and others he said to the lords of demons : 
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Indra said:  

407-408. 0 lords of demons, you were born in olden days ; 
and you ruled over heaven ; how is it that now you have started 
practising this vow destroying the Vedas, (being) naked, clean
shaven (and with ) a pitcher and holding the peacock and have 
remained here ? 

The demons said: 
409. Having given up all our demonhood we have remain

ed in these practices of the sages . 
4 10 . We are doing deeds leading to the enhancement of 

religious practices in all the beings. 0 Indra, enjoy the king
dom of the three worlds and ( now) depart (from here ) . 

4 1 1 .  Saying 'All right' Indra again went to heaven. 0 

Bhi�ma, all those (demons) were thus stupefied by (Brhaspati) 
the priest of gods . 

4 1 2. Going to the river Narmada the best demons stayed 
( there) . Knowing all that account Sukra again advised them. 

4 1 3 .  Then they again entertained the wicked idea of con
quering the three worlds. 

CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

Chopping-off of Brahmii' s Head by Rudra 
BhifTTla said:  

1 -2 . Tell me how Arjuna, the killer of the brave enemies, 
was born from Tripuru�a; how again, Kan;ta, the son of an un
married woman is known as born from a charioteer ; how enmity 
sprang up between the two. I have a great curiosity; so please 
tell me that. 

Pulastya said: 

3-4. Formerly when his face was rent, Brahma, overpower
ed by great anger, took up the perspiration produced on his 
forehead and struck it on the ground ; from that perspiration 
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a brave hero having rings, arrows and a great bow and having 
a thousand armours was born and he said : " What shall I do?" 

5 .  Pointing, with vigour, to Rudra, Brahma said to him : 
"Kill this wicked-minded one so that he will not be born again." 

6 .  Hearing the words of Brahma and raising the bow from 
behind Mahesa, he with arrows in his hand and having very 
angry eyes started ( to kill him) . 

7-8. Seeing that very terrible man, Rudra being frightened 
speedily went away from there and reached Vi�J.m's hermitage. 
"0 Vi�Iiu, killer of enemies, save me from this man ;  this terrible 
sinner of the form of a Mleccha is created by Brahma. 0 lord of 
the world, act in such a manner that he, an angry man, would 
not kill me." 

9- 1 1 .  Lord Vigm, invisible to all beings ( yet himself) see
ing everything and possessed of magical powers having deluded 
that man, concealed Viriipak�a (i .e. Rudra) who had come 
there. God Vi�I).u saw him who had bent himself (before Vi�J.l.u) 
on the ground. 

Vi1�u said to him : 
0 Rudra, you are my grandson, tell me which desire of 

you I should fulfil? 

1 2 . Seeing god Vi�J.l.U and blazing exceedingly with lustre 
and pointing to his (begging) skull, he said, "Give me alms" . 

1 3. Seeing Rudra with the skull in his hand Vi�I).u thought : 
'Now who else {but you) would be proper for giving alms to?' 

14. Thinking ' this one is proper' he offered him his right 
arm. Siva cut it with his sharp trident. 

1 5. Then from the lord's arm a stream of blood like liqui
fied gold produced from a flame of fire started {to flow) .  

1 6. It  fell out of the skull, and Sambhu begged it ; it was 
straight, strong and touched the sky with speed. 

1 7. From Vi�I).u's arm it flowed for a thousand years and 
was fifty-five Yojanas long and i ts expanse was ten Yojanas. 

1 8. The lord, the beggar, received the alms for such ( a  
long) period. I t  was given (i.e. put) by Narayal).a into an 
excellent (begging) skull. 

1 9. Then Narayal).a said these words to that great Sambhu 
(i.e. Rudra) : 
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20-2 1 .  "Is the pot filled or not?" Then the great lord, 
hearing Vi�r;m's words resembling the thundering of clouds, 
having eyes like the moon and the sun and adorned with the 
( crescent) moon on his head, fixing (all his ) three eyes on the 
skull , and reaching it said to J anardana:  "The skull is full." 

22-24. Hearing those words of Siva, Vigm withdrew the 
stream. When Hari was observing, the lord (i. e .  Rudra) 
churned (stirred) that blood with his finger and his glances 
for a thousand divine years. When the blood was (thus) churn
ed ( stirred) ,  it gradually became first a mass, then a bubble 
and after that a man with a crown (on his head ) ,  with a bow, 
having bull-like (i.e. strong) shoulders, with two quivers tied to 
his back, with a finger-protector, appearing like fire, in the 
skull. 

25. Seeing him lord Vi�t:\U said these words to Rudra : 
26-27 . "0 Bhava, who is this man (Nara) that has sprung 

up in the skull ?" Hearing (these) words of Vi�t:lu, Siva said to 
him : "0 Lord, listen ; this is the man named Nara, bes t among 
those who know (the use of) great missiles. You called him 
Nara, so he will be (called ) Nara. 

28-30. Both Nara and Narayat:la will be famous in the 
Yuga and in battles, in deeds helping gods and in the protec
tion of people. This Nara, therefore, will be the friend of Nara
yal).a. This one of great lustre will help you in killing the 
demons; he will be a sage in testing knowledge and a conquerer 
in the world. This is the fifth head of Brahma, with a superior 
lustre. 

3 1 -33.  Born from the combination of the three lustres that 
rose from the blazing lustre of Brahma and the glance that I 
cast, he will conquer the enemy in battle. He will be terrible to 
those who cannot be killed by Indra and ( other) gods and also 
to the others who will be invincible to Indra and (other) gods ." 

Saying so, Sambhu then stood still and Hari too stood 
wondering. 

34-37 . The (man) remaining in the skull praised Siva and 
Vi�I).U. The hero, of generous mind, joining his palms together 
and raising them to his head said to them: "What should I do?" 
Saying so he remained bent (i.e. humble) before them. The 
glorious Hara said to him : "With his own lustre Brahma has 
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created a man with a bow in his hand. You kill him". Sankara, 
speaking thus, holding the man's both hands which were joined 
like that in satisfaction, and lifting up the man, who was prais
ing him, from the skull said these words again : 

38-39. "This is the terrible man about whom I told you, 
he has been put to sleep. Awaken him quickly. ' ' Saying so Hara 
disappeared. Then in the presence ofNariyaQ.a, the mighty one 
struck by the left foot by Nara, got up. 

40-41 . Then between the two born of (Brahma's ) perspira
tion and (Vi�Q.u's) blood, took place a great battle in which 
the sound of the extended bow spread (everywhere) and the 
entire earth resounded with the sound (of the battle) . 

The one born of (Vi �Q.u's ) blood (i.e. Nara) took off the 
armour of the one born of perspiration. 

42-43. 0 king, a couple of divine years passed when the 
two thus met in battle and fought. Seeing the two-handed one 
born of (Vi�Q.u's) blood and the one born of (Brahma's) pers
piration thus encountering ( each other ) Vi�Q.U after having 
thought, went to the great abode of Brahma. 

44-46. Madhusiidana ( i.e. Vi�Q.u ) spoke, in alarm, these 
words to Brahma : "0 Brahman, the one born of ( your ) pers
piration was today hurled down by the one born of (my) 
blood." 

On hearing this Brahma who ( became) distressed said to 
Madhusiidana :  

" 0  Hari, let this my man live ( again) in  this existence."  
Vi!}Q.U being pleased said : "I t  shall be  so. ' ' 
47. Going to their battlefield and warding them off he said 

to both of them : ''In the intervening period between the Kali 
and Dvapara yugas, in your next birth there will be (a war ) ;  
when the great war will take place I shall bring both of you 
together ( to fight) . ' '  

48 .  Vi!}Q.U having called the lord of  planets and the lord 
of gods told them : "By my command these two good men are to 
be protected by you. 

49. 0 sun (having a thc :.�sand rays) , this one born of the 
perspiration (of Brahma) is to be descended on the earth as 
your portion at the end of the Dvapara (yuga ) for the success 
of gods. 
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50. In the family of the Yadus there will be born very 
mighty Sura. 

5 1 .  His glorious daughter Prtha, incomparable in beauty 

on the earth will be born for the success of gods ; and Durvasas 
will grant her a boon and a group of spells : 

52. 'Whatever god she (i . e. you) would invoke with that 
spell by the favour of that god, 0 venerable lady, you will 
obtain a son'. 

53. 0 Sun, she during her menses seeing you rising will long 
for you ; when she is (thus) afflicted with anxiety you should 
enjoy her . 

54. In her i .e .  Kunti's womb he will be (conceived and) 
born as the son of an unmarried woman for the success of gods, 
0 lord." 

55. The Sun, the heap of lustre Saying "All right" spoke 
(further) : "On the maiden I shall generate a son who will be 
proud of his power. 

56. And all people will address him by the name Kar�a. 
0 Vi�Qu, due to my favour in the world there will be nothing 
with him, of a pure soul, that will not be given to brahmai).as, 
0 Kesava. 

5 7 .  By your direction I shall generate him of such a pro· 
wess. " 

58. Having thus addressed the magnanimous god Nara· 
yaQa, the destroyer of demons, the Sun disappeared there only. 

59. When the Sun-god, the robber of clouds, diappeared 
(Vi �QU ) with his mind pleased said to Indra also : 

60. "0 Indra , this Nara sprung up from (my ) blood due to 
my favour and who is a portion of me should be placed by you 
on the earth at the end of Dviipara. 

6 1 . 0 magnanimous one, when the illustrious Pii.Qc;lu will 
obtain Prtha as his wife and so also Madri he will go to a forest. 

62. A deer will give him a curse when he will be in the 
forest; with aversion produced by that he will go to Sataspiga. 

63 .  Desiring sons to  be born on his wife (by another) he 
will say (so) to her. Then Kunti unwilling (to do so) will say to 
her husband (i.e. Pii.Qc;lu) : 

64. '0 King, I do not at all desire sons (begotten ) by a 

mortal . 0 King, I desire sons from the deities by their favour.' 
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65. 0 Sakra then you should present Nara to Kunti who 
would beseech you. 0 Lord of Saci, do so by my direction."  

66-72. Then the unhappy lord of gods said ( these) words 
to Vi�I).u : "When this period ofManu passes, then in the twenty
fourth Yuga you, descending ( i.e. being born) as Rama in 
Raghu's family, in Dasaratha's house for killing Ravai).a and for 
causing peace to the gods, ( while ) wandering in the forest for 
Sita, desiring the good of Sun's son, (will have) killed my son, 
named Valin, the chief of the monkeys . Being, tormented by this 
grief, I shall not accept that son viz. Nara." To Indra, the lord 
of gods, who did not accept Nara and telling some other 
reason, Vi�I).u spoke for taking down the burden of the earth : 
"0 Lord, I shall take an incarnation in the mortal world for 
destroying Sun's son and for your son's success. I shall also 
act as (Arjuna's) charioteer and bring about the destruction 
of the Kuru-family." 

73 .  Then with these words of Vi�I).u, Sakra accepting Nara, 
was pleased. Being delighted he ( said) : "May your words come 
true ." God Vi�I).u himself, granting the boon thus and sending 
(Indra) and having gone to Brahma, the lotus-eyed one (i . e. 
Vi�I).u) again said to him : 

74-85. "You have created the three worlds ( consisting of) 
the movable and immovable. 0 lord, we two shall help you in 
the execution of (your ) job. 0 lord, you do not realize that 
you are destroying (the world) after having yourself created it. 
Desiring to kill this Sambhu, you have done the censurable 
deed. Due to your anger for god (Siva) you created the man. 
To absolve you of this sin undertake great expiation. 0 god, 
accepting the three fires offer an oblation to Agni, either at a 
sacred place or in a sacred region or forest. 0 Pitii.maha, per
form, with your wife, a sacrifice under our protection. 0 lord 
of the worlds, all gods, so also Adityas and Rudras will obey 
your command as you are our lord. One is the Garhapatya fire, 
second is the Dak!ir;,agni and the third is the Ahavaniya. Prepare 
these in three fire-vessels. Worship yourself in a circle, me in a 
bow-like figure and god Hara in a quadrangle by means of (the 
recitation of) the �ks, Yajus and Samans . Having generated 
fires by means of penance and obtaining great affiuence, you 
will put out the fires after having offered oblations into them for 
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one thousand divine years. Nothing is said to be more sacred 
than offering oblations to fire in this world. Brahmal}.aS are puri
fied on the earth by well-offered oblation to fire. 

These are indicated by the brahmal}.as to be the paths lead
ing to the world of gods. A brahmal}.a householder should al
ways maintain a fire. The status of a householder can never be 
obtained by a brahmal}.a without (maintaining) a fire." 

Bhi;ma said : 

86. Was that archer, named Nara, who sprang up from 
the skull , born from Madhava or due to his own deeds ? Or 
was he deliberately created by Rudra ? 

87 . 0 brahmal}.a, Brahma, the Hiral}.yagarbha, sprang up 
from an egg. How is it that that fifth face came up ? 

88. Rajas ( a  cosmic quality-the cause of activity) is never 
seen in Sattoa (quality of goodness) , nor Sattva in Rajas. How did 
Brahma (always) remaining in Sattva have excess (of Rajas) by 
which he with his mind deluded, sent the man to kill Hara ? 

Pulastya said: 

89. Mahesvara (i .e .  Siva) and Hari both these remained 
on the good path. 

90. For the two magnanimous ones, nothing that is either 
unaccomplished or accomplished, is unknown. The fifth face of 
the great Brahma had come up. 

9 1 .  So, growing with Rajas Brahma became deluded. He 
thought that he had fashioned the creation (i.e. the world) 
with his lustre. 

92. •There is no other god than I ,  who set forth the creation 
including gods, Gandharvas, beasts, birds and deer. ' 

93 . And the five-faced Brahma was thus deluded. His face 
facing the east was the originator of �gveda. 

94. His second face set forth Yajurveda. The third one 
was the originator of Samaveda and Jourth of Atharva
veda. 

95 . With the fifth face looking upwards he studies the 
Vedas with limbs ( i .e. the Vediingas) and su.b-limbs (i.e. the 
supplementary works to the Vediingas ) ,  history, secret sciences 
and compilations (of laws) • 
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96. By the lustre of that face of wonderful brilliance all 
demons and gods lost their brilliance like lamps at sunrise. 

97. The perplexed ones being disgusted remained in their 
own cities. One neither cared for another nor offended others 
with his might. 

98. All the frightened gods were unable to approach or to 
see or to go near that great lord Brahma. 

99. Dimmed in lustre they regarded themselves as over
powered. All they pondered over their own good-the good of 
gods. 

lOOa. 'We, who have lost our lustre by his brilliance will 
resort to Siva. ' 

Gods said: 

l OOb. Salutation to you, 0 lord of all beings, great god, 
we repeatedly salute you. 

1 0 1 . 0 you source of the world, 0 you highest Brahman, 
you are eternal. You are, along with Vi�r;tu, the support and the 
cause of all the worlds. 

1 02. He, being thus praised by gods, sages, forefathers and 
demons, rema ining hidden, said : "0 gods, ask for your desired 
object." 

Gods said: 

1 03 .  0 god, appearing in person, give us as much as is 
desired by us. Have pity on us and give us a boon also. 

104. Whatever great valour, lustre, power we had-all that 
has been eclipsed by Brahma with his fifth face. 

1 05. All lustres have perished. 0 great lord, act in such a 
way that everything becomes as before. 

I 06. Then Siva, with his face pleased and saluted even by 
gods, went there where Brahma was with his mind deluded by 
the pride of his Rajas quality. 

107.  (Gods) praising the lord of gods and surrounding 
him approached him. Brahma enveloped in ( i.e.  overpowered 
by) the Rajas quality did not recognise Rudra who had come 
to him. 

108. At that time the soul of all, the creator of the universe 
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and the illuminator of everything was seen to please the world 
with his lustre (like that) of crores of suns. 

1 09.  Then Rudra, approaching Brahma, the Almighty, 

seated ( there) with the entire group of gods (said) :  
1 1 0. "0 god, with great lustre your face shines more !" 

Saying so Siva laughed loudly. 
I l l .  As a man cuts off the interior of a plantain tree with 

his nails, Siva cut off Brahma's fifth head with the nail of the 
left thumb. 

1 1 2 . That head that was cut off then remained in the 
hand of Siva, like another moon remaining in the midst of 
planets . 

1 1 3 .  Mahesvara danced with the head held up in his hand 
like the Kailasa mountain with the sun on its peak. 

1 14. When the head was chopped off, the gods being 
pleased, praised Vnabhadhvaja Kapardin ( i.e. Siva) , the god 
of gods, with various hymns of praise. 

Gods said : 

1 1 5. Salutation forever to the holder of the skull, to the 
destroyer of great death, to him who is endowed with splendour 
and knowledge and is the giver of all portions ( of enjoyment ) . 

1 1 6 .  Salutation to him who is the flash of joy, and who is 
full of all gods. You are the destroyer in the Kali (age ) ,  hence 
you are known to be Mahiikiila . 

1 1  7. You destroy the afflictions of ( your) devotees ; you 
are called DuMhiinta (i .e. one who puts an end to all miseries) . 
As you quickly bring about the welfare of (your) devotees you 
are called $ankara. 

1 1 8. 0 god, since you hold (Brahma's) head that is cut 
off and the skull, you are therefore Kapiilin. Favour us as you 
are praised by us. 

1 1 9 .  Thus praised, Saii.kara with his mind pleased, sent the 
gods to their respective abodes and remained there full of joy. 

1 20- 12 1 .  Knowing the mind of Brahma and the birth of 
Vira, Siva, throwing off the head at the words ( i.e .  request) of 
the people, having put his joined palms on his head and having 
saluted Brahma praised him for appeasing his anger and to 
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know the Brahman, the greatest storehouse of lustre with ex
pressions, hymns, secret (chants ) and texts from �g(veda) , 
Yajur (veda) and Sarna (veda) thus : 

Rudra said : 

1 22-1 23. Salutation to you, 0 infinite one, and the sup
reme spirit of the highest one; you are the origin of wonderful 
things ; you are an inexhaustible treasure of lustres. Due to your 
success you are the soul of all. You are the author of the crea
tion, 0 you of great lustre. 

1 24. Salutation to you, 0 you having one face turned up
wards, of the nature of goodness, of the form of the earth, 0 
you lying in water, born of water and having your abode in 
water. 

1 25. 0 you born of water, having eyes like blooming 
leaves ;  victory to you 0 grandsire, 0 god, 0 lord; you former
ly created me for the creation. 

126. 0 you who always took oblations made into the 
sacrifice, 0 you the lord of the constituents of sacrifice, saluta
tion to you, 0 you the interior of gold, of lotus, of gods, 0 you 
lord of beings. 

1 2 7. 0 you born of lotus, you are the sacrifice, the Va�at
kara ( the exclamation Va�at used on making an oblation to a 
deity) and the Svadha ( oblation offered to the pitrs) . 0 lord, I 
cut off the head at the direction of gods. 

1 28.  I am humiliated with the murder of a brahma�a; 0 
lord of the world, protect me. 

Thus addressed by the god of gods, Brahma said ( these ) 
words : 

Brahma said: 

1 29. God Naraya�a, (our ) friend, will purify you. You 
should praise that virtuous one; the self-mighty one is venerable 
to me. 

1 30.  Indeed you were thought of by that god Vi��u, so as 
devotion in you was produced, and a desire to praise me sprang 
up in you. 

1 3 1 .  You are Kapali for having cut off the head. You are 
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the author of  the Soma doctrine. 0 you of great lustre, you have 
emancipated a hundred crores of brihmal}as. 

1 32 .  You should perform the vow (of expiation ) for killing 
a brahmal}a ; there is no other course. The sinful, cruel murder
ers of brahmal}as who are sinners, should not be talked to. 

1 33 .  Sacrificers, doing wrong acts, should never be talked 
to. If they see one, one should look at the sun ( to be free from 
the sin) . 

1 34.  0 Rudra, if they touch one's body, one should, with 
one's garments on, enter water. Thus one obtained purity as 
formerly obseiVed by the wise. 

1 35. Such as you are, you are the murderer of a brahma1.1a; 
observe a vow for (getting) purity. On your having observed a 
vow you will obtain many boons. 

1 36 .  Having spoken thus Brahma went away. Rudra did 
not understand that. He then meditated on Vi�I}u himself. 

1 3 7 . Trilocana (i . e. Rudra) , the god of gods, bowing, 
saluting, with the eight parts of the body, touching the ground, 
pra ised (Vi�I}u) , the eternal god, giver of boons, accompanied 
by Lak�mi and the holder of the conch, disc and mace. 

Rudra said : 

1 38- 1 39.  I mentally recall Vi�I}u Narayal}a who is im
mortal through continuous series, who is old, who has infinite 
power, who is eternal, is the most distinguished person, is 
matchless, is greater than the greatest, the first-born and very 
powerful and is the chief among those whose intellect is inscrut
able and profound. 

1 40. I salute god Hari, the controller, the greatest abode, 
the supreme place, that highest and distinguished resort, the 
highest lord and the huge being. 

1 41 .  I (shall) praise Narayal}a, of a pure nature, ( who ) 
created this high and low and the subtle. {I praise him who) be
ing always present (everywhere) is the highest person, calm 
and prominent. Let him be my refuge. 

1 42- 1 43. I (shall) always praise Vi�I}U Narayal}a, free 
from impurity, old, greater than the greatest, having no end, 
ancient, chief among the prudent, given to courage, forgiveness 
and peace, the lord of the earth, auspicious, of great prowess, 
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having a thousand heads and many feet and innumerablehands, 
having the moon and the sun as his eyes, of the nature of the 
mobile and the immobile, lying in the ocean. 

1 44. I (shall ) praise Narayal}.a, the supreme one, the high
est lord, greater than the greatest, who cannot be approached 
(even) by gods, living in the three creations, having three 
principles, absorbed in three and having three eyes . 

1 45- 1 46. I salute the immeasurable Narayal}.a white in the 
Krta (yuga ) ,  red in the Dviipara (yuga) and black in the Kali 
(yuga); I salute him who from his very mouth, created the 
Brahmal}.as. ( I  salute him who created ) the K�triyas from his 
arms, (created) the Vaisyas from his two thighs and the Sudras 
from the tips of his feet. I salute him having the universe as his 
body, profoundly learned and infinite . 

1 47. I salute the lotus-eyed (Vi�J}.u) of a subtle form, of a 
grea t form, having learning as his form and formless (also) and 
the armour of all gods. 

1 48.  I salute that lord of gods ( viz. Vi�J}.u) of a thousand 
heads, thousand eyes, of great arms, that great god remaining 
after having pervaded the (entire) world. 

149. I salute god Vi�J}.u, the protector, the refuge, the 
conquerer, the ancient one, resembling a dark-b lue cloud and 
having the Saniga bow in his hand. 

1 50. I salute the omnipresent, pure, eternal, ancient Hari, 
of the form of the sky, free from existence and non-existence. 

1 5 1 . 0 Acyuta, I see here nothing except you. I see all 
this mobile and immobile ( world) as full of you. 

1 52 .  When that Parame�lbin (i .e. Rudra) was thus speaking, 
he, the eternal and the highest one appeared before him in person. 

1 53 . He, having the disc in his hand and Garu9a as his 
seat, rose like the sun illuminating a mountain . The ancient 
one said, "I, the giver of boons, have come. Ask for a boon." 

1 54. After having thus praised (Vi�J}.u ) the best Rudra 
said : "0 lord of gods, let me be extremely pure. I elo not see 
anything better than you that will remove this sin . 

155.  The body of mine tortured by the murder of a 
brahmal}.a has become dark. My body is stinking with the odour 
of a dead body and my ornaments are of iron. 
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156- 1 57a. 0 Janardana, ( tell me) how my form will not 
remain like this. Tell me, 0 Acyuta, 0 great god, what I 
should do so that I shall have my old body by your favour." 

V�1;1u said : 

1 5 7b. A brahma:Q.a's  murder is very cruel and highly painful. 
1 58. One should not even mentally think of such a sin. 

You have expressed such devotion because of the words of gods . 
1 59-1 60. 0 you of mighty arms, now do what Brahma 

has told you. Rub with ashes all your limbs, (rub ashes ) on 
your body thrice (a day) . Wear bones on your crest, on your 
ears and hand. By doing this, 0 Rudra, you will have no pain. 

1 6 1 .  Having thus instructed (Rudra) , the lord, accom
panied by Lakl?mi, vanished there only. Rudra did not know it. 

1 62-1 65. The lord of gods with the skull in his hand and 
tortured by a brahma:Q.a's murder wandering over this earth 
(and visiting) { the mountains viz . ) the Himalaya, Mainiika 

with Meru, KaiHisa, Kala, Vindhya, and the great mountain 
Nila, (and places like) Kafici, Kasi, Tamralipta, Magadha, 
Avila, so also the regions like Vatsagulma, Gokar:Q.a, North 
Kuru, Bhadrasva, Ketuma1a and Haira:Q.yaka, Kiimariipa, 
Prabhasa and the mountain Mahendra, did not get refuge 
(anywhere ) . 

1 66. Always seeing the skull in his hand, he, overcome 
with shame, shook his hands many times and was again and 
again distracted. 

167 .  When (even) after he shook his hands, the skull did 
not fall off, it came to his mind : 'I shall observe this vow. 

1 68.  Briihma:Q.as will always follow my path only' .  Thinking 
thus for a long time the god wandered over the earth. 

1 69- 1 7 1 .  Having reached Pu�kara, he entered the best 
forest, full of many trees and creepers and with the sounds of 
many beasts, which was perfumed with the fragrance of abun
dant flowers of trees, the land of which was as it were decorated 
intentionally with flowers put (on the ground) , ( which was full 
of) many perfumes and juices and other ripe and raw fruits. He, 
greeted by the fragrance of flowers of the grove of trees, 
entered it . 
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1 72- 1 73. 'Brahmii. will grant a boon to me who will pro
pitiate him here. Due to the favour of Brahmii. I have come 
to know about this Pu!?kara ( forest) , which destroys sins, paci
fies evils, and increases nourishment, affluence and power. '  

1 74. When that Rudra of infinite lustre was thus thinking, 
there came Brahmii., the lotus-born. The lord having raised 
Rudra who had bowed down said to him : 

1 75- 1 77.  "By the observance of a divine vow you have, with 
a strong desire to see me, propitiated me with devotion ; for by 
remaining in a vow only men can see deities. I shall therefore 
grant an excellent boon according to (your) desire. Since, to 
accomplish your desires you have observed this vow mentally, 
physically and with speech and with your mind pleased, tell 
me which boon, desired by you, I should grant." 

Rudra said: 
l 78- 183a. This in itself is a very adequate boon that I could 

see you, 0 you venerable to the ( entire ) world. 0 creator of 
the world, my salu tation to you. 0 god, you are seen by means 
of a penance to be had by a great sacrifice performed O\'er a 
long time and causing ( even) death. 0 Almighty lord, this 
sk_ull did not fall off my hand. Since I observed this vow of a 

Kii.palika (i .e .  a wander ing sage holding the skull and eating 
and drinking out from it) my bearing causes shame to the 
sages and is contemptible.  This great vow (undertaken) by me 
who sought refuge with you is  fulfilled. Now tell me.  Say in 
which auspicious region I should throw this ( skull ) ,  by (doing) 
which I shall be pure (in the eyes ) of the sages of purified 
souls . 

Brahmli said: 
1 83b- 1 84. Avimukta is an ancient place of ( i . e. sacred to) 

the lord ; there you will find the sacred place for dropping 
the skull ( which will be called) Kapii.lamocana .  You and I 
dwell there. So also Vi�t:tu will be there. 

1 85. By seeing you there, even those who are great sinners 
will obtain enjoyments in my abode. 

1 86. Between the two rivers, dear to gods, viz . Varat:tii. and 
Asi, there will be a region where no killing will ever occur. 
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1 87- 1 88. lt will be the best sacred place and the best place 
of pilgrimage (in ) your ( honour) . Those men who, before the 
fall of their bodies, resort to this sacred place, will, being 
immortal, and having no fear from anywhere reach heaven 
along the path of Brahman. I have given you this sacred place 
measuring five Krosas. 

1 89. 0 Rudra, when the Ganga will flow through the 
$acred place, to the lord of rivers (i .e. the ocean) , then that will 
be a great holy city. 

1 90. The holy Ganga faces ( i.e .  flows towards ) the north 
and the Sarasvati the east . The river Jahnavi (Ganga) flows 
for two Tojanas towards the north. 

1 9 1 .  There all gods with me and Indra have arrived or will 
come.  Leave the skull there. 

192. Those who, going there, please their forefathers by 
offering PiTJ¢as and Sriiddhas, obtain in the heaven, an eternal 
region. 

1 93 .  A man having bathed at the great sacred place in 
Vara:r_tasi, is released. Merely by going there he is free from sins 
committed during seven existences . 

1 94. That holy place is said to be the best of all holy 
places . 

195-1 97. Those beings, who, bowing to you, die there, 
obtaining Rudra ( i .e.  your status) , rejoice with you. 0 Rudra, 
whatever a person with a control led mind offers there, gives 
him, of a pure soul, a great fruit. Those men, who perform 
there the rite of destroying their bodies (i .e. ending their life) , 
reach Rudra's world and always being happy rejoice there. 

1 98. Worship, a muttered prayer, a sacrifice performed 
there lead to heaven, the giver of eternal fruit to one whose 
heart is full of devotion. A man offering a lamp there would be 
a man of intellectual vision. 

1 99-200. One who leaves there, after marking it, a bull 
that is uncrippled, young, mild and having good features goes 
to the highest place; there is no doubt that with his forefathers 
he obtains salvation. What is the use of prolixity? Whatever 
act is done here by men with a view to (obtaining) religious 
merit would give ( them) an eternal fruit. 
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201 . That, which is the cause of heaven and salvation, is 
regarded as a sacred place on the earth. 

202. By means of a bath, a prayer or a sacrifice (perform
ed there) it (the Tirtha) becomes the means of an everlasting 
fruit. 

203-204. Those devotees, absorbed in Rudra, who go to 
sacred place Varal).asi and die there, should be regarded as 
Vasus, Pitrs, Rudras and grand-fathers and great-grand-fathers 
and Adityas-so says the Vedic text. 0 sinless one, I have 
described a threefold rite for offering pil).<.ias. 

205. Men who come here should always offer piTJcfas. Their 
sons should also respectfully offer pir.zcfas there. 

206. Such good sons give joy to their forefathers. I have 
told you about the sacred place , which, by the very sight of it, 
gives final release. 

207. By bathing here one is free from the bondage of birth. 
Rudra, I have given you this sacred place viz. Avimukta. Being 
free from (the sin of) a brahmal).a's murder live there with 
your wife. 

Rudra said: 

208. I shall stay with Vi�I).u in the sacred places which are 
on the earth ; this is the boon I have chosen, as you told me 
{ to choose) .  

209. I am the great god ; you should always propitiate me. 
2 1 0. I too with my mind pleased, shall grant you a boon. 

And I shall grant boons to Vi�I).U also as desired by him in his 
mind. 

2 1 1 .  I am the giver to, and I am to be implored by, all 
the gods and sages of pure souls ; and none else. 

Brahmii said : 

2 1 2. 0 Rudra, I shall carry out your auspicious command. 
Narayal).a also, will undoubtedly follow your advice. 

2 1 3. Thus dismissing Rudra, Brahma disappeared there 
only. Mahadeva having gone to Viiriil).asi, encamped there. 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 

Importance of Dwelling at a Sacred Place 

Bhi�a said: 

1 -3 . What did Brahma do after having sent (Rudra) to 
Vari'LJ;lasi ? What work did Vi�J.lU do? Tell me (also) , 0 sage, 
what Saiikara did, which sacrifice he performed, and at which 
sacred place (he performed it) . Who were the assistant priests 
and who were the officiating priests? Tell me about them all . 
I have great curiosity (to know) who were the gods that he 
gratified. 

Pulustya said: 

4. On Meru's peak there is a city named Srinidhana. I t  
is variegated with jewels ; i s  the abode of  many wonders ; i s  full  
of many trees ; is variegated with many minerals and is clear 
like spotless crystal. 

5. It is beautified with the expansion of the creepers ; it 
resounds with peacocks' cries ; it is fearful due to (the presence 
of) lions ; it is full of herds of elephants . 

6-7. It is cool with the sharp sprays rising from the water 
falling from the springs ; it is variegated with pleasing taverns of 
the groves of trees struck by wind ; the entire forest of it is 
made fragrant with the excellent perfume of musk ; in its bowers 
of creepers the travelling Vidyadharas sleep due to the fatigue 
caused by sexual pleasures . 

8 .  It is resounding with the sweet sounds of the songs sung 
by the groups of Kinnaras. In it there is Brahma's mansion by 
name Vairaja, the entire floor of which is decorated with 
various arrangements. 

9- 14.  In it there is a hall named Kantimati. It resounds 
with the sweet sound of songs sung by divine ladies ; it has the 
garlands of sprouts shooting from the Parijata trees ; lt is varie
gated with many colours rising from a number of rays of the 
gems ; crores of pillars are fixed in it ; it is adorned with spotless 
mirrors, and with the splendour of the graceful movements of 
the dance presented by the celestial dancers ; it resounds with the 
number of sounds produced by the many musical instruments, 
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graced with many songs and musical instruments with pauses 
and beating time. It gives joy to gods ; it is full of the groups of 
sages and is resorted to by ascetics . It resounds with the texts 
of Saman (sung by) the brahm�as and causes delight . In it 
Brahma, honoured ( i . e .  served) by (his wife) Sandhya, resided. 

1 5 .  He meditated on the highest god who created this 
world . While meditating it came to his mind: 'How shall I 
perform a sacrifice? 

1 6. Where on the earth-at which place-should I perform 
the sacrifice? 

1 7. KiiSi, Prayaga, Tunga and Naimi� and Srnkhala, so 
also Kaiici, Bhadra, Devika, Kuruk�etra and Sarasvati, 
Prabhasa and others are the holy places on the earth. 

1 8. These are the places which are holy places of pilgri
mage and also others which Rudra established on the earth at 
my command. 

1 9 .  As I have been settled as the first god among all gods, 
so I shall make one great sacred place as the first one . 

20 . That lotus, that sprung up from Vi�I].u's navel, and in 
which I was born, is called the Pu�kara-tirtha by sages who 
recite the Vedic texts . '  

2 1 .  When Brahma was thus thinking, this idea came to his 
mind : 'I now go to the earth.'  

22-24. Reaching the place first, he entered that best forest, 
full ofmany trees and creepers ; adorned with many flowers ; 
filled with the notes of many birds ; crowded with groups of 
many beasts ; making gods and demons fragrant with the per
fumes of the abundant flowers of trees ; its ground was graced 
with flowers which were as it were intentionally placed there. 

25-28. The (seasons there) were fully enveloped with 
many perfumes and juices, and it was full of fruits of the six 
seasons, which were endowed with golden appearance delight
ing the sense of smell and sight ; where wind, as it were through 
favour, throws out worn-out leaves, grass and dry wood and 
fruits ; where wind, taking fragrance from the heaps of flowers, 
(and) perfuming the sky, earth and quarters, blows (being) 
cold ; (which is) adorned with green glossy large trees without 
any opening and without groups of worms and with tops and 
of various names . 
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29. Everywhere it appears as a family of brahma�as with 
healthy, handsome, virtuous and bright priests on account of 
trees covered with sprouts resembling minerals. 

30-3 1 . They look like men covered (i .e. endowed ) with 
noble and fautless qualities ; with their tops tossed by wind they 
as it were touch one another; and with ornaments of flowery 
branches as it were smell one another. 

32. At some places the Niiga trees with the filaments of the 
ratan look beautiful as it were with eyes with their black pupils 
unsteady. 

33 .  KarT)ikiira trees in pairs and in twos with their tops ful l  
of flowers look like couples. The rows of the Sinduvara trees with 
the abundance of good flowers actually  appear to be the 
sylvan deities that are worshipped. 

34. At places the Kunda creepers, bright with the ornaments 
of flowers, ( look) like young moons risen on (the tops of) trees 
and in the quarters . 

35-39. In some parts of the forest the flowered Sarja and 
Arjuna trees look like men covered with white silken garments. 
Similarly trees embraced by the blooming Atimukta creepers 
look like lovers embraced by their own beloveds. The Siila and 
Asoka trees with their leaves clinging to one another as it were 
touch one another like friends touching one anothers' hands 
when they meet after a long time. Panasa, Sarala and Arjuna 
trees bending due to abundance of fruits and flowers as it were 
worship one another with flowers and fruits. 

40. Siila trees, with their arms ( in the form of branches) 
touched by the flurry of the wind have, as it were, risen (to greet) 
the approaching people with the same feelings (i. e. affection) . 

4 1 -42. With the covering of flowers, trees planted there 
for beauty, having reached the spring-festival, as it were vie 
with men ( having arms ) . With their tips bent with abundance 
of beaut i ful  flowers and tossed by wind, the trees dance 
like men, who are pleased and whose heads are adorned with 
garlands. 

43-4 7 . Trees with rows of flowers on their tops tossed by 
wind dance with the creepers like men with their beloveds. At 
paces trees surrounded by creepers bent due to their ( abun
dant ) flowers appear like the autumnal sky with variegated 
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clusters of stars. The blossomed Miilati creepers on the tops of 
trees look charming like chaplets arranged intentionally. Green 
trees with wealth of beauty, having (abundant) fruits, and 
flowers, show friendliness like men on the arrival of a good 
man. Bees, tawny due to the filaments of flowers, moving in all 
directions, as it were announce the victory of the Kadamba
flower and intoxicated with ( i.e. due to having sucked ) honey, 
fall here and there. 

48-56. At places the flocks of male cuckoos ( are seen) in 
the thickets of trees with their mates. At places the parrot
couples resembling the Siri�a-flowers speak interesting word like 
brahma�as that are honoured. Peacocks with variegated 
plumage accompanied by their mates dance like richly decora
ted dancers even in the interiors of the forests. The cooing 
groups of birds giving out various notes, make more charming 
the (already) charming forest, full of many herds of beas ts and 
always delighting the birds, resembling Indra's garden and 
delighting the mind and eyes. The lotus-born lord saw with his 
pleasing eyes as it were removing evil, that best forest of that 
nature resembling a mirror. All those rows of trees, seeing god 
Brahma who had arrived like that, and presenting themselves 
to him with devotion, poured forth their wealth of flowers. 
Accepting the flowers ( offered ) by the trees Brahma said to 
them, "Welfare to you ; ask for a boon." The trees, free from 
( any) control, with humility (lit. with their palms joined in 
obeisance) having saluted Brahma said : "If, 0 god, affectionate 
towards people, who take refuge with you, you are granting a 
boon then always stay by us in the forest. 

5 7 . This is our greatest desire ; salutation to you, 0 grand· 
sire. 

58-59. 0 lord of gods, 0 creator of the universe ; if you stay 
in this forest, ( that would) be the best boon for us seeking your 
refuge and desiring a boon. Give us this boon-more adequate 
than crores of other boons.  This ( forest ) will be more distin
guished and greater than all other holy places by your 
presence." 

Brahm a said:  

60-62 . This (place) will be best of all sacred places and 
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auspicwus. By my favour you will always be full of flowers and 
fruits; you will always have very steady youth; you will ( be 
able to ) move at your desire; you will (be able to) take any 
form desired by you ; you will give pleasant fruits ; you will 
present yourselves to men at will and will (give) splendour to 

men in fulfilment of their penance; you will be endowed with 
great affluence. 

Thus Brahma, the granter of boons, favoured the trees. 
63. Remaining (there ) for a thousand years he threw a 

lotus on the ground. The earth by its fall trembled upto bottom. 
64-65.  Helpless oceans, with agitated waves, crossed their 

boundary. Thousands of mountain-peaks occupied by tigers 
and vicious elephants struck as it were with Indra's bolt, 
were shattered. 

66-67. The mansions of gods and Siddhas (semi-divine 
beings characterised by eight special faculties), the cities of 
Gandharvas shook, tottered and penetrated the earth. The 
Kapota-clouds, showing a collection of sheaths fell (i .e .  shower
ed rain) from the sky. There were poignant suns, covering the 
c lusters of luminaries. 

68. Due to the great sound of that the three worlds with 

the mobile and immobile in it, rendered dumb, blind and deaf 
were frightened . 

69-70. The bodies and minds of all gods and demons sank 
down and did not know what it was . Mustering courage all of 
them looked for Brahma. They did not know where Brahma 
had gone. (They could not understand) why the earth quaked 
and why the omens and portents appeared.  

7 1 .  Vi�Q.U just went there where the gods had remained. 

Gods saluting him said these words: 
72-73. "0 revered one, why is this appearanee of omens 

and portents by which, the three worlds as it were joined with 
death are made to tremble, and the Kalpa has come to an end 
and the oceans have crossed their boundaries? Why have the 
four steady quarter-elephants become unsteady? 

74-75 . Why is the earth covered over with the water of 
the seven seas? 0 lord, the sound could not have been produced 
without any cause ; such a terrible sound which, when it arose, 
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made the three worlds frightened is not remembered to have 
ever occurred before nor will it occur again. 

76 .  If, 0 lord, you know whether this is an auspicious or 
inauspicious sound to the three worlds and to the gods, tell us 
what this is." 

77 .  Thus addressed, Vigm, cherished by the supreme, 
said : "0 gods, do not be alarmed ; all of you listen to the cause 
of this. 

78. This I ,  perceiving (the cause) definitely will  tell you 
as it  happened. 

79.  Revered Brahma, the grandsire of the worlds, with a 
lotus in his hand, settled in an extremely beautiful region-a 
heap of religious merit - on the slope of mountains to perform a 
sacrifice. 

80.  And from his hand the lotus fell on the ground . It 
made a great sound which caused you to tremble . 

8 1 -84. There, being greeted with the fragrance of flowers 
by the trees, he favoured the forest with beasts and birds, and 
for favouring the world took delight in residing there . The 
revered one, benefactor of the worlds, put up that best holy 
place (called ) Pu�kara. Going there with me propitiate 
Brahma. The revered one, when pleased, will give you excel
lent boons." 

85-93 .  Saying so, divine Vi�!].U went with those gods and 
demons to that forest-region where Brahma dwelt. They, 
delighted and with their minds pleased, and conversing among 
themselves like cooings of the cuckooks entered Brahma' s 
forest bright with heaps of flowers and praiseworthy. That 
forest, reached by all gods and resembling Indra's garden, and 
rich with lotus-creepers, beasts and flowers, then looked beauti
ful. Then the gods , entering the forest adorned with all (kinds 
of) flowers said ( to themselves ) ,  'The god is here' ; and desiring 
to see Brahma wandered (in it) . Then all gods, with Indra, 
searching for Brahma did not see the interior of the forest. Then 
the gods looking for god (Brahma) saw Vayu. He said to them, 
"Without penance you will not (be able to ) see Brahma." Then 
being dejected and keeping in mind what Vayu had told 
(them), all the gods again and again looked for Brahma on the 
slope of the mountain, in the south, in the north and in between 
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(the two directions) . Vii.yu again spoke to them, "There is always 
a threefold means to have the sight of Viriiici (i .e.  Brahmii.). 
It is said to be by faith-born knowledge, penance and deep 
and abstract meditation. Those who follow the path of deep 
and abstract meditation see the god both with and without 
parts. The ascetics see him with parts while the wise see him 
without them. 

94. On the other hand when worldly knowledge is produc
ed one with indifference does not see ( Brahmii.) . Those who 
follow the path of deep and abstract meditation speedily see the 
god by means of their great devotion. 

95 . One should see that changeless lord of Prakrti and 
Punqa. 

96. Always being absorbed in the god by acts, mind and 
speech, and intent on propitiating Brahmii., observe penance ; 
god will bless you. He always thinks : 'I should appear before 
those who have dedicated themselves to Brahmii. and before 
brii.hm�a devotees.' " 

97-98. Hearing the words of Vii.yu and thinking them to be 
beneficial (and) with their minds possessed of the desire for 
(seeing) Brahma they then said to the lord of speech (Brhaspati ) ,  
' '0 you god of  knowledge, initiate u s  into ( the path of) the 
realisation of Brahmii.." 

99. Desiring to initiate them into ( the path) , the great 
Guru initiated them according to the Vedie rules. 

I 00. Dressed in a simple way and being humble, they be
came his disciples; they obtained the favour of Brahma ; the 
knowledge about Pu�kara was given to ( them) . 

1 0 l .  Guru, the best of the officiating priests performed a 
sacrifice according to rules. 

1 02.  By employing the (method of the) consecration of 
the lotus the sage, propelled by the desire of those gods, made 
a lotus full of fibres and (thus) favoured the gods. 

1 03. The highly intelligent Brhaspati knowing the rules 
s tated in the Veda and casting off doubt initiated the discreet 
(gods) . 

1 04- 1 1 1 .  The magnanimous Angirasa (i.e. Guru ) ,  being 
pleased and having consecrated a fire, gave ( i.e. taught) the 
gods muttered prayers as laid down in the Vedas. The highly 
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intelligent one taught ( the gods) (Vedic chants called) Trisu

par7Ja, Trimadhu and all muttered prayers etc. That bath 
(accompanied by the chant) Apohillha is called Briihma. 
It removing sins, subdues the wicked, increases fulness, wealth 
and strength, gives (the special faculties called) Siddhis and 
fame, and destroys the sins of the Kali (age) . So one should by 
all means take that bath. All (of them) taking a bath observ
ing the vow of silence, being restrained (for the vow ) , and being 
prepared ( for the vow) , and with their senses destroyed ( i . e .  
curbed) , with water-pots ( in  their hands) , with the ends of  their 
lower garments loosened, having rosaries, carrying staffs, cloth
ed in bark or rags, very much adorned with matted hair, 
engaged in taking a bath and ( particular) postures, meditating 
with great effort, and desiring limited food after having 
united the mind with Brahmii, remained there avoiding visiting 
( any one) , talk, company or thought (about worldly objects ) .  
Endowed with great devotion and a great sacred precept, 
their minds had, through meditation, the knowledge of the god,  
after (a lapse of some) time . 

1 1 2 .  When their minds were absolutely pure, being fully 
burnt by means of the meditation on Brahma, the lord became 
visible to all .  

1 1 3 - 1 1 4. They were pleased with his lustre ( yet) their minds 
were perplexed . Then mustering courage, with their mind 
pleased and intent on him they placed their folded palms on 
their heads, and putting their heads to the ground ( i .e. bowing 
with their heads) praised the lord, the author of the creation 
and maintenance by resorting to the Vedas with their six limbs 
( i. e . with Vedic texts and texts from the six limbs) . 

The gods said: 

1 1 5 - 1 2 1 . 0 god, we, well-controlled, salute you, the 
Brahman, the one having the body of Brahma, friendly to 
brahmat;1as, the unconquered one, the giver of sacrifices and 
Vedas, kind to the world, of the form of creation, extremely 
compassionate to your devotees, one who is praised by the 
muttering of the texts from the , Vedas, one whose form con
sists of many forms, one who takes up hundreds of forms, the 
lord of Savitri and Gayatri, seated on a lotus, (yourself) a lotus 
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and having (a beautiful) face like a lotus, the giver of boons, 
worthy ofa boon, the Kilrma ( the second incarnation ) and Mrga, 

having matted hair and a crown, holding a ladle, having the 
characteristics of the moon and a deer, and having the eyes of 
Dharma, having every name and the lord of the universe. 0 
you, having the eyes of piety, please protect us more; 0 grand
sire, we have sought your refuge by speech, mind and body. 

1 22 .  Brahma, the best among those who know the Vedas, 
thus praised by gods (said to them) : "All right, when remem
bered by you I shall give ( you what you want) ; your seeing me 
will be fruitful. 

1 23 .  0 sons, tell (me) what is desired by you; I shall give 
you excellent boons !" Thus addressed by the lord, the gods said 
( these) words : 

1 24. "0 revered one, this in itself is a great boon which is 
quite enough, that a good sound was heard by us when you 
threw the lotus . 

1 25 . Why did the earth tremble? Why were the people 
distressed ? That cannot be without any purpose .  Tell {us) the 
cause of this, 0 god . ' ' 

Brahmii spoke : 

1 26 .  This lotus is held by me for your good and for 
pro tecting the gods. Now listen what was the cause. 

1 2 7 .  This demon Vajranabha by name, takes away the 
life of children. He remains taking shelter in the nether 
world. 

1 28. Knowing about the arrival of you, remaining in 
penance, having laid down your weapons, thewicked one wanted 
to kill (you) the gods along with Indra even. 

1 29. I brought about his destruction by dropping the lotus; 
he was proud of his kingdom and splendour ;  so I killed him. 

1 30. At this time there are in the world, devotees, brahmaJ.las 
who have mastered the Vedas. May they not meet with 
misfortune, but may they have good fortune. 

1 3 1 . 0 gods, I am equal (i .e. impartial) to gods, demons, 
men, reptiles, friends, and the entire host of beings . 

1 32 .  I killed the sinner with a spell for your wel l-being. He 
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has reached the worlds of the religious due to the sight of this 
lotus. 

1 33 .  Since I dropped the lotus (here) , therfore this place 
will be known as Pu�kara, a great, sanctifying holy place, giving 
religious merit. 

1 34- 1 35. For all the beings on the earth it will be said to 
be holy. (I) have, being requested by the trees, 0 gods, shown 
favour to devotees desiring devotion, by staying here eternally. 
0 sinless ones, when I arrived here Mahakala (also) has come 
here. 

136. You who have been practising penance, have demons
trated great knowledge, 0 gods; bear in mind your own 
interest as well as of others . 

1 37.  Taking various forms on the earth you have to show 
that a man hating a wise brahmal}.a is afflicted by sin only. 

1 38- 1 41 .  Even after crores of existences he would not be 
free from sins. One should neither kill nor find fault with a 
brahmal}.a who has mastered the Veda and its limbs ( i .e .  the 
Vedangas) ; since if one is killed, a crore (of them) are killed. 
One should feed with faith (at least ) one brahmaQ.a who has 
mastered the Veda. There is no doubt about it that one would 
feed a crore of brahmaQ.as ( by just feeding one such brahmaQ.a) . 
One who offers a potful of alms to ascetics is free from all sins 
and does not meet with misfortune . As I, the grandsire, am the 
eldest and the best among gods, similarly, a wise man, not 
having the feeling of mineness and possessions, is always 
respectable. 

1 42- 1 48.  I have promulgated this vow, preserved in the 
Vedas, for (getting) freedom from the bondage of the worldly 
existence and leading to the absence of rebirth in the case of 
brahmaQ.as. One, who, after accepting the maintenance of the 
sacred fire, (and) not conquering (i . e. losing control over) his 
senses, gives it up, would, led by Yama's servants, immediately 
go to Raurava (hell) . (By talking to one) who cavils the way of 
the world and does a mean act, has his heart full of attachment 
and erotic sentiment, is fond of women and wealth, eats all alone 
very sweet things, follows agriculture and commerce, does not 
know the Veda and censures the Veda, and enjoys other's wife ; 
by talking to such a person who is defiled with such faults, a man 
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goes to hel l ;  so also one who spoils a good vow. One should 
not have a bodily contact with one who is not satisfied, is of 
a split or wicked mind and is a sinner. If one touches ( such a 
person) one would be pure after taking a bath. 

Thus speaking, lord Brahma, with the gods, founded a sac
red place there. I shall tell (about) it to you in (due) order. 

1 49- 1 50.  It is in the north of Candranadi; Sarasvati is 
(flowing) by its east; it is superior to Indra's garden ; and the 
entire one with Pu�'kara ( Tirtha) will remain there till the end 
of the Kalpa. This is the altar in (i .e .  of) the sacrifice, made by 

Brahma, the author of the worlds. 

1 5 1 - 1 53.  The first one should be known as the best and 
purifying the three worlds. That is said to be sacred to the deity 
Brahma. The middle one (i . e. the second) (is sacred to) Vigm. 
The last one is sacred to the deity Rudra. Brahma first fashioned 
( these) . This great sacred place viz . the forest called Pu�kara 
is said to be the foremost mystical region in the Vedas. Lord 
Brahma is present (there) . Brahma himself favoured this 
region. 

1 54- 1 56. For favouring all the brahmaQ.as wandering over 
the earth he made the land bounded by gold and diamonds, 
and marked by an altar; he made it all beautiful with the 
variegated jewels of the floor. Brahma, the grandsire of the 
worlds, stays here. So also the gods Vi�Q.u, Rudra and Vasu 
and the two ASvins also, and Maruts with Indra s tay here. 

157- 1 58.  I have told you this fact, the cause of favouring 
the worlds . Those brahmaQ.as, who are engaged in serving their 
preceptors, and who recite here the Vedas according to proper 
rules and with chants in order of the hymnical text of the Veda, 
live in the vicinity of Brahma, being helped by him. 

Bh�ma said: 

1 59- 1 60. 0 revered one, tell me all this : Following which 
rules should the men, the residents of the region, desiring 
Brahma's world, stay in the Pu�kara forest? And what should 
the men or the women having ( i .e. belonging to) various 
cas tes and stages of life, living here, practise ? 
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Pulastya said: 
1 6 1 - 1 62. Men and women of (various ) castes and l iving 

in (different) stages of life, engaged in following the duties of 
their own class, free from deceit and delusion, devoted to 
Brahma by acts, mind and speech and with their senses con
trolled, and free from jealousy and meanness , engaged in the 
good of all beings, should stay here . 

Bhi!ma said: 
1 63 .  Tell me, doing which act is a man said to be the 

devotee of Brahma. Of what nature are the devotees of Brahma 
among men? 

Pulastya said : 

1 64.  Homage is said to be of three kinds : effected by mind, 
speech and body ; so also it may be worldly, Vedic and relating 
to the soul . 

1 65 .  That is said to be mental homage which, in the re
collection of the significance of the Veda with mind holding 
fast (i .e. meditating) causes love for Brahma. 

1 66. The homage by speech is laid down ( to be done) by 
means of chants, (recital of) Vedic texts,  obeisance, (offering 
oblations into) fire, performing Sriiddha and thinking ( about 
these) , and by means of mu ttering essential texts. 

167- 1 68. For the brahmai)as homage by body is said to be 
of three kinds: Krcchrtt (bodily mortification) , (rigid penance 
l ike ) siintapana and others, so also (religious observances 
depending upon the phases of the moon like) the ciindriiya�za, 
regulated by vows and fasts restraining the senses, so also 
Brahmakrcchra-fasts and other auspicious vows. 

1 69- 1 7 1 . That worship with reference to Brahma is said to 
be worldly homage which is done by men with cow's ghee, 
milk and curds, jewelled lamp, darbha grass and water, sandal, 
flowers and various minerals that are made ready, clarified 
butter, guggulu (a kind of fragrant gum resin) and fragrant 
incense of the sandal, ornaments rich in gold and jewels, and 
variegated garlands, dance, instrumental music and songs, 
presents of all (kinds of) jewels, and with eatables, meals, food 
and drinks. 
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1 72- 1 76. The homage (offered) with Vedic chants and 

oblations is said to be Vaidiki. Offering to fire should be made 
on every new-moon day and full-moon day; a present to 
brahmaJ).as is recommended ; a sacr ificial oblation made of pow
dered rice, so also an oblation of boiled rice, barley and pulse ; 
similarly a sacrifice in honour of the manes giving them joy is 
always (regarded as) a sacrificial act . So also (that is Vaidiki 
homage in which) texts from the �gveda, Yajurveda and 
Samaveda are muttered and the hymnical texts of the Veda 
are s tudied according to the rules . All the rites performed with 
reference to fire, earth, wind, sky, water, the moon, and the sun 
belong to the deity Brahmii.. 0 King, the homage to Brahma 
( called) spiri tual is of two kinds : one is called Samkhya and the 
other is born of Yoga. 

1 77- 1 78 .  Hear from me the divisions in it (i.e. the Sarizkhya) . 
The number of the (Siirizkhya) principles like Pradhiina, that are 
insentient objects of enjoyment, is twentyfour. The soul is the 
twentyfifth. The sentient soul is the enjoyer of an act but not 
its agent. 

1 79 .  The soul is eternal, immutable, controller and emplo
yer ; and Brahmii., the unmanifest, eternal, supreme being is the 
cause. 

1 80- 1 82 .  There is truly the creation of the principles, of 
the dispositions and of the beings . The Siimkhya enumerates the 
Pradhiina to be of the nature of the (three) constituents . It res
embles the lord in respect of certain qualities and is also different 
from him. This (resemblance) is said to be the condition of 
cause and of Brahmahood; that of Pradhiina's being used (by 
Purufa) is said to be i ts dissimilarity. Brahman is all-potent; while 
the soul is a non-doer. 

1 83. The sentience in Pradhiina (due to its contact with the 
lord) is said to be its similarity (with the latter) . This another 
principle ( Pradhiina) is the cause of the active property of the 
other principles. 

1 84. No purpose is to be attributed to this principle (the 
other principle viz. Pradhiina) . The wise, who ponder over the 
truth, having ascertained ( it) say it is reflection (Sarizkhya) . 

1 85- 1 86. The wise ones, having thus learnt the collection 
of the principles, and their number properly, so also the princi-
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ple of Brahman as an additional one, have grasped the truth. 
The propounders of the Siimkhya (sytem) have termed this ( kind 
of) worship as spiritual . Listen to the homage, arising from 
(i.e. as told in the) Yoga (philosophy) , which is paid to 
Brahma: 

1 87- 1 89. Intent on restraining the breath, always meditat
ing and with one's senses restrained, eating food got by begging, 
observing vows, and with all one's senses withdrawn one should 
meditate upon and keep in one's mind, the lord of the created 
beings, remaining in the pericarp of the lotus of the heart, 
having red face( s) , beautiful eyes, and with his faces illumina
ted all round, with a sacred thread ( around) his loins, having 
four faces, four arms, with his hands granting boons and 
safety. 

1 90. The great mental accomplishment due to the yogic 
practices is said to be the homage to Brahma. One who has 
such a devotion for Brahma is said to be Brahmabhakta (a devotee 
of Brahma) . 

1 9 1 - 1 96. 0 best of kings , listen to the mode of living laid 
down for those who live in the sacred place . It was formerly 
told in detail by the lord himself in the presence of all the 
brahmaQ.as and in the congregation of Vi�Q.u and others . (The 
residents of this place should be) wi thout the feeling ofmineness; 
without ego ; without attachment and possessions; without 
feeling of love for the host of relatives ; looking upon a clod of 
clay, a stone and gold equally ; granting safety to beings by 
various obligatory acts ; always intent upon restraining their 
breath ; and engrossed in the meditation on the supreme soul ; 
always performing sacrifices and pure; given to the ascetic prac
tices; knowing the rules of the Samkhya and Yoga (systems ) ;  
well-versed i n  the religious practices and having their doubts 
removed. Listen to the good fruit obtained by those brahmaQ.as, 
living in (this) sacred place, who 

'
perform sacrifices according _ 

to these precepts and die in the Pu�kara forest. They get com
plete and inexhaustible absorption with Brahma, which is 
difficult to obtain. 

197-202 . Having got this absorption in Brahma, they avoid 
rebirth, and remaining in the knowledge of Brahma, they do 
not get rebirth; others who live in the (various ) stages of the 
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(illusory) world, have to be born again . One (i . e .  a brahma1,1a) 
following the rules of the householder's stage, and always 
engaged in the six duties (learning, teaching, performing sacrifices. 
and acting as priests at sacrifices and giving and accepting gifts) , 
who, when invited to (act as a priest) at a sacrifice offers ( obla
tions ) properly with the chants, being free from all miseries , 
gets a greater fruit .  His movement in all the worlds is never 
prevented . Being self-dependent due to divine power, he with 
his wife ( or belongings) , surrounded by thousands of ladies ,  
going to places at his sweet will, in  a very bright aeroplane 
resembling the young sun, moves uninterruptedly and as he 
likes, in all the worlds . He becomes most desirable among men; 
he, performing the best duties, becomes a wealthy man. 

203-207. Fallen from heaven he would be born in a great 
family ( as a) handsome (person) . He becomes well-versed in the 
moral duties and is devoted to them ; he masters the significance 
of all the lores. Similarly with (the practice of) celibacy, 

service to preceptors, and study of the Vedas, subsisting on 
alms, with his senses conquered, always engaged in the vow of 
truth, not erring in his own duties, being unrestricted (he goes) 
to the world of Vi �1,1u in an aeroplane richly endowed with all 
objects of desire and supporting ( i .e .  fulfilling ) all desires, and 
as it were being another sun; he, endowed with the splendour 
similar to that of Brahma-attendants named Guhyakas, who 
are very much esteemed, who have infinite power and splendour 
and who are honoured by gods and demons, resembles them. 

208-2 1 3 .  His weapons are unrestrained among gods, demons 
and mortals. In this way he is honoured in the world of Vil?I,lU for 
thousands of crores, hundreds of crores of years .  Having thus 
stayed there with great slpendour, when he again falls from 
Vigtu's world, he is born in heavenly places by dint of his own 
deeds; or having come to the Pu�kara forest and ramaining in 
the stage of celibacy, he lives studying the Vedas ; and after 
death, looking auspicious like the moon, he goes by divine 
aeroplane with i ts lustre like the fullmoon-light ( to Rndra's 
world) ; having reached Rudra's world he rejoices there with the 
Guhyakas, and being the lord of the entire world obtains great 
affluence. 

2 1 4-2 1 7. Enjoying ( like this) for thousands of yugas he is 
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honoured in Rudra's world . Always rejoicing there, enjoying 
sound happiness and then having fallen from that Rudra's 
world, he is born in a divine, great brahmal}a family. Among 
the human beings that religious soul would be ( born as ) 
handsome and as a master of speech ; he has an enviable 
body, he is the powerful husband of ladies, who enjoys 
greatly; he (then) leads the life of an anchorite and is free from 
v ulgar tricks ;  h is movement even in the divine worlds is not 
hampered . 

2 1 8-2 1 9. He eats withered leaves and fruits, and flowers 
and roots. He lives like the pigeons or by pounding them ( i .e . 
leaves etc . )  with stones or using the teeth as mortar, and wear
ing rags or bark garments . He has matted hair, bathes thrice a 
day, gives up all faults and has a staff. 

220. He is engrossed in the Krcchra vow, even if he is an 
outcast or of a superior (caste ) .  He remains in water, observes 
the (aglli-siidhana) penance, r emains in the rains during the 
rainy season. 

22 1 .  Similarly he l ies on the ground, full of insects, thorns 
and s tones ; he remains in the standing posture or in the posture 
of sitting on the hams ; he shares (articles with others ) and is 
of a firm vow. 

222-225. He eats the herbs in the forest, and gives safety 
to all beings. He is always engaged in earning rel igious merit, 
controls his anger and senses . He is a devotee of Brahmii, 
and l ives in a sacred place like Pu!?kara . Such an ascetic 
gives up all attachment, is delighted in himself and is free 
from desires. 0 Bhi!?ma, listen to what course he, who lives 
here, gets. Such a devotee of Brahma, goes by the aeroplane of 
those who move accord ing to their own will, which shines like 
the young sun, and looks charming by means of a raised seat 
and pil lars; he shines in the sky like a second moon. 

226-227. For hundreds of crores of years he is in the company 
of celestial nymphs knowing vocal and instrumental music and 
dancing. To whichever god's world he undeterred, goes, re
mains there by Brahma's grace. 

228-230. Fallen from Brahmii's world, he goes to Vi,J}u's 
world, a.nd fallen from Vi,J}u' s  world he goes to Rudraloka; and 
fallen from that place also , he is born in the (various) divisions 
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of the world, so also in other heavens, enjoying pleasures as 
desired. Having enjoyed afHuence there he is born among the 
mortals as a king or as a prince or a wealthy or happy person
very handsome, very fortunate, loveable, famous and endowed 
with devotion. 

23 1 -238. 0 King, Brahma:rps, K�atriyas, Vai.Syas or Siidras 
residing in the sacred places, engaged in (practising) the duties 
of their own class, well-behaved and having a long life, devoted 
completely to Brahma, showing kindness to beings, who live in 
the great sacred place viz. Pu�kara, go, after death, to Brahma's 
abode in richly decorated aeroplanes, beautified by the hosts of 
celestial nymphs, and going as desired (by the occupants) , and 
taking any form as desired ( by the occupants) . One who, very 
pious, meditating upon Brahma, offers his body into an all
blazing fire, would go to Brahma's abode. Brahma's world, best 
among all worlds, charming and accomplishing the desired 
objects, becomes his permanent abode with all (its) greatness. 
0 Bhi�ma, those magnanimous ones a lso, who cast their life in 
the water at the very meritorious Pu�kara, go to the imperish
able world of Brahma. They actually see the god, the destroyer 

of all miseries, and accompanied by all gods and by the hosts of 
Rudras and Vi�J).US. 

239-24 1 .  The Siidras who die at Pu�kara, never causing 
frustration, go in an aeroplane yoked with swans, resembling the 
sun in lustre, rich with various jewels and gold, strong and made 
fragrant with perfumes, of (several ) other matchless qualities, 
resounding with the songs of celestial damsels, fixed with banners 
and flags, and, sounding with many bells, endowed with many 
wonders and acquainted with pleasures and very lustrous, endo
wed with qualities and being borne by excellent peacocks. 

242-244. The wise men who die in the unperishable 
(Pu�kara) rejoice in Brahma's world.  Having l ived there for a 
long time and having enjoyed pleasures as desired, the mortal 
coming ( to this world) is born in a brahmaJ).a family, is a rich 
man enjoying pleasures. A man, who, accomplishes the Karira 
rite at Pu�kara ,  leaving all (other ) worlds goes to Brahma's 
world . He would dwell in Brahma's world till the Kalpa comes 
to an end. 

245.  He does not at all see a man being tormented by his 
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()Wn deeds. His course is undeterred-slanting, upwards and 
downwards. 

246. He is revered in all worlds, spreading his fame and 
controlled. His behaviour is good, he knows the rules and all his 
sense organs are attractive. 

247. He is well-versed in dancing, instrumental music, 
fortunate and handsome. He is always like an unfaded ( i.e. a 
fresh) flower, and adorned with divine ornaments. He is dark
blue like the petals of a dark-blue lotus, and his hair is dark 
and curly. 

248-249. Ladies there, who are of a high origin and of a 
graceful waist, and (who are) full of all good fortune and endo
wed with all rich qualities, (who are ) very proud of their youth 
serve him and delight him in bed (i,e. give him sexual 
pleasure ) .  

250-252 . He is awakened from his sleep by the sound of 
lutes and flutes. Due to the favour of the lord viz. Brahma, the 
doer of auspicious things, he enjoys pleasure of great festivity, 
which is difficult to be obtained by the ignorant ones. 

Bhipna said : 

( Good) practices are a great religious merit ; to me it is not 
a wonder, that those who are intent upon (following) the 
customary observances of a sacred place, who are engaged in 
following the duties of their class, and who have conquered their 
anger and senses, go to Brahma's world. 

253.  There is no doubt that Brahmai].as go even to other 
worlds without waiting upon Brahma or observing restrictions. 

254-255 . 0 brahma�a, tell me the course followed by the 
women, Mlecchas, Siidras, cattle, birds and quadrupeds, ( so 
also) the dumb, the dull, the blind, the deaf, who live in Pu�kara 
( but )  do not practise the penance or observe the restrictions . 

Pulas9'a said: 

256-259. 0 Bhisma, women, Mlecchas, Siidras, cattle, birds 
and quadrupeds, who die in Pul}kara go to Brahma's world with 
divine bodies in aeroplanes resembling the sun in lustre, endo
wed with divine forms, having excellent golden banners, decora
ted with staircases of gold and diamonds and with jewelled 
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pillars , rich in all pleasures, moving at the desire (of the 
-occupants) and having any form (as desired by the occupants) . 
The great ones, surrounded by thousands of ladies go to Brahma 's 
world full of many charms or to other worlds as desired by them. 
Fallen from Brahma's world they go to other terrestrial regions 
in due order. 

260-267.  A brahmaJ].a becomes rich (being born) in a great 
large family. Those born as lower animals like serpents, insects, 
ants, so also the land-born, water-born, sweat-generated, ovi
parous, plants and the viviparous animals who, with or without 
any desire, die in Pu�kara go to Brahma's world in a plane 
resembling the sun in lustre. In the Kali-age the beings are 
impelled by sin. In this ( yuga) neither religious merit nor 
heaven is obtained by any other means. Those men who live in 
Pu�kara and are intent on the worship of Brahma in the kali
yuga are blessed;others having no goal, suffer. A man is free from 
the sin which he commits at night by his five sense-organs, by 
action, thought and speech and under the influence of desire 
and anger, when, after going to the water of Pu�kara he reaches 
the grandsire (i .e. Brahma) and becomes pure. Seeing the sun 
from his rise to his going up (in the sky) removes a man's sin 
after he meditates in Brahma's union called mental ( union) . 
On seeing Brahma at mid-day a man is free from sin. 

268. A man is free from that sin which he commits from 
mid-day to sun-set when he merely sees Brahma in the evening. 

269-270. Even though that devotee of Brahma who lives at 
Pu�kara remaining in penance enjoys all objects of senses like 
sound, and remaining in the Pu�ara forest eats dainty dishes 
even three times a day is regarded as equal to one who subsists 
on air. 

27 1 .  Those men who live in Pu,kara doing pious deeds, 
obtain great pleasures by the power of this sacred place. 

2 72. As there is no reservoir comparable to the great 
ocean, similarly there is no sacred place like Pu�kara. 

2 73-275. There is no other sacred place like Pu�kara that 
can surpass it in merits .  I shall tell you ( the names ) of other 
(gods) who have settled in this sacred place : All gods along 
with Vigm and Indraand others; Gajanana, Kartikeya; Revanta 
with the sun; Siva's messenger goddess Durga, who is always 
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propitious. Enough of (i.e. no need for) penance and restraints 
for them who do good deeds and (pay) respect to deities and 
superiors. 

276-277.  A brahmaJ).a, who, having done such acts as vows 
and fasts, stays in the best Pu!?kara forest without doing anything, 
has always all his desires fulfilled even when he simply lives here. 
He goes to the great imperishable place resembling that of 
Brahma. 

278-279. The residents of this sacred place obtain in this 
sacred place (just) in a day that fruit which is obtained in 
twelve years in the Krta (;·uga ) , in a year in the Tretil (yuga) and 
in a month in the Dvapara (yuga) . Thus was I formerly told by 
Brahma, the god of gods. 

280 .  There is no other sacred place superior to this on the 
earth. Therefore one should , with all efforts, resort to this 
forest. 

28 1 .  A householder, a celibate, an anchorite and a mendi
cant-all those told (above ) reach a great position. 

282 . He, who, without any desire or hatred, duly follows 
the religious precepts in a ( particular) stage of life is honoured 
in the next world. 

283.  Brahma has set up here a ladder with four rungs. One 
resorting to this ladder is honoured in Brahma's world . 

284. He, who knows moral merit and worldly prosperity 
should live with a preceptor or his son for one-fourth (span) of 
his life and perform the worship of Brahma. 

285. He, who wants to be excellent in moral duty, should 
learn from a preceptor ; should give present (to the preceptor) ; 
and when called should assist the preceptor. 

286 . (While staying ) in the preceptor's house, he should 
sleep after him and should get up before the preceptor gets up . 
He should do all that i .e .  service etc. that ought to be done by 

a disciple. 
287. Having done all that service, he should stand by 

( the preceptor ) .  He should be a servant, doing everything and 
proficient in all (kinds of) work. 

288. He should be pure, diligent, endowed with qualities 
and, give the precep tor a desired reply with his senses control
led; he should gaze steadfastly at the preceptor. 
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289-290. He should not  eat unless the preceptor has eaten ; 
he should not drink ( water) unless the preceptor has done 
so. He should not sit when the preceptor is standing, and should 
not sleep unless the preceptor has slept; with his hands stretched 
out he should press the (preceptor's) feet ; and should press the 
(preceptor's) right foot with his right hand and the left foot 
with his left hand. 

29 1 . Announcing his name and salu ting the preceptor he 
should say, '0 revered sir, I shall do this, and I have done 
this ' .  

292.  Having informed the preceptor of  a l l  this, and having 
offered money to him, he should do all that work (assigned to 
him) and should inform the preceptor of (having done) it . 

293 . ( Only) after having returned from the preceptor's 
house he should enjoy all those odours and flavours, which a 
celibate does not enjoy. This is the fixed opinion of the law 
( -books) . 

294. The disciple and devotee of the preceptor should ob
serve all the rules prescribed in detail for a celibate . 

295. The disciple himself, having, according to his power, 
bestowed affection on his preceptor, should live by performing 
his duty in the hermitage outside the village. 

296-297. Similarly a brahma�a I ying low should learn a 

Veda, two Vedas or ( three) Vedas from the mouth of the pre
ceptor, and practising the vows laid down in the Veda and giving 
the preceptor one-fourth of his acquisition he should duly re
turn home from the preceptor's house. 

298. Having a wife endowed with religious merit, he 
should propitiate fires after having invoked them. (Thus ) a 
householder should behave in the second part ofhis life. 

299-300. The sages have formerly laid down four modes of 
a householder's life :  first is to store corn sufficient for three 
years; the second is to store corn sufficient for one; the third is 
to store corn sufficient for a day ; the fourth is to store little 
corn. Of them the last is the best as it conquers ( all ) the 
worlds (for him) . 

30 1 .  One follows the six duties (viz .  learning, teaching, 
sacrificing, acting as a priest at a sacrifice, giving and receiving 
gifts) ; another leads his life (performing) three duties ; the fourth 
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one ( lives) by only two duties. Such a brahmal)a remains in 
Brahman. 

302-305. No other great sacred place is said ( to exist) than 
the vow of a householder. One should not cause food to be 
cooked for oneself; one should not kill a beast for no reason, 
(but) an animal or a non-animal deserves a sacrifice (i . e. may 
be sacrificed ) after ( proper ) sanctification . He should never 
sleep by day nor in the first  or the last part of the night . He 

should not eat at a wrong time-between the two meals, and 
should not tell a lie . No brahmal)a coming to his house should 
remain unhonoured ; and his guests are venerable and are said 
to convey offerings made to gods and manes. They are bathed 
in the vow of ( studying) the Vedic lore, are learned and have 
mastered the Vedas. 

306. They obtain their livelihuod by (doing) their own 
duty, are restrained, are engaged in (their ) work and practise 
penance. Offering made to gods and manes is laid down for 
honouring them . 

307-308. ( But) he who has attached himself with perish
able things , and has deviated from religious practices, and has 
broken the vow of keeping sacred fire, and plays false with his 

teacher, and is devoted to falsehood, has no right to perform 
these two duties (i .e . offering oblations to gods and manes )  and 
in such a case sharing (food) with all beings remains (undone) . 

309 . Similarly a householder should give (food) to those 
who do not cook (for themselves ) . He should always be vighasiiJi 
(one who eats the remains of food eaten by others) and amrta
bhojana (one who tastes the residues of a sacrifice) . 

3 1 0 .  Amrta is the remains ofa sacrifice ; and bhojana is said 
to be equivalent to oblations . He, who eats the remains of what 
is eaten {by others ) , is called vighasiisi. 

3 1 1 -3 1 3 . He should be devoted to his wife, should be 
restrained, diligent and should have his senses very much 
controlled . He should not argue with old people, children, sick 
persons, persons belonging to his caste and relatives, his mother, 
father, son-in-law, brother, son, wife, daughter and servants. 
Having avoided (i . e .  if he avoids) argument with these he be
comes free from all sins. 
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3 1 4-3 1 8 .  Won over by these he undoubtedly conquers all 
the worlds.  The preceptor is the lord of Brahma's world. The 
father is the lord of whatever is sacred to Prajapati. The guest 
is the lord of all the worlds. The officiating priest is the resort 
of the Vedas and a supreme authority. The son-in-law is (the 
lord) in the world of the celestial nymphs. The kinsmen belong 
to all the gods.  The relatives are powerful in the quarters. The 
mother and maternal uncle are powerful on the earth. Old 
people, children and sick persons are powerful in the sky. The 
family-priest is the lord of the world of the sages. The depend
ents are the rulers of the (particular class of celestial beings 
called ) Sadhyas . The physician is the lord of the world of 
Asvins . And the brother is the lord of the world of Vasus. The 
wife is the ruler of the world of the moon. The daughter is 
powerful in the house of the celestial nymphs. 

3 1 9 .  The eldest brother is equivalent to the father. The 
wife and the son are one's own body. The clerks, servants, the 
daughter are very piteable. Therefore, (when) insulted by these, 
he should without getting angry, always bear with them. 

320. A wise man, devoted to a householder's life, firm in 
religious duties, and undepressed should not commence many 
acts (simultaneously ) ( but) being dutiful he should start a 

little. 
32 1 .  The modes of subsistence of a householder are three. 

Their main aim is the highest bliss. Similarly they say that four 
stages of life are mutually ( dependent ) .  

322-323. And h e  who desires t o  b e  (a householder) should 
follow all the rules that are laid down. They should (live) by 
storing grain in jars for six days (or for one year's consump
tion) , or should live by gleaning grains like pigeons (i .e .  by 
storing very little) ; and that nation, in which such significant 
persons live, prospers. Such a person purifies the former ten 
paternal grands ires (i.e. ancestors) and the ten of the successive 
(generations) . 

324. He, who, free from anguish, follows the way of the 
life of a householder, would obtain a position similar to that of 
the worlds of Vi�QU. 

325. Or this is said to be a condition of those who have 
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conquered their senses . Heaven is the habitation of those who 
are self-controlled. 

326. This ladder is laid down by Brahma. One liberated 
from this, getting the second in due order, is honoured in 
heaven. 

327 .  I shall narrate the third one-the stage of the ancho
rite; (please) l isten. When a householder sees himself to be 
with wrinkles and grey hair, and sees his child's child,  he should 
then resort to forest only. 

328-337. Well-being to you, 0 Bhi�ma, l isten to (the 
account) of those who are disgusted with the householder's 
stage, who live in the stage of the anchorite, the supporters of 

all the worlds, who have retired to forest after being initiated, 
who live in holy countries, who have the power of intelligence 
and who are endowed with truth, purity and forgiveness . Living 
in the third part of life in the stage of the anchorite, he, a 

sacrificer, should tend the same divine fires (as he tended as a 
householder) . Controlled and moderate in food (habits) and 
devoted and attached to Vi�I).u, he should by all means ( continue ) 
the agnihotra ( maintenance of the sacred fire) and other sacri
ficial requisites .  He (should subsist on) rice and barley growing 
wild and on leavings of food eaten. He should offer oblations 
in the summer season (beginning) with the month of Iv1agha. 
These four modes of subsistence are said ( to be found) in the 
stage of the anchorite. Some eat instantly (i .e. do not store any
thing) ;  some store (grains) lasting for a month,

" 
or lasting for a 

year or for twelve years for honouring the guests and sacrificial 
rituals. In the rainy season they remain under the sky; in the 
winter they resort to water; in the summer they practise the 
penance of the five fires ( i . e. four fires placed around one in the 
four directions and the  sun is the fifth fire) ; in the autumn they 
eat unsolicited alms . They roll on the ground or stand on the 
forepart of their feet. They remain in the stationary posture or 
even in their (own dwellings) . Some use their teeth for a mor
tar, while others use stones for pounding things. 

338-339 . Some drink boiled sour gruel during the bright 
fortnight; or some in the dark fortnight; or eat as ( and when ) 
they get something ( to eat ) ;  practising the mode of the ancho-
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rite's life, and of  a firm resolve some properly live on roots, 
others on fruits and (still ) others on water. 

340-34 1 .  These and others are the various religious rites of 
those high-minded ones. The fourth mode of life (i .e .  Sarhnylisa) 
as laid down in the Upani�ads is said to be universal. The mode 
of the life of an achorite is one ; another is the mode of the life 
of a householder. In the same life the other one (i .e .  the Sarhn
J•Iisa) proceeds ( after these) . (This is said) by sages who see 
everything. 

342-343 . These (sages) viz. Agastya and the seven sages, 
Madhucchandas, Gave�ai.J.a, Sarhkrti, Sadiva, Bhiii).<;I.i, Yava
protha, Atharvai).a, Ahovirya, so also Kamya, Sthiii).u, and the 
wise Medhatithi, Manovaka, Sinivaka, Si1nyapala, Krtavrai.J.a, 
knowing well their duty, went to heaven . 

344-345.  Those who are religion incarnate, so also the 
groups of the vagrant mendicants from among the sages prac
tising severe penance and showing skill in religious matters, 
having propitiated the lord of gods, have resorted to a forest.  

346. Brahmai.J.as who have repented, have, having given up 
deceit, resorted to a forest. Vagrant and unapproachable groups 
are seen to be away from their homes. 

347-349. Being afflicted by old age and troubled by disease 
(brahmai.J.as) have gone to the remaining stage of life viz . the 
fourth, from that of the anchorite. Quick in action, he who has 
finished (the study of) all Vedas and (has performed sacrifices )  
with presents, is one who looks upon all beings a s  self; is o f  a 
soft mind, sporting in himself; self-dependent, having placed 
fire in the self and having given up all possessions, he should 
always perform sacrifices ( or a sacrifice) . 

350-35 1 .  (In the case) of those who always perform sacri
fice it goes into the self At a fit moment he should duly surrender 
the three fires with his individual soul into the supreme self. 
He should eat, without censuring, whatever he gets in whatever 
manner. One who is fondly attached to the ( third) stage of 
l ife viz .  that of the anchorite, should cast off the hair on the 
head and other parts of the body. 

352-359. Being instantly purified by his acts he goes from 
one stage of life to another. That brahmai.J.a, who resigns the 
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world after having granted security to all beings, goes to lust
rous worlds after death and attains infinity. He, of a good 
character and with his sins removed, does not take delight 
either in this or the next world. Free from anger and infatuation, 
without friendship or strife, he remains indifferent as a result of 
self-meditation. He is not perturbed by the deaths of others ; is 
mentally indifferent to his scriptures and does not err in (under
standing ) self. For him, free from doubt, looking upon all beings 
as self, and intent on righteousness and with his senses conquer
ed, acquisition ( of th ings) becomes agreeable to his desire ( i . e . 
things may take their own course). Now listen to (the descrip
tion of) that fourth stage of life, which is said to be the greatest 
stage, being described (by me). It is the highest goal, very 
much surpassing (other) stages of life.  Listen, with concentration, 
to that which should be done for ( reaching) the supreme soul 
and which has received refinement from the two stages (viz . that 
of a householder and of the anchorite) and (which should be 
undertaken) after them. Listen to how he, having put on red 
garments in tbe three rungs (i .e .  who accepts asceticism) -the 
unsurpassed stage-and having renounced ( everything) with 
that thought (of renunciation) , behaves ; unaccompanied by any
one else, he should all alone practise righteousness. He, who, a 
discerning person, practises (righteousness ) by himself, does not 
forsake (anyone nor is deficient in anything) . 

360-363 . Not maintaining any fire, nor having any abode, 
he should resort to a village ( only) for alms. Endowed with the 
thoughts ( befitting) an ascetic, he should not keep anything for 
the future. He should eat little, have control over food (habits) , 
and should eat food once ( in a day) . He should (use a begging-) 
bowl, should ( stay) at the roots of trees, should (wear ) rags , 
and be all alone. He should be indifferent to all beings . These 
are the signs of an ascetic. He, to whom words go as dead 
bodies (are ) in a well, and never return to him who utters them 
( i . e .  he who is deaf to all criticism ) should remain in the 
ascetic's stage. He should not see (unworthy things) nor should 
hear what is not worthy of being told to others . 

364. This should especially take place in the case of 
bralunal).as on any account ; he should always speak what is 
agreeable to a brahmal).a.  
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365. Taking care of himself he should keep mum when he 
is censured (by others) ; so that by him being but one the entire 
space is filled. 

366. Gods look upon him as a brahmaJ.la, who has filled up 
a void . 

367. Gods look upon him as a brahmaJ.la, who covers him
self with anything, and is satisfied by eating anything. 

368. Gods look upon him as a brahmaJ.la, who like a 
serpent, is afraid of people, or who, like a man of good heart, 
is afraid of (falling into) a hell, or who, like a vile person, is 
afraid of ladies . 

369 . When honoured he should not be elated, nor should 
he be dejected when insulted. Gods look upon him as a 
brahmaJ.la, who grants security to all beings. 

3 70 .  He should welcome neither death nor life .  He should 
just observe ( the workings of) destiny as an ox waits for ( his 
master 's) order. 

3 7 1 . Then (such) a man, with his mind unaffected, self
restrained, and with his intellect unimpaired, being free from 
all sins, would go to heaven. 

3 72 .  To him, who has no fear from all beings and who 
grants safety to beings, and who is liberated in the body (i.e.  
while living) , there is no fear from anywhere . 

373 .  As the footprints ( of) others lie ( i .e .  disappear) 
under the footprints of an elephant, similarly all kinds of know
ledge lie in his heart. 

3 74. Thus everything, so also piety and worldly prosperity, 
increase when harmlessness (is practised) ; he who does harm 
to others, is always dead. 

3 75. So one who does no harm (to anybody) , who is pro
perly courageous, who has his senses controlled. and who is a 
refuge to all beings, obtains the best position. 

3 76. Thus, for the wise one, who is content with knowledge, 
who is fearless, death is not an additional condition; and, he 
reaches immortality . 

3 77. Gods look upon him as a brahmaJ.la, who is a sage 
free from all attachments , remains like space, does what is dear 
to Vi�t�J.lU and is calm. 

378.  Gods look upon him as a brahmaJ.la, whose life is for 
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piety, and whose piety is (meant) for affection ; and whose day 
and night are for ( doing) meritorious deeds . 

379 .  Gods look upon him as a brahmaJ.la, who keeps away 
from (all) actions, who avoids salutation and praise, who is un
affected, and (the effects of) whose actions are diminished. 

380. All beings enjoy happily ; all sorrows are excessive ; 
being dejected due to their causing birth he should perform his 
acts (i.e. duty) with faith. 

381 .  His gift is granting safety to beings ; it s tands superior 
to all (other) gifts in the world . He who first offers his body to 
severity obtains infinite security from beings .  

382. He offers the oblation frank-mindendly with his 
mouth (i.e. he performs the sacrifice only verbally ) . He every
where obtains a high posi tion for an endless period. All this 
has gone forth due to the contact with his body ; has reached 
Vaisvanara (the Supreme Being) . 

383. Whatever, he, sacrificing for himself, offers into his 
heart, which has spread (i .e. is ) of the measure of the span 
between the thumb and the forefinger, remains in th!! soul , in 
the presence of all the people along with the deities. 

384. Those, who know the three-fold god of a fine com
plexion, who has become the highest object, being honoured in 
all the worlds (and becoming) powerful gods, reach immor
tality. 

385. Always all move by him who finds in hi s individual 
soul the Vedas, that which is to be known, the entire rite, the 
etymological interpretations and the highest truth. 

386-388. He, who, having blazing rays, knows that wheel 
of time, which does not stick to the ground, which cannot be 
measured in the sky, which is golden in the orb, which is in the 
south in the atmosphere, and not in himself, which is revolving 
and turning round, which has six fellies and three periods, in 
the opening of which everything falls ( i .e .  is included ) ,  to have 
been placed in a cave ( i.e. is unintelligible) , by the favour of 
which he knows the body of the world and all the people here, 
in it he pleases the gods and ( thus ) becomes eternally free. 

389-390 . In the world he becomes lustrous, omnipresent , 
eternal and approaches (the supreme being) due to the fear of 
worldly objects ; of whom ( i.e. him) the beings are not afraid, 
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nor is he fed up with the being, that brahmar:ta, not being 
censured, does not censure others ; he should very much look 
into his own soul. With his confusion removed, and sins 
destroyed, he becomes stiff in this world and the next, as 
desired. 

39 1 .  Free from anger and delusion, looking upon equally 
on a clod of clay and gold, with his grief destroyed, with his 
friendship and quarrel ceased, free from censure or praise, not 
having anything dear or disagreeable, he is an anchorite in
different ( to the world ) .  

CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

The Acquisition of Giiyatri 

Bhi�ma said : 

1 -2. 0 brahmar:ta, (now) that you have narrated to me 
the excellent importance of the sacred place, that the sacred 
place was produced on the surface of the earth by the fall of 
the lotus, best among the sages, tell me all that revered Vi11r:tu 
and Sankara, who stayed there, did. 

3. (Tell me) how the sacrifice was performed by the all
powerful god.  Who were the members? \Vho were the priests? 
\Vhich brahmar:tas arrived there? 

4. What were the portions of the sacrifice? What was the 
material ? What was the sacrificial fee ?  What was the altar? 
What was the measure (of the altar) that Brahma adopted ? 

5 .  Entertaining which desire, did Brahma, to whom sacri
fice is offered by all gods and who is described by all Vedas, 
perform the sacrifice ? 

6- 1 1 .  As this god, the l ord of gods, is unaging and immortal, 
so also the heaven is inexhaustible for him. The great one has 
granted ( a  place in) heaven to other gods also. The Vedas and 
the herbs have come up for an oblation to fire. The Vedic texts 
say that whatever other beasts are (seen ) on the earth all of 
them have been created for the sake of sacrifice by this lord. 
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Having heard these words of you, I have a curiosity in this 
matter. Please tell me all that with reference to what desire, 
what fruit and what idea he performed the sacrifice . Here it is 
said that the lady with a hundred forms is Savitri. She is said 
to be the wife of Brahma and the mother of the sages . Savitri 
gave birth to the seven sages l ike Pulastya and others and the 
lords of the created beings l ike Dak�a. 

1 2- 1 7 .  Savitri also gave birth to 1\.fanus like Svayambhuva. 
How is i t  that Brahma, dear to the brii.hmal)a, abandoned that 
religiously wedded blessed wife, endowed with sons, devoted ( to 
her husband) , of a good vow and smiling charmingly, and take 
to another wife ?  What was the name (of the other wife ) ? How 
was her conduct? Of which lord was she the daughter? Where 
was she seen by the lord? Who showed her to him? Of what 
form did she, alluring the mind , look-seeing whom the lord of 
gods came under the influence of lust? ( Was) she, 0 sage, who 
allured the all-powerful lord of gods, superior to Savitri in 
complexion and beauty? Tell me all that as to how the god 
accepted that lady (most) beautiful in the world , and how the 
sacrifice proceeded . 

1 8 .  What did Savitri do on seeing her by the s ide of 
Brahma? and what was Brahma's attitude towards Savitri a t  
that time? 

1 9. Please tell ( me)  all that-which words did Savitri, who 
was addressed by Brahma, again utter? 

20-28. What did you do there? (Did you express) anger 
or (did you show) patience? I desire to hear in detail what you 
did and saw and whatever I have asked you now and all the 
deeds of the lord. So also (I wish to hear) fully the great 
performance of the sacrifice. So also the order of acts and their 
beginning. Similarly ( I  wish to hear about) the oblation,! the 
food of the sacrificial priest . To whom was worship first offered? 
How did venerable Vi�l)U ( act) ? Who offered which help? 
Please (also) tell me what the gods did.  How (i.e. why) did 
Brahma leave the divine world and come ( down ) to the mortal 
world? (Please)  tell me also how according to the (prescribed) 
rite he established the three fires, viz . the householder's per-

1 . Hotra : Anything fit to be offered as an oblation ( as ghee) . 
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petual fire, the southern fire called Anvaharya and the consecrated 
fire. How he got ready the sacrificial altar, the sacrificial ladle,1 the 
water for consecration, the wooden ladle2, the materials for the 
oblation . So als� how he prepared the three sacrifices and the 
portions of the oblations ; how he made the gods the recipients of 
the offerings meant for gods,3 and the manes the recipients ofthe 
offerings meant for them,4 the various (small ) sacrifices per
formed according to the sacrificial procedure for portioning 
(the shares) in the sacrifice. (So also please tell me) as to how 
Brahma made (ready) the sacrificial materials like the tying 
posts, the sacred fuel and the darbha (grass) , Soma, so also the 
two blades of Kusa grass, 5 and the sticks laid round the sacrificial 
fire .6  (Tell me also) how he formerly shone by means of his 
supreme act. 

29-38. The creator of a great mind, formerly created 
moments, twinklings, Kaithils, Kalas, the three times, Muhilrtas, 

dates, months, day, year, seasons, timely incantations7, the three
fold sacred authority (i .e. the scriptures) , life, sacred spots, 
decrease, signs and excellence of form. (He created) the three 
castes, the three worlds, the three !ores (i .e.  the Vedas) and the 
three fires, the three times, three (kinds of) acts, the three castes 
and the three constituents, so also the superior and other 
worlds . (He laid down) the course followed by those endowed 
with ( i.e .  practising) righteousness, so also of those of sinful 
ac ts . He is the cause of the four castes, the protector of the 
four castes, who ( i .e .  he) is the knower of the four lores (i .e. 
the Vedas) , is the resort of the four stages of life, is said to be 
the highest light and the highest penance, is greater than the 

1 .  Sruva : a sacrificial ladle 
2. Sruc : a kind of wooden ladle, used for pouring clarified butter on 

sacrificial fire. It is usually made of Pala sa o r  Khadira. 
3. Ha'f!)la : An offering to gods. 
4. Ka'f!)la : An offering to manes. 
5. Pavitra : Two blades of Kusa grass used at sacrifices for purifying and 

sprinkling gh ee. 
6. Paridhi: A stick of a sacred tree like Palasa laid round the sacrificial 

fire. 
7. Toga : Incantation. 
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highest, who ( himself) is the supreme (spirit) and is self
possessed, is the bridge of the bridges ( in the form) of the 
worlds, is fit for sacred acts, is fit to be known by those learned 
in the Vedas ,  the lord of the creators, is the life of the beings, 
the fire of those who are vigorous like fire, who is the mind of 
men, the penance of those who practise it, the modesty of the 
prudent, and the lustre of the lustrous; thus the grandsire of the 
worlds created all this. ( Please tell) me what course he desired 
as a result of the sacrifice and how he decided (to perform) 
the sacrifice. This, 0 brahmaQa, is my doubt-this is my great 
doubt. 

39. Highest Brahma is said to be a wonder by gods and 
demons . Though he is wonderful due to his (wondrous ) deeds , 
he is here actually descri bed to be so ( i .e. a wonder ) .  

Pulastya spoke : 
40-49. The load of questions asked by you about Brahma 

is great. I shall tell ( i .e .  answer your questions ) according to 
my capacity. Listen to his great glory. (Hear about him) whom 
the brahmaQas knowing the Vedas describe ( as follows ) : He 
has a thousand mouths, a thousand eyes, a thousand feet, a 
thousand ears, a thousand hands. (He is) immutable, he has a 
thousand tongues, ( he is) thousandfold, thousand times a great 
lord, he is giver ( in )  a thousand ( ways) , is the origin of 
thousands, and is the immutable one having a thousand arms . 
(He is) the oblation, the extracting of Soma j uice, the offering 

and the pries t. (He is) the vessels, the blades of Kusa grass 
used at sacrifices in purifying and sprinkling ghee, the altar, 
the initiation, the oblation of rice, barley and pulse boiled for 
presentation to the gods and manes, the sacrificial ladle, so also 
the wooden ladle used for pouring clarified butter on sacrificial 
fire, the Soma, the oblation, the holy water,1 the money for (pay
ing ) the sacrificial fees, the officiating priest, the brahmaQa 
versed in the Sama-veda, the members ( present at the sacrifice ) ,  
the chamber, the assembly, the tying post, the sacred fuel, the 
spoon2, the pestle and the mortar, the room in which the friends 

1. Prokfa(li: Holy water. 
2. Darvi: Ladle, spoon. 
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and family of the sacrificer assemble, the sacrificial ground, the 
hotr·priest, the binding, the short (or) (proper-) sized inanimate 
objects ( like clay, stones), the darbhas, so also the Vedic hymn, 
the sacrifice, the offering of an oblation with fire, the portion 
of the fire, and that which is the excellence, the one who enj oys 
first, the enjoyer of the sacrifice. He is of an auspicious lustre, 
one who has raised his weapon, the sacrifice and the eternal lord. 
(I shall tell you ) ,  O great king, this divine account about which 
you are asking (me)  and the reason for which lord Brahma 
performed a sacrifice on the earth, for the good of gods and 
mortals and for the production of the worlds . 

50-5 1 . Brahma, and Kapila, and Vi�I;Iu, gods, the seven 
sages, Siva of great prowess, the high-souled Manu, the revered 
creator, all these resembling fire in lustre were created by the 
ancient god. 

52-53. Formerly when the lotus-born ( Brahma) was per
forming penance in his abode-in Pu�kara-where gods and 
groups of sages were produced, the manifestation of him, the 
high-souled one, is called Pau�karaka, about which the Puriii;Ia, 
agreeing well with the Vedas and Smrtis is narrated . 

54-67. A boar, with a face of scriptures appeared there . 
The lord of gods resorting to a boar-form, having made an 
extensive sacred place at Pu�kara-for it is the opening of a 
red lotus-manifested himself there for the help of Brahma. He 
had the feet in the form of the Vedas, fangs in the form of tying 
posts, hands in the form of sacrifices, face in the form of an 
oblong\ tongue in the form of fire, hair in the form of darbhas, 
head in the form of sacred texts and had great penance ( to his 
credit) . He had eyes in the form of day and nights, was divine, 
had the body of the Vedas and the ornaments of scriptures, had 
a nose in the form of ghee, mouth of a sacrificial ladle, was 
great with the sound of Saman. He was full of truth, possessed 
splendour, and was adorned with his steps and strides. He had 
nails in the form of expiation, and was firm; had knees in the 
form of beasts and the figure of a sacrifice ; had udgatr-priest as 
his intes tine, had sacrifice as his genital organ ; he was a great 
plant with fruits and seeds; he had wind as his mind , hymns as 

I .  Citi : An oblong with quadrangular sides. 
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his bones, water as his lips and Soma as his blood ; his shoulders 
were the Vedas, he had the fragrance of the oblations ; he was 
very speedy with oblations offered to gods and manes. His body 
was the sacrificial room having its columns turned towards the 
east ; he was bright ; and was decorated with initiations ; he, a 
contemplative saint, had the sacrificial fee as his heart ; and the 
great one was full of great sacrificial sessions. He was charming 
on account of the sacrificial ceremony of Upakarma1• He had 
ornaments in the form of the ceremonies preliminary to 
Soma-sacrifices . 2 He was accompanied by his wife like his 
shadow, and was lofty like a jewelled peak. He who looked to 
the interest of the people uplifted the earth with his fang. Then 
he, the holder of the earth, having brought the earth to its own 
place, became satisfied with having sustained the earth . Thus, 
the first boar, desiring the good of Brahma, having seized the 
earth, uplifted it which had formerly gone down into the water 
of the ocean. Brahma, remaining at the opening of the red 
lotus, covered with ( i.e. full of) tranquility and restraint, the 
lord of the movable and the immovable, endowed with splen
dour, best among those who knew the Vedas, accompanied by 
deities like .Adityas3, Vasus', Sadhyas5, Maruts8, Rudras7-the 
friends of all ,  so also by Yak�as, demons and Kinnaras, direc
tions and intermediate directions, rivers on the earth along with 
oceans, said these words (to Vi�I}.u in the form of the boar) : 
' '0 lord, you will please always look after and protect the sacred 
place Kokamukha (i .e. Pu�kara) ; here, at the sacrifice you will 
undertake the protection (of the sacrifice ) ." 

68. Then he said to Brahma : "Revered one, I shall do so". 
Brahma again said to god Vi�I}.u who stood before him : 

1. Upakarma : A rite performed at the commencement, 
2. Pravargya ; A ceremony preliminary to the Soma-sacrifice. 
3. Adityas ; They are twelve suns and are supposed to shine only at the 

destruction of the universe. 
4. Vasus ;  They are a class of deities ; they are eight in number : Apa, 

Dhruva, Soma, Dhara or Dhava, Anila, Anala, Pratyii�a and Prabhasa. 
5. Sddhyas ; A class of celestial beings. 
6. Maruts : A class of gocls. 
7. Rudras ; Name of a group of gods, eleven in number, supposed to be 

inferior manifestations of Siva or Sailkan, who is said to be the head of the 
group-
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69-76. " 0  best of gods, you are my greatest god, you are 
my best preceptor ; you are my highest resort and of Sakra and 
others .  0 you having eyes like bloomed, spotless lotuses , you who 
bring about the destruction of the enemy, you should act in 
such a way that the demons do not destroy the sacrifice of me 
who am bending before you ; my salutation to you." Vi�I)U said : 
"Give up your fear, 0 lord of gods ; I shall destroy all those 
others (like)  the evil spirits and the demons who will cause 
obstructions ."  Saying so he, who had taken a pledge to help 
(Brahma) , remained there. Auspicious breezes blew and the 

ten quarters were bright. The very bright luminaries went 
round the moon. The planets did not have (any) s trife, and 
the seas were appeased. The ground was dustless ; water gave 
joy to all ; the rivers followed their own course ; the seas were 
not agitated ; the senses of men with controlled minds were 
conducive to good. Great sages, free from grief, recited the 
Vedas loudly. 

77. In that sacrifice ready with oblations, the fires were 
auspicious , people followed righteous behaviour and were of a 
good conduct with their minds pleased. 

78-89 . Having heard the words of Vi�J}.u of a truthful vow, 
about (his) killing the enemies, the gods along with demons 
and evil spirits arrived (there) . Spirits, goblins, ghosts-all 
came there successively ; so also Gandharvas,1 celestial nymphs, 
serpents and groups of Vidyadharas2 ( arrived there) . By the 
order of Brahma, the wind brought, from all quarters, trees3 and 
herbs that wished and that did not wish to come. Having 
reached the sacrificial mountain towards the southern direction, 
all the gods remained on the frontier mountain in the north. At 
that great sacrifice, the Gandharvas, the celestial nymphs and 
the sages who had mastered the Vedas having resorted to , the 

1 .  Gandharvas : A class of demi-gods regarded as the singers or musicians 
of gods and said to give good and agreeable voice to girls. 

2. Vitf.yiJdharas : A class of semi·divine beings or demi-gods. Himalaya 
is regarded as their favourite haunt. \\'henever they notice any act of extra
ordinary merit performed by mortals, they are described as showering 
heavenly flowers. They are said to wander in the air. 

3. Vanasparya : A tree, the fruit of which is produced from the blossom 
e.g. the mango. 
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western direction, remained there. All groups of gods, all 
demons and the hosts of evil spirits kept their wrath concealed 
and were mutually affectionate. All of them waited upon the 
sages and served the brahmaQas. Chief sages, brahmaQic sages, 
brahmaQas and divine sages, so also royal sages had come from 
all sides . (All w ere eager to know) for which god would this 
sacrifice be performed? Beasts and birds, with a desire to wit
ness it, so also brahmaQas desirous of eating and all castes in 
due order had come there. VaruQa himself careful in (choosing ) 
the best gave the food. Having arrived from the VaruQ.a-world 
he dressed the cooked food of his own accord . Vayu digested 
the varieties of food and the sun the liquids . Soma, the digester 
of food and Brhaspati, the giver of intelligence (were) present . 
The lord of wealth (looked after) giving of ,wealth, and garments 
of various kinds . Sarasvati, the head of rivers, goddess Ganga 
with Narmada (had come there) .  

90- 1 1 1 .  All other auspicious rivers , wells and lakes, pools 
and ponds, wells consecrated to some deity or holy purpose, 
many main streams dug by gods, so also all reservoirs of water 
and seas seven in number; salt, sugarcane, spirituous liquor, 
clarified butter and curds with milk and water ( were there) ; 
the seven worlds with the seven nether worlds, the seven islands 
with the towns; trees and creepers, vegetables with grass and 
fruits; the earth, the wind, the ether, the water and fire as the 
fifth ( element)-these elements ; so also whichever were the codes 
of laws ( were there ) ,  the glosses on Vedas, the sutras were 
present in person ;  ( thus) the unembodied, the embodied and 
the extremely embodied, so also all (that was) visible-( thus) 
all (objects) created by Brahma (were present there ) .  When 
thus the sacrifice of the grands ire was performed at that time in 
the presence of gods and in the company of the sages, eternal 
Vi�QU remained on the right hand side of Brahma. Rudra, the 
trident-holder, the giver of boons, the lord, remained on 
Brahma's left side. The great-souled one (Brahma) also chose 
the priests to officiate at the sacrifice . Bhrgu was chosen as the 
official priest reciting the prayers of the �gveda1 ; Pulastya was 

1 .  Hotr: A sacrificial priest, sp ecially one who recites the prayers of 
the Rgved� at a sacrifice. 
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chosen as the best Adhvaryu1 priest. Marici ( was chosen as) the 
Udgatr2 priest ( one who chants the hymns of the Samaveda) and 
Narada (was chosen as ) the Brahma priest. Sanatkumara and 
others were the members (of the sacrificial assembly ) ,  so also 
Prajapatis like Dak�a and the castes preceded by the brahmaJ.las 
( attended the sacrifice) ; the (seating) arrangement of the 
priests was made near Brahma. They were endowed with 
clothes and ornaments by Kubera. The brahma1.1as were 
adorned with rings along with bracelets and fillets. The 
brahmaJ.las were four ,  two and ten ( thus making the total) 
sixteen. All of them were worshipped by Brahma with a 
salutation . (He said to them) : " 0  brahma1.1as , during this 
sacrifice you should favour me ; this is  my wife Savitri ; you are 
my refuge . " Having called ViSvakarman, the brahmaQas got 
Brahma's head shaved, as it was laid down ( as a preliminary) 
in ( the performance of) a sacrifice. The brahma1.1as also 
( secured ) flaxen clothes for the couple ( viz. Brahma and 
Savitri ) .  The brahma1.1as remained there filling (i .e . the 
brahma1.1as filled ) the heaven with the sound (of the recitation ) 
of the Vedas ; the k�atriyas remained there with weapons 
protecting this world; the vaiSyas prepared various kinds of 
food; food and eatables full of great flavour were also prepared 
then ; seeing it unheard and unseen before, Brahma was pleased; 
the lord, the creator, gave the name Pragvata to the vaisyas . 

(Brahma laid it down : )  'Here the siidras have always to serve 
the feet of the brahmaJ.las; they have to wash their feet, eat 
what is left over by them (i .e .  the brahmaJ.las) and cleanse (the 
ground etc . )  . They also did ( these things ) there ; then having 
again said to them, "I have put you on the fourth position for 
serving the brahmaJ.las, the k�atriya brothers, and (other) 
brothers like you ; you have to offer service to the three". Saying 
so Brahma appointed Sankara so also lndra as the gate-super
intendents, VaruJ.la to give water, Kubera to distribute wealth, 
Wind to offer scents, the Sun to (arrange) lighting and Vi�J.lu 
stayed as the (chief) authority. The Moon, giver of Soma 
resorted to the path on the left side. 

1 1 2- 1 25 .  Savitri, his beautiful wife, who was well honoured, 

1 .  Adhvaryu : An officiating priest . 
2. Udgatr: One of the four principal priests at a sacrifice ; one who 

chants the hymns of the Samaveda. 
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was invited by the adhvaryu : "Madam, come quickly, al l the 
fires have risen ( i.e .  are well-kindled) , the time for initiation 
has approached ." She, engrossed in doing some work, did not 
come promptly, as usually happens with females. "I have not 
made any decoration here, at the door; I have not drawn 
pictures on the wall ; I have not drawn the Svastika1 in the 
courtyard. The cleansing of the pots has not at all been done 
here. Lak�mi, who is the wife of Naraya.I}a has not as yet arrived.  
So  also Svaha, the wife of Agni ; and Dhiimro111a, Yama's wife ; 
Gauri, the wife of Varu:Q.a ; �ddhi, the wife of Kubera ; Gauri, 
Sambhu's wife, dear to the world. So also the daughters Medha, 
Sraddha, Vibhiiti, Anasiiya, Dhrti, K�ama, and the rivers 
Ganga and Sarasvati have not as yet come. IndraQ.i, and the 
Moon's wife RohiJ).i, dear to the Moon. Similarly Arundhati, 
VasiHha's wife ; so also the wives of the seven sages, and 
Anasiiya, Atri's wife and other ladies, daughters-in-law, 
daughters, friends, sisters have not as yet come. I alone have 
remained here (waiting for them) for a long time. I shall not 
go alone until those ladies come. Go and tell Brahma to wait 
for a while. I shall hurriedly come with all (those ladies) ; 0 
you of high intellect, you surrounded by gods, will attain great 
grace ; so also shall I ;  there is no doubt about it." Leaving her 
talking like that the Adhvaryu came to Brahma. 

1 26- 1 27 .  "0 god, Savitri is busy ; she is engaged in domes
tic work. I shall not come till my friends arrive-Thus she has 
told me. 0 lord, time is passing away. 0 grandsire, do today 
whatever you like ."  

1 28- 1 30. Brahma, thus addressed ( got) a l ittle angry and 
said to Indra: "0 Sakra, get here quickly another wife for me. 
Do that quickly by which the sacrifice proceeds ( properly) and 
is not delayed ; bring some woman for me till the sacrifice is 
over ; I am soliciting you ; make up your mind for me; I shall 
again free her after the sacrifice is over."  

1 3 1 .  Thus addressed, Indra having gone (i.e. roamed) over 
the entire earth observed women, (but)  all of them were 
others' wives. 

1 32- 1 33 . There was a cowherd's daughter, endowed with 

1 . Svastika : A kind of m ark denoting good luck. 
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beauty, of a fine nose and charming eyes. No goddess, no 
Gandharva woman, no de�oness, no female serpent, no maiden 
was like that excellent lady. He saw her of a charming form, 
like another goddess Lak�mi, and curtailing (i.e. distracting } 
the powers of the mind's functions by means of the wealth of 
her beauty. 

1 34- 1 37. Whatever object distinguished by beauty is found 
anywhere, every such excellent object was seen to be attached 
to the lady with a slim body. Seeing her Indra thought : 'If she 
is a maiden, then on the earth no other god is more meritorious 
than I. This is that gem of a lady, for whom, if the grandsire 
longs, then this my exertion would be fruitful . ' 

1 38. He saw her having the beauty of the blue sky, a 
golden lotus and a coral, (having) lustre by means of (i .e. in) 
her limbs, hair, cheeks, eyes and lips and resembling the 
sprouting bud of an apple-wood or asoka tree. 

1 39 .  'How was she created by the creator, with the burning 
dart in his heart and with heaps of flames (of passion ) of fire in 
his eyes, without seeing a likeness? 

1 40- 1 5 1 .  If he has fashioned her after his own idea then it 
is the highest product of his skill. These two breasts of high tips 
are fashioned ( by him) ; seeing which (i .e. them ) I am getting 
pleasure. In whose heart great wonder would not be produced 
on seeing them ? Though this l ip has obviously its form over
powered by passion ( also, redness) , yet it will give great joy to 
its enjoyer. The hair, in spite of its having crookedness (i . e .  
the curly hair) is giving pleasure. Even a defect, when it resorts 
to abundant beauty appears to be a merit. The decorated 
corners of (her ) eyes have come upto (i.e. reached her )  ears ; 
(and for this) reason the experts describe beauty as the ( very ) 

spirit of love. Her eyes are the ornaments of her ears ( and ) 
her ears are the ornaments of her eyes. There is no scope here 
either for the ear-rings or for the collyrium. It does not behove 
her glances to split the heart into two (parts) . How can those 
who come in contact with you share (i .e .  have) unhappiness ? 
( Even) a deformation becomes all-beautiful ( in contact ) with 
natural qualities. I have seen the valued possession of my 
hundreds of large eyes. This is the limit of his skill that the 
creator has well demonstrated in creating this beautiful form. 
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By means of her graceful acts (i .e .  movements) she engenders 
love in men's minds.'  The body of him, whose brilliance was 
taken away when he was thinking thus, was covered over with 
horripilation rising continuously. Having seen her having charm 
like new gold, and having long eyes like lotus-leaves (he thought :) 
'I have seen many ladies of gods, Yak,as, Gandharvas, snakes 
and demons, but nowhere such wealth of beauty (was seen) . 
The creator has fashioned her form after having especially 
collected whatever things there are in the three worlds . ' 

lndra said: 
152- 1 55 .  0 you o f  charming eye-brows, tell me-who are 

you? Whom do you belong to ? Whence have you come? Why 
do you stand in the middle  of the road ? These ornaments which 
add excitement to your body and which you put on do not 
adorn you ; (but rather ) you adorn them. 0 you of beautiful 
eyes, no goddess, no Gandharva lady, no demoness, not a female 
serpent, not a Kinnara female was seen as beautiful as you. 
Though repeatedly spoken to by me, why do you not give areply? 

And that maiden, overpowered by bashfulness and 
trembling, said to lndra : 

1 56- 1 57. "0 warrior, I am a cowherd-maiden; I sell milk, 
this pure butter, and curds full of cream. Whichever taste you 
want-that of curds or butter milk-tell it (to me), take as 
much as you desire." 

1 58.  Thus addressed ( by her) , Indra firmly seized her hand, 
and brought that lady of large eyes to (the place) where 
Brahma was stationed. 

1 59 .  She, who was being taken by him, was crying for her 
father and mother. '0 father, 0 mother, 0 brother, this man 
is taking me (away) forcibly. ' 

1 60- 1 6 1 . (She said to Indra ) : "If you have something to 
be done by me, then request my father. He will give me to you ; 
I am telling the truth. Which maiden does not long for a 
husband affectionate with attachment? Nothing will be accepted 
from you, 0 you devoted to righteousness, by my father. 

1 62- 1 63 .  I shall propitiate him with (the bowing down of) 
my head, and being pleased he will offer (me to you). If I offer 
myself to you without knowing the mind of my father. much 
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of my religious merit will perish and so I shall not ( be able to ) 
please you. I shall submit myself to you if (only) my father 
presents me to you. " 

1 64- 1 68.  Even though Sakra was thus being addressed by 
her he took her, and having placed her before Brahma said : "0 
lady of large eyes, I have brought you for this (lord) ; _do not be 
grieved, 0 you of excellent complexion." Seeing the cowherd's 
daughter of a fair complexion and great lustre, he ( i .e . Brahma) 
thought her having eyes like lotuses, to be Lakl1mi herself. 
Resembling the portion of a wall of heated gold, she, too, 
seeing him having a s tout chest, having round thighs like the 
trunks of intoxicated elephants, having the lustre of nails red 
and bright, looked upon herself as animated with (the feeling 
of) love. With a desire to secure him (as her husband) the 
cowherd-maiden appeared to be senseless. She also thought to 
have (i .e .  she had) the authority to offer herself ( to him ) .  
{She said to herself:) 

1 69- 1 80. 'If he, due to my beauty, insists on having me, 
there is no other woman luckier than I am. Since he saw me, 
he brought me. If I leave him I shall die ; if I do not leave him 
my life will be happy ; and due to insult I-with my form 
condemned -will be causing unhappiness (to others ) ;  whichever 
lady he sees favourably with his eyes, she too would be blessed. 
I have no doubt about it ; (then ) what about her whom he 
embraces ? The entire beauty of the world has moved to various 
ways (i .e .  had remained in different places) ; (now) the origin 
of the universe ( i .e .  the creator ) has manifested the beauty in 
one place only. He is comparable to Cupid only; comparison to 
Cupid due to his brilliance is good . I give up this grief (of 
mine). Neither the father nor the mother is the cause (of what
ever one gets in life) . If he does not accept me or does not 
talk to me a little, I shall, longing for him, meet death due to 
grief. When this innocent one goes to his wife (i.e. acts as a 
husband to his wife), such brilliance like pure lotuses will be 
( the cause of) the grace of gems on the breasts. The mind of me, 
seeing him, has entered contemplation. (She says to her mind: ) 
If you do not look highly upon the touch of and contact with 
his body, then, you, not touching (such) an excellent body, are 
wandering fruitlessly. Or it is not his fault; for you roam at 
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your sweet will. 0 Cupid, you are indeed robbed. Protect your 
own beloved Rati, since, 0 Cupid, he looks superior to you in 
handsomeness. He has certainly snatched away the gem of my 
mind and all my possessions. How (can one find )  the beauty 
on the moon which is seen on his face? Comparison between an 
object with spots and a spotles object is not advisable. 

1 8 1 - 1 83 .  A lotus does not attain resemblance with his 
eyes. How can the water-conch be compared with his conch 
( -like) ears ? Even a coral certainly does not obtain the resem
blance of his lip . Nectar resides in him. He certainly causes a 
flow of nectar. If I have done some auspicious deed in hundreds 
of my former existences, then due to its power let him, whom 
I desire, be my husband' .  

1 84-1 87 .  When that cowherd-maiden was thus beyond her
self due to being engrossed in thought, Brahma quickly said 
these words to Vi�J;tU for (expediting) the sacrifice : "And this is, 
0 lord, the goddess named Gayatri , the greatly blessed one." 
When these words were uttered, Vi�J;tu said these words to 
Brahmi : "0 lord of the world, today marry, in the Giindharva
style ( of marriage) , her whom I have given to you. Do not 
hesitate any longer. 0 lord, without being perturbed, accept 
this hand of her." (Then) the grandsire married her in the 
Gilndharva-style of marriage. 

1 88- 1 9 1 . Having obtained her (as his wife ) ,  Brahma said 
to the best of the adhvaryu-priests : "I have taken this lady as 
my wife ;  put her into my house ."  The priests, masters of the 
Vedas, then took that young lady, holding the deer's horn and 
clothed in a silken garment, to the chamber meant for the 
sacrificer's wife.  Brahma with the audumbara staff ( in his hand 
and ) covered with deer-hide, shone there at the sacrifice, as it 
were with his own lustre. Then the brihmaJ;tas, with Bhrgu, 
commenced the sacrifice as laid down in the Vedas. Then that 
sacrifice lasted (i .e .  continued ) at the Pu�kara-tirtha for a 
thousand yugas. 
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 

Siivitri's Curses and Giiyatri's Boons 

Bhi!ma said : 

1 -3 .  0 best brahmal}.a, then what was the wonder there at 
the sacrifice? How did Rudra stay there? How also did Vil?l).U, 
the best of gods, reside there? What did Gayatri, who was 
positioned as (Brahma's) wife do there? 0 sage, what did the 
cowherds of good conduct do after having come to know (about 
the seizure of Gayatri ) ?  Tell me this story-as to what took 
place and what was done by the cowherds and Brahma. I have 
a great curiosity (to know) it. 

Pulastya spoke : 
4-7. 0 king, I shall tell you the wonderful things that 

took place at the sacrifice. Listen with concentration. Rudra, 
after having gone to the ( sacrificial) assembly, did a great 
wonder. The god (i . e .  Rudra) having taken up a censurable 
form, came there near the brahmal}.as. Since Vi�I}.U had occu
pied an important place, he did not do anything ( to stop Rudra 
from entering the assembly) .  The cowherd boys and all the 
cowherdesses having learnt about the loss of the cowherd 
maiden, came near Brahma. 

8- 1 0. Seeing her with a girdle tied round (her waist) , and 
seated at the boundary of the sacrifice (the cowherds cried) . 
Then the mother (cried) : "0 daughter" ; the father ( cried) : 

"0 daughter" ; the brothers (cried) : "0 sister" ; the friends (cried) 
with affection : "0 friend, who brought you, the beautiful one. 
marked with red resin, here? Removing your garment who put 
the blanket on you? Who has, 0 daughter, tied a red string 
round your matted hair?" Having heard such words, Hari him
self said (to her father ) : 

1 1 -20. "We brought her here and appointed her as 
(Brahma's) wife. The girl is attached to Brahma. Do not 
lament. She is auspicious , and the cause of good luck to all. 
and of delight to the family ; if she were not auspicious, how 
would she have come to the ( sacrificial ) assembly? Realising 
this , 0 blessed one, do not grieve. Thus your daughter is very 
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lucky ( as) she has come to god Braluna. Your daughter has 
secured that position which the brahmal).as, adept in and 
endowed with the contemplation on the supreme spirit, and 
masters of the Vedas, do not get. Having known you to be a 
religious person of a good conduct and devoted to righteous
ness, I have given this daughter to Brahma. Liberated by her 
go to divine and prosperous worlds . For the fulfilment of a 
divine mission I shall be born in your family. I t  will just be a 
sport. \Vhen Nanda and others will be born on the earth, I 
shall stay among them. All your daughters will live with me. 
There will be no sin, no hatred and no jealousy. The cowherds 
o r  men will also cause no fear. As a result of this act (of having 
married Brahma) this (your daughter) will incur no sin . "  
Having heard (these) words o f  Vi�l).U, ( all o f  them) having 
saluted him left (the place ) . 

2 1 .  ( Thefather said : ) "Let me have ( i .e .  enjoy) the boon 
which you have given me. You will take an incarnation, bring
ing about religious merit, in our family. 

22-28. Merely by your sight we shall be the residents of 
heaven; and this my daughter will liberate me with (the mem
bers of) my family. 0 master, lord of gods, may you grant us 
a boon like this." The god Vi�l).u himself pleased the cowherds. 
By means of (i.e. by waving) his left hand, Brahma also com
municated the same idea. The lady of excellent complexion, 
Gayatri , the cowherd-daughter, embarrassed on seeing her 
relatives, met them and saluting them all with her left hand, 
said : "\\Tho told you ( the news ) about me so that you have 
come to this place ? 0 mother, having come to Brahma, I have 
remained here ; I have today obtained as my husband the lord 
of the entire world . You should not grieve for me, nor my father, 
nor my relations. Tell about my safety (i.e. I am well ) to the 
group of my friends and to my sisters along with the children ;  
I am staying here with deities ." 

29.  When al l  of them had left, that Gayatri, of a charming 
waist, having gone with Brahma to the place! prepared and 
enclosed for the sacrifice, shone there. 

I .  Tajnaviita : A place prepared and enclosed for sacri fice. 
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30. The brahmal}.as asked Brahmii for boons. (They 
said ) : ' 'Give us the desired boons" . Brahmii too granted them 
the desired boons. 

3 1 .  That goddess Gayatri also gave her consent to what 
was granted (by Brahmii) ; and that good lady too remained near 
the deities at the sacrifice. 

32-3 7.  That sacrifice continued for more than a hundred 
divine years; and Siva, having taken a big skull ( as the begging 
bowl) and adorned with five heads came to the place of sacrifice 
for alms. He, standing at the door, was reproached by the priests 
and members (of the sacrificial assembly) :  ' 'How have you, 
who are censured by the expounders of the Vedas, arrived 
here?" Mahesvara (i . e .  Siva) thus being expelled condemned by 
the briihmal}.as with a smile said to all those briihmal}.as : "At 
this sacrifice of the grandsire which pleases all ,  no one, but me, 
is being driven away, 0 best brahmal}.as. "  Siva1 was told by 
the m :  "Eat food and then go" . Siva too said to them : "0 

brahmal}.as, I shall leave after eating (food) . "  Saying thus, and 
keeping the skull in front of him he sat there. 

38-4 1 . Seeing that act of theirs, the god ( i.e. Siva ) acted 
crookedly. Leaving the skull on the ground and looking at the 
brahmaQas he said: "0 best briihmai).as, I am going for a bath 
to (the sacred place) Puitikara". Being told by them 'go quickly', 
the lord left ;  he, having stupefied the gods , remained in the 
sky with eagerness . When Siva had gone to Pul}kara for a bath, 
Brahma soon said : "When there is the skull in the sacrificial 
assembly how can the sacrifice be performed here ? There are 
filthy things in the skull ." 

42-48. A brahmal}.a in the assembly said : " I  shall throw 
off the skul l". That member (i . e  that brahmaQa) picked it up 
with his own hand and threw it off. Just then another skull 
appeared there ; again it was picked up ; in this way second, 
third . . .  twenty . . .  thirty . . .  fifty . . .  hundred . . .  thousand . . .  ten thou
sand (skulls appeared there ) .  The best brahmal}.as found no 
end to the skulls. Having reached the Pu l}kara forest, and having 
saluted god Siva they submitted to him with Vedic prayers 

Kapardin : An epithet of San kara. Kaparda : Braided and matted 
hair, especially of Sankara. 
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muttered by them ; and all together very much propitiated him. 
Then Siva himself was pleased . Then Siva manifested himself 
before them as a result of their devotion. Then that god said to 
those best brahmal_las, humble due to their devotion ( for him) : 
' 'Without the skull, the sacrificial oblation made of ground rice 
and offered in vessels\ cannot be prepared. 0 brahmal_las, do as 
I tell you ; (keep for me) a well-offered portion. If this is done 
all my directions would be followed." 

49-50. The brahmal_las said : ' 'All right, we shall follow 
your instructions". The lord, with the sku ll in his hand, said to 
the illustrious grandsire : "0 Brahma, ask for the boon that you 
hold dear to your heart. I shall, 0 lord, give you everything. 
There is nothing that I can't  give" . 

5 1 -60. Brahma said : "As I am initiated, and I am seated 
here in the sacrificial assembly, I shall not accept a boon from 
you . I shall give all that is desired by him who solicits me 
here." Saying ' 'All right" to the grandsire, the granter of boons, 
who was thus speaking at the sacrifice, that Rudra asked for a 

boon from him. Then, when the Manu-period passed over, the 
lord himself (performed a sacrifice) in the same way. Sambhu 
fixed a place for himself to the north ofBrahma's ( place) .  He, the 
god, who had the complete knowledge even of the four 
Vedas, (had) at that time (gone) to see the city. ( On hearing) 
the talk of the brahmal_las he went to the sacrificial assembly 
out of curiosity. Mahesvara, who entered Brahma's residence 
(clothed) in the same crazy dress,  was seen by the best brahmal_las . 
Some laughed at him, and some censured him. Similarly other 
brahmal_la s threw dust at the insane (Siva) . Other strong 
brahmal_las, proud of their strength, ridiculing him, and mak
ing (various) signs with their hands, beat him with clods of 
clay and clubs. So also other lads (going) near (and) seizing 
him with his matted hair asked him : "Who instructed you this 
way of observing a vow? Here there are beautiful ladies ; you 
have come for them. Which preceptor, directing (you ) the 
sinful ( way) has shown you this course, that, talking like a mad 
person, you are running through (this place) ?" 

I. Puro4d§a ; A sacrificial oblation made of ground rice and offered in 
Kapalas or vessels. 
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( Siva replied :) 
6 1 -74. "My generative organ is the form of Brahmii ; and 

my pudendum muliebre is Vi�J).U ; this seed is to be sown ; other
wise the world will suffer. This son was generated by me, and 
by him I was produced ; the creation is for Mahiideva (i .e. Siva ) ; 
(my ) wife is created on Himalaya; Umii was given to Rudra ; 
tell ( me) whose daughter she is .  You stupid ones, you do not 
know ( it) ; may the lord speak ( i .e. explain) it to you." " (This) 
course was not followed by Brahmii, nor was it shown by Vi�nu ; 
nor was it shown by Siva, the killer of Brahmii." "How (is it that ) 
you are censuring the god ? Today you must be killed by us" . 0 
king, Saiikara, thus being beaten by the briihmaJ).as, smiled and 
said to all the briihmal).as (there) : "0 briihmal).as, have you 
not recognised me the frantic one, who has lost his sense? All of 
you are kind and have abided in friendship (with me) . "  The 
best brahmal).as stupefied by the trick of Hara, speaking (i . e. 
giving) a plea and having (put on) a briihmal).a's guise, beat 
him, who had put on a mad man's dress, with hands, feet, fists, 
sticks and blows with elbows . Thus being tormented by the 
briihmaJ).aS he became angry. They were then cursed by the god 
(i .e .  by Siva) : "You will be abandoned by the Vedas , will have 
your matted hair erect, will fall from sacrifice, enjoy others' 
wives , will be delighted in the (company of) prostitutes and 
in gambling, will be forsaken by your fathers and mothers . A son 
shall not get the parental wealth or knowledge and may all of 
you, being stupefied, and abandoned by your senses, and de
pending on others' food , obtain Rudra-like alms. Behaving 
(like this ) and devoid of piety, you do not belong to me ; but 

those briihmal).as who showed compassion towards me, will have 
wealth, sons, maids, servants and small cattle, and will have 
ladies born in noble families ( as their wives) since I am now 
pleased ( with these brahmal).as) ."  

75-93 . Giving a curse and a boon l ike this, the god dis
appeared. When he had left, the brahmal).as, taking him to be 
lord Saiikara, tried to look for him ; but when they did not find 
him, they, endowed with self-imposed religious observances, came 
to the Pu�kara forest . Having bathed in the pre-eminent lake, 
the brahmal).as muttered the hundred ( names) of Rudra. At 
the end of the muttering of the prayer, the god ( i .e. Siva ) 
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spoke to them in a heavenly voice: "Even in a free talk 
I have never told a lie ;  then how ( would I do so ) when I 
have curbed my senses ? I shall again confer happiness on you. 
The Vedas ( i . e .  Vedic knowledge) ,  wealth and progeny of those 
brahmai)as who are tranquil, restrained, devoted to me and 
steady( -minded) in me, will not be taken away. Nothing in
auspicious exists for those ( brahma1.1as) who are engaged in 
maintaining the sacred fire, are devoted to Janardana (i.e .  Vi�QU ) ,  
worship Brahmii (and) the Sun-the heap of lustre, and whose 
minds are steady in equilibrium." Saying these words he re
mained silent. All ( the brahmaJ.las ) having received a boon and 
favour from the great god ( i .e .  Siva ) went together to ( that 
place ) where Brahma (stayed ) . They, together propitiating 
Brahma , remained before him. Brahma, being pleased, said to 
them : "Choose a boon from me also. ' ' With these words of 
Brahma, all those best brahmaJ.las were pleased. (They said to 
one another : )  "0 brahmaQas, which boon should we ask for when 
Brahmii. is pleased ? Let us have, as the result of the grant of this 
boon, the maintenance of the sacred fire, the Vedas, the various 
religious treatises, and the worlds relating to ( i .e. due to)  off
spring ."  When the brahmaQas were thus talking ( among them
selves) they became angry ; "Who are you ? Who are pre-eminent 
here ? We are superior here." The other brahma1.1as said: "No, 
( i t  is not so ) ." Brahma, seeing the brahmaJ.las that were there and 
were full of anger, said to them : "Since you remained in three 
groups out of the sacrificial assembly, therefore, brahmaQas, one 
group of you will be called amulika ; those who remained neutral, 
will be called udasina ; the third group, 0 brahmaJ.las, will be of 
those who have weapons with them and have equipped them
selves with swords and will be termed kausiki. This place, thus 
occupied in three ways (by the three groups) will be entirely 
yours. The subjects ( living) here will be called a 'world' from 
outside ( i .e. by the outsiders) ; Vi(IQU will certainly look after 
this unknown place . This p lace given by me will last eternally 
and be complete ." Saying so Brahma thought of the conclusion 
of the sacrifice. All these brahmaJ.las who were (some time back) 
full of anger and jealousy together fed the guests and became 
engrossed in the Vedic studies . 

94-99. This Pu(lkara, also called Brahma, is a great sacred 
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place. To the tranquil brahmal}.as living in that sacred place 
nothing is difficult to obtain in the world of Brahma. 0 best 
king, fulfilment of an object, which takes place at other sacred 
places after twelve years is had by men within six months only 
at these sacred places, viz . Kokamukha, Kuruk!?etra, Naimi�a 
where there is the congregation of the sages, VaraQ.asi , Prabhasa, 
so also Badarikasrama, and at Garigadvara, Prayaga, and a t  the 
point where the Ganges meets the ocean, Rudrako�i, Viriipak�a, 
so also Mitravana1 ; ( about the fulfilment of the object of a man) 
there is no doubt if the man is intent on religious s tudy. Pu:[lkara 
is the greatest of all sacred places and the best of all ; it is always 
revered by the respectable ones devoted to the grandsire (i .e. 
Brahma) . 

1 00- 1 1 8. Hereafter I shall tell you the great dispute, caused 
by jest, of Savitri with Brahma (i .e .  between Savitri and 
Brahma ) .  

After Savitri had left, all the divine ladies came there. The 
daughter of Bhrgu born of Khyati, viz . Lakillmi, (ever) success
ful,  always invited by ( Savi tri) came there hurriedly. The very 
virtuous Madira, giver of Y oganidra ( a  state between sleep and 
wakefulness) and prosperity ; Sri, residing in a lotus, Bhiiti, 
Kirti and the high-minded Sraddha : all these goddesses who 
gave nourishment and satisfaction had arrived (there) ; Sati, 
Dak�a's daughter, auspicious Parvati or Uma, the most beautiful 
lady in the three worlds, giving good fortune ( absence of widow
hood ) to ladies ; Jaya and Vijaya, Madhucchanda, Amaravati, 
Supriya, Janakanta ( had all gathered) in Savitri's auspicious 
residence. They, who had put on fine dresses and ornaments, had 
arrived with Gauri. (There were ladies like) Sakr3.Q.i, Puloman's 
daughter, along with the celestial nymphs; Svaha, Svadha and 
DhiimorQ.a, of a beautiful face; Yak�i and Rak�asi and the very 
wealthy Gauri ; Manojava, Vayu's wife, and �ddhi, the beloved 
(wife )  of Kubera ; so also the daughters of gods and the Danava
ladies dear to Danu had come there. The great beautiful wives 
of the seven sages,2 in the same way sisters, daughters and the 

I .  Mitravana : Name of a forest . 

2. Saptar1i : The seven sages i.e. Marici, Atri, Ail.giras, Pulastya, Pulaha, 

Kratu and Vasi�tha. 
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hosts oi Vidyadharis ; the Rak�asis, daughters of manes and other 
world-mothers . Savitri desired to go ( to the place of sacrifice) 
with the young married ladies and daughters-in-law ; so also 
all daughters of Dak�a, like Aditi and others had come. The 
chaste lady viz. Brahma's wife ( Savitri) , having a lotus as her 
residence, was surrounded by them. Some beautiful lady had 
taken sweets in her hand, someone with a winnowing basket 
filled with fruits approached Brahma. Similarly others taking 
measures of winnowed grain ; so also a beautiful lady carried 
various kinds of pomegranates, citrons ; another took bamboo
shoots, so also lotuses , and saffron, cumin-seeds, dates ; another 
took all coconuts ; (another) took a vessel full of grape( -juice) ; 
so also the srngataka plant, variegated camphor-flowers and 
auspicious roseapples ; so also someone else took walnuts, 
emblic myrobalan and citrons ; a beautiful  lady took ripe bilva
fruits and flattened rice ; someone else took cotton-wicks and 
saffron-coloured garment. All the auspicious and beautiful 
ladies having put these and other things in winnowing baskets, 
reached there with Savitri . 

l l 9- 1 20 .  Purandara, seeing Savitri there, was frightened ; 
Brahma (too) remained there with his face hung down 
(thinking) : 'What will she ( now) say to me?' Vi�QU and Rudra 

were ashamed, so also all other brahmar_1as ; the members ( of 
the sacrificial assembly ) and other gods were frightened. 

1 2 1 - 1 22 . Sons, grandsons, nephews, maternal uncles, 
brothers, so also gods named �bhus and other deities-all re
mained embarrassed as to what Savitri would say (then ) .  

1 23- 124. The cowherd daughters remained silent by the 
side of Brahma listening to the words of all that talked there. 
'The lady of best complexion, though called by the (chief) priest 
did not come ; (so ) Indra brought another cowherdess (and ) 
Vi�QU himself presented her to Brahma. 

1 25- 129 .  How would she be (behaving)  at the sacrifio� ? 
How would the sacrifice be accomplished?' When they were 
thus thinking, there entered (Brahma's wife ) living in the lotus. 
Brahma was, at that time surrounded by the members ( of the 
sacrificial assembly) , the priests and the deities. The brahmar_1as 
who had mastered the Vedas were offering oblations to the 
fires . The cowherdess, remaining in the chmber (meant for the 
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sacrificer's wife )  and having a deer's horn and . a girdle, and 
clothed in silken garments, meditated on the highest position. 
She was loyal to her husband, her husband was her life ;  she was 
seated prominently ; she was endowed with beauty ; in lustre she 
resembled the sun : she illumined the assembly there as ( does) 
the brilliance of the sun. 

1 30 .  The priests also worshipped the blazing fire ( offering) 
portion of the sacrificial animals . 

1 3 1 - 1 36. Gods desirous of receiving portions of oblations 
at the sacrifice then said : " (The sacrifice) should not be delayed ; 
( for an act) performed late, does not give its ( desired) fruit ; 
this is the rule that is seen in the Vedas by all the learned. "  
When two milk ( -pots) were ready, the food was jointly cooked, 
and when the brahmal')as were invited, the adhvaryu to whom 
the oblation was offered had come there, and the pravargya was 
performed by brahmaQas skilled in the Vedas ; the food was being 
prepared. Goddess (Savitri ) seeing that said angrily to Brahma 
who was sitting silently at the ( sacrificial ) session: ' 'What is this 
misdeed you are about to do, that through lust you have aban
doning me and committed a sin? She, whom you have put on 
your head ( i.e. whom you have given so much importance) is not 
comparable with even the dust of my foot. This is what people 
gathered in the ( sacrificial) assembly say. Ifyou so desire, follow 
that command of those who are (like) gods . 

1 37- 1 4 1 .  Through your longing for beauty you have done 
what is condemned by people ; 0 lord, you were not ashamed 
of your sons nor of your grandsons ; I think you have done this 
censurable deed through passion ; you are the grandsire of gods 
and the great grandsire of the sages ! How did you not feel 
shame when you see your own body? You have become ridiculous 
for people and have harmed me. If this is  your firm feeling, then 
0 god, l ive (alone ) ;  salutation (goodbye ) to you; how shall I 

(be able �- J ;  show my face to my friends ? How shall I tell people 
that my husband has taken ( another lady as ) his wife?" 

Brahma said: 

1 42- 1 44. Immediately after the time of initiation, the 
priests prompted me : Without wife the sacrifice cannot be 
performed ;  bring your wife quickly. This (other) wife was 
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brought by Indra, and presented to me by Vi�Q.u ; (so ) I accept
ed her ; 0 you of beautiful eyebrows, pardon me for what I have 
done. 0 you of good vow, I shall not wrong you like this again. 
Pardon me, who have fallen at your feet ;  my salutation to 
you. 

Pulast.J·a said: 
Thus addressed , she got angry, and set about to curse 

Brahma : 
145- 148. "If I have practised penance, if l  have pleased my 

preceptors in the groups of brahmaQ.as, and at various places, 
brahmaQ.as will never offer you worship, except your annual 
worship (that falls ) in the month of Kartika which the brahmaQ.as 
will (alone) offer, but not other men at any other place on the 
earth." Saying these words to Brahma, she said to Indra who was 
nearby: "0 Sakra, you brought the cowherdess to Brahma. Since 
this was a mean deed you will obtain its fruit. 

149 .  When you will stand (ready to  fight ) in a battle, you 
will be bound by your enemies and will be reduced to a very 
( pitiable) plight. 

1 50. Being without any possession, having lost your energy, 
you will, having faced a great defeat, live in your enemy's city, 
(but} will soon be released. "  

1 5 1 - 1 53 .  Having cursed Indra ( like this ) the goddess then 
spoke (these words) to Vi�I}.U :  "When, due to the curse ofBhrgu 
you will be born in the mortal world, you will there ( i . e .  
in that existence ) experience the pain of separation from your 
wife. Your wife will be taken by your enemy beyond the great 
ocean ; with your mind struck by grief you will not know (by 
whom she is) taken, and you will be unhappy along with 
your brother after having met with a great calamity. 

1 54- 1 56 .  When you will be born in the Yadu-family, you 
will be named Kr�Q.a ; and being the attendant of beasts will 
wander for a long time." Then the angry one said to Rudra : 
"When you will stay in the Daruvana, then, 0 Rudra, the angry 
sages will curse you ; O you skull-holder, mean one,  you desire to 
snatch away a lady from amongst us; therefore, this arrogant 
generative organ of yours will today fall  on the ground . 
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1 5 7-1 60. Void of manliness, you will be afflicted by the 
sages' curse. Your wife residing at the Gangadvara wi ll console 
y<}u.' '  "0 Agni, you were formerly made all-consumer by my son 
Bhrgu, always righteous. How shall I burn (you) who are already 
burnt by him? 0 Agni, that Rudra will submerge you with his 
semen, and your tongue ( i .e .  your flame) will blaze more 
while consuming things not fit for a sacrifice. ' '  Savitri cursed all 
the brahmaQas and priests who had become the sacrificial 
priests for looting her husband, and who had, for nothing , 
res(-:ted to the forest : 

1 6 1 .  "Resort to all sacred and holy places through greed 
only ; you will always be satisfied only ( when you get) food of 
others ; but will not be  contented with food (prepared in) your 
own houses . 

1 62- 1 64. By sacrificing that which is not to be sacrificed 
and by accepting what is contemptible, by earning wealth and 
spending it purposelessly-by that (your) dead bodies will only 
be departed spirits without obsequial rites ( being offered to 
them) ." In this way that angry ( Savitri ) cursed lndra, so also 
Vi�Qu, Rudra, Agni, Brahma and all the brahma:r_1as . 

1 65- 1 66. Having thus cursed them, she went out of the 
( sacrificial) assembly. Having reached the preeminent Pu�kara, 

she settled (there ) .  She said to Lak�mi who was laughing and 
also to the beautiful wife of Indra and also to young ladies 
( there) : "I shall go there where I won' t  hear any sound." 

1 67 .  The� all those ladies went to their respective 
residences. Savitri ,  who was angry, set abou t to curse them 
too. 

1 68. "Since these divine ladies have abandoned me and 
gone, I, who am extremely angry, shal l curse them also : 

1 69- 1 7 1 . Lak�mi shall never stay at one place . She, the 
mean and fickle-minded one , will s tay among fools, among the 
barbarians and the mountaineers, among the foolish and the 
proud ; so also as a result of ( my) curse, you ( i .e. Lak�mi) will 
stay with mean persons such as the accursed and the wicked 
ones.' ' 

1 72- 1 74. Having thus given a curse (to Lak�mi) , she cursed 
IndraQi : "When Indra, your husband, oppressed by ( the sin 
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of) murder of a brahmat;J.a, will be unhappy, and when his king
dom will be matched away by Nahu�a, he wil l, having seen 
you, ask for you. (He will say )  'I am Indra ;  how is it that this 
childish (lady) does not wait upon me? I shall kill all gods if I 
do not obtain Saci ( i .e .  Indrat;J.i) '. Then you who will have to 
run away, and will be alarmed and grieved, will stay in the 
house of Brhaspati, as a result of my curse, 0 you of wicked 
conduct and proud (one) ."  

1 75- 1 78. Then she pronounced a curse on all the wives of 
gods : "All these (ladies ) will not get affection due from children ; 
they will be scorched ( with grief) day and night and wil l  be 
insulted and called 'barren' ." Gauri, of an excellent complexion 
was also cursed by Savitri . She, who was weeping, was seen by 
Vi �t;J.U and he propitiated her : ' '0 you of large eyes, do not 
weep ; you ever-auspicious one, (please) come on ; entering the 
( sacrificial) assembly, hand over your girdle and silken gar
ments ; 0 you wife of Brahma, receive the initiation, I salute 
your feet." 

1 79. Thus addressed, she said to him : "I shall do as you 
say ; and I shall go there where I shall not hear (any) sound."  

1 80-2 1 5 .  Having said this much, she (going) from that 
place and having climbed up a mountain, remained there. 
Remaining in front of her with great devotion, Vi�t;J.u, j oining 
his hands and having bent down, eulogised her. 

Vi�vu said : 

You, all wonderful, are everywhere, and are to be seen in all 
beings . Whatever is good or bad, is not to be seen without you ; 
yet, I shall hereafter tell you in which places you should be 
seen by those who are desirous of success and remembered by 
those desirous of ( having) land. You will be remembered ( or 
called) Savitri at the sacred place called Pu�kara, the pre
eminent and auspicious ( sacred place ) among all the sacred 
places .1 (You will be known as) Visalak�i at Varat;J.asi ; Linga
dharit;J.i at Naimi�a ; Lalita Devi at Prayaga ; Kamuka at 
Gandhamadana ; Kumuda at Manasa ; Visvakaya at Ambara ; 
Gomati at Gomanta ; Kamadirit;J.i at Mandara; Madotka�a 

1 .  From this onwards various names of Savitri are given.  
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at Caitraratha ; Jayanti at Hastinapura ; and Gauri at 
Kfmyakubja ;  Rambha on the Malaya mountain ; Kirtimati 
at Ekamraka ; so also as Visva and Visvesvari ; Puruhas ta at 
KarJ).ika ; Margadayika at Kedara ; Nanda on the back ( i . e .  
slope ) of the Himalaya ; Bhadrakalika at GokarJ).a ; Bhavani at 
SthaJ).visvara ; Bilvapatrika at Bilva ; Goddess Madhavi , Bhadra 
and Bhadresvari at Srisaila ; Jaya at Varahasaila; Kamala at 
Kamalalaya (literally abode of Kamala) ;RudraJ).i at Rudrakoti ; 
Kali at Kalafijara (mountain) ; Kapila at Mahaliiiga ; Manga
lesvari at Karkota ; Mahadevi at Saligrama ; Jalapriya at 
Sivalinga; Kumari at Mayapuri; Lalita at Santana ; Utpalak�i 
at Sahasrak�a ; Mohotpala at HiraJ).yak�a ; wil l be called as 
:'viaiigala at Gaya ; Vimala at Purul(iottama ; Amoghak�i at 
Vipasa ; Patala at PuJ).yavardhana ; NarayaJ).i at Suparsva and 
Bhadrasundari at Trikiita ; Vipula at Vipula ; as KalyaJ).i on the 
:\1alaya mountain ; Kotavi at the sacred place called Kotavi ; 
Sugandha in the Madhavi forest ; Trisandhya at Kubjamraka ; 
Haripriya at Gangadvara ; Sivananda at SivakuJ).<;I.a ; Nandini at 
Devika-bank ; RukmiJ).i at Dvaravati and Radha at Vrndavana ; 
Devaki at Mathura and Parame5vari at Patala ; Sita at Citra
kiita ; Vindhyavasini on the Vindhya (mountain) ; Ekavira on 
the Sahya mountain ; Candrika at Hariscandra ; RamaJ).ii at 
Ramatirtha ; Mrgavati in (the vicinity of the Yamuna river) ; 
::\1ahalak�mi at Karavira ; Rumadevi at Vinayaka ; Aroga at 
Vaidyanatha ; Amrta in the Vindhya-cave ; Goddess MaJ).<;I.avi 
at MaJ).<;I.avya ; Svaha at the city of Mahesvara ; and PracaJ).<;I.a 
at Vegala ; CaJ).<;I.ika at AmarakaJ).taka ; Vararoha at Somesvara ; 
Pu�karavati at Prabhasa ; Devamata in the vicinity of Sarasvati 
living on both her banks ; Mahapadma at Mahalaya ; Pinga
lesvari in (the vicinity of) Payo�J).i ; Simhika at Krtasauca and 
Salikari at Kartikeya ; Lola at Utpalavartaka ; Subhadra at the 
confluence of Sindhu ; Uma at Siddhavana ;  Lak�mi (and) 
Anaiiga at Bharatasrama ; Visvamukha on the Jalandhara 
(mountain) ; Tara on the Ki�kindha mountain ; Pu�ti in 
Devadaruvana ;  Medha in the Kasmira region ; Goddess Bhima 
on the Himalaya mountain ; and Tu�ti at Vastresvara ; Sraddha 
at Kapalamocana ; Mata at KayavarohaJ).a ; Dhvani at Samkho
ddhara ; and Dhrti at PiJ).<;I.araka ; Kala in (the vicinity of) 
Candrabhii.ga ; Siddhidayini at Acchoda ; Goddess Amrta in 
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(the vicmity of) VeJ;Iii ; Urvasi at Badari ; Ausadhi in the 
Uttarakuru (region) ;  Kusodaka in the Kusadvipa ; Manmatha 
at Hemakiita ; Satyaviidini at Kumuda ; Vandaniya at Asvattha; 
Nidhi at the abode of Kubera ; Gayatri at the ( time of the) 
recitation of the Vedas ; Parvati near Siva ; and Indrar;ti in the 
heaven ; and Sarasvati in the mouth of a brahmaJ;Ia ; Prabha in 
the sun's orb ;  Vai�J;Iavi among the divine mothers1 ; Arundhati 
among the chaste ladies ; Tilottama among beautiful ladies ; 
Brahmakala in picture ; and Sakti (strength) in all the em
bodied ones. I have enumerated these one hundred and eight 
of the names (of Savitri ) ;  I have also told the names of the 
hundred and eight sacred places . He who mutters or hears 
these will be free from all sins. He, the best of men, who bathes 
in these sacred places and sees (Savitri ) ,  will, being freed from 
all sins, live in the city of Brahma for a Kalpa. A man who 
recites these hundred and eight names in the vicinity of Brahma, 
on the full-moon or the new-moon day will have many sons . 
He, who listens to it at the time of offering a cow or a sriiddha 

or everyday at the time of offering worship to god (s) , reaches 
supreme Brahman. 

2 1 6-2 1 9. Savitri, of a good vow, said to Vi�?J;IU who was 
thus praising her : "Son, you have properly praised me ; you 
will be unconquerable ; in your incarnation you will be along 
with your wife, dear to your father and mother ; and he, who, 
having come here, praises me with this eulogy, will, being free 
from all sins, go to the highest place. Go to Brahma's sacrifice, 
0 son, and complete it. At Kuruk�?etra and Prayaga, I shall be 
the giver of food ; and remaining by my husband do what you 
have said . " 

220 .  Vi�?J;IU, thus addressed, went to the excellent (sacri
ficial) assembly of Brahmii. When Savitri had left. Gayatri 
uttered (these ) words : 

22 1 .  ' 'May the sages listen to my words uttered in the 

1 .  Miitrs These are divine mothers said to attend upon Siva, but 
usual ly on Skanda. According to some they are eight : Brahmi , Mahesvari, 

CaiJ.c;li, Varahi, Vai�JJ.avi, Kaumari , Camul;.lc;la and Carcikii. Some say they 

are seven : Brahmi , Mahe5vari, Kaumari, Vai�1;.1avi,  Mahendri, Varahi and 

Camw;tc;la. 
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presence o f  my husband-whatever I ,  pleased and ready to 
grant a boon, say. 

222-223. ( Those ) men (who ) ,  endowed with devotion, 
worship Brahma, will have garments, grains, wives, happiness 
and riches ; similarly (they will have) unbroken happiness in 
their house and ( will have) sons and grandsons . Having enj oy
ed (happiness) for a long time, they will, at the end (of their 
life) attain salvation . "  

Pulast;·a said: 

224-225 . Listen, with a concentrated mind, to the fruit 
one gets after having installed, with all care and according to 
the sacred rule, (the i mage of) Brahma. By means of this ins
tallation one would get that fruit, which is a crore times surperior 
to the fruit of all sacrifices, all penance, charity, sacred places 
and Vedas. 

226-22 7. 0 king, that man, who fasts wi th devotion on the 
full-moon day and worships Brahma on the first day ( i.e. the 
day succeeding the full-moon day) goes , 0 great-armed ( i .e.  
mighty) one, to the place of Brahman ; and he who worships 
him through priests especially goes to Virifici (or) Vasudeva 
(i . e .  the lord of souls) . 

228-239. The chariot-procession of the lord is prescribed 
in the month of Kartika ; doing (i .e . taking) which with devo
tion men reach Brahma's world . \Vith a number of musical 
instruments one should take out, along the road, the procession 
of Brahma, with Savitri on the full-moon day of Kartika, 0 
best king. He should move ( i . e .  take out in procession the image 
of Brahma ) with people (i .e. the citizens) through the entire 
town. Then having thus taken out the procession, he should 
bathe him. Having fed the brahma:Q.as and first worshipped 
Agni, he should place (the image of) the god in a chariot 
accompanied by the sounds of auspicious musical instruments . 
Having worshipped Agni, according to the sacred precept, in 
front of the chariot, and having invoked the blessings of the 
brahma:Q.as, and repeating 'this is an auspicious day' three times , 
and placing ( the image ) of the god in a chariot, he should keep 
awake at night by means of many shows and the sound ( of the 
reci tation ) of Vedas . 0 king, having kept awake the god, and 
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having, in the morning, fed the brahmaJ;IaS with a number of 
articles of food accord ing to his capacity, and, 0 king, having 
worshipped, with the recitation of sacred formula, and with 
clarified butter and milk, and according to the sacred rules ;  so 

also having invoked, according to the sacred precept, the 
blessings ofbrahmaJ;Ias, and having declared it to be an auspi
cious day he should move (i.e. take out in procession) the 
chariot through the city. The chariot of Brahma should be 
moved (i .e .  dragged) by brahmaJ;Ias learned in the four Vedas ; 
so also, 0 brave one, by those skil led in the Atharva Veda, 
having ( i . e. knowing) many verses and by priests-the chanters 
of Samaveda. He should thus take the chariot of the highest 
god round the city along a very even path . 0 brave one, the 
chariot is not to be moved by a Siidra desiring his welfare ; and 
no wise man, but the bhojaka, is to mount upon the chariot. 

240-253 . 0 king, he should place Savitri to Brahma's right, 
bhojaka to his left and should place the lotus in his front. Thus 
0 brave one, with many sounds of trumpets and conchs, the 
wise one should, having moved the chariot round the entire 
city, place the (image of the )  god at the proper place after 
waving lights before it as an act of adoration. He, who takes 
out such a procession, or he who sees it with devotion or he who 
drags the chariot, would go to Brahma's place. He who offers 
lights in Brahma's hall ( i .e .  temple ) in the new-moon day in 
the month of Kartika and adores himself with sandal , flowers 
and new clothes on the first day (of Kartika ) would reach 
Brahma's place . This is a very holy day, on which Bali's1 kingdom 
was founded. The day is always very dear to Brahma . It is 
called Biileyi. He who, on this day, adores Brahma and more 
specially himself, he goes to the highest place of Vi�J;Iu of un
limited lustre. 0 you of mighty arms, the first day of Caitra is 
auspicious and best. He, the best man, who, on this day, touches 
a CaJ;IQ.iila and bathes has no sin, no mental agonies or bodily 

I .  Bali: Celebrated demon, a son of Viroc ana, the son of Prahlada. 
When Vi,l,lu, as a son of Kasyapa and Aditi, came to Bali, noted for his 
liberality, and prayed to him to give as much earth as he could cover in 
three steps, and when he found that there was no place to put the third 
step, he planted it on the head of Bali and sent him with all his legions to 
the Patala and allowed him to be its ruler. 
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diseases ; therefore one should take bath (on this day) or it is a 
divine waving of lights before an idol, which destroys all 
diseases. 0 King, he should take out all the cows and buffaloes ; 
then outside ( the house) he should put up an arched door-way 
with all clothes etc. Similarly, 0 sustainer of the Kuru-family, 
he should give food to the brahmaJ.las . 0 you descendant of the 
Kuru-family, I have formerly told about these three days in the 
months of Kar tika, Asvina and Caitra, 0 king ;  bath, giving 
gift s  (on these days) (give ) hundred-fold merit. 0 king, the 
( firs t) day of Kartika is auspicious for king Bali, and beneficial 
to beasts ! 

Giiyatri said: 

254-255 . 0 you born of the lotus, ( though) Savitr\ uttered 
the words that the brahma1.1as will never worship you, (yet) 
on hearing my words they will worship you ; having enjoyed 
pleasures here (i . e . in this world) , they will obtain salvation in 
the other world Knowing this to be a superior view (-point) , 
he, being pleased, will grant them a boon. 

256. 0 Indra, I shall grant you a boon : When you will be 
arrested by your enemies, Brahma, having gone to the abode 
of the enemy wi ll free you. 

257 . Due to the destruction of your enemy, you will have 
great joy and will get back your (capital- ) city which (you 
had) lost .  In the three worlds yours will be a great kingdom 
without any vexation. 

258-259. 0 Vi�J.lU, when you will take an incarnation on 
the earth, you will , with your brother,  experience great grief 
due to the kidnapping of your wife etc. You will, having killed 
your enemy rescue your wife in the presence of gods. Having 
accepted her and having governed the kingdom again, you will 
go to heaven . 

260. You will  ( rule) for eleven thousand years and (then) 
will go to heaven . You will enjoy great fame in the world, and 
will love people. 

26 1 . 0 god, those men who would be emancipated by you 
in the form ( i .e. incarnation) of Rama, will have ( i . e .  will go 
to) the celebrated worlds called Siintiinika . 
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262-265 . Then Gtiyatri, the giver of boons said to Rudra : 
"Those_ men, who will worship your genital organ (in the form 
of phallus ) even though it had fallen, being purifed and earning 
merit thereby, will share (i .e .  enjoy) heaven. That state which 
men get by worshipping your genital organ ( in the form of 
phallus) , cannot be had in ( i .e. by ) maintaining sacred fire or 
offering oblations into it. Those who will, in the early morning 
worship your genital organ ( in the form of phallus) with a 
bilva-leaf, will enjoy the world of R udra." 

266-267. "0 Agni, you too, getting the status of the devotee 
of Siva, be a purifier. There is no doubt that when you are 
pleased gods are pleased. The offerings are received by gods 
through you (only ) .  Certainly when you are pleased, they, be
ing pleased, will enjoy ( the offerings ) ;  there is no doubt about 
this, since such is the Vedic statemen t." 

Then Giiyatri said these words to all those brtihmaT)as: 

268-284. There is no doubt that men having propitiated 
you at all the sacred places, will go to the place called Vairaja 

( i .e .  of Brahma ) .  Having given various kinds of food and many 
gifts, and having pleased (the manes ) they become gods of 
gods. Gods immediately enjoy offerings and manes immediately 
enjoy oblations in ( i .e .  through ) the mouths of those who are 
the best brahmal}as, for you alone are capable of sustaining the 
three worlds-there is no doubt about it. You will all be puri
fied by the restraint of breath ; 0 best brahmal}as, you will not 
incur the sins for receiving gifts especially after having bathed 
at Pul?kara and having muttered (the names ) of the mother of 
the Vedas (i. e .  Gayatri) . All deities are pleased by offering food 
( to brahmal}as ) at Pul?kara. Even if (a man ) feeds one 
brahmal}a, he obtains the fruit of ( having fed) a crore. Men 
(destroy ) all their sins like the murder of a brahmal}a and other 
bad deeds done by them by giving money into the hand of a 
brahmal}a. He is to be thrice worshipped using prayers to be 
muttered in my honour. That moment ( even ) a sin like the 
murder of a brahmal}a perishes. Gayatri destroys the sin com
mitted during ten existences ( or) even during a thousand 
existences and thousand groups of the three ages. Thus knowing 
and having muttered prayers in my honour you will be forever 
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purified. There i s  n o  doubt o r  no hesitation about this . Having 
muttered, with your heads ( bowed ) ,  (my ) prayers especially 
with the utterance of 'Om' having three syllables, you will be 
undoubtedly purified. I have remained in the eight syllables ( of 
the Gayatri metre ) . This world is pervaded by me. Adorned 
with all the words I am the mother of the Vedas. The best 
brahmal).as will attain success by muttering my names with 
devotion. All of you will have pre-eminence by muttering my 
names . A well-controlled brahma1,1a having just the essence of 
Gayatri is better than one knowing the four Vedas, eating 
everything and selling all things .  Since in the assembly Savitri 
pronounced a curse on the brahma1,1as, whatever is given or 
offered here, all that becomes inexhaustible. Therefore, 0 best 
brahma1,1as, I have given {this ) boon. The brahma1,1as who 
are devoted to the maintenance of sacred fire and offer sacrifice 
three times ( i .e .  morning, noon and evening) , will go to heaven 
along with their twentyone generations . 

285-293. Thus having given an excellent boon to Indra, 
Vi �1,1u, Rudra, Fire, Brahma and brahma1,1as at Pu�kara, 
Gayatri remained by the side of Brahma. Then the bards 
narrated the cause of the curse to Lak�mi. Gayatri, the beloved 
wife of Brahma, having come to know about the several curses 
given to all these young ladies and to Lak�mi, granted a boon 
to them : "Making all always praiseworthy, and looking charm
ing with wealth, you, causing delight to all, will shine. 0 
daughter, all, whom you look at, will share (i .e .  have) religious 
merit ; but abandoned by you all they will experience grief. 
They alone (whom you favour) will have (i .e. be born in high) 
caste and (noble) family, (will have) righteousness, 0 you of 
charming face. They alone will shine in the assembly and ( they 
alone ) will be (favourably ) looked at by the kings. The best 
brahma1,1as will solicit them only, and wil l be courteous to them 
only. 'You are our brother, father, preceptor and relative too. 
There is no doubt about it . I can't  live without you. When I 
look at you my sight becomes clear and beautiful; my mind is 
very much pleased, I am telling you the truth and the truth 
only'. Such words delighting the people, will they, the good 
ones, who have been looked at (favourably ) by you will hear. 
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294-299 . Nahu!?a, having obtained Indrahood, will implore 
you. The sinner, put down through Agastya's words, by you, 
will after being changed into a serpent, request him : '0 sage, 
I am doomed through pride ; be my refuge (i .e. help me) ' .  Then 
the revered sage, having pity in his heart (moved) by those 
words of his (i. e .  of Nahu�a) , will say these words to him : 'A 
king, honour to your family, will be born in your family. Seeing 
you in the form of ( i . e .  as) a serpent, he will break down your 
curse. Then you, giving up your state of serpent, will again go 
to heaven' .  0 you of beautiful eyes , as a result  of my boon you 
will again reach heaven with your husband, who will have per
formed the horse-sacrifice." 

Pulastya spoke : 

300-302 . Then all the wives of the gods were addressed by 
(Gayatri) who was pleased: "Even though you will be having 
no children, you will not be grieved" .  Then Gayatri grown 
with joy, advised Gauri also. The high-minded beloved wife of 
Brahma, granting the boom, desired the accomplishment of the 
sacrifice. Rudra, seeing Gayatri , the granter of boons, like that, 
saluted her and praised her with these words : 

Rudra said: 

303-3 1 7 .  My sal utation to you, the mother of the Vedas, 
and purified by eight syllables. You are Gayatri, who helps people 
to cross difficulties, and speech of seven types1, all the treati
ses containing eulogies, so also all verses, similarly all letters 
and signs, all treatises l ike the glosses, so also all precepts, and 
all letters . 0 goddess, my salutation to you . You are fair and 
of a fair form, and your face resembles the moon. You have 
large arms, delicate like the interiors of plantain-trees ; you hold 
a deer's horn and an extremely clean lotus in your hand ; you 
have put on silken garments and the upper garment is red . 
You are adorned with a necklace, brilliant like the moon rays, 
round your neck. You are well beautified with ears having 
divine earrings . You shine with a face rivalling with the moon. 
You look charming with a hair-band having an extremely pure 
crown. Your arms like the hoods of serpents adorn the heaven. 

1 .  SaptatJidha Vatzi: Seems to represent the seven notes of Indian gamut.  
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Your charming and circular breasts have thei1· nipples even . 
The triple fold on the belly is proud of the divisions with tbe 
extremely fair  hips and loins. Your navel is having a circular 
shape , is deep and indicates auspiciousness. You have expansive 
hips and loins and attractive buttocks ; your couple of thighs is 
very beautiful and round ; you have good knees and legs . Such 
as you are, you sustain the three worlds ,  and requests to you are 
truthful (i . e . are surely graceful) .  You will be a very fortunate 
one, the granter of boons and of an excellent complexion . The 
pi lgrimage to Pu�kara will be fruitful on seeing you. You will 
receive the first adoration on the full-moon day of the month 
of Jye �tha ; and those men who knowing your prowess, will 
worship you, have nothing wanting as far as sons and wealth 
are concerned. You are the highest recourse to those who are 
plunged in a forest or in a great ocean ;  or those who are held 
up by bandits . You are the success, the wealth, the courage, 
the fame, the sense of shame, the learning, the good salutation, 
the intellect, the twilight, the light, the sleep and also the night 
of destruction at the end of the world . You are Amba, Kamala, 
the mother, Brahmal,li and Durga. 

3 1 8-331 . You are the mother of all gods, Gayatri and an 
excellent lady. You are Jaya, Vij aya ( i .e .  Durga) , and Pu�ti 
(nourishment )  and Tu�ti (satisfaction ) , forgiveness and pity . 
You are younger than Savitri and will always be l iked by 
Brahma. You are having many forms, a universal form ; you are 
having charming eyes and move with Brahma; you are of a 

beautiful form, you have l arge eyes and are a great protector of 
your devotees .  0 great goddess, you l ive in ci ties, in holy hermi
tages and in forests and parks . You remain to the left of Brahma 
at all the places where he stays . To Brahma's right is Savitri, 
and Brahma is b etween (Savi tri and you ) .  You are in the altar 
of the sacrifices, and you are the sacrificial fees of the priests ; 
you are the victory of kings and the boundary of the ocean. 0 
BrahmacariQ.i , you are (that which is the) initiation, and are 
looked upon as great beauty ; you are the lustre of the luminaries 
and are goddess Lak�mi living in NarayaQ.a . You are the divine 
power of forgiveness of the sages , and are RohiQ.i among the 
constellations . You stay at the royal gates, sacred places, and 
at the confluences of rivers . You are the ful l-moon day in the 
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full moon, and are intellect in prudence, and are forgiveness 
and courage. You of an excellent complexion, are known as 
goddess U ma among ladies . You are the charming sight of 
Indra, and are near Indra. You are the righteous outlook of 
the sages, and are devoted to the gods . You are the furrowed 
land of the agriculturists, and are the earth (or ground ) of the 
beings. You cause the absence of widowhood to (married) 
ladies, and always give wealth and grains. When worshipped, 
you put an end to disease, death and fear. 0 you goddess, 
giving auspicious things, if you are properly worshipped on the 
full moon day of the month of Kartika, you fulfil all desires . A 
man, who recites or listens to this eulogy repeatedly, gets 
success in all his undertakings ; there is no doubt about it .  

Giiyatri said: 
0 son, what you have said will come about. You will be 

present at all places along with Visr;IU. 

Bhi�ma said : 

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 

The Greatness of Nandii-Priici 

1 -2 .  Indeed , 0 brahma:Q.a, I am hearing something very 
wonderful-the consecration of Gayatri performed like that in 
the ( sacrificial) assembly; Savitri's  opposition and curses ; Vi�Qu's 
glorification of all her places. 

3-8 . Gayatri, of an excellent complexion, also was praised 
by Rudra. Hearing in detail about the grandsire the very like
ness of the soul, my hair has bristled, and my mind has become 
very tranquil. Having heard it I am very much pleased and have 
great cunosrty (to know what took place later ) . Revered 
Naraya:Q.a, having in that way very much praised Brahma's  wife 
with devotion, and placed her on the mountain, uttered the 
words giving sa tis taction and strength. I heard (about) Srimati, 
Hrimati and ( about ) the chief goddess-this much only that came 
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out of your mouth (i .e. whatever you said) . The revered one 
may please tell me in order as to what took place afterwards and 
what was done at that place. There is no doubt that by hearing 
it my body will be purified . 

Pulastya spoke : 

9-26. 0 king, listen to this as to what wondrous thing was 
done at Pu!;kara when the highest lord was performing the 
sacrifice. When in the Krtayuga, in the beginning, the grandsire 
was performing the sacrifiee, Marici, Angiras and Pulastya, 
Pulaha, Kratu, Dak!;a Prajiipati saluted him. All men shining 
and adorned with ornaments and groups of the celestial nymphs 
danced near Vi�J).u . Then Tumbaru, having blessed him with 
the (sounds of the ) musical instruments, sang along with the 
Gandharvas. 0 Kaurava, gods and Gandharvas like Mahasruti, 
Citrasena, OrQiiyu, Anagha, Gomiiyu, Siiryavarcas and Soma
varcas, TrQiiyu, Nandi, Citrarartha, Salis iras as the thirteenth, 
Parjanya as the fourteenth, Kali as the fifteenth and Tiiraka as 
the sixteenth, so also the Gandharva Haha by name, the Hiihii 
class of Gandharvas, so also very bright Harhsa, simultaneously 
sang (the praise of) the lord. Similarly divine nymph!! sang his 
praise. The twelve Adityas, glowing and bright with lusture, viz . 
Dhiita, Aryaman, Savita, VaruQa and Arhsa, so also Bhaga, 
Indra, Vivasvat, Piil!an, Tva�tr and Parjanya, and lords of gods 
saluted him at this sacrifice of Brahma. The Rudras, Mrgavy
adha and Sarva, Nirrti of great fame, Ajaikapad, Ahirbudhnya, 
and Pinakin the undefeated, Bhava, Visvesvara and Kapardin, 
SthiiJ).u and revered Bhaga remained there, 0 king. The (two ) 
ASvins, the eight Vasus and the very mighty Maruts, so also �he 
Visvedevas1, the Sadhyas remained with their hands folded 
(showing respect) to him. The great serpents like Se�a with 
Viisuki as the chief, so also Kasyapa, Kambala and also the very 
powerful Tak�aka remained with their hands folded ( in adoration 
to) him. The sons ofVinata, viz. Tark�ya, Ari�tanemi, the very 
strong Garuc;la, VaruJ).i and AruQi, were weJl settled there ; and 

I .  Vi!vedevas : Name of a particular group of deities ten in number and 
supposed to be the sons of Visva ; their names are-Vasu, Satya, Kratu, 
Dak�a. Kala, Kama, Dhrti, Kuru, Puriiravas and Madrava. 
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revered Naraya:Q.a the lord of the worlds ,  possessed of wealth, 
himself having come there along with the sages, said to the chief 
(god i .e. Brahma) :  "0 lord of universe, you have pervaded all 
this ; you have created it ; therefore you are the lord of the world ; 
0 you born from the lotus, my salutation to you.  

2 7-39. Specify what ought to be done by me here (i .e .  at  
this sacrifice) . "  Thus the revered lord, along with the divine 
sages, said (to Brahma) ,  after having saluted Brahma, the lord 
of gods, of an inscrutable origin ; and that lord Brahma i llumin
ing the quarters with his lustre, covered with a curl of hair on 
the chest, shining with a golden thread (i .e .  necklace) , resembl
ing a d ivine sage, possessing majesty, ( himself) the cause of the 
beings, having bright hair on his body, having a mighty chest, 
and full of all lustre, remained there-he, who was the recourse 
to the righteous ones and unapproachable to sinne rs, whom 
the great-souled ones having attained divine faculties by 
means of the concentration of mind regard as the best world 
( to reach ) ,  who possesses the eight divine faculties, whom 
they call the best of gods, having reached whom the eternal 
one the restrained brahma:Q.as desirous of final salvation and 
sanctified with meditation become free from ( the cycle of) 
birth and death. (He is) what ( people) residing in all the stages 
of life, controlled and repeatedly serving him and resorting to a 
vow difficult to perform, describe as penance ;  who is described 
as Ananta among the serpents by the contemplative saints ; and 
as having a thousand heads and red eyes by the excellent 
(serpents ) like Se�a ; who is adored as a sacrifice by brahma.I.J.as 

desi ring heaven ; who (i.e. he ) can (simultaneously) move at many 
places ; he possesses splendour ; he alone is the matchless omni
scient one. We,desirious of a refuge, betake ourselves to that god,  
the god of gods, whom one knows to  be the knower, to  be giving 
a portion in the sacrifice, to have the eyes of a bull, fire, the sun 
and the moon, to have the sky as his body, who is the protector 
and refuge and who is the cause of the birth of all gods, and who 
is the creator of the sages and the worlds. We bow down to that  
best god, who, for doing what is agreeable to  the gods and for 
the stability of the entire universe, made kavya (oblations 
offered to manes ) suitable to the manes, and havya( offerings made 
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to gods) best (suited) for gods, (and made) all things in the 

world) . 
40-63. God Brahma, who was performing the sacrifice with 

the sacrificial fires, 1 fashioned the creation again as he had done 
before . Revered, aged, in telligent Brahma , the grandsire, of an 
immeasurable nature, being followed by Vi�I.J.U, who maintained 
the worlds, came to the pl ace of sacrifice, full of the rich, the 
priests and the members and protected by mighty Vi�I.J.u holding 
a bow. Kings of the demons, and the groups of friends were 
( present ) there. He quickly meditated upon himself with his 
self; then properly conceiving the sacrifice, the eternal, revered 
one chose the priests there ( i .e .  for the sacrifice) . Bhrgu and 
other priests, well-versed in the perf0rmance of a sacrifice per
formed ( the sacrifice) , and the prominent sages listened to the 
auspicious words uttered by the chief of those who knew many 
Vedic verses at the sacrifice that was being performed. The sacri
ficial lore-the Ved ic lore-abided there, with the resounding 
sound of the great sages conversant with theorder of the worlds . 
The etymology of words was discussed in various ways at the 
sacrifice by the brahmai.J.as who were conversant with the proper 
performance of a sacrifice, who knew the science dealing with the 
proper pronunc iation of words and laws of euphony, 2 who knew 
the meanings of words, who were adept in all !ores, who had the 
knowledge of the system deal ing with the correct in terpretation 
of the ritual of Veda and the settlement of dubious points in 
regard to the Vedic texts and conversant with logical aphorisms . 
At every place, 0 best king, (people ) saw important restrained 
brahmal}.as, who had fulfilled their vows, who were engaged in 
muttering (sacred hymns) and ( performing ) sacrifices. At the 
sacrificial place there, Brahma, the grandsire of the worlds,  the 
preceptor of the gods and demons, possessing splendour, was 
(being) waited upon by gods and demons. Dak�a, VasiHha, 
Pulaha, Marici, the best brahmai.J.a, so also Aiigiras , Bhrgu, Atri, 
Gautama, Narada, Knowledge, Authority, the Sky, Wind, Fire 
\Vater, Earth, so also Sound, Touch, Form, Taste and Odour, 

I .  Tretiigni :  The sacrificial fires taken together. 
2. Sik1ii : The science dealing with the proper pronunciation of words 

and laws of euphony. 
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so also the changes and modifications, and whatever was a great 
cause, and the four Vedas, viz. �k, Yajus, Saman and Atharvan 
along with the (sciences of) sound, phonetics, etymology, ritual, 
and metrics, and with the sciences of health, archery, investi
gation, of knowing(the signs of) elephants and horses, and with 
history-with these supplementary sciences, all the well-adorned 
Vedas waited upon the grandsire-the great-souled one-along 
with Omkara. 0 you belonging to the family of Bharata, Penance, 
Sacrifices, and the Solemn vow to perform an observance, and 
Breath-these and others-waited upon the grandsire. Artha 
(Worldly prosperity) , Dharma (Good works) , Kama ( Love of 
sensual enjoyments ) ,  Hatred, Joy, Sukra, Brhaspati and Samvarta 
(a kind of cloud} , so also Budha, Sanaiscara, Rahu and all 
( other )  planets, and the Maruts, Visvakarman, the manes, the 
Sun, the Moon, all these ever waited upon Brahma ; Gayatri , 
the remover of difficulties, speech of seven kinds , all syllables, so 
also the constellations,  glosses, all _sciences in an embodied form, 
were there, 0 king, so also the Moments, Lavas1 (i .e. minute 
divisions of time) , Muhiirtas and Day and Night, Fortnights 
and Months, so also all sacrifices, along with the deities, waited 
upon the magnanimous Brahma.  

64-66. Other important goddeses, all the divine mothers
Hri, Kirti and Dyuti, Prabha, Dhrti , K'ama, Bhiiti, Niti, Vidya, 
so also Mati , Sruti, Smrti and K�anti, Santi , Pu�ti and Kriya ; 
so also all celestial nymphs skilled in dancing and singing waited 
upon Brahma. 

6 7-8 1 .  Vipracitti, S ibi, Sariku, Rayai;t sariku, Vegavii.n, 
Ketuman, Ugra, Sogra, Vyagra, Mahasura, Parigha, Pu�kara 
and Samba, so also Asvapati and Prahlada, Bali, Kumbha, 
Samrada, Gaganapriya, Anuhrada, Hari and Hara, Varii.ha and 
Kusoraja, Yonibhak�t�a, Vnaparvan, Lirigabhak�a and Kuru, 
Nil).prabha, Saprabha, Sriman, so also Niriidara, Ekacakra, 
Mahacakra, Dvicakra , Kulasambhava, Sarabha and Salabha, 
Vakrapatha, Krapatha, Kratha, Brhadvanti , Mahii.jihva, 
Satikukan;,ta, Mahadhvani,Dirghajihva, Arkanayana, MrQ.akaya, 
MrQ.apriya, Vayu, Gari�t�tha, Namuci, Sambara, Vijvara, Vibhu, 

I .  Lava : The sixth part of a twinkling. Muhilrta : a period of 48 
minutes. 
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Vi�vaksena, Candrahartr and Krodhavardhana also, Kalaka, 
and Kalakanta, KUI).c;lada, who loved fighting and Gari�tha, 
Vari�tha, Pralamba, Naraka, Prthu, Indratapana, Vatapi, and 
Ketuman proud of his strength, Asiloman, Suloman and Ba�kali, 
Pramada, Mada, Srgalavadana and Kesin, so also Sarada and 
Ekak�a, Varahu, Vrtra and Krodhavimok�aJ.la. These and other 
powerful demons said to Brahma who was being waited upon by 
them : "0 revered one, you created us ; you gave the three worlds ; 
0 best among the prominent gods, you made the gods superior 
to us ; 0 holy grandsire, what should we do at this sacrifice of 
yours? Tell us what is beneficial ; we are not able to decide what 
to do. What is the use of these poor gods to you-these gods who 
are born of Adi ti, are always struck down by all and are always 
defeated ? You are the grandsire ofus along with the gods ; when 
your sacrifice will be over, there will be a (quarrel) with gods 
and there will be hostility about wealth ; there is no doubt about 
this.  We shall, with all demons (therefore, only ) witness your 
sacrifice. ' '  

Pulastya said: 

82-86. Having heard their proud \Vords, Janardana ( i.e .  
Vi�IJ.u) of great fame, along with Indra said these words to 
Sambhu :  "0 Rudra, these prominent demons have come here 
to create obstacles ; invited by Brahma, they will try to create 
an obstacle here ( i . e. in the sacrifice) .  We have to forgive 
(i .e. put up with) them till the sacrifice is completed. When this 
sacrifice will come to an end, gods should fight (with demons ) . 
0 lord, you have to act in such a way that the earth gets rid of 
the demons . So also you have, along with me ( to do various 
things) for Indra' s victory. The Maruts are appointed to 
surround the brahmaiJ.aS ( for their protection) . 

87-90. We shall perform a sacrifice by seizing whatever 
wealth the demons have. When the brahmaiJ.as and other people 
that have come here are sad, we who are appointed to serve (at 
Brahma's sacrifice) , shall spend it." Brahma said to that Vil?IJ.U 
who was thus speaking : "These sons of Danu are angry, and are 
not desired (i .e.  liked) by you also ; you along with Rudra and 

other gods have to forgive them. When the Yuga is terminated 
and the sacrifice is over, you and these brave ( sons of) Danu 
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will be dismissed by me ; at that time (only ) you should have 
peace with them or fight with them." 

Pulastya spoke : 

9 1 -93a. Brahmii, the lord himself� again said to the demons: 
"In this sacrifice I have no hostility whatsoever against the 
demons. You have always remained well-disposed ( to me ) 
and interested in my undertaking." 

The demons said : 

0 grandsire, we shall do all this that you command . Gods 
are our younger brothers. They have no fear (from us ) .  

Pulastya said : 

93b. Hearing these words (uttered ) by them, the grandsire 
was pleased. 

94-96. When they waited for a while, a crore of sages, hav
ing heard about the sacrifice of Brahmii, came ( there ) . Vigm 
(offered ) worship to them and the Trident-holder (i.e. Siva) 
gave them a respectful offering; and having presented them 
with a cow and a respectful offering, having offered them a re
sidence at Pu�kara, told them to stay (there ) .  

97-99. Then all the sages having matted hair and deer-hide, 
adorning the best lake as the gods do the Ganges (stayed there) . 
Some were clean-shaved ; some had put on red garments ; others 
had long beards ; the teeth of some were not compact; some had 
small eyes ; some had very thin or very big ( i.e. bulging ) 
bellies; some were squint-eyed ; some had long ears ; some had 
deformed ears; the ears of some were cut off. 

1 00- 1 3 7. Some had put on long cotton garments; some 
had no garments ; some were covered with sinews and skin. 
The bellies of ( some of) those holy sages had bulged out. 0 
King, seeing the sacred place, viz . Pu�kara, shining all arounrl, 
the sages, with a strong desire (to stay at a holy place) settled 
there. There were high-souled Viilakhilyas1 ; the others were 

1. Valakhitpas ; A class of divine personages of the size of a thumb and 
produced from the Creator's body, and said to precede the sun's chariot. 
Their number is said to be sixty thousand. 
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Asma-kuttas (using stones for pounding ) ;  ( some) were Danto
liikhalins (using only the teeth as pestle and mortar ) ;  others 
were Samprak�ala (having full oblation); others subsisted on 
air ( only) ; some observed many restraints; so also (some) 
slept on barren field (bare ground) . Having seen (the reflections 
of) their faces in this lake in a moment they became handsome. 
Thinking 'What is this? '  and observing one another, (and 
finding that) their faces had become charming after seeing their 
reflections in the holy water, the ascetics named the holy place 
as •Mukhadarsana' . At that time they had bathed, were restrai
ned, and had become handsome ; endowed with incomparable 
qualities they were ( i .e .  could be ) likened to gods' sons. 0 king. 
all the forest-dwellers (i.e. the ascetics) shining only with their 
sacred threads, and properly worshipping the sacred place, lived 
there. Making offerings into (and thus maintaining) the sacred 
fires, they performed various rites ; with their sins burnt by 
penance they remained there, and thinking 'We shall promote 
this holy place to the highest position' (those) brahma:Qas named 
it 'Jye�t}la Pu�kara' . People who came there were astonished 
to see the many dwarfs who l ived by the holy place. ( They) gave 
gifts and various kinds of utensils to brahma:Qas; hearing about 
Sarasvati and Praci, the brahma:Qas desiring to bathe there 
came there. The best holy place on the Sarasvati was (crowded) 
with many hosts of brahma:Qas. I t  was adorned with trees 
growing on the Sarasvati-tirtha like jujube trees, itiguda trees, 
kiiJmarya plants (called giimbhiiri) , Indian fig trees, so also the 
holy fig trees, atimukta creepers , Terminalia Belerica, pauloma 
trees, paliiJa trees, shoots of bamboos and pilu trees, so also with 
dry soils and with syandana trees, the wood-apple trees, karavira 
trees , bilva trees, embic myrobalan trees , and groups of palm 
trees. It had mainly the clusters of kadamba trees, and was de
lightful to all beings. It was chosen ( for residence) by those who 
subsisted on air, water, fruits and leaves, so also by those who 
used their teeth as the mortars (i .e. those who ground grain to 
be eaten between their teeth) , so also by the chief of those who 
pounded the grains with stones, so also by superior sages. It was 
noisy with the sound of the recitation of the Vedas ; and was crow
ded with hundreds of herds of deer. Similarly it looked extremely 
beautiful with ( the presence of) those who observed non-violence 
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and were very righteous. At that Pu�kara the river was (flowing) 
in five streams : Suprabha, Kaficana, Praci1, Nanda and 
Visalaka. In the sacrificial assembly of the grandsire, in the 
extensive place of the sacrifice (being performed) on the earth, 
when brahmaJ;tas were well-received with the announcement of 
the day being auspicious and similarly, with the observance of 
restraints by the gods, 0 great king, when they (the gods ) were 
engaged in the sacrifice and when Brahma, after being initiated 
wali performing the sacrificial session, rich (in the fulfilment) 
of all desires, objects mentally thought of and conducive to 
Dharma and Artha stood by the briihmaJ;tas, at every place, 0 
best king ; and the gods and Gandharvas sang and groups of 
celestial damsels danced. Divine musical instruments (were ) 
duly sounded. Even gods were greatly amazed at the grandeur of 
the sacrifice, what to say of human beings ! 0 Bhi�ma, when 
that sacrifice (of the grandsire ) was being performed, and when 
the grandsire remained at Pu�kara, 0 best of kings, the sages, 
being pleased, spoke to Sarasvati, ( one ofthe streams of which) 
was named Suprabha. All those sages seeing Sarasvati (flowing ) 
with speed and illumining the grandsire, looked highly upon 
the sacrifice. Thus this best of the rivers i.e. Sarasvati, arose for 
the grandsire and for pleasing the sages, at that place, where the 
tranquil sages reciting various Vedic texts ( resided ) ; and the 
river Sarasvati herself having five streams and making religious 
merit (more ) meritorious, was named Suprabha. The sages 
coming together, remembered Sarasvati. She, the blessed one, 
was thought of by the sages engaged in sacrificial sessions ; the 
great river, pleased with ( their) devotion resorted to (i .e.  flowed 
towards) the eastern direction. ( This stream of) Sarasvati 
flowing to the east was called Praci. 0 great king, listen to 
this another great wonder on the earth . We have heard that a 
brahmaJ:!a, Maiikai;laka ( by name ) was injured by the tip of a 
darbha. From that wound on his palm, it is said that the juice 
of vegetables flew. Seeing that juice of vegetables, he, overcome 
with joy, danced . Then, when he started dancing, all the mobile 
and immobile world being deluded by his lustre, ( also)  danced. 

1 .  Priici: The stream of Sarasvati flowing t o  the east was cal led Praci . 
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Gods like Indra, and sages with penance as their wealth, re
quested Brahma to do that by which he would not dance. 0 King, 
for the sake of the sages, Brahma directed Rudra, "0 Siva, speak 
( to him ) in such a way that he would not dance." Rudra, 
having gone ( there )  saw the sage overpowered with joy ( and 
said) : ' '0 best brahmal).a, why are you dancing? With you 

dancing, the entire world is dancing.'' 

138a. Restrained by him, this best sage, (who was ) dancing 
said : 

1 38b- 147. "0 god, do you not see the juice of vegetables 
flowing from my hand ? Seeing it, and filled with great joy I am 
dancing." The god laughed and said to the sage deluded with 
passion :  "I am not being amazed, 0 brahmal).a, observe me 
(properly ) ." 0 Kaurava, the best sage, thus addressed by the 
grea t god then thought : "Who is this one who has stoppedme ?'' 
Siva struck his thumb with his own finger. Then, 0 king, from 
the wound, ashes white like snow, oozed out. Seeing it  and being 
ashamed, he fell at his (i . e . Siva's ) feet, and said : "I do not 
regard anyone else greater than Rudra. 0 Trident-holder, you 
are the recourse to the movable and immovable world. The 
learned say that you have created all this ; and at the time of 
the deluge everything enters you again. Even gods cannot know 
you properly; then how can I ?  All gods, even Brahma and others 
are seen in you. You are all (in all ) of the gods, you are the doer 
and you get things done. Due to your favour only all gods be
come fully fearless here' ' .  The sage, thus praising Mahadeva, 
saluted him and said : ' 'Revered one, by your favour penance does 
not wane here". 

· 

1 48- 1 49 .  Then god (Siva) ,  being pleased, again said to the 
sage : "0 brahmal).a, by my favour may your penance increase 
thousandfold. With you I shall always live here by the Praci , 
the very auspicious stream of Sarasvati--especially more so at 
this holy place." 

1 50-1 5 1 . For him, who casts his body at the northern bank 
of Sarasvati, nothing would be inaccessible in this and the next 
world . Again, he who is intent on muttering prayers at the bank 
of Praci, does not die. ( On the contrary) being floated ( i .e .  
saved ) he attains great fruit of the horse-sacrifice. 
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1 52- 1 54. That best brahmaQa, an ascetic, emaciating his 
body by means of restraints and fasts, subsisting on water, wind 
and leaves, sleeping on the sacrificial ground, and also following 
other restraints individually, with his body purified, reaches the 
highest place of Brahman. 

1 55- 1 5 7. Formerly Brahma said that whatever (piece of) 
gold (even of the size of) a sesamum is offered at that sacred 
place is equal to the offering of Meru. Those men who make 
the Sraddha-offerings at that holy place go to heaven along 
with twentyone (members of) their family. It is an auspicious 
holy place for the manes ; they, rescued here with the present
ation of one obsequial rice-ball by their son, will go to heaven. 
Again (i . e. after that) they do not desire (any) food, and go 
along the path of salvation.  

158- 1 6 1 . Hear as to how Sarasvati obtained this ancient 
status. In olden times Sarasvati was ( thus) told by gods includ
ing lndra: "You should flow in the western direction towards 
the shore of the salt sea. Taking this Vac;lavagni, drop him into 
the sea. When this is done all gods will be fearless ; otherwise 
(i .e . if the fire is not dropped into the sea ) ,  this will burn ( the 
gods ) with his lustre. Therefore, protect the gods ; for a long 
time they are afraid of him. 0 you of beautiful buttocks, be a 
mother to the gods; grant them fearlessness." 

1 62- 1 65 . That goddess thus addressed by that mighty 
Virou said : "I am not free ; let my father, the supreme being, 
choose ( me to do the job ) ;  I am a maiden having a vow ; I 
always obey his order ; without the command I would not move 
even a step ; therefore. 0 ( gods) , find out some other way." 
Knowing her intention, they, having approached the grandsire, 
said to him: "0 grandsire, no one except your daughter, the 
faultless maiden, can take the Vac;lavagni (to the oceans ) ." 

1 66- 167.  (Brahma then) having brought Sarasvati and 
having placed her in his lap and having smelt at her head, said 
to her affectionately : "0 goddess, the gods have asked me to 
tell you, the glorious one, to carry and drop this Vac;lavagni into 
the salt sea." 

1 68-1 72 .  Having heard those words of her father, the girl, 
of a helpless mind, wept like a segregated osprey. Her face,  
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turbid with tears of grief, appeared like a white blooming lotus 
sprinkled with drops of water. Seeing her like that, all gods, 
led by the grandsire (i .e .  with the grandsire being preeminent) , 
were overpowered by grief. Then having propped up her heart 
tormented with grief, the grandsire said to her : "Do not weep ; 
there is no cause of fear for you. Due to the prowess of gods 
you will get respect. 0 daughter, taking the fire (to the sea) 
drop it into it." 

I 73.  Thus addressed, that girl with her eyes bedewed with 
tears , having saluted the lotus-born (i. e .  Brahma) ,  said : "I  
shall go." 

1 74. She was again told by them ( i .e .  the gods ) and also 
by her father not to entertain fear. Giving up fear, and with her 
mind pleased, she set out . 

I 75-2 18. At the time of her departure the world was filled 
with the auspicious sounds of conchs and drums and of (other 
auspicious (musical instruments) . She, the blessed one, had put 
on white garments, was decorated with white sandal, and adorned 
with a radiant necklace resembled white lotuses . Her face was 
like the full moon, her long eyes resembled lotuses ; she filled the 
white fame of the lord of gods in the ten quarters. With the lustre 
in her heart she, illuminating the entire world, went out. Ganga 
following her, was thus addressed by the excellent one: "0 my 
friend, I shall see you again, where are you going?" Ganga, thus 
addressed, said to her in sweet words: "0 auspicious one, when 
you will go to the eastern direction you will see me. You will be 
surrounded by gods. I shall have your sight (i .e .  I shall see you) 
after turning to the north ; you of a bright smile, give up your 
grief. 0 Sarasvati, I who will turn to the north will be aus
picious ; (so will you be when) you turn to the east. 0 you of a 

good vow, those men who perform there a hundred auspicious 
sacrifices by means of a bath, offering presents and Sraddha , and 
also inexhaustible oblations to the manes, are free from the 
three debts. They will go along the path of final bliss. There is no 
doubt abaut it." Then Ganga again said to her : "May I see 
you again ; go to your own residence ; 0 sinless one, you should 
remember me." In the same way, Yamuna too, and charming 
Giiyatri along with Savitri saw their friend off. Then the high
minded Sarasvati , d ismissing the gods and becoming a river 
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appeared in Uttailka's hermitage ;  after having put down that 
form under an Indian fig-tree, the revered one descended there 
in the presence of gods. That tree, of the form of Vigm, is always 
revered by gods . For obtaining ( desired) fruit this very glorious 
tree should always be waited upon by brahmal).as. It is extended 
with many branches and is like another Brahma. Various words 
of the brahmal).as and gods with their hearts tinged by emotion, 
who have entered the hollows (of) and huts ( near) the tree are 
heard . The tree though having no flowers appears to be flowered . 
The excellent river looked splendid with flowers like jasmine and 
campaka and with auspicious parrots sticking to ( i .e .  perching on) 
the branches, and with fragrant ketaka flowers . By means of the 
cuckoos she appears to have put on a garland, and due to the 
foam she appears to have flowers-as Ganga appears with Siva 
s imilarly she appears with the fig tree. Remaining in that water 
there she said to god Janardana (i .e.  Vi�J.lu) : "Give that fire, 
I shall obey the order of the god." Vi�J).U thus addressed, said to 
her : "You need have no fear of getting burnt ; you yourself 
should drop this royal fire, this Va<;lavagni, after having taken 
it to the western ocean, 0 auspicious one. If you go in this way 
you wil l reach the water of the ocean . Govinda, having placed 
the fire into a golden pot, put it into the interior (i .e .  water) of 
Sarasvati. That (goddess) of beautiful buttocks, that great river, 
taking it went towards the west, and having disappeared ( from 
there) reached Pu�kara. The pure great river rose on the 
boundary-mountain and came to the big Pu�kara-forest ,  which 
was resorted to by the gods and Siddhas ( semi-divine beings ) ,  
and where the grandsire had performed a sacrificial session, 
for the success of principal sages . She rose after having inunda
ted all the pools into which Brahma had made (offerings of) 
the sacrifice. She, very auspicious, rose like that in the sacred 
place Pu�kara . Therefore, it is said to be filling up with wind, 
the life of the world. That great auspicious river, that goddess 
Sarasvati that destroyed the sins of mortals too, reaching that 
auspicious holy place remained there. Those of auspicious deeds 
who see Sarasvati remaining at Pu�kara, do not have a very 
fearful downfall . And again that man, who bathes there with 
devotion, having reached Brahma's world enjoys with Brahma. 
He, again, who gives curds pleasing to the mind, he too, reach-
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ing Agni's  world, enjoys excellent pleasures. He too, who gives 
with devotion, an excellent garment to a briihma:.;ua., obtains 
ten-fold the fruit of the present of a garment. That man of a 
pure intelligence, who having bathed in the Jye��ha Ku:.;u;la, 
offers oblations to the manes, frees all of them even from hell . 
The son of Brahmii said : "What other sacred place would a man 
desire after having reached the auspicious Sarasvati at the holy 
place ofBrahmii ? Therefore a man who bathes (but ) once in 
the Jye�tha Ku�l;ia, obtains all that fruit that he would obtain 
after having bathed in all (other) holy places. What is the usc 
of prolixity in this matter? The sacred place is an auspicious 
course. He who has obtained this triad, has obtained the highest 
station.  He who bathes and makes offerings at the holy place 
in Kuruk�etra at the proper time and gives money to a briihm�a 
in the bright half of Kiirtika or of Vai siikha or at the time of 
lunar or solar eclipse, obtains unending happiness .  'Of the 
bathing places, the sacred places described by the best sages, 
this is the most meritorious'-so said the grandsire . He who 
having bathed in the Madhyama Ku�l;ia on the full-moon day 
of Kiirtika, gives money (to a briihma�a) obtains the merit 
(that accrues by the performance) of Asvamedha. In the same 

way a man, who takes a bath with devotion in the Kani��ha 
Ku�l;ia, and gives a beautiful small dwelling to a brahma�a, 
quickly goes to the world of Agni ; and along with twentyone 
members of his family enjoys a great fruit there. Therefore a man 
should, with all efforts, make up his mind to go to and to reach 
Pul?kara-where having reached Pul?kara forest Praci Sarasvati, 
i s  called Mati, Smrti , Subha Prajiia, Medha, Buddhi and 
Dayiipara. 

2 1 9-22 1 .  These six are said to be the synonyms of Sarasvati. 
Since the time Sarasvati became Priici, those, who remaining 
on the bank, even see the water there, also obtain the fruit (of 
the performance) of ASvamedha ; and a man, who getting down 
there ( i .e .  into the water ) bathes with devotion, would become 
the follower of Brahman. 

222-239. He, too, who there worships his manes with 
vegetables etc. obtains many pleasures due to their prowess ; and 
men who offer a sraddha there according to the rules, take 
their dead ancestors to heaven from the painful hell. The dead 
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forefathers of him who after having bathed there offers them 
water with sesamum and mixed with darbhas are pleased. Of 

all the holy places this one is declared to be uncommon ; therefore 
it is known to be the first of all the holy places. I t  has remained 
as an abode of sport for righteousness and salvation ;  again it is 
connected with Sarasvati and is superior in merit. It is the giver 
even of the four goals of human life, viz. Dharma, Artha, Kama 
and Mok�a. Even those men who enter the water here for the 
destruction of their sins, easily obtain the fruit equivalent to 
the presentation of a cow. The wise say that it is equal to the 
offering of gold. The dead ancestors rescued there by the son by 
presenting libation of water and balls of rice, go to heaven even 
if they had stayed in hell. Those men who drink the water of 
Sarasvati at Pu�kara obtain the inexhaustible worlds adored by 
Brahma, the lord of the universe. At Pu�kara, the Sarasvati has 
become a flight of steps ( leading ) to heaven. She, the great river , 
residing at various places , is capable of being reached by men of 
religious merit, sages knowing the essential nature of righteous
ness .  Therefore, that pure goddess is present everywhere-especi
ally at Pu�kara, for she is pure, most pure. The auspicious river 
Sarasvati has remained easily accessible in the world ; but at 
Kuruk�etra, Prabhasa, so also at Pu�kara, she is the best. That 
holy place is said to be the best of all the holy places on the 
earth. It is (said) to accomplish the four (goals of human life )  
viz . Dharma, Artha, Kama and Mokfa. He,  who having reached 
Praci Sarasvati, desires ( to go to any ) other holy place, having 
abandoned nectar in his hand longs for poison. She is said to 
be the greatest in Jye�tha ( Pu�kara and) mediocre in Prayaga ; 
from there a wise man should go to the less important ( i .e .  the 
Kani�tha) to the south .  He should take bath in all these three 
(pools) , should also go round ( them) ; to him who gives the 
water of these with sesamum to his dead ancestors , they being 
pleased again ( i. e. in return) give him unlimited fruit. He, who 
after having bathed and having become restrained, always sees 
the grandsire in natural or reverse order, either jointly or 
separately ( gets unlimited fruit ) .  

240-25 l a. One who desires ( to go to) Brahma's world should 
always bathe in Pu�kara . The three projections and the three white 
streams of Pu�kara are well-known. We do not know its cause. 
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{The three pools are ) : Kaniyarilsa (or Kani�tha ) ,  Madhyama 
and the third is the Jye�tha Pu�kara. The white streams are 
known as Srngas. A man, who, with his desires for Dharma, Artha, 
Kiima and Mok�a unsatiated, casts his body there undoubtedly 
gets salvation ; one, who being devout and restrained, and having 
bathed there gives an auspicious cow purified with sacred prayers 
to a brahmal)a obtains ( i.e. goes to) the worlds giving salvation. 
What is the use of prolixity in this matter? He, who even at 
night, after bathing offers money to a suppliant obtains endless 
happiness. The best sages recommend making offerings of  
sesamum there. A bath ( there) on the fourteenth of the dark 
half is prescribed. One who being self-subdued offers a round 
lump of food with an oil cake or jaggery to the manes goes to 
their world. Having reached Pu�kara forest, Sarasvati, the very 
charming one, disappeared and went from there. Then she 
proceeded towards the west and not far away from that Pu�kara, 
she reached the Kharjiira-forest, delighting the minds of the 
sages, full of flowers in all seasons, and resorted to by the Siddhas1 
and the celestial singers. She came to be known as Nanda, the 
best among rivers . She was possessed of fish, aligators, and large 
fish and full of pure water. 

Suta said: 

25 1  b-253. Then Devavrata (i .e. Bhi�ma) said: "0 brah
mal)a, which is that other excellent river, viz. Sarasvati named as 
Nanda? I have curiosity ( to know) about it, as to how this best 
river came about, and for which reason she was produced." Thus 
addressed, Pulastya started to tell Bhi�ma the old story as to 
why she was called Nanda. 

Pulastya said: 

254. There was a king Prabhaiijana, who followed the vow 
of a K�atriya. He, the powerful one, proceeded to kill deer 
in the forest. 

1 .  Siddhas : Semi-divine beings supposed to be of great purity and 

holiness, and said to be particularly characterized by eight supernatural 
powers called Siddhis, viz. AQ.ima, Laghima, Prapti, �rakamya, Mahiqlii, 
I sitva, Vasitva and Kamavasayita. 
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255.  Then he saw a female deer staying in that thicket ; 
he struck her, that came in front of him, with a very sharp 
arrow. 

256. Looking in all directions and seeing him with an 
arrow in his hand she said (to him) : "0 fool, why have you 
done this wicked deed ? 

257. I, bending down, was just giving a suck to my son. I 
not entertaining fear from any quarter, was quickly struck (by 
you) through greed for ( my) flesh. 

258-259. 0 king, I have formerly heard that one should 
not kill a deer when it is suckling or concealing a young one 
(i .e.  pregnant) or is mating privately. When I was breast
feeding this my son you struck me who am innocent and who 
had come to this forest, with an arrow like Indra's bolt. 

260. Therefore, 0 you of wicked mind, you will become a 

carnivorous animal. Be a tiger in this forest full of thorns." 
261 . Hearing the curse thus pronounced on him, the king 

stood before (her) . Being afHicted, and joining his hands in 
supplication the k ing said to the female deer : 

262. " I  did not know that you were giving a suck to your 
son ( i .e. your young one) . 0 good one, I struck you through 
ignorance ; being well-reconciled ( please ) be gracious . 

263. 0 female deer, tell me when I shall abandon the 
tiger's form and shall (again)  get the human form ? (Tell me ) 
how I can get free from such a curse." 

264-267.  Thus addressed by him, the female deer said 
these auspicious words to him :"O king, at the end of a hundred 
years, having had conversation with Nandi as a cow, your 
curse will come to an end." When these words were uttered by 
the female deer, the king turned into a tiger having the weapons 
like nails and fangs and extremely fierce. He, a quadruped re
mained there, killing and eating beasts, and also the bipeds 
whose turn of fate was orda_ined by death . Thus he, condemn
ing himself and eating flesh of beasts, passed a hundred years 
in that forest. 

268-270. "When shall I again become a human being? I 
shall not ( again) do such a vile deed causing a debased birth.1 

1 .  Vjyonikarii(UI : Causing a n  ignominious or debased birth. 
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Running and hunting through greed for flesh I obtained, along 
with a calamity, a sight causing fear to human beings, and 
painful to beasts and human beings. 

27 1 -284. Though born in a sinless family of the good, I 
am made wicked by a sin, and my form is changed. Mark 
( how) time changes. So I have no good deed ( to my credit ) .  
Only the condemned violence (stands to my credit) . I t  leads 
to grief, and no freedom is possible. How will (the words of) the 
female deer come true ?' ' When a hundred years passed as he 
was l iving in the forest, once a herd of cows came there for 
(eating) grass and (drinking) water. It remained there in cow
pens or enclosures, and remaining in the neighbourhood of the 
forest it filled it with the sound of rumination. The forest was 
crowded with excited cowherds and trees . At night it had the 
sound of the bamboos and was auspicious to the cowherdesses . 
When he was thus staying in the group of the date-trees, a cow 
by name Nanda (came there) ; she was delighted, glad and 
(well-) fed ; she was the chief of the herd of cows ; her com
plexion was (white )  like that of a swan ; her udders oozing 
(milk) ; her skin was thin ; her throat was dark-blue ; her nose 
was long ; her lovely body was ornamented1 ; her neck was white ; 
her neighing was sweet like (the jingling of) a row of bells . 
Fearless, she grazed at the front of the entire herd ; going to a 
place covered (with grass) , she, the virtuous one, moved freely 
and ate the grass secretly. On the bank of the river there was 
another mountain named Rohita, which was having many dens 
and valleys a�d caves and which was frequented by many 
beasts. In its north-east region, in an inaccessible place, which 
was fearful, full of grass, impassable and rough, which was 
difficult of access, terrible and causing horripilation, which 
was scattered over with dear and lions, which was resorted to 
by many beasts of prey, which was dense with creepers, trees 
etc. , which was resounding with (the cries of) hundreds of 
female foxes, lived a fearful tiger taking any form and causing 
fear, with his shoulders besmeared with blood and having 
weapons in the form of fearful fangs and nails . (There was a 

cowherd) named Nanda, who was righteous-minded. 

1. Vibhakta : Ornamented. 
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285-287a. He was engaged in the good of the cowherdesses. 
He protected his wealth of cows with long blades of grass with 
their tips uncut. That cow Nanda, separated from the herd 
through desire for grass stood before him. The tiger rushed to 
her and said "Stop, stop. You are decreed to be my prey today ; 
and 0 cow, you have come ( to me) on your own." 

287b-289. Hearing the tiger's words which were cruel and 
caused horripilation, that cow, full of love and with a stammer
ing tone, affectionate towards her calf and being scorched by 
grief for her son (i.e. her calf), weeping piteously, disappointed 
in seeing her son, remembered her good calf, of a white com
plexion and resembling the moon in radiance. 

290-292.  The tiger, seeing that cow piteously and very 
much grieved, said these fearful words to her : "0 cow, why are 
you weeping? Luckily you have come to me ; accidentally you 
have become my prey. The life of you weeping or laughing is 
in (my) possession. In the world one enjoys what is ordained ; 
0 cow, you have come of your own accord. Your death is 
ordained for today only ; why do you bewail in vain?" 

293.  The tiger again asked her : "Why did you weep ? I 
have a great curiosity in this matter. So {please) tell me."  

294. Having heard the tiger's words, Nanda said these 
words : "0 you (tiger) who changes your forms according to 
will, please forgive me. 

295. Salutation to you. Having met you the (beings in 
the ) world have no protection.  I am not lamenting for my own 
life; I have to meet death. 

296-30 I .  One that is born is sure to die, and one that is 
dead is sure to be born. There, 0 lord of beasts, I am not griev
ing over an inevitable thing. As even all gods, being helpless, 
are sure to die, therefore, 0 tiger, I am not the one to repent 
for my life. But 0 good one, I wept through love ( for my calf) 
and ( consequent) distress. There is torment in my heart, please 
lis ten to it. 0 king of beasts, I brought forth (a calf) in my 
youth. My calf-my son, is liked by me and is my first-born. 
My calf sucks milk and does not yet ( even) smell grass. He is 
tied in the cowherd's residence, and being hungry is waiting 
for me. I am bewailing him ; how will my son live. Overpower
ed by my love for my son I desire to give him a suck. 
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302-3 1 5 .  Having given him a suck and having licked him 
on his head, having handed him over to my frienlls and ins
tructed them about proper and improper (things for him) , I 
shall again come back; then you will eat me as you like." 
Hearing Nanda's words, the lord of beasts spoke again : "What 
have you to do with your son (now) ? Why do you not think 
about your death? All beings, on seeing me, are frightened and 
die, but you, full of pity, are saying '0 son, 0 son . '  Sons, 
penance, gifts, mother, father, preceptor-none of these can 

save a person oppressed by death. How will you come back 
after having gone and seen that cow-house full of the cow
herdesses, charmingly resounding with (the sound of) bulls, 
adorned with young calves, ornament of the divine world, and 
undoubtedly resembling the heaven, always j oyful,divine, worship 
ped by all gods, which is ( most ) pure of the pure and ( most ) 
auspicious of the auspicious, which is the (most )  sacred place 
of all the sacred places, which is the most blessed of all blessed 
things, (which is ) endowed with all qualities , and is a great 
abode of the lord, which is known as the matchless heaven on 
earth among all the sacred places, where poverty is driven 
away by the sound of churning made by the cowherdesses, and 
( by the sound) of the young calf, and also by the lowing of the 
cows, where the calves desiring (to meet) their mothers low 
piteously, which is protected by the brave cowherds, exerting 
in fighting with arms, where there is the sound of excellent 
music and dance, which resounds wi th clapping (done) with 
joy, and with the calves moving here and there, which shines 
like a lake with moving lotuses, which is a pleasing abode of 
Lak�mi and which is crowded with delighted and nourished 
people and which resembles the world of cows? 0 good one, 
let my five elements ( i .e.  the five elements in me ) drink your 
blood. I shall not make them sad merely by speaking ( to 
you) ." 

Nandii said : 

3 1 6-324. 0 lord of beasts I am like this, a cow who has 
brought forth her first calf; ( please) listen to my words: Seeing 
my friends, my young calf, the cowherds (who) protected me, 
and taking my leave of the cowherdesses and especially of my 
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mother, I shall surely come back ; if you trust me, leave me. 
If I do not come back, I shall be tainted by that sin that 
accrues due to the murder of a brahma1.1a and of the mother and 
father. If I do not again come back I shall be tainted by that 
sin which the hunters or barbarians or those that administer 
poison, commit. If I do not return again, I shall be tainted by 
that sin of those who cause trouble to the cows and beat their 
wife (wives ) .  If I shall not come back again I shall be tainted 
by the sin of him who, having given ( i .e. promised to give) his 
daughter to one, desires to offer her to another man . If I do 
not return again I shall be tainted with the sin of him who 
drives unfit bulls over a rugged (surface )  or who creates inter
ruption when a story is being narrated . If I do not come back 
again I shall be tainted by the sin of him, whose friend, having 
come to his house, goes back disappointed. ( I  shall be tainted) 
by such terrible sins ( if I do not come back ; therefore ) I shall 
come back again. 

325-333. Having comprehended the agreement the tiger 
again spoke (these ) words. 

The tiger said: 
0 young cow, by means of your oaths an understanding 

(now ) has been produced (i.e. reached ) between us. Perhaps 
having gone (back) you may think, 'This fool has been duped 
by me'. In this matter ( of oaths ) also, some say that there is no 
sin in (taking and then breaking) a promise by oath (given to) 
ladies, in case of marriages and freeing cows, and when there 
is a danger to one's life ;  but you should not believe (in such 
words ) .  In this world certain heretics or fools who regard 
themselves to be wise, will confuse your mind in a moment as 
if put on a wheel. Mean persons, with their minds covered with 
ignorance and not well-versed in the scriptures delude people with 
accounts based on false logic. The very clever ones show what 
is false to be true, as those who know surprising acts show low 
and high parts on an even surface. Generally a successful 
person does not respect his benefactor; a calf seeing the loss of 
milk abandons his mother. I do not see anyone in this world 
who returns a (good ) turn; the design of everyone who is 
successful becomes changed. Formerly the sages, gods, demons 
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and men mutually made promises by oath ; we do not honour 
them. 

334-335.  King Vaivasvata (i .e. Yama) cuts off half the 
merit of him who swears by truth in the presence of gods, fire 
or ( his) preceptor. Let you not think that this one is deceived 
by your oaths . Do all that you indicated now. 

Nandii. said: 

336-338. I t  is so, 0 great king, who is able to deceive you ? 
He who will deceive others will have deceived himself. 

The tiger said:  

0 young cow, affectionate towards your son ( i .e.  your calf) , 
look (here) . Go to your son. Giving him a suck and having 
licked him on the head, having seen your mother, brother, your 
friends and relatives, keep (ing) truth in the fore ( i.e. honour 
truth and) come back quickly. 

339-344. That truth-speaking cow affectionate towards her 
calf, having thus taken an oath and being permitted by the 
lord of beasts went to (the cow-house ) . Her face was bedewed 
with tears; she was helpless; she was weeping and extremely 
distressed ; she was lowing and had fallen into the ocean of grief; 
she was repeatedly weeping, being unable to protect herself 
like an elephant whose leg was seized (by an alligator) in a lake. 
She reached the cowpen situated on the green river. Seeing her 
weeping calf she ran to him, approaching ( i.e. she approached )  
that young one with his eyes full o f  tears . The calf, reaching 
his mother and (being) apprehensive asked her : "I am not find
ing ( you) in your (usual ) spirits ,  or fortitude, today ; your 
eyes appear dejected, you appear to be very much frightened. '' 

Nandii. said :  
345-348a. 0 son, drink (the milk from) my breasts today. 

If you ask the cause ( of my dejection) , I am unable to tell it 
( to you ) .  Satisfy yourself as much as you like. 0 son, this is 
the last ( time you have the ) sight of your mother. It will be 
difficult to have it hereafter. Today I am alone ( here with you) .  
Having sucked my udders today, whose udders will you suck in 
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the morning ? 0 son, abandoning you I have to go, since I have 
come here with a binding by oath. I have to give up my life to 
a tiger who is emaciated with hunger. 

Hearing the words of Nanda the calf said (these) words : 

The calf said : 
348b-350. I shan go there where you desire to go. There 

is no doubt that my death with you (i .e .  when you die) is 
praiseworthy, (for ) being ( left all ) alone and being unhappy, 
I have to die. 0 mother, if the tiger eats me up with (you) , 
then I shan certainly have the same path as those who are 
devoted to their mothers have. 

35 1 -355. Therefore I shall certainly accompany you. There 
can be no doubt about it ; or 0 mother, you remain (here ) ;  let 
me have the bindings by oaths. What is the use of the life of 
me who is separated from ( my) mother? In the forest, who 
will be the protector of me who has never had a protector? For 
children, living on (their mothers') milk there is no relative 
like a mother. There is no protector like a mother ; there is no 
asylum like a mother; there is no love (i .e .  there is none who 
loves ) as a mother (does ) ; there is no face like ( that of) a 
mother ; there is no god like a mother-in this or the next 
world. Such is the great law made by the creator. Those sons 
who remain in it ( i .e .  follow it) reach the highest place. 

N andii spoke : 

356-370. 0 .son, only my death is ordained ; ( therefore ) 
you will not come (with me) ; the death of some other being 
does not take place by the death of someone else. Carry out, 
0 son, this excellent, last message of your mother ; then have a 
desire to hear ( i .e. listen to what I say) . My dear child, do not 
be careless whenever you move on a watery place or on ground . 
Due to negligence an beings perish. There is no doubt about 
this. Do not, through greed, graze (i .e .  eat ) the grass that 
exists at a difficult place ; for everyone perishes through greed 
in this or the next world. Deluded by greed, 0 son, beings enter 
an ocean or a forest .  Even a learned man would undertak e a 
very wicked deed through greed. Men may perish through 
{ these ) three-greed, negligence, trust. Therefore one should not 
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be greedy, one should not be careless and one should not trust 
(others ) .  0 son, one should always protect oneself with great 
care from all beasts of prey and from danger from barbarians 
or thieves . 0 son, the perverted minds of animals of foul birth 
though staying together cannot be known. You should not trust 
animals armed with claws, and rivers,  horned animals, persons 
carrying weapons, so also ladies and servants. You should not 
trust an untrustworthy person ; nor should you very much trust 
a trustworthy person. Fear caused by trust cuts off even the 
roots . One should not even trust one's strongest body with the 
mind frightened. Through the negligence of a sleeping or 
intoxicated (person ) they may carry him to a very secret place. 
One should carefully inhale the smell of every place ( where 
one goes, for) cows perceive through smell and the kings 
perceive with the eyes of the spies. One should not stay all 
alone in a fearful forest ;  and one should think of righteousness 
only. You should not be dejected ; for one is sure to die. As a 
traveller stays (i .e .  rests ) by resorting to a shadow and having 
rested proceeds-in the same way beings come together (and 
are separated ) .  The entire world is perpetuated because of a 
son (only ) ; then how do you all alone bewail in this matter? 

Just give up your grief and follow my words ( i.e.  advice ) .  

37 1 -372. She, having smelt the son (the calf) on his head 
and having licked it, and overcome with great grief, with her 
eyes ful l  of tears, (and) repeatedly heaving hot sighs like a female 
serpent, appeared to see the world as a void without her son. 

373.  As if sunk into dense mud she ramained there dis
heartened. 

The cow bewa iling again said these words to her son : 

374-376. There is no ( object of) love like a son ; there is no 
happiness like ( i.e .  except that obtained from) a son ; there is 

no (object of) affection li�e a son ; there is no resort l ike a son; 

For a sonless person the world is a void, there is unhappiness in 

the house of a sonless person. The (best) world is obtained 
through a son ; a sonless per3on goes to hell. People say these 
words : Indeed sandal is cool ; (but) the embrace of a son's body 
is much cooler than sandal. 

377. Thus narrating a son's merits, and seeing him again 
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and again, she hurriedly took her leave of her mother, friends 
and cowherdesses. 

( She said: ) 
378-386. A tiger approached me who was grazing before the 

herd ; he freed me by binding me with the oath that I would go 
(back) there. With the promise (i.e. promising him) that I 
would again go there, I have come (here ) to see my son, my mother, 
my friends and my cowpen. 0 mother, ( please) forgive all that 
I did through ill behaviour. This child ( i .e. this calf) is your 
grandson ( i.e. your daughter's son) ; what else should I say in 
this matter ? 0 Vipula, Campaka, 0 mother, 0 Bhadra, Sura
bhil Manini, Vasudhara, Priyananda, Mahananda, Ghatasrava, 
0 you magnanimous ones, please forgive me whatever I did 
knowingly or unknowingly and whatever else I did. All of you 
are endowed with all virtues ; all of you are the mothers of the 
world ; all you are always the givers of all things ; (please ) pro
tect my child. Protect my son who is helpless, alarmed and 
miserable. 0 sisters, look after my son who is tormented with 
grief of (separation from) his mother. 0 magnanimous ones, 
forgive me; since you will look after my helpless , poor son like 
your own sons, I, resorting to truth (i. e .  to keep my promise ) ,  
am going (to the tiger) . My friends should never very much 
worry ( about me) .  When (just ) this first son is born to me, 
my death has stood before me (i.e. is imminent) . 

387. Hearing the words of Nanda, her mother and friends 
who were ( already) grieved, were very much dejected, and 
being amazed uttered (these words) : 

388-393. "Oh ! it is a great wonder that the words of the tiger 
have made you undertake a terrible act; you are truth-speak
ing. Having deceived the very fearful one by oaths and true 
words ( i.e .  promises ) ,  carefully avoid him; you should in no 
case go (to him) . 0 Nanda, you should not go at all ; (in go
ing to him ) you are failing in your duty, since you are going 
( there) through greed leaving your young calf (here) . In this 
case there runs a verse related formerly by sages knowing the 
Vedas: There is no sin (in getting oneself bound) by oaths 
when there is a danger to one's life ; if by telling a lie the life 

1 .  Surabhi: The divine, desire-yielding cow. 
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of a being can be saved (then) (telling) a lie is (telling) the 
truth ; truth may become falsehood (in such a case) ; there is 
no sin in taking oaths when ladies are concerned in (settling) 
marriages, for releasing cows (from danger) and when brii.h
mar.tas are in a calamity." 

Nandii said: 

394-396. I would certainly tell a lie to protect the life of 
others ; I do not dare tell a lie for myself- (I  shall ) never tell 
it to save my own life. One adheres ( i .e .  remains all ) alone in 
the womb, in death and in nourishment ; one ( all ) alone enjoys 
pleasure or pain ; therefore, I am telling the truth. The worlds 
are established in (i.e. res t on ) truth ; righteousness is establish
ed in truth ; the ocean does not transgress its boundary due to 
being truthful in speech. 

397-404. Having presented the earth to Vi�r.tu, Bali resort
ed to the lower world ; Bali was ( thus) bound ( by Vi�r.tu ) with 
a trick; (yet )  he did not give up truth-speaking. When 
Vindhya, the lord of mountains with a hundred peaks, was 
growing, he was fixed (there only by Agastya) by means of 
truthful words. Heaven, salvation and hell are fixed in truthful 
speech. He who causes his speech to swerve from truth has lost 
everything. What sin ha3 the thief, the imposter, not committed 
who considers himself otherwise than what he is ? If I offend 
against my soul, I shall go to hell ( like the imposter) . King 
Vaivasvata cuts off half the meri t of him (of such a person ) .  
Having bathed in the unfathomable pure water-in the holy 
place of truth and in the pool of forgiveness, one being free 
(from the bonds of Karma) goes to the highest place. If a 
thousand horse-sacrifices and truth are counterpoised, truth 
excels a thousand horse-sacrifices. Truth is well-known to have 
a great fruit; it is great, and free from sufferings; it is near the 
good ; it is the family-wealth of the virtuous; it is the fruit of 
all the stages of ( human) life. Since he who having well secur
ed it, goes to heaven, how can he be abandoned by people in 
the society? (Therefore) do speak the truth everyday. 

Friends spoke : 

405-420. 0 Nandii., such as you are, you who are g1vmg 
up your life difficult to part with, are fit to be saluted by all 
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sages, gods and demons.  0 auspicious one, what should we say 
( to you) who are the foremost in (practising) righteousness? 
There is not · a single thing in the three worlds that cannot be 
had by this sacrifice (of yours) ; and we think that due to this 
sacrifice you will not be separated from your son.  Nowhere 
calamities befall a lady of a virtuous mind. 

Having seen the cowherdesses ,  having gone round the cow
pen, and having taken her leave of the gods and trees, that 
Nanda again proceeded (to the tiger) . Having again and again 
prostrated herself before the earth, VaruJ}.a, Agni, Vayu and 
the Moon, (so also ) the ten quarter-deities, trees, constellations 
along with the planets she requested all of them: "May the 
Siddhas and the sylvan deities who have resorted to the forest, 
protect my son grazing in the forest. May all the trees like 
campaka, asoka, punnliga, sarala, arjuna and kimsuka listen to the 
message of mine who is overcome with fear. (Please) protect as 
your own son, with love, my young lonely calf grazing in the 
dangerous forest, and an orphan-abandoned by his parents
and with his mind afflicted, wandering along this ground, 
weeping and very unhappy. You should protect with pity, in 
this great forest, my weeping son, overpowered with great grief 
and afHicted with hunger and thirst, desolate and lonely and 
feeling the world to be void." 

Having thus given a message, Nanda, overcome with love 
for her son, scorched by the fire of grief, and torn asunder on 
seeing the son, separated like a Cakravaki, ( or ) like a creeper 
fallen from the (supporting ) tree, like a blind person deprived 
of sight, staggering at every step she went to that place where 
the fearful flesh-eater ( i .e . tiger) with his mouth wide open, 
having sharp fangs was ( waiting for her ) .  Just then her son, the 
calf, with his tail lifted, speedily came before his mother and 
stood before that lord of beasts . Seeing the son that had come 
there and death i .e .  the tiger that stood before, the cow uttered 
these words : 

421 -423 .  "0 lord of beasts, I, who remain in the vow of 
truth, have arrived . Now satisfy yourself at your sweet wil l  by 
(eating) my flesh. Gratify your (inner) elements , drink my 
blood ; and when I die eat up this child (i . e. calf) of mine." 
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The tiger said : 

424-437a. 0 auspicious cow, welcome to you. You have 
told the truth. Nothing inauspicious ever takes place in the 
case of those who speak the truth . 0 cow, what you said be
fore has come true by your coming back. That has made me 
wonder. 'How would she go when she has come?' (So I 
thought) ; (but) I sent you to test your truthfulness . Otherwise 
how would you have gone alive ( when I had) taken your 
flesh ? It has made me wonder that my search after (your 
honesty) has come true. Therefore by this truthful behaviour 
of yours, you are now freed by me ; you are my sister and this 
your son is the nephew of me of the most sinful act and to 
whom advice has been given, 0 auspicious one. Worlds are 
established in ( i .e. depend upon} truth; righteousness is esta
blished in ( i .e .  depends upon) truth. Due to truth a cow pours 
a stream of milk dear to oblations ( i .e .  useful in sacrifice ) .  
That cowherd who lives on your milk is most blessed. 0 auspi
cious one, those parts of land, and those creepers with grass 
(by which you move) are blessed. Those who drink your milk 
are lucky and blessed ; they alone have done a good deed ; they 
alone have obtained the quintessence of life. 

Being convinced, the lord of beasts was greatly amazed. 
" Indeed gods have shown this warning to us. Seeing that truth 
is liked by the cows I have no desire to live. So (now) I shall 
do that act by which I shall be free from sin. I have eaten up 
hundreds and thousands of beings . What will be my condition 
on seeing such truth followed by the cow? I am a sinner, doer 
of wicked deeds, malicious and killer of animals ; which worlds 
shall I go to by doing a very horrible deed ? I shall go to holy 
places and have expiation for ( i ;e .  shall atone for )  my sin. 
(Or) having gone up a mountain I shall fall from it, or I shall 
enter fire . 0 cow, tell me in brief what penance I should 
practise for purifying (myself) from the sin. There is no time 
for prolixity." 

The cow spoke : 

43 7b-444. In Krtayuga penance is praised ; in Tretii (yuga ) 
they recommend knowledge; in Dviipara (yuga) sacrifice is 
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praised ; in Kali (yuga) they praise charity alone. Of all (kinds 
of) charity the best is to give fearlessness to all beings; there is 
no greater charity than this. He who causes fearlessness in all 
beings-movable and immovable, being free from all fear 
obtains the highest Brahman. There is no charity like harmless
ness; there is no penance like harmlessness. 0 tiger, as all other 
feet (i.e. foot-prints ) are absorbed in the foot (-print) of an 
elephant, similarly all virtues are absorbed in harmlessness . ( A  
person practising harmlessness rests in ) that shadow o f  the tree 
in the form of deep meditation which removes the three kinds 
of miseries;1 its flowers are righteousness and knowledge and its 
fruits are heaven and salvation. The shadow of the tree in the 
form of deep meditation is laid down for one who is tormented 
by the three kinds of miseries . He is not again troubled by 
miseries and gets excellent bliss . Thus I have told you in brief 
the highest religious merit. You certainly have known all this; 
but are just asking me. 

The tiger said: 

445-449a. Formerly I was cursed by a female deer ; and 
remained in the form of a tiger ( i.e. was transformed into a 
tiger ) .  Then due to my killing animals I forgot all the rest. 
Due to your contact and advice I have recollected (all that ) .  
As a result o f  this truth (fulness ) of yours, you will obtain the 
highest position. I shall then ask you a question lurking in my 
mind. A full hundred years have passed since (the time) I have 
been thinking about it, 0 auspicious one. 0 you, adorning the 
heaven, due to your good luck you established on the path of 
the good have made the accumulation of virtue. 0 you of a good 
vow, tell me what your name is; (since) I am ignorant of (i.e. 
I do not know) it. 

Nanda said : 

449b-455. My master named me Nanda. (You should 
have said) : 'Now I shall eat you' .  Then why do you tarry? 

1 .  TapaJraya : The three kinds of miseries which human beings have to 
suffer in this world : ( 1) Adhyiitmika--caused by the mind ; (2 ) Adhidai
vika-caused by fate and (3) Adhibhautika--caused by animals. 
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Having heard her name to be Nanda, Prabhafijana, freed 
from the curse, again became ( i.e .  turned into) the king, 
endowed with strength and handsomeness. In the meanwhile, 
Dharma knowing her to be of a truthful speech, came there to 
see the milch-cow and said to her : "Pleased with your vow of 
truthfulness, I, Dharma, have come here. 0 Nanda, God bless 
you; ask for the most selected boon." 

Thus addressed, that goddess Nanda, asked for a boon from 
him. "Due to your prowess let me, along with my son, go to the 
best place . Let this holy place be the best one giving religious 

· merit to the sages. By your granting me the boon let this river 
be named after me as Nanda-Sarasvati .  This is what I solicit . " 

Pulastya said: 
456-473 . That moment only the respectable ( cow ) went to 

the auspicious place of the truthful ones. Prabhafijana too got 
that kingdom which he had formerly earned.  

She was called by the name Nanda-Sarasvati, on account of 
that (path) along which Nanda went to heaven. Sarasvati 
again, inundating the earth went (i e. flowed ) from that forest 
called 'Kharjiira' , to the south. A man, who even while 
approaching ( that place ) utters her name, gets happiness while 
alive and after death moves in the sky. Those men of pious deeds 
who cast their bodies there, the happy persons, become Vidyadhara 
kings. For people on account of their bathing in and drinking 
the water of Sarasvati, she becomes the flight of steps to heaven. 
Those, who, being well composed take a bath there on the 
eighth day ( of a month) , being immortal and very attractive, 
having reached heaven, enjoy (there ) .  There Sarasvati always 
gives good fortune (i.e. absence of widowhood) to ladies; and if 
one stays by her (i .e.  observes a fast there ) on the third day ( of 
a month) she becomes the repository of good luck. One even is 
absolved of a heap of sins even by having a sight of her at that 
place. Those men again, who touch her should be known as 
the chief of the sages. A man becomes handsome by offering 
silver. This big, auspicious river, of auspicious water and the 
daughter of Brahma and named Nanda flowed towards the 
south. Having gone (i.e. flowed) not far from there she has again 
turned to the other side, and having manifested herself forcibly 
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has stayed there. All the holy places and abodes (i .e .  temples) 
that are ( situated ) on her holy banks are resorted to on all sides 
by sages and Siddhas. The gift of gold, or of a dwelling or of 
land made at the holy place of Nanda by people who have 
bathed there, creates inexhaustible fruit. The best sages also 
recommend the gift of grains or of wealth. Whatever is offered 
by men at the holy places is said to be an excellent cause of 
religious merit .  A man or a woman , who undertakes fast unto 
death, carefu lly, at the holy places gets absorbed in his deity1 and 
enjoys the fruit (of the fast) at his will in Brahma's house. 
Those movable and immovable ones that die near that holy 
river, as a result of the destruction of ( the bonds of) their 
deeds, would at once obtain the fruit of a sacrifice, which is 
difficult to obtain. Then she gives the fruit of virtue to men 
whose hearts are afflicted by such sorrows as birth etc. Men 
should with all their heart resort, with perseverance, to the 
great river Sarasvati, the giver of religious merit . 

CHAPTER N INETEEN 

Conversation of the Seven Sages 

Bhi�ma said: 

1 -6.  I have heard the excellent (account of) the greatness 
of Pu�kara and Nanda. I have heard all that, viz. that a crore 
of sages came there and all became handsome on seeing the 
( reflections of their) faces in ( the water of) Pu�kara. Tell me 
how they divided the portions of land. How did the magnani
mous ones divide the sacred place ? How did they fashion the 
other holy hermitages also? Vi�I).U first stepped on the sacrificial 
mountain . Then serpents of great (i .e. severe) poison fashioned 
a holy place there. Who first fashioned the well for the offering 
of balls of rice to the manes ? How did Gailga-Sarasvati, go ing 
underground, flow towards the north ? (Please) tell me how the 

1 .  Sayujya : Identification with o r  absorption, especially i n  a deity. 
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brahmru:tas well-versed in the Vedas should undertake the 
pilgrimage of the triad of Pu�kara and what fruit accrues from it. 

Pulastya spoke : 

7- 1 0 .  You have got ready with a great burden (i .e .  volley ) 
of questions . So please listen with a concentrated mind to the 
great frui t  of (a visit to) a sacred place .  He whose hands and 
feet and mind are well-controlled, and who has knowledge, 
penance and fame (to his credit) gets the fruit of ( a  visit to) a 
holy place . He who keeps himself away from accepting a 
donation, is content with whatever he gets and is free from 
egotism gets the fruit of ( a visit to ) a holy place. 0 lord of 
kings, he who is free from anger, is of a truthful disposition and 
of a firm vow, who looks upon other beings as himself obtains 
the fruit of (a visit to) a holy place . 

1 1 - 1 2 .  This is a great secret of the sages, O best of Bharatas. 
Formerly at ( the time of) Brahma's sacrifice a crore of sages 
with severe penance came there and seeing (the reflections of  
their own) faces l ived at Jye�tha Pu�kara. 

1 3- 1 4. Having become extremely handsome the best sages 
overcome with great joy and desirous of seeing ( the deities ) , 
having measured with the sacred thread that land in the four 
directions and thus having divided i t  into the various sacred 
places, lived there with great devotion. 

1 5 .  The grandsire being pleased with them lived near them 
having made their division of (i .e .  having divided) the crore 
and seeing the (land measured by) the wise ones (said to them) : 

1 6- 1 8 .  "From today your merit will enhance. A man, who 
having come here, first bathes his body in the water (here) for 
(obtaining) handsomeness , will have undoubtedly turned this 
place into a holy place (with its effect spreading over) a circle 
( i .e. radius ) of the length (i .e .  measure) of a Yojana (a measure 
of eight or nine miles) . Its breadth is half a Yojana and length 
is a Yojana and a half: this is the measure of the holy place that 
is introduced by the crore of sages."  

1 9. By merely going to  Pu�kara a man obtains the fruit of  
Rajasii.ya and Asvamedha sacrifices, 0 lord of kings. 

20-26a. The very holy Sarasvati has entered Jye�tha 
Pu�kara . On the fourteenth day in the first half of Caitra, 0 
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lord of kings, gods like Brahma, sages, divine beings with special 
faculties and divine singers go there. A man, who, engrossed 
in worshipping gods and manes, bathes there, obtains the (fruit 
of) having offered a cow. Those sages have thus made the 
(various) divisions of the holy place. Having satiated the gods 
and manes a man is honoured in Vigm's world. Having bathed 
there a man becomes spotless like the moon ; he obtains Brahma's 
world and gets the highest position. The holy place named 
Pu�kara in the world of men is well-known in the three worlds 
as the destroyer of great sins. The thousands of crores of holy 
places reside in Pu�kara for ( al l )  the three times ( of the day) ,  
0 you scion of  the (Kuru ) family. 

26b-29a. 0 lord, Adityas, Vasus, Rudras, Sadhyas with the 
hosts of Maruts , Gandharvas and celestial nymphs are always 
present there ; where ( i .e .  at this holy place) gods, demons, 
brahmanic sages having practised penance got united with the 
divine and were endowed with great religious merit. All the 
sins of a person even desiring ( to visit) Pu�kara are purified 
(and) he enjoys at the top of heaven. 

29b-3 1 a. Brahma, liked by gods and demons and being 
very much delighted, always lived at the holy place. 0 great 
king, gods along with sages obtained great well-being and were 
endowed with great religious merit. 

3 l b-33 .  The wise say that one, who, engaged in worshipping 
manes and gods, bathes there (gets) religious merit (which is) 
ten times more than (the one obtained by) a horse-sacrifice. If 
a person living in Pu�kara-forest feeds even one brahma:r;ta, by 
that food a crore ( of) brahma:r;tas are worshipped and well
pleased. By that act he becomes happy here (i . e. in this world ) 
and after death (i .e. in heaven) .  

34-4l a. A person, who himself lives on vegetables or roots 
or any other (eatable ) ,  should, being free from jealousy, and 
with faith, offer the same to a brahma:r;ta. 0 best king, by 
( offering vegetables etc. to a brahma:r;ta) a man-whether he 
is a brahma:r;ta, or a k�atriya or a vaisya or a sudra-gets the 
fruit of a horse sacrifice. The lake by name Pu�kara, belonging 
to the grandsire, gives religious merit to anchorites, siddhas and 
sages ; from which (holy place) most auspicious Sarasvati went 
to the great ocean ; where (again ) the first god, the great ascetic, 
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killer of Madhu (i .e. ViglU) lives who is known as Adivaraha 
( the first boar) and was worshipped by gods.  Even those 
magnanimous ones who belong to the low castes go to the holy 
place of the grandsire ( i .e . Pu!}kara ) ,  and who bathe in it do 
not get an ignominious birth. We have heard that he who goes 
to Pu!}kara especially on the full-moon day of Kartika gets there 
an inexhaustible fruit. He who with his hands joined in reverance 
recollects the holy place ( called ) Pu!}kara in the morning and 
evening, has (i .e. may be said to have) bathed in all holy 
places. 

41 b-46a. Whatever may be the sin of a man or a woman 
all that perishes merely by having a bath in Pu!}kara. As the 
grandsire (i .e. Brahma) is said to be best among gods, in the 
same way PU!lkara-tirtha is said to be the first among the holy 
places . He, who, being restrained and pure, considering this, 
lives for ten years at Pu!}kara, gets the (merit of) all sacrifices 
and goes to the world of Brahma. One who maintains the sacred 
fire for a hundred years or one who lives at Pu�kara on (just ) 
one full-moon day of Kartika- (the religious merit of bath) is 
the same. Performing a sacrifice at Pu!}kara is difficult. Practice 
of penance at Pu!}kara is difficult. To give a gift at Pu!}kara is 
difficult. So  also residence at Pu!}kara is difficult. 

46b-49a. A brahmai).a, well-versed in the Vedas visiting 
Pu!}kara and bathing there attains salvation and by offering a 
Sraddha becomes the saviour of his manes. { If) a brahmai).a in 
name only goes to Pu!}kara and offers Sandhyal, (it may be said 
that)  he has offered Sandhya for twelve years . There is no doubt 
in this (for ) Brahma himself has formerly said so. The defect 
mentioned by Savitri is not produced in his family. 

49b-53 . A wife who offers, with a copper water-pot, 
water to her husband who offers Sandhya, being released (from 
the cycle of birth and death) goes to heaven. Reaching the 
world of Brahma she stays there for (an entire) day of Brahmii. 
One, who all alone goes ( to Pu!}kara ) ,  performs Sandhya in due 
order with the water of Pu!}kara put in a pitcher, has also 
performed Sandhya for twelve years. There is no doubt about 
this . While he is making oblations to his manes his wife should 

1 .  Sandkya : The morning, noon and evening prayers of a brahma.u.a. 
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be by his side. 0 best of kings, by him resorting to the southern 
direction the manes are satisfied for twelve years. 

54-56a. With (the muttering of) Gayatri prayer, with (i .e. 
by offering) a ball of rice the manes are satisfied for a thousand 
yugas ; and with ( i.e. by offering) a sraddha they get eternity. 
For this ( i .e .  sraddha etc . )  a man marries. Those (who say ) : 
going to the sacred place we shall offer the balls of rice with 
faith, obtain sons, wealth, grains and uninterrupted lineage. 
There is no doubt about this . This is what the grandsire 
said. 

56b-60a. One would get (i.e. one gets ) the fruit of the 
Agni�toma sacrifice by satisfying manes and gods. 0 king, I 
shall also describe to you the hermitages ; listen with a concentra
ted mind. Agastya has put up here a hermitage l iked by the 
gods, of the seven sages, the brahmanic sages; so also the great 
hermitage of Manus . The beautiful city ofthe Nagas is (situated ) 
on the mountain-slope. 0 great king, I shall tell you in brief 
(about ) the prowess of Agastya of immeasurable vitality ; listen 
quite attentively. 

60b-62 .  0 Bhi�ma, formerly in the Krta-yuga there were 
very fearful demons, known as the Kaleya hosts, who were 
maddened with fighting. Resorting to Vrtra they were eager to 
defeat gods. Then gods, being dejected, waited upon Brahma. 
The highest lord, seeing all of them (waiting upon him) with 
the palms of their hands joined, said ( to them) : 

63-65 . "0 gods, I have understood what you desire to be 
done. I shall tell you a stratagem ( adopting) which you will 
kill Vrtra. There is a generous-minded great and well known 
sage by name Dadhici . All of you going together to him ask 
for a boon. He, of a righteous mind will grant it very gladly. 
All of you desiring vic tory should thus speak to him: 

66-68. 'Desiring the good of the three worlds ( please) give 
(us) your bones . '  Casting his body he will give (you ) his bones. 
With his bones fashion a very terrible great destructive weapon 
like the thunderbolt. That great divine missile, capable of 
killing the enemy is called Afani. With that thunderbolt Indra 
will kill Vrtra. All this I have explained to you ; do all that (as 
explained ) . " 

69-76. Then the gods, being thus addressed ( by Brahma ) ,  
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sought his leave and led by Indra went to Dadhici's hermitage. 
It was on the other bank of Sarasvati ; it was covered with 
various trees and creepers, resounding with the hummings of 
the bees l ike the sounds of the Siima-singers ; resounding with 
the notes of the cakora-birds1 mixed with the notes of the male 
cuckoos ; it was resounding with the cries of buffalos, boars, 
srmara and camara2 deer, free from the fear of tigers and roaming 
at various places ( in i t ) ; so also with trumpetings of female and 
male elephants in rut and resounding with the cries (of) the 
sporting lions and great tigers roaring loudly; so also it was 
resounding with the cries of peacocks secretly dwelling in various 
dens and caves. (Gods ) came to Dadhici's hermitage well-known 
like heaven. There they saw that Dadhici having lustre like that 
of the sun shining with his body like the four-armed (Vi�I.m) 
with Lakl1mi. Having saluted and paid homage to his feet, all 
gods asked him for a boon as they were told by Brahmii. 

77. Then that very well-known Dadhici spoke thus to the 
best gods :  "0 gods, I shall do whatever is beneficial to you ; I 
shall even cast my body." 

78-8 1 .  Speaking thus to them, he, the greatest among the 
bipeds ( i .e .  human beings) , abandoned his life. Those gods, 
along with Indra, took his bones to use them as required ; and ' 
the gods, with their appearances pleasing in view of the victory, 
finding ( i .e.  going to) Tva�tr told him ( their )  desire. Tval1tr 
too, hearing their words, pleased in appearance and self
restrained, carefully fashioned the very powerful thunderbolt ;  
and being delighted ( on) having fashioned that missile  said to 
( Indra) : "0 god, today reduce to ashes, with this excellent 
missile, that fearful enemy of gods (i .e. Vrtra ) . Then with 
your enemies killed, you, remaining in the heaven along with 
the group of your attendants (the gods ) happily rule over the 
three worlds . " Thus addresed by Tval1tr Indra, who was delighted 
and self-restrained, took that thunderbolt .  

82- : : 3 .  Then he, provided with the thunderbolt, andadored 
by gods, found out Vrtra who had remained by covering the 

I .  Jivatizjivaka : The cakora bird. 
2.  Srmara & Camara : Are kinds of deer. 
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heaven and the earth, who was all around protected by Kala
keyasl of big bodies and with their weapons ready and (looking) 
like mountains with their peaks. 

84. Then 0 best of Bharatas, a great war, causing fear 
to the world, of the gods with the demons took place for a 
while. 

85-86. A clanging noise of the swords repulsed by the 
raised arms of the heroes, was produced ( there ; )  0 king, with 
the bodies pierced, and the heads falling from the sky, the 
earth appeared to be covered by tala-trees. 

87. The Kaleyas, putting on golden armours, having (iron) 
beams as their weapons, and, looking like trees burnt by wild 
fire attacked the gods . 

88. (The gods ) could not put up with the force of them 
(i.e. of the Kaleyas) who were together forcibly rushing (to the 
gods) ; being defeated they ( i .e. the gods) fled through fear . 

89. Seeing them frightened and fleeing, and seeing Vrtra 
strengthened, the thousand-eyed Indra beca me very much 
dejected. 

90. Seeing that Indra (thus) overcome with dejection 
eternal Vi!i!QU put his own lustre into lndra and increased his 
power. 

9 1 .  The hosts of gods and all the pure brahmanic sages, 
seeing lndra (thus) strengthened by Vi�Qu, mustered strength. 

92. lndra, who was ( thus) strengthened by Vi!:!QU along 
with gods and illustrious sages, became powerful. 

93. Coming to know that the lord of gods (i .e. Indra) had 
become powerful Vrtra cried very loudly. Due to his shouting, 
everything-earth, qu arters, the sky, heaven, mountains-shook 
(up) . 

94. Then that great Indra, who was very much agitated, 
sank with fear on hearing that fearful, great shouting and 
quickly discharged his thunderbolt on his head. 

95. He, who had put on golden flowers, struck by Indra's 
thunderbolt, fell down with a great sound in front (of Indra) , 
like a very great mountain along with Mandara, released from 
Vi!:JQU's hand . 

I .  KalakeyasfKiileyas : Name of a kind of d emons. 
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96. When that greatest demon was killed, lndra, struck by 
fear, ran to enter a lake. He thought that the thunderbolt had 
slipped from his hand due to Vrtra's fear, and did not notice 
Vrtra (who was) killed by him. 

97.  All the gods along with the sages were happy and 
delighted and praised him (i.e. lndra) ; and the gods, agitated 
due to Vrtra's murder, together quickly killed the remaining 
demons. 

98- 1 00 .  Being killed at that time by the gods, the great 
demons, with speed like that of the wind, and struck by fear, 
entered the vast ocean full of large fish and gems, and together 
held consultations. There some of them of a firm mind conceiv
ing various remedies, and distressed with fear and tormented by 
the groups of gods, decided to destroy the three worlds. Dne to 
their ( imminent) contact with destructive death, they who were 
thinking there, had a terrible idea. 

1 01 - 1 02 .  ( They said :) "Those who are endowed with learn
ing and penance should be destroyed (i.e. killed ) first ; and as 
all the worlds are sustained by penance, make hurry to destroy 
penance. Quickly murder those on the earth who are ascetics, 
well-versed in piety and wise ; (for) when they are destroyed the 
world will be destroyed." 

1 03- 106. Thus all of them with their understanding and 
disposition lost, became very much delighted at ( the idea of) the 
destruction of the world. They resorted to the inaccessible trea
sure of gems ( i.e. the ocean) of great waves and the abode of 
VarUJ.la. (Thus ) having obtained (as their resort ) the ocean, 
the treasure of water and ( the abode of) Varut:ta, the Kaleyas 
became busy in the destruction of the three worlds. They who 
were very angry, devoured, at night, the sages tha t lived in the 
hermitages and auspicious abodes. They ate up one hundred 
and eightyeight brahmal).as in Vasi�tha's hermitage and also 
others practising penance in the forest. 

1 0 7- 1 1 0. Having gone to Cyavana's holy hermitage in
habited by brahmal).as, they ate up a hundred sages subsisting 
on fruits and roots. Doing such (things) at night, they entered 
the ocean in the day. Having gone to Bharadvaja's hermitage, 
they killed twenty restrained celibates subsisting on air and 
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water. In this manner the powerful demons, due to the might of 
their arms, rushed at night to devour the sages . 

1 1 1 - 1 22. During a long period they killed many hosts of 
sages ; and, 0 lord of men, men did not recognise them. The world 
distressed with the fear of the Kaleyas was without any sacred 
study, exclamation of Va�at or sacrifices, festivals and (other 
sacred) rites and (therefore) without any exertion . 0 lord of 
men, men being thus destroyed, being frightened, and intent upon 
their own protection, ran into the ten directions. Some entered 
the caves, while others were scattered (i.e. ran here and there) ; 
some others, distressed with fear, gave up their life through fear. 
Certain very proud, brave, great archers strove hard to find out 
the demons ; but they could not pursue them who had entered 
the ocean. They did not get much peace, and returned home. 
When there was (thus) slaughter in the world and when sacrifices, 
festivals and sacred rites were no more (observed) , 0 lord of 
men, the gods, very much dejected, came back through fear to 
the unconquered Vi�Q.u after having gathered together ; and led 
by Vi�tQ.U, they held consultations. Then the gods who had 
gathered ( there ) said to Vi�Q.u : "0 lord of the world, you are 
our creator, protector and commander ; you have created all 
this world-that which moves and that which does not move. 0 
you lotus-eyed one, formerly, assuming the boar's form you took 
up (i.e. out ) the earth that had disappeared (i.e. sunk into the 
ocean) for (the good of) the world . 0 you best of men, 
taking up the body (i.e . form) of Narasirhha, you formerly killed 
the very mighty and foremost demon HiraQ.yakasipu. Assuming 
the form of Vamana, you threw out from the three worlds, 
the great demon Bali, who could not be killed by any being. 

1 23- 1 30.  The gods killed the cruel demon Jambha1 who was 
a great archer and caused disturbance in sacrifices. Such deeds, 
which are innumerable (were done by you). 0 killer of Madhu, 
you are the recourse of us who are very much frightened ;  there
fore, 0 god, lord of gods, we are requesting you to ( save) the 

world. Protect the worlds and Indra too, from great fear. The 

1. Jambluz : The name of a demon killed by Indra ; here, however, he is 
said to have been killed by gods. 
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beings of the four kinds act by your favour. Men are happy and 
the residents of heaven are happy because of the oblations offered 
to gods and manes. Thus people, depending upon one another 
and unexcited due to your favour and protected by you alone, 
act ; and this very great fear has now come to the worlds ; we do 
not know by whom the brahmal)as are killed at night ; when the 
brahmal)as are weakened, the world will perish. 0 you of mighty 
arms, 0 lord of the universe, due to your favour let not all the 
worlds, protected by you alone, perish. " 

Vi,r�u said: 

1 3 1- 1 34. 0 gods , I know the entire cause of the destruction 
of the beings ; and I shall tell (it) to you ; bein� free from distress 
listen (to me) . The very terrible groups (of demons) called 
Kalakeya, seeing Vrtra killed by the intelligent Indra, (trying) 
to protect their life, entered the ocean. They entered the fearful 
ocean full of alligators ,  ( and} at night killed the sages for the 
destruction of the world. As they are hidden (i .e . as they hide 
themselves ) within the ocean, they cannot be destroyed. You 
should ( therefore) think of destroying the ocean. 

1 35. Hearing these words uttered by Vi�I)u and having met 
Brahma, the gods went to Agastya's hermitage. 

I 36. There they saw the magnanimous Agastya, of a blazing 
lustre and waited upon by the sages as the grandsire by gods. 

1 3 7 . Having gone to the noble, excellent, careful Agastya, 

the heap of penance due to his having done the deeds assigned to 
him, the gods said : 

1 38.  "Formerly you were the refuge of the worlds tormen
ted by Nahu�. For the ( good of the) people you deprived him, 
the thorn (i.e. troublesome ) to the worlds, of the throne. 

1 39. Due to his being angry with the Sun, the best mountain 
viz . Vindhya grew ( in height ) ;  but not transgressing your words 
( i.e. obeying your order) he does not grow now. 

1 40- 1 4 1 . As the world is covered with darkness, and the 
beings are affiicted with (the fear of) death, we, having come 
to you, the protector, are very happy. You are always the refuge 
of us who are very much afraid. Therefore, because you are the 
giver of boons, we shall today seek a boon from you." 
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Bhi� said 
142. 0 great sage, I wish to hear in detail why all of a 

sudden Vindhya was filled with anger and why he grew ( in 
height ) .  

Pulastya said: 

143 .  At the time of rising and setting, the Sun went round 
the great golden mountain Meru, the lord of mountains. 

144- 146. Seeing the Sun like that (i .e .  going round Meru) 
the Vindhya mountain said to him : "As you go to the mountain 
Meru everyday and go round him, you should do the same to 
( i .e. go round) me (also ) ." Thus addressed, the Sun replied to 
the lord of mountains : " I  am not going round the (Meru) moun
tain by my desire. This path is ordained for me by Him who 
created this world. "  

1 47. 0 you who torment the enemies, the ( Vindhya) 
mountain who was thus told ( by the Sun) , being angry and 
desiring to block the path of the Sun and the Moon suddenly 
grew (in height) . 

148. Then all gods gathering together with lndra (and) 
coming to the lord of mountains warded (i .e .  tried to ward)  off 
the growing (mountain) ,  but he did not do what they told him. 

1 49 .  All those gods together went to the respectable sage 
Agastya residing in his hermitage and best among those possess
ing penance and p iety, and having glowing power. 

The gods said: 

1 50- 1 5 1 .  0 best sage, this lord of mountains, Vindhya, 
being under the influence of anger, blocks the path of the Sun, 
the Moon and the Constellations. None else (except you) is able 
to ward him off. 

Having heard these words of the gods, he went to the 
mountain. 

152- 154a. Having gone to Vindhya, he said to him who 
stood by him with respect : "0 best of mountains, I desire that 
a passage be given (to me) by you; for some work I am going 
to the southern direction; (please) wait till I come back. 0 
lord of mountains, after I return you may grow as you like." 
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Pulastya said: 

1 54b- 157. (Even till) today, Agastya has not returned from 
the southern region. You asked me and I have told you why 
Vindhya does not grow due to the prowess of Agastya. Now, 0 
king, listen to me. I will tell you how all the gods, after going to 
the door of (the hermitage of) Agastya, killed the Ka.Ieyas. 
Having heard the words of gods, Agastya said to them : "For 
what purpose have you come (to me ) ?  What boon do you 
desire from me?. " 

1 58-1 59. Thus addressed by him at that time, the gods said 
to the sage : "We desire (to have ) a wonderful boon (from you) . 
0 divine sage, 0 high-souled one, drink ( up) the ocean . 0 
great sage, we thus desire the great ocean to be fully drunk by 
you. Then we shall kill the army of god's enemies, called Kale
yas, along with their descendants ." 

1 60.  Hearing the words of the gods, the sage said : "All 
right . I shall fulfil your desire which would cause happiness to 
the worlds." 

1 6 1 . 0 you of good vow, saying this he then went, along 
with the sages mature in penance, and gods, to the ocean, the 
abode ofwater. 

1 62- 165.  Men, serpents, Gandharvas, Yak�as and Kimpur
u�as (beings with human heads and forms of horses) desiring to 
see that wonder went after the noble sage. Then with them he 
saw the ocean roaring fearfully, as it were dancing with waves 
and leaping with the wind, as it were laughing with the heaps of 
foam and tumbling into the crevices, crowded with crocodiles 
(or sharks) and full of hosts of birds . Gods with Agastya, great 
serpents, Gandharvas, and noble sages reached the great 
ocean. 

1 66- 1 7 1 . Having reached there the revered and best of the 
sages, Agastya desiring to drink ( up) the ocean said to the gods 
and sages that had assembled there : "For the good of the worlds 
I will drink up the ocean. Do quickly what you want to do." 
Saying this much ( i .e. these words ) ,  that angry Agastya drank 
up the ocean when all the world was watching . Gods with lndra, 
seeing the ocean (thus ) being drunk up ( by Agastya) were very 
much amazed and adored him with eulogies . (They said to him :) 
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"0 you creator of the worlds, you are the protector and creator 
of us and (also) of the worlds. This flat world will be elevated 
by your favour. ' '  The great one being (thus ) adored by the gods 
when the chiefGandharvas were shouting Qoyfully) , and being 

showered upon with flowers, made the great ocean void of water. 
I 72- 1 7 7 .  All the gods became very much delighted on seeing 

the ocean emptied (by Agastya) ; and holding divine and excel
lent weapons the gods, of great energy, killed those demons . 
They (i.e. demons) being thus killed by the noble, violent and 
roaring gods, were unable to bear the force of the high-souled 
gods. 0 you born in the family of Bharata, the demons who 
were making fearful sounds, being killed by the gods fought very 
fiercely for a while. They who were striving hard with their 
might were formerly burnt by the sages, whose souls were 
purified and were killed by gods. They (i . e. the demons )  who 
had put on golden ornaments1 on their chests and wore earrings 
and bracelets2, when killed shone very much like blossomed 
Kimsuka trees. Some of the best followers of demon Kaleya, that 
remained ( i .e .  escaped being killed) , tore asunder goddess earth 
and entered the lower region. 

1 78. Having seen the demons killed, the gods praised the 
best sage with various words and said these words to him : 

1 79- 1 80 .  "0 illustrious one, the worlds have obtained great 
happiness by your favour. The Kaleyas of a fearful valour have 
been killed by your lustre. 0 great brahmaJ}.a, fill up (with 
water) the ocean, the promoter of the welfare of the world. 
Pour out again the water that you had drunk ." 

1 8 1 - 1 82 .  Thus addressed , the revered sage, best among the 
sages, said : "That water has been digested by me ; you who 
strove (to empty the ocean should now) think of some other way 
for fill ing the ocean (with water) ."  

1 83- 1 88a. Hearing these words of  the great holy sage ( all 
the)  gods together became amazed and dejected . Requesting 
one another and saluting the best sage, all the beings and the 
brahmaJ.las went as they had come, 0 great king. Gods along 
with Vi,J.lu, consulting one another about the filling up of the 

I .  Ni,ka: A golden ornament for the neck. 
2. A rigada : Bracelet. 
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ocean, followed ( i .e .  went to) the grandsire (i .e . Brahma ) ,  and 
with the palms of their hands joined, al l of them told him about 
the filling up of the ocean. Brahma, the grandsire of the worlds 
said to them, who had gathered ( there) : "0 gods, all of you 
(may) go as you like and as you wish ;  after a long period the 
ocean will  go back to its original condition . The great king 
Bhagiratha, making his relations the cause (i .e. for the sake of 
his relations ) will again fill up the ocean with the stream of the 
Ganges." 

1 88b. Thus ( i .e.  having told them like this ) Brahma dis
missed the gods and the best sages. 

1 89- 1 90. The lord who was pleased said to Agastya, the 
best sage : "You have performed this operation-the destruction 
of the demons-for gods ; since you saved the gods, I am 
pleased with you, 0 sage. Ask for a boon that you desire to 
have ; I shall grant it ." 

1 9 1 - 1 92 . Agastya, thus addressed by Brahma, saluted 
Brahma (and said to him) : "0 god, I did this mission of the 
gods by remaining here. Let this hermitage be the best of all ; 
and there is no doubt that when you say it will be so ( i .e. best 
of all ) , it will be like that."  

Brahmii said : 

1 93- 1 95 .  "Having had a pilgrimage to Pu�kara those men, 
who, having come here bathe in the pools here and satisfy (by 
making offerings) manes and gods and offer worship to gods 
which causes everything to be inexhaustible, and taking (in 
their hands) high and low materials of worship offer baked 
cakes1 and small round cakes2 to brahmaQ.as, will reside in heaven ; 
the manes are satisfied with the sraddha (offered here) till the 
submersion of the beings (i. e .  final deluge ) .  

1 96-200. He, who, having climbed up the sacrificial 
mountain, sees the outflow of the Ganges, pleases a sage with 
bulbs, roots and fruits, reaches the place of seven sages and en
joys happiness (there) for eternal years. The divine river flow
ing to the north has come up to Pu!ikara. There is no doubt 

1. Sa1kula : A kind of baked cake. 
2. Apapa ; A small round cake of flour, meal, etc. 
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that he who ·bathes here and is engaged in worshipping manes 
and gods, gets the fruit of a horse-sacrifice. 0 best of sages, he 
who feeds (but ) one brahmar.ta (here) has ( indeed) fed a crore 
of brahmar.tas ; the food-and-drink offered here is inexhaustible. 
Whatever he desires, all that he obtains . A man who has just 
bathed here does not have an ignominious birth. 

201 -202. The p lace that I have given (you) , 0 best of 
sages, will be the best among places, and the best sacred place 
of all sacred places. There is no doubt about i t. All that sin of 
a man or a woman perishes merely by his (or her ) having 
bathed here. 

203-204. Having thus spoken, and having taken his leave 
of the best sage Agastya and of other sages, revered Brahma, 
the grandsire of the worlds went (to his abode) ; and, 0 hero, 
Agastya too lived in his own hermitage. I have thus narrated to 
you the origin of the hermitage of Agastya. 

205-2 1 1 .  0 you born in the Kuru-family, I shall also 
describe to you the hermitages of the seven sages : These 
sages, viz. Atri and Vasi !?tha, and Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, 
Angiras, Gautama, also Sumati and Sumukha, Visvamitra , 
Sthiilasiras, Sarilvarta and Pratardana, Raibhya, Brhaspati and 
Cyavana, Kasyapa, Bhrgu , Durvasas, Jamadagni, Markar.tc;leya 
and Galava, Usanas and Bharadvaja, and the sage Yavakrita, 
(also) Sthiilak�a, Sakalak!?a, Kar.tva, Medhatithi and Krta, 
Narada and Parvata, Svagandhi and brahmar.ta Cyavana, 
Trr.tambu, Sabala, Dhaumya, Satananda and Krtavarr.ta, 
Jamadagni, also Rama and A�taka and others, also Knr.ta
dvaipayana along with his sons and disciples, came to Pu!?kara 
and in the hermitage of the seven sages, got engrossed in 
restraints and these ascetics were full of compassion. 

2 1 2-2 1 6. (All these virtues, viz.) kindness, victory, courage, 
penance, truth, uprightness, pity, charity, muttering were 
established in all of them. The ( fruit of the) deed which is done 
here is enjoyed in the next world . Knowing this to be so, the 
sages are intent upon the highest goal. Atheists, thieves, those 
who have not restrained their senses, (also ) the cruel and 
wicked, the ungrateful and the haughty men do not come here. 
Those who are truthful and lustrous, brave, kind and given to 
forgiveness, (also ) those who perform and are disposed to sacri-
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fices, who are desireless and innocent, who do not have the 
sense of mineness and egotism go there to Pu�kara. 

2 1 7-224. The noble ones there do not have (i .e. do not 
contract) a disease or old age or death. Fools, also sensual 
persons, and those who are perturbed by love of sensual enjoy
ments, greed, passion, treachery, anger : and delusion do not 
enter ( i . e .  go) there. Those who look upon honour and dis
honour as equal, who are indifferent to pairs of opposite feelings 
(of pleasure and pain) , and who have controlled their senses 

and who are intent on meditation and concentration of mind go 
to Pu�kara. The brahmal).as who, as already told, live in the 
hermitages to protect themselves from Yama, get (i.e .  go to) 
glorious worlds ; ( also) those who do not harm beings by 
act, thought or speech, who are more (i. e. very) kind, good and 
always speak agreeably, who always maintain the sacred fire, 
who always honour guests, who always study the Vedas , 
and are always engaged in bathing, and who, being free from 
desire, always look upon other's wife as their own mother or 
sister or daughter (go to the glorious worlds) . (Similarly) 
those who do not get angry when insulted, do not harm when 
harmed, look upon pleasure and pain as equal, (who) are noble 
and have their senses controlled, all of them perceive ( every
thing ) and all of them, thinking about the eternal world of 
Brahma with profound meditation, formerly moved on this 
earth. 

225-227. Some time there was the entire world, oppressed 
by hunger, was full ofmiseries .  Then when thus there was no 
food in the world, they ( i .e .  the sages) desirous of obtaining 
( i .e. sustaining) themselves, and being very miserable got ( the) 
dead (body of) a boy and cooked it. A king walked about 
there. Seeing the distressed sages and being struck by dejection 
he said these words (to them) at that time: 

The king said: 

228-229.  Receiving gifts is observed to be a praiseworthy 
mode of leading life for the brahmal).as. Therefore, 0 sages, 
accept from me gifts like excellent villages, rice, barley, drinks, 
jewels, gold, cattle and milch-cows. (Take ) all that, ( but ) ,  0 
brahmal).as, do not cook flesh. 
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The sages spoke : 

230-236 .  0 king, accepting gifts is terrible, it is tasting 
wine ; it is like poison. Why do you allure us who know this ? 
An oilman is equal to ten slaughter-houses ; a vendor of spiri
tuous liquors is equal to ten oilmen ; a prostitute is equal to ten 
vendors of spirituous liquors; ( and) a king is equal to ten pros
titutes . So a king is comparable to a vintner who carries ( i .e .  is 
equal to) ten thousand slaughter-houses . Acceptance of gifts 
from him is fearful . A brahma1,1a, who, deluded by greed, 
accepts (gifts) from a king, is cooked in the terrible hells like 
Tamisra.1 Therefore 0 king, go (your way) ; may you prosper 
with your gifts. Give this ( host of gifts ) to others. 

Saying so, they went to a forest. Then the king's ministers 
went there at the bidding of the king and scattered on the ground 
udumbara fruits containing gold. Then (while) collecting food they 
picked up the udumbara fruits also. Seeing them to be heavy, Atri 
said, "These are not to be taken." 

Atri said : 
23 7-240. We are not fools, we are not dullards. Being wise 

and learned we know that these ( fruits) are golden. It gives great 
pleasure here (i.e. in this world ) ;  but it impedes the rise (of 
the person) after death ; therefore he who desires happiness and 
eternity should not take it. He who receives a golden coin 
multiplied by hundred or endowed with a thousand (i . e. he who 
receives a hundred or thousand golden coins) from another 
(person) , goes to the most sinful condition . Whatever rice, 
barley, gold, beasts or ladies are there on the earth-realising 
that ( all) this is no t eough for one, one should be tranquil .  

Vasi!tha said: 
24 1 -244. Between the accumulation of penance that one 

has and the accumulation of wealth that another has,  the 
former is superior to the latter. Calamities of a person who 
discards all accumulations, vanish. No hoarder is ever free from 
calamities. According as a brahma1,1a does not accept a bad 

1 . Tamisra : A division of hell. There are twentyone different parts of the
internal regions where different kinds of tortures are inflicted on sinners. 
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gift, his brahmanic lustre increases as a result of contentment. 
If poverty and kingdom are weighed ( i .e .  compared) with each 
other, then poverty is superior to kingdom for one of a good 
mind . .  

Ka!yapa said: 

245-249 . This accumulation of wealth is a great calamity 
for a brahmaJ.la. A brahmaJ;la deluded by material prosperity 
is deprived of final beatitude. Material wealth leads to delusion, 
and delusion leads to hel l. Therefore, one who desires bliss 
should abandon from a distance ( i .e .  keep away) material 
wealth called misery. The desirelessness of him, who desires 
material things (only) for religious merit, is superior; for it is 
better not to touch mud than to wash it (after being smeared 
with it ) .  That religious merit which is obtained through 
material wealth is said to be perishable. That sacrifice which 
is done for others is inexhaustible and is a cause of salvation. 

Bharadviija said: 

250-253.  The hair of one who grows old, wears out. The 
teeth of one who grows old, perish. (But) the desire for wealth 
and for life, even of him who grows old, does not wither away. 
The eyes and ears wear out, ( bu t )  desire alone is undisturbed. 
As a tailor brings together (i.e. stitches) two pieces of cloth with 
a needle, similarly the thread of the mundane existence is 
brought near (a person) by the needle of desire. Like the grow
ing horn of the ruru deer when his body grows, desire is un
limited, difficult to satiate, the cause of hundreds of miseries 
and full of unrighteous things; therefore one should avoid it 
completely. 

Gautama spoke : 

254-257. Who, content even with fruits, is not able to 
excel? A man plunges into miseries because of the fickleness of 
the greedy senses .  For him, whose mind is contented, wealth 
exists everywhere; for him, with his feet covered with hide, the 
earth is at it were, covered with hide. How can that happiness ,  
which, those who are gratified with the nectar of contentment 
get, be obtained by those who are greedy of wealth and who 
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run here and there (for wealth)? Want of contentment is a 
great misery, and contentment is great happiness.  Therefore, a 
man desiring happiness should always be contented. 

Vifviimitra said : 

258-26 1 .  If one desire of a person entertaining it is satisfied, 
another desire pierces him like an arrow. Desire never ceases by 
enjoying the desired things; like fire with oblations put into it, 
it again grows. A man who longs for desires (being satisfied ) 
does not get happiness like a ciitaka bird going to the shadow 
of a tree which has a hawk's nest on it. A king who enjoys 
this earth begirt by four oceans is not (so )  happy (as) he who 
looks upon stone and gold as equal . 

Jamadagni said: 

262-265. He who does not accept a gift even though he is 
fit to receive it goes to those eternal worlds to which the charit
able people go. A brahmar.ta who desires wealth from a king 
should be deplored by great sages. The fool does not realise the 
fear of tortures in hell . Even though one is worthy of receiving 
a gift one should not be attached to it. By ( accepting) a gift 
the brahmanic lustre of the brahmar.tas comes to an end. 
Those, who are worthy of receiving gifts, but desist from doing 
so (i.e.) those who do not receive gifts, go to the same worlds 
as the givers. 

Arundhati spoke : 

266-26 7. As the lotus-fibre remaining in a lotus would 
always pervade it, similarly desire, having no beginning and 
no end, and which is difficult to be abandoned by the wicked 
and which does not grow old even though the person (who 
entertains it) grows old, is always associated with the body. 
Gladly give up this desire which is a fatal disease. 

CiiT)¢,iila said: 

268. As these kings dread ( i .e. entertain) the fear from 
Rudra etc. (or) as a weak person is afraid of a powerful one, I 
am afraid of ( greed) . 
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PaJusakha said: 
269a. A learned man desiring his well-being should do that 

which the wise always intent upon piety do. 

269b-273 .  Speaking thus, all the sages firm in their vows 
abandoned those fruits containing gold and went elsewhere.  
Then as they were wandering they went to Madhyama Pu�kara. 
There they saw a wandering mendicant, Sunal}.sakha (by 
name) who had all of a sudden come there. Accompanying 
him to some other forest they saw a great lake-a reservoir
covered with lotuses. Thinking about an auspicious way they 
encamped on the bank of Sarasvati. Then that ascetic Sunal}.
sakha (lit. one with a dog) said to all the hungry sages : "Tell 
me, all of you, what kind of pain hunger is . " 

2 74a. All the sages together said to that Sunal}.sakha (the 
mendicant with a dog) : 

The sages said: 
274b-277.  Even that pain (that one has) when one is wound

ed by a (missile called) Sakti, a sword, a mace, and a disc, a 
javeline or an arrow, is vanquished by the pain caused by 
hunger. That pain also caused by diseases like asthma, leprosy,  
consumption, knee-ache, fever, epilepsy, gout is  not greater 
(i .e. acuter) than the pain caused by hunger. Men who have 
put on golden armlets, anklets, crowns or bright ear-rings do 
not shine when they remain in hunger (i .e. when they are 
hungry ) .  As the sun's ray draws the water fallen on the ground, 
similarly the arteries in the body are dried up by the digestive 
fire of the stomach. 

2 78-28 1 .  A person oppressed by hunger does not hear, does 
not smell, does not see with his eyes, is scorched, gets emaciat
ed, is perplexed and parched up. Overpowered by hunger he 
does not recognise the directions like the east, the south, the 
west and the north; and also the lower and the higher. Due to 
hunger dumbness, deafness, dullness, lameness, horror aggra
vate excessively. A person oppressed with hunger abandons his 
father, mother, sons, wife and daughter, and also his brother 
and kinsman. 

282-284. A person oppressed with hunger, does not worship 
properly the manes, god or preceptor, and also sages that have 
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followed (i .e. approached) him. Thus left by himself, (he 
suffers from) these troubles which happen to (cause pain to) 
men. So a person, endowed with faith, should thus offer food. 
Then being one with Brahman, he rejoices with Brahman. 

285-286. The manes of that man, who everyday offers well
cooked food to a brahmaJ;la, who declares offering of food 
especially at the time of sraddha, who at a sraddha where the 
spirits have undergone destruction, ever narrates (texts ) ,  are 
pleased till death. 

287-288. There is no doubt about this. One who offers food 
in the vicinity of gods and brahmal)as gets salvation. He who 
hears (texts about charity etc. )  is free from sin whether he is 
enlightened, or intoxicated or has arrived accidentally, or is 
void of devotion. 

289-292. BrahmaJ;J.as endowed with charity are happy and 
share piety. Those who know the truth have laid down rest
raint, control and curbing of the passions. It is especially an 
eternal duty for brahmal)as ; curbing the passions increases 
lustre; curbing the passions is pure and excellent. A man be
comes free from sin and lustrous by means of curbing his 
passions. Whatever restraints and religious duties of good 
families are prescribed, or even whatever fruit of sacrifices that 
is said to be obtained, curbing the passions excels ( al l) of 
them. From curbing of passions only proceed penance, sacrifice 
and charity. 

293-295. What (can) an unrestrained person ( get) in a 
forest or what ( can) a restrained person ( get) in a hermitage? 
Wherever a restrained person stays, that is a forest, that is a 
great hermitage. What is the use of the hermitages to him 
endowed with a virtuous mode of life and with sense-control ? 
Mistakes occur in the case of ( i . e. are committed by) impas
sioned persons even in a forest, (while) penance of the nature 
of the control of five senses is possible (even) at home. For him 
who indulges in a praiseworthy deed, his house (itself) is a 
penance-grove. 

296-299. Those who earn their livelihood by ( doing ) good 
deeds and righteously, who are always pleased and rejoice in 
their (own ) house, who have conquered their senses, to whom 
guests are dear and who abide by restrictions, follow piety in 
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their house (itself) . Salvation i s  not had by him who i s  engros
sed in ( the study of) grammar, who is interested in fame, who 
is intent upon (getting) food and clothes, and who is delighted 
in knowing the behaviour of ( other ) people. Salvation is 
certainly possible for him who is given to loneliness, who is of 
a firm vow, who withdraws affection for all the senses, whose 
mind is directed to the supreme spirit and meditation on it 
and for him who is always harmless. A person whose passions 
are curbed, sleeps and wakes up happily. He, whose mind is 
awakened, behaves equally with all beings. 

300-303. A person does not move as happily in a chariot, 
or on ( the back of) a horse or an elephant, as he moves, with 

his mind disciplined, on the passage into the next world. ( As) 
one should not touch a lion, nor very much anger a serpent. 
nor should always make one's enemy wrathful, so also one 
should not make one's mind void of control. Y ama is not called 
Yama. It is one's self that is called Tama (restraint ) .  That 
yama by which one's self is controlled, is called Tama 
( restraint) , but a man is dejected without any reason. What can 
Yama do to him who has controlled himself ? 

304-306. There is always fear from the carnivorous 
and ( other) animals. To control them t he Self-born one (i.e. 
the creator) has created the rod or sceptre ( as the symbol of 
authority and punishment) . The sceptre protects the beings ; 
the sceptre guards the subjects ; the sceptre, difficult to conquer, 
keeps off the most sinful ones .  The dark, young, red-eyed 
sceptre, in which customary observances have been established, 
governs men . 

30 7-3 1 1 .  (Now) in all the stages (of human life) restraint 
is the best vow. I shall tell all the characteristics1 by which a 
person is said to be one whose passions are curbed. (They 
are : )  want of lightnesS of spirit, want of harshness, content
ment, good manners, absence of jealousy, revering the elders, 
kindness and absence of wickedness towards beings. Curbing 
passions is said (to consist )  of these six (characteristics) by the 
sages of tranquil minds. Piety and salvation are dependent up-

I .  Though the characteristics are said to be six, they are really eight, 
beginning with akirpaQya and ending with apaisunya. 
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on kindness ; so also is heaven, 0 king. He is said to be tranquil 
who is not angry when insulted, or is not delighted when 
honoured, and who looks upon pleasure and pain as equal and 
who is wise. A tranquil person sleeps happily and awakens 
happily ; so he remains superior. He who despises, perishes .  

3 1 2-31 3 .  Even though insulted by ( another person) he 
should never think ill about him ; looking to the duties of his 
own class , he should not find fault with those of others . He 
should know himself and should not insult another person by 
( finding) his faults . 

3 1 4-3 1 6. As a garment covers a defective body, similarly 
curbing the passions covers one who is deficient in sacred 
formulae, acts or also in birth. Those who do not know (what ) 
curbing the passions (is) , have studied in vain. Restraint is the 
root of sacred learning ; it is an eternal law ; he who holds his 
restraint as equal to gold, is called firm by (i . e .  on account of) 
that ( attitude) ; and not one who is deluded by wealth. Of all 
the vows restraint is the highest one. 

3 1 7-3 1 8. Even if a brahmaf}a, knowing the real nature of 
the Vedas, studies the six limbs (of the Vedas ) but is destitute 
of restraint, he is not honoured here ( i.e. in this world ) .  Even 
though Vedas are studied along with their six limbs, they do 
not purify a person who is void of restraint. ( The study of) 
Siimkhya or Yoga or birth in a ( noble) family, or a bath in a 

holy place is useless (without restraint) . 

3 1 9-320. A brahmaf}a well�versed in the meditation on 
the supreme spirit would be gratified with an insult as with 
nectar, and would always despise honour as poison. Penance 
increases (in strength) by means of insult and decreases by 
means of honour. A brahmaf}a who is adored and worshipped 
goes ( away) like a cow ( after being ) milked. 

32 1 -324. As the cow again swells with grass and water, 
similarly the brahmaf}a again grows (in strength) by means of 
repeating prayers and sacrifices . There is no other friend like 
censure which, receiving sin, gives its own merit. A person 
should not revile the revilers, should abstain from anger ; then 
( i .e. by doing this) , controlling his self he sprinkles it with 
nectar. A skull (as a begging bowl) , roots of trees (as a resi-
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dence ) ,  rugged garments, solitude, indifference, and celibacy 
lead (one) to the highest position. 

325-328. What will he do in a forest (i .e .  what is the use 
of living in a forest ) after having conquered desire and anger 
( i .e .  if he has controlled his desire and anger) ? Scriptures are 
(i.e. scriptural knowledge is) retained by study and a family is 
sustained by good character ; sacred prayers are retained by 
their use, and anger is retained (i .e .  checked) by goodness. 
Who is like him on the earth, who controls his anger that is 
produced (in his mind) , and who, the brave one, mutters 
prayers without anger? I regard him as the best man who re
mains after (i .e .  by} curbing his anger that is produced, and 
not that man who sinks into anger. I have told you in detail 
this rule of piety, which has come down from the grandsire, 
which is sacred, which is the collection ( i .e .  essence ) of the Vedas 
and which is eternal. 

329-333a. Worlds of those who perform sacrifices are 
different ; so also worlds of those who practise penance are 
different. Different are the worlds of those whose passions are 
curbed ; and they are greatly honoured. Those who forgive have 
one fault ( only) and no other ; and it is that people look upon 
a person given to forgiveness as weak ; ( but) this should not be 
looked upon as a fault (for) forgiveness is the strength of the 
intelligent. He who knows tranquility greatly values performing 
sacrifices and digging wells and doing other acts of charity.1 
He who mutters prayers or offers oblations or worships with 
anger, all that ( he does) leaks like water from a broken jar. 

333b-342a. He who, getting up in the morning, recites this 
chapter on restraint, will, after having got into the boat of 
religious merit, overcome difficulties . A bralunaJ}.a should 
always recite this chapter on restraint. He ( then) goes to the 
world of Brahma. From it he does not fall down. Listen to the 
aU-in-all of righteousness ; retain it after having heard it. Do 
not do to others what is unfavourable to yourself. He who looks 
upon other's wife as his mother, and upon other's wealth as a 
clod, and upon other beings as himself (alone ) perceives (i.e. 

1 .  liliPiJTta : Perfonning sacrifices and digging wells and doing other 
acts of charity. 
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is wise) . Cooking (food) for ( offering it to) all gods, and living 
for others-this is the aU-in-all of everything as gold is of ( all) 
metals. Remembering ( what is ) beneficial to all beings one 
gets immortality, 0 king. 

Thus having spoken about the essential nature of religious 
merit to Suna}Jsakha, all of them stayed there on the bank of 
the lake with him. They saw the extensive lake covered with 
( i.e. full of) lotuses blooming at sunrise and moonrise. Getting 
down into the lake. they put the bundles of fibres of lotuses on 
the bank of the lake, and performed the auspicious rite of 
offering water. Having come out of the water, and having met 
one another, and not seeing these lotus-fibres, they said these 
words: 

The sages said: 
342b-344a. Which sinful and cruel person, desiring to eat 

( the lotus-fibres) has taken away the lotus-fibres of us who are 
tormented with hunger? 

Those best brahm�as, suspecting one another, asked one 
another; and 0 king, they decided to swear. 

Kaiyapa said: 
344b-347a. May he, who has stolen the lotus-fibres, lose 

everything everywhere, be deprived of his deposit, be a false 
witness . May he, who has stolen the lotus-fibres practise unjust 
acts through trickery; and have the fruit of those who serve a 
king. May he, who has stolen the lotus-firbes, (drink and) ea t 
liquor and flesh, always tell lies and always enjoy objects of 
senses . May he, who has stolen the lotus-fibres, give his daughter 
(in marriage) after (receiving) her purchase-price. 

Vasi$tha said: 

34 7b-348. May he, who has stolen the lotus-fibres, have 
sexual intercourse during a period unfavourable for conception, 
sleep during the day, and be the guest of one another. May 
such a brahmay;1a and the husband of Siidra female live in a 
village having one well only. 

349-35 l a. May he, who has stolen the lotus-fibres, get the 
same world as he (i .e.  the Siidra-female's husband ) gets. May 
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he, who has stolen the lotus-fibres, be cruel and proud of his 
prosperity, and be jealous and wicked. May he, who has stolen 
the lotus-fibres, revile when he is reviled (by others) and beat 
when he is beaten by others; and may he sell liquors. 

Gaulama said :  

35 1 b-353a. May he,  who has stolen the lotus-fibres, spoil 
the food after the guest has arrived, and always eat the food of 
a siidra ; having given gifts, may he proclaim them, and may he 
be pleased with ( i .e. enjoy) others' wives. May he, who has 
stolen the lotus-fibres eat sweat-meat all alone. 

Visvamitra said: 

353b-357a. May he, who has s tolen the lotus-fibres, always 
indulge in sex and have sexual intercourse by day, and be a 
sinner always. May he, who has stolen the lotus-fibres, censure 
others and enjoy other's wife, and be interested in blaming 
others. May he, of a wicked mind who has stolen the lotus
fibres, slight his mother and father, and have a different (i.e. a 
mean) attitude towards his mother. May he, who has stolen 
the lotus-fibres, always eat other's food and sell the (knowledge 
contained in the ) Vedas. 

Jamadagni said: 

357b-358a. May he, who has stolen the lotus-fibres, be 
other's servant in every existence, and be destitute of al l  
religious rites. 

Suna�sakha said: 

358b-360a. May he, who has stolen the lotus-fibres, s tudy 
the Vedas justly and be a householder to whom guests are dear, 
and may tell the truth continuously. May he, who has stolen 
the lotus-fibres, offer (oblations) to fire according to the proper 
rites. May he always perform sacrifice ( s) , and go to the abode 
of Brahman. 

The sages said: 

360b-36l a. This swearing that is done (now) , is desirable 
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for the brahma:ttas ; 0 Sun�sakha, you have stolen the lotus
fibres of all of us . 

Sunaf:zsakha said: 

36 l b-363a. 0 brahma:ttas, these lotus-fibres were concealed 
by me, who also desired to hear (about)  religious merit ( from 
you) ; know me to be Indra. 0 sages, due to your greedlessness 
you have won the inexhaustible worlds. Get in the aeroplane ; 
we shall go to the abode of gods . 

363b-367a. Then the great sages, who recognised Indra, 
and who were well-versed in speech, said these words: 

"A man, who, having come here, enters the Madhyama 
Pu�kara, gets the necessary fruit after having fasted for three 
nights. There is also no doubt that he would get here the entire 
fruit of the twelve-year initiation which is laid down for those 
who live in forests . He does not meet with misfortune and 
enjoys with his own hosts (i.e. his own kinsmen ) ;  and having 
reached Brahma's place lives there for (such a long time as) 
Brahma's day. " 

Pulastya said: 

367b-369. The sages, being very much pleased, went to 
heaven with Indra. S ince though thus subjected to various 
temptations , they did not indulge in greed, so they went to 
heaven. He who always listens to the auspicious account of the 
sages, becomes free from all sins and is honoured in heaven. 

CHAPTER TWENTY 

The Rules of Ablution 
Bhi�ma said: 

1 -3 .  Please narrate in detail and truthfully, to me who am 
asking you, another charming account (capable of) destroying 
sins, also of the Madhyama ( Pu�kara) glorified by the sages 
and the fruit of ( offering) food, and the importance of restraint 
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( as told by them ) .  And also, 0 great sage, tell me where Vi��u 
planted his foot, and how the Kani�tha (Pu�kara) came 
about. 

Pulasrya said : 

4-5 .  Formerly in the Rathantara Kalpa, there was a king 
by name Pu�pavahana who was well-known among people and 
like the sun in lustre. Pleased with his penance, the four-faced 
one (i.e. Brahma) gave him a golden lotus going at will, 0 king 
of the Bharata-family. 

6 .  It always moved at will on the seven islands and the 
earth. At the beginning of the Kalpa, the people living in 
Pu�kara honoured it like an island ; hence it is called Pu!ikara
dvipa. 

7-8. Just that lotus-aeroplane was given to him by Brahma. 
Therefore gods and demons called him Pu�pavahana. There was 
no match to the king seated in that lotus (aeroplane) given by 
Brahma in the three worlds. 

9. Due to the prowess of his penance he had a queen named 
LavaJ}.yavati, who was as it were saluted by thousands of ladies 
and was like Parvati, who was most liked by Bhava ( i .e .  Siva) . 

1 0. He had ten thousand sons who were religious-minded 
and were foremos t among archers. Seeing his sons, the king again 
and again became proud. 

l l - 1 4a.  He said these words to the best and revered sage 
Pracetas who had come to him : "How did I get this steady 
prosperity? How am I honoured by gods and mortals? How did 
I have this good queen resembling Lak�mi as my wife?  0 best 
sage, the creator who was pleased with my penance, gave me 
this lotus-abode (i .e. this aeroplane) which is not noticed 
though a hundred crores of kings along with their ministers, 
elephants, flow of chariots and surrounded by people enter it, 
and also ( it is not noticed by) those who move in the sky (and 
ask) 'Where has it gone' ? It is not accessible to the Moon and 
the Sun in the sky. Therefore, 0 Pracetas, tell me whether I 
have earned religious merit etc. surpassing all that of other 
people when I was born from the womb of other mother (than 
my present one, i .e. in the previous existence) , or all my sons 
had done (such religious merit ) or this my good wife had done 
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(such religious merit as a result of which I have obtained such 
prosperity)". 

I 4b. He (i.e. Pracetas ) viewing completely (what had 
happened ) in the previous birth said : "0 king, listen to that 
wonderful account. 

1 5 .  Your awful birth took place in the family of a hunter 
( i .e.  you were born in the awful family of a hunter) ; and day 
by day you became a sinner. Your body again became one with 
the male organ (i.e. of generation) and joints having bad smell 
all around and having the ornaments of bad nails like those of 
animals. 

1 6 . You did not have a friend nor a son , nor a brother, nor 
a sister, nor mother, nor someone to govern you ; but 0 king, 
this beautiful lady was very much liked and loved by you and 
was friendly with you. 

1 7 . There was a fierce drought ; on a certain occasion, you 
who were oppressed by hunger, did not get anything like wild 
fruits etc. for her to eat . 

1 8-20. You saw a great lake full of lotuses and its bank 
filled with mud. Taking from it (i.e. the lake) many lotuses you 
went to a city named VaidiSa. To get the price of the lotuses you 
wandered in the city for a whole day. (Then) there was a buyer 
for (i.e. who bought ) the lotuses. You were very much fatigued 
and oppressed with hunger and sat, with your wife, in the 
courtyard of a house. Then at night you heard there an auspicious 
sound. 

2 I -24a. With your wife you went there where ( from) that 
auspicious sound was (i.e. came) . There you saw the worship 
of Vi$:t;1U in a circle. A prostitute by name Anarigavati was 
observing the vow of Dviidasi Having adorned (the) golden 
( image of) Vi�:t;1u, and having, on the twelfth day of Magha, 
prepared a heap of salt, she presented a prepared bed to her 
preceptor. They ( i .e. the hunter and his wife) saw her (i .e .  
Anangavati ) and thought thus : 

24b-27a. 'What is to be done with these lotuses? It i s  
better to adorn Vi$:t;1U (with them) .' 0 king, thus devotion 
was produced in (the minds of) that couple. At that time, having 
worshipped Vi�:t:IU and the heap of salt, the bed was worshipped 
by them with heaps of flowers on all sides. Anailgavati, who was 
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pleased, ordered ( her servants) to give them three hundred 
( measures) of corn and three pal as of gold. 

2 7b-29. Due to their very good nature they did not accept 
them. Then, 0 king, Anruigavati again brought food of four 
kinds1 and told them to eat it .  The couple refused that also (and 
told her : )  '0 you of a beautiful face, we shall eat it tomorrow. 
Due to contact with you we are observing this fast. Let it lead 
(us ) to good fortune. 

30 .  0 you good lady of a firm vow, we are the most sinful 
(persons) from our birth. Let there be a portion of religious 
merit for us due to our association with you in this your 
house. '  

3 1 -33 . Thus due to their association with her they kept awake 
( during the night ) .  In the morning she presented with devotion 
the bed with the heap of salt and a hamlet to her preceptor 
and presented twelve cows endowed with gold and with garments 
and ornaments to brahmar;tas and fed them with friends and 
allies and blind and helpless persons. She also dismissed the 
couple of hunters honouring them. 

34-3 7 .  Along with his wife that hunter was born as you, the 
lord of kings. 0 king, due to your offering that heap of lotuses 
and worshipping Vi�r;tu, and due to the greatness of the truth 
( you always spoke) and due to that greed less penance of you, the 
four-faced one ( i .e. Brahma ) was pleased with you whose sins had 
perished and gave you that lotus-dwelling (i .e .  the aeroplane) 
and (said to you) : 'Resort to ( i .e. take) this Pu�kara ( plane) . 
0 lord of kings, taking to proper disposition observe this mighty 
vow of Dviidafi ; you will certainly attain salvation. ' 

38-39. Saying this much, the sage vanished there (only ) ; and 
king Pu�karavahana did as (he was) told . 0 king, he who 
practises this, has his vow uninterrupted, as after some time 
twelve dvadasis (will be over) . 

40-43. 0 king, one should give presents to brahmai)as 
according to one's capacity ; a village should be given to the 

1 .  Caturvidham annam :  Food is, i n  fact, said t o  be o f  five, and not four, 
types. The five types of food are : (I ) Bhak�ya-to be chewed and then 
eaten , as bread . ( 2) Bhojya-to be eaten without chewing, as rice. ( 3 )  
Co�ya-to be sucked, as a mango. (4 ) Lehya-to be licked, as thin luquid 
condiments. ( 5) Peya-to be drunk, as milk. 
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seniormost brahmaJ.la; an excellent( piece of) land should be given 
to a brahmaJ.la of the middle order ; gold should be given to the 
juniormost brahmaJ.la. This is laid down as to the presents ( to 
be offered ) .  The first one belongs to god Brahma, the second 
one to Vi�J.lU and the third one to Rudra. The three gods reside 
in the three ( brahma1.1as ) .  Thus he who reads or hears, with 
devotion, this (account) destroying the sins of people, or he, 
who thinks about it, lives in the world of gods for as many years 
as there is hair (on the body) . Now I shall tell (you ) the best 
of the vows . 

44-47. It is told by that Rudra and destroys great sins . 
Eating only at night for a year, one should give, along with a 
cow, a golden disc and trident and garments to a brahmaJ.la having 
a family. One who performs this religious vow, delights in the 
world of Siva. This alone is the vow destroying great sins ; one 
who, eating only once (a day) offers a cow with a bull ( or) 
gives a cow made of sesamum goes to the place of Siva. This 
is called the vow of Rudra ; it destroys great sins. 

48-49 . He, who, eating every alternate night, offers at the 
end of a year a golden lotus along with a pot ( full) of sugar and 
( a  cow) with a bull attains the affiuence of Vi�1.1u ; this is said 
to be Nila-vrata. A man should avoid smearing the body with 
unctuous substances during the (period of} four months begin
ning with A�ac;l.ha. 

50. He should offer articles of food (to a brahmaJ.la ) .  He 
goes to the abode of Vi�J.lU .  The vow is called Priti-vrata as it 
delights the people. 

5 1 -52. Avoiding, in the month of Caitra, (eating) curds, 
milk, ghee and sugar, one, after having honoured a brahmaJ.la
couple. should offer them, saying 'May Gauri be pleased with 
me', fine garments with a pot of juice. This is Gauri-vrata (vow 
in honour ofGauri) , and gives (i.e. takes one to) the world of 
Bhavani. 

53-55a. He, who, eating only at night on the thirteenth day 
of Pau!ia etc . ,  gives to a brahmaJ.la, a golden asoka with a sugar
cane ten fingers in length and with a garment saying, 'May 
Pradyumna be pleased', becomes, 0 king, free from grief having 
lived in the city of Vi�J.lU for a Kalpa. This is called Kiima-vrata ; 
it always destroys grief. 
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55b-57a. He, who, avoids eating fruits during the vow 
practised in A!?fu;lha etc.,  and after the four months are over, 
offers, on the full-moon day of Kartika, a golden pitcher with 
ghee and jaggery, obtains (i.e. goes to) Siva's world. This is 
called the vow af Siva. 

57b-59a. He who avoids the (use of) Bowers in the winter 
season ( comprising the months of MargaSir!!a and Pau�a) en
compassed by (i .e .  along with) the cold season ( comprising of the 
months of Magha and Phalguna) and offers, according to his 
capacity, three golden flowers (to a brahmai)a) at an auspicious 
time ( i .e. when it is not the time of Saturn1) saying 'May Siva 
and Vigtu be pleased with me', goes, by making such offerings 
to the highest position. This is called Sa:.tmya-vrata. 

59b-6 la. He, who, on the third day of Phalguna etc. ,  
avoids (eating ) salt, and, at the end of a year, having honoured 
a brahmai)a-couple, gives to them, saying, 'May Bhavani be 
pleased', a bed and a furnished house, lives for a Kalpa in the 
world of Gauri. This is called Saubhiigya-vrata. 

6 lb-63a. He who, observing silence in the evenings, gives 
at the end of a year, a pitcher full of ghee, a pair of garments, 
sesamum, and a bell to a brahmaJ:.la, goes to the world of 
Sarasvati, from which return is difficult. This (vow) is called 
Siirasvata, which gives form and learning.  

63b-65a. A man, worshipping Lak�mi on the fifth day, 
should observe a fast. At the end of a year, he should present 
a golden lotus with a cow (to a brahmaJ:.la ) .  He goes to the 

position of Vi�I)U and has wealth in every existence. This is 
Lak�mi-vrata which destroys grief. 

65b-67a. Besmearing ( with sandal the image of) Siva be
fore that of Vi!!I)U, a cow and a water-pitcher should be given 
upto a year . (He who does this )  would become a king for a 
myriad existences, and then would go to Siva's city. This is 
called Ayur-vrata, which gives (i .e.  fulfils) all desires. 

67b-69. A man, free from jealousy, saluting with concentra
ted mind the Asvattha tree, the Sun and the Ganges, should eat 
once a day for one year. At the end of the vow he should honour 

1 .  KiJlaveltl : The time of Satum i.e .  a particular time of the day ( half 
a watch everyday) at which any religious act is improper. 
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a brahmaJ}.a-couple along with three cows. He should (also ) 
give a golden tree. He would obtain the fruit of a horse-sacri
fice. This vow is called Kirti-vrata ; and gives the fruit viz. 
prosperity and fame. 

70-74. Besmearing Siva or Vi�J}.u with ghee and making 
a circle with cow-dung along with rice (used for sacred purposes) 
and flowers, one should give ( a  brahmaJ}.a) a golden lotus along 
wi th sesamum and a cow and a pike having the length of eight 
fingers at the end of a year. He is honoured in Siva's world. He 
should also have the singing of Samans. This is called Siimavrata 
in the world . On the ninth day, having eaten once a day, and 
having fed, according to his capacity, maidens, he should give 
(them) gold, bodices and garments . He should (also )  give a 
golden lion to a brahmaJ}.a ; he would go to Siva's position. For 
a hundred million years he would be handsome and would not 
be defeated by his enemies. This is called Vira-vrata, and it gives 
happiness to men . 

75- 78. Being kind, he should offer water (to the needy) for 
four months beginning with Caitra. At the end of the vow he 
should give a ruby along with food and garments, so also a pot 
(full)  of sesamum and gold ( to a brahmaJ}.a) . He is honoured 
in Brahma's world ; and at the end of a Kalpa gets a prosperous 
birth {i .e .  is born in a prosperous family) . This is called 
Ananda-vrata. Having bathed the lord with five sweet things1 (viz . 
milk, sugar, ghee, curds and honey) for one year, he should give 
a cow with the five sweet things and a conch to a brahmaJ}.a 
at the end of the year ; he goes to the position of Sarilkara. At 
the end of a Kalpa, he becomes a king. This is known as Dhrti

vrata. 
79-81 . A man should avoid flesh ( -eating ) and should give 

a cow and a golden deer at the end of the vow. He gets the fruit 
of a horse-sacrifice. This is called Ahimsii-vrata. At the end of a 
Kalpa he would become a king. Having got up at day-break, 
and having bathed, he should worship a (brahmaJ}.a- ) couple, 
and feed the couple, according to his capacity, along with 
(i.e. give it) flowers, garments and ornaments. He would live 
in the Sun's world for a K alpa . This is known as Surya-vrata. 

1 .  Pancamrta : The collection of five sweet things used in worshipping 

deities : milk, sugar, ghee, curds and honey. 
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82-88a. In the four months beginning with A�ac;lha, a man 

should bathe in the morning. Having given food to a brahmal}.a, 

he should give a cow (to a brabmal}.a ) on the full-moon day of 
Kartika. He goes to the position of Vi�I}.u. This is called Vai�IJaVa
vrata. A man should avoid from one year to another ( i .e .  for 
one year) flowers and ghee ; and at the end of it should give 
flowers, food, ghee with a cow and rice boiled in milk and mixed 
with ghee, to a brahmal}.a ;  he goes to Siva's position ; this is 
called Sila-vrata ; it gives good character and health. A man who 
observes the vow of (drinking) mil k (only) on the fifteenth day 
( of every month ) and at the end of the year offers a Jriiddha 
and gives five milch-cows, tawny clothes with water-pitchers, 
goes to the position of Vi�I}.u ; and would l iberate a hundred 
ancestors, at the end of a Kalpa, 0 king of kings. This is known 
as Pitr-vrata.  

88b-90a. He, who offers an evening lamp with ghee, 
should avoid oil . At the end of the year he should present a 
golden lamp , a disc and a golden p ike and a pair of garments 
to a brabmal}.a. Such a man becomes lustrous ; he obtains the 
Rudra-world. This is known as the Dipti-vrata. 

90b-92a. (A man) having drunk cow's urine and (eaten )  
food prepared from barley1 on the third day o f  Kartika etc . ,  
should eat only at night for one year and offer a cow ( to  a 
(brahmal}.a) . For one Kalpa he would reside in the world ofGauri 
and after that would become a king on the earth. This is known 
as Rudra-vrata and always leads to good fortune. 

92b-98a . He who avoids besmearing ( his body) with sandal 
paste ( etc.)  for four months, and gives (a kind of perfume called) 
Sukti, sandal-paste and sacred rice grains and a couple of white 
garments to a brahmal}.a goes to the position of Varul}.a . This is 
called Dr¢ha-vrata. He who avoids ( using) flowers and salt in 
Vaisakha and presents a cow (to a brahmal}.a) , stays for a Kalpa 
at the place of Vi�I}.U and becomes a king on the earth. This is 
said to be Siinti-vrata ; it gives fame and gives the fruit of ( i.e. 
satisfies) one's desires. He, who, having made a golden egg 
(representing the egg of) Brahman, gives i t  along with a heap 

1 .  ravaka : Food prepared from barley . 
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of sesamum with ghee to someone else, and having gratified a 
brahmaJ}.a and having honoured a brahmaQa-couple with flowers, 
garments and ornaments according to his capacity (saying) 
'May the world-soul be pleased' , gives (gold) weighing more 
t han three palas1 (to a brahmal}.a) goes to Brahman not to be 
born again. This is called Brahma-vrata. It gives men the fruit viz. 
eternal bliss. 

98b- 10l a. He who gives a pregnant cow with a low sound 
and remains for a day observing the vow of milk (i . e .  subsisting 
on milk) goes to the highest position. This is called Suvrata, 
(having done which) rebirth is not easy. He who, remaining for 
three days observing the vow of milk, gives according to his 
capacity a golden (representation) of the desire-yielding tree 
weighing more than a pala along with rice measuring a prastha, 2 
goes to the position of Brahmii.. This is known as Bhfma-vrata. 

I O l b- 1 04. He, who, observing fast for a month gives a 
beautiful cow to a brii.hmaJ}.a, goes to Vi�J}.u's position. This is 
called Bhima-vrata. He who fashioning a golden image of the 
earth weighing more than twenty palas gives it (to a brahmaJ}.a) 
and observes the vow of milk (i.e. subsists on milk) for a day 
is honoured in the world of Rudra. This is said to be the giver 
of wealth for the next seven hundred kalpas. He who gives a cow 
made of jaggery on the third day in the month of Mii.gha or 
Caitra is honoured in the world of Gauri. 

105- 1 08. This Gu r/a-vrata is called Mahii-vrata and gives great 
joy. He, who observes fast for a fortnight and gives a couple of 
tawny cows to a brahmaJ}.a, being honoured by gods and demons 
obtains the world of Brahma, and becomes a sovereign king at 
the end of a Kalpa. This is called Prabhii-vrata. He who eats once 
a day for one year and gives a pitcher of water with food (to a 
brahmaJ}.a) lives for one Kalpa in the world of Siva. This is 
known a Prapti-vrata. He who eats (only) at night on the eighth 
day (of every month) and gives a cow to a brahmaJ}.a at the end 
of a year goes to the city of lndra. This is said to be Sugati
vrata. 

1 .  Pala : A parucu\ar weight equal to four kar�as. A kar'a is equal to 
sixteen m�as. A ma�a is said to be equal to ten guiijas. 

2.  Prastha : A particular measure of the capacity equal to thirtytwo 
pal as. 
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1 09- l l Oa.  He who gives fuel to a brahmar,ta during four 
seasons like the rainy-season, and gives ghee and cow to a 
brahmar.ta, goes, after death, to the highest Brahman. This is 
known as Vai.foiinara-vrata. It destroys a ll sins. 

l l Ob- 1 1 3 . He, who, eating only at night on the eleventh 
day of a month and having made a golden disc, offers it ( to a 
brahmar.ta) at the end of the year, obtains Vi�r.tu's position. 
This is said to be Knva·vrata, which secures for him kingdom. 
One who drinks milk (only ) and gives a couple of cows to a 
brahmar.ta, would live, for a Kalpa, in the world of Lak�mi. This 
is known as Devi-vrata. He who eats (only) at night on the 
seventh day of a month and gives a milch-cow ( to a brahmar.ta) 
at the end (of the vow ) obtains the world of the Sun. This is said 
to be Bhiinu-vrata. 

l l4- 1 1 6a. Eating (only) at night on the fourth day of 
( every month) during winter, one should (at the end of the 
vow ) ,  give a couple of cows (to a brahmar.ta ) .  This is Vainiiyaka· 
vrata, giving (i.e. taking one to ) the world of Siva. One should 
avoid ( eating) bitter gourds for four months and give golden 
ones along with a couple of cows to a brahmar.ta at the end of 
a sacrifice. This is called Saura-vrata .  It gives the fruit (of going 
to) the world of the Sun. 

1 1 6b- 1 1 9. 0 king, a man, who observes fast on the twelfth 
day and worships, according to his capacity, brahmar.tas with a 
cow, garments and gold, obtains the highest position. This is 
known as Viivu-vrata. He who eats (only ) at night on the four
teenth day ( of every month) and gives, at the end of the year, a 
couple of cows (to a brahmar.ta ) ,  goes to Siva's position. This is 
known as Tryambaka-vrata. Having observed fast for seven days 
one should give a pitcher (full) of ghee to a brahmaQa. This is 
called Vara-vrata. It gives the fruit of ( going to ) the world of 
Brahma. 

1 20- 1 22 .  One, who, having gone to Kasi, gives a milch-cow 
( to a brahmar.ta) , would live in the world of lndra for a Kalpa. 
This is known as Mantra-vrata. One, who, having avoided per· 
fumes used to scent the mouth,l gives, at the end of the year, a 
cow (to a brahmar.ta} , goes to the world of VaruQa. This is 

1 .  Mukhavasa : A perfume used to scent the mouth. 
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called Varu�a-vrata. He who ( i.e. one) should observe the Candriiya�a1 
(vow) ; should present a golden (image of) the Moon. This is 
called Candra-vrata which gives (i .e. leads one to) the world of 
the Moon. 

123- 1 24. He who observes the Paiicatapas2 vow in (the 
month of) Jye!?tha and at the end (of the vow) offers a golden 
( image of a) cow (to a brii.hmal_la) on the eighth or the four
teenth day goes to heaven. This is known as Rudra-vrata. One 
should once observe a sacred rule (i .e.  a vow) on the third (of 
a month) in a Siva-temple. One, who, at the end of it, offers a 
cow ( to a brahiDal_la ) goes to the (world of Siva); this is called 
Bhaviini-vrata. 

1 25 .  He, who, with wet clothes on his person on the night (s) 
of (the month of) Magha, gives a cow (to a brahmal_la )  on 
the seventh day, having lived for a thousand Kalpas in heaven, 
would become a king on the earth. (This is called) Pavana
vrata. 

1 26. A man, having observed fast for three days should give 
an auspicious house ( to a brahmal_la) on the full-moon day of 
Phii.lguna. He obtains the world of Aditya. This is known as 
Dhiima-vrata. 

1 2 7- 1 30a. He, who, observing a fast, worships a (brahma1.1a) 
couple by giving them ornaments gets eternal bliss. This is said 
to be Mok�a-vrata. He, who having offered on the second of the 
bright half a pot ( full) of salt in ( honour of) the Moon and a 
cow at the end of the vow ( to a brahmal_la) goes to the abode of 
Siva. 0 lord of kings, he also, who, (during the vow) gives a 
bell-metal (-vessel) with a garment and presents, and also a cow 
at the end ( of the vow) , goes to Siva's abode ; and at the end 
of a Kalpa becomes a king of kings. This is called Soma-vrata. 

1 30b- 1 32. He, who eats (only) once on the first ( of every fort
night) and offers fruits (to a brahmal_la) at the end( of the vow), 

1 .  Ciindrayall" : A religious observance of expiatory penance regulated by 
the waxing and waning of the moon. In it the daily quality of food, which 
consists of fifteen mouthfuls at the full moon, is reduced by one mouthful 
everyday during the dark fortnight till it is zero at the new moon, and is 
increased in like wanner during the bright fortnight. 

2. Paflcatapas : An ascetic who in summer practices penance sitting in 
the middle of the four fires with the sun burning right over his head. 
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goes to the position of Vaisvanara; this is known as Sikhi-vrata. 
He, who, observing a fast, gives a golden chariot with the horses, 
weighing more than two palas (to a brahmal}.a) , would live in 
heaven for a hundred Kalpas ; and at the end of that ( period) 
would become a king ofkings; this is known as Asva-vrata. 

1 33- 1 35 .  Similarly he, who gives a golden chariot with two 
elephants (to a brahmal}.a) , would live in the Satyaloka for a 
thousand Kalpas ; and having come to (i . e . being born on) the 
earth he would become a king; this is known as Kari-vrata. 
Eating once only on the tenth of a month and giving ten cows 
at the end of the vow, one should give a golden lamp (to a 
brahmal}.a)  ; one would be the lord of the universe. This is called 
Visva-vrata which des troys great sins. 

136- 140. He, who offers a daughter (in marriage) on the 
full-moon day of Kartika at Pu�kara, having earned twentyone
fold religious merit, goes to the world of Brahma; there is no 
greater gift than offering a daughter. Presents should be duly 
given to a brii.hmal}.a specially at Pu�kara, and especially on the 
full-moon day ofKiirtika. Such people (i.e. who gilre such gifts) 
will get ( i .e .  go to) an inexhaustible world (and live there) till 
universal deluge. He, who recites and listens to the best vow 
( called) .Sa!thi-vrata, ( he) too becomes the lord of Gandharvas 
for a hundred Manvantaras (ages of Manu) . 

1 4 1 - 145 .  0 you descendant of the Bharata-family, I have 
told you this auspicious vow good for all mankind. If you desire 
to hear, 0 king of kings, listen to these duties of the brii.hmal}.a
caste . Cleanliness and purity of mind cannot take place without 
a bath. Therefore, a bath is first laid down for the purification 
of the mind. He should bathe with water that is either not drawn 
out (i.e. of a lake etc.) or drawn out. (Such) a wise man 
knowing the original sacred texts should prepare a holy place 
with (the recitation of) an original sacred text. The original 
sacred text that is laid down is : 'Salutation to Nii.rii.yal}.a'. He, 
the wise one, with darbhas in his hand, who has duly sipped 
water, who is restrained and pure , having prepared a quadran
gular_ measuring four hands, should invoke Ganga with these 
basic texts : 

146-1 49. 'You have sprung from the feet of Vi�l}.u, you are 
(therefore) Vai!?l}.avi (of Vigtu) . Vi�l}.u is your deity ; therefore, 
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protect us from the sin upto (i.e. from) birth and ( upto) death. 
Vayu said that there are three crores and a half sacred places; 
these (holy places) , 0 Jii.hnavi, belong to you in the heaven, on 
the earth and in the intermediate region between heaven and 
earth. Among the gods your name is ( i .e. you are known as) 
Nandini and Nalini. You are also ( known as ) Dak�a ,  Prthvi, 
Su bhaga, Visvakii.ya, Siva and Sita, Vidyiidhari, Suprasanna 
and Lokaprasadini, K!Jema, Jahnavi, and also Santa and 
Santipradayini. '  

1 50- 1 5 1 .  One should recite these holy names at the time of 
bathing. Then Ganges, moving (i .e. flowing) along the t hree 
paths (viz . the sky, earth and the lower world) is near. Having 
muttered (the names ) seven times, one should put the water, 
held in the cavity of his hands, on one's head three, four, five 
or seven times. 

1 52-1 54a. Having similarly invoked (the earth) duly, one 
should bathe with clay (besmeared on one's body) : '0 you earth, 
you clay, who are trodden over by horses, chariots and byVigm, 
remove my sin-the wicked deed-I did. You were drawn up 
( out of the ocean) by Krgta ( i .e.  Vigm) having a hundred 
arms. ( My), salutation to you who are the origin of all the people, 
0 you of a good vow ! 

1 54b- 1 55.  Having thus (i.e. with this sacred text ) taken 
bath, then having duly sipped water after that, one should stand 
up and having put on a couple of pure white garments one 
should present libations of water to the manes of his deceased 
ancestors for satisfying the three worlds. 

156-1 58.  First one should gratify Brahmii. (by offering 
water and then) Vigm, Rudra and Prajapatis : 'I offer this 
(libation of) water to satisfy the gods, Yak�as, also Nagas, 

Gandharvas and the hosts of the celestial nymphs, the cruel 
serpents, SuparQ.as, trees like the citron tree, Vidyadharas, 
Jaladharas, also those who can move in the sky, and those 
beings who are without any support and those whoare engaged 
in sinful acts. ' 

1 59- 160. With the investiture of the sacred thread ( i.e .  
wearing the sacred thread over the left shoulder) one should 
gratify (i. e .  offer libation of water) to gods; then one should 
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wear the sacred thread round one's neck (like a garland ) I and 
should offer libations of water with devotion to human beings, 
sons of sages and sages also. (The sages are :} San aka and 
Sananda and the third is Sanatana ; also Kapila and Asuri 
and Vodhr and Paiicasikha. 

1 6 1 - 1 64. ( One should say :) 'May all the sages be always 
pleased with the water offered by me.' With sacred rice grains 
and water he should make offerings to all the divine and 
brahmanic sages ( like) Marici, Atri, Angiras, Pulastya, Pulaha, 
Kratu, Pracetas, Vasi!i>tha, Bhrgu and Narada. Then wearing 
the sacred thread over the right shoulder and keeping the right 
knee on the ground, he should devoutly gratify with water, 
sesamum and sandal paste (the sages, viz .) Agni�vattas2 (manes 
of brahmar;tas) , Havi�mantas3 ( sons of Angiras ) ,  O!i>mapas, 
Sukalins4 (manes of Siidras and sons of VasiHha) ,  Barhi!i>ads 
(sons of Atri and manes of demons , Yak§as etc. ) and Ajyapas6 
( sons of Pulastya ) . 

1 65- 1 66. Then one, with darbhas in one's hand, should 
duly offer libations of water to one's own manes. Having, with 
devotion and according to proper rites, offered libations of water 
to one's manes, (uttering) their names and appellations and the 
maternal grandfathers and others, one should recite this basic 
sacred text : •May they who were my relatives in this existence 
and also may they who were my relatives in a past existence, 
be completely satisfied, and also those desiring water. '  

1 67- 1 70a. Having duly sipped water one should properly 
draw a lotus in front; (and) uttering the names of the Sun, one 
should carefully offer oblations with sacred rice grains, flowers, 
sesamum and reddish sandal paste: 'My salutation to (the Sun) 
of a universal form ; my salutation to (the Sun) of the form of 
Vi�r;tu ; my salutation to all gods ; 0 Bhaskara, be pleased with 
me ; 0 Divakara, my salutation to you ; 0 Prabhiikara, my 
salutation to you. '  

I .  Niviti: Wearing the sacred thread, round the neck, making it hang 
down like a garland. 

2. Agnifvdttas : Are manes of gods, and are said to be the sons of Marici. 
3 . Havipnantas : Sons of Ailgiras . 
4. Sukalins : Manes of siidras and sons of Vasi�tha. 
5. Aj;•apas; Are sons of Pulastya. 
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1 70b- 1 72 . Having thus ( that is, with the utterance of this 
sacred text ) saluted the Sun and gone round ( the lotus) three 
times, one should see and touch a brahmaQ.a, a cow and gold 
and then go home. One should then worship the holy image (of 
the dei ty) in one's house. Then one should after feeding the 
brahmaQ.as eat meal. By ( performing) this rite all the sages 
attain perfection . 

CHAPTER TWENTYONE 

The Greatness of PU$kara and Some Important Vows 

Pulastya said: 

l -3a. Formerly in the Brhatkalpa, there was a king by 
name Dharmamiirti who was a friend of Indra and who had 
killed thousands of demons. Due to his lustre, the Moon and 
the Sun had lost their brilliance. He had defeated demons in 
hundreds, could take any form he liked and was undefeated 
even among (i.e. by) men. 

3b-4. That king had the chief queen Bhanumati by name, 
the most beautiful lady in the three worlds, who resembled 
Lak�mi in beauty and had vanquished divine beauties (by means 
of her beauty) , and who was greater ( i . e. dearer) to the king 
than his own life. 

5. Among ten thousand ladies she shone like L�mi. He 
<:annot be said to be equalled (even) by a thousand crores of 
kings. 

6-7. Once when he was seated in his assembly he, filled 
with amazement, asked his priest, Vasi�tha, the best sage, 
"Revered Sir, due to which religious merit have I this excellent 
wealth and for what reason is there always great and excellent 
lustre in my body ?" 

Vasi1tha said; 

8-9a. Formerly there was a prostitute Lilavati by name, 
who was devoted to Siva. She duly offered, at Pu�ara, a 
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mountain ( i .e. a heap) of salt with a large number of golden 
trees, on the fourteenth day of the month. 

9b- 1 5 .  There was a siidra servant, a goldsmith in Lilavati's 
house. 0 king, he, full of faith, fashioned trees with golden 
flowers, (well) formed, extremely charming and beautiful. 
Knowing it to be a pious deed he did not accept wages for it ; 
and his wife polished the golden trees ;  and 0 king, the two 
honestly did service in the house of Lilavati like waiting upon 
the sages etc. And that prostitute Lilii.vati, 0 sinless one, after 
a long time, being free from all sins, went to the abode of Siva ; 
and now you are that goldsmith who, though poor, was very 
good and ( so) did not accept the price ( i .e .  the wages for his 
work) from the prostitute. He has become the lord of the seven 
islands and is lustrous like myriad Suns. 

1 6 . This is your ( wife) Bhii.numati, who (as) the wife of 
the goldsmith, had polished the golden trees fashioned by (her 
husband) the goldsmith. 

1 7 . Therefore, in the worlds of mortals you are unvan
quished ; and your wealth is safe and full of good fortune. There
fore, 0 king, you too should, in keeping with sacred precepts, 
fashion mountains of grains etc. 

Pulastya said: 

1 8. Saying 'all right' he, the fine image of religious merit, 
having honoured Vasi�tha's words, duly gave all the mountains 
of grains etc. ,  and being respected by gods he went to the world 
of the enemy of Cupid, ( i .e. of Siva) . 

1 9. A man, whc sees these (mountains of grains) being 
brought or sees them being given by men or hears (about such 
a gift) with devotion or thinks (about it) , too, being free from 
sins, goes to heaven. 

20. A man destroys the ( effect) of bad dreams by big 
mountains (of grains etc. ) being invoked, (which are the) 
destroyers of the fear of the mundane existence ; then, 0 best 
of men, what about him, who, with a tranquil mind and with 
his sins removed, gives the entire lord of mountains ? 

Bhi�a said: 

2 1 . What is there on the earth, capable of removing the 
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association with the grief arising from the separation of the 
dear ones ? Or what fast or vow is there that would certainly 
bring about prosperity or that would destroy man's fear of the 
mundane existence ? 

Pulastya said: 

22 .  You have asked me about this vow dear to  the world 
and difficult to perform even for the wise on account of its 
importance. Yet I shall explain this vow-a secret among 
lndra, gods and men-to you who are devoted. 

23-25a. This is Dviidasi-vrata ( to be performed ) in the holy 
month of .Asvina.  A wise man eating little on the tenth day, 
should begin it with restraint, after brushing his teeth and 
facing the north or the east .  On the eleventh, he should not 
eat anything and having properly worshipped Vilji.lU and having 
also duly worshipped Lakljmi ( he should say : )  'I shall eat on 
the next day (i . e .  tomorrow) . '  

25b-26.  Having thus taken a pledge, a man, having got up 
in the morning, should bathe with all herbs and the five pro
ducts1 of the cow taken collectively. Having put on white flowers 
and a garment he should worship the lord of Sri with lotuses . 

2 7 .  He should worship the feet (of the deity ) saying, 
'My salutation to Visoka. '  He should worship the shanks saying, 
'My salutation to Varada. '  He should worship the knees saying, 
' My salutation to Srisa. ' He should worship the thighs saying, 
'My salutation to Jalasayi . '  

28-32a. H e  should worship the waist saying, 'My salutation 
to Madhava'.  He should worship the belly saying, 'My saluta
tion to Damodara' .  He should worship the sides saying, 'My 
salutation to Vipula' . He should worship the navel saying, 'My 
salutation to Padmanabha' . He should worship the heart say
ing, 'My salutation to Manmatha'. He should worship the chest 
of the lord saying, 'My salutation to Sridhara . '  He should 
worship the hands saying, 'My salutation to Madhubhid. '  He 
should worship the throat saying, 'My salutation to Vaiku1.1tha . '  
He should worship the face saying, 'My salutation to Asoka-

1 .  Pancagavya : The five products of the cow taken collectively viz. milk, 
curds, clarified butter or ghee, urine and cowdung. 
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nidhi . '  He should worship the eyes saying, 'My salutation to 
Vasudeva. ' He should worship the forehead saying, 'My saluta
tion to Vamana. '  He should worship the eyebrows saying, 'My 
salutation to Hari. '  He should worship the hair saying, 'My 
salutation to Ma.dhava. '  He should worship the crest saying, 
'My salutation to Visvariipin. '  Similarly he should worship the 
head saying, 'My salutation to Sarvatman. '  

32b-38a. Thus having worshipped Govinda (i.e. Vi�Qu) 
with incense, flowers and anointing, and then having made a 
circle he should get fashioned an altar with clay; ( i t  should be ) 
having four corners; (it should) have the length of a cubit; and 
( should) have a slope towards the north. (It should be ) 
smooth, pleasing and surrounded by three ramparts on all 
sides. The ramparts should be three fingers high, and two 
fingers in expanse. Above the al tar there should be a wall eight 
fingers high. He should put (i .e .  make) the image of Lak�mi in 
the (circle representing the) Sun with sand from the river . The 
wise man should worship Lak�mi in the (circle representing 
the) Sun on the altar. ( He should say ) ' My salutation to Devi; 
my salutation to Santi; my salutation to Lak!;lmi ; my salutation 
to Sri; my salutation to TuHi; my salutation to Pu�ti; my salu
tations Pu!lti and Snti. Being happy she should remove your 
grief and be a giver of boons to you. Being happy she should 
grant me wealth and all (kinds ) of success. '  

3 8b-42a. Then having covered the ( representation of the) 
Sun with white garments al l round, he should worship it with 
fruits and eatables of various kinds, and also with a golden lotus. 
The wise one should put water with darbhas in silver pots .  
Then for the whole night he should arrange dancing and music. 
When three watches have passed, the man, having got up and 
having approached three couples or one couple of brahmaQas, 
should worship them (or i t )  according to his capacity with 
garments, flowers and incense. He should worship the couples 
seated on the beds, saying 'My salutation to Jalasayin. '  

42b-44 . Then having kept awake for the ( whole) night 
with singing and (playing upon) musical instruments, and 
having bathed in the morning he should worship a couple (of 
brahmaQas) and without conceit born of wealth he should feed 
them according to his capacity ; and listening to the PuraQas 
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with devotion he should pass the day. He should perform this 
rite every month. 

45-47. At the conclusion of the vow he should present a 
bed with a cow made of jaggery, with a cushion, with a rest 
and an auspicious coverlet. ( He should say : )  '0 lord of men, as 
Lak�mi never goes abandoning you, similarly good fonn, health 
and absence of grief should always be with me (good form, 
health and absence of grief should never leave me). As Lak�mi 
would never be (i.e. remain ) without god (Vi�JJ).U) ,  similarly 
may I have freedom from grief and best devotion, 0 Kesava.'  

48-50a. Repeating this sacred text, he, who desires his 
well-being, should offer a bed wi th a cow made of jaggery, and 
also {the representation of) the Sun with Lak�mi. (He should 
always offer) a lotus, a Karavira flower, a fresh saffron flower, 
and flowers of ketaka, sindhuviira, camallikii reddish with frag
rance, kadamba, kubjaka and jasmine . 

Bhi�ma said: 

50b-5 l a. 0 lord of the sages, tell me about the cow made 
of jaggery. Tel l  me now of what form it is and with the recita• 
tion of which sacred text it is to be given. 

Pulastya said: 

5 lb-52a. I shall now tell you the nature and the fruit of 
the rite of (offering) a cow made of jaggery, which ( i .e .  which 
offering ) removes all sins. 

52b-54a. A man should spread deer-hide on the ground 
with the neck (of the deer-hide) in (i.e .  facing) the east; he 
should scatter darbhas all over the ground smeared with cow
dung; he should spread a small ( piece) of deer-hide and pre
pare a (representation of a) calf. He should fashion a clay 
(representation of a) cow (without or) with a calf. 

54b-56. ( A representation of) a cow made of  jaggery 
weighing four bharas is the best. The weight of the calf should 
be a bhiira. The (representation of the) cow weighing two bhiiras 
is said to be second-rate ; (then) the representation of the calf 
would weigh half a bhiira ; the smallest type would weigh a 
bhiira; ( then) the calf would weigh one-fourth bhiira, according 
to the expanse of his dwelling and wealth. The two, viz. the 
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cow and the calf (thus) fashioned should be covered with 
white fine garments . 

57-60 . Their ears should be made of conch shells, feet of 
sugarcanes, eyes of bright pearls, arteries of white thread, and 
dewlaps of white blanket, backs of reddish coins1 and hair of the 
white bushy tail of camara ; these two ( i .e. the cow and the 
calf) should have the pair of eyebrows made of coral ; their 
udders should be fashioned with butter ; they should have a 
pair of golden eyes, and pupils (of their eyes) should be (made 
of) sapphires ; their tails should be (made) of silk ; their udders 
of bronze-white and very charming; they should be adorned 
with golden horns, and their hoofs with silver ; the two should 
be furnished with many fruits and baskets of scents. 

6 ! -64a. Thus having arranged (the two ) like this he 
should worship them by (waving) a light and incense. (He 
should recite the basic text : )  'May that goddess in the form of 
the cow, who is Lak�mi to all beings and who has remained in 
gods , remove my sin. May that cow, who is Lak�mi resting on 
Vi�J).u's bosom, and who is Svaha in the fire, and who is the 
power of the Moon and the Sun, grant me boons. Since you, 
( 0 cow, ) are the Svadha of the chief manes, and the Svaha of 
those who enjoy the sacrifices ( i .e .  of gods ) , and ( since ) you 
remove all sins, grant me well-being. '  

64b-66a. Having thus invoked the cow he should offer her 
(i . e .  the representation of the cow) to a brahmaJ).a. This rite 
(of offering) is laid down for (the offering of) all cows. 0 king, 

I shall tell you (about) the form and names of the cows 
that are said to remove sins. 

66b-68. The first cow is gurfa-dhenu (i .e. made of jaggery) ; 
the second is ghrta-dhenu ( i .e. of ghee) ; the third one is tila
dhenu ( i.e. of sesamum) ; the fourth one is called jala-dhenu, 
( i . e. of water) ; the fifth one is k�ira-dhenu (i .e . of milk ) ; the next 
one is madhu-dhenu (i. e .  of honey ) ; the seventh one is sarkarii

dhenu ( i . e. of sugar ) ;  the eighth one is fashioned with curds ; 
the ninth one is of (i . e. represented by) juice ; and the tenth one 
is of the original form (i.e . an actu al cow) . 

1 .  Gt�t�f/aka : A coin of the value of four cowries. 
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69-70. Pitchers should be used for the liquid (representa
tions of) cows, and heaps of their sizes for (representation of) 
other cows. Some men also desire to offer golden cows. Some 
other great sages desire to offer cows (represented) by butter 
and oils. The rite is the same and the ingredients are also the 
same. 

7 1 -73.  Always at every parvan (i .e. the eighth and the 
fourteenth day of each half month and the days of the full 
moon and the new moon) these ( representations of cows ) ,  
g1vmg enjoyment and salvation, should be offered ( to 
brahmaQ.as) , with invocation of sacred texts as at a sriiddha. 
On the occasion of ( telling you about the offering of a) gurja
dhenu, I have explained all of them, which give the fruits of all 
sacrifices, which remove all sins and which are auspicious. 
Since the Visoka-dviidasi-vrata is best of the vows, the (offering 
of ) a gur/.a-dhenu, is recommended as auxiliary to it .  

74. GurJ,a-dhenu etc. should be offered during the period of 
the Sun's passage from one solstice to another!, during the 
auspicious equinoctial period, when a portent forebodes a great 
calamity2, and also on eclipse days etc. 

75-77 .  And this Vi.foka-dviidasi removes all sins and is aus
picious, fasting on which ( day) a man reaches that highest 
position of Vi�Q.U. In this world he obtains good fortune, (long) 
life and health, and on death he reaches Vi�Q.u's city and has 
the recollection of Hari ( i . e. Vi�Q.u) . 0 king, he does not meet 
with grief, sorrow or calamity for nine thousand and ten and 
eight hundred millions ( of years) 3• 

i8-79a. A woman, who, devoted to dancing and s inging 
(on this day ) ,  observes this vow of ViS<>ka-dvadasi, would also 

get that fruit ; since dancing, singing and playing upon musical 
instruments in front of Vi�Q.U (gives ) unending ( fruit) . 

79b-80a. He who recites like this or listens to this properly 
or observes the worship of the enemy of (the demons) Madhu, 

I .  Ayana :  The sun's passage, north and south of the equator ; hence the 

period of the duration of this passage, half year, the time from one solstice 
to another. 

2. V)atiptita : A portent foreboding a great calamity. 

3. Arbuda : One hundred millions. 
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Mura and Naraka, or even suggests people ( to observe this 
vow) , lives in the world of Indra and is honoured by streams 
( i .e. large groups) of gods for a Kalpa. 

Bhi$ma said : 

80b-8Ia .  0 revered one, I desire to hear the great im
portance of (that) offering which is inexhaustible in the other 
world and is honoured by hosts of gods and sages. 

Pulastya said : 
8 l b-83a. 0 best of kings, I shall tell you ( about) the ten 

ways of the gift of theMeru, the giver of which obtains unending 
worlds honoured by gods . One does not get fruit of that ( gift) 
(even) by studying the PuraiJ.aS and the Vedas and performing 
sacrifices and (visiting) holy places . 

· 83b-86. (Now) , therefore, I shall serially describe the gift 
ofmountains :  The first is dhiinya-saila (the mountain of grains) ; 
the second is lavarJ.iicala (the mountain of salt) ; the third is 
gu#cala ( the mountain of jaggery ) ;  the fourth is hema-parvata 
( the mountain of gold) ; the fifth is ti la-saila ( the mountain of 
sesamum ) ; the sixth is kiirpiisa-parvata ( the mountain of cotton) ; 
the seventh is ghrta-saila (the mountain of ghee ) ; the eighth is 
ratna-saila ( the mountain of gems) ; the ninth is the mountain 
of si lver and the tenth is sarkariicala ( the mountain of sugar) • 
I shall tell ( you) in proper order the manner in which they are 
observed. 

87-89a. Mountains ( i .e .  heaps) of grains should be given 
as prescribed during the auspicious half of the year, or in the 
evening at the time of a portent foreboding a great calamity, 
or on the third day of the bright half, or on the day of a lunar 
eclipse, OP at the time of marriage, festival or sacrifice, or on 
the twelfth day, or on the fifteenth day of the bright half, or 
when constellations are auspicious, or on the full moon day of 
Kartika at Jye�lha Pu�kara. 

89b-90. In the holy places or in a cowpen or in the court
yard of the house, he should, with devotion, get prepared an 
auspicious pavilion having four corners, facing the south, and 
having a slope towards the north-east or facing the east accord
ing to the prescribed rules. 
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9 1 -92 . Having spread darbhas on the ground smeared with 
cowdung, he should fashion among them a mountain with 
pillars in the form of ( other) mountains. This best mountain 
should be ( made of) a thousand drorJas\ that of a middle size 
should be (made of) five hundred dro7Jas, and the smallest one 
should be (made of) three hundred dro7Jas. 

93-95a. In the centre should be the Meru mountain made 
of rice along with three golden trees. Through best brahmaQas 
one (or) more ( pieces of) cloth should be put at the top. It 
should have four silver peaks, and also the slopes should be made 
of silver; in the east, it should be ( decorated ) with pearls and 
diamonds; in the south with gomeda-gems and rubies ; in the 
west (it should be decorated ) with emeralds and sapphires, 
( and) in the north with lapis lazuli and topaz . 

95b-97. It should be decorated with bits of sandal ar:td 
corals on all sides, ( and also) with creepers, and with pearls and 
gems. Golden (representations of ) revered Brahma and Vi�QU 
and Siva and ( and also of) the Sun should be (installed ) here ; 
similarly its caves should be covered with sugarcanes and bam
boos, and the streams of water in the form of ghee (should flow ) 
in (various) directions .  The row of clouds would be ( represent
ed by) pieces of cloth-white in the east, yellow in the south, 
variegated in the west and red and compact in the north. 

98-l OOa. One should instal the silver (images of) chief 
kings and of the eight lords of the worlds in ( proper} order. 
There should be various rows of fores ts round about, and also 
flowers and perfumes. At the top, it should have a canopy of 
five colours, and should have the decoration of fresh white 
flowers . Thus having placed the best mountain (viz. Meru) 
and the pillar mountains in ( due) order, one should with (i .e .  
in the remaining) fourth part establish (the representations of) 
the four quarters decorated with flowers and perfumes. 

I OOb. In the east should be the Meru mountain with many 
fruits and shining as it w:mld be full of gold. 

1 0 1 .  Gandhamadana, made of heap of wheat and adorned 
with silver should be installed in the south. It should be end-

1. Dro'(la : A measure of capacity equal to 1 28 sers. 
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owed with golden representation of Vi�r.ml or his Manasa (form) 2 

made of ghee and with a piece of cloth and silver forests . 
1 02.  In the west one should get fashioned a mount of 

sesamum, ( decorated) with many fragrant flowers and a golden 
pippala tree and a golden swan ; there should be a cluster of 
silver flowers, and it should be decorated with a (piece of) 
cloth, and at the front there should be a lake with white water 
in the form of curds .  

1 03- 104a. Having placed the big mount he should get 
fashioned in the north mount Suparsva made of beans and 
a long with cloth and flowers, and having at its top a golden 
bunyan tree and shining with a golden flag, and with a forest 
(on it) having an auspicious lake of honey and a bright silver 
canopy. 

1 04b- 1 05 .  Through four self-controlled brahmat:tas, know
ing Vedas and Purat:tas and of praise-worthy character and 
forms, a sacrifice should be performed with sesamum, barley, 
ghee, sacred fuel and darbhas, after having made a pool of the 
measure of a hand,  in the east. At night one should keep 
awake with (i .e .  by singing) mild songs and ( s taging) plays. 
I shall now tell ( you) about the invocation of the mountains . 

1 06- 109 .  ' 0  treasure, you are the abode of the hosts of all 
gods; 0 you immortal mountain, destroy whatever is adverse 
in his house ; bring about wellbeing and excellent peace, for 
you have been worshipped by me of great devotion. You alone 
are revered lord, Brahma, Vi �Q.u and Divakara (i .e.  the Sun) ; 
you are the embodied and unembodied seed ; therefore, 0 
eternal one, protect me. Since you are the abode of the regents 
of the quarters of the world and of the omnipresent one, and 
also of Rudra, Adityas and Vasus, therefore, grant me peace. 
Since your top is crowded with gods and ladies, therefore 
emancipate me from this painful ocean of worldly existence. '  

1 1 0- I I4a. Having thus worshipped Meru one should 
worship Mandara : '0 Mandara, since you look charming with 
Caitraratha and Bhadrasva, therefore give (me) happiness . 0 
Gandhamadana, you are the crest-jewel in Jambii-dvipa and 
look charming with the hosts of Gandharvas, therefore let me 

1 .  'rajflapati; A name of Vi$.1J.u. 
2 .  Mdnasa : A form of Viii].U. 
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have enduring fame. Since you have the beauty of golden slabs 
with Ketumala and Vaibhraja forest, therefore, let me have 
permanent nourishment.  0 Suparsva, since you always shine 
with Uttara Kuru and Savitra forest, therefore let me have 
inexhaustible prosperity . '  

I l 4b-1 1 5 . Having thus invoked all those (mountains) and 
having taken bath in the bright morning one should present 
the middle mountain to his preceptor ; then 0 king, he should 
give the pillar-mountains to the priests one by one. 

1 1 6- l l  7. According to one's capacity one should give 
twentyfour or ten cows, 0 king, or if one does not have the 
capacity one should give seven or eight or five cows . At least 
one tawny milch-cow should be offered to the preceptor. The 
same procedure should be followed in the case of the remaining. 

1 1 8. The same sacred texts and ingredients (should be 
used ) for the worship of all the planets, regents of the quarters 
of the world and Brahma etc. 

1 1 9- 1 22 . A sacrifice on all mountains is laid down with 
( the accompaniment of) one's own sacred text. One should 
{ during the vow) always observe fast ;  if one is weak, meal at 
night is prescribed . 0 king, lis ten, according to the proper 
order, to the procedure to be followed in case of all mountains ; 
{ listen) also (to ) the sacred texts to be recited at the time of 
making gifts on (i .e .  with reference to ) the mountains and their 
fruit. 'As food is said to be Brahman, as food is declared to be 
life, as beings are born from food, as the world grows on food, 
as food is Lak�mi, as food is Vi�t:tu himself, so, 0 best mountain, 
protect me by means of your form of the mountain of grains. ' 

I 23 - l 25a. He, who gives the mountain full of grains with 
this rite, is honoured in the world of gods for full hundred 
manvantaras. 0 best of king, accompanied by hosts of celestial 
nymphs and Gandharvas, he goes to heaven in an aeroplane; 
and after the destruction of (the bonds of) his deeds he obtains 
the kingdom of kings ; there is no doubt about i t . 

l 25b- l29. Now I shall describe to you the (rite of the) 
best mountain of salt, by giving which a man goes to the world 
connected with Siva.  The best mountain of salt should be 
fashioned with sixteen droT)as ;  the middle one should be fashion
ed with half (the quantity ) of it ; and the lowest one is said (to 
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consist) of four (drorzas) .  A poor person should (get a mountain 
fashioned) which (consists of) more than a drotza, according to 
his capacity. He should get the four pillar-mountains fashioned 
separately with one-fourth (drorza) . He should always follow the 
same procedure as formerly told in the case of Brahma and 
others. Similarly he should instal golden abodes of all the 
regents of the quarters of the world, and also lakes and forests 
and trees etc . 

1 30- 1 33a. Here (i . e .  in this case) also keeping awake 
during the night (as usual) is recommended. Listen to the 
sacred texts ( to be recited at this time ) :  ' Since this taste in the 
salt is associated with good fortune and since all other tastes 
do not excel without salt, therefore, being identical with it, 0 
best mountain, ( please ) protect me who am afflicted . As you 
are always dear to Siva, so give (me) peace. Since you have 
sprung up from the body of Vigm and increase good health, 
therefore, you, of the form of a mountain, protect me. ' 

1 33b- 1 35a. He, who, presents the mountain of salt (to a 
brahmaQa ) with this rite, would live for a Kalpa in the world 
of Uma, and thence would get the highest position. Hereafter 
I shall describe (the rite of ) the mountain ofjagger y, by mak
ing the present of which a man, honoured by gods, obtains 
heaven. 

1 35b- 1 38a. The best (jaggery-mountain) is deemed ( to 
weigh) ten bhiiras; the middle one is (deemed to weigh) five 
(bhiiras ) ;  the smallest is ( said to weigh) three bhiiras. A person 
with small wealth ( should have the mountain weighing ) half 
of it ( i.e .  one bhiira and a half) . He should have the same in· 
vocation, the same (type of) worship, the same (kind of) golden 
trees, worship of gods, pillar-mountains, and also ( the same type 
of) lakes and sylvan deities, the same (type of) sacrifice, keeping 
awake ( at night) , and abodes of the regents of quarters of the 
world, as in the case of ( the offering of) the mountain of 
grains. He should recite this sacred text : 

I 38b- 1 4 1 . 'As among gods this J anardana, the universal 
soul, is the best, as Samaveda is the best among Vedas, as 
Mahiideva ( i .e. Siva) is the best among those who practise 
abstract meditation, as Omkara is the best of all sacred texts, 
as Parvati is the best among all ladies, in the same way the 
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taste of sugarcane is regarded as the best of all tastes. Therefore, 
may the mountain of jaggery give me great wealth. 0 you 
mountain ofjaggery, since you have been created by Parvati, 
the giver of good fortune, as her abode, therefore always protect 
me.'  

142- 1 43 .  He, who gives according to this ri te, a mountain 
( made) of jaggery { to a brahmal}.a) , being honoured by 
Gandharvas, is respected in the world of Gauri; (and ) again 
at the end of a hundred Kalpas becomes the lord of the seven 
islands; and is endowed with ( long) life and health and is not 
defeated by {his )  enemies . 

1 44. Now I shall describe (to you the rite of) the golden 
mountain giving which men go to the world of Virifici (i . e. 
Brahma) . 

145- 149a. The best one ( is said to weigh) a thousand 
palas ; the middle one (is said to weigh) five hundred palas; the 
lowest one (is said to weigh ) half of it. Even a man with small 
wealth, free from jealousy, should give ( a  golden mountain 
weighing) more than a pala . 0 best king, all the procedure 
should be the same as in the case of (the present of) a mountain 
of grains. As (in the case of the present of) that (i .e .  a moun
tain of grains) he should offer the pillar-mountains to the 
priests .  He should recite the text : '0 mountain, since you give 
unending fruit, therefore (please) protect me. 0 best of moun
tains, since you are the child of Agni, since you are the lord of 
the universe, therefore, in your form of the golden mountain 
( please) protect me. '  

149b- 150. He, who gives, according to this rite, a golden 
mountain ( to a brahmal}.a) goes to the delight-giving world of 
Brahma ; he would stay there for a hundred kalpas and then he 
goes to the highest  position from there . 

15 1 .  Now I shall tell (you about the present of ) a moun· 
tain of sesamum along with the rite, by giving which a man 
goes to the excellent world of Vi�l).u. 

1 52 .  The best one is said to weigh ten droT)as; the middle 
one (is said to weigh) five droT)as ; 0 best of kings, the lowest 
one is said to weigh three droT)as. 

1 53.  Other things like the pillar-mountains are the same 
as before. 0 best of kings, I shall tell you the sacred text that 
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accompanies the presentation : 
1 54- 1 55. 'Since sesamum, darbhas and beans were produced 

from the perspiration of the body of Vi�J}U at the time of the 
murder of Madhu, and since sesamum seeds alone are the pro
tection in the offerings made to gods and manes of ancestors, 
therefore, grant us peace; and 0 best of mountains, give (me) 
weal th ; (my) salutation to you.'  

1 56. He, who, invoking in this way, presents an excellent 
mountain of sesamum, goes to the position of Vil!J}U, from which 
return (i.e. rebirth) is difficult. 

1 5 7. The mountain of cotton weighing twenty bhiiras is the 
best ; the middle one is said ( to weigh) ten bhiiras, and the 
lowest is said to weigh five bhiiras. 

1 58. A poor man, free from pride born of wealth, should 
give the mountain of cotton weighing one bhiira. 0 best of 
kings, everything is to be accomplished as in the case of the 
presentation of the mountain of grains. 

1 59- 1 6 l a. When the dawn has broken, he should give it  
and recite this (sacred text) : '0 mountain of cotton, since you 
always are the covering of people, destroy the stream of (my) 
sins. (My) salutation to you. ' Saying this, he, who gives the 
mountain of cotton (to a brahmaJ}a ) , would live for a Kalpa 
in Rudra's world with Sarva (i .e. Siva) ; then he would be a 
king in this world. 

1 6 l b. Now I shall describe (to you ) the (rite of the) 
excellent mountain of ghee, which is lustrous, auspicious and 
destroyer of great sins. 

162- 1 64. The best mountain of ghee would weigh twenty 
(bhiiras) ; the middle is said to weigh ten (bhiiras) ; and the 
lowest one is said to weigh five (bhiiras) . Even a poor person 
should prepare one weighing two bhiiras, according to the pro
cedure. Similarly the pillar-mountains should be prepared with 
th� fourth portion of it, and one should put the vessels of rice 
on a pitcher. 

165- 1 66. He should get fashioned compact (mountains) 
according to the procedure and ( as would look) charming. He 
should surround them with pieces of cloth and sugarcanes and 
fruits etc. Here (also) the entire procedure is the same as in the 
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case of the mountain of grains . The installation (of the deities 
etc.) and a s!lcrifice and worship of deities, are (to be done ) 
like that (i.e. as in the case of the mountains of grains) .  

1 67. When the dawn has broken, he should offer it to his 
teacher; and with a tranquil mind he should present the pillar
mountains to the priests. 

1 68- 169.  He should recite the following text : •Since ghee 
was produced due to combination (of curds etc.) in milk, there
fore, may Siva, the universal soul and a blazing fire, be pleased 
here. 0 mountain (of ghee ) ,  since Brahman, full of lustre, is 
settled in ghee, therefore, protect me with your mountain-form 
of ghee. '  

1 70- 1 72a. He should present the excellent ghee-mountain 
( to a brahmal')a) with this rite. Even though he is filled with 
great sins, he goes to Siva's  world in an aeroplane to which 
swans and cranes are yoked, and has a mass of strings of bells 
attached to it, and is surrounded by celestial nymphs and 
Siddhas and Vidyadharas; he would move there with the manes 
till deluge. 

1 72b- 1 73 .  Now I shall explain to you ( the rite) of the 
excellent mountain of jewels. (This) mountain would be the 
best with a thousand of pearls. The middle one should be 
fashioned with five hundred pearls ; the lowest one is said to 
have been fashioned with three hundred pearls . 

1 74- 1 76. All around it there should be pillar-mountains 
made from one-fourth po:t:tion ( of the material viz . the pearls) .  
The wise should fashion the (Mandara ) (mountain ) in the east 
with diamonds and gems brought from the Himalayas , should 
fashion the Gandhamadana in the south with sapphires and 
topaz ; the Vipulacala should be fashioned in the west with 
lapis lazuli and corals ; he should also place in the north ( the 
Suparsva mountain ) with rubies and gold. In this case also he 
should arrange everything as in the case of the mountain of 
grains . 

1 77 .  Having invoked like that (i .e. as in the case of the 
mountain of grains) , the golden trees and ( images of ) deities 
he should worship them with flowers, sandal etc. In the morn
ing he should allow ( the deities invoked ) to go. 
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1 78- 180a. And as before he (should give them) to the 
priests (and ) recite this sacred text :  '0 great mountain, as all 
the hosts of gods are settled in all jewels and as you are always 
full of jewels, (please) protect me. Since Vi�I}.U is pleased with 
the offering of jewels , and with the worship, the sacred text 
and the food offered ( to the deity) , therefore, 0 mountain� 
protect us . '  

1 80b-1 83a. 0 king, he, who presents the jewelled mountain 
( to a brahmaJ,.la ) with this rite, being worshipped by the lord 
of gods, goes to Vi�J,.lu's world, and lives there for a full 
hundred Kalpas. He, being endowed with a (good) form, health 
and virtues, would become the lord of the seven islands. And 
all that (sin ) like the murder of a brahmaJ,.la etc. committed in 
this or the other world perishes as a mountain struck with the 
thunderbolt. 

1 83b-1 84. 0 king, I shall now describe ( to you the rite of) 
the excellent silver mountain, by offering which man goes to 
the world of Soma ( i.e .  the Moon) . The best silver mountain 
is (that which is fashioned ) with silver weighing ten thousand 
palas. 

1 85- 1 86. The middle one is said to be ( fashioned ) with 
silver (weighing) five thousand palas. A poor person should 
get a silver mountain fashioned with more than twenty palas 
(of silver) according to his capacity. Similarly he should 
fashion the pillar-mountains with one-fourth portion (of the 
silver) , and as before he should get fashioned Mandara and 
other ( mountain) according to the procedure (that is laid 
down) . 

1 87-1 88. The wise one should get the regents of the 
quarters of the world fashioned with silver. The slope (of the 
mountain) having Brahma, Vi�J,.lU and the Sun on it should be 
golden ; ( or it may be made of) silver. The other mountains 
should be (made of) gold. The remaining ( items) like sacrifice, 
keeping awake (at night)  should be as before. 

l 89- 1 90a. And like that ( i e. as before )  he should give, in 
the morning, the silver mountain to his preceptor and the 
pillar-mountains along with garments and ornaments to the 
priests ; and being free from jealousy and with darbhas in his 
hands, he should, reciting this sacred text, offer it : 
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1 90b- 1 92a. 'As silver is dear to the manes, to the Moon 
and to Siva, so, 0 silver, protect us from this ocean of mundane 
existence (full) of grief.' The man , who, declaring in this way, 
gives the excellent silver mountain, gets the fruit of (offering} 
thousands of myriads of cows. 

1 92b- 1 93a. Being honoured by Gandharvas, Kinnaras and 
hosts of celestial nymphs, he would live in the world of the 
Moon till deluge. 

1 93b-195. Now I shall describe ( to you the rite of) the 
best mountain of sugar, by offering which Vi�l',.lu, the Sun and 
Siva are always pleased . The best mountain would be (the one 
weighing) eight bharas of sugar ; the middle one is said ( to 
weigh) four bharas ; and the lowest one is said (to weigh) two 
bharas. He who is very poor should fashion it with silver 
(weighing) a bhara or half a bhara . 

1 96- 1 99a. The man should fashion the pillar-mountains with 
one-fourth portion (of the silver) ; all other things would be like 
the mountain of grains with gold and cloth ( etc. ) .  On Meru, 
the three golden trees, viz .  Mandara, Parijata and Kalpa as 
the third, should be placed ; this triplet of trees should be placed 
at the top of all. (The two trees, viz.) Haricandana and 
Santii.na1 should be placed in eastern and western regions on all 
the mountains, especially on the mountain of sugar. 

199b-200. On the Mandara mountain ( the image of) god 
Cupid facing the west should be (placed) . On the peak of 
Gandhamadana, (the image of ) Kubera, facing the north, 
should be (kept) . The representation of the Vedas should face 
the east, and (the image of) Vi�J',.lU should be (placed) on the 
Vi pula-mountain. 

20 1 -202. The golden ( representation of a) cow of good 
flanks should face the south. Having done the invocation, the 
sacrifice as in the case of the mountain of grains, he should 
give the excellent middle mountain to his preceptor ; he should 
give the four mountains to the priests and recite these secret 
texts: 

203-205. 'Since this sugar-mountain is the essence of the 

1. Santana : One of the five divine trees. The other four are : Mandara, 
Parijataka, Kalpavrk�a and Haricandana. 
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nectar of good-fortune, therefore, 0 lord of mountains, always 
be pleasure-giving. 0 sugar-mountain, you have sprung up 
from the drops of nectar that fell on the earth when gods were 

drinking it; ( please) protect us. Sugar again has come up from 
the bow of Cupid. 0 great mountain, you are made of it ( i.e. 
sugar ) ; protect us from the ocean of the worldly existence.' 

206. The man, who presents sugar-mountain according to 
this rite, being free from all sins, goes to the abode of Brahma. 

207. Then getting into an aeroplane shining like the Moon 
and the Sun, he:. would rise from there (and go to) the heaven 
of lord Vi�J).U. 

208-209. Mter that at the end of a hundred Kalpas, he, 
endowed with (long) life and ( good ) health, would be the 
lord of the seven islands for three myriads of existence. In ( the 
rites of) all (these ) mountains, he, free from jealousy, should 
have ( i .e .  offer) meals (to brahmal).as) according to his capa
city, and with their permission should himself eat food without 
salt. 

2 1 0-2 l la. He should send all the ingredients (used for the 
rite ) of the mountain to the house of the brahmal).a (invited 
for the rite ) . I have (thus ) told you this ( observance of the 
rite of the) gift of a mountain. 0 king, ask me what else you 

like (to hear from me) . 

Bhifma said: 

2 l lb-2 12a. 0 revered sir, tell (me about) some vow capable 
of taking one out of the ocean of the worldly existence and 
giving the fruit (in the form) of heaven and (good) health. 

Pulastya spoke : 

2 1 2b-21 4· I shall explain to you a religious observance 
with reference to the Sun, which is called Kalyiit)a-saptami. So 
also Visoka-saptami, and a third one, viz. Phala-saptami. One 
should observe (the vow of} Sarkara-saptami and Kamala
saptami also ; ( similarly one should observe the vow of) Mandiira
saptami, the sixth (vow ) ,  and Subha-saptami the seventh (vow ) .  
All ( these) are said t o  give religious merit and all are honoured 
by gods and sages. 



2 1 5-2 1 6. I shall tell ( you) in their order the manner in 
which they are to be observed. When on the seventh of any of 
the bright fortnights it is Sunday (i.e. when the seventh day of 
the bright fortnight falls on Sunday) , it is called KalyiiJ,lini and 
Vijaya also. In the morning one should bathe in the river with 
cow's milk (i.e. after applying cow's milk to one's body) . 

2 1  7-220. Wearing a white garment and facing the east, one 
should prepare, with sacred rice grains, a lotus having eight 
petals with a pericarp in its centre. In due order one should 
instal the lord of gods everywhere (i.e. in all the petals ) with 
( i . e. offering) flowers and sacred rice grains (and paying homage 
to him) . (One should offer flowers and sacred rice grains to the 
representation installed) in the eastern direction (saying, ' I  
offer) this t o  Tapana ; '  then one should offer flowers and sacred 
rice grains to the representation in the south-east direction 
(saying, ' I  offer this ) to Miirtax.u;la ; '  then to the one in the south 
( saying, 'I offer this ) to Diviikara ;'  (then to the one) in south
west direction (saying, 'I offer ) this to Vidhiitr' ; ( then to one ) 
in the north-west (saying, ' I  offer this) to Bhiiskara ;' (then to 
the one) in the north (saying, 'I offer this) to Vaikartana ; '  
and then keeping ( the flowers and sacred rice grains) on the 
eighth petal {one should say, ' I offer this ) to Deva. '  At the 
beginning, in the middle, and at the end (of the rite, one should 
say, ' my) salutation to the highest soul. '  

22 1 -225 . Having worshipped the deity with sacred texts 
and having saluted it, one should worship it on the altar with 
white garments, fruits, eatables, incense, and unctions, and with 
jaggery and salt. Then having with the utterance of vyiihrti1 
allowed the best brahmal',las to go, one should devoutly and 
according to his capacity please them with jaggery, milk, ghee 
e tc. One should also offer the pot of sesamum and gold 
to a briihmaJ,la. A man, having accepted a vow thus, should 
sleep, and having got up in the morning, and having bathed 
and muttered sacred texts, and having eaten ghee and rice 
boiled in milk, he should give the pot of ghee with gold 

1 .  Vyahrti: A mystic word uttered by every brahmaJ;J.a in performing 
his daily sandhya-adoration. These Vyahrtis are three-Bhur, Bhuvas and 
Svas or Svar, usually repeated · after Om; according to some, they are seven 
in number. 
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and water-pitcher to a briihmai}.a who is not a religious 
hypocrite.1 

226. (He should say :) •May the highest soul, Divakara 
( i. e. the Sun) be pleased here (i.e. with this offering) ' . He should 
perform this rite every month. 

22 7-228. Then in the thirteenth month he should give 
thirteen milch-cows with pieces of cloth and ornaments, and with 
golden horns ( i . e. with their horns decked with gold ) or if he 
is poor, he, free from jealousy, should give one cow ; he should 
not be proud of his wealth, for due to that he, through delusion, 
falls  down (i.e. into hell) . 

229-23 1 .  He, who observes ( the vow of) KalyiiT)a-saptami in this 
manner, is free from all sins and is honoured in the world of 
Sun ; and in this world he has unlimited life, ( good) health and 
prosperity. This (vow of KalyiiT)a-saptami)  removes all sins and 
is honoured by all gods . (This ) KalyiiT)a-saptami destroys all evils. 

232-234. He, who listens to the (description of the vow of) 
KalyiiT)a-saptami, or reads it, becomes free from all sins . 0 best 

king, like this (vow of KalyiiT)a-saptami ) I shall explain ( to you) 
the vow of Visoka-saptami, having observed which a man never 
meets with grief in this world. On the fifth day of the bright 
half of Magha , he, having bathed with black sesamum, having, 
after brushing the teeth, eaten the mixture of rice and peas with 
a few spices2, should observe a fast, and avoiding sexual inter
course, should s leep at night. 

235-237. Then getting up in the morning and having 
bathed and muttered sacred texts and (thus being) pure, he 
should fashion a golden lotus and should worship ( the Sun with 
it saying : ' I  offer this ) to Arka. ' Also (he should worship 
the Sun) with a red Karavira and with a pair of red garments. 
(He should say :) '0 A.ditya, as the world is free from grief due 
to you only, let me in the same way have freedom from grief 

1 .  Vaitj4ltrrJTata : 'A cat-like observance'. Concealing one's malice or evil 
designs under the garb of piety or virtue. V aic;lala-vratin is one who leads a 
chaste life simply for want of female company and not because he has con
trolled his senses. 

2. Krsara : A dish consisting of the mixture of rice and peas with a few 
spices. 
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and devotion to you in every existence.' Thus worshipping the 
Sun on the sixth day, he should devoutly honour the brahmai).as. 

238-242a. After getting up ( in the morning ) and after 
drinking cow's urine and after having performed his daily rites, 
and having carefully worshipped brahmai).as, he should give a 
pair of good garments and ( the golden) lotus with a pot of 
jaggery. Then eating ( food) without oil and salt on the seventh 
day, and observing silence, he, desiring his well-being, should 
listen to the ( recital of) Purai).a. He should observe ( this vow 
on the sixth and seventh days) of both the fortnights upto the 
seventh day of the ( next) Magha. At the end of the vow, he 
should give a pitcher along with a golden lotus and a furnished 
bed and a milch-cow. 

242b-246a. He, who, being free from the conceit of wealth, 
observes (the vow of) Visoka-saptami goes to the highest 
position; and till an entire crore of hundreds of existences pass, 
he, being free from calamity, does not meet with grief. He fully 
satisfies whatever desire he entertains. He, who observes (this 
vow) without any desire, goes to the highest Brahman. He too, 
who listens to the vow called Visoka-saptami, reaches lndra's 
world, and is never unhappy. 

246b-247a. I shall (now) tell (you) about  another (vow) 
called Phala-saptami, observing which, a man, being free from 
sins, goes to heaven. 

247b-250. On the fifth day of the auspicious month of 
Margasirli!a, he, with a firm devotion and having fasted on the 
sixth day, (and ) getting fashioned a golden lotus, should offer 
it with sugar to a brahmai).a having a family ; and he, knowing 
(what) religious merit ( is) , should make a golden form of a 
fruit ( i .e .  should fashion a golden fruit )  and give it in the 
evening (to a brahmal)a saying) : 'May Bhanu (i.e. the Sun) 
be pleased with me.'  Having honoured the brahmal)as according 
to his capacity on the seventh day, he should have the meal 
with (sweetened) milk ; and give up ( eating) fruit upto the 
seventh day of the dark fortnight. 

25 1 -252a. And according to this procedure one should fast 
on that day. Similarly one should present a golden fruit, along 
with a golden lotus, a pot (full ) of sugar and a garment and a 
garland. 
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252b-253a.  For a year having fasted on both the seventh 
days (of a month) , he should present ( the above-mentioned 
things) in due order and should recite this sacred text in honour 
of the Sun. 

25 3b-254a. 'May Bhanu, Arka, Ravi, Brahma, Siirya, 
Sakra,  Hari, Siva, Sriman, Vibhavasu, Tva�tr (and) Varul}.a 
be pleased . '  

254b-256a . On  the seven th day of  each month he  should 
recite one of these names . He should observe ( the vow also) by 
giving up eating one (species of) fruit per fortnight. At the 
conclusion of the vow he should honour a couple of brahmal}.as 
with garments and ornaments .  He should (also) give a pitcher 
( full) of sugar along with a golden fruit. 

256b-25 7a. (He should pray as follows : ) 'Since the desire 
of your devotees is never fruitless ,  therefore let me have an 
unending fruit in every existence . ' 

25 7b-260a. He who observes this (vow of) Saptami, giving 
unlimited fruit, liberates twentyone past and future male 
( -members) ( of his family ) . He, who listens to or recites (the 
procedure of the vow ) , too, becomes virtuous ; and with his 
heart purified he is honoured in the world of the Sun. Whatever 
sin like drinking of wine is done (i .e .  committed ) by a man in 
this or in the next world, all that ( sin of him) who observes the 
vow of Phala-saptami, is destroyed. 

260b-264. Like this (vow of Phala-saptami) I shall describe 
( to you) Sarkarii-saptami that des troys sins, and by (observing) 
which unending ( long ) life, good (health ) and prosperity are 
produced ( i . e. are obtained ) .  On the seventh day of the bright 
half (of the month) of Vai Sakha, he, of a firm faith, after having 
bathed in the morning with white sesamum and having had 
pure garland and anointment, and after having drawn a lotus 
with a peri carp (in i t ) with saffron, he should offer on it sandal 
and flowers ( saying :) 'My salutation to Savitr . ' He should instal 
a water-pitcher with a sugar-pot after having adorned it with 
white flowers and anointing (it) , and also wi th a golden 
flower. He should worship it with this sacred text : 

265-266. 'Since you are describeq in the Vedas as full of all 
Vedas and since you are ali-in-all of immortality, give me peace. '  
Then having drunk ( the mixture of) the five products of a cow� 
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he should sleep by its side on (bare ) ground. He keeps on re
citing the Saura-silkta (i .e. the eulogy of the Sun) and listening to 
the Pural}as ( i .e. He should recite the Saura-siikta and listen to 
the recital of the Pural}aS ) .  

267-27 1 .  When a ( whole) day and night have passed, he after 
having performed the daily rites, should present all that to a brah
mal}.a, well-versed in the Vedas. He should feed the brahmal}.as, 
according to his capacity, wi th sugar, ghee and ( sweetened) milk ; 
(but) he himself, restrained in speech, should eat ( food) without 
oil and salt. Every month, he should (observe this vow) according 
to this procedure. And, he, according to his capacity, should give, 
at the end of the year, an all-furnished bed, with a pitcher of 
sugar, a milch-cow and a well-furnished house ; and should offer 
a thousand, or a hundred or ten, or three ni�kas, or one n#ka. 

272.  He should, according to his capacity, give a golden 
lotus and should recite the sacred text as before. He should not be 
proud ofhis wealth, for doing so, he would incur sins. 

273 .  (He should say: ) 'May you have the rice, kidney-beans1 
and the sugar-canes ( which are) the drops of nectar that had 
fallen on the ground from the mouth of the Sun (when he was ) 
drinking nectar . '  

274. Therefore, the taste of sugar has the essence of  sugar
canes and has nectar as i ts soul. So, this sugar, dear to the Sun, 
is auspicious at the time of making offerings to gods and manes. 

2 75-277. And tbis Sarkarii-saptaml gives the fruit ofa horse
sacrifice, removes all evils and increases (the number of) sons 
and grandsons. He, who observes this vow with great devotion, 
goes to the highest Brahman ; for one year he would live in heaven 
and then he goes to the highest position. 0 sinless one, he who 
listens to this (account ) ,  or recollects it, or recites it or thinks 
about it in this world, is honoured by gods and best sages in the 
city of gods, in the world of the lord of gods. 

278. Hereafter I shall likewise, describe to you the Kamala
saptaml, by the mere mention of which the Sun is pleased. 

2 79-28 l a. Having well-bathed with white mustard, and 
having put in a sesamum-pot, an auspicious golden lotus, and 
-ourrounding it with a pair of garments he should worship it 

1. Mudga : Kidney-bean. 
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with sandal and flowers. (He should recite this sacred text:)  'My 
salutation to Padmahasta ; my salutation to Visvadharin ; my 
salutation to Divakara ; my salutation to Prabhakara. '  

28 1 b-282 .  Then in the evening, he should offer it with a 
water-pitcher to a brahm�a after having honoured him

· 
with 

garments, flowers and ornaments ; he should (also) give, accord
ing to his capacity, a cow after adorning her according to the 
(proper) procedure. 

283-284. When a day and a night have passed, he should feed 
the brahmaQ.as on the eighth day ; and he himself should eat 
(food) without flesh and oil. He being free from pride about his 

wealth, should, with devotion, observe all this according to the 
proper rite on the seventh day of the bright half of every 
month. 

285-286. At the conclusion of the vow he should give golden 
cows, (or )  milch-cows, vessels, beds etc. and also the desired 
household articles . 

287-292. He, who observes the (vow of) Kamala-saptamf 
according to this procedure goes to ( i .e .  obtains ) unlimited 
wealth and is delighted in the world of the Sun. He would partake 
of (i.e .  go to) each of the seven worlds in a Kalpa, and being 
surrounded by the celestial nymphs, he then reaches the highest 
posi tion. He who witnesses or listens to, or recites at the (proper) 
time or devoutly thinks about this vow, too, obtaining spotless 
wealth, goes to the world of Gandharvas and Vidyadharas. 
Hereafter I shall describe to you ( the vow) called Mandiira
saptami which destroys all sins, fulfils all desires, and is auspi
cious. A wise man, eating ( very ) little on the fifth day of the 
bright half of Magha, should, after brushing !his teeth, observe 
a fast on the sixth day. Having honoured the brahm�as he 
should pray to Mandara at night. Then having got up in the 
morning, and having bathed, he should feed the brahmaQ.as 
according to his capacity. 

293-296. He should (then) fashion a group of eight mandara 
flowers ; similarly he should fashion a golden ( image of a) man 

wi th a very charming lotus in his hand. Having made of black 
sesamum, a lotus having eight leaves, in a copper-vessel, (he should 
worship the Sun) with the golden mandara flowers. While offer
ing the flowers in the eastern direction (he should say, 'I offer) 
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this to Bhiiskara.' In the same way (he should offer ) two spot
less petals with a salutation (saying 'I offer) these to the Sun. ' 
In the same way (when offering the flower) in the southern 
direction ( he should say 'I offer) this to Arka' ; (while offering 
it in the north-west direction he should say, 'I offer) this to 
Aryaman. '  Similarly (while offering it ) in the west (he should 
say 'I  offer) this to Vedadhiiman,' and (while offering it) in the 
northeast d irection he should say, 'I offer) this to Cal').c;l.abhanu. '  
And he should worship Pii�an in the north (saying ' I  offer) this 
to Ananda. '  

297-30 1 .  (An image of) a man should be installed in a 
pericarp. (He should) also (make an offering ) to (the highest 
god ) the soul of all , after having surrounded it with white gar
ments, articles offood, flowers and fruits . Having thus worshipped 
(the deity ) ,  he should give all that to a brahmaJ).a, learned in 
(all) Vedas ; and the householder, observing silence, and facing 
the east should eat without oil and sal t. Being free from the 
vanity of wealth, he should do everything according to this 
procedure on the seventh day of every month for a year. He 
who desires his well-being should place this on a pitcher and 
give it according to his wealth (i .e. economic condition ) with 
cows ( to a brahmaJ).a ) .  ( While making the offering he should 
say) ' Salutation to Mandaranatha and to Mandarabhavana. 0 
Ravi, rescue us from this ocean of the worldly existence . ' 

302. The man, who observes the vow of Mandara-saptami 
according to this procedure, being free from sins , and being 
happy, delights in heaven for a K alpa. 

303. A man taking with him this torch in (i.e. for removing) 
the terrible darkness in a train of sins does not fall down in 
the night of the mundane existence. 

304. Even he, who recites, or listens to (the account of 
this vow of) Mandara-saptami which gives the desired frui t, be
comes free from all sins. 

305. Now I shall tell you about another vow, viz .  of the 
good Subha-saptami, having fasted on which a man becomes free 
from the stream of diseases and griefs. 

306 . In the month of Asvina, having solemnly bathed and 
muttered sacred texts , and having become pure, and having 
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informed the brahmaQas, he should begin the (vow of) Subha
saptami. 

307-3 1 1 .  He should devoutly worship a cow with sandal , 
flowers and anointment. (While making the offering he should 
say ) '0 Subha-kalyaQi, I salute you, who are born from the Sun 
and are the abode of the entire world, for the purification of 
(my body) . '  ( Saying,) ' May Aryaman be pleased , ' he should , 
in the evening , give an offering of a prastha (-measure) of sesamum 
after having prepared i t, with a copper-vessel , and also a golden 
bull, wi th a piece of cloth, flowers and jaggery, and with a 
cushion, repose, vessels and a seat, along with fruits and various 
articles offood with ghee and ( sweetened) milk. Having drunk 
the (mixture of the ) five products of cow, he should sleep on a 
bare ground; then, when the morning has dawned, he should 
devoutly offer it to the brahmaQas. 

3 1 2-3 1 7 . A man should offer, according to this rite, a couple 

of garments, a golden bull and a golden cow. And at the end of 
the year he should, saying, 'May the universal soul be pleased,' 
give a bed with a sugar-cane and jaggery, and a prastha (-measure) 
of sesamum (after having put it) in a copper-pot, as well as a 
golden bull, to a brahma Qa learned in the Vedas. A wise man, who 
observes the vows of Subha-saptami according to this procedure, gets 
wealth (and) pure fame in every existence ; and being honoured 
by the hosts of celestial nymphs and Gandharvas in the abode 
of gods, he, being, the chief of the troop of demigods-attendants 
of Siva, lives ( there) till deluge; and having descended ( on the 
earth) at the beginning of a Kalpa, he would become the lord 
of the seven islands .  This Subha-saptami is �aid to be capable of 
destroying the sin of a thousand killings of embryos or of 
brahmaQas. 

3 1 8-3 1 9 .  He, too, who recites, listens to this (vow ) , or, by 
chance sees for a while the gifts being given, with his body freed 
from all sins, obtains the leadership of Vidyadharas . A man, 
who observes the vow of the (Subha-) saptami for seven years , 
gradually becomes the lord of the seven worlds and (then) goes 
to the position of Murari . 
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CHAPTER TWENTYTWO 

On Vows 

Bhi,ma said: 

1 -3 .  Bhilb, Bhuvab, Sva/.z, Maha/.z, ]ana, Tapas and Satya are 
said to be the seven worlds. How can one have the lordship 
over all these in turn? 0 briihmaJ}a, who are honoured by gods, 
how can one have handsome form, ( long) life and (good ) health, 
and also ample wealth in this world ? 

Pulastya said: 
4- 10 .  Formerly lndra ordered Agni, along with Vayu, to 

destroy the enemies of gods. When he consequently burnt the 
demons in thousands, (the demons ) Taraka, KamaHiksa, 
Kaladam�tra, Pariivasu, Virocana and Samhrada entered the 
ocean and remained deep in it. Taking them to be weak, Agni 
and Vayu ignored them. Since the n they harass gods, men and 
snakes and all sages and then again enter the ocean. In this 
way, 0 king, those heroes have harassed, on the strength of the 
water ( of the ocean) being inaccessible, the three worlds for 
seven and five ( i .e. twelve ) thousand yugas. Then again lndra 
ordered Agni and Vayu : ' •Dry up this ocean immediately. Since 
this abode of VaruJ}a (i.e .  the ocean) is the shelter of our 
enemies, therefore y ou should today only dry it up." 

1 1 - 1 3 .  They said to lndra, the killer of Maya and Sambara: 
"It is a wicked act, 0 lord of gods, to destroy the ocean ; since 
by doing so a large group of beings would be destroyed, there
fore, 0 lndra, adopt some other remedy. 0 best of gods, how 
should the ocean, in the portion measuring just a (square ) 

yojana of which crores of beings live, be destroyed?" 
14-2 1 . Thus addressed, the lord of gods, whose eyes were 

reddened due to wrath, said these words to Agni and Vayu: 
"The gods never obtain (i .e. accept) the union of impiety with 
piety. Especially you two are magnanimous. Since you, 0 Agni, 
along with Vayu, did not obey my order, therefore, you both, 
intent on the vow of a sage, will obtain a human body, and will 
be born as a sage, in an existence bereft of the true meaning of 
the science of sacred precepts ; and when in your human exist-
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ence you will dry up the ocean just with a mouthful you will 
(again ) obtain godhood". Thus, due to the curse of Indra, that 
moment only they fell down on the earth, obtained human 
bodies and were then born from a pitcher. From the semen of 
Mitra-varu:r;ta, VasiHha was born as the son; then was born 
Agastya of severe penance . This sage was (thus) the younger 
brother of Vasi�tha . 

Bhi�ma said: 

22. How are Mitra-varu:r;ta said to be his fathers ? Tell me 
now how Agastya was born from a pitcher. 

Pulastya said: 

23-2 7.  Formerly the eternal man, Vi�:r;tu, after becoming 
the son of Dharma, at some time practised ample penance on the 
Gandhamadana (mountain) . Sakra, afraid of his penance, sent 
Spring and Cupid, along with the hosts of celestial nymphs, to 
create an obstacle in his penance. When Vi�u could not be 
fascinated by Cupid and Spring with songs and instrumental 
music and coquettish1 and amorous gestures2, the group of the 
ladies that had accompanied Cupid and Spring became dejected. 
Then Nara's elder brother3 (i.e. Naraya:r;ta) produced from his 
thigh a lady fascinating the three worlds, to agitate them. Gods , 
including the two gods (i.e. Cupid and Spring) , were fascinated 
by her. 

28-33a. In the presence of the celestial nymphs, Hari (i .e . 
Vi �:r;tu) said to the gods : "She will be known in the world as 
Urvasi." Then Mitra, longing for Urvasi, called her and said 
( to her) : "Satisfy me." She said: "All right". Afterwards, Varu:r;ta 
wooed the lotus-eyed lady (when she was) going to the Sun's 
world. She said (these) worlds to him : "I have been ch osen 
before by Mitra, 0 lord, the Sun is my husband." Varu:r;ta said: 
"Resigning your heart in ( i. e. to) me, you {can) go ." When she 
left, saying "All right", Mitra cursed her : "Since you thus be-

1. Hiiva: Any femini l'le coquettish gesture calculated to excite amorous 
sensations. 

2. Bhdva ; Amorous gesture, gesture of love . 
3. Naragraja : is Narayfl{UJ. 
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haved falsely, go, today only, to the human world and resort to 
the grandson of Soma. ' '  

33b-38a. Then Mitra and VaruQ.a deposited their seed in 
a water-pitcher; and (from that) two best sages were born. 
Formerly a king by name Nimi played with ladies with dice; 
that time V asil?tha, born from Brahma, came there. The sage 
cursed the king who did not honour him : "You become bodi
less." He too curse d the sage (in the same way) . Due to the 
curse (given to) each other, the two (who had become) bodi
less lustres went to Brahma, the lord of the world, for the 
destruction ( i. e. cessation ) of the curse. Then by the order of 
Brahma Nimi lived in the eyes (of people) . So, 0 king, people 
have the twinklings of eyes in order to give him rest. 

38b-43a. Vasil?jha also appeared as before in the water
pitcher. From that sprang up Agastya of four arms and with a 
rosary and a water-pot, the best sage of a tranquil mind. In 
the manner of ascetics, he, with h1s wife and surrounded by 
brahmaQ.as performed a very difficult penance in a part of 
Malaya. Then after a long time, seeing the world being harass
ed by Taraka and others he, being angry, drank the abode of 
VaruQ.a (i.e .  the ocean) .  Then all ( gods ) like Sankara granted 
him boons. Brahma and revered Vil?Q.U also went to give him a 

boon. ( They said:) "Well-being to you, 0 sage, ask for a boon." 

Agastya said: 

43b-47. For a period of twentyfive thousand crores of 
Brahma's years I should be borne in an aeroplane in the south
ern tract in the sky. He who offers me worship before the rise 
of my heavenly car (in the sky) , becomes, in turn, the lord of 
( each of) the seven worlds. May he, who glorified the hermitage 
named after me at Pu�kara, obtain religious merit. This is the 
boon I choose. The hosts of the manes ofthose who offer a 
Sraddha with devotion and (with the offering of) rice balls, 
will stay in heaven with me, for this much period (i.e. as long 
as I stay there) . This is the boon (I ask for) . 

48. Saying, "let it be so," the gods went as they had come. 
Therefore the wise should always offer a respectful offering to 

Agastya. 
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Bhiwza said: 

49. In what manner should an offering be made to that 
sage? Tell me ( about) the procedure for Agastya's worship. 

Pulastya said: 

50-60. At the rise of him (i .e .  the Agastya constellation) in 
the night ( i .e . )  in the early morning a wise man should take 
bath with white sesamum. Like that, he, the householder, hav
ing put on white flowers and garment, should instal an un
broken jar decorated with flowers and cloth, ( and also) with five 
jewels along with a pot of ghee. In the same way having placed 
at the top of the pi tcher a golden human figure of the measure 
of a thumb with four long hands and arms, and also grains with 
seven mountains and with a bronze pot, sacred rice grains and 
si lver, he should offer this to the best briihmaJ}.a after reciting a 
sacred text. Having, with a concentrated mind and facing the 
south, picked up the long-armed ( human figure) , he, after 
having saluted a briihmai).a, should offer a white milch-cow 
having silver hoofs and golden face along with a calf and 
adorned with a garland, a piece of cloth and a bell, if he has a 
capacity ( to do so) . 0 king, a man should give all this for 
seven nights at the rise (of Agastya ) .  This he ( should continue) 
for seventeen years, or some say (he should continue) even 
longer. ( He should recite the sacred text : )  '0 you born from 
Agni and Vayu, 0 you son of Mitra-varUQa, 0 you resembling 
the Kasa-flower, 0 you born from the pitcher, my salutation 
to you. '  He, who gives a fruit like this, never sinks ; after hav
ing performed a sacrifice, a man then should live on a fruit. A 
man who offers reverential offering in this way, obtains this 
world (i . e. Bh ulj. ) ,  causing handsomeness and (good ) health. 
By (offering ) the second (reverential offering) he obtains the 
Bhuvaie world, then by (the one) after that ( i.e. by the third ) 
he obtains heaven (Svalj.) ; he who offers seven reverential 
offerings obtains the seven worlds. He, who in this way recites 
or listens properly to the account of Agastya, or he, who does 
the worship of Agastya or intends to do it, (he ) too, having 
gone to Vi�Qu's abode is honoured ( there) by hosts of gods. 
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Bhf4ma said : 

6 1 . 0 you highly intelligent one, tell me that which gives 
the fruit of good-fortune, ( good ) health, which brings about 
the destruction of the enemies and which gives enjoyment and 
liberation. 

Pulastya said: 

62-63a. I shall now tell you that, which formerly god 
( Siva) , the killer of Andhaka,l told Parvati, when very religious 
and charming stories ( talks) were going on, and which causes 
enjoyment and liberation. 

Gauri said: 

63b-64a. 0 lord of gods, Savitri gave a curse2 to me, the 
wife of a hero . Tell me how I shall be prominent like Lak�mi ? 

Saizkara said : 

64b-68. 0 respectable lady, listen attentively to another 
form of worship done by oneself, which is an excellent worship 
for men as well as women. A man, having bathed with white 
mustard on the third day of the bright half of Srava.J}a, or 
Vaisakha or of the auspicious Margasir�a month, should put on 
his forehead a mark of the bright yellow pigment3 with cow's 
urine and milk and mixed with curd and sandal, since it causes 
good fortune and good health and is always dear to Lalita. A 
man or a married lady should put on red garments and white 
flowers on the third day of every fortnight. 

69-70. A widow should put on one white garment only. A 
maiden should put on two white, fine garments . Then he (or 
she) should give bath to ( the image of) the goddess with the 
five products of a cow, then only with milk and also with 
honey and with sandal mixed with flowers . 

1 .  Andhakasudana:  is Siva. He killed Andb aka, a dem on and a son of 
Kasyapa and Diti. 

2. For this curse see I 1 7. 7  6 above. 
3. Gorocana : A bright yellow pigment prepared from the urine or biie 

of a cow, or found in the head of a cow. 
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7 1 -72. He ( or she) should worship ( the image) with 
white flowers and fruits of various kinds ( and) with grains , 
parched grains1 etc . together with salt, jaggery, milk and ghee. 
0 respectable lady, you should always worship ( the image) 
with sacred rice grains and white sesamum. In every fortnight 
worship should be offered to the feet (of the image of the 
goddess) , 0 you beautiful lady. 

73-7 7 . (While offering worship ) to the feet ( he should 
say) 'My salutation to Varada ;'  ( while offering worship) to 
the ankles (he should say) 'My salutation to Sri . ' ( While offer• 
ing worship) to the shanks (he should say) 'My offering to Asoka' . 
( While offering worship) to the knees ( he should say) ' My saluta
tion to Parvati. '  (While offering worship) to the thighs ( he should 
say) 'My salutation to Vamadevi. '  (While offering worship) to the 
belly ( he should say) 'My salutation to Padmodara. '  (While 
offering worship) to the throat (he should say) 'My salutation 
to Sri . '  ( While offering worship) to the arms (he should say ) 
'My salutation to Darpavinasini, '  and ( while offering worship) 
to her (face with a) smile (he should say) ' My salutation to 
Smarada. '  ( While offering worship) to the nose (he should say) 
'My salutation to Gauri.' (While offering worship to the eyes 
(he should say) 'My salutation to Utpala.' (While offering 
worship) to the forehead and hair ( he should say) 'My saluta
tion to Tu�ti. '  ( While worshipping) the head (he should say) 
'My salutation to Katyayani.' (He should also say) 'My saluta· 
tion to Gauri, to Pu�ti, to Kanti, to Sri, to Rambha, to Lalita, 
to Vamadevi . '  

78-82a. Having thus offered the worship according t o  the 
procedure he should draw (the figure of) a lotus with sixteen 
leaves one after another and with a pericarp. He should install 
(the image of) Gauri in the east ; next to it (i.e .  in the south
east) he should install (the image of) Apal'I,la ; similarly he 
should install (the image of) Bhavani in the south ; next to it 
( i .e .  in the south-west) he should install Rudrfu;ti . In the 
western region ( i .e .  direction) he should install (the image of) 
Saumya Madanavasini ; in the north-west he should install ( the 
image of) Patala Ugra ; he should install (the image of) Uma 
in the north ; he should place in the centre ( the images of) 

1 .  IAjtl :  Fried or parched grain. 
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Siidhya, Pathyii, Saumyii., Maiigalii, Kumudii, Sati and Bhadrii 
and should place (the image of) Lalita on the pericarp. He 
should install them with ( the offering of) flowers, sacred rice 
grains, water and salutation . 

82b-84. Having made auspicious sound of music, he should 
offer worship to a married lady whose husband is alive, with 
red garments, red flowers and anointing ; and he should drop 
( powder of) red lead and aromatic powder on their heads, be
cause bath with red lead and saffron is extremely desirable. 
Similarly he should carefully worship his spiritual preceptor. 

85-90. All the rites performed in a place where the pre
ceptor is not honoured become fruitless. A man should always 
worship Gauri with muttered prayers and dark ( -blue) lotuses; 
in the welcome month ofKiirtika he should carefully worship 
her with bandhujiva flowers ; in Miirgasir� (he should worship 
her) with jasmine flowers ; ( he should worship her) with yellow 
kurantaka flowers in Pau�a ; and should worship the goddess 
with kunda flowers and lotuses in Magha ; a man should wor
ship her with vitex negundo or jasmine flowers in Phalguna. He 
should worship her with jasmine and asoka flowers in Caitra ; 
he should worship her with fragrant trumpet-flowers in Vai
sakha ; he should worship her with lotuses and mandiira flowers 
in Jye�tha ; and with water-lilies in A�iil;lha ; he should always 
worship her with mandiira and miilati flowers in Sriiva:r;ta ; and in 
proper order should always feed her with (i .e .  offer)  cow-urine, 
cow-dung, milk, curds, ghee, darbha and water, bilva-leaves, 
arka-flowers, lotuses, water from a syringe, mixture of the five 
products of a cow and bilva. 

9 1 -96.  Thus feeding (i.e. offering) is said to be done in 
Bhiidrapada etc. 0 you beautiful lady, on the third day of 
every fortnight he should feed a (briihma:r;ta) couple and should 
honour them devoutly with garments, flowers, anointing. He 
should give two yellow garments to the man, and two silken 
garments to the woman. He should give the woman winnowed 
(i.e. cleaned) cumin seed with salt, with sugarcane and jaggery ; 

and should give the man a fruit with a golden lotus. He should 
say, '0 goddess, the lord does not go away after abandoning 
you ; therefore, lift me up from this entire unhappy ocean of the 
mundane existence. May Kumudii, Vimalii, Nandii, Bhaviini, 
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Vasudha, Siva, Lalita, Kamala, Gauri, Sati, Rambha and 
Parvati be pleased in the months Srava�a etc. At the conclusion 
of the vow he should give a bed with a golden lotus ( to a 

brahma�a couple ) .  
97-98. He should honour twentyfour or twelve ( brahma�a) 

couples ; or should honour eight couples (each time) in the 
period of four months. Having first made an offering to his 
preceptor, he should then honour others . This is called Ananta
trtiya, which always gives unending fruit. 

99. The goddess removes all sins and enhances good 
fortune and good health. A man should never ignore her through 
vanity ofwealth. 

1 00. If a man or a woman observes the vow of fast, ( if) a 
pregnant woman or if a woman recently delivered, or a maiden 
or a sick woman observes fast at night ( he or she would get 
unending fruit) . 

1 0 1 - l 04a. When impure (i .e. during menstruation) , she, 
being restrained, should get it done by someone else. He, who 
observes (the vow of) this Ananta-phaladii (giving unending 
fruit) Trt�ii, is honoured in Siva's world for a full crore of 
Kalpas. Even a poor person should observe a fast  (on the third 
day of every month ). for a year, with the rite of offering flowers 
with sacred texts. He too will get the same fruit. A woman, 
who, desiring her good, observes (this vow) , gets birth as a 

man, favoured by Gauri. 
1 04b- 105 .  He, who thus recites or listens to or thinks 

about this vow in honour of the daughter of the (Himalaya ) 
mountain (i .e. Parvati ) ,  is, while living in Indra's world, 
honoured by young divine ladies and Kinnaras. I shall also tell 
you about another (vow of) Trtiyii, which removes sins . 

1 06- 108a. Those born in the former age (i .e. those who 
are very old) know it as RasakalyiiT)ini. Reaching the third day 
(i .e.  on the third day) of the bright half of the month of Magha, 

he should, in the morning, bathe with sandal, water and sesa
mum ; ( then ) he should give bath to the (image of the) goddess 
with honey and sugarcane-juice ; and he should (offer) worship 
to her with sandal (mixed with) water and saffron. 

l 08b- l l 6. Having (first ) worshipped the left parts (of her 
body) , he should then worship the right parts . While worshipp-
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ing the foot ( he should say ) ,  'My salutation to Lalita ;• then he 
should worship the left ankle, (saying ) 'My salutation to Devi! 
(While worshipping) the shanks and knees ( he should say) 

'My salutation to Santa. ' ( While worshipping ) the thigh (he 
should say) 'My saluta tion to Madalasa ; '  similarly ( while wor
shipping) the belly (he should say) 'My salutation to Amala! 
( While worshipping) the breasts ( he should say) •My saluta
tion to Madanavasini ;' (while worshipping) the neck ( he 
should say )  'My salutation to Kumuda. ' (While worshipping) 
the arm and its tip ( he should say) 'My salutation to Madhavi, 
Kamala, SukhasmiHi. ;' ( while worshipping) the eyebrows and 
forehead (he should say) ' My salutation to RudraJ].i ; '  similarly 
(while worshipping) the hair ( he should say ) 'My salutation to 
Sa.Iikara. ' ( While worshipping) the forehead ( he should say) 
'My salutation to Madana ;' (while worshipping) the eyebrows 
(he should say) 'My salutation to Mohana'. ( While worshipp

ing) the eyes ( he should say) 'My salutation to Candrardha
dharil}.i . ' (While worshipping) the mouth ( he should say ) 'My 
salutation to Tu�ti . '  (While saluting) the throat (he should 
say) 'My salutation to Utkal}.thini. '  ( While worshipping) the 
body (he should say) ' My salutation to Amrta. ' (While salut
ing (the great arms (he should say) 'My salutation to Rambhii.'  
( While worshipping) the hands (he should say) 'My salutation 
to Visoka. ' ( While worshipping) the heart ( he should say) 'My 
salutation to Manmathahva. '  ( While worshipping the belly ( he 
should say) 'My salutation to Patala .' ( While worshipping) 
the waist (he should say) 'My salutation to Suratavasini. '  
(While saluting) the thighs (he should say ) my salutation to 
Pankaja§ri. (While worshipping) the knees and shanks (he 
should say) 'My salutation to Santa.' (While worshipping ) the 
feet (he should say) ' My salutation to Dharadhara' . ( While 
saluting) the head (he should say) 'My salutation to Visva
kaya. ' (He should also say) 'My repeated salutations to Bhavani, 
Kamini, Vasudevi, JagatSri, Anandada, Nanda, Subhadra' . 

1 1 7 - 1 1 8. Having thus worshipped (the image) according 
to the proper rite, he should honour a brahmaJ}.a-couple. Hav
ing them fed (the couple) with sweet food, he, free from jeal
ousy, should, after having given them a water-pitcher with 
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modakas ( sweet-meats) and a pair ofwhite garments, worship 
the couple with sandal and flowers. 

l l 9- 125a. (Saying ) 'May Kumuda be pleased here ( i.e .  
with this) , ' he should accept the vow of ( avoiding) salt. Every 
month he should worship the goddess according to this pro
cedure. He should avoid (eating) salt in Magha and jaggery 
in Phalguna ; similarly (eating ) butter should be avoided in 
Caitra, and honey in Vaisakha.1 He should avoid (drinking) a 
beverage in the month of Jye�tha ; similarly he should avoid 
cumin seed in A�ac;lha ; he should avoid milk in SravaJ.la and 
similarly curds in Bhadrapada. In the same way he should 
avoid ghee in Asvina, and honey in Kartika .2  He should avoid 
coriander in Marga5ir�a, and sugar in Pau�a. At the end of the 
vow, and in every month he should give, in the evening3 a pot 
full of these along with a pot containing articles of food .  Simi
larly in  (the months) beginning with Magha he should give 
sweet bal ls, sevaka, cakes, round cakes, and also pots full  of 
ghee, and jars full  of flour. (He should give) milk, vegetables, 
curds, food with curds, food and vegetables. 

1 25b- 1 28. He should, in every month, beginning with 
Magha, say in order, •May Kumuda, Madhavi, Rambha, 
Subhadra, Siva, Jaya, Lalita, Kamala, Anailga, Ratilalasa be 
pleased.' Every time the drinking of the mixture of the five 
products of a cow is enjoined . He should every time observe a 

fast ;  fast at night is laid down for a weak person. A woman 
should thus observe the vow called Rasakalyiir;,ini. 

1 29- 1 36a. When again ( the month of) Magha arrives, 
having made a golden ( image of) Gauri, having four hands, 
endowed with pearls and silver eyes and covered with a gar
ment, and with five jewels, and also with a rosary of the size of 
her thumb and a pitcher, similarly a golden couple of cows 
( i . e. a cow and a bull) , white garment, he should give all this 
along with cloth and pots ( to a brahmaJ}.a couple ) ,  saying 
'May Bhavani be pleased. '  He, who, observes the Rasakalyiir;,ini-
vrata according to this procedure is free from all sins instantly ; 

1 .  }/lddhava : is Vaisiikha. 
2.  Orja : is Kiirtika. 
3. Vikala : Evening. 
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and is never unhappy in a thousand existences. He would get 
that fruit which is obtained by performing a thousand Agni!toma
sacrifices. 0 you of a beautiful face, a woman, or a maiden or 
an unhappy widow would get the same fruit. He, who happens 
to read or hear this, being free from sins, goes to Parvati's 
world. He, who thinks about the good of the people, would go 
to the world of the lord of gods and become successful. 

1 36b- 140a. I shall similarly tell you about another (vow 
observed on the) trtiya which destroys sins. This is well
known in the world and gives best joy. When on the third day 
of a month there is ( the rise) of the constellation A�aQha, or 
Brahma or Maghii or Hasta he should properly bathe with 
darbhas, sandal and water. Having put on white flowers and a 
white garment and having anointed himself with sandal he 
should worship Bhaviini devoutly with white fragrant flowers ; 
and also Mahiideva, seated by the side ( of Bhaviini) , 0 you 
very chaste lady. 

140b- 1 48. He should worship the feet (of the images of 
Bhaviini and Mahiideva saying ) 'My salutation to Vasudevi,. 
Sankara, Hara. ' (While worshipping ) the shanks (he should say) 
' . . .  to the destroyer of grief ( and) giver of respect to the lood' ; 
'My salutation to the destroyer of grief ( and ) giver of respect 
(Manada) to the lord' ; (while worshipping) the thighs (he should 
say) 'My salutation to Rambhii, and to Siva Pinakin (i . e. the 
trident-holder ) ' . (While worshipping) the wai<Jt (of the image) 
of the goddess (he should say) 'My salutation to A.nandini and 
the trident in the hand of Siilin. '  (While worshipping) the navel 
(he should say ) 'My salutation to Madhavi and Sambhu, 
Bhava. '  (While worshipping ) the breasts (he should say) 'My 
salutation to Anandakaril}i and Sankara having the moon. ' 
(While worshipping ) the throat (he should say) 'My salutation 
to Utkal}thini, and Nilakal}tha Hara.'  (While worshipping) the 
hands (he should say ) 'My salutation to Utpaladhari:l}i and to 
Rudra, the lord of the world.' ( While worshipping) the arms (he 
should say ) 'My salutation to Parirambhil).i and Hara, the one 
fond of dancing. '  (While worshipping) the mouth (he should 
say) 'My salutation to Vilasini and the lord's bull' . ( While 
worshipping ) the smile ( he should say) 'My salutation to 
Smara�ya and the universal face of the lord.' (While worshipp-
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ing) the eyes (he should say) ' My salutation to Mandaravasini 
and to the universal lustre of the trident-holder. ' (While wor
shipping) the eyebrows (he should say ) 'My salutation to 
Nrtya-priya and the noose with the trident of Sambhu. ' ( While 
worshipping) the forehead of the goddess (he should say) •My 
salutation to IndraQi and the lord's vehicle-the bull.' ( While 
worshipping) the crown (he should say) 'My salutation to Sva.ha 
and Garigadhara the lord.' (He should also say) 'l  salute 
Parvati and Siva, the body, arms, feet, faces of the universe, 
being auspicious and granting boons when pleased.' 

1 49- 156.  Having thus worshipped S iva and Parvati accord
ing to the proper procedure he should design, in front (of the 
images )  of Siva and Parvati, lotuses with pollen of various 
colours ; also conch and disc with bracelets and svastika leading 
to auspiciousness. He is honoured for as many thousands of 
years in Sivaloka, as many particles of pollen have fallen 
on the ground. According to his capacity, he should present 
four pots of ghee with gold to a brahmaQa (and also he should 
give the brahmaQa ) a water-pot with water. He should give 
this every fortnight for four months. Then, in the four months 
beginning with MargaSir!,la, he should offer as ( told ) before. 
four pots ( filled ) with ghee and then four pots (filled) with 
sesamum after a water-pot is given. He should also offer sandal
water, flowers with water, sandal and saffron (mixed with ) 
water, and also crude curds and milk and water from a 

syringe, and cloud-water, as well as water with powder of Ku1tha 
and Usira1 ; then having taken sesamum water and water with 
barley-powder also he should sleep; in the months like 
Marga8ir!,la the feeding (i.e. offering) is recommended in both 
the fortnights . 

l 5 7- l 65a.  In all cases for worshipping, white flowers are 
recommended ; and in all cases the ( following) sacred text 
should be recited at the time of making a present : 'May the 
auspicious Gauri be always pleased with me to destroy my sins. 

May Lalita Bhavani lead (me) to good fortune for the attain
ment of all (objects ) . '  To please Gauri, he should offer at the 
end of the year, salt with jaggery and saffron, and also a pitcher 

1 . U!ira : The fragrant root of a plant. 
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with sandal and a golden lotus, as well as (objects of) gold with 
sugarcane and fruits, and a bed with a covering and res ting-place 
to a brahmaJ}.a with his wife (  saying) ,  ' May Gauri be pleased with 
me.' A man (who observes this vow) would ootain wealth called 
Atmanandakari ( giving delight to himself) ; and being endowed 
with (long) life and joy would never meet with grief. A lady 
or a virgin or a widow who observes (this vow) , being favoured 
by the goddess, gets the same fruit. Thus having observed a fast 
in every fortnight with the procedure (of the recital) of sacred 
text and worship, he ob tains the world of Rudras from which 
return (i .e.  rebirth ) is difficult. He who devoutly listens to this 
(account) or causes others to hear it goes to Indra's world , and 
living there for a Kalpa is honoured there . 

$ankara said: 
1 65b-168. If a woman becomes intent upon ( the obser

vance of) the vow, what kind of curse is that of poor 
Savitri (i.e. what can Sav itri's curse do to her ) ?  There is no 
significance ( to her curse) since Lak�mi due to her being accep
ted (as his wife) by Vi!?I).U was worthy of reverence to the 
ancient ones ; for you I formerly destroyed the sacrifice of Dak�a. 
Vi �Q.u too formerly churned the ocean for obtaining Lak�mi . You 
two (i .e .  Lakl?mi and you ) are obedient. Do not be afraid at all. 

1 69. Savitri is to be honoured ; she who is angry is to be 
propitiated by me, by Vigtu and by Brahma desiring respect 
{being given to him ) .  

1 70 - 1 76a. I shall go t o  Brahma's residence. 0 you o f  a 
beautiful face, wait (here ) .  

Saying so Rudra went ( to Brahma's residence) and Gauri 
lived there for an entire Krtayuga. In that sacrifice (which 
he performed) Agni carried oblations to gods and pleased 
the three worlds ; the lord gave everything-food to chief 
brahma.J}.as, objects of enjoyment to the host of Vidyadharas 
and satisfied the desires of men. Then Rudra said to Vi!?Q.U, 
•• (Please) explain the duties of Gauri ; also ( explain) that 
which is said to be the vow of Sarasvati ."  Thus addressed 
by Rudra, Vi l?Q.U said, "I shall now not explain the duty (sacred) 
to me, 0 Saiikara. 0 best of gods, you may explain my great
ness; formerly you have told it ; having done which (vow) sins 
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are destroyed ; there is no doubt about this ; you will be 
purified." 

Bhipna said: 

l 76b-l 78a. 0 best of sages, 0 best one, tell me by ( perform
ing) which vow ( one's ) words would be sweet (i. e .  one would be 
sweet-tongued ) ,  and also (one would have) good fortune among 
men, (would have) intelligence and skill in lares, as well as 
( give) concord between husband and wife, and company of 
relatives . 

Pulastya said: 
178b- 1 82a. 0 king, you have asked well ; listen to the vow 

of Sarasvati, by the mere narration of which goddess Sarasvati 
would be pleased, as long as the devotee eulogises her; this is 
the best vow. Before the day begins ( i .e. in the early morning ) 
a man having worshipped her, should begin (reciting) the divine 
eulogy ; or on a Sunday when the planets and stars are powerful, 
he should feed brahmar_1as with milk and should proclaim ( the 
vow) to the brahmar_1as ; and having given them white garments 
along with gold according to his capacity ,  he should worship 
Gayatri with white flowers and anointment. 

1 82b- 1 85a. (He should pray to her : )  '0 goddess, since 
revered Brahma, the grandsire of the world, does not stay with
out you, (please) grant ( me )  a boon . 0 goddess, the Vedas, the 
(other) sacred treatises, practices, dance and singing {all this ) is 
not ( i .e. has no existence) without you ; so let me have Siddhis ; 
0 Sarasvati, protect me with your eight forms viz. L�mi. 
Medha, Dhara , Pu��i, Gauri, Tu�ti, Jaya, and Mati . ' 

1 85b- 1 86 .  He, the knower of the religious practices, having 
thus, with devotion, worshipped Gayatri, the holder of lute and 
lotus, and a pot and a book, with white flowers and sacred rice 
grains, he should observing the vow of silence, eat in the mor
ning and evening. 

187- 188. And on the fifth day of every fortnight, he, (saying) 
'May Gayatri be pleased with me, ' should give an auspicious 
cow, and also rice (measuring) a prastha with a pot (full) of 
ghee, and milk and gold to a brahmar.ta ; he should, observing 
silence, do this in the evening. 
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1 89· 19 1  a. For thirteen months he should not take food at 
night; and when the vow is concluded, he should give food in 
the form of white (boiled ) rice ; he shouid give a cushion, a 
charming bell along with a fine silken garment ;  he should also 
give sandal, a pair of garments and tasty rice with curds. 

l 9 l b- 1 94. Being free from the vanity of wealth he should 
also honour his preceptor with garments, flowers and anointments. 
He who observes the Sarasvata vow according to this procedure, 
is endowed with good fortune, intellect and fine voice; and is 
honoured in Brahma's world due to Sarasvati's favour. A lady 
who observes this vow also gets the same fruit. She would live in 
Brahma's world for three Kalpas . He who would listen to the 
Sarasvata vow or would read it, would live in the city of 
Vidyadharas for three myriads of years . 

CHAPTER TWENTYTHREE 

The Vow for Prostitutes 

Bhifma said: 
I .  0 lord of brahmaQ.as , tell me what kind of practices in 

honour of Vi�Q.U are ( observed) , as Rudra had told them, and. 
what their fruit is. 

Prdastya said: 
2-4. Formerly, in the Rathantara Kalpa, Mahadeva (i.e. 

Siva) , the trident-holder (who was ) ,  living on Mandara, was 
asked by Brahmii, the great-souled one, himself: "How can men 
always have good health, endless prosperity and salvation by 
{practising) little penance, 0 god? 0 Adhok�aja1 what is that 
knowledge, which ( obtained ) through your favour even by 
little penance is said to be very fruitful in this world ?" 

5. Thus asked by Brahmii, (Siva ) ,  the lord of Umii, the 
universal soul, the creator of the worlds, said this (that) 
delights the mind : 

I .  Adlwk1aja-an epithet of Vi�J)U. 
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The god said; 
6-9. When from this Rathantara Kalpa, there again will 

come the twentieth Varaha Kalpa, and when the seventh auspi
cious Manu-period called Vaivasvata will arrive, and when 
there will be a yuga numbering twenty-seventh called Dvii.para, 
at the end of it, Vasudeva J anardana ( i .e . )  Vi�I}.U will be born 
in three ways for taking down the burden (i .e .  for destroying 
demons etc. ) as the sage Dvaipayana, Balarama and Ke§ava 
( i .e .  Knl}.a called ) Kamsari, Kesimathana, Kesava and 
Klesanasana. 

1 0- 12 .  0 Brahma, Tva�tr will, at the order of the lord of 
the world, fashion a city, which is now called Kusasthali, 
named Dvaravati, endowed with divine splendour, for the 
residence of Sanigin (i.e .  Vi�I}.U or Knl}.a) .  Sometime he, of 
an unlimited lustre and killer of Kaitabha (would) be seated 
in his assembly, along with his wives, Yadavas, many learned 
men ( receiving ) large (fees) , Kurus, gods and Gandharvas. 

13 .  When old and religious stories would be going on, he. 
the valiant one observing distinctions (i .e.  a keen observer) , 
on being asked by Bhimasena, will explain the religious prac
tices ( about which a question is) asked by you. 

1 4- 1 7a. 0 Brahma, he will be the founder of the practices 
and the very mighty Vrkodara, Pai).QU's son, will be the propa
gator. He, the religious-minded one, is (called) Vrkodara be
cause in his belly lies the sharp fire called Vrka. The great one, 
who would have the strength of a myriad of elephants, would 
be a great eater, ( for) even the fire of hunger of a religious 
but weak person is sharp while fasting. 

1 7b- 1 9. This vow is superior to all (other) vows since 
Vasudeva, the lord of the world will tell ( so) . The vow gives 
the fruit of all sacrifices and destroys all sins . It  subdues all 
evils ; it is honoured by all gods . It is the ( most) pure of the 
pure ( objects ) ;  and the (most) auspicious of the auspicious 
things ; it is the best among the future and the past things . 

Vasudeva said: 

20-2 1 .  0 Bhima, if you are not able to observe a fast on 
the eighth or fourteenth or on o ther days (with the rise) of 
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ausp1c1ous stars , then having fasted on this excellent day, tlie 
destroyer of sin,  according to the proper rite, reach the highest 
position of Vi�J.lU. 

22-28. When it is the tenth day of the bright half of 
1\fagha, anoint ing his body with ghee, a man should bathe 
with sesamum ; similarly (saying) ' ( My) salutation to NarayaJ.la' 
he should worship Vi�J.lu. Worshipping the feet ( of the deity 
he should say) 'My salutation to Kr�I.la' ; worshipping the head 
( of the deity he should say) 'My salutation to Kni.latman' ; 
worshipping the throat (he should say ) ' My salutation to 
Vaikui.ltha' ; and worshipping the chest (he should say) 'My 
salutation to Srivatsadharin, to Sankhin, Gadin, Cakrin and 
Varada' .  Thus having worshipped Sava NarayaJ.la, invoking 
(him by various epithets) in due order, he should further wor

ship the belly ( saying) 'My salu tation to Damodra' ; he should 
worship the waist (saying) 'My salutation to Paficajana' ; he 
should worship the thighs (saying ) 'My salutation to Saubha
gyanatha' ; he should worship the knees (saying) ' My saluta
tion to Bhiitadharin' ; he should worship the shanks ( saying) 
'My salutation to Nila' ; he should worship the feet saying 'My 
salutation to Visvabhuj' .  (He should also say) , 'My sa lutation 
to Devi,  to Santi, to Lak!;!rili, to Sri , to Tu�ti , to Pu�ti, to 
Dhrti, to Vyu�ti' . He should worship Garu9a ( saying ) ,  ' My 
salutation to the bird, viz . Vihanganatha (i. e .  the lord of 
birds) , Vayuvega ( i .e. having the speed of wind ) ,  and 
Vi�apramathana' .  

29-32. Having thus worshipped Govinda (i. e. Vi �J.lu) , and 
Siva and Vinayaka (i . e. Garuc;la) with sandal, flowers, incense 
and eatables of various kinds, and having eaten with ghee, the 
(boiled) mixture of rice and peas with a few spices,1 sprinkled 
over with ghee ( prepared from the milk) of cow, and having 
gone to another place, should take a piece of stick of nyagrodka 
or kkadira and clean his teeth ; and facing the north-east direc
tion he should offer the evening prayer at the sunset ; he should 
say, 'My salutation to NarayaJ.la ; I have sought your refuge. ' 

33-35a. Going without food on the eleventh day and 

1. Krsara : a dish consisting of sesamum and grains, mixture of rice and 
peas with a few spices .  
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having worshipped Kesava, and remaining that night by him, 
who lies on the bed of Se�a (i.e .  Vi�l)u ) and having offered (an 
oblation ) to fire with ghee through best brahma.l)as, (he should 
say) , 'I shall have the food with sweetened milk on the twelfth ; 
let me have it without any difficulty' .  

35b-38. 0 king, having said so, he  should sleep on  the 
ground ; having heard a historical story and having, when the 
dawn has broken, gone to the river and having taken a bath 
he should avoid heretics. 

Having offered the Sandhya (prayer) according to the 
proper procedure and having offered libation to the manes, and 
having saluted Hnikesa, lying on a bed, the wise one should get 
fashioned a pavilion in front of his house ; and also, 0 killer of 
enemies, he should fashion an altar four hands (in length and 
breadth) . 

39-4 1 .  There he should put an ornamental arch of the 
length of four hands ; in the middle he should put a pitcher 
with a hole of the size of a bean and full of water ; sitting on 
the deer-hide, under the pitcher, he should sustain (i .e. allow 
to fall ) the stream of  water with ( i . e . on) his head for the whole 
night. Since those who are well-versed in the Vedas know that 
many streams give great fruit, therefore, 0 best of the Kurus, 
a restrained brahmal)a should get it done. 

42-44a. He should get fashioned a crescent moon in the 
south, a circle in the west and the figure of an asvattha-leaf in the 
north ; the brahmal)a, devoted to Vi�l)u, should get fashioned a 
lotusfigure in the centre ; and also at various spots to the east and 
south of the altar ; and being intent on Vi�l)u, he should sustain 
on the head the stream of water (i .e. allow the stream of water 
to fall on his head) . 

44b-45a. The second altar is of (i.e. meant for) the deity ; 
there he should fashion a lotus with a pericarp ; in the centre 
of it he should install (the image of) the god viz .  Puru�ottama 
( i.e .  Vi!i!l)u) . 

45b-46 . He should, having made there a basin, having 
three girdles (i .e.  parts) , and having the face like the female 
organ of generation, offer into the fire in it, barley, ghee and 
sesamum through brahmal)as, (to the accompaniment )  of ( the 
recital of) sacred texts . 
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47-48, Having done (this) he should perform there a 
sacrifice in honour of Vi�J;tu. He should carefully offer (i .e .  
drop )  a stream of ghee into the central (part of the) basin ; he 
should drop a stream of milk on (the image of ) the god of gods 
and that water on himself. He should drop the stream of pure 
ghee of half the size (of the water stream) .  

49-5 Ia. 0 you of great might, he should also (drop) the 
streams of water and milk if he so desires for the whole night. 
Having put thirteen water-pitchers along with eatables of 
various kinds, decorated with white garments and with vessels 
having udumbara-shoots and jewels of five kinds, he should get 
a sacrifice performed byfour brahmaJ;tas knowing many �gvedic 
verses and facing the north. 

5 1  b-53.  He should also get the Rudra ( -prayers ) repeated 
by four brahmaJ;tas well-versed in Yajurveda. He should get the 
songs of praise of VilliJ;tU recited by four brahmaJ;tas well-versed 
in Samaveda. Thus he, free from the vanity of wealth, should 
honour the twelve brahma:r_1as by (giving them) clothes, flowers, 
anointment, rings, bracelets, golden chains, and also garments 
and beds. 

54. He should thus pass the night with songs and auspi
cious sounds. All these ( presents mentioned above) should be 
(given) in duplicate to the (family-) preceptor. 

55-56. Then 0 best of the Kurus, having got up in the 
c lear (i .e. bright) morning, he should give thirteen good-natured 
milch cows with their horns covered with gold, with udders, 
( adorned) with bell-metal, with their hoofs (decorated) with 
silver, with calves, and decorated with sandal. 

57-58. Having given these ( cows) to the brahmaJ;taS, 
pleased with (their having eaten articles of) food, and having 
given various kinds of umbrellas to them, and himself having 
eaten food without salt, he should allow ( the brahmaJ;tas ) to 
go, following them, with his sons and wife for seven or eight 
steps. 

59-6 l a. (At this time he should say) 'May the lord of gods 
viz. Kesava, the destroyer of sufferings, be pleased here (i.e. 
with this) ' . In this way, by the order of his preceptor he should 
send the pitchers, the cows, the beds, the garments to the 
houses of all (the brahmaJ;tas) . 0 Bhima, in the absence of 
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many beds, a householder should give (at least) one fully 
furnished bed. 

6 l b-63 .  0 foremost of the Kurus, he who desires ample 
wealth, should pass that day having read ( i.e .  by reading 
accounts in ) history and Pura:r:tas . Therefore, 0 13himasena, 
mustering courage and being free from jealousy, observe pro
perly this vow as told by me to you through love. This vow 
observed by you will be ( known) by your name. 

64. This is that auspicious Bhimadviidasi which destroys all 
sins and which was called Ka{JiiiiJ.ini in former Kalpas. 

65.  0 you best among the great heroes, be the first 
observer (of this vow of Bhimadviidaif) by remembering and tell
ing ( about) which all the sin of the lord of gods was destroyed. 

66. Having seen her (i.e. Saci) dear to the celestial nymphs 
and made a prostitute in other existences, (the lord favoured 
her and) though she was born in a Vaisya family, she, the 
daughter of Puloman1, became the wife of Indra. 

67.  There ( i.e. in that existence ) also she ( i .e. Saci, wife 
of Indra) had an attendant who is now my (wife) Satyabhama. 
She formerly did this very auspicious thing; and so became (i.e. 
was born as) Vedavati, a brahma:r:ta's daughter. 

68. Formerly the Sun, of a thousand rays, bathed with a 
thousand streams on this auspicious day ; he then having reach
ed the lustrous orb, became the lord of the stars and planets . 

69. This vow (alone) was observed by great Indras, and 
many crores of gods and their enemies. Even though there be 
myriads of tongues in the mouths it is not possible to describe 
the fruit of this ( vow) . 

70. Even the son of the lord of Yadavas will tell that the 
(observance of this) vow destroys the sins in the Kali age and 
(gives) unending (fruit) . He, who observes this ( vow) , is able 
to emancipate his manes even though they have gone to a 
hell. 

. 

7 1 -72. 0 sinless one, he who listens to ( the account of) 
this (vow) , or talks about it, or recites it with devotion for 
obliging others, would be Viwu's devotee and would be 

1 .  PulomtJn: Name o f  a demon, the father-in-law o f  Indra ( Puruhlita) .  
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honoured by Indra. 0 sinless one, that twelfth day of the 
bright fortnight of Magha, which was called Kalyiir;ini in a 
former creation, will be observed (as auspicious ) by Pfu,:u;lu's 
son, will give inexhaustible merit and will have (its name) 
preceded by (the word ) Bhima ( i .e. will be called Bhima
dviidasi) . 

Brahmii said: 

73-74a. 0 revered one, in (i .e.  from) the Purfu)as, I have 
heard about the origin of the castes and the stages of human 
life ;  and also I have learnt about good conduct along with the 
details of the branches of the science of religion . I (now) desire 
to hear the true account of the conduct of prostitutes . 

The Lord said: 

74b-77. 0 Brahman, born from the lotus, in the same city 
there will be sixteen thousand wives of Vasudeva . KnJ'}.a, the 
universal soul, having eyes like those of a deer, the dignified 
scion of Yadu family, who had put the garland of Malati 
flowers on his head , and being adorned with his praiseworthy 
wives, will enjoy with them in a garden rich with flowers, and 
situated on the bank of a lake, in the spring season abounding 
in cuckoos and swarms of bees. 

78-79. Samba, Jambavati 's son , adorned with all ( kinds 
of ornaments ) , going along with the path nearby, really of 
the form of Cupid, will l;>e longingly seen by the ladies and 
passion will be aroused in the hearts of them who will be 
tormented by the arrows of Cupid. 

80-83. He, the lord of the world , the omniscient master, 
having perceived it with his eye of contemplation , will say to 
them : "The evil being will kidnap you, since you have thus 
entertained the passion of love {for Samba) in my presence. " 
Then the revered lord , the cause of beings, the holder of the 
bow made of horn, being propitiated ( by the ladies ) tormented 
with the curse, will say this : " ( You will observe) the vow, 
beneficial in the future, which sage Diilbhya , emancipator of 
the fishermen living in the north and of an unlimited (generosity 
of) mind will tell you." 
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84-87a. Saying so and leaving them, the lord vanished. 
Then after a ( long) time when the burden (on the earth as a 

result of the great Bharata war) will be lightened and when the 
fight with clubs1 (among the Yadavas) will be over, when 
Kesava will have come back to the heaven, when the entire 
Yadu-family will be no more, when even Arjuna will be defeat
ed by the thieves, when Knl}.a's wives will be kidnapped 
and will be enjoyed by the fishermen for a hundred million 
years and when they will be ( thus) tormented, a devout soul, 
Dalbhya by name, with great penance ( to his credit ) will come 
there .  

87b-90. Having honoured him with a respectful offering, 
having saluted him again and again, (and ) being frequently 
talked to, with their eyes full of tears and remembering various 
enjoyments and divine flowers and anointment, and also their 
husband, the undefeated and endless lord of the worlds, ( also 
remembering) the ( Dvaraka ) city of a divine prowess, and the 
many jewelled houses, as well as all the residents of Dvaraka 
and the boys of a divine form, they, standing before the sage, 
will put to him this question: 

9 1 -93. "0 revered sir, all of us have been perforce enjoyed 
by the evil beings ; we have slipped from (i.e. erred in) our 
duty. You are our refuge. 0 brahmal}.a, you have been formerly 
instructed by the intelligent Kesava. Why have we become 
prostitutes after having come in contact with the lord? 0 you, 
whose wealth is penance, explain to us the duties of the 
prostitutes. " 

I shall tell you what Dal bhya Caikitayana said to them. 

Diilbhya said : 
94-95 . Formerly Narada approached you, who were proud, 

while (you were) sporting in the water of the Manasa lake. All 
of you were daughters of Agni and were the nymphs in olden 
days. Not saluting Narada through haughtiness you asked the 
sage conversant with deep and abstract meditation: 

96-99.  "Advise us as to how Narayal}.a will be our hnsband." 
From him, this boon and this curse came forth ( i .e .  Narada 

1 . Mausala : The civil war among the Yiidavas. 
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gave this boon to and prouounced this curse on the ladies) in 
ancient days : "By giving a couple of beds with articles of gold 
( to a brahma�a) on the twelfth day of the bright fortnight of 
Caitra and VaWikha, Naraya�a will certainly be your husband 
(i.e. you will obtain Niiraya�a as your husband) ; ( and) since, 
you asked me ( a  question) without saluting me, due to your 
selfish addiction to your beauty and good fortune, you wil l be 
kidnapped by thieves and will become prostitutes."  

1 00- 1 06. Thus, due to  the curse of Narada and also that 
of KeSa.va, all of you, deluded by passion, have become prosti
tutes. 0 you excellent ladies, listen, even now, to what I shall 
say. The lord of lords, the best speaker, formerly said to the 
hundreds and thousands of thousands of the wives of the demons , 
the asuras ( the evil spirits-enemies of gods) , the sons of Diti 
and the goblins, when these (ladies ) were married and enjoyed 
by force ( by the gods) , after hundreds of the asuras and demons 
were killed by the gods in the war between gods and asuras 
(that took place) in ancient days : "0 you devout and beautiful 
ladies, now live as prostitutes in king's residences and in temples 
of gods ; you will obtain your livelihood from the king and the 
master ; and all of you will have good fortune as per your 
capacity. He, who enters your house with the fee should be 
served by you with attitude of love void of deceit. 

1 0 7. When the days auspicious to deities and manes 
approach, you should give, according to your capacity, cows, 
land, gold and grains. 

1 08. Observe fully the vow which I shall tell you ( now) . 
Those who are conversant with the Vedas say that this vow is 
powerful enough to get one across (the ocean of) mundane 
existence. 

1 09.  When ( the rise of the constellation) Hasta, Pu�ya or 
Punarvasu falls on a Sunday, a lady should bathe properly with 
(her body anointed with) herbs. 

I I  0. At that time, he, having the five arrows as his soul 
(i .e. Cupid ) ,  will go (i.e. remain) near Hari. She should 
worship the lotus-eyed (god i.e. Vi��u) , foJlowed bv eulogies 

of Cupid. 
I I I - I I 7a. She should worship the feet (of the image of the 

deity saying :) 'My salutation to Kama' ; (she should worship ) 
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the shanks ( saying : )  'My salutation to Vaimohakarin' ; ( she 
should worship) the generative organ (of the image of the deity 
saying :)  ' My salutation to Kandarpanidhi'; ( she should worship) 
the waist of (the image of the deity saying :)  'My salutation to 
Pritiman' ; ( she (should worship) the navel of the deity's image 
saying : )  ' My salutation to Saukhyasamudra' ; similarly ( she 
should worship) the belley (of the deity's image saying:)  'My 
salutation to Vamana' ; (she should worship) the heart (of the 
deity's image saying : )  'My salutation to Hrdaye§a' ; ( she should 

worship) the breasts (i .e.  the chest of the deity's image saying; ) 
'My salutation to Alhadakarin' ;  she should worship the left 
shoulder (of the dei ty's image saying :) 'My salutation to 
Pu�pabaQ.a;'  (she should worship) the head (of the deity saying) 
my salutation to Manasa' ; ( she should worship) the hair (of 
the deity's image saying) 'My salutation to Vilola' ; similarly 
she should worship the head of the god of gods ( saying : )  'My 
saiutation to the soul of all' . (She should also say : )  •My 
salutation to Siva, Santa, Capaiikusadhara (the holder of a 
bow and goad) , to Gadin (holder of a mace) , to Pitavastra, and 
Sankhacakradhara (holder of the conch and disc) . '  'My salutation 
to NarayaQ.a, to Kiimadevatman. My salutation to Santi, Priti, 
Rati, Sri, Pu�ti, Tu�ti, and Sarvarthasampada (i.e. having all 
kinds of wealth) '. 

l l 7b- 12 I . Having thus worshipped Govinda, the lord of 
the form of Anaiiga, the lady having made an offering with 
sandal, flowers and incense, and then having invited a brahmaQ.a 
knowing customary observances, who has mastered the Vedas 
and who is without any deformity, and then having honoured 
him with adoration of sandal, flowers etc. she should give the 
brahmaQ.a rice of the measure of a prastha1 along with a pot of 
ghee, ( saying:) 'May Madhava be pleased' . She should bear in 
mind that the best brahmaQ.a, who has eaten well according to 
his sweet will, is Kamadeva meant for Rati. The lady should 
do whatever the best brahmaQ.a desires. 

122- 1 23a. She, speaking with a smile, should offer herself 
with all sincerity (to the brahmaQ.a) . In this way she should do 

1 .  Prastha: a particular measure of capacity equal to 32 palas. 
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all this on a Sunday. The offering of rice of the measure of a 
prastha (should be made) for thirteen months. 

1 23b- 1 30a. Then when the thirteenth month arrives, the 
wise lady should give the brahmal)a a furnished bed, well
arranged with a pillow and an auspicious coverlet, along with 
a lamp, shoes, an umbrella, and wooden shoes. Having adorned 
him, along with his wife, with golden strings and rings, fine 
garments with bracelets , and incense, flowers and anointment, 
she should give the brahmal)a with the accompaniment of the 
sacred text, 'As I never see any difference between Kama and 
Kesava, so like that only I should always have my desires ful
filled', the image of Kamadeva with that of his wife, fixed on a 
pitcher ( full )  of jaggery, and seated on a copper pot, with 
golden eyes and covered over with (a piece of) cloth, along with 
a pot of bell-metal and a sugar-cane, and also and complete cow . 
Similarly the best brahmal)a should accept the golden (image 

of the) deity and should recite the Vedic text 'Who gave it? 
Kama gave it' . 

1 30b- 1 32a. Then having circumambulated and allowed the 
best brahmal)a to go, she should take all ( the articles) like the 
bed, the seat, to the brahmal)a's house. Since then whosoever 
comes to her house for sexual enj oyment should be similarly 
honoured on a Sunday and should always be adored. 

1 32b- 1 35 .  Thus ti l l  the thirteenth month arrives, she 
should gratify a brahmal)a and then send him to his house; with 
his permission ( she may entertain ) a handsome (person) till 
he arrives (to her residence ) .  When she has a difficulty as 
a result of impurity due to child-birth or abortion or from the 
king or a d ifficulty due to divine or human (forces) or due to an 
eclipse, then she should offer herself according to her capacity, 
for fifty-eight times . 

1 36- 1 42.  This (vow) I have especially narrated to you,  
since this is the duty that should be always performed by the 
prostitutes in this world.  ( She should pray to God :) "0 god, as 
you are never abandoned by (i .e.  as you are always in contact 
with) your bed, similarly, 0 Madhusiidana, may my bed be 
always occupied . "  She should also get produced ( i .e.  have ) the 
sound of songs and musical instruments . I have told you this 
entire practice ( to be fol lowed) by prostitutes, which was 
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formerly narrated by Indra to the demonesses. Therefore now it  
i s  proper for you too ( to follow it) . She, the auspicious lady, 
who serves this exalted vow, destroying all sins and giving an 
unending fruit, and which is said to be difficult to be observed 
by auspicious ladies, establishes herself in the world ofMadhava. 
Being honoured by all the hosts of gods she goes to Vigm's 
position, causing delight. 

Having told the ladies this vow called Anaiiga-dana, that 
(sage) whose wealth is his penance, will go to his place ; and 0 

you superhuman being, the ladies will observe this full vow. 

CHAPTER TWENTYFOUR 

The Vow of Angiiraka Caturthi 

Brahmii said : 
I .  0 revered sir, tell me ( about ) that (vow) which causes 

ble.ssing ( i .e .  divine favour) to a man as well as a woman, and 
by ( the observance of) which there will be no gr ief, disease, 
fear or sorrow. 

Satikara said : 

2-3. On the second day of the dark half of Srava1;1a, Madhu
siidana always lives with his wife in the milky ocean. A man 
would get (i .e. fulfil ) all his desires by worshipping Govinda 
on that (day). He should give the present of a cow, gold etc. 
as was done in seven hundred Kalpas. 

4. He should arrange inv�..cation, worship as (told ) before. 
This dvitiyii ( i.e. the second day ) is called Asilnyaiayanii. 

5- 1 0. On that day, having worshipped Vi�J;tu according to 
the proper procedure with the following sacred texts he should 
have the sound of singing and musical instruments : "0 Sri
vatsadharin, 0 Srikanta, 0 Sripati , 0 Sridhara, 0 Avyaya 
( the immutable one ) ,  may not my stage of a householder, which 
grants righteousness, worldly prosperity and desire of sensual 
enjoyments, perish. 0 Puru�ottama, may my fires, my deities 
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not perish. May my manes not perish, due to the discord bet
ween husband and wife. As god Hari is never separated from 
Lak�mi, in the same way let my relation with the wife be not 
severed. 0 Varada ( granter of boons ) ,  0 Madhusiidana, as 
your bed is not unoccupied by Lak�mi, in the same way may 
my bed also remain occupied. "  A person (who is economically ) 
weak, (should use) the bell, as it contains (the sounds of) all 
musical instruments. 

l l a. Having worshipped Govinda thus he should take 
meals without oil. At night (he should eat food) free from salt 
till the four watches ( pass) . 

1 1  b- 14a. When the morning breaks, he should give an un
usual bed with a lamp, food, vessels, and with wooden sandals, 
shoes, an umbrella, a chowrie, and also with the desired articles, 
and covered with white flowers and cloth to a brahmaQ.a who 
is not deformed who is a devotee of Vi�Q.U, who is a man of family 
and who is well-versed in the Vedas, but never to the husband 
of a barren woman. 

14b-1 6a. Having seated there a ( brahmaQ.a-) couple and 
adorning them properly he should give the wife a vessel with 
(articles of) food. To the brahmaQ.a also he should give a golden 
image of the god of gods with ( other) ornaments along with a 
pitcher of water. 

16b-20a. A man who, in this way, free from the vanity of 
wealth and intent upon NarayaQ.a (i .e .  Vi�Q.u ) ,  observes ( the 
vow of) Asilnyasayana ( in honour) of Hari, is never separated 
from his wife. 0 Brahman, a woman also ( who observes this 
vow does not become) a widow as long as the moon, the sun 
and the stars last. A couple also does not become deformed and 
afilicted with grief. 0 grandsire, his sons, beasts and jewels do 
not perish. One who observes (this vow of) Asilnya.fayana is 
honoured in the world of Vi�Q.U for thousands and hundreds of 
Kalpas. 

Brahmii said: 

20b-2 I a. How can there be (i .e. how can one have) good 
health, prosperity, intellect and firmness in religious practices? 
How also can there be ( i .e. can one have) perfect devotion for 
Vi�Q.U ? 
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The Lord said:  

21 b. 0 Brahman, you have asked well. I shall now tell you 
about the conversation between Virocana and Bhargava. 

22-23. 0 Brahman , seeing the sixteen-year old son of 
Prahlada and seeing his form that son of Bhrgu laughed. "0 
Virocana of mighty arms, bravo, well-being to you ." 

24-25a. The destroyer of the gods (i.e .  Virocana ) seeing 
him laughing, asked him: "0 brahman, why did you laugh at 
me like this and why did you say to me 'Bravo' ?" 

25b-27a. The best among speakers (i .e .  Bhargava) said to 
him who spoke like this : "I laughed through wonder due to the 
greatness of the vow. Formerly when the trident-holder ( i.e. 
Siva) was angry (and ready) for destroying Dak�a, a drop of 
perspiration produced on the forehead of him of a fearful face, 
dropped down. 

27b-28. That ( drop )  having broken asunder the seven 
nether regions consumed the seven oceans. He was having many 
faces and eyes and terrible like bright fire. Being endo
wed with hands and feet, he was known as Virabhadra. 

29-33. He who had destroyed (Dak�a's)  sacrifice, and had 
submerged the beings was prevented from burning the three 
worlds by Siva (who said :) '0 Virabhadra, you have destroyed 
Dak�a's sacrifice ; now desist from this act of burning the (three) 
worlds . By giving peace ( to all) be the foremost among all the 
planets. Purified in mind people will worship you, (and) 0 son 
of the earth, you will be known as Angaraka. Your form will 
be matchless in the world of gods . Those men, who will worship 
you on the fourth day (of the month) , will have unending 
beauty, (good) health and prosperity. ' 

34. 0 King, thus addressed, he who took any form at his 
will , became calm, and at that very moment turned into a 
planet. 

35-36a. Once standing near, you saw that (planet) being 
worshipped with oblations etc. by a Siidra. Due to that you be
came a handsome demon-fire to the family of your enemies. 

36b-37a. Since from you, far-going lustre of various types 
was produced, therefore gods and demons call you Virocana. 

3 7b-38. I was amazed because ( merely ) by seeing the vow 
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(being observed ) by a Siidra, you got such a handsome form. 
Therefore I uttered (the word ) 'Bravo ' ,  0 your excellent 
greatness ! 

39-4 l a. If merely by seeing (the vow being performed) 
one gets handsomeness and prosperity , then what (would one 
get) who observes ( the vow ) ? 0 demon, since you saw the worship 
of the son of the earth (i .e .  Aiigiiraka) which was offered with 
devotion by a Siidra, you were born from the womb ( of the wife )  
of  the enemy o f  gods ." Having heard these words of the great
souled Bhiirgava , the hero, the son of Prahliida again asked 
Bhargava. 

Virocana said: 
41 b-42. 0 revered sir, I desire to listen to (the account of) 

that vow fully and accurately. Please explain to me the gift that 
was seen by me when it was being given ( to a briihmal}.a) and 
about the importance and procedure of that vow. 

43-46. Hearing these words ( of Virocana ) the briihmal}.a 
(i.e. Bhiirgava) spoke respec tfully : 

"0 demon, when the fourth day of a month falls on 
Tuesday , a man adorned with a ruby should bathe with (i . e. 
after anointing himself with) clay. Having bathed, and facing 
the north, he should mutter the sacred text : 'Fire is the head of 
the heaven'. Free from any enjoyment, a Siidra, remembering 
Bhauma, should observe silence ; and when the sun has set, he 
should smear the courtyard with cowdung and having decora
ted it with garlands of flowers and sacred grains all round, should 
draw there a lotus having eight leaves, with saffron. 

4 7. In the absence of saffron, red sandal is recommended. 
Four pots containing food should be prepared, along with 
anointed s�ili-rice and rubies . 

48-52a. Putting them in four corners, he should put various 
fruits and also everything like sandal, flower etc. Having ador
ned a tawny cow having golden horns and udders of beH-metal 
with silver hoofs and a piece of cloth, and also having adorned 
an auspicious bull with red hoofs, he should give them and 
grains with seven garments, as well as a golden (image of} man 
of the size of the thumb, having four long arms and hands made 
of gold (and placed) in a copper vessel on jaggery and with 
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ghee-he should give all this to a brahmaJ).a, who knows the 
notes of the Sarna (veda ) ,  who has restrained his senses, who 
is endowed with (good) speech, ( handsome) form and (good) 
character, who is a man with a family and who does not have 
religious hypocrisy. 

52b-53a. '0 illustrious son of the earth, 0 you born of the 
sweat of the trident-holder (i .e .  Siva) , I,  desiring a ( hand
some) form, am seeking your refuge ; accept my respectful 
offering ; my salutation to you. '  

53b-54. Having offered a respectful offering with 
sandal-water to the accompaniment of this sacred text he should 
then honour the brahmaJ).a with flowers, garments etc. To the 
accompaniment of the same sacred text he should give (the 
representation of) Bhauma along with a pair of a cow and a 
bull. 

55-56a. He, who has the capacity should give a fully-furnish
ed bed. Desiring the imperishability of whatever is given ( in 
charity) he should give whatever is most liked in the world and 
desired in the house to a virtuous brahmaJ).a. 

56b-5 7. Then having circumambulated the best brahma.J).a 
he should allow him to go . At night he should take ( sweetened ) 
milk. In this way ( he should observe this vow of) Aiigaraka 
eight times or four times. I shall tell you what religious merit is 
(got by observing this vow) . 

58-61 . A devotee of Vi�J).u or Siva endowed with good form 
and fortune in every existence would become the king of the 
seven islands. For seven Kalpas he is honoured in the world of 
Rudra. Therefore 0 lord of demons, you too observe the full 
vow (i.e. observe it fully ) .  0 king, you too observe all this, 
since those well-versed in the Vedas describe it to be inexhau
stible. The lord bestows everything on him who listens to its 
account with a concentrated mind." 
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CHAPTER TWENTYFIVE 

The Vow of if.dityasayana 

Bhipna said: 

I .  Tell me about the vow that is desirable for one who is 
unable to observe fasts due to lack of practice or ill health . 

Pulastya said: 

2. Hear about that great vow in (the performance of) 
which meal at night is prescribed for those who are unable to 
observe fas ts . 

3. It is called if.dityasayana in which Saii.kara is to be 
properly worshipped. (Listen to) the conjunctions of constel
lations (and planets), which, those who are well-versed in the 

Purfu;las, prescribe. 
4. That seventh day of the month which fa lls on Sunday 

with Hasta ( rising on that day) , and on which there is also the 
transition1 of the Sun, is the one which satisfies all desires . 

5. With (the utterance of) the names of the Sun, a man 
should worship Uma and Mahesvara ; and hereafter he should 
worship both the Sun and the Phallus of Siva. 

6. Since no distinction is ever made between the lord of 
Uma (i.e. Siva) and the Sun, therefore, 0 best of kings , he should 
worship the Sun at his house. 

7 .  With (the appearance of) Hasta ( in the sky he should 
worship the feet (of the image ofthe Sun, saying :) 'My salutation 
to Siirya.' On (the appearance of) Citra (in the sky, he should 
worship) the region of the ankles (of the Sun's image, saying :) 
'My salutation to Arka' . On ( the appearance of) Svati ( in the 
sky, he should worship) the shanks (of the Sun's image, saying:) 
'My salutation to Puru�ottama' . On ( the appearance of) the 
Vi.Sakha (in the sky, he should worship) the region of knees (of 
the Sun's image, saying :)  'My salutation to Dhatr.' 

8. Then (on the appearance) of Anuradha the couple of 
the thighs of (the image of) the Sun should be worshipped . On 

1 .  SamkriJnti: Passage from one point to another, transition , the passage 
of the Sun or any planetary body from one zodiacal sign into another. 
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(the appearance of) JyeHhii ( in the sky, he should worship ) 
the organ of generation (of the image of the Sun saying : ) 'My 
salutation to Anailga'. On (the appearance of) Miila (in the 
sky, he should worship) the waist of the image, saying :) 'My 
saluation to the fearful Indra' .  

9.  On (the appearance of) the two viz .  Piirva and Uttara 
A�adha (in the sky, he should worship) the navel (of the image 
saying : )  'My salutation to Tva�tr with seven horses' . On (the 
appearance of) SravaJ;ta ( in the sky, he should worship) the ears 
(of the image saying :) 'My salutation to Tik�amsu'. On (the 
appearance of) Dhani�tha (in the sky, he should worship) the 
sides and the back ( of the image. saying :) 'My salutation to 
Vikartana' . 

10. On ( the appearance of Satataraka (in the sky, he should 
worship) the chest (of the image, saying: ) 'My salutation to 
Dhvanta-viniisana li .e .  to the destroyer of darkness) ' .  On the 
appearance of the two, viz. Piirva and Uttara Bhadrapada (in 
the sky ) ,  he should worship the arms (of the image saying : )  
•My salutation to  Ca:I;t(iakara' . 

I I .  0 king, on ( the appearance of) Revati (in the sky ) ,  the 
couple of the hands (of the image) should be worshipped 
(saying :) 'My salutation to Samnam Adhisa (i.e. to the lord 
of the Samans) '. Similarly on (the appearance of) Asvini ( in 
the sky) , the nails ( of the image) should be worshipped by a 
man (saying : )  'My salutation to Saptasvadhurandhara ( i.e .  
having seven excellent horses) . ' 

1 2 . On (the appearance of) BharaJ;ti (in the sky) , the throat 
(of the image) should be worshipped ( saying :) 'My salutation 
to Divakara of severe lustre' . 0 you descendant of Bharata, on 
( the appearance of) Krttika and Rohi:I;ti (in the sky, a man) 
should worship the lips (of the image ) .  

1 3 .  On (the appearance of) Mrga ( in the sky ) ,  the tongue 
(of the image) of Purari should be worshipped. On (the appear
ance of) Ardra (in the sky) , (a man) should worship the teeth 
(of the image saying :) 'My salutation to Hari' . On (the 
appearance of) Punarvasu (in the sky) , the nose (of image) 
of Siva, should be worshipped (saying:) 'My salutation to 
Savitr' .  
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1 4. On {the appearance of) Pu�ya ( in the sky) , the forehead 
(of the image should be worshipped saying : ) 'My salutation 
to Ambhoruha, and the hair (should be worshipped saying : 
'My salutation' to Vedasariradharin'. On (the appearance of} 
Asle�a (in the sky) , (he should worship} the head (saying : )  
'My salutation to  Vibudhapriya'. On (the appearance of) 
Magha (in the sky) , he should worship the ears ( of the image). 

1 5 . On the appearance af Piirva (in the sky) , he should 
properly worship the eyes of ( the image of) Sambhu (saying :) 
'My salutation to Go-brahmal).a-nandana (i .e .  to him who 
delights the cows and the brahmal).as) .' On (the appearance of) 
Uttara-phalguni (in the sky), he should worship the eye-brows 
of the image (saying : )  My salutation to Visvesvara' . 

1 6. ( He should also say :)  'My salutation to the holder of 
the noose, the goad, the lotus, the trident, the skull, the serpent, 
the (crescent- )  moon and the bow, and also to Siva, the root 
(i .e .  the cause) of the destruction of the demon Gaja and of 
Cupid, and (the demon) Andhaka etc . '  

1 7 . Thus having worshipped the various parts (of the body 
of the image) ,  he should worship the head saying : 'My salutation 
to Siva' .  Here (i. e .  during this vow) also he should eat food free 
from oil and salt, should not eat flesh and food left over. 

1 8- 1 9 .  Thus, 0 king, having eaten only at night, he should, 
on the day of Punarvasu, present a measure of Sali-rice, an 
udumbara fruit, ghee, along with gold, after having placed (these 
things ) in a vessel, to a brahmal).a. On the seventh conclusion 
of the fast he should give a pair of garments or more (to a 
brahmal).a) . 

20. 0 you descendant of Bharata, when the conclusion of 
the fourteenth fast has come (i . e . at the time of the conclusion 
of the fourteenth fast) he should devoutly feed a brahmal).a 
withjaggery, (sweetened ) milk, ghee etc. 

2 1 -25. Having fashioned a golden lotus with eight leaves 
and a pericarp, which should be pure, of the length of eight 
fingers and should have petals of rubies ; having prepared an 
excellent bed, free from improper protuberances, with a pillow 
and a cushion, with a good carpet and a coverlet, along with 
wooden sandals, shoes, an umbrella, a chowrie, a seat, a mirror 
and ornaments, and also with fruits, garments ; and having placed 
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that (golden) lotus on it (i . e .  on the bed) , he should give i t  
(and ) a tawny cow of good qualities, giving profuse milk, 
having good habits , with her hoofs (adorned ) with silver, horns 
decorated with gold, udders with bell-metal, along with her 
calf to a brahmaJ.la in the forenoon to the accompaniment of 
the sacred text (given below) ; he should not tarry (in this 
matter ) .  

26-2 7 . '0 Aditya, as your body is always occupied by Kiinti 
(lustre) , Dhrti ( energy) , Sri ( splendour) and Pu�ti (nourish
ment) , in the same way may I have prosperity. As the gods do 
not know anyone other than you as superior and innocent, so 
emancipate me from the entire painful ocean of the worldly 
existence. ' 

28. Then having gone round (the brahmaJ.la) he should 
allow (him) to go . He should take all that-the bed , the cow 
etc. to the house of the brahmana. 

29. One should not disclose
. 
this vow of (Siva) having the 

crescent-moon on his head, to a man of bad character, or a 
hypocrite or to those who are connected with impious acts with 
reference to cows, brahmaJ.laS and gods or to him whe very much 
indulges in calumny. 

30.  This secret (vow) which causes delight and which is au
spicious, should be narrated to a restrained devotee. Those who 
are well-versed in the Vedas say that this (vow) destroys the sin 
of people (who are) great sinners . 

3 1 . A man, who observes this vow devoutly, is not separa
ted from his relatives, sons, wealth, wives and gives delight to 
gods.  He, and also a woman, who observe this vow devoutly do 
not meet with a disease, nor with grief or delusion. 

32 . This (vow of Siva) was formerly observed by Vasi�tha, 
Arjuna, Kubera (and) Indra. Even by its narration all sins 
perish. There is no doubt about it . 

33 .  He, who thus recites or listens to this ( vow called ) 
Ravi-sayana, would ; become dear to Indra. He, who observes 
this ( vow) brings (i .e .  takes) to heaven even (those of) his 
manes who have fallen into hell. 

34-35. The great sages have recommended asvattha, vata 
and the udumbara tree, and also the tree of nandiSa, of jambu and 
bilva ; in each of the couple of months, beginning with Marga-
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sir�a, he should use, one by one, (the wood of) each of these 
trees (for making a brush) to clean his teeth . 

36-37. At the conclusion (of the vow) , he should give food 
with curds, a cushion, a flag and a chowrie, and also five 
water-pitchers with gems to brahm�as. He should not have 
vanity about his wealth ; if he has, he gets blemishes . 

CHAPTER TWENTYSIX 

The Vow of RohiT)icandraJayana 

Bhimza said: 

I .  Tell me properly about the vow of the cool-rayed one 
(i.e. the Moon) ,  by (the observance of) which a man would be 

endowed with a long life, good health and his family's great 
prosperity, as well as a ( handsome) form and ( noble) family, 
in every existence. 

Pulastya said : 

2-3. I shall ( now) tell you fully the secret (vow) leading 
to the unending ( residence in) heaven, (and) which those who 
are well-versed in the PuraQaS know. This vow is here called 
Rohivi-candra-Jayana. A man should perform NarayaQa's worship 
with the accompaniment of the epithets of the Moon in (i.e. 
while observing) that vow. 

4-5. When the fifteenth day of the bright fortnight (i .e .  the 
full-moon day) falls on Monday or the Brahmanak�atra appears 
on the full-moon day, a man should bathe with the mixture of 
the five products of the cow and with mustard ; the wise one 
should again mutter the text ' (Please) grow' for one hundred 
and eight times. 

6 .  Even a Siidra, free from ( the company of) heretics, 
should devoutly repeat (the text:) 'My repeated salutations to 
Soma Varada and to Vi�Qu'. 
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7. Having muttered the text, and having come (back) to 
his own house, he should, repeating the names of Soma, worship 
Madhusiidana with fruits and flowers. 

8. He should worship the feet ( of the image saying :)  'My 
salutation to Soma Santa.' ( He should worship) the knees and 
shanks (of the image saying :) 'My salutation to Anantadhaman 
( i .e.  having unending lustre) ' .  He should worship the pair of 
the thighs (of the image saying :) 'My salutation to Jalodara' . 
He should worship the organ of generation (ofthe image, saying, 
'My salutation to Anarigadhaman'. 

9. The waist of Sasailka (i.e. of the image of Sasailka, the 
Moon ) should always be worshipped (with the utterance ofthe 
text:) 'My repeated salutations to K.amasukhaprada' . Similarly 
he should worship the belly ( of the image saying : )  'My saluta
tion to Amrtodara'. The navel of the image should be worship
ped (to the accompaniment of the text :) 'My salutation to 
Sasanka.' 

1 0.  He should always worship the mouth (of the image 
saying: ) 'My salutation to Candra' ;  the teeth ( of the image )  
should b e  worshipped (to the accompaniment o f  the text: 'My) 
salutation to the lord of brahmaJ.las ( i .e. the Moon) ' . The smile 
(ofthe deity) should be honoured (by saying : )  'My salutation 
to Candramas' .  He should worship the lips (of the image say
ing :) 'My salutation to Kaumodavanapriya.' 

1 1 .  (He should worship) the nose (of the image saying, 
'My salutation to the lord of the excellent herbs', and (should 
worship) the eyebrows (of the image saying : )  'My salutation 
to A.nandabija.' He should similarly worship the pair of the eyes 
( of the image) of Indu ( i. e .  the Moon, saying:)  'My salutation 
to him who causes Vi�:Q.u's lotus to bloom'. 

1 2 .  He should worship the pair of the ears (of the image 
saying : )  'My salutation to Samastadhvarapiijita (i .e. who is 
honoured in all sacrifices and) to Daityani�iidana (i . e .  the killer 
of the demons) '. He should worship the forehead (of the image) 
of Indu saying, 'My salutation to Udadhipriya (i.e. he who is 
dear to the ocean) ' ;  the hair of the lord of rays should ( also) be 
worshipped . 

1 3 .  The head of Murari (should be worshipped by a man 
saying, : )  'My salutation to Sa8ailka' ; ( he should worship )  the 
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crown (of the image saying : )  'My salutation to Visvesvara' ; he 
should also salute the Moon's spouse by name Rohil).i addressing 
her as Padmapriya, Lak�mi, (and should also say :) 'My saluta
tion to Saubhagya-saukhyamrta-sagara ( i .e .  to the ocean of the 
nectar of good fortune and happiness ) ' .  

14- 1 5a. Having honoured the goddess, viz . the wife of Indu 
(i.e .  the Moon ) ,  with fragrant flowers and with offerings and 
incense etc. and having slept on the ( bare) ground, and having 
got up and bathed and having enjoyed the offerings, he should 
give, in the morning, a golden water-pitcher to a brahmal).a, 
( to the accompaniment of the text) 'My salutation to Papa
vinasana ( i .e .  the destroyer of sins ) . '  

1 5b-1 6a. Having drunk cow-urine and having eaten food 
void of flesh and free from salt and having eaten eight and 
thirty and three morsels with ghee, he should for a while, listen 
( to accounts from) history. 

1 6b- 1 7. He should offer the flowers of Kadamba and blue 
lotuses and Ketaka-flowers, jasmine flowers, lotuses, (other) fresh 
flowers, Sinduviira-flowers and the flowers of jasmine to the 
Moon, 0 you descendent of Bharata. He should also offer to the 
Moon a white flower, a Karavira-flower and a Campaka-flower. 

18 .  Beginning with the month of Sraval).a, he should, in the 
serial order, always offer these flowers to Hari (i .e .  Vi �I).u ) ; he 
should offer in that month the flowers at the observance of the 
vow, which are available in that month. 

19 .  Thus having fasted for a year according to the pres
cribed rules, he should give a furnished bed (to a brahmal).a) at 
the end of the vow. 

20-23 .  Having got fashioned golden ( images of) Rohil).i 
and Candra-the image of Candra should be six fingers (in 
length) and that of Rohil).i ( should be) four fingers-he should, 
(placing the images) on the pitcher ( containing) sweetened milk, 
give in the morning, (to a brahmal).a couple) the images with 
eight pearls and having silver eyes , along with a vessel of bell
metal and sacred grains , and with rice and sugar-cane, to the 
accompaniment of a religious text. Having decorated a virtuous 
brahmal).a-couple with ornaments he should give the couple a 
cow with garments and pots, and also a shell-pot.  
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24-26a. He should imagine that the BrahmaQa along with 
his wife is Candra himself. (He should pray as follows :)  '0 
KnQa, as RohiQi would never abandon the bed of you of the form 
of Candra, so (should I have) food and absence of separation 
from welfare. Since, 0 Candra, you are the giver of great joy 
and salvation to all, may I have enjoyment and salvation ( due 
to you, and may I have) firm devotion to you.' 

26b-2 7. Thus, 0 sinless one, this vow is excellent (as) it 
gives a handsome form, good health and long life to one who is 
afraid of the mundane existence and desires salvation. 0 king, 
this (vow) alone is always dear to the manes. 

28. Being the lord of the three worlds for three hundred 
Kalpas, he obtains (i . e . goes to) the world of the Moon from 
which return (to the mortal world i . e. rebirth ) is difficult. 

29. If a lady observes (this vow of) RohiTJ.i-candra-sayana, she 
too gets that fruit whereby return (to the mortal world) is 
difficult. 

30. By thus narrating ( the account ofthe vow) of the Moon, 
he, who recites or listens to the worship of Madhumathana ( i.e. 
destroyer of Madhu, i.e. Vi!5QU) or intends to perform it, too, 
having gone to the residence of Sauri (i.e. Vi�Qu) is honoured 
by streams (i .e. groups ) of gods. 

CHAPTER TWENTYSEVEN 

Installation of Lakes etc. 

Bhimza said: 
l -3a. 0 brahmaQa, tel l  me in detail, about the rite (which 

is performed) with reference to lakes, gardens, ponds, wells and 
ponds full of lotuses, and temples of deities . Tell me which 
brahmaQas are employed as the priests there ;  ( tell me) also 
( about) the fees to be paid to the priests, (about) the offerings, 
the time, the place and the preceptor. 0 you of a good vow, 
tell me also about the components that are prescribed ( for the 
rite) . 
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Pulastya said: 

3b. 0 king of mighty arms, listen to the description of the 
rite performed with reference to the lakes etc. 

4-6. 0 best king, this account is narrated in the Pura:t:tas. 
'When UttariiyaT)a comes, a man, having obtained (i .e. having 
chosen) the auspicious bright half of a month, on a day declar
ed to be auspicious by the brahma:t:tas, should get fashioned an 
altar measuring four cubits, even, and having four comers and 
four openings in a region free from evil things and near a lake. 
Similarly there should be a pavilion open on four sides and of 
the measure of sixteen cubits. 

7 . Around the altar there should be holes of the measure 
of the cubit of the middle length and having three belts. 0 
prince, they should be nine, seven or five ( in number) , and 
should not have curved openings. 

8. The receptacle should be of the measure of the length 
equal to twelve angulasl, and six or seven fingers2 in expanse. 
The holes should be of the measure of a cubit3 and should have 
three belts raised at three steps. 

9 .  On all the sides there should be banners of  the same 
colour, along with flags. He should get fashioned doors of the 
branches (i .e . parts ) of (the trees viz.)  Afvattha, Udumbara, Plakfa 
and Va{a, for the pavilion in every direction. 

1 0- 1 2a. There should be eight sacrificial priests (who recite 
the prayers of the �gveda )  and eight door-keepers . There 
should be eight brahma:t:tas, well-versed in the Vedas, as the 
mutterers ( of sacred texts) . He should place ( i. e. appoint)  best 
brahma:t:tas, endowed with all (good) signs, knowing the sacred 
texts, with their senses curbed and (belonging to good) family 
and having a (noble) character. 

1 2b- 13 .  In every hole he should put pitchers, and materials 
for the sacrifice ; the seat should be white and (equipped) with 

1 .  Vitasti ; a measure of length equal to 1 2  angulos (being the distance 
between the extended th umb and little finger) . 

2. Basta ; a measure equal to 1 8  inches. 
3. Ratni ; ( seems to he a corruption of aratni )-the distance from the 

elbow to the end of the closed fist, a cubit. 
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a fan ;  there should be a very big copper-vessel. Then there 
should be offerings of various colours for each deity. 

14- 15. The wise preceptor should put ( the various things) 
on the ground after having consecrated them. The sacrificial 
post, made of the Kiira tree, should be of the length of a cubit1 
or of the size of the sacrificer ; desiring his well-being, he 
should fix it. He should engage twentyfive priests with golden 
ornaments on their persons. 

1 6- 1 7. He should give to all the priests, equally, golden 
armlets, bracelets, and also finger-rings, and various kinds of 
garments ; it is prescribed that the preceptor should be given 
double (of what is given to other priests) . He should also give 
(these things ) with a bed and also whatever is dear to himself. 

1 8-20 .  0 king, having first obtained all these, viz. golden 
(images of) a tortoise and a crocodile, silver (images) of a fish 
and a (kind of) snake ( not poisonous) , copper (images of) a 
shark and a frog and iron (image of) a porpoise, the sacrificer, 
along with his wife, sons and grandsons, should be bathed by all 
(brahmar,as ) who have mastered the Vedas, with water (mixed) 
with all herbs. 

2 1 -22. ( Then) he, having reached the western entrance, 
should enter the pavilion. He, knowing the truth, should draw 

a circle with dust of five colours to the accompaniment of aus
picious sounds and the sound of kettle-drums ; and also ( he 
should draw) a wheel with sixteen spokes and the figure of 
Brahma within a lotus. 

23-24. It should have four corners ( i .e. it should be drawn 
within a square ) , should be circular on all sides and richly 
decorated in the middle. The wise one, having fashioned the 
images of the planets and the regents of the quarters around 
the altar, should properly ins tall all of them in every direction. 
Having recited the text sacred to Varur:ta he should place the 
pitcher at the centre. 

25-26a. The wise should install ( the images of) Brahma, 
Siva and Vi�r,u there only. Having installed ( the images of) 
Vinayaka, Kamala (i . e. Lak�mi) and Ambika (i .e. Parvati) , 

1 .  Aratni : a cubit of the middle length, from the elbow to the tip of the 

little finger. 
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he should, then, for the peace of all worlds, install (the images 
of) the group of spirits. 

2Gb-28a. Having thus made the installation with flowers, 
eatables and fruits, he should cover those pitchers containing 
gems with pieces of cloth. Having on all sides, decorated the 
door-keepers with flowers and sandal he should say to them : 
' (Please ) proceed with the sacrifice' and should honour the 
preceptor. 

28b-29. Two (brii.hmar_tas) knowing the �gveda should be 
kept { i . e .  seated) in the eas t ;  two ( brii.hma:Q.as ) knowing the 
Yajurveda should be kept (i.e. seated) in the south . Two (brii.h
ma:Q.as the) singers of the Sii.maveda should be kept (i .e .  seated ) 
in the west ; and two ( brii.hma:Q.as) knowing the Atharvaveda 
should be seated in the north. The sacrificer, facing the east, 
should sit in the south. 

30 . He should again tell the sacrificing priests to (commence 
the) sacrifice : 'Please resort to the muttering of excellent sacred 
texts. '  

3 1 . Having thus advised all those mutterers (of the sacred 
texts) and he, knowing the sacred texts, having kindled the 
fire, should offer into it ghee and sacred sticks (to the accom
paniment of the recital) of sacred texts . 

32a. The sacrificial priests of the �gveda should make offer
ings all round into the fire with (the recital of) texts sacred to 

Varu:Q.a only. 
32b-35a. Having duly made offerings to the planets , and 

also to Indra and the lord , to the Maruts, the regents of the 
quarters and to Visvakarman, the priest (called) Bahrc { seated) 
in the east should mutter separately the auspicious Siintisilkta, the 
prayer to Rudra and Pavamii.na, the Puruta-silkta. The priests 
knowing Yajurveda seated in the south should recite the silkta 
(i .e .  eulogy ) of Sakra, Rudra, Budha, and also a hymn address-
ed to the demons called Ku�mii.:Q.c;la1, the s ilkta (i .e .  eulogy) of 
Jii.tavedas (i.e. Fire) , and of the Sun. 

35b-37a . The Siima-singers seated at the western door (of 
the pavilion) should sing the Siimans called Vairaja Pauru!a Silkta2, 
SauparT)a Silkta, Rudrasilkta, Saifava Sukta, Paficanidhiina Sukta, 

1 .  Kaupnaprja :  addressed ( as  a hymn) to the demons called KIJf11!4t�rJa. 
2. Pauro1a Siikta :  ].tgveda X.90. It is regarded as a very sacred hymn. 
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Giiyatra Sakta, Jyettha Silman, Viimadeva Sukta, Brhatsiiman, Raurava, 

Rathantara, the celebrated Gaviim Vrata, (the hymns called) Rak
joghna and Tama.l 

37b-38. The  priests of the Atharva Veda (seated) in the 
north, should, resorting mentally to Lord VaruJ}.a, repeat the 
Siintika and Pau1tika hymns (from the Atharvaveda) . 2  

39-4 la .  Having thus fully made the consecration of  the 
image at night of the previous day, and having brought earth 
from a hamlet where cowherds and cows stay, and where ele
phants, horses, chariots and anthills are found, he should put it  
and the herbs also into pitchers . Then bringing the yellow 
pigment, white mustard, sandal and a fragrant gum resin, he 
( i .e .  the sacrificer) should be bathed with ( water mixed with ) 
the five products of a cow. 

4 l b-43 . Having thus first duly done the bathing of the 
sacrificer to the accompaniment of great religious texts, and 
having thus spent the night in the acts performed according to 
sacred precepts, he should at clear daybreak give a hundred or 
eighty-eight or fifty or thirtysix or twentyfive cows to brahmaJ}.as. 

44-45 . Then when the time of an auspicious moment of the 
Sun's entrance into a zodiacal sign approaches, he should take 
down into water, a cow decorated with gold to the accompani
ment of Vedic texts, divine music and various musical instru
ments . 0 king, that cow should be given to a singer of Siimans. 

46-48a. Then having taken a golden vessel (decked) with 
five jewels, and then having fully placed into it the (golden ) 
crocodile, fish etc. , he should put it, while held by four 
brahmaJ}.as well-versed in Vedas and Vediingas, and containing 
the water of great rivers, into water with its opening turned 
down and facing the north. 

48b-49. Then having well-bathed (the image of) Maya, he 
should put it (into water) to the accompaniment of the sacred 

1. SaiJarJa, Paflcanidhiina, Vairtijc are names of variow Stimans-Stiman is 
first mentioned in :{lgveda X.90.9. ]Yiilhastiman-Name of a Stiman ; see 
Mahabhirata XII. Vdmadevya-perhaps stimans composed by Vamadeva, who 
was a sage credited with the authorship of a larger portion of the IV mtJflifala 
of the :{lgveda. 

2. Siintika, Paut#ka-Gertain hymns from the Atharvaveda. Atluuol.lflll
a priest or brihmal}.a whose ritual is comprised in the Atharva Veda. 
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hymn Apoh�tha and then having come (back) to the pavilion, 
and having honoured the members (of the sacrificial session) he 
should make offerings on all sides . 

50. Then he should make offerings for four days. He should 
perform the ( proper) rite on the fourth day and at that ( rite) 
also he should give (presents to brihma:r.tas ) according to his 
capacity. 

51  . Arranging the sacrificial vessels and the sacrificial 
material, he should distribute these equally among the priests. 

52. Then he should pull down the pavilion ; and he should 
give the golden vessel and a bed to a brihma:r.ta . Then, according 
to his capacity, he should feed one thousand, or eight hundred 
or fifty brihma:r.tas. 

53-54. The rite about the lakes is thus narrated in the 
Purii:r.tas. The same rite is prescribed in the case of all wells and 
reservoirs of water and lotus-pools ; and in the case of instal

lation ( of images) . 
55. In the case of palaces and gardens the difference lies in 

the sacred texts (i .e. the sacred texts are different) . In the case 
of one who does not have the capacity (to spend so much) , the 
rite as decided by Brahmi (is to be performed ) with half ( the 
expenditure) . 

56. When ( the means) are few, the rite should be performed 
(as in the case of a rite with one fire ) by (men) free from the 
vanity of wealth. The water that remains in the lakes in the 
rainy season after such a rite is performed, is considered to be 
equal to (i .e. gives the fruit of) the Agni!toma sacrifice. 

57. That (water) which remains (in the lakes) in the 
autumn gives the fruit described above. That (water ) which 
remains in the lakes in the cold and winter seasons (comprising 
of the months of Margasiq;a to Phalguna) is equal to the Vaja
peya and Atirtitra sacrifices (i.e. gives the fruit of Vajapeya and 
Atiriitra) . 

58. That ( water) which remains ( in the lakes) in the 
spring season is equal to ( i. e. gives the fruit of) the Asvamedha 
sacrifice; and that water too that remains (in the lakes ) during 
the summer excels ( the fruit of) the Rajasuya (sacrifice) . 

59-60. 0 great king, he, the pure one, who, of an extre
mely pure mind, performs these special religious deeds, goes to 
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Brahmii's abode only, and ( there) rejoices for many Kalpas. 
Having moved in many worlds, and having enjoyed (in) the 
worlds like Soal;l, with beautiful ladies for two parii.rdhas (i .e . for 
a very very long period ) ,  he, again goes to Vi�t_lU's place, obtain
able by the power of deep and abstract meditation. 

CHAPTER TWENTYEIGHT 

The Planting of Trees 

Bhi/ma said; 
l -2a. 0 brahman, tell me in detail about the rite (which is 

performed) with reference to (the planting of) trees. Also tell 
me about the worlds that are said (to exist) . 

Pulastya said; 
2b-3 .  0 King, I shall describe to you the rite with reference 

to the (planting) of trees in gardens and other places. 0 lord of 
the worlds, having accomplished everything as in the case of the 
rite with reference to the lakes, he should worship the priests, 
parts of the pavilion and also the preceptor like that (i.e. in the 
same way) . 

4-5. He should similarly honour brahmaJ.las with gold, gar
ments and anointment. He should cover the trees with garments 
after having sprinkled them with water containing all herbs and 
with curds, and (after having) decorated them with curds and 
sacred grains. Their ears should be pierced2 with a golden needle. 

6-8. He should also give (i .e. apply) collyrium to them with 
a small golden stick. He should also get fashioned seven or 
eight silver fruits; and should put each one of them on the altar 
(in the form) of the trees. Here the incense of guggulu is the 

1 .  Sua/,1 : is one of the seven worlds viz. Bh u/,1, Bhuva/,1, Sva/,1, Maha(l, 

:Jana, Tapas and SaD!a. 

2 .  Kal'(lavedhana-ear-boring ; a religious ceremony sometimes performed 
as a samskiira. 
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best. 0 king, having filled pitchers with seven kinds of grains, 
having covered them with cloth, ( having applied) sandal and 
anointment to them and having placed them in copper-vessels. 
he should put them on the trees. 

9- l Oa. After worshipping them in the evening, and after 
properly making offerings to the regents of the quarters (and 
gods) like Indra, the brahma:Q.as should thus consecrate the 
tree. 

I Ob- 1 1 .  Then from the midst of the trees, he should give a 
cow covered with white cloth, with her girdle made of gold. 
her udders decorated with bell-metal and looking charming 
with golden horns and with her face turned towards the north. 

1 2- 1 5. Then the best brahma:Q.as should bathe with ( the 
water in) those very pitchers to the accompaniment of religious 
texts (used at the time ) of holy bathing, and also of musical 
instruments and auspicious songs and also to the accompani
ment of sacred texts from the �gveda, Yajurveda and Samaveda 
and texts sacred to Varm)a. The host, having bathed and put 
on a white garment, should worship with grandeur, all the well
composed priests with (i .e .  by giving them) cows, golden 
strings with brace l ets, rings and sacred threads, as well as gar
ments, beds, pieces offurniture and wooden sandals. For four 
days he should bathe with milk. 

I 6. He should perform a sacrifice with ghee, barley or even 
with black sesamum. The sacrificial sticks of Paliisa are recom
mended. Similarly a festival (should be celebrated) on the 
fourth day. 

I 7- 1 8a. He also should give presents ( to brahma:Q.as ) ac
cording to his capacity. He should, without being jealous, do 
whatever is most desirable . He should give double ( the presents 
given to brahma:Q,as) to the preceptor; and having saluted him, 
he should seek his pardon. 

1 8b- 1 9a. A wise man, who celebrates the tree-festival ac
cording to this rite, obtains (i .e . fulfils ) all his desires, and an 
endless position. 

1 9b-20. 0 lord ofkings, he, who, thus installs ( i.e. plants) 
a tree, would also live in heaven as long as three myriads of 
Indras ( rule there) ; and would save (from falling into hell ) ,  
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past and future men ( i . e. his relatives) equal to the number of 
hair on the body ( i.e. a large number) . 

2 1 -22. He attains great prosperity ( making) rebirth diffi
cul t. Even that man, who listens to this, or makes others to 
listen to it ( i .e. reads it to others) , is honoured by gods and in 
the world of Brahman. The trees alone make a sonless person 
have a son. 

23-24. They offer libations etc. to plants at sacred places. 
0 lord of kings, plant an aivattha tree even with great effort. It 
alone will give you a thousand sons. And by (planting) an 
asvattha a man becomes wealthy ; the aioka (tree) destroys 
grief. 

25. The plak!a tree is said to give ( the fruit of) a sacrifice ; 
the k!ira tree is said to cause (long) life. Jambuki gives daugh
ters ; diir/.imi gives a wife. 

26. Asvattha leads to the destruction of diseases ; paliisa gives 
( i .e. takes one to ) Brahman. A man who plants a vibhitaka ( tree ) 
becomes a ghost. 

27. (The planting of) Ankola tree leads to the expansion of 
the family. Health is (caused) by (the planting of) the khadira 
( tree) . The sun is ever pleased with the nimba shoots. 

28. God Siva ( is pleased) when sri (tree is planted) ; and 
Parva ti (is pleased ) with the red lodhra (being planted) . The 
celestial nymphs ( are pleased) with (the planting of) Jimsapii, 
and the best Gandharvas with the kunda tree. 

29 .  (One would get) groups of servants (if one plants ) 
tintir/.ika tree ; similarly (the planting of) vanjula (leads to the 
rise of) robbers . Candana, and panasa also give religious merit 
and wealth. 

30. ( Planting of) campaka gives good fortune, and that of 
karira makes one an adulterer. ( Planting of) tiila destroys one's 
progeny; while (planting of) vakula (i .e. bakula) expands the 
family.1 

3 1 . The planting of coconut tree brings many wives, while 
planting of the grape-creeper (makes one have) an all-beautiful 

1 .  Tala: Planting of this tree is said to destroy children and that of 
bakula to increase the family. 
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(wife) . Similarly (planting of) koli causes sexual enjoyment ;  
(planting of) ketaki destroys one's enemies . 

32. These trees and others which are not mentioned (here) 
are givers ( of various objects) . Those who have planted trees 
will go (i .e. attain ) high position. 

CHAPTER TWENTYNINE 

The Vow Called Saubhagyasayana 

Pulastya said: 

1 .  Similarly I shall tell you about another (vow) fulfilling 
all desires. Those who are well-versed in the PuraQas know it 
to be Saubkiigya-sayana.1  

2.  Formerly when worlds like Bkub, Bkuva[z, Sva!z and 
Makab were burnt, then the good fortune of all the beings be
came (concentrated) at one place. 

3-5a. All that. having reached VaikuQtha, remained in the 
chest ofVi�Qu. 0 king, then, when, after some time, at the time 
of creation again, the world was covered over with AkaT!Zkiira, 
and was linked to Pradkiina and Purufa1, and when the rivalry 
between Brahma and Vi�Qu had increased, a terrible tawny 
flame of fire arose. 

5b-7. Heated by the flame, the good fortune (of the be
ings) which had resorted to Vi�Qu's chest, turned into a liquid 
( form ),  even before it reached the surface of the earth ; and 
intelligent Dak�a, Brahma's son, drank it which caused good 
form and handsomeness-when it was thrown up from the 
heaven. 

8. (By drinking that) great power and lustre came to the 
great Dalqa. The remaining, which fell on the earth, became 
( divided ) into eight parts . 

1 .  A.hamkdra, Pradhiina and Puru1a are principles accepted by the Siimkhya 
school of philosophy. For a detailed description of these, see Chapter 2 
above. 
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9- 10.  From them the seven herbs, causing good fortunt", came 
up : sugarcane, the tala tree, beans, rice, the product of the 
cow's milk (i.e. curds) , saffron and flowers, and the eighth one 
was salt. (This group of eight) is called the group of the eight 
things leading to good fortune. 

I I .  From that which Brahma's son, well-versed in concen

trated meditation, drank in olden times, a daughter sprang up. 
She is called Sati . 

1 2- 1 3 .  Since she excels the worlds in charm, she is also 
called Lalita. The trident-holder (i .e .  Siva ) married the 
goddess (who was the most)  beautiful in all the three worlds, 
and who was full of auspic iousness in the three worlds, and who 
gave enjoyments and salvation ( to people) . What is it that a 
man or a woman does not get by worshipping her devoutly. 

Bhi$ma said; 

14. 0 sage, tell me in what way that Lalita is to be propi
tiated. Tell me also its mode which would lead to the peace in 
the world. 

Pulastya said: 

1 5- 1 6. Having reached the spring season (i.e. when the 
month of Caitra in the spring comes) , he, who is dear to the 
people, should bathe with sesamum in the morning of the third 
day of the bright half ( of Caitra ) . I t  is said that on that day 
that goddess of an excellent complexion was married by the 
universal soul (i .e. Siva) to the accompaniment of sacred 
hymns ( recited at the time) of marriage . 

1 7. He should worship the lord of the universe along with 
her only on the third day ( of Caitra) with fruits of various 
kinds, lamps and incense with offerings. 

1 8. Having bathed (her ) image with the five products of 
cow1 and with water mixed with sandal, he should worship 
Gauri with (the image of the god) having the crescent-moon on 
his head ( i.e. god S iva ) .  

1 .  Pafl&agal!)la-the five products of the cow taken collectively, viz. 

milk, curds, clarified butter or ghee, urine and cowdung. 
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1 9. (Wh ile worshipping) the feet ( of the images) of Siva 
and Gauri (he should say:) •Salutation to Patala' . Saying, 
'Salutation to Siva and Jaya' he should worship the ankles of 
both. 

20. (Saying) ' Salutation to Tryambaka and Bhavani ' ( he 
should worship ) the two shanks of Rudra (and Lalita) . 
( Saying :) 'Salutation to 'Rudresvara and Vijaya' {he should 
worship ) the knees ( of the images ) .  

2 1 .  ( Saying) 'Salutatiou to Harikesa and to you, 0 giver 
of boons' ( he should worship) the thighs . (Saying) 'Salutation 
to Rati ' he should worship the waist, and (saying) ' Salutation 
to Sail.kara' he should worship Sankara. 

22-23 . (Saying ) 'Salutation to Kotavi1 and the Trident
holder' (he should worship ) the two armpits and the Trident
holder respectively. ( Saying) •Salu tion to you, Mail.gala', he 
should also worship Rudra and the breasts (of the image of 
Gauri ) .  In the same way he should worship Siva ( saying) 
•Salutation to Vedatman' and should worship the throat (of 
Gauri's image saying ) 'Salutation to RudraJ.li . ' 

24. He should worship Visve5a ( the lord of the universe, 
saying) 'Salutation to Tripuraghna'. (Saying) 'Salutation to 
Trilocana' he should worship Hara, and should worship the 
arms (of Gauri 's image, saying) •Salutation to you, 0 Kalana
Iapriya'. 

25.  He should always worship the ornaments ( of the image 
saying) 'Salutation to Saubhagyabhavana (i.e. the abode of 
good fortune) ' .  He should worship the mouth (of the image 
saying) 'Salutation to Svaha Svadha' and should worship 
Sulin (i.e. the Trident-holder saying ) 'Salutation to isvara' . 

26.  (Saying ) 'Salutation to Asokavanavasini ' he should 
worship (the image's) lips, granting well-being. He should 
worship Hara (saying) 'Salutation to SthaJ.lu' .  In the same way 
he should worship the face ( of the image saying) 'Salutation to 
you, 0 Candramukhapriya' .  

27.  (Saying) •Salutation to  Ardhanari:Svara', he should 
worship ( Siva, and should worship ) the nose (of the image of 

1. Kotalli-an epithet of the goddess Durga (represented as naked) .  
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Gauri, saying)  'Salutation to you, 0 you of white complexion. '  
He should worship Lokesa (the lord of the worlds saying) 
'Salutation to Ugra' ,  and should worship the eye-brows (of 
Gauri's image saying) 'Salutation to you, 0 Lalita.' . 

28. He should worship Puraharta (saying) 'Salutation to 
Sarva', and should worship the (image's hair saying : )  'Saluta
tion to Vasudevi' . (Saying) 'Salutation to SrikaiJ.thanatha', he 
should worship Siva's hair. 

29-32a. Saying 'Salutation to BhimariipiiJ.i, of a terrible 
and fierce form, and to Sarvatman' ,  having duly worshipped 
Hara and the group of eight objects causing good fortune he 
should place them before him. (They are :) greasy beans, 
saffron, milk, cuminseeds, tala, sugarcane, salt and gourd as 
the eighth. He should offer this group of eight 'saubhiigya' 
(to a brahmaiJ.a) , as it causes good fortune. Having thus 

presented all that in front of Siva and Parvati, he should eat 
$rngiitakas in Caitra, and should sleep on the (bare) ground, 
0 you tamer of enemies. 

32b-34a. Then again in the morning, having bathed and 
muttered sacred texts ( and thus having become) pure, and 
having honoured a bdihmaiJ.a couple with flowers, clothes and 
ornaments, he should give a couple of golden images ( of Siva 
and Parvati) along with the eight auspicious things to a brah
maiJ.a, ( saying) 'May Lalita be pleased here ( i .e .  as a result of 
this vow) with me'.l 

34b. 0 king, he should always do like this on the third 
( day of every month) for a year. 

35. Listen to the speciality ( that lies) in eating ($rngii
takas etc. ) and in the sacred text used at the time of making an 
offering. In Caitra water ( flowing from) a cow's horns is recom
mended while in Vaisakha cowdung is recommended. 

36. Mandiira-Hower is recommended in Jye�tha, and bilva
leaf in .A�a9ha. In Sraval}.a curds should be eaten and water 
flowing from darbhas should be drunk. 

37 .  In the month of A.svina milk should be drunk, and ghee 
mixed with coagulated milk should be eaten in Kartika. He 
should drink cow-urine in Margasir�a, and ghee in Pau�a. 

1. The list given here slightly differs from the one given in 29.9; and 
the last word is not clear. 
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38-39. He should eat black :;esamum in Mii.gha and the 
five products of cow in Phalguna; and at the time of making an 
offering he should say : 'May Lalita, Vijaya, Bhadrii., Bhavani, 
Kumuda, Siva, Vasudevi and also Gauri, Mailgala, Kamala, 
Sati and Uma be pleased'. 

40 . Then in the twelfth month he should worship Knl}a 
on the twelfth day ; similary he should worship Lak�mi along 
with her husband there only (i .e. on the same day) .  

41 . A wise man desiring his well-being in the next world 
should similarly worship Brahma with his wife on the full-moon 
day. 

42-43. Similarly desiring his well-being he should give the 
Saubhiigyiiftaka (i.e . the group of eight things leading to good 
fortune) . (He should also offer) the flowers of mallikii (i.e . 
jasmine) and of aJoka, lotuses, kadamba flowers, blue lotuses, 
campaka flowers, flowers of kubjaka, karavira, biir.za, and fresh 
lotuses. Sinduviira flowers and (other) flowers are recommended 
in all the months. 

44. The flowers of japii ( i.e. the china roses ) ,  safflowers, 
flowers of miilati, Jatapatra and karavira flowers when available 
are always recommended. 

45-46a. Thus, for one year, a man or a woman or a 

maiden, having duly observed a fast at night and having 
devoutly worshipped Siva for a year, should give a fully furnish
ed bed at the end of the vow. 

46b-47a. Having placed on the bed golden images of Uma 
and Mahesvara, and also ( the image of) a bull with a cow he 
should offer it to a brahmal}a. 

47b·48. A man, who, for one year on the twelfth day (of 
every month)  worships Kesava with Mahalak�mi, and Brahmi 
with Sii.vitri fulfils all desires that he thinks of. 

49-50a. He, free from vanity of wealth and free from pride, 
should worship other couples (i.e. couples of images of other 
deities) , according to his capacity, with garments, grains, 
ornaments and gifts of cows and other large quanti ties of valuables. 

50b-5 1 .  He, who properly observes the vow of Saubhiigya
sayana, obtains all desired things and an eternal position. He 
should, while observing this vow, abandon ·eating one fruit each 
month. 
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52-53a. 0 king, he (then) gets success and fame. 0 king, 
he who makes gifts at the vow of Saubhligya-sayana, is not separ
ated from good fortune, good health, handsome form, garments, 
ornaments and decorations . 

53b-55a. He, who observes the vow of Saubhiigya-sayana 
for twelve years, or for seven or eight years, is honoured in 
in Brahma's world. Then having reached the world of Vi��:tu 
and that of Siva, and being honoured there he duly lives there 
for a couple of Kalpas. 

55b-56a. 0 lord of men, a lady or a maiden who observes 
that vow, also, being graced by the favour of Lalita, gets the 
same fruit. 

56b-58 . He too, who listens to (the account of the vow ) or 
intends to observe it, becomes a Vidyadhara, and lives for a 
long time in heaven. This vow was formerly created ( i .e .  
introduced) by Madana. It was observed by Satadhanu and 
Nara, also by Pavana and Nandi. How then, 0 lord of people, 
is it not wonderful?' 

CHAPTER THIRTY 

Origin of Vi$7JU's Steps : 

Bhi$ma said: 

l -4a. Having reached the sacrificial mountain . the power
ful Vi�I}U planted his foot (-steps) there. What is the purpose 
of this line of the foot ( -steps ) which the lord of lords planted ? 
0 highly intelligent one, tell me ( about ) that. 0 great sage, 
tell me which demon he subdued after having planted his foot 
( -steps) there. The residence of Vi�I}U is in heaven, the great
souled one lives in Vaiku�:ttha. How is it that he planted his foot 
(-step) in the human world? 

4b-5. 0 brahman, lords of gods (i .e. great gods) with Indra 
as their leader, and also devotees who continuously ( please) the 
lord by means of great penance (live in the world of gods) . It 
is said that the residence of Srivaraha is in the Mahar-world. 
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6-8. Similarly the residence of Nrsirhha, the great-souled 

one, is said to be in the ]ana-world. The residence ofTrivikrama 
is said to be in the Tapas-world. Tell me in detail, 0 brahman, 
how (is it that the lord ) , leaving these worlds, planted his two 
foot-steps on the earth and ( how is it that he) planted his foot
steps on the sacrificial mountain in this place, viz. Pu�kara, 
which is sacred to Brahma. By hearing (this account ) all sins 
will certainly perish. 

Pulastya said: 

9. That you have asked properly, listen attentively to ( the 
account as to how) in olden days, lord ViglU having come to 
the sacrificial mountain, planted his foot (-step) on the embank
ment of it. 

1 0-1 2a. 0 Bhi�ma, formerly in the Krtayuga ViglU performed 
a (mighty) deed for the attainment of gods' purpose and for the 

( good of the) earth. The stronger demons, having conquered 
gods along with Indra,  had brought under their control the 
entire heaven, after subduing the three worlds. 

1 2b- 1 4a. The very mighty demon Ba�kali had made the 
stronger demons the enjoyers (of portions) at sacrifices. When 
the three worlds with the mobile and the immobile were reduced 
to this condition, Indra, being disappointed with life ,  became 
very much distresed . 

1 4b-1 6a. (He thought :) 'Due to the grant of boon to him 
by Brahma, that Ba�kali, the lord of demons, cannot be killed 
in a battle by all the residents of heaven. So surrounded 
( accompanied) by all gods in the world of Brahma, I shall 
seek refuge with the lord (i .e . Brahma) . There is no other 
course.' 

1 6b-1 8a. 0 Bhi�ma, thinking thus, the lord of gods, sur
rounded by all residents of heaven, quickly went to Brahma's 
place. Surrounded by those residents of heaven he reached (i.e .  
touched) the feet of Brahmii. and told (i.e. acquainted) him 
(with) what should be done about the world and also about the 
worst calamity that had befallen the world. 

1 8b-20. "0 god, do you not know wherefrom fear has come 
to us? 0 lord, I have told you what the demons have snatched, 
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and also everything of (i.e. done by) that wicked Ba�kali ; you 
are our grandsire ; ( so) do ( something) without delay (to save 
us ) .  0 lord of gods, think now about some measures for world
peace. 

2 1 . When they (i.e. the demons ) have been watching, the 
rites laid down in the srutis and smrtis have not proceeded. 
Everyday they are causing harm to us. 

22.  As an insignificant person speaks about ( i.e .  gives 
importance to ) his own interest, in the same way, we who have 
thrown into the background your obligations, have always 
spoken to ( i.e .  requested) you. 

23-24. If a man with a false mind does not do ( i .e. return 
the favour) thousandfold to him who has obliged him, then for 
that bad and shameless man of wicked action and scorched by 
obligation there is residence in hell alone. 

25. Goodness does not lie in this much ( i.e. in merely ) 
returning an obligation ; but those whose minds are bent on 
selfishness do not do even this (i .e. do not even return a good 
turn) . 

26. ( I  wish ) if only the stability of the world should not 
have become a cause of worry ; my heart is rent into a hundred 
(pieces ) ;  it is not satisfied ( i.e.  happy) . 

27.  I am going ( i. e. wandering) here and there ( for help) . 
(Please) drag us up who are drowned (in grief) , by telling us 
a means by which our lustre will again shoot up. 

28. I have told you as I have seen the world. You (can ) 
see it as it is. It is bereft of Vedic studies and the exclamation 
of Va�at. Festivals (and other) auspicious (rites ) have ceased. 

29. Contact with study i .e  Vedic study has been abandoned 
(by the brahmar;tas) ; agriculture1 is given up; it ( i .e. the world ) 
is left by administration of justice ; it remains merely in breath 
( i .e .  it is barely alive) . 

30, The world has met with distress; and by (the passing 
of) this much time we are exhausted. " 

I .  Vlirld-agriculture, the occupation of Vaisya. 
Dat�(ianiti-administration of justice, judicature. 
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Brahmii. said: 

3 1 .  I know that Ba�kali has become arrogant as a result of 
(my) having granted him a boon ; I think he cannot be con
quered by you ; ( but) he will be conquerable by Vi��u. 

32-33. Having restrained (his senses ) Brahma then remai
ned in his original nature ( i .e . resumed his usual silence) . When 
the self-born Brahma was thinking about him, the four-armed 
onel (i .e. Vi��u) carne there after a while merely as the resul t of 
Brahma's meditating on him, when all ( the gods ) were looking 
on. 

Vi�7J.u said: 

34. Warded off (by) me, 0 Brahman, stop this meditation. 
I,  for whom this meditation was intended, have approached 
you. 

Brahmii said : 

35.  I t  is indeed a great favour that the lord has manifested 
himself here. Who else would have so much anxiety for the world 
as the lord has ? 

36. For the (good of) the world I brought about its creation. 
Virtually the world depends upon you. There is no doubt about 
this. 

37-38. You should protect the world, and Rudra should 
destory it. When such was the case with the world, Ba�kali 
snatched off the kingdom consisting of the three worlds and of 
the mobile and immobile, of (i .e .  from) this great-souled Indra. 
0 Kesava, help your servant by offering him counsel. 

Vasudeva (i. e .  Vi�IJU) said: 
39. That demon (viz . Ba�kali ) has been now immune to 

being killed due to your having granted him a boon. By captivat
ing him he must be conquered by intelligent handling. 

40. I shall be a dwarf, the destroyer of the demons . This 
one (i .e .  Indra) should go with me to Ba�kali' s  residence. 

41 . Having gone there he should ask him for this boon for 
me: 

I. Caturbhuja-an epithet of Vi,I}u. 
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42. '0 king, 0 magnanimous one, give (a  piece of) land 
(measuring) three steps to this short brahmaQa. This is the 
request I make to you'. Asked by Indra the lord of the demons 
might offer even his own life. 

43-44. 0 grandsire, having accepted the gift from that 
demon, having bound him carefully and made him the resident 
of the nether world, I shall be ( born) , taking the form of a 
boar, to kill that wicked one. There is no uncertainty about 
this. 0 Indra, move on quickly. 

45-46a. Having thus told ( Brahma ) he ceased (speaking) 
and disappeared . Then after some time, when Vi�QU was con
ceived by Aditi,1 many fearful ill omens appeared. 

46b-47a. When Vi�Qu, the prop of the entire world, was 
conceived ( by Aditi) , an excellent auspicious omen also 
appeared. 

47b-48. Breezes carrying the fragrance of Malati flowers 
blew. Then , having reached (i .e. at )  the time as ordained, the 
god, the lord of gods ( i .e. Vi�Qu) , kind to all beings, of pure 
and scanty hair, having the beauty of the moon, the conch and 
the (sun-) rise, became (i .e. was born as ) Aditi's son.  

49.  When Vi�Qu thus descended (on the earth) , the faces of 
Siddhas, gods and demons with the winkings of their eyes 
stopped, were pleased ; and that day, too, on which Vi�QU got 
into that excellen t womb, was having breezes, of scanty pollen, 
blowing (gently) . 

50. That respectable Aditi also, having the unborn one ( i . e .  
Vi�Qu) in her womb, walked charmingly, distressed by her 
heavy hips. Her face was dull, gloomy and pale. Thus she 
carried the embryo that was heavier and was ( lying) low ( in 
her womb) . 

5 1 .  When, NarayaQa thus entered the womb (of Aditi )  as 
a result of the past and future (deeds) , all beings got their 
desires fulfilled without any difficulty. 

52-53,  ( When) the wind was blowing very gently ; and 
( when) indeed people had gone to other regions by isolated 
paths ; when the sky was being deserted by dust-particles and 

1 .  Aditi-daughter of Dak�a and wife of Kasyapa and mother of 
.Adityas. 



when darkness was gradualsly disappearing ; (and) when Vi�J,.lU 
was in (Aditi's) womb, that mother of gods entertained a 

malicious design . 
54-55 . Listen to it, 0 lord of kings, in succession : "What 

is the use of proceeding in order? I shall spring over the heaven ; 
and I shall make that Ba�kali, the lord of demons, the resident 
of the nether world . I have ( already) given wealth and hand
someness to Indra. 

56. I alone shall be able to destroy the demons . I shall 
throw ( at them) volleys of arrows and trains of discs in many 
ways. 

57 -58a. (I shall also discharge ) multitudes of maces for the 
destruction ofthe demons ; and as fate would have it, I shall 
make gods the residents of heaven and the demons the residents 
of the nether region". 

58b. (Thus ) the words that were (lingering) in her mouth 
at once came out. 

59. ' 'See (now) , I shall, through anger, bind the chief of 
the demons in such a way as was not thought of before, nor 
seen before nor (also ) heard of before. 

60 . Formerly I have given wealth and handsomeness t<> 
Kasyapa. Why has he lost his energy and (why is) the wind 
gusty ? 

6 1 . My eyes are as it were reeling; let me not have con
ceived this form. By what am I possessed that I am uttering 
these improper words?" 

62. Got into (i .e. caught between) alternatives she rep
eatedly reflected in her heart. She carried (in her womb ) the 
divine lord for a thousand divine years. 

63 . Then Vamana ( i .e .  Vi�r,lu ) ,  the cause of the beings. 
was born of her-( Vamana ) who, when born, attracted the 
eyes of the demons. 

64. As soon as that J anardana, the god of gods, was born, 
rivers flowed with clear water, and fragrant breezes blew. 

65-66. Kasyapa too obtained pleasure due to that bright 
son. 0 lord of men, no sooner was Janardana born, than the 
minds of all the residents of the three worlds were full of enth
usiasm, and kettle-drums that were beaten in heaven gave out 
:;ounds .  
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67-68. Due to extreme joy the delusion and miseries of the 
three worlds came to an end . The group of Gandharvas sang 
with notes full of emotion ; and the groups of heavenly damsels, 
mingling with their lords, and full of emotions, danced there 
( i .e. in the heaven) . In the same way, groups of Vidyadharas 
and Siddhas wandered in ( i .e. being seated in) aeroplanes . 

69- 7 1 .  They discussed the verdict about good and bad 
deeds and exhibited acting and singing. Free from passions and 
full of pain and pleasure they . sang songs, and being in the 
heaven they danced and ( i .e. since they) have gone to the heaven 
from here after having obtained it by dint of their religious 
merit. Then some, being very much delighted, uttered ( the 
words : )  'Victory (to you) , 0 lord'. Others, with a steady mind, 
repeated these words loudly. Others secretly meditated upon 
him through fear of (re-) birth and for the destruction of old 
age and death . Thus the entire world was fully delighted . 

72-73. ( It was said : )  'Though a dwarf, this is the lord, who 
has been born for you, and after having approached whom, 
Brahma had told ( i .e. requested) about the (well-being of the) 
world. This one (i .e.  he) is Brahma, Vi�J.lU and Mahe8vara (i.e. 
Siva ) himself; also be is the sacrifices ; he is the heaven. There 
is no doubt about it. 

74. This entire world-immobile and mobile-is pervaded 
by Vi�J.lu. He, the self-born one, though one only, is known to 
be many. 

75. The crystal-gem is (i .e .  appears) variegated at a place 
where there are colours (which get reflected in the gem ) . The 
self-born one behaves in the same way (i .e .  appears to be many) 
due to (his contact with) the constituents ( like sattva, rajas and 
tamas) . 

76. As the Garhapatya fire gets another name, similarly 
this lord gets appellations like Brahma etc. 

7 7-78a. By all means god Vamana will accomplish this 
feat (of subduing B�kali) . • When the residents of heaven were 
thus thinking and reflecting, (Vi�J.lu) , with lndra, went to 
Ba�kali 's residence .  

78b-80. Having seen (i .e. he saw) the city adorned with 
prominent white buildings approachable by Gandharvas, and 
decorated with all (kinds of) jewels, and well-separated (from 
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one another) by big roads ; ( it was) adorned with hundreds of 
elephants always in rut, resembling the mountain of collyrium, 
and born in the family of divine elephants . 

8 1 . ( It was also) adorned with horses with bodies having 
( almost) no flesh (i .e. having slim bodies) , having small ears, 
having the speed of the mind, having long necks and long pro
minent parts of the foreheads above the eyes . 

82. There were thousands of courtesans having excellent 
complexion like the interiors of lotuses, having faces resembling 
the full moon, and skilled in conversation and caressing. 

83 . There was no religious merit, no lore, no architecture, 
no art that did not exist ( i .e. that was not found) in the city 
of this Ba�kali. 

84-86. It was crowded with hundreds of gardens. In it 
having a series of social festivals, endowed with all chief demons 
except Yama, resounding everywhere with sounds of lutes, 
flutes and tabors, sons of Danu, always joyful, decorated with 
many jewels, were seen sporting like gods on the Meru mountain. 
There was a great sound of (the recitation of) the Vedas made 
by the venerable demons. 

87-88. That demon Ba!ikali having subdued the three 
worlds l ived happily in that city, the sins in which were des
troyed by the smoke of the ghee of (i.e. put into) fires, and by 
wind, in which the breezes were made fragrant by the moving 
about of the fragrant incense, and which was crowded with 
virtuous demons. 

89-90.  Living there he protected the three worlds along with 
the mobile and the immobile. He was conversant with righteous
ness, was grateful, truth-speaking, and had his senses control
led, was handsome, and knew the good and bad ways of life of 
the ancient gods. He was well-versed in the Vedas, was a prote
ctor and was kind to the distressed. 

9 1-92. He was endowed with all the ( regal) powers1 like 
the Vedic, that of good counsel, personal preeminence and 
energy. He was interested in the six measures to be practised 

1. The three Saktis ( powers) are- ( 1 )  PrabhutDa-personal pre
eminene ; { 2 ) Mantra-good counsel ; (3) UtstJka.-energy. Sa(igu!lya-the 
aix expedients to be used by a king in foreign policies : ( I ) Sandhi-peace or 
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by a king, and talked with a smile. He knew the essence of the 
Vedas and the Vediingas, performed sacrifices and was engaged 
in (practising ) penance. He was not ill-mannered and always 
abstained from causing harm to others. 

9 3 .  He honoured those who deserved honour, was pure. 
pleasing, and worshipped the venerable. He knew all objects ; 
he was invincible, agreeable and of a pleasing appearance . 

94. The demon had ample grains, wealth, and vehicles. 
He always accomolished the three objects1 ( of worldly 
existence) . He was the best person in the three worlds. 

95-97a. He always lived in his own city nnd always removed 
the pride of gods and demons. In this way he protected all the 
beings in the three worlds. When he was the king ( i.e. in his 
kingdom) there was no mean person, no poor person, no sick 
person, no short-lived person, no unhappy person, no foolish 
person, no person of a dull form, no unfortunate person, nor 
a person that was expelled . 

97b-99a. Seeing that excellent chief of the demons, 
who was endowed with multitudes of pure qualities and who 
was bright like the sun, and taking him to be a person of a 
controlled mind, and capable of sustaining the three worlds, 
Indra was amazed. 

99b- l00a. 0 king, seeing lndra to have entered the city 
the demons maddened for fight, said this to the lord of 
demons : 

alliance, ( 2 )  Vigraha-war, ( 3 )  Tana-march or expedition, ( 4) Sthdna or 
Asana-halt, ( 5) Sam.frq)'a-seeking shelter, ( 6) Dvaidha or Dvaidhibhdva
duplicity. 

Vedaliga-Name of certain classes of works regarded as auxiliary to the 
Vedas and designed to aid in the correct pronunciation and interpretation 
of the text and the right employment of the mantras in ceremonies. They 
are six in number : ( I )  Sik/d-the science of proper articulation and pro
nunciation ; ( 2) Chandas-the science of prosody;  ( 3) D'akarafUI-grammar ; 

( 4 ) Nirukta-etymological explanation of difficult Vedic words ; ( 5 )  Jyotita
astronomy and (6) Kalpa- ritual or ceremonial. 

1 .  Trivarga-the three objecu of worldly existence viz . Dharma, A.rtha 
and KaTIIQ. 
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l OOb- IO l a. "It is something strange that Indra is doing 
when he, all alone, except being accompanied by a short pre
eminent bralunaJ).a, is coming. 

1 0 1  b- 1 02. 0 king, tell us what we should do now." He said 
to all the demons : "Assembled together you remain in the city. 
Let the lord of gods enter the city. Today he is to be honoured 
by me." 

1 03.  In the meantime that short ( brahmaJ).a) and Indra 
arrived there ; they were looked at �ffectionately by the lord of 
demons. 

I 04. He regarded himself as blessed and the king, the leader 
of the demons said ( to them) after saluting them : 

1 05- 106. "Today, in the three worlds, there is no person 
who is luckier than I, who, chosen by Glory, am seeing lndra 
coming ( to me) . With a desire to receive something from me 
he will beseech me. I shall certainly give (up) even my life 
for him who has come to my house. 

1 07a. (I  shall even give up ) my wife, sons, and also my 
residence. What then should I say ( even ) about the three 
worlds?" 

107b- 1 08. Going to meet him, and bringing him near 
himself with respect, and embracing and greeting him, and 
carefully offering him welcome and worship with materials of 
worship etc. he brought him ( i.e. Indra ) into his house. 

1 09. (He said : )  "Today my birth is  fruitful, all my desires 
are fulfilled, that, 0 Indra, I am seeing you who have visited 
my house. 

I I 0. 0 lord of gods, I have ( today indeed) been proclaimed 
to be the king of demons by you who have come to my house. 
It is my great religious merit .  

I l l . 0 Purandara, one would get that fruit, which is obtai
ned by sacrifices like the Agni�toma, on seeing you. 

1 1 2.  I have today obtained that fruit which is obtained by 
the grant of land, or of cows to a priest, or ( the fruit that is 
obtained by the performance) of the Riijasilya sacrifice . 

1 1 3 . 0 Vasava, you are not to be seen by little penance. 
Tell me what I can do, that is dear to you, in my house. 

l l4. Do not entertain any other doubt in your heart. Know 
that it shall be done even if it is very difficult. 
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1 1 5. 0 you, killer of enemies, I am lucky, I have obtained 
religious merit on having seen you, since I have saluted your 
feet adored by excellent gods. 

1 1 6. O lord, tell (me) all that has made you come (to me) . 
I take the intention of your arrival to be a great surprise (your 
arrival has caused surprise) ." 

Indra said: 
1 1 7 . 0 Ba�kali, I know you to be the chief among the 

pre-eminent demons. It is not a great surprise to have seen you, 
0 best of the demons. 

1 1 8 . Suppliants who have visited your house never go 
( back) being averse (i .e. disappointed) . You are the desire-yield
ing tree to the suppliants .  There is no other donor ( like you) . 

1 1 9 .  In lustre you (i.e. as far as lustre is concerned ) are 
comparable to the sun ; in ( i.e.  as far as) depth (i.e. seriousness is 
concerned) , you are the earth and in (i. e. as far as ) wealth (is 
concerned) you are like Naray�a. 

1 20. This short brahm�a is born in the auspicious family 
of Kasyapa. 

1 2 1 .  I was requested by him : "Give here (a piece of) land 
measuring the distance covered by three steps, to me who want 
a fire-sanctuary where I would perform a sacrifice.' ' I have, 
therefore, 0 lord, asked you on his behalf. 

1 22- 1 23. 0 Ba,kali, having overpowered ( me )  you have 
taken away the three worlds belonging to me . I have nothing to 
subsist upon ; I am poor; I do not want for myself what you 
desire to give. For someone else I am going to beseech you as a 
suppliant (does) . For this {brahm�a) I have turned a suppliant. 
Do what is proper. 

1 24. You, who have exalted the family, are born in the 
family of Ka8yapa. You are hom from the womb of Diti and 
your father is revered in the three worlds. 

1 25- 1 26. Knowing that you are like this I am requesting 
you. 0 demon, give a piece of land measuring three footsteps to 
this one ( i.e. this brahm�a) -this dwarf, with short limbs, who 
desires to have a fire-sanctuary. 

1 27.  I do not dare to give the portion of land belonging to 
someone else. This is what is given ( i.e. · what is said) 
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by me since you asked me to ask for something. You may give 
the piece of land measuring three steps if your preceptors and 
ministers agree. 

1 28. When I, your kinsman of the same family have come 
to your house as a suppliant, do what is proper. 

129. 0 you hero, 0 you lord of demons, 0 you of great 
lustre, if you like then quickly give (a piece of land ) to this 
short, great-souled {brahmaJ).a) . 

Bdfkali said: 

1 30. 0 lord of gods, welcome and well-being to you. With 
pleasure look upon yourself as the highest object of all. 

1 3 1 . The grandsire, having placed the burden (i.e. the 
responsibility of looking after the three worlds) , given to medi
tation and reflecting upon the highest position, lives happily. 

1 32. Kesava (i.e. Vi�J).u ) ,  exhausted due to ( having fought) 
many battles, after having given up anxiety about the world, 
and after having gone to the milky ocean, sleeps ( there ) 
happily. 

1 33. 0 Sakra, even all other powerful demons having 
weapons were destroyed by you without {the help of) anybody 
else. 

1 34-1 35a. The twelve Adityas, the eleven Rudras, the two 
Asvins, the V asus and eternal Dharma are enjoying the portions 
of sacrifice in the heaven (only because they have) resorted to 
the power of your arms. 

1 35b- 1 36a. You have performed a hundred sacrifices endowed 
with excellent sacrificial fees ; and 0 Pakasasana, you killed 
Vrtra Namuci. 

1 36b- 1 37 .  Powerful Vi�J).U, who obeyed your order, formerly 
also killed HiraJ).yak�a, the brother of HiraJ).yaka5ipu. He also 
killed HiyaJ).yakasipu by striking on his shank. 

1 38. All demons seeing you, when you, with the thunder
bolt in your hand and seated on the head of Airavata, come to 
the battle-field, flee away. 

1 39. In no way shall I be even equal to one-thousandth part 
of you who formerly defeated the very powerful demons. 

140. 0 lord of gods, you are like this. What need I say 
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about you? You have arrived here with a desire to emancipate 
me. 

14 1 .  I shall do ( what you tell me) .  There is no doubt that 
I shall even give up life. For what purpose, 0 lord of gods, you 
have asked me to give this land? 

1 42 . Let all these-my wife, sons, cows, and whatever other 
wealth I have, and also this entire kingdom of the three worlds 
be given to this brahma:Qa. 

143.  There is no doubt that infamy will accrue to me and 
my ancestors, viz. 'Ba�kali did not give to Sakra (what he asked 
for and ) who had come to his house.' 

1 44. Even if some other suppliant had come here, he would 
be dearer to me. You are especially so. Do not hesitate at all. 

1 45. 0 lord, 0 god of gods, it causes me great shame that 
you have asked only for a piece of land measuring three steps 
and that too for the sake of a brahma:Qa. 

146-1 47. I shall give this brahma:Qa excellent villages and 
will give you heaven ; (I shall give him) horses, elephants, land. 
wealth and ladies with sprout-like breast-nipples, seeing whom 
even an old man becomes young. The brahma:Qa will receive 
those ladies and this earth. 

1 48- 149a. I shall give (these things) , 0 lord of gods . 
(Please) favour me ( by accepting them) . 

When, 0 king, Ba�kal i had said these words, his family 
priest Usanas ( i . e. Sukra) said these words to the lord of 
demons :  

149b. "0 lord of demons, you are a king remaining in (i.e. 
having) eightfold prosperity.! 

1 50- 15 1 . (But ) you do not realize what is proper and what 
is improper. (You also do not unders tand) : 'I should give some
thing to someone after having consultations with my ministers 
and after having assessed what is proper and what is improper' . 
Having conquered the gods along with lndra you have obtained 
the kingdom of the three worlds. (Just) as the sentence ( I  am 
speaking) is over you will be made a captive . 

1 52- 1 53.  This dwarf is that eternal Vi�I,lu only. Do notgive 
( anything) to him. This is the one who is the killer of your 

I .  Aisvarya--divine faculties like omnipotence, omnipresence etc . 
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father, mother, and relatives. He has formerly cut off (i .e. 
destroyed) your family and will do the same in future. 

1 54. Interested in the well-being of Sakra and others he 
does not know ( i .e.  does not care for )  mora] merit. He is the 
deceitful one who vanquished the demons with trickery. 

155 .  H e  h a s  manifested this form o f  a dwarfish brahmar_m 
through trickery (only ) .  What is the use of prolixity in this 
matter? Nothing should be given to him. 

1 56. You will perish even if you give a ( particle of) land 
measuring just the foot of a bee. This is the truth, the only truth 
I have heard about." 

1 57. Even though he was thus addressed by his preceptor 
he again spoke (these) words : ' '0 preceptor, desiring religious 
merit I have made this promise. 

1 58 .  It is the eternal duty of the good to keep their promise. 
If this is revered Vi�t:tu then there is none else luckier than 
I (am) . 

1 59. ( Even) after receiving a gift from me he (still ) desires 
to become (i .e .  to be called ) a god , ( then ) I am, 0 preceptor, 
again made blessed by this god. 

1 60. I have seen him, whom the devotees meditating on 
him with concentration and the brahmat:ta also, do not see . 

1 6 1 - 1 63 .  They, who give gifts with darbhas and water in 
their hands and utter the sacred text, ' M ay the revered Vi�t:tu, 
the highest soul and the eternal one, be pleased,' sha re (i.e. 
obtain) salvation . If there was any doubt doing this act (of 
giving, it was because ) I was advised and was determined to 
be a fool by you . There is nothing that should not be given 
even to an enemy when he comes to one's house. 

1 64- 1 66a. 0 preceptor, having given thought to this, I shall 
give even my life to this dwarf and heaven to Indra. In this 
world that gift whic h causes suffering is said to be impure." 
Having heard this, the preceptor remained there with his face 
hung down in shame. 

B�kali said: 
1 66b- 1 67a. 0 god, when you have asked for (a gift ofland) 

I should give you the entire earth. It would be shameful to me 
to give him ( the piece of) land measuring three ( foot-) steps. 
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lndra said: 
167b- 1 69a. 0 lord of demons, these words which you have 

said to me are true; (but) this brahma:Qa has asked me for a 

piece of land measuring three (foot- ) steps (only) . He has asked 
me for this much land ; and I have (therefore ) asked you to give 
that much (only) .  You, the son of Danu, have thus been implored 
by me. Grant me this boon. 

Bii�kali said : 
1 69b- l 70a. 0 King of gods, accept from me ( the 

piece of land measuring) three ( foot- ) steps for ( this ) dwarf; 
(and) 0 lord of gods, live there (i.e. in the heaven ) happily for 
a very long time. 

1 70b- 1 7 l a . Saying so, Ba�kali then gave ( the piece of land 
measured by ) three (foot-) steps to the dwarf, after (pouring ) 
water ( on his hand ) , saying, 'Let Hari himself be pleased with 
me.' 

1 7 1  b- 1 72. Desiring the well-being of gods, Hari ( i.e. Vi�:Qu) , 
when he was given the gift by the lord of demons, gave up the 
dwarf-form and with his face turned towards the north, he having 
reached the sacrificial mountain, took possession of the worlds. 

1 73. The residence of the demons came to be put under 
the god's left foot. Then the lord of the world first put his step 
on the Sun. 

1 74. He placed the second step on Dhruva, and with the 
third, the god ofwondrous deeds, struck the universe .  

1 75- 1 76. When the universe was pierced with the tip ofhi s 
toe profuse water flowed out. That stream, having inundated 
all Brahma-worlds one by one, and also the place of Dhruva, 
the world of the Sun, and the sacrificial mountain, entered, 
having washed Vi�:Qu's feet, the Pu�kara (Tirtha) . 

1 77- 1 78. He, who, having gone to ( the spot) where the foot
prints were produced on the earth, bathes in the well in the 
hermitage (there) , gets the fruit of the Asvamedha ( sacrifice) 
merely by seeing ( the spot ) .  With the group of the twentyone 
attendants he obtains (i.e. reaches) Vaiku:Qtha. 

1 79. Then having enjoyed many pleasures ( there) for three 
hundred Kalpas, he, at the end of it (i .e. that period) , becomes 
a sovereign emperor on this earth. 
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1 80. 0 Bhi�ma, the stream of water that flowed out from 
the tip of ( Vi ��;m's) toe, is called the river Vigmpadi ( since ) 
it sprang up from Vi��u's foot. 

1 8 1 .  For this reason ( i.e. this is the reason why) , 0 king 
Ganga became ( i.e. came to be known as ) Vi��upadi ,  which 
has pervaded all this universe along with the mobile and the 
immobile. 

1 82. That auspicious water, which entered ( Pu�kara after 
flowing out) from the wound ( i.e. the hole made into ) the uni
verse caused by the tip of ( Vi�:Q.u's) toe, obtained the status of 
a divine river. I t  is that river called Vi��upadi. 

1 83. 0 you illustrious one, that divine river, with a desire 
to favour all, has occupied the universe with the mobile and 
immobile, by means of its splendours. 

1 84. Vamana said to that Ba�akali: " ( Now) fill out (i.e. 
give space for) my steps". He hung down his face ( as) he did 
not find an answer ( i .e. a solution ) .  

1 85- 186a. Seeing him silent the family-priest (i . e . Sukra) 
said ( these) words: "The power of giving is natural ( i.e. it cannot 
be increased and so) we are not able to create (another earth 
where Vamana could put his steps ) .  0 lord , he has given you 
whatever land exists." 

1 86b- 1 87. Ba�kali said to Vi��u: "That much earth ( i.e. of 
that extent) which you formerly created ( has been given to you ) ; 
I have not held it back. The earth is small ( and ) you are great ;  
(and ) I am not capaole of creation. 

1 88. 0 lord, your will power always prevails ." Vi��u, 
finding no reply, and taking him to be truth-speaking, ( said to 
him ) : 

1 89- 1 90. "0 chief of the demons, tell me, which desire 
( entertained ) by you I should satisfy. Since I have in my hand 
the water offered by you, you, deserve a boon. You are an 
auspicious receptacle of boons. I shall give what you desire. 
Ask for the object of your desire. " 

1 9 1 - 1 93. He (i.e. Ba�kali) then requested Janadana, the 
lord of gods : "0, lord of gods, I seek devotion to you and death 
at your hands. I shall enter Svetadvipa1, which is inaccessible 

I .  Suetadvipa-name of one of the eighteen minor divisions of the known 
continent. 
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to the ascetics ." When he spoke thus, Vigm, said to him : "Do 
remain ( there) till the end of the age of the world. When I, 
taking the boar-form, shall enter (i.e. come to) the earth, I shall 
kill you when you will come before me." 

1 94. The demon, thus addressed by him, went away from 
him. Then, 0 king, Vamana occupied all worlds. 

1 95. Those demons then gave up speaking truthfully with 
gods. The powerful lord, having snatched the three worlds, dis
appeared. 

196. Ba�kali lived happily in the nether world where he 
took residence. The wise Indra also protected the three worlds. 

1 97. This manifestation of the lord of the world is called 
Traivikrama. It is connected with the rise of the Ganges and is 
the destroyer of all sins. 

198. 0 king, I have told you this origin of the steps of 
Vi�I).U hearing which a man becomes free from all sins. 

1 99. At the sight of the three steps ofVi�I).u, (the effects of) 
an evil dream, an evil thought, a difficult or bad deed perish 
quickly. 

200-202. Sinful beings ( have emancipated themselves ) 
age after age after having seen (the steps ofVi�I).u) . 0 Bhit�ma, 
Vi�I).u has shown ingenuity in manifesting the steps. A man, 
who, observing silence, climbs up ( the mountain ) and takes up 
the pilgrimage of Pu�kara gets the fruit of Af'oamedha (sacrifice ) .  
He  i s  free from all sins and would go  to  Vit�I).u's city. 

CHAPTER THIRTYONE 

The Account of Sivadilti 

Bhi}n� 1 said: 

1-2 .  0 revered one, the killing of Bat�kali is a great wonder 
I have heard ( the account) being narrated by best brahm8I).as 
(that Vi�I).u) had taken the form of Trivikrama (i.e . Vmana) 
when he had formerly subdued Bali, the son of Vairocana who 
even now stays in Patala. 
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3. (Tell me now as to ) how Nagatirtha came into being, 
and also (tell me about) the origin of goblins, and how 
Sivadiiti came there and who made her auspicious. 

· 

4. 0 great sage ( tell me ) who took Pu!Jkara into the inter
mediate space. Tell me all this as (you told me) about the kill
ing of Ba!Jkali. 

5. Formerly (i .e .  when he subdued Bali) god Vi!JJ}.U had 
trodden upon the earth. What is the reason for the second 
treading for which he (again) did it? 

6. Tell me all that accurately and as it took place, for 
it destroys sins, and should be heard by him who desires his 
well-being. 

Pulastya said: 

7 .  0 king, you have put on me this load (i .e. volley) of 
questions through curiosity only. 0 best king, I shall tell you 
all as it happened. 

8. The subduing of Ba�kali (took place) in connection with 
the steps of Vi!JJ}.U. You have heard all that. I have narrated all 
that to you. 

9-10.  When the age of Vaivasvata (Manu) set in, Vi�J}.U 
again did it. The three worlds were occupied by Bali. Powerful 
Vi!JJ}.U, having gone all alone, subdued Bali like that in a 
sacrifice. The lord of gods again trod upon the earth. 

1 1 .  0 king, Vamana appeared like that. Vamana having 
become Trivikrama, again became Avamana (non-Vamana ) . 

1 2 . 0 you descendant of the Kuru (-family) , I have told 
you all (about)  this becoming visible (of Vi!JJ}.U ) .  0 you of a 
great vow, listen as to how the place sacred to the Nagas 
(came about ) .  

1 3- 1 5. Ananta, Vasuki and the very powerful Tak!Jaka, 
Karkotaka-the chief of Nagas, and also another Naga ( named) 
Padma, Mahapadma, as well as Sankha, and Kulika, the un
defeated one : these were the heirs of Kasyapa and had occupied 
the world. Their issues also ocoupied this world . These ( issues ) 
were crooked, performed fearful acts , had sharp mouths, and 
were strong with poison. 

16 .  Seeing dull persons, they reduced them to ashes in a 
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moment. 0 king (merely) by seeing them people perished 
(i .e .  died) . 

1 7- 1 8a. Day by day very terrible destruction took place. 
All the beings seeing their destruction sought refuge with the 
great god Brahmii.. 

1 8b- 1 9a. 0 king, with this object in mind all the beings 
saw the ancient (god) born from a lotus and named Brahmii. 
and said to him : 

1 9b-22a. The beings said : "0 lord of gods, the origin of the 
worlds, 0 highest god, protect us from the great-souled serpents 
of sharp fangs. We, the extremely distressed ones, day by day 
are seeing (i. e. anticipating) fear. All men, beasts and birds 
will be reduced to ashes. 0 god, you fashioned the creation of 
the world ; but that is being destroyed by the serpents. 0 
grandsire, considering this , do what is proper." 

Brahma said: 

22b-23a. I shall undoubtedly protect you. Go to your 
(respective ) residences without anguish and fear. 

23b-24a. Thus addressed by Brahmii., who had manifested 
his form, all the beings, being very much pleased, returned 
( home) after having praised the self-born one. 

24b-25a. When the beings had left, Brahmii. who was 
very angry, called the serpents led by Vasuki and cursed them. 

Brahma said: 

25b-27. The wicked ones are day by day eating the be
ings. Men and beasts, bitten by serpents, are perishing. ( He 
said to them:) Since you are always destroying the men born 
of (i .e .  created by) me, therefore due to my terrible wrath, you 
you will meet with a terrible destruction in the future Vaivas
vata Manu-ages. 

28-29. Similarly king Janamejaya, of the Lunar dynasty 
will burn you in blazing fire by ( performing) serpent sacrifice ;  
and the son of your mother's sister (viz. Garud.a) will (also) 
swallow you. Thus all of you of wicked hearts will perish. 

30a. I curse the thousand families (i.e. the effect of my 
curse will last ) till only one family (of the serpents ) survives. 
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30b-3 l a. When Brahma spoke like this, the excel lent ser
pents, trembling, fell at the feet of Brahma and said these words 
to him) : 

3 l b-32. "0 revered sir, 0 you cause of the beings, our 
species is crooked. 0 god, you have effected in us profuseness of 
poison, cruelty and biting. Then how do you curse us now ?" 

33. Brahma said : "Granted that I have made you of crook
ed hearts. Then, why say much? You ( should) always eat with
aut anxiety." 

34. The serpents said : "0 lord of gods, fix a rule and allot 
separate places (to men and us) and bring about an agreement 
between men and us. 

35. You have given us this curse that a man (called )  
Janamejaya will bring about a great destruction of the serpents 
in a serpent-sacrifice." 

Brahma said: 

36. There will be a man, best among the knowers of the 
Veda, by name Jaratkaru1 • Jaratkanya will be given to him (in 
marriage) . A son will be born to her .  

37.  That brahmal}.a will be your protector and the purifier 
of your family . I shall also bring about an agreement between 
the serpents and men. 

38-39a. So listen with concentration to my order. I have 
�iven you three places of residence, viz. Sutala, Vitala and the 
third called Taliltala. 2 You will go there. 

39b-4 1 .  By my order, enjoy there pleasures of various 
kinds. Remain there till the seventh Kala i . e. the klllpa period. 
Then at the beginning of the Vaivasvata the son of Kasyapa, 
Supafl}.a the relative of all gods, the devourer of all serpents, 

will be born. 
42. Then the progeny of the serpents will be burnt by fire. 

There is no doubt that your progeny will be (burnt by fire) . 
Those serpents who are cruel and wicked will perish . This 
( statement) will not be falsified. 

1 .  :Jaratkiiru-a great sage who married a sister of Vasuki . 
2. The seven lower regions under the earth are :  A tala, Vitala, Sutala, 

Ras4tala, Taliitala, Mahdtala and Pitala. 
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43a. You should eat that being which is possessed by death 
and also (you should eat) a man when (he) has done harm to you. 

43b-44a. Of those men, who are endowed with charms 
against snake-poison or spells or snares, you should be afraid. 
Do not entertain any other idea in your mind. Otherwise you 
will perish. 

44b-45a. When Brahma finished speaking thus all the serpents 
went to the place named Sutala. All (the serpents) lived in the 
lower world enjoying pleasures. They lived there comfortably. 

45b-46. Thus having received a curse and a favour from 
Brahma, they lived in ( the lower world viz . )  Piitala with their 
hearts pleased . Again when (some) time passed, they thought 
like this : 

47. 'There will be born a king of the Bharata race, and a 
descendant of Pa�<;lu who, through some (stroke of ill) luck, 
will destroy us. 

48. How is it that the grandsire, the lord in (i.e. of) the 
three worlds, the creator, and the one respected by the world 
cursed us? 

49. We have no other recourse than god Brahma. That 
god stays in Vairaja, the best residence. 

50. Now, that god, living in Pu�kara, is performing a 
sacrifice. Going (there) we shall propitiate him. Being pleased 
he will grant (us) a boon' . 

5 1 .  Thinking thus, all the serpents, having reached the 
sacrificial mountain, resorted to its slope. 

52.  Seeing the serpents fatigued like that cool streams of 
water, turned towards the north, came out and delighted all .  

53.  0 best among the Bharatas, as  a result of  those 
(streams) Nagatirtha was formed. Some call it Nagaku�<;la ;  
others call it a river. 

54-55a. The sacred place is the holiest of all and destroys 
( i.e. removes the effect of the ) poison of serpents. Serpents do 
not cause any harm to any member of the family of those 
mortals who bathe there on the fifth day of Srava�a. 

55b-56a. There is no doubt that Brahma gives an excellent 
place to those men who offer Sriiddha to their dead ancestors in 
that region. 
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56b-59a. Realising the fear of the serpents, Brahma again 
said the words which he had uttered before : "That fifth day ( of 
Srava.J}.a) is blessed, removes all sins and is auspicious, since the 
work of the emancipation of the serpents was done on that day. 
They befriend him who completely avoids pungent and sour 
(things) on this day and bathes (an image of) a cow with milk." 

Bhipna said: 

59b-60a. You (please) tell me how Sivadiiti was born and 
how she was installed . 

Pulastya said: 
60b-6 l a. 0 king, a power called Siva, sprung up from the 

matted hair of Rudra, and determined to (practise) penance 
went to Nilagiri. Listen to (the account of) the vow in her 
(honour) . 

6 1  b-62a. 'Practising penance, I shall devour the entire 
world . '  With this intention, the beautiful young woman accom
plished (the vow of) the five fires . 

62b-65a.  When that goddess was practising excellent 
penance, there lived in the wealthy city called Ratnakhya in 
the middle of the ocean, a demon by name Ruru, who was very 
lustrous and to whom a boon was given by Brahma. That lord 
of demons, fearful to all gods, wealthy and respected by many 
hundred thousands of excellent demons, was like another 
Namuci.l 

65b-66. Mter a long time he went to the city of the regent 
of the quarter. He, desirous of conquering, and adorned with 
an army liked enmity with gods. When that great demon rose 
up, the water of the ocean increased with a great speed. 

67-69 Possessed of many sharks, crocodiles and fish it in
undated the peaks of mountains. A huge, fearful army, having 
in it many groups of the enemies of gods, having a variegated 
beauty due to various armours and weapons, consisting of 
excellent warriors, set out of the water of the ocean. Elephants, 
with demon-warriors (on their backs) , with moving bells, and 
endowed with supremacy, and very much demonstrating their 

1 . Namuci-a demon slain by Indra. 
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similarity with large fish by means of their own figures, moved 
out. 

70. Lakhs and crores of horses, tied with golden strings, 
resembling rohita fish, arranged in order in the water also 
quickly moved out with them (i.e.  elephants) . 

7 1 -72a. Similarly, chariots, having the speed of the Sun's 
chariot, with wheels and sticks and with unrent bamboos, with 
banners moving ( on their tops) , made a noise. In the same 
way warriors, with excellent missiles in their hands, hidden in 
boats and desiring to cross (the ocean in the boats ) ,  victorious 
in every battle and the followers of the demon shone very 
brightly. 

72b-73a. When in the fights the gods fled, the demons 
particularly pursued all of them. 

73b-74a. Then all groups of gods, distressed with fear and 
fleeing went to that excellent Nilagiri, where the goddess herself 
had remained. 

74b-76a. That goddess, Raudri ( i .e . sprung up from 
Rudra ) ,  endowed with penance, blessed one, and the excellent 
power of Sambhu, causing destruction, and known as the night 
of the destruction of the world, and having eyes like blooming 
lotuses, seeing the gods distressed with fear and confounded, 
asked them through amazement :  

76b-77a. " I  am not seeing any (cause of) fear for you. 
How is it that all gods, led by Indra, have fled away?". 

The gods said:  
7 7b-78 . This Ruru, the lord of demons, of a fearful valour 

and surrounded by great complete army is coming. Therefore, 
we being distressed, have sought the resort of you, the goddess. 

79. Hearing these words of gods she laughed loudly. From 
the mouth of her who was laughing, excellent ladies came out . 

80-8 1 .  They all held nooses and goads ; their breasts were 
stout and raised ; all held tridents, all were fearful; their mouths 
had goads in the form of large teeth ; they had put on crowns ; 
they bit their lower lips ; they frightened the mobile and the 
immobile with the sounds of their hissing. 

82. Some had put on white garments ; some had put on 
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variegated garments. The garments of some were dark-blue ; 
some had a strong desire to drink blood. 

83 . Their faces had various forms ;  their dresses were of 
various kinds, so also their bodies. That goddess, causing 
absence of fear among the gods, was thus surrounded by them. 

84-85a. No sooner did she say to the gods, '0 gods, do not 
be frightened; well-being to you', than the demon Ruru came 
with his complete army1, to that excellent Nila-parvata, in search 
of gods. 

85b-86a. Seeing in front of them the army of gods with the 
goddess, the demons came there saying, 'Wait, wait' . 

86b-90a. Then a great war was waged between them, when 
all the demons who had come to the battlefield, whose bodies 
were pierced with arrows, who were moving on the ground, whose 
s taffs were broken in anger, and who were creeping ( i.e. moving) 
like serpents, with the wounded horses, the broken chariots, the 
injured elephants and the foot-soldiers, with their chests pound
ed by the mace that came out from the heart of that Sakti (i.e. 
that goddess) , with their heads cut off with axes and broken 
with pestles, with their bellies pierced with the tips of tridents, 
and with their necks cut off with excellent swords, fell (on the 

ground) in the war, except Ruru. 

90b. Then seeing his army destroyed Ruru created (mali
gnant) illusion. 

9 1 .  Gods and goddesses were deluded by that (illusion) on 
the battlefield . Everywhere pitch-darkness prevailed due to the 
malignant illusion. 

92. Then the goddess ( i.e. Sivadiiti) struck the demon 
with great power. When the demon was struck by her, the 
darkness (caused ) by the demon passed away. 

93-94. When the illusion came to an end, the demon Ruru 
quickly entered Patala. There too the angry goddess, along with 
(other ) goddesses stood before Ruru, the lord of demons, who 

had gone there before. 

95-96a. Cutting off Ruru's head with the tips of her nails, 

1 .  Caturanga sainya-a complete army consisting of elephants, chariots, 
cavalry and infantry. 
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and taking off his skin, she speedily went out of Piitala, and 
again came to the Pu�kara (Tirtha) and to the mountain ( ca lled 
Nilagiri ) ,  along with the bright and multi-formed army of the 
maidens (created by her ) . 

96b-98a. The gods saw with amazement the goddess hold
ing Ruru's head and skin and remaining at the place of her 
penance. Then the magnanimous, hungry and bewildered 
goddesses ( created by Sivaduti ) s tood surrounding her and 
implored her : 

98b. "0 goddess, we are hungry ; give us excellent food."  
99 .  Thus addressed, she pondered over the food to  be 

given to them. But she did not get the food though she very 
much thought about it. 

1 00. Then she meditated upon the mighty Mahadeva, the 
lord of beings. He, the three-eyed highest soul, stood up (before 
her ) as a result of her meditation. 

1 0 1 .  Rudra said to that goddess : "What is the mission that 
you desire to tell me? 0 you goddess, the great creator of 
illusion, tell me what is in your mind." 

Sivadutl said : 
1 02. 0 you god, in a goat you remain in the form of a 

goat. These will eat you with great respect as their desired 
food. 

1 03. 0 lord of gods, please give them something as their 
food. Otherwise the mighty ones, desiring food will put me 
(and roast me) on an iron-spit. 

1 04. The hungry ones may even forcibly devour me. 
Taking me to be like this ( please) prepare (i.e. bring about) 
food quickly. 

Rudra said: 
1 05. 0 Sivaduti, I am telling you one (incident) that 

took place in another (i.e. previous) yuga. My attendants des
troyed Dak�a's sacrifice (being performed ) at Garigadvara. 

1 06. There (i .e. at that time) sacrifice, being ( i .e. turning 
himself into) a deer ran fast. He was pierced by me with an 

arrow and (as a result) he was sprinkled with blood (i.e. started 
bleeding. 
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1 0 7- 1 08. Then Ajagandha sprang up. Gods gave me the 
( same) name (saying :) 'You yourself are Ajagandha' . I shall 
give (these goddesses ) other food also. 0 you Kalaratri of great 
lustre and beautiful one, listen to (the name of) the food suited 
to these (goddesses, now) being told by me. 

109- l 1 0a. Let that woman, who, while pregnant, puts on or 
touches the garment of another woman and especially of a man 
be the food of some of these (goddesses ) on the earth, 0 you 
chief goddess. 

l l Ob- l l l . Also let them forcibly seize the child of such 
a lady till that child becomes a year old, and then let them 
remain well-pleased for many hundreds of years. Let others, 
who will not be worshipped, find a flaw in the lying-in 
chamber. 

1 1 2. Also, (some goddesses) seizing new-born infants will 
live in houses, fields, lakes and also in gardens. 

1 1 3. Those and others possessing the bodies of those women 
who always weep, will satisfy themselves (by eating ) such 
women. 

Sivaduti said: 

l l 4-1 1 5 . 0 Sankara, you have given them (food) which is 
despised and which would inflict pain on them. You do not 
realize that you should give them some special food. 0 Sankara, 
please do not give them food which would cause shame to 
them, and which would cause pain to the beings. 

Rudra said: 
1 1 6- l l 7a. When, formerly, in Avanti, I (got ) Skanda 

shaved, (that is) when the auspicious tonsure-ceremony1 of 
Kumara { i.e. Skanda) took place, the mothers, having come 
there, prepared unprecedented food. 

l 1 7b. Groups of gods came from the world of gods to enjoy 
the food of ( i .e. prepared by) the mothers. 

1 1 8- 1 2 1 . At that olden time in their house best gods like 
Brahma and Gandharvas, celestial nymphs, Yak�as and 
Guhyakas, mountains like Meru and rivers like Ganga, as well 

1. Cu(iakar11um-Ceremony of tonsure. 
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as all serpents, elephants, Siddhas, birds and killers of the 
demons, female goblins with vampiresl and surrounded by all 
planets had gathered. What should I say, 0 goddess? All that 
was created here by Brahmii was given. 

Sivadflti said : 

1 22. For these goddesses give me food which is inaccessible 
in heaven, which is oily, mixed with jaggery, tasty and well
cooked and which is intended for them, and which is not enjoy. 
ed by anyone else before, 0 great god. 

1 23. Thus addressed Mahesvara, the god of gods, told them 
in the vicinity of Piirvati about their food : 

1 24. " I  have accomplished the food prepared in many 
ways. All that is exhausted. And no other (kind of food) is seen 
here. 

1 25 .  Tell me what I should today give to you who have 
come (to me) .  I have especially to give something quite new. 

1 26- 1 2 7. I shall give you as food which has never been 
tasted before by anyone. Below my navel are these two circular 
long and fruit-like testicles. Even with this food you will have 
great satisfaction."l 

1 28. Receiving that great favour all the goddesses saluted 
Siva.  Sarva said these words to them : 

1 29- 1 30 .  "The wealth, beasts, sons, wives and houses etc. 
of those who perform auspicious deeds without laughing, will 
be given to you by me ; and also whatever else is in your mind. 
Those who by laughing have long teeth (i.e. show their teeth) 
(will ) become poor. 

1 3 1 .  Therefore, one wh o is wise, should not indulge in 
censuring or laughing (at others ) .  In this world you will be 
known as mothers. 

1 32- 1 33a. The lineage of those men, who, along with their 
relatives and kinsmen, prepare (articles from) a lotus, grams, 
and also cakes and sorts of bread with ( i .e. having the shape of) 
testicles, as an offering, is not cut off. 

1 33b- 1 34. A man who has no son, gets a son ; he, who desires 

1 . Vetala-a kind of ghost-particularly a ghost occupying a dead 
body. 
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wealth, obtains it ;  he, being handsome, lucky, enjoyer, well
versed in all sciences, is honoured in Brahma's world with (i .e. 
being taken in) a vehicle to which swans are yoked . 

1 35. 0 Sivadiiti , thus I have given them food. Does it 
bring shame to you? Please listen to what I said : 

1 36- 1 42.  Be victorious, 0 goddess, Camu:l)c;la; victory to 
you who snatch away beings. Victory to you who are omni
present ;  0 goddess Kalaratri , salutation to you . 0 you 
(goddess) endowed with the universal form, 0 you Viriipak�i 
(of deformed eyes ) , 0 you Trilocana, 0 you Bhimariipa (i .e .  

of a terrible form ) ,  0 Siva, Vidyii., Mahamaya, Mahodara, 
Manojaya, Manodurga, BhiqJ.ak�i, K�ubhitak�aya, Mahamari, 
Vicitraiigi, 0 you to whom singing and dancing are dear, 0 
you auspicious one, 0 Vikarali, Mahakali ,  Kalika, Papahari:l)i, 
Pasahasta, Da:l)c;lahasta, Bhimahasta, Bhayanaka, Camu:l)c;la, 
Jvalamfmasya, Tik�J)adaiJl�tra, MahabaHi, Sivayanapriya, Devi, 
Pretasanagata, Siva, Bhimak�i, Bhi�a:l)ii, 0 you goddess, Sarva
bhiitabhayaiikari, Karali, Vikarali, Mahakali, Karalini, Kali, 
Karalavikranta, Kalaratri, salutation to you. 0 you goddes, 
salutation to you who hold all weapons and who are saluted by 
all gods. 

1 43. Sivadiiti, who was thus praised by Parame�thin 
Rudra, the great goddess was pleased and said these words : 

1 44a. "0 lord of gods, ask for a boon which you have in 
your mind." 

Rudra said: 

1 44b. 0 goddess of a beautiful face, being present every
where grant boons to those men who praise you with this 
eulogy. 

1 45- 146a. May he, who climbing up this mountain, wor
ships you with devotion, have sons, grandsons and pros
perity. 

1 46b- 1 47a. He, who hears this eulogy rising from (i.e. 
about) the goddess, becomes free from all sins, may obtain (i .e. 
obtains) the highest bliss. 

1 47b · l 48.  If a king, who has lost his kingdom, being con
trolled and pure, ( praises) while observing a fast, (the goddess) 
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on the ninth, or eighth or fourteenth ( day of a month) , he 
regains his kingdom, free from enemies, after a year. 

1 49- 1 5 1a.  This power endowed with knowledge is called 
Sivadiiti. 0 king, he, who listens to this (eulogy) with great 
devotion, being free from all sins, would obtain the highest 
salvation. He, who, after having bathed in the water of the 
Pu�kara (Tirtha ) , recites this (eulogy) , gets all this fruit, and is 
honoured in the world of Brahma. 

1 5 l b- l 52a. That house, in which a written (copy) of this 
(eulogy) is kept, has no fear of terrible fire or fear due to 
thieves etc. 

1 52b- 1 54. A wise man, who devoutly worships this remain
ing in a book-form, has everything desired by him-( even ) the 
three worlds with the mobile and the immobile. Many sons are 
born (i .e .  he gets many sons, and also he gets) wealth, grains, 
and excellent ladies; and also quickly gets gems, horses, 
elephants and servants. All this will certainly take place in the 
house in which this is kept in a manuscript-form. 

CHAPTER THIRTYTWO 

Descent of a Holy Place 

Bhimza said: 

I .  0 you highly intelligent one, tell me, as a result of which 
deeds the condition of an evil spirit is produced (i.e .  as a result 
of which one turns into an evil spirit after death) ; and also 
(tell me) by (doing which) deeds one is freed from here (i.e. 
this condition of evil spirit) . 

Pulastya said: 

2. 0 best king, I shall entirely tell you all this, hearing 
which you will  not be deluded. 

3 .  I shall tell you by  which (deeds) one is reduced to  the 
condition of a spirit, and by (doing which deeds) one is freed 
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from it; (I shall also tell you how) one reaches a terrible hell 
which is insuperable even to gods. 

4.  Men who have been reduced to the state of an evil 
spirit are emancipated by conversation with the good, and by 
(listening to) accounts of holy places. 

5-6. 0 Bhi�ma, it is learnt that in olden times there was a 
brahmaQ.a, named Prthu, who had fulfilled his vow, who was 
well-known everywhere, who was always content, who was 
devoted to the study of sacred texts in his house, who always en
gaged in the practice of yoga (deep and abstract meditation) 
and who was a knower of yoga. He passed his time in muttering 
prayers and performing sacrifices . 

7. He was endowed with forgiveness and kindness and with 
forbearance, and was a knower of truth. He had put his mind 
in (i .e.  practised) harmlessness, and also he was steady in gentle
ness (i .e. he was gentle) . 

8 . He was devoted to self-restraint and penance and medi
tation; he was engaged in (performing) rites (in honour) of the 
dead ancestors and in rites enjoined by the Vedas. 

9. He entertained fear of the other world; he was given to 
truthful speech; he was devoted to (speaking) sweet words and 
to honouring guests. 

I 0. He was engaged in performing sacrifices and doing acts 
of charity1; he avoided the pairs (of pleasure, pain etc.) ; he per
formed his duties; and busied himself in the study of sacred 
texts . 

1 1 . Thus many years passed when the brahmaQ.a, residing 
in his house, performed acts like these with a desire to conquer 
(i.e. to go beyond) the worldly existence. 

1 2 . He made up his mind to visit holy places : 'I shall make 
my body wet with the auspicious water of the sacred places . '  

1 3 . At the time of sun-rise, he, having bathed in the 
Pu�kara (Tirtha) and become pure, and muttered prayers and 
having saluted ( the deities) , resorted to the path (i .e. walked 
ahead) . 

14. In a lonely forest, full of thorny trees and void of birds, 
he saw in front of him five very fearful men. 

1 . /i14Piirl-performing sacrifices and digging wells and doing other 
acts of charity. 
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1 5 . Seeing the deformed, very terrible men of a wicked 
appearance he, with his heart slightly frightened, remained still. 

1 6. He, of a sweet tongue, then mustered courage and 
casting off his fear asked them (in sweet words) : "Who are you 
and what makes you deformed ? 

1 7. Or which deed did you perform by ( i.e .  as a result of) 
which you got this deformity? How are you like this ? Which 
way are all of you setting on (i. e. where are you going) ?" 

The evil spirits said: 

1 8 .  We are always hungry and thirsty, and are enveloped 
by great grief. We all have lost our understanding, our intellect 
and have become confounded.  

19 .  We are unable to recognize a direction or an inter
mediate direction, nor are we able to recognize the sky, or the 
earth or heaven. 

20.  But it would be (i .e.  it is) a pleasure that we have told 
all (this) grief (of ours to you) . Now it seems to be the morning 
that the sun is seen rising. 

2 1 . I am Paryu,ita by name. (This) other one is Siici
mukha. (This is) Sighraga. (This is) Rohaka and this fifth one 
is Lekhaka. 

The brahmaT)Il said : 

22.  How is it possible that those, who have turned into 
evil spirits as a result of their deeds have names ? For what 
reason did you have (these) names? 

The evil spirits said : 

23. I always eat (i.e. ate) dainty food ; and would give stale 
food to a brahmaQ.a. For this reason my name is Paryu:tiita. 

24. This one pierced many brahmaQ.as desiring food etc. ; 
for that reason he is regarded as having the name (i.e. he is 
named as) Siicimukha. 

25. 0 best brahmaQ.a, I am (called) Sighraga for the 
reason that when solicited by a hungry brahmaQ.a I moved 
(away) quickly. 

26. This one, through fear of (being requested by) a brah
maQ.a (to give him food) , always ate delicious food on the top of 
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the house (to avoid the brahmal}.a) of whom he was afraid. So he 

is called Rohaka. 
27.  This one is called Lekhaka, the most sinful amongst us, 

who always remained silent, scratching on the ground, when 
solicited (by someone for something) . 

28. Lekhaka walks with (great) difficulty. Rohaka has his 
head hung down. Sigharga has become lame. Siicimukha has 
become (like) a needle. 

29 . Paryu�ita's neck is long and he is called pot-bellied . As 
a result of this sin his scrotum and his lips are protruding. 

30.  Thus I have told you everything about our mode oflife 
and its cause. If you have a strong desire, then ask (further 
questions) . When (thus) asked we shall state (further) . 

The briihmat)a said : 

3 1 .  All the beings that live on the earth, depend upon 
food. I desire to hear the truth about your food. 

The evil spirits said : 

32 .  0 brahmal}.a, listen to (the description) of our food 
condemned by all beings, hearing which you will again and 
again censure us . 

33. The evil spirits enjoy in those houses where purity is 
ignored (i.e. which are impure) due to phlegm, urine, feces and 
the dirt of the bodies of women. 

34. The evil spirits enjoy there (i.e.  in those places) where 
the remnants of food are burnt or scattered or thrown out by 
ladies or which are censured due to fith. 

35.  The evil spirits enjoy there (i.e. in those houses) where 
there is no sense of shame in the hearts (of the residents), in 
which no sacrifices are performed, and which are void of vows . 

36. The evil spirits enjoy in those houses where the elders 
are not respected, and which are dominated by ladies, and (the 
inmates of) which are overpowered by anger and greed. 

37 .  0 dear, I am ashamed of telling you about my food. It 
is not possible even to tell you still further. 

38. 0 you of a firm vow, I am asking you about (i.e. as to 
how to bring about) the cessation of this condition ofan evil 
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spirit. 0 you whose wealth is penance, tell me how (a man) 
does not become an evil spirit. 

The brtihmaTJ.(l said: 

39. A man does not become an evil spirit if he always per· 
forms vows lasting for a day or two days or Krcchra CandrliyaTJ.(l 
and other vows. 

40. One who, full of compassion for beings, serves (i.e. wor
ships) three, five or one fire everyday does not become an evil 
spirit .  

4 1 . One who looks equally upon honour and dishonour, 
upon gold and a clod of earth, and upon friend and foe, does 
not become an evil spirit. 

42 .  One who is always engaged in worshipping deities, 
guests and preceptors and also in worshipping his dead ances
tors, does not become an evil spirit. 

43 . One who, with faith, offers a sraddha on the fourth day 
of a month which falls on a Tuesday in the bright half of a 
month, does not become an evil spirit. 

44. One who has conquered his anger and doubt and is 
free from desire and attachment, is given to forgiveness and 
charity, does not become an evil spirit. 

45. One, who salutes cows, brahmaiJ.as, sacred places, 
mountains and rivers, and also gods, does not become an evil 
spirit. 

The evil spirits said : 

46. 0 highly intelligent sage, we have heard about various 
duties . Being distressed we are asking you. Tell us (about that) 
by ( doing) which a man becomes an evil spirit. 

The brtihmaT)a said: 
4 7 .  If a man, especially a brahmaJ}.a, dies having eaten 

Sudra's food, (with the food ) lying in his belly, he becomes an 
evil spirit. 

48. He, who abandons his mother, father or brothers, or 
his sister or his son in whom no fault is seen, becomes an evil 
spirit. 

49. A man who performs sacrifices for those for whom no 
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sacrifice should be performed, or who does not perform sacri
fices for those for whom they should be performed, or who is 
engaged in serving the Siidras, becomes an evil spirit. 

50.  A man who takes away a deposit (kept with him) , or 
harms his friends, or is always engaged in cooking for a Siidra, 
or is a betrayer of trust ( i .e .  deceives a person who trusts him) , 
becomes an evil spirit. 

5 1 .  A man who kills a brahmaJ).a or a cow, who is a thief, 
or who drinks liquor, or who violates his teacher's bed ( i.e. his 
teacher's wife) , who abducts a virgin or misappropriates a land, 
becomes an evil spirit. 

52. He who, having received a gift in common, conceals it 
(for himself) ,  or he who is attached to atheism, is born as an 
evil spirit. 

53. When the best brahmaJ).a was speaking like this, there 
was (produced) a sound of kettle-drums in the sky and a shower 
of thousands of flowers discharged by gods fell on the earth. 

54. Due to the talk of the brahmaJ).a and his telling about 
virtue many aeroplanes of the evil spirits came (there ) from all 
sides. 

55 . Therefore, 0 Gangasuta (i.e .  son of Ganga) , if you 
want bliss, then being vigilant, make every effort to convene 
with the good. 

56. In the family of him who recites for a lakh of times this 
account of the five evil spirits-which is the ornament of all 
virtue--no one is born as an evil spirit. 

57. He, who, endowed with devotion, repeatedly listens to 
it with great faith, is not born as an evil spirit .  

Bhi�a said: 
58. Why is Pu�kara (Tirtha) said to be ( situated) in the 

sky? How is it that the sages, given to virtue, have it here ( i .e .  
on the earth) ? 

59. Tell me, who am asking through curiosity, all that as 
to who secures it and (tell me) how it gives fruit when secured? . 

Pulastya said : 
60. 0 king, a crore of sages, living in the southern part 

came to Pu�kara to bathe ; but Pu�kara went up to the sky. 
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6 1 .  All the sages, knowing this, absorbed i n  suspending the 
breath, remained there for twelve years, meditating upon the 
highest Brahman. 

62. Brahma, great sages, gods with Indra came there. The 
(great ) sages, concealing themselves, told the very difficult res· 
traints : 

63. "0 brahm�as, invoke Pu�kara with a prayer. It will 
come near you by your reciting (i .e. if you recite) the three rks 

( beginning with) .Apohiitha. 
64. It will give you fruit by your muttering the expiatory 

prayer".1 At the end of the words (uttered by the sages ) all 
brahmal}.as did like that (i.e. as they were told) . 

65-66. The brahmal}.as, who did like that according to the 
instruction, obtained religious virtue. The brahmal}.as living in 
the south and north censured in the codes of laws and other 
brahmal}.as dwelling in mountains do not deserve an invitation 
to a Iriiddha. 0 king, for this reason, it ( i .e .  Pu�kara) remained 
in the sky only. 

67. 0 king, Pu�kara gives purity ( to a person) by bathing 
(in it) on the full moon day of Kartika. It gives religious merit 

to all including even Brahma. 
68. 0 king, (persons of) all castes who come there to obtain 

religious merit become equal to brahmal}.as ( even ) without 
( the recitation of) a prayer. 

69. The day on which the Moon is in the lunar mansion 
viz. Krttika on the full moon day of Kartika, should be regard
ed as important, and is good for (taking) a bath and (giving in) 
charity. 

70. When on this day the Moon is in the lunar mansion 
called Bharal}.i that (day) also is declared to be very auspicious 
by the ascetics. 

7 1 . That full moon day of Kartika on which the Moon 
enters the mansion called Rohil}.i, that day, 0 king, is said to be 
Mahakarlikl; it  is difficult to be had even by gods. 

72. Brahma himself has declared these three lunar mansions 
( to be auspicious) when they fall on Sundays or Thursdays or 
Mondays. 

1 .  Agharruuta(I{Z-a prayer repeated by brihma1,.1as : (tgveda X. l 90. 
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73. He, who takes a bath (on one of these days in Pu�kara) , 
obtains greater religious merit than (by performing) an Asva
medha sacrifice. Gifts (given on one of these days) and also offer
ing of libations to the manes (made on one of these days) become 
inexhaustible . 

74. That combination when the Sun is in the Visii.kha and 
the Moon in the Krttikii. is called Pu�kara and very difficult to 
be had at the Pu�aras. 

75. Those, who take bath at Pu �kara, which has come down 
( to the earth) from the sky, which is auspicious and which is 
sacred to the grandsire (i.e. Brahmii.) , obtain worlds of pros
perity. 

76.  0 great king, I have told you the truth that these 
people will not long for any other religious merit done or undone . 

77. I t  is said to be (the best) holy place of all holy p laces 
here on the earth . 0 king, no holy place is said to be superior 
to this. 

78. Especially on the full moon day of Kii.rtika that auspi

cious Sarasvati that removes sins has arrived ( here ) from that 
Udumbara forest . 

79-80a. She has filled up ( with her water) the holy place 
resorted to by sages. Not far from it shines the mountain-peak 
called Nilii.iijanacaya and dark- blue in colour like a grass-plot. 

80b-81 . Due to her the peak appears to be the Pu�kara 
high up in the sky full of lofty multitude of clouds in the rainy 
season . It was full of the fragrance of Kadamba flowers and 
decorated with Kulaja and Arjuna flowers. 

82-83 . It remained there as i t  were to go up to the path of 
the Sun. The peak shines (i.e .  shone) with beautiful coconuts on 
all sides. The coconuts were round like the glossy round breasts 
of ladies full of horripilation. It was adorned all round with the 
humming swarms of bees. 

84-85. It was charming with the notes of cuckoos and ful l  
of the notes of peacocks . This auspicious river, having auspicious 

water, the daughter of Brahmii. and very beautiful has risen on 
that charming peak; and from that cluster of bamboos that very 
great river has flowed towards the north. 

86-87a. Not flowing far away from that place she again 
flows towards the west. Thereafter that goddess, who was pleased, 
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having given up her concealment, stays manifest due to her 
compassion for beings . 

87b-88a. At Pu�kara Brahma has given her, having five 
s treams (five names viz. ) Kanakii., Suprabhii., Nandal, Praci and 
Sarasvati. 

88b-89. On her bank there are very charming holy place& 
and temples, which have been resorted to by sages and Siddhas 
from every side. In all these (sacred places etc.) the cause of 
religious merit is Sarasvati. 

90. Gift of gold, dwelling or land made at these holy 
places by men who have bathed (i.e. after having bathed) 
causes great prosperity and generates il'lexhaustible fruit. 

9 1 .  The best sages declare that the gift of grains is excel
lent, and also the gift of oil. That which is given by men at the 
holy places is said to be superior. 

92. A woman or a man, who, being restrained and having 
fixed her or his mind on the holy places would fast unto death 
with perseverance, enjoys fruit at Brahma's residence as much 
as he desires. 

93. All those-the immobile and the mobile-who die in 
her vicinity as a result of the exhaustion of their deeds, get the 
excellent fruit of a sacrifice which is difficult to obtain. 

94. Therefore, men with all their heart should, with great 
effort, resort to the great river Sarasvati that gives a charming 
fruit, gives the reward of religious merit to those whose minds 
are afflicted with the grief of birth etc. 

95. Those who always drink that sacred water there, are 
not men but gods dwelling here on the earth. 

96. That fruit which the briihmaJ].as get by ( performing) 
sacrifices, (making) gifts, is obtained even by siidras born ac
cording to their innate nature by taking a bath here. 

97. Even great sinners, by the sight of Pu�kara, being free 
from sins, go to heaven after they cast their body. 

98. By observing a fast at Pu�kara a man quickly and with 
little effort obtains that fruit which is the fruit of a fire-sacrifice. 

99. He, who, in the month of Migha, offers, with devotion 

1 .  The reason why she is called Nandi is given in Chapter 18 above. 
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and according to his capacity, sesamum to a virtuous brahma:r.m, 
would live in the house of ViglU. 

1 00. That man also, who observes a fast there, bathes and 
eats the five products of a cow, would obtain (i.e. go to) heaven 
after death. 

1 0 1 .  Even the thieves who live in its vicinity go to heaven 
due to i ts power. There is no doubt about it .  

102- 1 03 .  Also men following the occupation of siidras, 
who, by fasting for three nights, give money to brahmal}as, 
being endowed with the power due to pious utterances, 
and being immortal and having four arms, get into a vehicle 
having a lotus-seat and obtain union with Brahman and are not 
reborn. 

1 04. Gaiigodbheda is the place where Gaziga came to see 
and appease Sarasvati, the best river, rising from the sky. 

1 05- l 0 6a. He, who, having gone there, has drunk a cavity
ful pure water (of Ganga) resorted to by gods and Siddhas and 
also the pure water of Sarasvati, worshipped by groups ofVidya
dharas, attains to that highest (Brahman) . 

l 06b- l 07a. Looking in the east, Sarasvati said : "0 friend 
Ganga, you have left me alone. Where are you going? I am 
friendless." 

1 07b- l  08a. Ganga, finding her to be weeping and distressed 
with grief, came there from the eastern region to see her of 
afflicted mind. 

1 08b- l l l  a. Seeing the highly virtuous one and having em
braced the distressed one, and having wiped her eyes Ganga 
said these words at that time : "0 you glorious one, do not weep. 
0 friend , you have done, for the gods, a difficult task, which 
none else can do. For this reason, 0 you highly virtuous one, 
gods have come to see you. Worship them with words and with 
mental and physical acts ." 

l l l b- 1 1 2a. Sarasvati, Brahma's daughter, having duly wor
shipped the best gods, got united with ( i .e .  mixed with) her 
friend. 

1 1 2b-l l 4a. The confluence of the two between the J ye�tha 
and the Madhyama Pu �kara is well-known in the world. 
Brahma's daughter (i .e . Sarasvati then flowed ) towards the west 
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and Gailga towards the north. Then all the gods who had come 
to Pu �kara, realising the difficult task (she had done) praised 
her : 

1 14b-1 1 5. "You are in tellect ; you are thought ; you are 
Lak�mi (i . e. prosperity) : you are knowledge ; you are faith ; you 
are highest devotion ; you are intellect ; you are retentive faculty; 
you are love ; you are forbearance ; you are success ; you are 
libation offered to dead ancestors; you are oblation offered to 
gods ; you are pure thought. 

1 1 6. You are twilight, night, lustre, prosperity, retentive 
faculty, and faith. You are sacrificial lore, great knowledge, 
secret knowledge and bright. 

1 1 7. You are said to be metaphysics, agriculture, and judi
cature. 0 you of auspicious water, salutation to you who go to 
the ocean. 

1 18a.  Salutation to you who liberate (persons) from sins ; 
salutation to you, 0 goddess dear to the world". 

1 1 8b- 1 1 9. Thus the divine goddess was praised by ( the 
gods) intent upon securing their own interest. Thus that goddess 
Sarasvati, full of all holy places, remained there with all gods, 
facing the east. 

120. She is to be known as Praci-these are the words of 
Brahma. There is a place named Suddhavata, said to (be sac,. 
red) to the grandsire ( i.e. Brahma) . 

1 2 1 .  Even those, who are great sinners, becoming pure merely 
by seeing it, obtain the plea&ures of the happy persons, in the 
vicinity of Brahma. 

1 22. Those who observe there a fast unto death, being 
immortal and having no fear from anywhere, go to heaven in 
Brahma's vehicle. 

1 23. Those who have even given very little to the knowers 
of Brahman-to those whose thoughts are fixed on the supreme 
spirit-have given a hundred existences (are not to be born for 
at least a hundred existences) . 

1 24. Those men who perform there the purificatory rite 
called Kharp!asphutita1, reach the world ofBrahma and are always 
happy there. 

1. Khapifasplm#tasamsktira-repairing of dilapidations. 
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1 2 5. The fruit of the worship offered, or prayers muttered 
or sacrifice performed here, which is obtained by men whose 
minds are engrossed in devotion to Brahman, is infinite. 

1 26. A person offering a lamp there, gets intellectual vision 
and becomes one with the supreme soul. A person, by offering 
incense ( there ) obtains the place resorted to by Brahma. 

127. Or what is the use of talking much? Whatever is 
offered at the confluence (of Ganga and Sarasvati) is said to 
give infinite fruit to a person alive or dead. 

1 2�129a. An unending fruit accrues by taking a bath or 
muttering prayers or performing a sacrifice there. Having come 
to that place Rama offered a piT)r/.a and a iriiddha to Dasaratha 
as directed by that (sage ) Markai;IQeya. 

1 29b-1 30a. There is a well with four corners. All men who 
offer piT)r/.as there go to heaven (borne ) in a car to which swans 
are yoked . 

1 30b-1 3 1 .  Brahma, the best among those well-versed in 
(performing) sacrifices, performed at that well a sacrifice in 
honour of manes in which excellent gifts were given . Vasus 
should be known as the manes and Rudras as the grandsires. 

1 32. Similarly Adityas are mentioned as their great 
grandsires. (All these) of the three categories were called and 
addressed by Brahma : 

1 33a. "Always remaining here you should accept the offer
ing of piT)r/.as etc ." 

1 33b-1 34. Since what i s  done for (i.e. offered to) manes for 
their maintenance would give unending fruit, the manes and 
the grandsires also are pleased with them. By the libation they 
are satisfied and by the offering ofpiT)r/.as they obtain (i .e .  go to} 
heaven. 

1 35.  Therefore leaving everything (else) (a man) should 
offer pir;z¢as at Pracina. A son by offering (piT) gas ) should please 
all his manes. 

1 36. I t  is preferred and valued by Pracinesvara, is called 
the A.ditirtha ( i .e. the best sacred place ) and brings about sal
vation even by (merely) being seen. 

1 3  7. A person merely by touching the water there becomes 
free from the bondage of birth (and death) ; by bathing in it he 
ever becomes the follower of Brahman. 
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1 38.  A man who having bathed at Aditirtha, gives even 
little food, would generally obtain (i . e .  go to) heaven. 

1 39. A man, who, after having bathed there, would offer 
money with a dish consisting of sesamum and rice and with 
gold, being happy, enjoys in heaven. 

1 40. Praci Sarasvati resides there ; what else do men seek?  
The fruit of  a bath in her (water) leads to  satisfaction, and is of 
the nature of ( the fruit of) penance, sacrifice etc. 

1 4 1 . Those men who drink the auspicious ( water of) god
dess Prii.ci Sarasvati are not men. They should be known as 
gods. So said sage Mii.rkat;u;ieya. 

1 42.  After having reached river Sarasvati, there is no 
(strict) rule about bath. (A person can have it) after having 
eaten food or without having eaten food, or by day or at night. 

143. That sacred place, viz . Pracina is said to be best of 
all . It is said to destroy the sins of beings, and to be give 
religious virtue. 

144. Again, those devout persons, who having bathed there, 
worship Janardana according to their capacity, go to heaven. 

1 45. Vi�QU is the best among gods . So that place where he 
resorted to Sarasvati is a great holy place-so said the son of 
Brahmii.. 

1 46. Therefore (i.e . because Vi,Q.u resorted to that place) , 
Sarasvati, looking upon it as a great and very glorious sacred 
place, remained there waiting for Mandakini (i .e.  Ganga) . 

147- 1 48a. The son of Brahmii. said, that sacred place is the 
best of all sacred places ; gods praised Sarasvati that remained 
there, where they obtained religious merit equal to (that ob
tained by resorting to) Ganga. 

1 48b-1 49. Knowing her to be of a melancholy face and of 
a distressed mind, Brahmii. created her beautiful friend of spot
less eyes. 

l 50- l 5 l a. Vi�QU also created Lak�mi of eyes like lotuses. 
Siva (called) NilakaQtha, Vnadhvaja, Vajrapii.Qi, who was the 
lord of lords, created Sarasvati's friend, viz. VajriQi, having the 
lustre of an excellent doe. 

1 5 l b- 1 53a. That great river, that divine beauty, being seen 
by her friends and being very much delighted started to pro-
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ceed by the command of gods. Then that Sarasvati, regarded · 
as the best of all those (friends ) ,  turning towards the east, was 
eager to proceed. 

1 53b- 1 54. Even those beasts who drink the water of Prii.ci 
Sarasvati go to heaven as the bes t brii.hma:Q.as (go to heaven ) 
by ( performing ) sacrifices. Prii.ci Sarasvati at this place should 
be looked upon as the desire-yielding gem. 

1 55-1 56. Like it this great river has become the fulfiller of 
desires. Having seen (i.e. flowed towards ) the southern direction 
she has gone to the west. She said to Ganga : "Go to the eastern 
region ; forget me not ; 0 goddess, go as you had come. " 

CHAPTER THIRTYTHREE 

Riima's Visit to MarkaTJ.¢eya's Hermitage 

Bhi�a said ; 
I .  0 sage, how was Riima enlightened here by Mii.rka:Q.

deya? How did they meet? When did they meet? 
2. \Vhose son was Miirka:Q.Qeya? How was the one of great 

penance born? 0 great sage, tell me the exact explanation of 
his name. 

Pulastya said; 

3. I shall tell you about the birth of Mii.rka:Q.deya. In the 
old Kalpa there was a well-known sage by name Mrka:Q.QU. 

4. The illustrious (sage ) ,  the son of Bhrgu, practised 
penance with his wife. When he was living in a forest, a son was 
born to him. 

5. That boy, superior in virtues, became five years old. At 
that time a sage saw the boy roaming about in the courtyard. 

6. Remaining there for a pretty long time, he knew the 
future (events in the life of the boy) . He was asked by the boy's 
father : "What is the spanof the life ofmy son? 

7. Calculate and tell me ( the number of) years (of the 
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span of his life-whether they are ) few or many." Thus address
ed by MrkaJ;u,iu, the wise sage spoke : 

8. "'0 best sage, the Creator has determined (the span of) 
your son's life to be six months. Do not grieve. I have told you 
the truth." 

9.  The father, having heard what the sage had said, then 
performed the thread-ceremony of the boy. 

1 0 .  And the father said (to the son ) : "0 son, salute the 
sages." Thus told by the father, he took delight in saluting 
people. 

1 1 . He did not care for the (high) caste or the absence of 
it ( in the case ofpersons whom he saluted since) he saluted 
( persons belonging to) all castes. (In this way) five years and 
twentyfive days rolled by . 

1 2 .  There were going seven sages along the path. The boy 
saw them, and he saluted them all . 

1 3 .  The boy having a staff and wearing a muiija-girdle was 
addressed by them : "Live long". Having spoken thus, they ob
served (that) the boy (would ) be short-lived. 

14. 0 king, knowing that his life would be just five days 
(more) , they were frightened. Taking the boy, they went near 

Brahma. 

1 5 . And, 0 king, leaving ( i .e.  placing) him there, they 
saluted the grandsire. They gave Brahma information about 
(i .e. told Brahma the account of) the boy. Then he saluted 
Brahma. 

1 6. In the presence of the sages, Brahma said to the boy : 
• •Live long". Then all the sages. having heard those words from 
the grandsire, were pleased. 

1 7.  The grandsire, seeing the sages, was amazed and said 
(to them) : "Tell me for what purpose this boy has come to me 
and also tell me who is." 

1 8. Then, 0 king, the sages told him everything. "This is 
the son of MrkaJ).Qu. His life is short. Make him long-lived. 

1 9 . The sage (Mrkal).l;iu) tied a ( muiija-) girdle (round ) his 
(waist) , gave him whose life was short a sacred thread and a staff 
(i .e .  the sage MrkaJ.lQU performed his thread-ceremony) and 
advised him : 
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20. '0 boy, salute every person whom you see going about 
on the earth'. The father said these words to him.  

2 1 .  0 grandsire, we, who were going on a pilgrimage� 
saw, by chance, this boy disposed to saluting ( everyone he 
saw) . 

22. We said to him : 0 son, live long. How wil l our words 
along with (words uttered by) you come true?" 

23. Thus addressed by them, Brahma, the grandsire of the 
worlds (said) : "This land stands fearless due to true words (be
ing spoken on it) " .  

Brahmii said : 

· 24. This boy, Markal}.c;leya, will have the (span of) l ife as 
I (shall have) . (This) best sage is commended by me (to be 
present) at the beginning as well as at the end of a Kalpa. 

25-26. Thus the sages having got the boy made safe by the 
grandsire, sent him to the earth, and proceeded with their 
pilgrimage. Markal}.c;leya went home. When they had left, 
he said to his father : 

27. "'Sages, teachers of the Vedas, had taken me to Brahmii's 
world . Having made me a long-lived person (i .e .  granting me a 

long life) and having given me boons, they sent me (home) . 
28-29. (They gave me) this and other things. The cause of 

your anxiety has (now) gone. I shall be present continuously at 
the beginning and also at the end of a Kalpa, as a result of the 
favour of Brahma, the creator of the worlds and the father (of 
all) . Being eager I shall (now) go to Pul1kara to practise penance. 

30-3 1 .  There I shall wait upon the grandsire, the lord of 
god&. I shall please Brahma, who fulfils all desires, who destroys 
all enemies, who gives all pleasures, who is the highest object 
of Indra and others and who is the grandsire of all the worlds ." 

32-33a. Having heard the words of Miirkal}.c;leya, the best 
sage Mrkal}.c;lu was extremely pleased. Being relaxed in a mo
ment, and mustering courage with a good (i.e. strong) mind, 
be said these words : 

33b-34a. "'Today my existence is fruitful and my life has 
proved to be well-lived, since I have seen the grandsire , the 
creator of all worlds. 
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34b. With you as my son, upholding (i.e. continuing my) 
family, I am having an heir. 

35. Go and see the lord of gods, the grandsire, living at 
Pu�kara. When that lord of the worlds is seen (by a man) neither 
old age nor death (comes to him) . 

36. Men obtain pleasures, and also prosperity and inex
haustible penance. There are three white peaks and three 
streams. 

3 7. Similarly there are three (holy places called) Pu�kara. 
We do not know the reason (for this number three) : There is 
Kaniyfuilsa (Pu�kara) , (there is) Madhyama (Pu�kara) and there 
is Jye�tha (Pu�kara) . 

38-39. There are also the three white streams called Srnga. 
The three viz. Brahma, Vi�J}.u and Rudra are always present 
in the vicinity of the (three) Pu�karas. 0 great king, there is no 
other place more auspicious than these. The water there is free 
from dust, is pure, and is well-known in the three worlds. 

40-4 la. The blessed ( alone) see Pu�kara, the path to 
Brahma's world. (The fruit that ) one, who maintains the 
sacred fires for full one hundred years, obtains, is equal (to 
the fruit that one would get) by giving at Pu�kara on (just ) 
one full  moon day of Kartika. 

4 l b·42. 0 boy, you have, without effort, accomplished 
that which I could not do, or what I could not accomplish by 
means of deeds (i . e .  rites ) ,  viz . you have conquered death that 
takes away everyone. There you saw that Brahma, the lord of 
gods and the grandsire of all the worlds. 

43. There is no other mortal on the earth . who can be 
compared to you, who, being just five years old, have pleased 
me. 

44. As a result of my boon you will obtain the resemblance 
of a long-lived one (i .e .  you will live a very long life) ; there is 
no doubt about it; for such is my blessing. 

45-47a. All they (i.e. all people will) say to you : 'Go to the 
worlds liked by you.' " A hermitage was ( then) set up by 
MrkaJ}.Qu's son, who had thus obtained (his father' s) favour. It 
is (called) MarkaJ].Qeya's Hermitage. One would get the fruit 
of Vajapeya (-sacrifice) by bathing there and by (thus ) purifYing 
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(oneself) . A man (who bathes there) becomes purified from all 
his sins and lives a long life .  

Pulastya said : 

4 7b-49a. Similarly I shall narrate to you another old 
historical account as to how Rama brought about the sacred 
place, viz. Pu�kara. Rama, having come from Citrakiita with 
Sita and Lak�?mal}.a, to Atri's her�itage, asked the best sage. 

Rama said: 

49b-50 . 0 revered saint of a good vow, tell me which are 
the auspicious sacred places or which is the sacred place, going 
where, a man is not separated from his relatives? 

5 1 .  I am being tormented by the three, viz. this residence 
in the forest, the death of King (Da5aratha) and the separation 
from Bharata. 

52 .  The best brahmal}.a (i.e .  Atri) , having heard the words 
uttered by Rama, and having thought for a very long time, said 
these words :  

Atri said: 
53. 0 you here, the perpetuator of the Raghu-family, you 

have asked well. My father has fashioned the well-known 
sacred place, viz. Pu�kara. 

54. (He has also fashioned) the two well-known mountains 
Maryada and Yajiia. Between them there are three wells 
( called) Jye�tha, Madhyama and Kani�thaka. 

55. Go to them and grl!-tify Dasaratha by offering him a 
pil}.c;la. It is the best among the holy places and the best place 
of pilgrimage. 

56 .  0 you, perpetuator of the Raghu-family, there is 
a well, con taining good water, called Aviyoga. 0 you descendant 
of Raghu, there is also another well containing good water 
called Saubhiigya-kiipa. 

57. If pil}.c;las are offered into these (wells) , the manes 
obtain salvation till the time of the destruction of beings . This 
( is what) the grandsire said .  
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58.  0 Raghava, go there; and come back again. 

Saying 'All right' Rama too decided to go (there) . 
59. Having approached �k�avan and Vidisa city, and 

having crossed ( the river) CarmaJ;lvati, he reached Yajfia
parvata. 

60. Having crossed it speedily, he arrived at the 
Madhyama Pu�ara. He fully gratified the manes and gods with 
(libation of) water. 

6 1 .  After Rama had finished his bath, he, the intelligent 
one, saw the best sage, viz. MarkaJ;ll;ia, arriving ( there) with 
his disciples. 

62. Having gone facing (i .e. to) him, and having respect
fully saluted him he asked him : "0 lord, in which direction is 
the well called Aviyogada (i.e. that brings about union) ? 

63. I am Dasaratha's son, known by people by the 
name Rama. By Atri's  instruction I have come here to see that 
Saubhagya-vapi. 

64. May the revered one tell me about the place and the 
two wells." Thus addressed by Rama, MarkaJ;lQa replied : 

Mii.rkarp/.eya said: 
65. Well, 0 Raghava, well-being to you; you have done a 

meritorious deed, since, now, while on a pilgrimage to sacred 
places, you have come here. 

66-67a. Come, come along, see that Aviyogada vapi (i.e. 
the well bringing about union) .  Here union with all (one's 
kinsmen) -residing in the other or this world and living or 
dead-takes place. 

67b-68. 0 king, at that time, Rama, the elder brother of 
Lak�maJ;la, having heard these words of the best sage, remem
bered king Dasaratha , Bharata with Satrughna, and other 
citizens also. 

69-70a. When he was thinking like this, the evening-time 
came on. Rama, having offered the evening prayer with the 
sages, slept there that night with his brother and wife. 

70b-7 l a. At the end of the night and after his sleep was 
over Rama verily remained in Ayodhya with his father, mother 
and others. 
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7 1  b-72. When his auspicious marriage took place, he was 
seated there along with his wife and many relatives and was 
surrounded by sages. Lak�may;1a also saw him exactly like that 
i.e. along with Sita. 

73. In the morning he told all that to the sages. The sages 
also said : "0 best among the Raghus, it is true. 

74. Sriiddka is said to be essential on having the sight of 
the dead. The manes have a longing for prosperity and they 
desire food. 

75-76. 0 Raghava, they appear before a devout person in 
(his) dream. 0 Raghava, surely for fourteen years you will not 
have separation from your brother , father and Bharata. 0 
hero, perform a Sriiddha (in honour) of King Dasaratha. 

77-78. All these sages, your devotees, are impatiently wait
ing for the exact moment (i.e. for the invitation ) .  Six best 
brahmay;1as are present at the Sriiddha :  I myself (i.e. MarkaJ;l
Qeya ) , Jamadagni, Bharadvaja, Lomasa, Devarata and Samika. 
0 mighty one, fetch the requisites. 

79. The chief (things are) : lngudi, an oil-cake with badaras 
and iimalakas; ripe coconuts, roots of various kinds. 

80. 0 you of a good vow, satisfy the brahmay;1as with musk, 
and flesh and various kinds of grains, and by offering a iriiddha. 

81 . He, who, being restrained and having come to the 
Pu�kara-forest, and having controlled his diet, satisfies his manes 
(with a sriiddha) , would get the fruit of a horse-sacrifice. 

82. 0 Rama, we are (now) going to Jyel)tha Pul)kara to 
have a bath (there) ." 0 king, speaking thus to Rama all the 
sages went (to Jye�P1a Pu�kara) . 

83-84. Rama said to Lakl)maJ;la : "Bring me a deer fit for a 
sacrifice. Also bring a hare with bright eyes, black vegetable, 
jambiras, and various important roots, as well as ripe kapitthas 
and whichever other fruits (you can get) at (i.e. for) the 
Sriiddha. 

85. This should be (done) quickly, 0 Lakl)may;1a." 
Lakl)may;1a did all that according to the instruction of Rama. 

86. Having brought badaras, ingudis, vegetables and various 
roots, Rama made a great heap of them. 

87.  Having cooked and made ready (the food) , Janaki 
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reported to Rama. Rama bathed in the Yoga-vapi and looked 
after the sages. 

88. All the sages that were invited by Rama arrived when 
the sun moved on from the mid-day and when it was eighth 
muhurta1 of the day. 

89-90a. Janaka's daughter, Vaidehi) (i.e. Sita) , having 
seen the sages that arrived there, being abashed, left Rama's 
vicinity and with her eyes blooming with amazement, and re
flecting and trembling, she remained somewhere else. 

90b. The brahma:J.las, who had come there at the time of 
the friiddha, did not know this. 

9 1 . Rama fed the brahma:J.las according to the proper pro
cedure (and) as prescribed in the Smrtis ; he performed all the 
auspicious rites that were prescribed ( in the Vedas ) .  

92-93. H e  also performed the rite a s  prescribed in the 
Pura:J.las after (having performed) the sacrifice in honour of the 
Visvedevas. When the priests had eaten (the food) , and when 
they were dismissed after the pirpjas had been offered in due 
order and after gifts had been given to them according to 
(Rama's) capacity, and when the chief brahma:J;las had left, 
Rama said these words to his beloved. 

94-95. "0 you of charming eyebrows, why, did you dis
appear (i.e. go away) when you saw that the sages had come 
here ? Tell me all the true reason for this. Do not delay. There 
must be some reason for this. Do not hide it from me. 0 you 
of bright smile, I swear you by my life and that of Lak$ma:J.la 
also." 

96. Thus addressed by her husband at that time, Sita re
mained with her face hung down through shame. Shedding 
tears, she said (these) words to Rama : 

97-98. "0 lord, listen to what kind of miracle I saw here. 
0 Rama, the lord of kings (i.e. Dasaratha) being thought of by 
you, came here with all ornaments (on his person) . Two more 
persons also, (adorned) like that (came there) . 0 you descendant 
of Raghu, they were united with the bodies of the brahma:J.las. 

99. On the bodies of the brahma:J.las I saw the manes. See-

l .  Kutapaka Kala-eighth muharta of the day. 
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ing them and {overcome) with bashf11lness, I went away from 
your vicinity. ' 

1 00- l O l a. You fed the brahmaJ}.ns, you performed the 
Sriiddha according to the proper procedure. 0 you killer of the 
heroes of the enemy, how should I ,  clad in bark-garments and 
deer-hide, move before the king? I have told you the truth. 

I O l b- 1 02. Kaikeyi had taken away all the silken garments. 
Since then I, clad in tattered garments, and knowing that I 
have to resort to (i.e. live in) a forest, I do not (i.e. d id not) say 
anything, so that you should not be unhappy. 

1 03- 1 04. I am neither thinking of (my) mother or (of my) 
father, 0 conqueror. 0 lord, 0 Riima, I swear by your feet that 
I pass my days repeatedly and incessantly thinking as to when 
this residence in the forest will come to an end. 

105- 1 07. How should I,  with my own hand give (i.e. serve) 
the king (with) food which even a servant of servants would not 
enjoy? How would I, who was formerly seen by the king adorn
ed with all ornaments, and who had fanned him with a fly 
flapper in my hand, (now) like this (i .e. reduced to such a con
dition) dare give (him i .e. serve him with food) ? How should I,  
with my body smeared with perspiration and dirt, see the king 
(now) ? 

1 08- 1 09a. It is elear that he, emancipated by you, his son, 
has reached heaven. Seeing me, an innocent unhappy young 
lady, being distressed in the forest, the king would have been 
pained ; so I concealed myself. 

1 09b- 1 1 0a. 0 Rima you are like my (own) life ;  so nothing 
is to be concealed from you. This being the truth I touch your 
feet (i.e. I swear by your feet that this is the truth) " . 

l l Ob- 1 1 1 .  Hearing those ( words of Sitii) , Riima was 
pleased. He put that sweet-speaking beloved (of his) on his lap 
and embraced her closely and respectfully. The two heroes (i .e. 
Riima and Lakl[lmaJ}.a) then took food and after ( they had eaten) 
Siti took food. 

1 1 2. She and the two descendants of Raghu (i.e. Rama 
and Lakl[lmaJ}.a) remained there like that. When the sun rose, 
they decided to go. 

1 1 3-1 1 4a .  When Rama walked towards the west for two 
Krosas upto the Jyel[ltha Pul[lkara, and when he stood in the 
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eastern region of  Pu�kara, he  heard the words uttered by a 
divine envoy :  

1 1 4b- 1 1 5 .  " 0  Raghava, well-being to you ; this i s  a holy 
place access to which is difficult. 0 hero, remaining here, bring 
religious merit to yourself. You have to carry out the mission of 
gods. You have to kill the enemies of gods." 

1 1 6. Then the hero, with his mind pleased, said ( these) 
words to Lak�ma.I].a : "0 son of Sumitra, I have been favoured 
by Brahma, the lord of gods. 

1 1  7. 0 Lak�ma.I].a, putting up a hermitage here, I desire 
to observe an excellent vow, purifying my body for a month. ' ' 

1 1 8- 1 1 9a. When Lak�maJ}.a said, ' 'All right' ' ,  Rama com
pleted the vow, and gratified, according to the proper rites, the 
grandsires by means of offering piJ}.(ias, giving gifts and perform
ing Jriiddhas there i .e. at Pu�kara. 

l 1 9b- 1 2 l a. At the (three ) Pu�karas there is the river 
pleasing the manes and having the five streams viz . Kanaka, 
Suprabha, Nanda, Praci and Sarasvati. Rama having daily 
worshipped first his father and then other manes said ( these) 
words to La�ma.I].a : 

1 2 l b- 1 22. "Come on, 0 La�maJ}.a, quickly bring water 
from Pu�kara. Having washed (my) feet sleep on the bed. 
When the night will come to an end (i.e. in the morning) we 
shall proceed towards the southern ditection. 

1 23 .  But Lak�maJ}.a said (these) words : "Let Sita bring the 
water. I shall not always act as your servant, 0 Rama. 

1 24. She is (more) strong and stout (than) even I ( am ) .  
Tell m e  now, what You will d o  with a wife like this. 

125. Will this one, dear to you, follow you when you die ?  
You have always been protecting this very stout (lady) . 

1 26. 0 best of the Raghus, she, being delighted, torments 
me (i.e. she takes delight in tormenting me) ; 0 Rama, you too 
trouble me. In the sequel there is a loss. 

1 27. For you I am always putting up with thirst and hunger. 
There is no doubt about it. Listen further : 

1 28. The wise say that nobody-the wife, the son-goes 
after a dead person. Nor even wealth goes (after a dead 
person) .  
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1 29. With a desire to do what was dear to Kaikeyi, your 
fathe r  put you, 0 Rama, into the forest and ( then he) died 
leaving the kingdom free from any source of vexation. 

1 30. That Kaikeyi, (this) wealth and all (his) relatives re
mained here (i.e. on the earth only). The great king all alone 
went his way. 

1 3 1 .  I think Sita will certainly not accompany you. Tell 
me now, 0 Raghava, what will you do with her?" 

1 32 .  Having heard (these) words of Lak�?mal}.a, which he 
had never heard before, Raghava remained dejected ; so also 
Sita of a charming face. 

1 33-1 34. Sita did whatever was told by Lak!imai].a. The 
two lotus-eyed heroes, having bathed at Pu�kara and having 
eaten (food there) and having passed the night there, decided 
to leave that place. ( Rama said to Lak�mal}.a) : "0 son of 
Sumitra, come on, get up. We shall proceed to southern dire
ction." 

1 35. Lak�mai].a said : "0 Rama, I shall in no case go ( with 
you). 0 you lotus-eyed one, go with this your wife. 

1 36. 0 Raghava, I shall not go to any other forest,  
nor shall I go to Ayodhya. For fourteen years I shall stay in 
this forest (only) . 

1 3 7. If you will not go (i.e. if you do not want to go) to 
Ayodhya without me, then 0 king, 0 lord, (please) come this 
way. 

1 38. If till that time I shall survive then I shall go to ( our) 
father's city (with you) . I shall practise penance (here) . What 
will you (i.e. what have you to) do with me? 

139. 0 dear one, go ; a happy journey to you. Let there be 
no obstructions in your journey. I shall see you, the lotus-eyed 
one, when you will again come with your wife. 

140. 0 king, in Ayodhya there is the kingdom that has 
come down from our grand-father and father. Satrughna and 
Bharata obey your orders. 

1 4 1 - 142. I am against you, especially as far as the residence 
in the forest is concerned. 0 you tormentor of enemies, I am 
unable to work incessantly day and night. 0 dear one, go as you 
please." Rama said to Lak�?mal}.a, who was speaking thus : 

1 43- 1 44. "How (is it that) you formerly went out of (i .e. 
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left) Ayodhya with me ? (Why did you say ) 'Rama, I shall stay 
in the forest with you for fourteen years but not even in 
heaven without you ; 0 best among men, I shall meet the same 
fate as you. 

145. 0 Raghava, (please) do me a favour ; take me too (with 
you) . • Then, 0 you kil ler of enemies , how are you remaining 
(i .e. leaving me)  halfway ?" 

1 46. However, Lak�?maQa said to Rama : "I shall  not go to 
the forest again" . Seeing Lak�?maQa stationary (i .e. not making 
a move) , Rama said ( these) words :  

147- 1 48. " 0  Lak�maQa, follow me, o r  I shall ( all ) alone go 
to forest. This Sita will be second to me (i.e. will accompany 
me) ." Thus addressed b y  Rama, Lak!?maQa accepted (i .e .  
agreed to) Rama's words, and got up. The two tormentors of 
enemies (i.e. Riima and Lak�?maQ.a) reached the boundary of 
the sacred place, the Maryadii mountain. 

1 49- 1 5 1 .  Rama, having gained the virtuous feeling! and 
having cast off the feelings of grea t activi ty and ignorance, join
ing the palms of his hand, and with his body horripilated, hav
ing made a respectful obeisance by the prostration of the eight 
limbs of his body to Ajagandha, the trident-holder, the god with 
three eyes, the god of gods, and remaining restrained, glorified 
Sankara, dear to Parvati. He regarded the god, the lord of gods, 
as the cause of the worlds. 

Rama said: 

1 52. ' ' I seek the refuge of that Sankara, who affords protec
tion , who has fashioned this entire mobile and immobile world 
and who is the doer of (all) deeds and who gives pleasure and 
pain, and who, at the time of the end (of the world) , is also the 
cause of the destruction of the world. 

1 53. I seek the refuge of that Sankara, who affords protec
tion, and who held on his head, like a garland of unsteady 
flowers, Ganga with her water at once pure, charming and roll
ing, and having fearful waves, falling from the sky. 

1 54. I seek the refuge of that Sankara, who affords protec
t ion, and sustained by whose lotus-like foot the peak of the 

1 .  Sattvika bhava etc. see chapter 2 above. 
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KaiHi.sa-mountain, when tossed by Rava:Q.a resembling the peak 
of the Kailasa-mountain, became steady. 

155. I seek the refuge of Sankara, who affords protection, 
and who on many occasions destroyed the sons of Danu and 
who united with (i .e. granted) boons to the groups of Vidya
dharas and serpents and the best sages eating (i.e. subsisting 
on) fruits and roots . 

1 56. I seek the refuge of Sarikara, who affords protection, 
and who in Dak�a's sacrifice destroyed Bhaga's1 eyes and knock
ed out Pii�an's rows of teeth, and who paralysed Indra's hand 
holding the thunderbolt. 

1 57. I seek the refuge of that Sankara, who affords protec
tion, and by resorting to whom men who have committed sins, 
whose minds are attached to sensual pleasures, and who are not 
endowed with qualities of learning, fol lowing understanding, be
come enjoyers of happiness. 

1 58. I seek the refuge of that Sailkara, who affords protec
tion, and whose lustre resembles that of a crore of moons and 
suns, who is held in awe, by the best demons and gods and who 
drank the exceedingly burning Kalakiita. 

1 59. I seek the refuge of that Sarikara, who affords protec
tion, and who, the revered great lord, many times would grant 
( i .e. has granted) a boon to Brahma, Indra, Rudra, Maruts and 
Skanda and who also took out Nandi from the jaws of death. 

1 60. I seek the refuge of that Sankara, who affords protec
tion, who was propitiated ( by Parvati) by means of the Dhuma
vrata involving a severe penance in Himalaya's bower, which 
was even mentally inaccessible ; and who, the great-souled one, 
told Bhrgu ( the lore of) bringing back (a being) to life. 

1 6 1 . I seek the refuge of that Sarikara, who was worshipped 
by various mighty lords of his attendants having faces like those 
of elephants and cats and destroying Dak�a's sacrifice and (who 
was ) also (worshipped) by the groups of gods along with the 
regents ofquarters. 

1 .  Bhaga-according to a later legend his eyes were destroyed by 
Rudra. 

Pilian-In the Brifhmar.ras, be is represented as having lost his teeth and 
feeling on a kind of gruel (See e.g. KauJitaki Brifhmarza-VI.l 3 ) ,  whence he 
is called Karambhad. 
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1 62. I seek the refuge of that Sankara, who affords protec
tion, who, having mounted upon a strong bull white like a 
conch-shell, a Kunda flower and the moon, and (who) being 
followed by the daughter of the lord of mountains, moves in the 
sky decorated with the clouds at the dissolution of the world. 

1 63 .  I seek the refuge of Sailkara, who affords protection, 
who vehemently protected the tranquil sage, humble with 
devotion, intent on praising (Sailkara) , that was being taken 
back by those terrible and very fearful men bent upon the appli
cation of restraints. 

1 64. I seek the refuge of that Saiikara, who affords protec
tion, and who, the god, forcibly cut off the fifth head of Brahma 
resembling a fresh lotus in the presence of gods with the nail
tip of his lotus-like right hand. 

1 65 I seek the refuge of that Sankara, who affords protec
tion, and having saluted the feet ofwhom, the granter of boons, 
with devotion, and having praised whom with chaste words, the 
careful, blazing sun, removes the darkness with his rays . 

1 66. (0 god) those stupid men of impure minds, who, due 
to their close attachment to grandeur, pride and trade, do not 
recognise you to be the lord of the best gods and of this mobile 
and immobile world, (later) experience tortures of hell. 

1 67. To Rama, who was praising ( Siva) with these words, 
Vr�adhvaja the trident-holder, being glad and with his mind 
pleased said (these) words : 

Rudra said: 

1 68. I am pleased; well-being to you ; you are born in a 
pure family. You are god, who has taken up a human form and 
are adorable to the world. 

1 69- 1 71 .  With you as their lord, gods will enjoy happiness 
for a long time. Those men on the earth who will see you hav
ing returned to Ayodhya after fourteen years have elapsed, will 
be happy here (i.e. in this world) and will also have an unend
ing residence in heaven. Come back to the city (of Ayodhya) 
after having done a great mission for the gods. 

Rama also, saying 'All right', quickly left. 
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I 72. Having reached the Indramarga river and having tied 
the long tresses of hair twisted on the top of his head he said to 
Lak�m�a : "Give this bow to me. " 

1 73 .  Hearing those words of Rama, Lak�mal}.a sairl to Sita : 
"0 revered lady, why has

' 
Rama abandoned me without any 

reason ?  

1 74. I d o  not know the fault for which the great-armed one 
has forsaken me. Rama has abandoned me. I shall certainly give 
up my life. 

1 75 .  There is no use of this life to me? Fie upon me who 
am a disgrace to the family, and who, a sinner have thus anger
ed my elder brother. 

1 76. When the great-souled one has had a bad opinion 
about me which worlds shall I go to?" Putting both his hands 
on his face, he, with his throat (choked )  with tears, said this 
(i .e. these words) : 

I 77. "I  ( shall ) not harm Rama by means of deed, thought 
or speech. 0 revered lady, I have touched your feet. I have no 
other course." 

1 78.  Then Sita said to Rama : "Why have you forsaken 
your younger brother? Give up harshness to young Lak�mal}.a, 
bestower of prosperity". 

1 79. Then Rama said to Sitii : ' ' I  shall not forsake Lak�
mal}.a; 0 dear one, I have not given up thinking about Lakt
mal}.a even in a dream. 

1 80 .  I have formerly heard about the working of this holy 
place. In this place all people are really intent upon self-interest. 

1 8 1 .  They do not care for one another, nor do they listen 
to words beneficial to themselves. Sons do not (care to) listen to 
the words of their father, nor do fathers (care to) listen to the 
words of their sons. 

1 82. Also disciples do not (care to) listen to the words of 
their preceptor nor preceptor to those of disciples. Love always 
depends upon money. No one is dear to anyone ( else) ." 

1 83 .  While talking like this only, he reached the great river 
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Reva. (Then) the descendant of Kakutstha1 (i .e . Rama) with his 
younger brother and Sita bathed (there) . 

1 84. Having gratified his manes and deities with water, and 
having repeatedly looked up, at the Sun and (other) deities, he 
remained in abstract meditation. 

1 85. Rama who had bathed (there) shone with Sita and 
Lak�ma1.1a like lord Siva with Parvati and Skanda. 

1. Kakutstha--descendant of Kakutstha. 
Kakutstha is an epithet of Puraiijaya, a king of the solar race. See 

RaghuvamJa 6. 7 1 .  




